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These are notes from my review of the Zygmunt William Birnbaum Papers (Accession Number 5266-001) in Special 
Collections at the University Libraries, University of Washington.    
 
Z. William (Bill) Birnbaum (1903-2000), my father, was a University of Washington professor of mathematics and 
statistics.   The papers, consisting largely of correspondence, give details of the collapse of Central European society in 
1937-1945 and of Bill’s efforts to rescue his family and friends in Poland and Austria; they trace the Americanization of 
surviving refugees; and they document the development and acceptance of applied mathematics and statistics as valued 
areas of academic endeavor in the United States.   
 
Early in the 21

st
 century, when Special Collections accessioned the materials, many were on decaying acid-based paper 

and otherwise fragile (torn, water-damaged).   Professional and student staff salvaged, preserved and organized these 
documents, permitting family and others to view them and verify heretofore fragmented information.  
 
I have referred to the notes in responding to inquiries, sparing me repeated visits to the library, kind and welcoming 
though the staff has been.   These may also be helpful to future users of the collection, especially in accurately identifying 
materials.  I have noted that there have been instances in which material from different correspondents was combined, 
e.g., Henryk Schaerf and Henryk Urich.   Conversely, I have noted multiple identities assumed by one party - as 
conditions in Lwów worsened, my grandmother used over a dozen aliases and phony addresses, so this correspondence 
is in diverse files rather than collected with the family correspondence.   
 
In some instances I crudely and tediously catalog contents.  Elsewhere I have given personal commentary and rough 
translations of material written in German.  Also, I have tried to identify heretofore unidentified items.   
 
Translations from some of the Polish correspondence were prepared by Artur Rosman, a graduate student and native 
speaker of Polish and may be viewed at the Special Collections or online at 
http://www.lib.washington.edu/specialcollections/collections/exhibits/spotlight-on-zygmunt-william-birnbaum-papers    
 
A listing of names appears at the end of these notes.  The list supplements that which appears in the “Finding Guide.”   
 

- Ann Birnbaum 
March 2013 

 
Box 1 

 
1/1 [Box 1, File 1] Biographical Features 

 
“Given to Prof .Carpenter IV.11, 1947” (ZWB’s handwriting).  Discusses his professional accomplishments and standing to 
date, including mention of statistical papers in an array of applications – civil engineering, genetics, psych, oncology, 
econ, medicine, sociology, fisheries.  4 pages, carbon copy. 
 
Résumé – 3 pages, probably 1947, probably carbon copy.  
 
Résumé – carbon copy on yellow paper, 2 pages.  “Languages: English, Polish, German, reading knowledge of French 
and Italian.”  Citizen of Poland; immigrated to the United States on January 30, 1938, first papers received on May 17

th
 

1938. The date of this could be determined by looking at publication dates of the articles cited.  (ZWB does not give dates 
in this listing.)  Since he describes himself as “American citizen” in the previous resume, I think he would have identified 
himself as such as soon as citizenship had been conferred, so this must have been written prior to that event. 
 
Résumé – blue carbon, 2 pages, date unknown.  Includes reference to one student, “previously assistant professor at St. 
Martin’s College, completing his Ph.D. thesis in calculus of probabilities.” [This is probably Father John Raymond.]  
[The student who “received a M.S. degree for a thesis in mathematical statistics and is at present lecturer at Bryn Mawr 
College” might be Dorothy Morrow Gilford; she had an illustrious and - especially for a woman - amazing career in 
statistics, including becoming Director of Mathematical Sciences Division at the Office of Naval Research.  I believe she 
was born in 1919.]     
 

“Account of advanced studies and research” – 2 pages, mimeo, dated early 1960 by ZWB.  “I am interested in 
mathematical theory as well as its applications.  On several occasions I was able to start on a problem at its theoretical 
formulation, develop the theory, and follow it through to the point where numerical tables were computed which could be 
placed in the hands of a non-mathematical user of statistical techniques.  Conversely, applied problems were for me often 
a source of interesting and stimulating theoretical studies.” 
 
“Faculty Service” – one typewritten page, prepared by ZWB after his retirement in 1974.  
 
Résumé information – one page carbon copy, one page handwritten, dated November 22, 1967. 
 
“Additions to Biography” – 4 pages, carbon copy, dated April 29, 1969. 
 
“Z.W. Birnbaum Biography” – 2 pages, photocopy, written after retirement.  “Came to the United States in 1937.”  
 

http://www.lib.washington.edu/specialcollections/collections/exhibits/spotlight-on-zygmunt-william-birnbaum-papers
http://digital.lib.washington.edu/findingaids/permalink/UA19_14_5266BirnbaumZygmunt/
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“Z.W. Birnbaum” – 1 page, dated March 5, 1987 – slightly revised edition of first page of previous paper. 
 
“Z. W. Birnbaum” – 1 page – photocopy – evidently slightly revised version of previous paper. (“March 5, 1987” has been 
whited-out.) 
 
Résumé – one page, carbon – looks as if it may predate work in USA. 
 
Résumé – one page carbon on fragile paper – breaks off in mid-sentence, so at least a page must be missing.  
 
“Personal Data of Z. William Birnbaum” – 6 pages, typed – “Naturalized American citizen (1943).” Possibly written in 1967, 
when he became editor of the Annals of Mathematical Statistics. 

 
Résumé – first page is another edition of March 5, 1987, material – photocopy – with one page of professional activities 
and bibliography on pages 3-8.  ZWB notes that page 2 does not show honors received, Who is Who entry, and 

Festschriften, and that one more item, [67], is missing from the bibliography.  
 
Résumé – still another 2 page photocopy of material covered in the first two pages of the previous papers. 
 
Copy of information provided to Marquis Publications (I believe this is the Who is Who publisher). Dated 1963.  States that 

he arrived in 1937 and was naturalized in 1943. Father: Ignacy Isaac Birnbaum, Mother: Lina Nebenzahl. Ph.D. 1929, 
Univ. of Lwów, Actuarial Diploma, University of Goettingen, 1931.   
 
University of Washington – Biography – photocopy, 3 pages.  Weight 145, height 5’5”, dated November 17, 1950. 
 
University of Washington – Biography – smeary photocopy, 3 pages, dated April 22, 1969.  Height 5’4”, weight 138. 
 
1/2 Biographical Features 

 
“Publications of Z. W. Birnbaum” – 3 carbons – each covering roughly the same information, one “handed to Prof. 
Carpenter Jan. 15, 1941,” another revised by hand, and the third “Given to Prof. Carpenter X.25.39.” 
 
“Z.W Birnbaum Publications” – 8 pages, some photocopies, some typed.  Some handwritten annotation.  Includes a page 
of scholarly and professional activities. 1985? 
 
“Z. W. Birnbaum Publications” – photocopy of pp. 18-23 – clearly from some other publication.  Most recent entry dated 
1974. 
 
“Additional Bibliography to November 1, 1967, Z. W. Birnbaum” – 1 carbon page, 1 handwritten on engineering paper. 
 
2 photocopies of “Z. W. Birnbaum, Scholarly and professional activities” with handwritten addition noting S. Wilks medal 
award. 
 
“Z.W. Birnbaum, Major Publications” – photocopy of pages 3-9 of another listing. 
 
Birnbaum, Z.W., Department of Mathematics – photocopy – 6 pages – listing publications by year, 1927 – 1973. 
 
“Z.W. Birnbaum, Major Publications” – photocopy of pages 3-9 of another listing, slightly revised version of that cited 
previously, adding a couple of publications, including piece in The Making of Statisticians and his work with Monroe Sirken 

on infant mortality rates. 
 
Ca. 4 more pages of notes on professional activities and publications.  
 
“Security Investigation Data for non-sensitive position” – 5 pages, 3 handwritten and two typed, “revised Dec. 1959.”  
Gives dates and places of residence beginning June 1937. 
 
4 pages – carbon, typed – appear to be material used in completing form for Security Investigation for non-sensitive 
position.  There is one page giving residences and dates beginning with Sept. 1932 – May 1937, when ZWB resided at 
sw. Anny 1 in Lwów.  Dated October 1955. 
 
1 page – handwritten – description of ZWB’s father:  
 My father was what was known [as] an “assimilant”– a Jew who considered himself, and wanted to be accepted 
as a Pole.  In fact, he imagined himself as the equivalent of a member of the Polish landed gentry.  He was telling his 
children how it was on his father’s estate – and his father was really owner of a large farm – how my father’s brothers and 
sisters had ponies to ride, the boys enjoyed hunting, all in the pattern customary for moderately wealthy, Polish, meaning 
Catholic, landowners.  There was just one difficulty: there was several [??isolated instances??] of people who dreamt of 
that kind of lifestyle.  Part of living in that pattern was being accepted by those low or middle class Polish-born noblemen.  
And that could not be just willed.  A Jew could get baptized, change his name, and that made many things accessible    
 
“Non-mathematical activities” – 1 page, handwritten – no date, late handwriting (1990s, even 2000) 
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4 pages -  handwritten notes on yellow engineering paper.  I believe these are notes for his speech at his retirement party 
in 1974, at the Meany Hotel.  
 
5 pages – copy of Guggenheim Fellows Survey information, prepared late 1999 by ZWB and Ann Birnbaum. 
 
1/3 General Correspondence - Altbach, Jozia 1937 
 

Handwritten letters addressed to Dr. Zygmunt Wilhelm Birnbaum/Dr. W. Birnbaum/Dr. Wilhelm Birnbaum/Dr. William 
Birnbaum/Dr. W.Z. Birnbaum - first as a passenger on the Cunard line, departing from France, then in NYC.  Józia’s 
address changes slightly but is always in Poland.  Envelopes have stamps attached and are intact.  They may date from 
as early as spring 1937 and continue through the summer.  There are 17 letters and two post cards.  There are carbons of 
three letters from ZWB to Józia, dated 27 July, 1 Sept., and 2 Nov.  Entire file is in Polish. 
 
1/4 General Correspondence - Altbach, Jozia 1938 
 

14 handwritten letters and two post cards, in Polish, from Józia.  Stamps have been cut off a couple of the envelopes.  
One post card is from the Tatra mountains and has an additional message from Wisio.  
 
1/5 General Correspondence - Altbach, Jozia 1939-1940 
 

6 handwritten letters and 2 post cards, in Polish, from Józia.  Stamps have been removed from almost all envelopes. The 
most recent are addressed to ZWB in Seattle.  Notes have been clipped to some of these, probably from Artur, who 
translated selected material:  
 [Gestapo moving people out of Poland] VIII.12.39 
 [Manelska’s address in Siberia] IX.27.1940 (This post card has a separate message, in green ink: Alina E. Kas. 
S.S.R. Kustanaiskaia Obl.  
         Mindegarϋski Rayon, Pochta Vredenka 
 [Academic Life in Lwów]  V.20.40 
This last letter shows a return address for L. Sternbach, Lwów, and only the last part of the letter seems to be written by 
Józia.  The better part of the letter is written by Wisio/Ludwik Sternbach.  
 
1/6 General Correspondence - American Consuls 

 
ZWB letter, Dec. 14, 1937 – carbon copy on fragile paper – addressed to Honorable Coert du Bois, American Consul 
General, Havana, Cuba.  This letter accompanied documents supporting ZWB’s application for permanent resident visa.  
He states that he arrived in the USA on June 6, 1937, via the S/S Georgic, and that his Polish passport is valid until April 
8, 1938. 
 
Receipt for a registered article, dated July 19, 1938, registered at Woods Hole.  Article was addressed to The Hon. 
American Consul, Vienna, Germany Europe. 
 
ZWB letter, July 18, 1938 – carbon – addressed to Hon. American Consul, Vienna, Germany.  There is a handwritten 
notation at the bottom, largely illegible.  This letter accompanied an affidavit of support for “my first cousin Dr.  Jakob 
Berger and his wife Henryka Berger.”  He writes, “…Dr. Jakob Berger is one of my dearest relatives. He is younger than I, 
we were brought up together, and I have always considered him as my younger brother.” 
 
Letter from Felix Bernstein, August 5, 1938 – carbon – addressed to Hon. American Consul, Vienna, certifying that Dr. 
Zygmunt Wilhelm Birnbaum has been his research assistant for the last year at a salary of $140/month.  Although 
Bernstein’s address is NYU, grad school, Dept. of Anatomy, 477 First Avenue, NY, the letter was signed and certified at 
Woods Hole, Mass. 
 
ZWB letter, Jan. 19, 1940 – carbon – addressed to The Honorable American Consul, Vienna, Germany, from Dr. Z. 
William Birnbaum, Assistant Professor, Department of Mathematics, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.  ZWB 
states that in April 1938 he signed and submitted an affidavit of support, along with the application for immigrant visas for 
Dr. Benno Both and Mrs. Dorothea Both, parents-in-law of Dr. Jakob Berger.  These were filed with the American 
Consulate in Vienna.   Boths are in Lwów, now occupied by Russia, and unable to communicate with the American 
Consulate in Vienna. 
 
ZWB letter, Jan. 19, 1940 – another carbon of previous letter. 
 
Undated letter from Felix Bernstein, NYU, addressed to American Consul, Vienna, stating that “Dr. Zygmunt Wilhelm / 
William / Birnbaum” is his research assistant and that his salary is $140/month. 
  
ZWB letter, April 3, 1940 – carbon – addressed to The Honorable American Consul, 1 Grosvenor Square, London, 
England.  Jakob and Henryka Berger are now in London and their U.S. visa application file has been transferred from 
Vienna to London.  ZWB adds to information supplied earlier, giving details of his financial situation and asserting that he 
is eager “to take care of them in every respect.” 
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ZWB – handwritten draft of above letter, noting Dr. Jakob Berger file Nr. 811.11. 
 
April 30, 1940 – letter from John G. Erhardt, American Consulate General, London, referencing File No. 811.11 – Berger, 
Jakob. This deals with the Bergers’ position in the queue for visas being issued to qualified Polish quota applicants.   
Notes that they are in for a long wait before their application will be evaluated, number of visas to be issued is uncertain, 
demand is heavy and list is moving slowly.  
 
January 14, 1941 – carbon of letter from Coolidge Mutual Savings Bank, Seattle, addressed to American Consul, 
Moscow, USSR – stating ZWB, 4005 15

th
 N.E., Seattle, has 1254.43 on deposit, account was opened Nov. 1, 1939 and 

no funds have been withdrawn.  Letter signed by Harry Shelton, Vice President and Manager. 
 
January 14, 1941 – carbon of letter from Bank of California, Seattle, addressed to American Consular Service, Moscow, 
USSR – stating that ZWB is making affidavit of his ability to support a relative seeking to enter the USA.  ZWB is a 
professor of mathematics at the UW and bears an excellent personal credit.  He has $4,043 in savings and also, in safe-
keeping, marketable stocks worth $1,000. 
 
February 20, 1941 – 2 copies of the same letter from Seattle-First National Bank, each stamped “Confidential Information” 
with much fine print – addressed to American Consul, Russia – stating that ZWB opened an account on Oct. 11, 1939 
with an initial deposit of $4,996.77 and that there is now a balance of $5,080.24. 
 
February 25, 1941 – carbon, identical to above letter with last sentence (“We are glad to serve you without recourse or 
responsibility”) deleted. 
 
February 21, 1941 – 2 carbon copies – letter from Seattle Trust and Savings Bank, addressed to American Consul, 
Moscow, USSR, certifying that they have two accounts for ZWB, neither of which has decreased since opened, one 
opened October 14, 1939, contains  $4951.56 and the other, opened February 11, 1941, contains $240.00. 
 
February 20, 1941 – letter from University National Bank of Seattle [probably today’s Wells Fargo, corner of 45

th
 and 

University Way] – stating that ZWB has a checking account with a balance of $408.06 and a savings acct. with $4194.32. 
 
February 20, 1941 – another letter from Coolidge Mutual Savings Bank, identical to letter of January 14, 1941 – 
addressed to American Consul, Moscow, USSR, stating that ZWB has $1254.43 on deposit. 
 
February 20, 1941 – notarized letter from Washington Mutual Savings Bank, addressed to American Consul at Moscow, 
Russia, stating that ZWB has a balance of $1,507.80 on deposit in an account titled “Dr. Z. Birnbaum, Trustee for Dr. 
Jakob Berger.”  One withdrawal has been made from the account during the past year.  For a period of one year the 
average balance has been in excess of $3,013.000 
 
February 20, 1941 – notarized letter from Washington Mutual Savings Bank, addressed to American Consul at Moscow, 
Russia, stating that ZWB has an account showing a balance of $3735.50. 
 
January 15, 1941 – notarized letters from Washington Mutual Savings Bank, addressed to American Consul in Moscow 
regarding the same 2 accounts as that shown above – ZWB’s personal acct. and Berger acct. 
 
March 11, 1941 – 9 carbon copies – notarized letter from Seattle-First National Bank, addressed to American Consulate, 
Kobe, Japan, stating that ZWB has $5,080.24 on deposit. 
 
March 21, 1941 – carbon – letter to The Honorable American Consul, Zürich, Switzerland, accompanying an affidavit of 
support for Henryk Maksymiljan Schärf.  ZWB writes about Henry, their relationship, and his willingness to support him 
and “aid him in starting a new and useful life.”  He writes, “I have sent previously affidavits of support for my parents and 
my sister who are residing in Lwów, Russia.”  He also encloses an affidavit of support from Herbert Zuckerman who has 
never before given a support affidavit.  (Herb Zuckerman was a member of UW Mathematics faculty.) 
 
Résumé for Schaerf – one page, carbon – born March 17, 1907, Rohatyn, Poland; elementary school and gymnasium in 
Lwów.  Studies at U of Lwów and U of Goettingen.  
 
Letter from Dr. Herbert S. Zuckerman, Dec. 13, 1945 – carbon – to The Honorable American Consul, Zurich, Switzerland, 
offering his help for Schaerf.  Attached to this is a copy of Herb’s affidavit.  Age 33, married, living at 7514 Brooklyn, 
describing his assets, salary, position.  Attached also is a notarized letter from the UW, certifying that Herb is employed by 
the UW since Sept. 1, 1939, assistant professor, annual $3,240 salary (this is dated January 4, 1945). 
 
Notarized affidavit – carbon – dated March 22, 1941, by Herbert S. Zuckerman, promising that he will “properly receive 
and care for the said Henryk M. Schärf upon his arrival in this country and I will not permit him to become a public charge 
upon any community or municipality.”  Attached is a letter to the American Consul in Zürich, dated March 10, 1941, also 
affirming Herb’s intentions with respect to Schärf. 
 
ZWB letter – carbon – dated January 5, 1946, addressed to The Honorable American Consul, Zürich, Switzerland, 
accompanying an affidavit of support for Schaerf.  There is a handwritten note that postage was $2.95 and a receipt for 
registered article. Attached is a carbon affidavit from ZWB (who acknowledges as dependents a wife and two children and 
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gives details of his finances), a carbon UW certification of ZWB’s employment, and two carbon copies of a listing of ZWB’s 
U.S. Savings Bonds. 
 
HMB letter – carbon – dated January 7, 1946, from Hilda M. Birnbaum, accompanying her attached affidavit (carbon) in 
support of Schaerf.  Also attached is a copy of a notarized letter, stating that Hilda is heir to one half of her parents’ 
estates, now in probate court, from Ludwig Lobe, Licensed Public Accountant and Executor of the Estates of Richard & 
Gertrud Merzbach. 
 
1/7 American Consuls Re: Nusia Birnbaum  1938-1941 

 
ZWB letter, June 29, 1938 – carbon – addressed to Honorable American Consul, Warsaw, Poland.  This accompanies a 
(carbon) affidavit expressing his desire to bring Franciszka Birnbaum to the USA.  Her date of birth is VI.10.1910.  Her 
occupation is applied art.  He describes her as “gifted in arts and crafts.” The letter has some largely illegible handwritten 
notes.  There is a registered article receipt. 
 
Letter – photocopy? – dated 29 June 1938, in Polish, addressed to Nusia.  This letter was translated by Artur Rosman for 
UW Special Collections. 
 
Letter to ZWB, dated July 20, 1938, from American Consulate General, Warsaw, Poland.  References file No. 811.11-
Birnbaum, Franciszka.  Letter acknowledges ZWB letter, with enclosures, of June 29, 1938.  It appears that there are 
several bureaucratic hoops to be jumped through before Nusia may be considered for immigration to the USA. 
 
ZWB letter, dated September 2, 1938 – carbon – to American Consul General, Warsaw, referencing file 811.11- Birnbaum 
Franciszka, addressing issues raised in the letter of July 20, giving considerable details of his finances. This accompanied 
an affidavit of support.  This copy has handwritten changes.  It is typed on the back of what appears to be the second of 
several pages of handwritten notes about a matter of mathematics and optics. 
 
ZWB letter, dated September 2, 1938 – 2 carbons of final copy sent to American Consul General in Warsaw.  Attached is 
a carbon of an affidavit regarding his finances, showing bank deposits of $29,804.26.  There is a registered article receipt.  
 
Letter dated Oct. 10, 1938, to ZWB from American Consulate General, Warsaw, re File 811.11-Birnbaum, Franciszka.  
This acknowledges letter of Sept.2, 1938, and its enclosures, gives a description of upcoming bureaucratic hoops to be 
negotiated and states, “your sister has written for, and has been sent a registration form.  When this form is returned, 
properly filled out, Miss Birnbaum will then be informed of the personal documents required …and advised to submit them 
by mail …” 
 
April 19, 1939 – on a Fidelity Union Trust Company envelope, handwritten draft of a letter [ZWB handwriting] for a bank to 
write a notarized letter to the American Consul, Warsaw, Poland, attesting to his finances, in support of admitting Benno 
Both and Dorothea Both.  [This may be in the wrong folder, since it does not relate to the effort to bring Nusia to the USA.] 

 
April 20, 1939 – carbon of notarized letter from Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank to American Consul, Warsaw, Poland, 
certifying that ZWB has an account titled “Dr. William Birnbaum for sister, Francisca” with a balance of $4,984.78. 
 
April 20, 1939 – carbon of notarized letter from The Franklin Savings Bank, NYC, to American Consul, Warsaw, Poland, 
certifying that Dr. William Z. Birnbaum has a balance of $4.052.01 in an account opened in trust for Francisca Birnbaum.  
Account was opened on June 28, 1938, and there has been one withdrawal since opening.  
 
April 20, 1939 – carbon of notarized letter from Union Dime Savings Bank, NYC, to American Consul, Warsaw, Poland 
certifying that William Z. Birnbaum opened an account on September 1, 1938, in trust for Francisca Birnbaum.  Balance is 
$4,545.99. 
 
April 20, 1939 – carbon of notarized letter from The Bowery Savings Bank, NYC, to American Consul, Warsaw, Poland, 
certifies that William Z. Birnbaum opened an account in trust for his sister, Francisca Birnbaum, on June 28, 1938, and 
present balance is $5,066.20. 
 
April 25, 1939 – carbon of a copy of a letter written to American Consul, Warsaw, Poland, asking that Nusia be granted a 
visa and stating that her relatives in the USA are in good standing and able to care for her.  There is no signature but the 
carbon shows “Governor.” This is clipped to a letter from the Governor of New Jersey, also dated April 25, 1939, 
addressed to Mr. A. Isserman, 40 Clinton Street, Newark, New Jersey.  It states: “I have your letter of recent date, and 
have written the American Consul at Warsaw, Poland, in the interest of Miss Franciszka Birnbaum.  I am enclosing 
herewith a copy of my letter.” 
 
Red pencil – handwritten note from ZWB – “Returned to me I.28, 1940 ZWB.   A file containing all essential 
correspondence pertaining to my sister’s application for an immigration visa, was handed over by me to Mr. Rickles on 
January 23, 1940.  ZWB.”  This is written on  a piece of paper in which ZWB gives a typewritten address of 1303 East 41

st
 

Street, Seattle. 
 
Undated typewritten letter – probably a draft – with no obvious addressee – making the case for allowing 
Francisca/Franciszka (ZWB uses both spellings) to immigrate.  Here he asserts that he brought his savings, amounting to 
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more than $27,000, to the USA and is now very much absorbed in his work, having “no time to manage that money 
properly, and the whole sum lies in banks, practically useless.  In case that my sister Franciszka should come to this 
country, I am planning to invest the necessary amount in production of objects of applied art under her management.  This 
being a field, for which she is particularly qualified, such an arrangement should provide good opportunity for her to utilize 
her abilities and to make a decent living, while for me it would constitute a reasonable investment.” 
 
March 1, 1940 – letter from the American Consul, Bucharest, Rumania, regarding File 811.11-Birnbaum Franciszka.  
Acknowledges receipt of letter and enclosed documents from ZWB, UW Math Dept., regarding Franciszka Birnbaum, 
presently residing at Lwów, Poland.  ZWB is informed that his sister has never made application to the Bucharest office 
and “since she is at present in Russian occupied territory, she is outside this consular district.  Should she intend to apply 
in Rumania, her dossier and registration, if she has already made application elsewhere, will be transferred to this office 
for examination.”  An envelope is attached showing a postmark of April 4, 1940, and ZWB has written on it “IV.8,40.”  
 
July 29, 1940 – carbon of letter, with ZWB’s note “By Air Mail” – to the United States of America, Department of State, 
Washington, D.C., asking for information and help, noting that Consul in Warsaw had said, in June 1938, that Franciszka 
could “expect her turn for receiving her visa in the first months of 1940.” 
 
January 26, 1940 – carbon of notarized letter to American Consul at Bucharest, Rumania, from Washington Mutual 
Savings Bank, certifying that Dr. Z.W. Birnbaum has a balance of $5,140 in an account opened on October 10, 1939, in 
trust for Dr. Jakob Berger.  [This letter may be in the wrong file.] 
 

January 30, 1940 – carbon of letter from The Bank of California, Seattle, addressed to United States Consul, Bucharest, 
Roumania, stating that Dr. Z. William Birnbaum, 1303 East 41

st
 Street, Seattle, has an account with a balance of $5040.81 

and is seeking to help his sister, Francisca Birnbaum, obtain an immigration visa for entry into our country. 
 
December 16, 1939 – letter from Robbins & Rickles, Attorneys, Seattle, addressed to Dr. S.W. [sic]  Birnbaum, Berkeley, 
California.  [At that time he may have been in Berkeley with Herb Zuckerman.]  Reports on what P. Allen Rickles has 

learned from Senator Schwellenbach’s office in Washington, DC.  There is essentially no news.  Bureaucracy is either 
functioning slowly or has been disrupted because of “interruption to mail service in connection with the present situation 
[in Warsaw].” 
 
February 27, 1941 - carbon of letter from ZWB to the honorable American Consul, Warsaw, USSR, again asking for 
assistance and information regarding his sister’s immigration application.  A list of enclosures are noted by hand; these 
include many bank letters demonstrating financial resources, a statement from UW, marriage certificate copy, a statement 
from L. Loeb, and affidavits from Hilde M. Birnbaum and ZWB.   Handwritten note from ZWB at bottom of page: “Handed 
to Mrs. Neider of the Washington Émigré Committee, March 3, 1941.”  Attached are a carbon of Hilde’s affidavit and a 
carbon of ZWB’s affidavit. Franciszka’s birthdate is given as VI.3.1910.  Her address is Lwów, Russia, Anny 1.  [Here 
Nusia’s birthdate is June 3, 1910, but in his letter of June 29, 1938, her birthdate is given as June 10, 1910.] 

 
February 27, 1941 – another carbon of the letter described above, without handwritten notes, March 25, 1941 – carbon of 
letter to Honorable American Consul, Kobe, Japan, stating that it appears likely that Franciszka, residing at Anny 1, Lwów, 
USSR, will file an application for an immigration visa with the Consul in Kobe.  ZWB is enclosing an affidavit of support on 
her behalf along with corroborative papers.  Registered Article receipt is attached.  ZWB has noted by hand: “Enclosures 
to Both-affidavit of same date, see Kubuś-file.”  A carbon of ZWB’s affidavit is attached showing him residing at 1405 15

th
 

Avenue NE, and stating that he was issued a “declaration of intention” on May 17, 1938, and that he arrived in the U.S. at 
the Port of N.Y. on the S.S. Yucatan of Cuban American Line on January 30, 1938, having obtained his visa at the 
American Consulate at Habana on January 27, 1938. 
 
1/8 General Correspondence - American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee 

 
September 9, 1943 – letter to ZWB from Jeannette Robbins, Personal Inquiry Department, AJJDC, thanking him for $5.00 
contribution and stating: “We have put Mrs. Ehrlich’s name on the list of people to receive packages, with a note to the 
effect that she has with her her [sic] parents and her sister.  We hope that they will all benefit by the program of relief we 

are conducting.”  List of members of the AJJDC board of directors appears on the back of this letter with those serving the 
U.S. armed forces marked.   
 

November 26, 1946 – carbon or written on air letter paper - letter to ZWB from Personal Service Dept., AJJDC, re Dr. Izak 
Wajndling & family, in Warsaw.  This letter also advises ZWB to contact the local Washington Émigré Bureau in Seattle at 
420 Smith Tower Annex and attaches a CARE flyer.  ZWB’s handwritten note, rec’d Nov. 39, 1946.  Air mail envelope 
attached. 
 
October 7, 1946 – carbon of ZWB’s letter to Joint Distribution Committee, requesting assistance in helping Wajndlings 
leave Poland (Warsaw) for Austria or France, with the intention of proceeding to Palestine.  “…they are the only relatives 
of mine who are still alive…”  Info. on the Wajndlings: 
 Dr. Izak Wanjdling, son of Natan and Adela née Landau, born Dec. 9, 1892 in Nowy Sącz , Poland 
 Mrs. Halina Wajndling, daughter of Henryk and Ernestyna née Bloch, born August 15, 1895 in Pysznica ad 
Nisko, Poland 
 Miss Bianka Wajndling, daughter of Izak and Halina née Birnbaum, born April 7, 1926 in Nowy Sącz , Poland  
 All presently residing at Warszawa, Poland, ul. Hoza 14/11 
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October 15, 1946 – letter from AJJDC, acknowledging receipt of letter of October 7, 1946.  Not particularly optimistic 
regarding ability to be of assistance “inasmuch as we do not know where your relatives are going.”  
 
May 31, 1947 – carbon of ZWB’s letter to AJJDC referring to letter of October 7, 1946, stating that he has followed advice 
given in letter of November 26, 1946, and has been sending CARE packages.  “Now I understand that they [the 
“Weindling” family – change in spelling] will receive their passports and leave Poland in the near future.” And ZWB asks 

for any help the AJJDC can give.  Attached is a carbon of letter of October 7, 1946. 
 
June 13, 1947 – letter from AJJDC re WEINDLING, Dr. Izak and family, U.S.N.A. Case #B-21302, informing ZWB that 
Weindling case has been referred to “our cooperating migration agency in the United States,  known as the United Service 
for New Americans” headquartered in NYC.  It seems that  Weindlings are coming to the USA.  Airmail envelope attached.  

 
1/9 General Correspondence - American Mathematical Society 

 
August 23, 1937 – carbon on fragile paper of ZWB’s letter from 500 Riverside Drive, NY, to Prof. Fred W. Owens, Math 
Dept., Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pennsylvania, asking for info re  next Mtg. of the AMA, to take place in 
early September.  ZWB says he is a member of the Mathematical Society and Fellow of the Polish Institute of Actuaries, 
but not of the AMA, but he would like to attend.  [ZWB wasted no time upon arrival in the USA to connect with and work 
contacts in Math.] 
 

Sept. 2, 1937 – carbon on fragile paper of response to a card from Fred Owens, saying he [ZWB] will arrive Monday Sept. 
6, “probably with the Greyhound bus at 6:11 pm.”  This is written on the back of what appears to have been the carbon 
copy of a letter, dated 31 August 1937, written in German, and making reference to ZWB’s uncle, Dr. O. Berger from 
Vienna. 
 
December 5, 1937 – carbon on fragile paper of ZWB letter to Mr. T.R. Hollcroft, Associate Secretary of the American 
Mathematical Society, again, explaining that he is a member of the Polish Mathematical Society and a Fellow of the Polish 
Institute of Actuaries, but not a member of the AMS, but would like to attend the AMS meeting to be held at Indianapolis at 
the end of December.   
 

December 8, 1937 – letter from T.R. Hollcroft to ZWB, inviting him to attend the meetings in Indianapolis.  A bulletin of 
information regarding AMS is clipped to the letter. 
 
Clipped together – the preliminary announcement of the AMS meeting in Indianapolis, Dec. 28-30, 1937, the program of 
that meeting, and a price list for items in the AMS Colloquium Series.  Professor Harold Hotelling, Columbia University, is 
a participant in the statistics section on Thursday morning, 9:30 am. 
 
May 9, 1938 – letter from R.G.D. Richardson, Secretary, AMS, thanking ZWB for reprints regarding a “field …in which I 
was interested some years ago and I have found it quite interesting to glance over your papers.”   
 
February 26, 1938 – program of AMS meeting, with handwritten corrections and doodles by ZWB.  Norbert Wiener, MIT, 
presented (Morning Session, Section II, 15), as did F.L.Griffin, Reed College (Afternoon Session, Section II, 26), Richard 
Courant, NYU (Afternoon Session, Section II, 29), and S.M. Ulam, Harvard (Afternoon Session, Section II, 31, and 
Supplementary Program, 46). 
 
March 9, 1938 – letter from RGD Richardson saying that ZWB is welcome at all AMS meetings whether a member or not, 
and enclosing information (attached) announcing the September 6-9, 1938 AMS meeting and a description of aims and 
privileges of AMS – same bulletin as that attached to letter of Dec. 8, 1937.  Attached is a draft, written in pencil on this 
letter’s envelope, of ZWB’s letter accompanying application for AMS membership. 
 
April 8-9, 1938 – program of AMS meeting in Chicago and program of AMS meeting, April 9, 1938, at University of 
California; post card for requesting colloquium publications and envelope, with ZWB’s notations attached.  
 
April 4, 1938 – letter from Richardson, AMS, acknowledging receipt of ZWB’s membership application; his application “will 
be put through the regular channels and election ought to take place in the late spring or early summer.”  
 
April 6, 1938 – letter from Richardson, AMS, again acknowledging application and saying, “The application will be laid 
before the Council at the next meeting, in April, and final action may be taken at the following meeting, in September.” 
 
May 24, 1938 – letter from Richardson, AMS. “I have the pleasure to inform you that you have this day been elected a 
member of the American Mathematical Society.”  Envelope attached with note from ZWB that he mailed a check for $8.50 
on V.27.38 
 
January 19, 1939 – carbon of letter from William Z. Birnbaum to AMS accompanying check for $6 for membership for 
1939 and giving new address (420 W. 121

st
 St., NYC). 

 
1/10 General Correspondence - Austein, Rose 
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22. September 1937 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Miss R. Austein.  
 
7. August 37 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rose [Rosa?] Ausstein.  [With time, she is clearly “Rose,” but she might 
have changed it as she Americanized.  – see ZWB’s typed letter of March 8, 1940.] 

 
27. July 39 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rosa at 630 W. 227 St., New York, NY.  It looks like ZWB has handwritten 
two dates: VII. 29. 39 and VIII. [illegible],39 
 
17 [Polish month handwritten] 39 – handwritten letter in Polish, from Rosa/Rose, 630 W. 227 St.  Again, it looks like ZWB 
has handwritten two dates: VII.19.39 and VII. 20. 39.   
 
[The 3 following letters seem to be in reverse order.] 
 

September 20 and 21, 1939 – a letter and addition, handwritten in Polish, from Rosa, envelope attached, mailed airmail to 
ZWB at 1303-1307 E. 41

st
 St., Seattle.  ZWB has noted on envelope “IX.22.39.”  Note [from Artur Rosman?] “Lamenting 

Polish lack of war preparation.” IX.20.39 Rosa. 
 
?14.X.39 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rosa/Rose at 630 W. 227 St. 
 
3 July 1939 – handwritten letter from Rose/Rosa at 630 W. 227 St., probably addressed to Wilek.  Envelope attached 
shows ZWB receiving on VII.6.39 and is addressed to Dr. W.Z. Birnbaum. c/o University of Vermont, Berlington [sic], 
Vermont.  [This letter seems to be out of sequence.] 
 

21 Dec, 1939 – airmail postcard from Rosa at 8323 20
th
 Ave., Brooklyn. – forwarded from Seattle address on 41

st
 St. to 

Berkeley.  [ZWB may have been spending Christmas with Herb Zuckerman’s family.]  This is attached to lined paper 
containing what appear to be poems by Richard Dehmel: “Trost,” “Zuversicht” [?], “Kein Bleiben[?],” and “Mannesbangen”.  
[This might be ZWB’s handwriting, but I’m unsure. It is not clear how this relates to the attached post card.]  Attached is a 

note, possibly from Artur Rosman: “Asks whether he’s heard from Lwow. XII. 21.39.” 
 
27 Feb. 1940 – post card from Rosa/Rose at 8323 20

th
 Ave., Brooklyn, with ZWB’s receipt date written III,2,40.  

Addresses him as “Wilek” and looks as if she signs as “Rosa.” 
 
March 8, 1940 – carbon of typed letter from Z.W. Birnbaum, 1303 East 41

st
 Street, Seattle, to Miss Rose Austein, 8323 

20
th
 Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.  Note, presumably from Artur: “Panic about family in Poland.  III.8.1940, Austein.”  

 
1/11 General Correspondence - Berger, Adolf 

22 July 1937 – carbon on fragile paper of letter from ZWB to Prof. A. Berger, c/o “Övag,” Wien I, Riemergasse 2.”  In 
German, uses formal “Sie,” addresses Berger as Herr Professor and asks for a letter of recommendation “ad incertam 
personam” and explains he very much needs such a reference to explain his work during the period in which he was 
employed by the Phönix, 1.VI.1931 – 1.V.1936. 
 
V.13.1938 – Western Union telegram to William Birnbaum, 200 Claremont Ave., Apt. 61, NY, from Dr. Adolf Berger: 
“Vertraulich Stop Bin London 24 Queensborough Terrace Bayswater Road Drahtet hierher genaueste Bezeichnung 
deines dortigen Bankkontos mit Vornamen Stop Werde dorthin Betrag fuer Kubus ueberweisen  - Onkel Dr. Adolf Berger.”   
This is attached to a handwritten message – clearly given by ZWB to Western Union – dated V.13,1938, ok 7 p.m., with a 
notation “sent as night letter,” To Dr. Adolf Berger, 24 Queensborough Terrace, Bayswater Road, London: “Account Dr. 
William Birnbaum Number 290440 Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank, 5 East 42 Street Wilus”.  
 
Unclear date, 10:30 am – RCA radiogram – handwritten message to Dr. Adolf Berger 24 Queensborough Terrace 
London: opened today unlimited account Dr. Zygmunt Wilhelm Birnbaum in Corn Exchange Bank Trust Company 3505 
Broadway Wilus 
 
May 20, 1938 – RCA radiogram to ZWB: “BETRAG GESTERN TELEGRAPHISCH UEBERWIESEN HERDRAHTET 
EINGANG – ADOLF BERGER 24 … 
  
Oct. 28, 1939 - Rec. XI.20.39 (ZWB’s handwriting) – postcard addressed to ZWB on East 41

st
 St., Seattle, from Dr. Ad. 

Berger, postmark Paris, in Polish.  ?Artur’s note: “escape from Vienna to Paris.” 
 
Dec. 10, 1939 - Rec. I.13,40 (ZWB’s handwriting) – postcard to ZWB from Dr.Ad. Berger from Paris, in Polish. 
 
Dec. 12, 1939 – Rec. I.13, 40 (ZWB’s handwriting) – postcard to ZWB from Berger in Paris, in Polish.  
 
Dec. 13, 1939 – Rec. I. 13, 40 (ZWB’s handwriting) – postcard  to ZWB from Ad. Berger in Paris.  
 
All of these postcards use the address:  Paris – XVI

e
 [or 16

e
], 41 Av. de Versailles.  All appear to be signed “Bronio.”   

 
December 2, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Bronio.  In Polish.  There is a reference to what appears to be a 
telegram from Lwów, seemingly dated November 21, stating “All very well parents sister waiting   Ludwikletters” and 
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possibly signed by or referring to Ludwik Rubel.  There also seems to be a reference to a telegram from Kubuś with the 
message(s) “Family alright” and “Parents sister waiting.” 
 
December 11, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Bronio.  In Polish.  Makes reference to a night letter sent to Lwów: 
“Received cable but no letters renewing efforts for sister also parents stop well and happy hope best:: Billy.”  Artur’s note: 
“Hired lawyers for help for own family.  One possible letter source is bogus.” 
 
With respect to files 1/11 and 1/12, note that Adolf Berger and Bronio Berger are the same person.  The closing signature 
is the same on the postcards in file 1/11 (Adolf Berger) and on the letters in file 1/12 (Bronio Berger).   

 
1/12 General Correspondence – Berger, Bronio 
 

May 13, 1938 – handwritten letter in Polish from Bronio. Return address: via Southhampton, Georgic, Cunard White Star.  
Mailed from London – rec’d May 21, 1938, addressed to ZWB at 200 Claremont Ave., Apt. 61, NY.  (Artur’s note: “Berger, 
Bronio.  Conditions in England.”)  At the end of this letter he gives the address London W2, 24 Queensborough Terrace, 
Bayswater Road – further evidence that Bronio and Adolf are the same person. 
 

May 17, 1938 – handwritten letter in Polish from Bronio in London. Rec’d V.23.38.  Envelope return address: via 
Southampton, Cunard White Star, Queen Mary. 
 
May 29, 1938 – handwritten letter in Polish from Bronio in London, Rec’d V.27.38.  Envelope return address: via 
Southhampton, S. “Rotterdam,” Holland America Line.  Artur: “Getting people out of Europe.  V.20.38. Bronio Berger.” 
 
May 20, 1938 – Radiogram to ZWB from “Broniu” in London: “Betrag 26000 von deiner Bank refuesiert da Konto 7500 
nicht uebersteigen darf STOP Drahtet genau wohin welche Summen ueberweisen STOP Vielleicht andere Bank oder dir 
persoenlich – Broniu”. 
 
May 24, 1938 – Radiogram to ZWB from Broniu in London: “Betrag heute ueberwiesen drahtet eingang – Broniu”  On the 
back of this telegram, ZWB’s handwriting: “26121,  D Adolf Berger,  24 Queensborough Terrace, Ldn.”  On the attached 
envelope, in ZWB’s handwriting: “Received twentysix 121 Wilus.”  Inside this envelope is a copy of a telegram, with this 
message, sent to Dr. Adolf Berger at the London address.  It looks like the message was sent May 24, 1938, 5:16PM, 
EDST. 
 
June 1, 1938 – handwritten letter in Polish from Bronio – rec’d June 13, 1938.  
 
September 18, 1959 – handwritten letter in Polish to ZWB regarding death of Malva.  Artur’s note: “Grief over wife.”   
 
September 6, 1959 – ZWB’s handwritten draft, on engineering paper, of a letter to Bronio.  He expresses condolences on 
the death of Malva and speaks of his longstanding esteem for Bronio.  
 
File 1/13 General Correspondence – Berger, Jakob and Rita, 1936-1937 
 [Note that this file was not listed in the finding guide.] 
 

Dec. 15, 1936 – postmark.  This is a handwritten letter, in Polish, to Kubuś .  It is attached to an envelope addressed to 
Kubuś in Vienna.  Portions of the two have been overwritten in red pencil by ZWB.  Return address on the front of the 
envelope is S.S. Queen Mary.  Return address printed on the envelope’s back flap is 545 West 111

th
 Street, New York 

City. Otherwise, I could find no indication of the name of the writer.  The handwriting looks slightly like that of Kubuś.    
 
June 3, 1937 – handwritten letter, in German, from Kubuś (Dr. Jakob Berger, Wien VIII, Floriangasse 51) to ZWB. Rec’d 
June 15, 1937.  Address on envelope: Cunard – White Star – Ltd., for T.L.(?) Passenger Dr. Wilhelm Birnbaum, M/L 
Georgic sailing from Le Havre 18/V/37, 25 Broadway, New York, USA. Kubuś anticipates the letter reaching him on his 
first day in NYC and says they will be thinking of him on the arrival day.  He makes reference to ZWB’s letter of May 24

th
 

from Paris, enthusiastic about ZWB’s journalistic accomplishments.  They are looking forward to his first report from NY. 
Upbeat letter, reporting a little on Rita’s and his activities.  Brief note from Rita.  Another note, enthusiastic about his 
reports (“Anfang gut – alles gut!”), addresses him with “Du,” signature unclear to me (Aunt Rosa?).  Red penciling by 
ZWB.  [Rosa Berger was Kubuś mother and ZWB’s maternal aunt.] 

 
June 17, 1937 – handwritten letter from Kubuś, in German, to ZWB, International House, Riverside Drive.  Return address 
and stationary: Albergo Sportivo, Valmartello, Italy.  Refers to ZWB’s letters of 22 and 28, VI [probably V – May] and 

speaks of ZWB’s “Abenteuerroman” (adventure story) with enthusiasm, commenting on ZWB’s adventures, expressing 
eager anticipation for more installments.  A note from Rita also speaks to their pleasure in reading his letters. 
 
June 19, 1937 – handwritten letter from Kubuś, in German, to ZWB.  Reference to receiving a letter written from the ship 
and a card (possibly dated May 8?).  Everybody has read his letter, and Kubuś read it to both Boths.  Lots of interest and 
curiosity.  Reference to Walter Lederer and to Ruth, his wife.  They seem to be a couple in NYC who are friends of Kubuś.  
Apparently ZWB is sending carbon copies to family in Vienna and Lwów simultaneously.  Their grandmother [Anna] in 
Lwów had a very easy death which Kubuś finds befits her.  His mother is still in Lemberg/Lwów but will return soon.  
Kubuś asks how ZWB’s English is coming. Is he taking lessons?  He is curious how he will be received by professors he 
knew in Göttingen.  There is a P.S. that Bergmanns have a baby, a girl.  Rita writes on the 21

st
, since the letter has not yet 
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been sent, that today Mama Berger is coming today back from Lemberg.  They are very sad about Grossmama’s 
(grandmama’s) death  but at least it was not a difficult death and she had a long and full life behind her which is a 
consolation.  Rita writes of the pleasure in his letters, how they think of him all the time and speak often of him, and closes 
with “Schreibe bald wieder! (Write again soon!)” 
 
[The Bergmanns would be Anna and Gustav Bergmann.  Their daughter Hanna was born June 14, 1937.] 

 
June 30, postmarked July 1, 1937 – handwritten letter from Kubuś, in German, to ZWB, from Bolzano. Rec’d July 13, 
1937.  Just before their departure for their holiday they got a letter from ZWB and a letter from Walther.  A few days before 
they departed from Vienna, Mama [Rosa] returned from Lemberg, not looking well.  Today she wrote that she has written 
ZWB a long letter in which she probably, according to Kubuś, will give the details and news from Lemberg.  In this context, 
Kubuś says, “I am convinced that you have chosen the right path, because in Poland there is really no 
‘Existenzmöglichkeit (possibility of existing).”  It appears that contact with Courant has yielded no job leads.  Kubuś 
advises ZWB to improve his English and asks if he has looked into work with an insurance company and expresses his 
confidence that ZWB will find a position.   Again, he notes the curiosity and eager interest in Vienna for more news from 
ZWB.  Walther Lederer has written to Kubuś with very positive impressions of ZWB.  Kubuś closes with the wish that ZWB 
write often and lots.  Rita writes how much they enjoy his letters and asks him to keep writing and alludes to early 
unsuccessful job-finding efforts as naturally unimportant. 
 
July 10, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rosa Berger.  Red pencil-markings, presumably by ZWB. Return 
address is VIII Floriangasse 51, Wien.  Rec. July 21, 1937.  [This letter probably should have been in a Rosa Berger file.] 

 
August 14, 1937 – handwritten letter, in German, from Kubuś.  Rec.d August 23, 1937.  Red pencil markings by ZWB.  [I 
have difficulties with Kubuś’ handwriting in this letter, so what follows are only impressions.] He advises ZWB to not 
trouble himself so much with learning Spanish, but to work toward perfecting his English.  Kubuś writes about the 
opportunities he’s hearing about in America, the possibility – if one is industrious and clever – to go far. There is a note 
also from Rita.  [Again, I have trouble reading the handwriting.  Perhaps I am having a failing day.]  
 
August, 22, 1937 – handwritten post card from Bad Ischl - from Kubuś with note by Rita. 
 
July 29, 1937 – handwritten letter from Kubuś in Vienna, again with red pencil marks by ZWB.  It appears that Rosa is in 
Bad Ischl and that Kubuś will send ZWB’s latest letter (of the 16

th
) on to her there.  He reports with sadness on the decline 

in health of “Lord,” their dog, who has now been euthanized, and of his and Rita’s difficulty and grief that came with 
arranging for the killing of a creature one has loved.  (“Es ist ja auch schrecklich, dass man selber die Tötung eines 
Wesens, das man liebt, anordnen muss.”/ “It is terrible when one has to arrange for the killing of a creature one has 
loved.”)  He describes in detail the experience of visiting Lord in the veterinary hospital during the visiting hours, seeing 
him in his cage, bringing him treats, seeing his excitement, his reaching out of his paw from the cage.  Toward the end, 
however, he became apathetic.   Death was by electric shock.  They had been reassured that the dog would not suffer, 
experience pain, and that this is the customary mode of euthanasia.  The procedure lasted only a short moment.  Kubuś 
describes it in detail. 
 
September 2, 1937 – handwritten letter in Polish, looks like it is from Rosa, with some red pencil marks by ZWB.  On the 
back of the last page is a letter from Kubuś, dated September 2. Kubuś refers to “your letters,” so there may have been 
two or more recently received in Vienna.  Kubuś seems to think that the prospects with Bernstein are limited and advises 
forgetting about him.  Here and earlier there is reference to Rudi, who has a car and with whom they travel on some 
excursions, holidays.  Rita is preparing for her exam in pathological anatomy.  There are handwritten greetings from her.  
[This letter perhaps should be cross-referenced with the Rosa Berger file.] 

 
December 10, 1937 – postcard with Christmas wishes from Kubuś and Rita. 
 
1/14 General Correspondence, Berger, Jakob and Rita 1938 

 
February 15, 1938 – handwritten letter from Kubuś, red pencil marks by ZWB, followed by (and attached to) a second 
letter of the same date, evening, from Rita.  Kubuś congratulates ZWB on something he has accomplished with respect to 
a visa.  [This may refer to ZWB’s return from Cuba with a visa permitting him to reside in the USA.]  Once demands of the 

academic term have been met, he and Rita are looking forward to a skiing vacation.  He, as well as Rita, appear busy with 
their studies.  Rita’s letter opens with reference to the role of his letters in their lives, and the frequency with which one or 
the other refers to what “Bill has just written.” “You are now a half American.”  She seems to be doing some work with 
homeless animals, in part in memory of Lord. 
 
March 15, 1938 – handwritten letter from Kubuś, received March 30, 1938. Envelope has swastika stamp: “Der Führer in 
Wien.”  Kubuś alludes to the events about which ZWB will have read in the newspapers.  The appearance of the entire 
city has been changed in the course of a few hours.  Everywhere there are the emblems and signs of the new regime.  
There is rejoicing, celebration.  Getting to normal work is impossible.  “Apropos work!  It is naturally to be assumed that I  
shall not be able to practice here in the profession of attorney.  I don’t know what I shall do.  Perhaps emigrate?  But to 
where?  … In any case you could write to me about what a person with so little specialized education as I have might do 
in America, and what the prospects for Rita would be there.”  Kubuś is watching the developments in Vienna, very curious 
about what will become of Viennese culture.    There’s a brief note from Rita.  Kubuś offers a P.S. regarding ZWB’s 
German, admonishing him [ironically] to be esp. careful with the syntax.  
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April 4, 1938 – [Kubuś letter 1] handwritten postcard from Kubuś, includes inquiry about the absolute necessity of 
affidavits. Makes reference to a letter of the 17

th
 or 18

th
 of March.  This is affixed to the letter below, and he refers to the 

post card in that letter.  
  
April 4, 1938 – handwritten letter from Kubuś, who asks ZWB to find out more about the manufacture of baby buggies, a 
business in which Rita’s uncle is active.  He also asks ZWB about Rita’s prospects for finishing her medical studies in NY.  
She has almost completed her academic preparation in Vienna.  He suggests that he and ZWB start numbering each 
letter, so it will be obvious if a letter is missing.  For starters, he has numbered this letter “1.”   
 
April 19, 1938 – carbon of typed letter from ZWB to Kubuś; letter is numbered “1.”  He responds to Kubuś’ letter and post 
card, promising to investigate and begging Kubuś to continue to be precise and clear in his questions.  ZWB writes about 
opportunities, stating that if one is not lazy and is willing to take on any kind of work, one will not starve. One must, 
however, recognize the role of the unions in seeking work.  Belonging to a union already in Europe may be helpful.  If one 
can take time to learn a useful skill, then one has greater opportunities.  
 
April 27, 1938 – [Kubuś letter 2] handwritten letter from Kubuś.  Envelope has a German Reich postage stamp. He alludes 
to news that ZWB is unwell, speculates that this is melancholy. He tells of a new game in which two or more people open 
an atlas and trace a world trip, discuss ing the attributes of the places through which they pass.  It’s entertaining and gives 
the imagination a good run.  His brother-in-law is leaving for Mombasa, where he’s been invited to work in a 
“Handelshaus/trading firm.” 
 
Undated Affidavit of Support – by ZWB, carbon, with handwritten notes - March 17, 1938, ZWB declared intention of 
becoming US citizen.  He desires to have the two relatives listed come to the USA and describes his assets, amounting to 
$29,460.97.  The relatives are Dr. Jakob Berger, born August 8, 1908, in Poland, lawyer, cousin; Henryka Berger, nee 
Both, born January 15, 1912, in Poland, medical student, cousin’s wife.  On this affidavit – clearly a draft and using the 
affidavit for Franciszka as a template - he has struck out Franciszka Birnbaum, b. June 10, 1910, Poland, applied art, 
sister.  
 
May 28, 1938  [Kubuś letter 3] – handwritten letter.  Bronio should have conveyed Kubuś’ greetings since he last wrote.  
Mentions friends who are coming to NY.  Good people but gossips, so watch what you say, great at making and using 
connections.  Kubuś’ primary activity is learning English.  Fredi [Rita Berger’s brother] has just left for Mombasa, via 
Trieste. Note from Rita. 
 
June 24, 1938 – typed letter from Kubuś, giving information needed for affidavits.  Rita was born in Lwów.  They were 
married September 6, 1936.  His parents are “Dr. Osias vel Oswald Berger” and Roza Berger, geb. Nebenzahl.   Henryka 
Berger is the daughter of Benno Both and Dorothea Both, geb. Spitzmann.  Kubuś also gives information about Louis 
Gottfried and Markus Gottfried. 
 
June 10, 1938 – handwritten letter from Kubuś, with black pencil marks from ZWB.  It’s still not certain whether Rita will be 
able to take her final exams.  Good news from his brother-in-law regarding the voyage to Africa. [This letter is out of order, 
by date.] 

 
September 28, 1938 – a very long (20 pages) handwritten letter from Kubuś in Warsaw. They have been away from 
Vienna for over 14 days.   It is such a pleasure to visit the gardens in Warsaw.  In Vienna visiting the gardens is now 
forbidden to Jews, also the benches on the Ringstrasse were labeled “only for Aryans.”  Failure to obey was met by 
warnings that if one does it again one will be sent to Dachau.  Extensive description of the harassment and rounding-up of 
Jews.  Suicides in Vienna. [I have trouble with the handwriting, which may require more deciphering than I’m inclined to 
give at this time.]  How dangerous it is in Vienna.  The gullibility of the Viennese in their acceptance and enthusiasm for 
the Germans.  Gives illustrations of “Aryan” mistreatment of Jews.  I get the impression that it’s open season.  99.9% of 
the Jewish community thinks about emigration.  Kubuś and Rita were able to get Polish visas, I believe.  On the 17

th
 page, 

Kubuś turns to his and Rita’s personal story.  He thanks ZWB for the affidavits.  They appear to be on their way to 
London.  Rita hopes to finish her studies; he hopes, to begin with, to go into business with the Gottfrieds who are currently 
in Paris.  Kubuś and Rita fled from Vienna to Prague on September 13.  Kubuś’ parents followed.  They all wanted to stay 
longer in Prague to try to get Belgian visas but the political upheaval was terrible.  On the night of the 13

th
 his parents 

traveled on to Lemberg; he and Rita traveled on the morning of the 14
th
  to Warsaw.  The Boths are still in Vienna.  Rita 

and Kubuś hope they – the Boths - will soon get away.  Things are going well for Fredi.  Rita adds a substantial note.  
“Wien, wie Du es kennst, gibt es nicht mehr, in 1 Tag war jahrhundertalte Kultur wie weggewischt. / Vienna, as you knew 
it, is no more, it is as if the culture of centuries was wiped out in one day.”  She asks that he write to them in Lwów.  
 
June 2, 1938 [This letter is out of order by date.] – handwritten letter from Kubuś, with red pencil marking from ZWB.  

Envelope shows Vienna postmark, German Reich stamp.  Thanks ZWB for letter of May 17.  He’s very pleased that ZWB 
is getting out into the country.  London and New York are the two places to which they (presumably Kubuś and Rita) 
would like to go, probably using London for a temporary stay, since it would be easier to stay in touch with the family from 
there.  Also the Polish quota for the USA is supposed to be filled/maxed out (“überfüllt”) at present.  There is the prospect 
of working with Rita’s uncle on baby buggy manufacturing.  He – Rita’s uncle – is very clever and Kubuś is convinced he’ll 
succeed, whether in the USA or in England.  He himself (the uncle) is thinking in terms of the USA.  He will in any event 
fall into the Polish quota and must therefore wait a while.  Kubuś asks ZWB to get information regarding a tourist visa, 
since that would be a way of getting him into the USA where he could then work on getting an affidavit, similar to the way 
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ZWB did it.  Twice Kubuś notes that in the current circumstances there is nothing to lose and perhaps much to win.  
Kubuś outlines the information he wishes ZWB to provide in precise detail regarding immigration visas, tourist visas, trade 
licenses, catalogs with prices for baby buggies, rental costs for a cheap and small place of business, name of the most 
popular local paper for advertising.  Kubuś wants to hear as soon as possible, sends greetings and kisses.    
 
[Note that there is a letter from Kubuś dated October 7, 1938, in the Birnbaum family correspondence, Box 2, File 2.] 
 
November 5, 1938 – handwritten letter from Kubuś in Lwów. One red pencil mark from ZWB.  Kubuś fears he will let loose 
with another 20 page letter upon ending his stay in Lwów, but he hopes to spare him that.  It looks like he and Rita may 
have narrowly avoided being sent to Germany.  Through the German Jewish Aid Committee in London, they will be 
getting English visas. His stay in Lwów has been extended until November 20.  Whether a further extension can be had is 
questionable.  If the English visa has not arrived by November 20 and if the stay cannot be extended, he and Rita will go 
to Riga which is not requiring visas for German citizens.  Kubuś asks for help for a fr iend named Alexander Beinhacker 
who seems to be in Czechoslovakia and is trying to get a U.S. visa; Beinhacker has an affidavit but is having trouble 
getting a ticket since they will not sell it to him in Czechoslovakia, so he and his wife can’t get out of that country.  Kubuś 
asks ZWB to help him get tickets and indicates that ZWB will be receiving a letter from him.  Kubuś asks that ZWB give 
Beinhacker assistance when he arrives in the USA.  Kubuś asks ZWB not to mention the money matters to family 
members and assures ZWB that he will reimburse him himself.  Brief note from Rita who says they can’t catch their 
breath. 
 
November 18, 1938 – typed letter from Kubuś in Lwów.  For the last two weeks they’ve been leading the life of a 
chased/hunted animal.  He is confident that Aunt Lina [ZWB’s mother] has reported everything.  They’ve had a nice rest 
and recuperation time in Wygoda near/at Dolina.  The permit to stay in Lwów has been extended to December 5.  He 
hopes the visa from England will arrive shortly.  They want to go via Prague, from where they will take a plane to Brussels; 
the flight does not stop in Germany.  The news from Vienna is awful.  The pogrom there goes far beyond those of Russia.  
They had a reassuring telegram from his parents-in-law but it was followed by a much less reassuring letter describing, 
among others, the insulting and intimidating behavior of authorities who came to their home.  They also have news from 
the Kapraliks, Fritzi Ohrenstein and Frau Drucker.  Alexander (Xandl) Beinhacker has written that he has now been able 
to buy tickets in Czech currency, so Kubuś’ earlier request is no longer valid but he asks ZWB to give him a hand as 
needed.  Xandl’s wife will have a place to stay, so only Xandl will need help finding a place when he arrives.  He believes 
that ZWB’s office will gain clients with time and hopes the number will increase quadratically. 
 
November 16, 1938, is date of receipt for registered article attached to carbon of affidavit by Dr. Zygmunt Wilhelm/William 
Birnbaum. In this he notes that on August 19, 1938, he sent to the American Consul in Vienna an affidavit of support for 
Elio Louis Gottfried, born June 1, 1898, in Poland, and for Markus Gottfried, born June 13, 1895, in Poland.  The purpose 
“was to induce the American Consul to issue immigrant’s visas to Elio and Markus Gottfried.” ZWB now extends the 
affidavit to the families of these two, to include: Frederike Gottfried, née Spitzmann, born in Poland, wife of Elio; Camilla 
Helene Gottfried, born in Vienna, daughter of Elio and Frederike; Margarethe Therese, born in Vienna, daughter of Eli and 
Frederike; Julia Gottfried, née Halpern, born in Poland, wife of Markus; Lisbeth Minna, born in Vienna, daughter of Markus 
and Julia, and Lotte Gottfried, born in Vienna, daughter of Markus and Julia.   
 
? December 14, 1938 – handwritten letter from Kubuś from Wygoda, accompanied by undated letter from Rita.  Kubuś 
writes that they are in Wygoda with Rita’s parents, the Boths who have arrived from Lemberg/Lwów.  He’ll return to 
Lemberg tonight.  Shortly thereafter he and Rita will go to Warsaw and on the 20

th
 they want to fly to Prague.  The Boths 

tell of terrible things. If he were to tell it all to ZWB it would be another letter like the one he sent from Warsaw, but with 
much worse content.  The Boths must now get their short-term visa extended.  He believes they should prepare for the 
possibility of their emigrating to the USA, for which they will need an affidavit.  Kubuś notes that this may exceed what 
ZWB can do.  He gives their future London address: c/o Lotte Sachs, 13 Gresham Gardens, Golders Green, London NW 
11.  He is curious about how things have gone with Xandl Beinhacker.  Asks ZWB to please continue to send carbon 
copies of his (ZWB’s) letters to Lemberg.  On the last page of this letter are personal data on Dr. Jakob Berger, Henryka 
Berger, Dr. Benno Both, and Dorothea Both.  The letter from Rita:  Her father miraculously escaped being sent to Dachau.  
She gives ZWB names, addresses, and brief descriptions of two friends of her father – Frau (u. Herr Paul) [sp?] 
Rafalowicz and  Louis Weissglas, engineer – in NYC. 
 
December 3, 1938 [This letter is out of order.] – Typed letter from Kubuś from Lwów, with ZWB’s red and black-penciled 

notes.  Kubuś has the English visa, as Aunt Lina (ZWB’s mother) has certainly reported.  Kubuś gives more details of 
permits and visas which he has or is negotiating for him and Rita so that the trip to England can take place.  They are 
awaiting the arrival of Rita’s parents on the 12

th
.  They will fly from Warsaw to Prague where they’ll meet Rudi Rosner.  

Then they’ll fly to Brussels without a stop in Germany.  He seems to have shipped items from Vienna to Brussels.  From 
Brussels it’s on - presumably by plane - to London.  They are looking forward to finally being in the west, whether the 
English visa is for a year or only three months.  From there they can start working on further emigration.  Kubuś asks 
whether ZWB’s affidavit will suffice or should he look for another person to write a supportive affidavit.  Would ZWB be 
able to find him somebody who would write an affidavit?  What does ZWB’s affidavit look like?  Could he describe it to 
Kubuś?  He has never seen it.  What does ZWB think of a proof of personal assets?  Kubuś discusses this at some 
length.  Addresses: until the 24

th
, in Prague, c/o Dr. Rudolf Rosner, Pension Arkop, Rimska 42; until the 26

th
 in Brussels, 

c/o Mr. Ignacy Theodor Dogilewski, Voyages Europeens, 15 Rue des Paroissiens; from then on, in London, c/o Lotte 
Sachs, 13 Gresham Gardens, Golders Green, London, NW 11.  Rita is returning from Wygoda today and will stay with 
Olga’s parents while he, Kubuś, will stay in ZWB’s room.  More details about Xandl Beinhacker.   Gives address of Fritzi 
?Koppel, probably in Vienna 
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November ?21, 1938 [Out of order.] postcard from Kubuś from Wygoda.  Red pencil marks by ZWB.  Reference to Fritzi 

?Koppel.  He gives an address for Melly Koppel in Riga.  
 
December 25, 1938, faint carbon of ZWB’s typed letter to Kubuś. In some instances two pages copied onto the same 
surface, alas. It looks like the letter was sent to Kubuś in London.  He responds to Kubuś’ questions and requests.  There 
is reference to Kubuś continuing to receive carbons of the letters sent to Lemberg. 
 
1/15 General Correspondence Berger, Jakob & Rita   1939 March-April 

  
This folder begins with a yellow BIRNBAUM TRANSLATION FOLDER SUMMARY FORM, numbered 1/57 and with a note 
“Pre WW2 Letters from J. Berger.” 
 
March 8, 1939 – letter, in German, from Kubuś from London – with ZWB’s red pencil marks.  Kubuś is enclosing a carbon 
copy of his latest letter to Lemberg.  He’s not heard from Xandl and asks ZWB to urge him to write.  Boths have been 
given an extension.  ZWB has had a cold and has been under the weather; he has not written about his work at the 
institute and Kubuś inquires about this.  He writes about his plans, noting how he has presented himself in his application 
to the USA.  The degree to which he will be able to rescue funds from Germany or Poland is clearly uncertain.  He’s 
thinking about Canada and Australia.  Canada, it seems, only wants to receive properly trained farmers.  It is still possible 
that he’ll be able to work something out with Rita’s uncle who has begun a business in Paris which the uncle sees as a 
transitional step on the way to the USA.  He is frustrated by his parents’ failure to register with the U.S. consulate in 
Warsaw for the Polish quota.  At the moment it looks like they will have to wait 4-5 years.  He has no idea if his father 
[born in 1878] will use the visa by that time.   There’s a reference to Niuska whose file, Kubuś assumes, will be coming up 
soon.  Kubuś thinks ZWB’s parents should also register.  He mentions Olga, who is very knowledgeable about matters 
relating to visa applications, affidavits, and how one should handle the consulate in Warsaw.  Kubuś asks for the names of 
the best banks.  He also asks if he can give ZWB full power of attorney, needed of course only in rare instances.  Kubuś 
mentions an acquaintance, a lawyer, Dr. Georg Jänner.  He asks about Bergmann and about Helene Reschowsky, both 
of whom are in the USA.   
 This letter is accompanied by the carbon copy of Kubuś’ letter of March 2, 1939, from London to the family in 
Lemberg.  Amusing description of their English class and their humorless but adequate English teacher.  Rita is 
continuing to work in medical care.  Rundown on others in London, the jobs they’ve found, the status of their visas and 
immigration plans.  Several are working as servants.  Polishing floors in the living room and front hallway, where guests 
will see the shining surface, is a notable activity of servants.  References to KZs (concentration camps), those in them, 
somebody released and now in England.  There is reference to bombings in London by the Irish.  He says that ZWB 
sounds pessimistic (about political situation), but he – Kubuś - is not.  They seem to be receiving sausage from Lemberg.  
Kubuś begs them to keep these under a particular weight to avoid fees. 
 
March 9, 1939 – carbon of ZWB’s letter to Kubuś – He alludes to a card of Feb. 26, received today.  He has sent a 
telegram to Dr. Both.  ZWB gives information about affidavits, noting with cynicism that they can be purchased “privately” 
from a well-to-do man for $200 if they have to be produced instantly.  
 
March 13, 1939 – carbon of letter from Kubuś to the family in Lemberg.  He and Rita received sausage from them for 
which they did not have to pay customs.  He asks them – his parents? – to vary the type of meat they are sending, to 
send a poledwica [tenderloin?] like the Boths once sent, so they can make splendid “warmen Prager Schinken.”  He also 
asks for the “Chwila,” [Jewish Polish-language daily published in Lwów from 1919-1939].  He is awaiting files that are to 
be sent from Vienna (presumably the American Consulate in Vienna) to the U.S. consulate in London.  Reports on 
Viennese emigrants with whom they are socializing and gives a detailed report on one who was in Dachau for two months 
–“the first Dachauer from whom I have received detailed reports.  He talked for two hours and afterwards we’d had 
enough.”  From him Kubuś learned about other classmates, two of whom are now in the USA and two are in Australia.  
Another friend reports that her husband has been in Buchenwald for one year and is not being released.  He writes of 
friends who had themselves baptized but have now returned to being Jews – “two freshly baked Jews” – in America.  
Other people are going to Colombia. 
 
March 28, 1939 – Kubuś writes from London to ZWB – It sounds like the family in Lwów missed a letter from ZWB, Kubuś 
reassured them that he is in constant contact, and Kubuś hopes that the family has not driven ZWB crazy.  Kubuś has 
received cards from his parents accusing him of not corresponding with ZWB.  Rudi appears to be stuck in Prague; Kubuś 
hopes he is in hiding.  The situation, especially in Poland, looks bad.  On the other hand the English, with their 
indifference, get on his nerves.  People say they will help the Poles but it is at least doubtful that Chamberlain is of this 
opinion.  “He has long become accustomed to watching while Hitler devours.  It would be terrible if he also were to 
swallow Poland.”  Bronio is out  (“draussen”).  Until now he’s been with his wife in Budapest; she is still in Budapest but he 
has gone to Warsaw; from there he’ll go to Lemberg and then back to Budapest from where they want to go to Paris.  
Kubuś hopes a war will not interfere with this travel plan.  His and Rita’s English teacher outdoes himself for being boring.   
With respect to getting to the USA, he’s very frustrated; the file has not been received/gotten from Vienna.  The local 
consulate wrote to Vienna on Feb. 21.  He has also telegrammed.  The Americans just won’t move.  Boths have a three-
month extension for their stay in Poland.  They probably will get an affidavit from distant relatives in San Francisco.  
Kubuś is puzzled about ZWB’s experience with Ruza (?Beinhacker), since ZWB has asked Kubuś if she was always 
meschugge.  Business matters, concern for ZWB’s own efforts to become established; Kubuś has received a message 
from National City Bank to which he has been thinking about transferring money.  He has reservations, however, about 
such a transfer since he does not know how Americans would treat a citizen of Germany in the event of a war and if they 
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would be able to distinguish between refugees and “real Germans.”  Issue of transferring to smaller banks (savings banks) 
versus larger banks – advantages, disadvantages, security.  Kubuś asks if ZWB would make inquiries regarding the 
banks’ opinions with respect to what would happen, in the event of a war, to deposits from German refugees living in 
England. 
 
March 27, 1939 [This letter is out of order chronologically.] – carbon of letter from ZWB.  ZWB apologizes for only now 

answering Kubuś’ letter of March 8.  He has been so busy looking for work that attending to correspondence is taking him 
well after midnight every day.  His Institute for Math. & Stat. Research is moving to a significantly cheaper location at 280 
Madison Avenue, Tel. MUrryhill 5-6313.  News of Beinhackers – she is earning now more (last week it was 9 dollars), he 
is no longer working late at night but still 12-13 hours a day.  ZWB’s very glad that Rita’s parents have been able to 
extend their stay.  For how long?  He is wondering if he should immediately send an affidavit, with documentation that he 
is the owner of the Inst. For Math. And Stat. Research, and his bank account balances.  He would explain immediately or 
upon inquiry that the firm has just recently been established and is still in the development stage and therefore shows no 
profit.  ZWB tells Kubuś that he awaits his direction as to whether he should first send an affidavit for Kubuś’ parents or 
Rita’s.  Which is more urgent?  In any event, he will have the supporting documents ready so he can send the affidavit 
once he’s received Kubuś’ advice.  ZWB is curious as to whether Kubuś and Rita’s files have now arrived at the U.S. 
consulate in London.   ZWB knows nothing about Canada.  There is an “Anwalt”/lawyer/solicitor in Ecuador who is getting 
immigration visas.  His honorarium is ca. $25 per person.  ZWB gives name and address.  Correspondence can be in 
English or Spanish.  You can refer to his first client, Dr. G. Lewin of Newark, NJ.  This would be a possibility for both sets 
of parents (presumably, Rita’s and Kubuś’).   

With respect to his own parents, ZWB has made no plans.  There is no possibility of bringing them here in the 
near future.  Also he sees no possibility for providing for them here.  “It seems to me, as uncomfortably cold sober as this 
may sound, as if it is best if my parents remain there for the time being.  Once Nuśka is here and we both can be earning 
income, we can think further.  To send affidavits now and to prepare in advance for emigration many years from now 
doesn’t make sense to me.”   

ZWB explains to Kubuś the standard format banks will use in letters regarding the status of an account. [This is 
exactly the formula used in the banks’ notarized letters used by ZWB in support of his affidavits.]  He writes further about 
plans for bank accounts for Kubuś, suggesting that they might be designed so that both he and Kubuś would have access 
to Kubuś’ money.  ZWB explains that $5000 is the limit of the FDIC coverage and therefore, with the money he handles, 
he has accounts in various banks and not exceeding $5,000 per bank.  All banks require references but ZWB can arrange 
that for Kubuś.  If Kubuś would like to have an account only in his own name, he could give ZWB a power of attorney to 
act for him. 

 
April 4, 1939 – carbon of Kubuś’ letter from London to the family in Lwów.  He reports on the flood of refugees coming out 
of Europe, the waves from Czechoslovakia, many are sent back to Europe, many who came by plane have been going 
back and forth between London and Amsterdam since they were not allowed to land in England.  “The newspapers report 
battles breaking out at the airport when the people whom one wanted to send back threatened to throw themselves out of 
the plane and the pilots therefore refused to have them on board.”  The people from Czechoslovakia were hit awfully 
suddenly.  The clever ones had already come to London a while ago.  But what is coming now is only human tragedy.  
There are millionaires who arrive with only 15 pounds and don’t know what to do.  There are now many more refugees 
than earlier.  At the U.S. Consulate one can get a number for 18 days later.  Kubuś does not know what he can do to 
further his processing with the U.S.  He fears that if war breaks out he will never get visas.  He now has a number for the 
18

th
 of April at the local consulate.  He makes reference to the sausages received, one of which had gone bad, asks for 

smoked sausage or salami which will keep in summer.  With respect to ZWB, he does not understand why they are so 
worried.   It is quite clear that two letters got lost.  Today he (Kubuś) had a card from him.  There is no cause for alarm 
about ZWB, but rather cause for upset with the postal service.  He has a long letter from Xandl; he’s doing heavy physical 
work 12 hours a day in the heart of New York; on the voyage to NY at the end of December it was cold and the cabin 
walls were covered with a layer of ice 5mm thick, thanks to a broken heating pipe; Ruza worked as a servant but had to 
give up because of a nervous breakdown; he’s earning $15/week and Ruza, who is working again, is earning $10, so they 
can now just cover their living costs; Xandl is worried about his parents but he doesn’t know how badly things are going 
for his parents (which Kubuś knows from his correspondence with Mrs. Beinhacker); he praises ZWB who has cared for 
them touchingly; they fear for their child;  through letters, Xandl and his wife have heard that the child is blond and already 
crawling.  Kubuś reports in detail (ca. 2 tightly typed pages) on friends in London and on their social life and recreation.  
He reports on friends’ news from Vienna and Czechoslovakia, news from Buchenwald, a friend who has received a visa 
for Australia.  Louis Gottfried thinks he will be going to the USA in June or July.  He and Rita had a Seder alone, with an 
English Haggadah.  Repugnant though it is, he has gone to the German Consulate regarding their papers.  “I would rather 
be stateless with an English stateless passport.”   
 
April 6, 1939 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB from London; this is a carbon copy because Kubuś discovered that the ribbon 
was bad and the carbon is better - received April 18, 1939. He thanks ZWB for his first letter of March 27.  He asks ZWB 
to opening an account for him (Kubuś), in his name in New York, National City Bank (City Farmers Branch), with ZWB 
holding POA, with $2,000.  He is not going to transfer more money for the time being “because I am blessed with this 
fortunate German citizenship and therefore do not know how America will treat me in the event of a war.”  For the time 
being, ZWB should keep the remaining monies in his own account.  He asks that ZWB open an absolutely first class 
account with National City Bank to which Kubuś can transfer monies and from which ZWB can distribute the funds to 
other smaller banks (“have you checked to see if these are insured by the [FDIC]?”)  If an institution is not FDIC insured, 
ZWB should not use it.  He’s opposed to joint accounts and thinks he should have also a POA from ZWB.  There is 
extensive discussion of the financial arrangements.  Kubuś asks ZWB to send an affidavit for his parents-in-law.  The 
Boths have an extension [in Poland, I assume] until July 5

th
 but who knows what the Poles will do after that?  Kubuś has 
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been working on getting them English visas.  They have distant relatives in San Francisco from whom an affidavit was 
hoped for, but it appears that they are not well-to-do.  With respect to his own parents, Kubuś believes the situation’s not 
so pressing at the moment.  The entire family should make application for U.S. visas; this will require dealing with 
bureaucracy and be time-consuming; once the application has been submitted, a quota number will be established; it will 
be many years before their number will come up; there is no obligation.  If they choose then to emigrate, that will be the 
time to send an affidavit.  Kubuś has been dealing with the upset in Lemberg over the silence from ZWB; he calmed them 
down at the moment when they were about to start bombarding ZWB with telegrams, telephone calls and whatever more.  
It is however puzzling that two letters got lost.  Uncle Bronio was just in Poland, is presently in Budapest, and shall be in 
Paris in a few days.  Rita adds a note, wishing ZWB success in the search for work.   
 
April 12, 1939 – carbon of letter from Kubuś in London to the family in Lemberg.  A letter from Rita was lost.  First he 
answers, in German, his mother’s letter; his response includes much detail about the lives of friends and acquaintances.  
He writes warmly about English parks, Kew Gardens, the fact that one is permitted to walk on the grass, and that people 
walk to the edge of garden beds but do not step on the beds or damage the flowers.  It was amazing how much German 
one heard in Kew Gardens.  In Kew Gardens “I met three acquaintances; I have not met more on a beautiful afternoon in 
Schönbrunn….  In Regents Park there were even more Germans than in Kew Gardens; that’s because Regents Park is 
so near to Hampstead and in that beautiful part of town the joke is going around that the English have offered Palestine to 
the Jews if the Jews will give back Hampstead.”  He comments on the mentality of the English, as reflected in the 
newspapers in which news of the animals in the London zoo is treated as of great interest and far more important than 
Hitler’s occupation of Czechoslovakia.  He discusses the English attitude toward Hitler and their perception of war as a 
kind of sport which they are convinced they can win. 
 
April 15, 1939 – Kubuś from London to ZWB.  He reports on letters that arrived in Lemberg (Kubuś is receiving carbons of 
ZWB’s letters to Lemberg.)  It appears that ZWB has some success in his search for work and will have to choose 
between offers. Financial instructions.  Handwritten note from Rita. 
 
April 15, 1939 – carbon of letter from Kubuś to National City Bank, typed, in English. In slightly awkward but elegant 
English, he references enclosed forms and asks that POA forms be sent to “Mr. Dr. William Z. Birnbaum” and to himself 
(his address is 30 Steele’s Road, Hampstead, London NW3), and writes that ZWB will make the initial deposit after these 
forms have been signed. 
 
April 18, 1939 – carbon of letter from Dr. Jakob Berger to the American General Consulate in Vienna (address: Vienna III., 
Lustig Preangasse 9), typed and in English, “Re: Emigration of Dr. Jakob Berger and his wife Henryka Berger; former 
address: Vienna, III., Untere Viaduktgasse 53/7; actually in London, N.W. 3. 30 Steele’s Road, Hampstead.”  Kubuś 
reviews the history of his and Rita’s application/registration with the American Consulate, beginning in Vienna on July 28, 
1938.  He notes that they left Vienna for Poland on September 11, 1938.  He wrote to the consulate from Lwów.  He has 
been communicating with the American Consulate in London, which has still not received verification of the registration in 
Vienna although this was requested over two months ago.  He is worried that the request from the London Consulate 
might have been lost and begs them to review the matter and send his and Rita’s affidavit and verification of their 
registration to the American Consulate in London, W1, 1 Grosvenor Square.  Most of the communication referenced 
seems to have been by registered mail. 
 
April 28, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  He apologizes for having to write in a hurry and therefore limiting 
himself to business matters.  He’s seeking information about the treatment of accounts in the event of war, but naturally 
nobody will give him binding information.  He is preparing to go ahead as planned – depositing $2K in an account under 
Kubuś’ name as soon as they have a signed POA, and subsequently opening an account in his own name with Kubuś 
having POA.  He reviews what is known about the banks he is using and to which he would consider depositing funds for 
Kubuś, including what he knows of their history during the crash. The FDIC insured banks cover deposits to $5K, while 
those covered by the Mutual Savings Bank Fund are, for all good intents and purposes, insured up to $7.5K per depositor.  
In any event, he believes that the most secure approach is to keep small amounts in several banks.  The downside of this 
approach is that gathering notarized statements for an affidavit takes more than half a day of running around and, of 
course, it would be much simpler if one only had to deal with one bank.  He is enclosing an affidavit for Kubuś’ parents-in-
law.  ZWB has an agreement to work three days a week for a management engineer for an honorarium of $100/month.  
ZWB warns Kubuś that the notarized statements sent to the consulate must indicate how long the account has been in 
existence and if there’s been recent significant change.  So one cannot, as Kubuś has suggested, quickly deposit monies 
just before seeking to secure a visa.  In such cases the consulate will require that the money be irrevocably bound, often 
in the form of an escrow account.  
 
April 30, 1939 – carbon of letter, in German, from Kubuś to Herrn JUDr. Pavlik in Prague.  He makes reference to Deszö, 
who is now on his way to America.  Attached to this letter is an empty envelope marked (by ZWB in red pencil) 
“AUFZUBEWAHREN! [to be held in trust!] Received VI.5.39” and correspondence.  In the midst of this correspondence 
there is a typed letter, dated April 13, 1939, to Kubuś from the Anglo-Palestine Bank in Tel-Aviv, noting that Kubuś has 
made a deposit to an account giving only the account number but no name and hence they would disclaim all 
responsibility if the wrong account has been credited.  All the other letters in this packet are in German, addressed to 
Kubuś and handwritten densely on engineering-block style paper; all appear written by the same correspondent (?“Deszö” 
?”Rudi”).  Letter of May 27, 1939, appears to deal at length (6 pages) with financial matters; the last page and a half may 
be directed to ZWB, but I am having difficulties with the handwriting.  Letter of May 13, 1939, [The letters are in reverse 
sequence.] seems to deal with some business and some matters relating to friends and possibly relatives.  Letter of May 

4, 1939, appears to be reporting on particular people, incl. Carl, cited in the letter of May 13.  Letter of April 28, 1939, 
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asking Kubuś to personally deliver ₤25 to Jules ?Gournay in London (37, Buckingham Mansions Westend LANE [his 
orthography]) and to beseech him to (unclear but seems to relate to acquisition of an airplane ticket for somebody else); 
there seems to be further discussion of travel logistics, provisional plans for various possible scenarios, including timing 
and modes of further contact with Kubuś; pencil note in what might be like ZWB’s or maybe Kubuś’ handwriting: 
“Telefoniert 35 statt 25.”  Letter of April 24, 1939, reports on Carl, among others.  Letter of April 21, 1939, asking that 
Kubuś immediately upon receipt of this letter get ₤30 to Mr. Jules ?Gourany (37 Buckingham Mansions, Westend Lane, 
London NW6) for ?Pipsi’s account for Rudi.  April 14, 1939, half-page note, makes reference to addresses that appear to 
be in Yugoslavia, probably Zagreb.  Letter of April 14, 1939, mentions upcoming departure, asks that 100 pounds be sent 
to a bank in Zürich for deposit in the account of Samson Mikicinski.  Letter of April 2, 1939, asking Kubuś to write to Frau 
?Gerti Makassy in Prague and tell her that Deszòs Lustig’s friend had to leave Prague under circumstances such that he 
could not take his leave of her and he wants her to notify him of any change in address; he asks that Kubuś write to Herr 
Lang in Prague with messages relating to “Rose,” and again asking for notification of any address change; he asks that 
Kubuś also write to somebody else (illegible) with regrets about the departure  and asking that everything left behind be 
packed  and kept until further instructions are sent, also the person who left will be paying all his debts for rent and 
telephone calls; there are mentions of Rudi, British bank accounts, Jules ?Gourary and ?Pipi.  Letter of  April 5, 1939, 
[?out of sequence] includes optimistic comments; there is a penciled note in ZWB’s or Kubuś’ handwriting: “geschrieben 

am 8.IV.”   
 
April 27, 1939, handwritten postcard to ZWB from Kubuś and Rita in London. They comment on ZWB’s $100/month work, 
confirm details regarding the NYC bank accounts. 
 
1/16 General Correspondence, Berger, Jakob and Rita, 1939, May-July 

 
May 11, 1939, carbon of Kubuś letter, typed and in English, to the Foreign Service of the United State of America, 
American Consulate General, 1 Grosvenor Square, London W1.  Recaps his history of dealing with this office, notes that 
the most recent  communication is confusing;  asks that the consulate send a telegram to the American consulate in 
Vienna asking for verification of registration and that his affidavit be sent to the London office; and asks for an 
appointment for “one of these next days.”  The letter was sent registered.  Kubuś’ language and style are amazingly good 
and clear. 
 
Mat 11, 1939 – carbon of Kubuś’ letter from London to the family in Lemberg.  He reports that he is attending college, that 
the commute takes a lot of time and that he is learning to write letters and is meeting with others because that’s how one 
hears of different possibilities and opportunities.  Mentions Olga, to whom he has written, and Sherman and Fritz Spiegel, 
who seem to be in London.  He is getting very frustrated with the American matter and just wrote another letter to the 
American Consulate.  Regrettably, privately they are hearing only the worst about the state of the Polish quota (yes, still 
three years), esp. if one originally registered in Vienna.  Here, as in all over Europe, there is a visa market. Only in the 
USA is it out of the question.  Detailed review of what’s known about dealing with the USA, the quotas, the rules, the rare 
exceptions.  Another possibility would be to try to buy a Canadian visa and then get an American visa from Canada, since 
the Polish quota for Canada is said to not be fully used up.  If one has registered, then one cannot get a tourist visa.  
News of Wilus [ZWB] is that he’s doing well.  In general the news out of America is bad.  Dr. Bruno Grünberg writes 
despairing letters.  The economic depression has been very great, as Xandl also reports. Anti-Semitism is growing 
steadily.  Dr. Emanuel Weinbach (lawyer)’s son who is a doctor would like to complete his studies (he’s in the same 
position as Rita) but, as a Jew, no university will accept him.  He would like to go on to Canada although the opportunities 
for doctors are better in the USA than in other countries.  Dr. Weinbach is attending  college with Kubuś and is having a 
rough time.  Mentions friends, esp. those who are active with the “Komitée” – Fritz Spiegel and Vally Eisenstädter, whose 
husband has arrived from Buchenwald.  Mentions Dr. Grau, Dr. Schell.  It appears that they (his parents? Rita’s) have had 
an extension for their stay in Lemberg.  If a “J” was stamped, they will have a year’s extension 
 
May 16,1939 – Kubuś to ZWB from London.  They are waiting eagerly to hear more about the professorship ZWB has 
been offered, and are curious as to the state and city in which he will be living.   Questions about notarized bank 
statements and affidavits.  Kubuś notes that the most of these bank statements are for accounts labeled “William Z. 
Birnbaum in trust for Francisca Birnbaum,” and while Kubuś understands why the accounts are so titled, he wonders if the 
consulate would be inclined to doubt that the monies really belong to ZWB, the person giving the affidavit.  Kubuś says 
that all is going well with the affidavit for his in-laws, that he is attending to it, and that ZWB does not have to write 
anything to Lemberg about this.  He and Rita are making no progress with the American authorities.  There has been no 
answer to his urgent letter to the consulate in Vienna.  He’s hearing terribly conflicting rumors about the quotas and asks 
ZWB if he can find out the correct information.  If one version is correct, he might have the opportunity to get to the USA 
quickly, possibly with a tourist visa for Canada, where the Polish quota has not been used up.  Also, he would like ZWB to 
find out about the possibilities for Rita at universities in the USA.   She was in her last exams when she had to leave 
Vienna.  They are hearing many rumors about the conditions in the USA, including that the universities are so anti-Semitic 
that they will not accept any Jews.  Banking matters are discussed; Kubuś is enclosing a signed POA upon which ZWB 
must still put his signature and two signed and notarized signature cards.  One question arose with the signature cards – 
what to write for “nationality.”  It’s not clear whether this should be the nationality of ZWB or of Kubuś.  Kubuś asks  ZWB 
to research this matter and, if it is Kubuś’s nationality that is intended, write “stateless, born in Poland” or something 
similar, “in any case do not fill this out with ‘German’.”  Also, he would like ZWB to ask about the treatment of refugee 
accounts, although he realizes that one cannot get binding information.  Don’t, however, says Kubuś, ask about this in 
connection with his account.   As agreed, he’s transferring $2,000 for his account and $8,000 to go on ZWB’s account.  
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May 27, 1939 – carbon of Kubuś’ letter to the family in Lemberg.  He’s continuing to go to school, Monday through Friday, 
in the mornings.  He’s meeting various friends and acquaintances from Vienna and Czechoslovakia.  The school arranges 
outings in which Rita can also participate even though she is not enrolled there.  He reports on their visits to Windsor and 
– in amusing detail – to Eton.  He’s visited the Evening Standard’s facilities; next week they’ll go to the main post office 

and the fire station.  One friend has been released after 14 months in a concentration camp.  Physically he seems to have 
suffered no lasting damage but there has been a change in personality.  His brother-in-law, Eisenstädter, and his 
(Eisentädter’s) wife have secured a married couple position in Bournemouth where they will go until they can go to the 
USA.  ZWB has reported shattering news about Mrs. Bergmann.  She had been a robust woman and nobody had 
expected a mental collapse.   Kubuś heard a similar story from Dr. Weinbach about a lawyer, Dr. Steif, from Vienna who 
lost his mind during the journey to Shanghai and then is supposed to have died. There is also news of Dr. Lichtblau, Fritzi, 
Ena, Gusti, Susi, the daughters of Dir. Pollak.   Kubuś writes about his work at Bloomsbury House and the Komitée.  His 
and Rita’s prospects for America seem bad at the moment and seem to have come to a dead end.  He alludes to the 
rumors and plans cited in the previous letter to ZWB.  They are considering Canada, Australia, and New Zealand.  For 
work in England, recommendations are critical but even then they rarely help. In answer to the family’s questions about 
what to send him and Rita, he suggests a coin purse, but it has to be large because the English coins are so large - a 
penny is as big as a 5 Złoty piece) - and stockings for Rita, size 9 ½.  They could also use shaving cream and toothpaste.  
They really could use a large amount of rum, which is “terribly expensive here even though Jamaica belongs to the 
English empire.”  Kubuś addresses his father as “dear Schnucki.”   
 
June 6, 1939 – carbon of ZWB’s letter to Kubuś.  He responds to Kubuś’ questions in his letter of May 16.  He explains 
that the accounts that are “in trust’ are thus registered so that in the event of the death of the account holder, the money 
will go to the correct person.  ZWB is working like crazy on an investigation into TB therapies, which he’s trying to finish.  
As soon as he’s done with that, tomorrow, he hopes, he’ll work on the bank accounts.  ZWB wonders if he should 
immediately open an account for Kubuś in NYC since he will be leaving at the latest in August for the West and he 
believes that it would be unwise to leave his accounts in New York, almost 4 days away by train.  Unless Kubuś writes 
otherwise, ZWB will transfer the money to a major bank in Washington State and again deposit it in accounts in several 
banks in such fashion that the limits of deposit insurance per bank are not exceeded. He again assures Kubuś that all 
banks in which he now has accounts are excellent and all deposits are fully insured.  He asks whether he should pressure 
the consulate in Vienna regarding Kubuś and Rita and encloses a copy of the letter, dated July 18, 1938, he wrote 
accompanying his affidavit.  Nobody here knows how the quotas will be manipulated, there are only assumptions.  Kubuś 
is more likely to get valid information among interested parties in London.  With respect to Rita’s studies: there are no 
norms which hold true for all medical schools.  Jews are not having an easy time being accepted at med schools in New 
York.  Further away in the West it is said to be better, but that is only for beginners. How it is for advanced students, ZWB 
does not know.  One is told that the candidate should submit his application and supporting documents and then one will 
be informed.  ZWB emphasized that one can really not figure this out unless one is here.  He emphasizes that this is the 
land of individual arrangements, as improbable as that may sound.  “About myself there is nothing interesting to report. I 
work rather a lot and am tired in the evenings – also from the raging heat – get undressed, listen to the radio, write letters, 
and go to sleep.” 
 
Undated handwritten words on small blue piece of paper – Mr. F. Glueck, Counselor at law, 236 W 55

th
.  Regards from 

Mr. [illegible ….] 
 
June 6, 1939 – carbon of typed letter from ZWB in New York, addressed to “My dear ones!” appears to be addressed to 
Kubuś and Rita, judging by the content.  Refers to letter of May 30.  Expresses upset over the absence of progress with 
respect to the USA visa.  Proposes to write to the consulate in Vienna and to write to the State Dept. and pay a fee to 
have State demand a report on a specific case.  He will be leaving NY, probably, in two weeks.  He opened the bank 
account for him (Kubuś) on June 3.  To open the account he used a $1,000 check from his (ZWB’s) checking account in 
another bank.  On June 5

th
, he deposited another $1000 check.  The cancelled checks are the easiest proof that the 

money came from his account.  Other banking matters are discussed, including explanations regarding how monies can 
be transferred between banks and the issues of local banks and non-existent nationwide banks. 
 
June 10, 1939 – Kubuś to ZWB from London.  Some discussion of relative costs and timing of airmail vs normal mail, 
between USA, UK, Poland.  Discussion of business matters, again reviewing the opening of accounts and selection of 
banks.    Gives approval to ZWB’s contacting the consulate in Vienna and the State Dept.  Discussion of transfer of funds 
from Poland and reference to a transfer of ?250 Zloty “an Niuskas Bruder an dessen Bank zu Gunsten des Bruders von 
Niuska/ to Niuska’s brother at his bank to the favour of the brother of Niuska.”  Kubuś says he’ll try sending this letter by  
airmail and asks ZWB to let him know how long it took.  ZWB’s handwritten note, in pencil, on the letter: “VI.19.39.” [In the 
letter of June 15, 1939 – below – Kubuś explains that the letter was not mailed by air mail, after all, because he had been 
misinformed about the postage.] 
 
June 15, 1939 - Kubuś to ZWB from London.  Has he heard anything about results from a telegram to Vienna?  Kubuś 
expresses his fear that they might respond that his situation is hopeless because of his position with respect to the quota.  
$25 seems like a lot of money if there is little chance of learning anything.  Expresses agreement re bank matters.  Rita is 
increasingly active in medicine. There are courses designed to prepare refugee physicians for work after emigration.  
There was a general meeting of those interested.  There are ca. 400 refugee docs and ca. 200 attended the meeting.  A 
committee [executive committee?] was elected and, since it was decided that a woman should serve on it, Rita was 
elected one of the members, apparently by acclamation.  While Kubuś was writing this letter Rita returned from her first 
committee meeting; her suggestions were accepted unanimously.  A barely legible note - apparently light and with wit - 
from Rita is appended. 
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Yellow Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form.   
 Notes under VI.23.39, probably in Artur’s handwriting: “Tells them that Nusia should not ?relent in trying to get a 
visa, also what things to take with her when she finally comes.” 
 
June 23, 1939 – carbon of letter to Kubuś – with ZWB’s red pencil marking “Yankee Clipper”.  Further discussion of 
airmail vs. mail by ship. He’s not going to open a new account for Kubuś until he is in Seattle where he will research the 
banks.  He explains that there is no bank that operates in all states of the USA.  In particular, the Nationa l City Bank has 
no branches in Seattle, but has corresponding banks in the State of Washington.  He will write a letter to Vienna, include a 
copy of his contract with the UW, and pressure them to act on the matter of Kubuś and Rita.  He knows of somebody who 
has tried the State Dept. telegram route, but the outcome is still unknown so he’ll wait and see.  Discussion of message 
he’s received from Lemberg that a larger amount has been transferred to Kubuś for him [ZWB].  He’s bought  a car and is 
learning to drive which he enjoys.  ZWB says he is enclosing a letter to Lemberg which he asks Kubuś to read and 
forward.   
 The carbon of the enclosed letter to Lemberg is attached.  It is in Polish and I assume that this is the letter 
described briefly above.  It is one and a half pages long.  There are references to Nusia and to places in the USA 
 
June 30, 1939 – letter from Kubuś in London.  Although ZWB’s penciled note is “Rec. VI. 5, 39,” I suspect he received this 
on July 5

th
.  Kubuś congratulates ZWB and sends best wishes for a wonderful career.  Kubuś says that life “out there” will 

certainly be more comfortable than in New York.  He wonders if they should now use airmail since surface mail will take 
much longer.  He proposes that ZWB could send a letter to him which could then be forwarded to the parents in Lemberg, 
sparing ZWB the additional postage.  From England, Kubuś explains, everything goes by air to the continent.  He 
comments on the bad news about the Bergmanns and Beinhackers.  Kubuś feels he has hit a dead end with the U.S. 
consulate.  The Vienna consulate has not responded to his letters.  The London consulate refused to send an “urgent 
letter” to the Vienna office or even to send a telegram at his expense.  He asks if ZWB thinks he might do something to 
get the Vienna office to at least send his file to the London office.  He gives further details of the paper-filing to date.  He 
asks what ZWB knows about the Polish quotas for different countries.  Is it possible that one might go to Canada with a 
tourist visa, then register again there, and then get to the U.S. quicker?  Kubuś says he is enclosing a carbon of his most 
recent letter to Lemberg, but it is not in this file.  Further inquiries regarding how ZWB will handle setting up the various 
bank accounts in his new place of residence.  He says he is also enclosing a “Couvert” and asks ZWB to keep it for him.  
It contains correspondence with somebody who is being blackmailed by the Germans (“steckbrieflich verfolgt”).  Kubuś 
does not want to run the risk of it being found with him.  He knows the papers will be completely safe with ZWB.  The rest 
are of no particular importance.  The lot requires no special care.  ZWB is to let him know when the papers arrive by 
writing “Letter of 30.V., with all enclosures, received.”  Handwritten note from Rita expressing pleasure regarding his 
success and saying that it is as she always had “prophesied” and that his rise is now beginning.  
 
June 30, 1939, handwritten post card from Kubuś, addressed to ZWB in NY but forwarded to University of Vermont, 
Burlington. ZWB notes received VII.6.39. Appears to discuss costs of mailing letters and post cards, the consulate battle, 
money matters, ZWB’s car. 
 
July 2?, 1939, handwritten post card from Kubuś, addressed to ZWB in Burlington.  ZWB notes received VII. 31, 39.  Rita 
has taken an unpaid job in the physiological institute of the local university. She is busy all day long, but the work is 
interesting.  The people are nice to her and call her “honorary assistant.” Yesterday the local U.S. consulate informed him 
that a confirmation of his registration has been received from the Vienna office. They could not tell him more but it is a 
step.  Kubuś wants ZWB to let him know when this post card arrived. 
 
July 3, 1939, brief typed letter to ZWB attached to carbons of two letters to Lemberg.  Kubuś tells ZWB that a few days 
ago he sent ZWB an air mail post card and is curious how long it took to arrive. He notes that these are significantly 
cheaper than airmail letters.  He sees this as another way in which they might communicate efficiently when ZWB is in 
Seattle.  The situation is terrible and he really doesn’t know if war will have broken out by the time ZWB receives this.  
Has ZWB done anything with respect to the U.S. consulate in Vienna? 
 June 26, 1939 – carbon of Kubuś’ letter to Lemberg.  His typewriter had to be repaired, it seems. Schnucki is 
having nervous problems. It would be good if he could go to Wygoda.  Kubuś is unhappy that there has been so little 
correspondence from them – just every three or four days a short and mostly uninformative card.  He awaits a real report 
about them and not just cards written in telegraphic style.  Rita is very busy with her medical contacts and her medical 
courses and in the evening hours is working on the executive committee.  Kubuś seems to be pursuing positions in 
business or law ??? but with no success.  He and Rita saw the king and queen and other members of the royal family 
recently.  Kubuś gives a detailed description of the event, including the clothes and costumes, explaining that the 
procession “would have been something for mama.”  The English, he explains, love and are very proud of the royal family.  
On the other hand, the Duke of Windsor, who abdicated, is regarded with immense contempt.  He writes about the Farrers 
who appear to be the foster parents (“Pflegeeltern”) for Walter Feiner.  They seem to have attended a garden party at little 
Walter’s kindergarten, Kubuś thinks the child could not have had it so good at home [?in Vienna], and Rita is helping Mrs. 
Farrer with some Komitée celebration.  They went with friends by car to Worthing and had a picnic overlooking the sea, 
napped and then traveled further along the coast.  Brighton is terrible, overrun with “miessen/miserable” Jews.  This letter 
seems to end suddenly (“I have to go to the train.”); it’s possible that a page is missing. 
 July 3, 1939 – carbon of Kubuś’ letter to Lemberg.  He’s happy that Schnucki has gone to Wygoda.  This 
weekend was very nerve-racking.  It looked as if the situation had never been so serious.  While it’s quieted, he doesn’t 
believe things will develop quietly.  Hitler has gone way too far to pull back.  Discussion of Czechoslovakia.  References to 
“Putzi” who has provided useful contacts, recommendations.  They were invited by the Farrers to an elegant and 
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sumptuous dinner in the Regent’s Palace Hotel.  They have not had such a fantastic meal since they were in Vienna (“in 
der Floriangasse”).  An acquaintance, Frau Zosia Spitzmann, the sister-in-law of Frau Charlotte Spitzmann, arrived and is 
searching for a position as a cook, which Kubuś thinks she is sure to get soon.  He reports on a little girl whom they met at  
the train as she passed through on her way to a children’s home in Birmingham; her older sister is to come also soon and 
the parents are trying to get to Australia.  The school made a field trip to the Ford factory, which was very interesting.  
What is the situation with Niuska?   Kubuś says he thinks one must do everything possible immediately to get her a visa; 
once war has broken out travel will not be possible.  He does not know if he can get his “pass” extended or if he could get 
stateless papers from the British Home Office.  In any event, he has until mid-August to decide.  If war breaks out, he will 
immediately go to the home office and get stateless papers.  Xandl would like his parents to be in an old people’s home in 
London and Kubuś will go to Bloomsbury-House to see what can be done.  Suggestions for things that might be sent to 
him and Rita. 
 
1/17  General Correspondence   Berger, Jakob & Rita   1939, Jan-March  [This folder is out of order.]   

 

January 4, 1939 – typewritten letter from Kubuś in Prague, with red pencil underlining by ZWB.  They are on their way to 
London, but stopped in Prague for a while.  There have been problems with the air connections for which they’d 
purchased tickets.  Expression of hope for letters from ZWB, including carbons of letters sent to Lemberg, since they are 
following his reports as if they were installments in a fascinating novel.  He could write another twenty-page letter about 
what has happened in Vienna, but the content would be even more horrible.  He reports a little on the harrowing 
experience of his father-in-law at the hands of Nazi troopers who came to his apartment.  He narrowly escaped being sent 
to Dachau.  Everything that he and Rita saw in Vienna and which he described in his letter from Warsaw is nothing 
compared with what followed in November.  Gusti has been released from a concentration camp, which means his life has 
been saved.  For him and Rita, leaving Lemberg was difficult, harder than leaving Vienna.  It is disquieting to keep 
repeatedly taking your leave from the same people.  When they had left Vienna they didn’t know for sure if they would be 
going to Poland a few days later.  All the relatives in Lemberg were awfully nice to them which made the departure hard. 
Especially all the Birnbaums and Weissmanns.  He stayed sometimes in ZWB’s room and sometimes at the Weissmanns.  
His aunt Lina, ZWB’s mother, fed him well and in the evening he could browse in ZWB’s library and find something to 
read, apropos of which he confesses he borrowed the brochure by Thirring about Einstein’s theory of relativity. Perhaps 
he’ll have the opportunity to return it to him personally.  Reference to “Tante Mila” (?Weissmann).  Reference to Buziak 
and Olga who have to live apart, and to the Appenzellers.  In Prague they were met by Rudi who brought them to the 
pension where he is also staying.  Description of Prague. Rudi plans to go to the USA.  Kubuś inquires about affidavits 
and visas, alluding to previous remarks from ZWB, and says that his (Kubuś’) parents are wondering about emigrating, 
since they are worried about their status under new laws in Poland.  He thinks they would have to wait at least two years 
before they would get a visa, given the Polish quota conditions.  One can see what the situation is by looking at the case 
of Niuska, who applied well before the big wave of applications hit. He asks for ZWB to provide an affidavit for his (Kubuś’) 
parents.  He knows that ZWB already has made a total of 5 affidavits:  for Niuska, Louis Gottfried, Mark Gottfried, Rita, 
and himself.  To add his parents, would bring the number to 7.  Kubuś’ father suggests that he should withdraw the 
affidavits for the Gottfrieds and Kubuś discusses this proposal, weighing pros and cons but not coming to a conclusion, 
esp. in the light of information still needed with respect to the withdrawal of an affidavit and the existence of a central 
place in which all affidavit information is maintained.  Kubuś raises the issue of affidavits for the Boths, noting that they  
have no relatives in the USA but, once he has arrived there, he could provide them with an affidavit.  More background on 
Xandl’s suffering in Europe and Kubuś’ concern regarding how he’s fared in NY.  Kubuś asks ZWB not to discuss 
unpleasant matters in his letters to Lemberg since his father’s nervous condition is set off by every little thing.  He makes 
reference to ZWB’s new business and expresses the belief and hope that it will flourish.  
 
January 27, 1939 – Kubuś writes from London; ZWB’s red pencil marks.  ZWB’s been depressed and Kubuś and Rita 
offer cheering observations about his situation and personality.  Discussion of Beinhackers, his sympathy for Xandl, the 
horror of being without any money and having to leave their 8-month-old child behind.  Kubuś gives a report on his and 
Rita’s travels – from Prague they flew to Rotterdam; there by bus to the train station and by train to Brussels.  Already in 
Rotterdam they could feel what it was like to be in a free country, esp. in the behavior of the officials with whom one was 
in contact and in the absence of concern about letter censors. They stayed in Brussels for 3 days, exceeding the time 
allowed on their visa.  In Brussels they picked up belongings that had been shipped in August.  Much discussion about 
this.  They flew from Brussels to London.  At first they took a room near Victoria Station because that’s where they would 
be picking up the things they had shipped from Vienna, Warsaw, and Brussels.  More discussion of the fate of packages 
that had been kept in the lost-and-found.  Listing of monies deposited in New York banks, with confirmations from Frau 
Lotte Sachs.  There are five banks with ca. 5K per bank.  When they fled to Prague, Kubuś had not known what he was 
going to live off of, so he and Xandl agreed that Xandl’s money in Prague would be at Kubuś’ disposal and he is now 
indebted to Xandl for the small amount of money he seems to have used in the context of various transactions also 
involving Rudi.  Much discussion about this and about confusions; Kubuś asks ZWB to settle with Xandl (Ca. $20) should 
he raise the issue. Kubuś and Rita’s new address is J.B. 30 Steele’s Road, Hampstead, London NW3.   
 Attached with the letter of January 27 is another letter, dated January 29, 1939, typed, from Rita in London; 
ZWB’s red pencil marks. Rita writes marvelously of the subjective experience of their “gypsy life” and her impressions of 
London.  She says her greatest worry is for her parents and asks for ZWB’s help.  The Boths have not been able to find 
any relatives in the USA; while still in Vienna her parents wrote to several parties named Both whom they found in the 
New York telephone directory, but received no answer.  She describes them as capable and people who would manage 
somehow.  She says she is sorry that he has been feeling down and again tells him of the qualities he has that should 
enable him to overcome difficulties and she hopes that soon his sister, who is so dear and who learns so quickly, will be 
with him and able to accomplish so much. 
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 Also attached with the letter of January 27 is a carbon copy of Kubuś’ letter of January 26, 1939, addressed to 
the family (presumably his parents, but probably circulating to all the family) in Lemberg.  Mention of acquaintances and 
friends from Vienna who are now in London.  Description of picking up and arranging for transport of  their luggage, 
description of their apartment, description of the meals they (Rita) has prepared in their kitchenette, what they eat out.  
Since Londoners can’t go home at midday, this may be the reason for their big breakfasts.  If one eats in a pension, 
breakfasts are the one good meal of the day.  The baked goods look pretty but taste awful.  Rita and he were asked to 
prepare a listing in English of the goods they were presenting to customs and they prepared such a list with the use of a 
dictionary.  Description of proceedings with customs and of subsequent unpacking.  He thanks them for sending the 
“Chwilas” and comments on the English newspapers and general sentiment re Chamberlain.  He responds to their inquiry 
re what to send – good Polish sausage, sweets (since the English ones are so dreadful), toiletries, a new umbrella.  He’ll 
be looking into language study as soon as their belongings have been dealt with.  Reference to the Bondis; Professor 
Freund of the (Viennese, presumably) cancer research institute, Rita’s former supervisor; and Dr. Friedman. 
 
February 9, 1939 - this appears to be a carbon of ZWB’s letter to Kubuś.  He has just received their letter from Prague.  
He has learned that there is no central place where a record is maintained about who has made aff idavits for whom.  He 
details what information is needed for an affidavit.  He reviews the affidavits he has made to date.  He explains that he 
has made affidavits for the Gottfrieds and for six other family members, incl. wives and children.  He seems a bit surprised 
by the tone of Kubuś’ treatment of the Gottfrieds, since he was under the impression Kubuś wanted him to be 
unconstrained in his help for them. In any event ZWB sees no way in which he would retract the affidavits.  An affidavit is 
not a contractual agreement but an extraordinary favor and no honorable person would take it back.  Apart from that, 
these affidavits do no harm to all the other people for whom he has send affidavits, since they are at different consulates.  
He will apply himself with all energy to taking care of affidavits for the Boths.  He’s now emerging from his apathy, which 
was really uncomfortable, and can again undertake all sorts of things.  He will also look into getting affidavits for the 
Berger parents.  No good news with Xandl.  He won’t bring up the financial matter with Xandl, per Kubuś instruction, as he 
understands it.  He reviews the bank accounts.    All of the accounts cited are in his name with Nusia as trustor in case of 
his death.  More discussion of financial arrangements between them, explanations of banks, checking accounts, 
precautions.  Tells about a terrible depression that hit him, triggered in part by the distance from the family.  (He observes 
that Kubuś and Rita at least have each other.)  He could not write about this to Lemberg. For weeks he was always 
sleepy, [illegible], did almost nothing, had no idea what he could do, watched his savings shrink, didn’t read anything, and 
found nothing pleasurable. Very recently things seem to be improving.  He’s had a small snowball-mail of letters of 
recommendation.  He’s going to people for whom he does not have a letter of introduction and many give him advice and 
letters of recommendation.  He goes with two aims – to get a proper job or to get work for his institute.   
 
February 11, 1939 – carbon of letter from London, presumably Kubuś to Lemberg. He hopes to begin language studies 
next week.  Discussion of items about which his parents had questions or comments - their furnishings, what he and Rita 
drink for breakfast.   Mention of Tante Lina.  Issues of customs charges and things mailed from Poland, description of their 
home and its location, observations about housing in London and the Jewish family who are their landlords.   Mention of 
hearing from Louis, who has begun a business in Paris.  Mention of Pollack, who is interested in a chocolate shop.  
Mention of Sandelson, Weinreb, Vally Eisenstädter, and Frau Dr. Spiegler-Holosz, who became acquainted with a 
prominent Jewish family who is now raising her 10-year-old daughter along with their own children.  The mother is a 
“Kindernurse” with another family and sees her daughter only every other Sunday.  She finds it disquieting since the child 
is being raised in great luxury but she’s glad that the child has this opportunity.  The family raising the child is trying to 
help her get a permit for her husband to come to England, but he still has not been released from a concentration camp.  
Frau Dr. Spiegler-Holosz, who is a highly qualified physician, is now a housemaid  and is glad that she is with a decent 
family, because a few weeks earlier she was with very unpleasant people who treated her very badly.   Repeats bad news 
about Xandl, as reported by ZWB.  Comments on the death of the pope, who was a friend of the Jews and hopes his 
successor will not be a friend of the fascists.  Comments on political outlook of the British and news he has read in the 
Jewish Chronicle.  He hopes that the files will be sent from Vienna to the London consulate in a few days. Rita has been 
to Canada House and to Australia House.  He will seek more information.  Apparently there are no good prospects in 
Canada since they only want farmers.  Australia might let them in.  Discussion of news of other countries for which there 
is a market for visas in Holland. 
 
February 12, 1939 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB from London – makes reference to enclosing the above letter, to which it is 
attached and which he sent to his parents (Bergers) in Lemberg.  Cheering comments to ZWB about his institute. ZWB 
may have named his institute “Pearson Institute,” since Kubuś points out that “Birnbaum” is hardly an old family name, not 
older than 150 years.  Discussion of jewelry, possibly from the Both family; reference to “Bertha” which seems to 
represent something, rather than a person, perhaps the Both jewelry.  Kubuś says that there are themes about which one 
cannot write openly to Lemberg because of the feared censor.  Mention of Dr. Georg Jänner and Walter Lederer. 
 
February 23, 1939 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB from London.  Thanks him for his letter of Feb. 9, in which the personal 
part was too short in comparison with the business part.  The Boths are having great difficulties and are being threatened 
with expulsion to Germany.  They came to Poland with excellent references from the Polish consulate in Vienna but only 
with a 6-week visa.   They hoped however that the visa would be extended.  They are staying in Wygoda with Dr. Both’s 
brother-in-law, who seems not to be exerting his considerable influence to their advantage.  (Convoluted and 
unappetizing-seeming tale.)  Despairing review of options, all seemingly unlikely.  Questions about Beinhackers.  Kubuś 
observes that if even ZWB had down times, he is still somebody of greater optimism than others.   
 
February 26, 1939 – handwritten post card from Kubuś in London to ZWB.  Kubuś asks ZWB to send a telegram to Benno 
Both in Wygoda (he gives the address) saying in German: “Affidavit for you is underway.  Birnbaum.”  He says it will be 
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fine to use the German text.  [The rest is difficult for me to read, but seems to deal with the urgency of the Boths’ 
situation.] 
 
1/18  General Correspondence  Berger, Jakob and Rita  Aug.-Nov.1939 

 
Birnbaum Translation Summary Form (yellow), includes notes 

on JB letter of X.4.39: “Panics about family ?branch in PL”  
on JB letter of X.17.39: “Gives ZW instructions on how to deal w/ family ? <about to go in front of a war 

tribunal>” 
on  ??LF letter of XI.14.39: “Key: letter letting ZW know family is alive”  

on JB letter of XI.24.39: “letter explaining item #9 [above letter of XI.14.39] above”  
 
August 25, 1939 – handwritten transatlantic air mail post card from Kubuś in London, addressed to ZWB in Burlington, 
forwarded to New York and then to General Delivery in Chicago where he received it on August 30.  It looks like war will 
break out in the next 3-4 days.  Refugee status uncertain??  He’s curious and looking forward to ZWB’s reports on 
Seattle. 
 
September 20, 1939 – typed and in English, air mail post card to ZWB from Twickenham, addressed to ZWB at the Dept. 
of Mathematics, UW, and rec’d IX.26, 39. Almost perfect English.  Kubuś explains that they have moved to this suburb of 
London, Twickenham, where they have some friends.  They are very worried about events in Poland, are completely cut 
off from communication with their parents, don’t know if Lwów will be invaded by Russians or Germans, and will write as 
soon as they get any news from Lwów.  He asks ZWB to please keep writing regularly to them, at least once a week, and 
says he will send a brief account of his (ZWB’s ) letters to their parents once communication is again possible.  They are 
looking forward to his first impressions of Seattle. 
 
October 4, 1939 – airmail post card, handwritten and in Polish, rec’d X.18.39 [ZWB’s birthday].  See translation notes 
above.  Only proper names discernible to me. Above address, Kubuś has written POLISH LANGUAGE. 
 
September 28, 1939 – carbon (very faint) of ZWB’s letter to Kubuś, typed in English, address: 1303-1307 East 41

st
 Street, 

Seattle.  Thanks for post card of Sept. 20.  Notes shared worries.  Then, “Instead of telling you all those things which you 
are experiencing to the same or even greater extent, I shall rather try to tell you in a few words what is happening around 
me.”  Lovely and detailed description of the automobile accident on a mountain road in which his car was totaled, after 
7500 miles this summer without an accident.  He made the last 500 miles by train, arriving in Seattle on September 15.  
“In spite of that [the accident] I wish to say that this trip was probably one of the most thrilling pages in my ‘adventure-tale.’ 
Maybe that that accident even fits the pattern of things quite well, and I am not going to complain as long as I am alive 
and unhurt.”  Description of Seattle, the UW, the UW library (“unexpectedly good”), the surroundings, and his apartment 
(“with a disappearing bed”).  “If only Europe came to its senses again and I could be quiet about our family there, I think I  
should have all reasons to settle down for a while and to work quietly.”  He promises more details in a very long letter 
which he is writing to his parents, a copy of which he’ll be sending to Kubuś. 
 
October 17, 1939 – typed letter from Kubuś in Twickenham, rec’d by ZWB X.30, 39.  In Polish, see translation notes 
above.  Thanks ZWB for the letter of Sept. 28.  Gives his and Rita’s birthplace as Lwów, his birthdate Aug. 8, 1908, 
Henryka’s Jan. 15, 1912. Reference to affidavit, to U.S. Consulate in London.  Reference to banks.  
 
October 18, 1939 – faint carbon of typed letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  Thanks him for post card of Oct. 4.  Explains that 
transatlantic airmail is suspended for the winter, so the card took two weeks to arrive.  He distinguishes between 
“transatlantic air mail” and “plain airmail.”  ZWB has been mailing duplicate letters to his parents and friends in Poland  by 
“air mail,” “as plain letters,” and “registered, etc” hoping that one will arrive; he kept them short, said he was anxious about 
them, urged them to cable immediately if there is anything he can do, and asked that they communicate the content to the 
others.  Reports on banking arrangements, on making a will (P. Allen Rickles, at the Northern Life Tower), provisions of 
the will.  Writing about himself personally, says all would be very satisfactory if it were not for the war and anxiety about 
family and friends.  He has no “too high ambitions with regard to income” but sees the prospect of comparative security 
and satisfying working conditions.  With respect to Rita’s professional training, he reports that Washington has no medical 
school and that he is not in a position to assess the conditions in other states.  As written earlier, he notes that in “this  
gigantic country” it is not easy to find things out unless one travels about, talks to people, and “settles everything 
personally.”  He wishes they might come here and do that.  “This is – believe it or not – a country where one has to take 
ones time and move very slowly if one wishes to get ahead.  Friendliness and personal negotiations usually obtain results 
which no official inquiries and requests can obtain.” 
 
October 31, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś, marked in red pencil “Mailed simple Air Mail.”  Thanks him for 
letter of October 17, which took two weeks in spite of transatlantic air mail.    Discussion of family in Poland, from which 
they are completely cut off.  He is, however, sure that they have not fled to Rumania.  Banking matters.  He’s glad that 
Kubuś and Rita’s chances of coming to the U.S. are improving.  With respect to Kubuś’ questions re opportunities in the 
U.S., stresses that it is quite impossible to arrange anything in advance.  Stresses importance of taking time to absorb the 
spirit and atmosphere of the country.  Again, advises them to come as soon as possible, stay in NY for a couple of weeks 
but – no matter how apparently attractive the possibilities may be – do not settle there where it is most competitive, least 
pleasant, and most nerve-wracking.  “It is the most un-American place I know on this continent.”  He prescribes in detail a 
journey of exploration, including the western states.  He describes his professional activities (incl. trying to do some 
mathematical research) and his social life.  “Today I am going to a lecture by Erica Mann.” 
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November 7, 1939 – typed letter in English from Kubuś in Twickenham, rec’d Nov. 15, 1939.  Thanks him for letter of 
October 4.  Discussion of Transatlantic Air Mail, in operation but only via Lisboa.  Reports on his many efforts to get in 
touch with the family. “Uncle Broniu who lives now in Paris has also undertaken steps at my request through his wife’s 
relatives in Hungary, but up to now without result.”  He writes about BBC Polish language broadcasts, notes that he heard 
on one of those broadcasts the name of Dr.Ludwig Rubel, a cousin of ZWB’s; thinking LR might have passed through 
Lwów on his flight, Kubuś is trying to get his address from the BBC; Kubuś asks about him, Rita, and ZWB sending a joint 
greeting to family in Poland if the costs are reasonable.  More discussion of possible sources of contacts that ZWB might 
have.  Banking matters. Rudi Rosner is likely to send some of Kubuś’ father’s money to ZWB.  Questions about ZWB’s 
will, death duties, concerns about Niuska and ZWB’s parents being in the Russian part of Poland and having to deal with 
Mr. Rickles.  (“In what manner will he write to Poland? I am very much in doubt whether this very appreciable kind of 
Ganef-Language which our family has been cultivating since there are currency restrictions in Europe will be at the 
command of Mr. Rickles.  And if he gets a letter from Niuska or Aunt Lina (who is the recognized master in this language) 
advising him to send 10 photos of yours to Mr. X or Mr. Y. I am seriously afraid he will do his best to procure 10 photos of 
your person and send them to the mentioned addresses.”) So he advises ZWB to ask two friends who are thoroughly 
acquainted with the circumstances to allow themselves to be designated to dispose of the money.  Kubuś and Rita got a 
decision in their favor from the tribunal that had to determine whether they were enemy aliens, hence to be interned, or 
subject to special restrictions.  Now they are registered with the labour exchange and seem to expect to be working for 
refugees under the National Defence Service.   
 
November 21, 1939 – carbon of letter to Kubuś, red pencil “Transatlantic Air Mail.”  Thanks for letter of Nov. 7.  He finally 
had a telegram from Lwów: “all very well parents sister waiting + ludwikletters.”  Discussion of meaning. Yesterday he 
received a card from uncle Broniu.  Comments on Kubuś’ English style.  Agrees to the BBC message if the charges are 
not too high.  He has been warned to be very careful about cabling to Lwów, since people look suspicious to the 
occupation forces if they are receiving cables from abroad.  He has been notified that Henryk Urich, son of Mania Urich 
née Rosenstock, is now in Rumania, and is trying to contact ZWB; ZWB, in turn, is trying to contact HU for several 
reasons and asks for any advice Kubuś can give him.  ZWB acknowledges the issues raised by Kubuś re his will and 
Rickles, but says Rickles understands the situation perfectly and that one cannot provide for every possible contingency.  
More banking info. 
 
November 17, 1939 – typed letter, in English, from Kubuś in Twickenham, rec’d Dec. 7. 1939.  Thanks him for letter of the 
31

st
 [Oct., presumably].  Reviews at length latest developments in investigations re their parents and Niuska.  The BBC 

reported that Ludwig Rubel escaped from Poland and is serving with the Polish army in France; Kubuś has written to 
Bronio, asking him to try to contact Rubel.  Description of their life in Twickenham.  Asks what Erika Mann lectured about 
and notes that they just finished “a very good book written by her about education in Nazi German: “School for 
Barbarians.” 
 
Nov. 14, 1939 – Artur’s translation of a typewritten letter from Rosa, his mother, to Kubuś, addressed from Bucharest.  
There is reference to Borek, vice-director of “Silwinia,” a lumber mill in Wygoda.  Benno and Dorka are doing well and with 
Annie (?”Andzi”).  Sends greetings to Bronia and his wife.  Czika is not home, so can’t write.  (AR puzzles over who this 
may be.)  Nusia sends a message through a friend asking that ZWB be telegraphed and told “that we are healthy.”  
[Artur’s translation of this letter from the Polish and his other translations of selected letters are available at UW Specia l 
Collections.]  
 
November 24, 1939 – AR’s translation of typed letter to ZWB, in Polish, from Kubuś in Twickenham. Reference to 
telegram Kubuś sent on the 22

nd
.  Some people are defined: Borek = Mr. Boris Schreier; Annie = Mrs. Anna Schreier.  

Schreier’s are uncle and aunt of Rita.  He was vice-director of “Silwinia” lumber mill in Wygoda.  The Boths are living with 
him.  Renate and husband = Rudzia?  Ludwik Rubel is the newspaper editor who helped ZWB come to the USA. Life 
under the Russians is better, apparently, than under the Germans.  Uncle Bronio wrote to Rubel and has heard from him; 
a copy of the letter is enclosed. A cousin of Rita’s, Engineer Grunspan, who is in England, has family in Lwów  ( a lawyer, 
Dr. Wasser).  Kubuś reports on his difficulties in trying to telegram Schreiers in Wygoda and Birnbaums in Lwów.  [Kubuś 
seems to imply that his mother’s letter was sent from Bucharest, but not necessarily that his mother was there, rather 
somebody sent the message from Bucharest.]  This letter from Kubuś concludes with the text, copied  by Kubuś, of the 
letter from Rubel.  Rubel left hs wife and child in Lwów; he saw “Ignasia”/”Ignatius” [probably Ignacy, ZWB’s dad] who was 
well and, Rubel is certain, remained with the family in Lwów.  Rubel’s under the impression that it’s relatively peaceful in 
Lwów.”   
 
1/19 General Correspondence   Berger, Jakob & Rita   1939-1940 Dec-Feb 

 
Yellow Birnbaum Translation Summary Form 
 Notes letter from ZW to JB, Jan. 19, 1940: “Key: Talks about Nusia visa problems.”  
 
December 13, 1939 – carbon of typed letter to Kubuś from ZWB in Berkeley, where he spending his Xmas vacation with a 
friend (?Herb Zuckerman).  Description of trip, his impressions of the Bay area.  Thanks Kubuś for letter of Nov. 24 and for 
his cable.  ZWB has received a cable directly from his parents and a cable from Bronio.  He has handed over the matter of 
his sister’s and his parents’ immigration complications to Rickles who is well connected with the Democratic party 
machine and seems to have a better chance of settling these problems.  He also had a post card from his family, mailed 
from Bucharest, dated Oct. 16 but mailed on Nov. 14.  He had a letter, dated November 23, from ?Heniu Urich from 
Braila; HU does not intend to stay in Roumania for long; he had left ZWB’s family in good health.  
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December 8, 1939 – typed letter in English from Kubuś to ZWB, from Twickenham – rec’d Jan. 5, 1940.  Thanks him for 
letter of Nov. 21

st
.  He’s sent ZWB’s letter to Rubel to Bronio for forwarding since Bronio knows Rubel’s address. He 

discusses and concurs with ZWB’s interpretation of the telegram from the family.  Calculates at length the best way of 
getting Nusia out (via Rumania), suggesting the role he might play, and evidently feeling that she is in a better position to 
leave than other family members, but noting, “As matters are now, there is no way open for her without taking any risk.”  
He sees no hope for the time being for his parents.    Gives birth info for his dad and his mom.  He asks ZWB to take 
action on behalf of the Boths, giving birth info for them.  As there are no charges by the BBC for sending greetings, Kubuś 
is arranging for separate messages from ZWB and from him and Rita.  Discussion of cables and cabling. He will try to 
reach Henryk Urich, letting him know that ZWB wants to hear from him.  He asks that he write an “ordinary letter to our 
[his and Rita’s?] parents. I do it too.  Mention my new address because they don’t know it.” 
 
December 19, 1939 – typed letter in English from Kubuś in Twickenham to ZWB, rec’d Jan. 18, 1940.  Kubuś asks ZWB 
not to wait for his letters; the mail is erratic; he asks that he write regularly, every week or so.   He heard from Uncle 
Broniu.  The family was upset about lack of news from ZWB; Kubuś thinks it’s a mistake not to cable and urges him to do 
so.  He’s sent a message through the Red Cross telling them that ZWB’s fine and happy in Seattle.  Writes about Niuska’s 
visa and says he thinks she should leave Lwów immediately for Rumania.  He outlines the advantages and disadvantages 
for this strategy.  He has found a source of cheap Rumanian currency and has a contact for Nusia in Rumania, a Mrs. 
Helene Schmeidler, Bukarest, III. Aurel Vlaicu 36; Kubuś gives detailed instruction of exactly what Nusia should do, how 
to identify herself, what she’ll receive.  Kubuś says that he does not think it is possible to manage Niuska’s border 
crossing.  He thinks neither he nor ZWB can estimate the risks or find the right channels for reducing the risk.  All they can 
do is provide for her living and accelerate the progress on her visa once she is in Rumania.  Further strategizing includes 
Kubuś giving ZWB the name of a cousin of Kubuś, Relka Wetzstein, born Dunkelblau, now in Rumania; he has written 
him a letter [content ambiguous to me, regarding conveying money or a person to Rumania].  Kubuś thinks the case of 
“our parents” is quite different from Niuska’s as they cannot expect to get an American visa for years.  He sees no point to 
advising them to leave and thinks they are better off waiting for peace.   He’s sending a copy of this letter to Uncle Broniu, 
so ZWB can use Broniu if he has trouble cabling to Lwów, since the French post office is accepting cables for Russia.  
Gottfrieds want ZWB’s address; Kubuś does not know why; ZWB should be careful when giving affidavit info so as not to 
weaken affidavits for Niuska, Rita and him. Asks ZWB to write about his work at the UW. 
 
January 3, 1940 [This letter was mis-dated.  It must have been written in January 1941, not 1940.]  – carbon of letter, in 

German,  from ZWB to Kubuś.  ZWB gives his address as 4005 15
th
 NE.  Kubuś’ address is 46 W. 87

th
, NY,NY.  Mention 

of intention [apparently his and Hilde’s] to buy a house.  Considerable discussion of financial matters. Explains why his 
1939 income tax return would not make a good impression if the intent is to demonstrate his financial strength; therefore 
he has requested a statement from the UW which is about to be notarized and enclosed in this letter.  Discussion re 
Nusia.  He has never learned when exactly she registered for a visa.  He asks  Kubuś  to request from Hias [Hebrew 
Immigrant Aid Society] the original file from Berlin, and also to have it transferred from Bucharest to Moscow. In any case, 
he is going to send another affidavit for Nusia to the consulate in Moscow.  He is happy with his marriage.   
 
January 19, 1940 – carbon of letter in English.  ZWB gives his address as 1303 East 41

st
 Street and addresses Kubuś at 

the Twickenham Gardens address.  Thanks him for letters of Dec. 8
th
 and Dec. 19

th
.  The transatlantic air mail has been 

terribly slow.  He is enclosing a carbon of the letter he sent today to the American Consul in Vienna re the Boths.  He 
revisits the issue of Nusia, whose case he turned over to Rickles and quotes the letter that has been received from U.S. 
Sen. Schwellenbach’s office.  ZWB interprets this as meaning that it may be advisable to wait until Oslo takes over the 
“agenda” of the consulate in Warsaw.  He does not like the idea of Nusia going to Rumania illegally “and being chased 
around like an animal.”  Further description of his and his lawyer’s actions and plans.  As to his and Kubuś’ parents, he 
sees no possibilities and worries that it would be dangerous for them to even apply to a consulate for a visa.  He adds that 
he is not completely disregarding Kubuś’ suggestion re Nusia, and asks Kubuś to suggest the text of a cable in which he 
could give her instructions. He’s heard from Henryk Urich, who wishes help in getting to the U.S. and for whom ZWB is 
giving an affidavit.  Brief review of his work at the U and the news that he was “skiing on the slopes of Mt. Rainier- 
doubtlessly the most impressive mountain I have ever seen.” 
 
January 3, 1940 – letter from Kubuś from Twickenham to ZWB, noted as rec’d I.19,40.  Kubuś is cross because the last 
letter he received from ZWB was dated November 21

st
 “and this letter as well as the former two ones were only 

businesslike.  So we do not know how you are, how you spend your time and how your work is going on.” [Note that this is 
all in English and rather good.]  He notes that the mail is “now rather irregular” and proposes that they number their letters 
as he is doing with Uncle Broniu and Rudi Rosner, so one knows if a letter has been lost.  He’s angry about his and Rita’s 
inability to get work; despite the war there is no labor shortage.  They’ve registered for National Service, Rita as a 
laboratory assistant and he as a translator.  They are monitoring the classified ads and write whenever they find a suitable 
one.  They are now allowed to accept employment if there is no chance that an Englishman could do the job.  Kubuś is 
taking courses in chemistry, physics and math at the Twickenham Technical College, because he can’t stand doing 
nothing, he finds these matters interesting and he can learn a lot of English this way.  Reports on limited communication 
from the family.  Although ordinary postal communication has been reinstated to the Russian-occupied areas of Poland, 
he greatly doubts that this will last long.  He’s heard nothing from the U.S. Consulate. He’s depressed about the lack of 
earnings and does not like the idea of living in England and perhaps in the USA without a job, needing to cover the 
expense of moving to the USA and the cost of taking care of their parents.  He says that his parents’ assets in Poland, 
upon which they had been living, seem to be lost.  He is interested in “fixed interest securities” using monies he has in 
England and monies that ZWB is keeping for Kubuś’ parents.  He’s researched this and makes suggestions for ZWB to 
pursue for his parents.  Asks if he’s received letters from Dr. L. Rubel.  Says he wrote to Henryk Urich through the 
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Committee and got a post card; Urich’s address is Braila, Hotel Splendid [?Rumania].  Asks if ZWB has taken any steps 
for “our parents and for Niuska?”  “Did you cable your parents in order to calm them down?”  Handwritten note, in 
German, from Rita and a P.S. from Kubuś saying he just got a postcard from his parents, dated November 19, saying they 
“are in good health and longing for us.” 
 
February 4, 1940 – letter from ZWB to Kubuś, in English, numbered “1” and red-pencil marked “Transatlantic Air Mail.”  
Thanks him for letter of Jan. 3

rd
. Reports that on Jan. 27 he received a cable and quotes the text: WELL WITHOUT NEWS 

HOW WHERE LUDWIK NGAGEMENT IMPOSSIBLE MOSKOUS CONSUL ADVISED TOOK PETIITION WARSZAWA 
SENDING PAPER BUKAREST; IGNZTZ BIRNBAUM. “They seem never to lose their mastery in setting up unintelligible 
telegrams.  My interpretation of this puzzle reads: ‘We are well and without news.  How and where is Ludwik?  
Engagement impossible.  American consul in Moscow notified us that he accepted our application for an immigration visa.  
Nusia’s file is being transferred from Warsaw to Bucarest’.”  Assuming that this interpretation is correct, he has taken 
action, directing his lawyer to use his connections with the senator in Wash. D.C., sending an affidavit for his parents to 
the consul in Moscow, writing a “heartbreaking letter directly to the consul in Bucarest” and enclosing a statement that he 
is now on the UW faculty, and cabling the family at Anny1 in Lwów.  He wonders about why they are so persistent in 
inquiring about Ludwik and speculates that they gave Ludwik letters containing important info and that Ludwik then “in his 
usual manner, forgot all about them.”  He discusses Nusia’s situation, wishing that he would hear from her soon in 
Rumania.  He is afraid that, with the Germans reportedly controlling the former Polish-Rumanian border, it will be difficult 
for her to get there.  Once she is in Rumania, he would have the senator wire the consul.  He asks Kubuś if he can think 
of anything more that could be done.  He asks what he can do to speed up Kubuś and Rita’s coming to the USA.  Would a 
letter to the London consulate help?  He comments at length on Kubuś’ proposal to invest in securities, explaining why he 
thinks that it is imprudent.  ZWB reviews the matter of Henry Urich, who is indeed in Bucarest; he’s concerned that he 
cannot sign an affidavit for Urich for fear of damaging Nusia’s case and asks Kubuś to advance Urich money on ZWB’s 
account if he needs it.  On personal matters, he reports that he has almost finished a paper on the calculus of probabilities 
which he’s writing with a friend.  A potato investigation will be ending soon and came to interesting conclusions.  Other 
projects are in the making.  Heavy teaching schedule. He is skiing every Sunday.  Washington is most beautiful; Pacific 
Ocean, Puget Sound, lakes, mountains higher than Jungfrau or Matterhorn, glaciers as impressive as those of Norway all 
close by or within 2-3 hours.  He’s met repeatedly with Prof. E. Levy, formerly of Heidelberg and specializing in Roman 
law; gave him regards from Bronio and spoke about his chances of getting to the USA; Levy is pessimistic, but ZWB 
thinks it would be good if Bronio could spend time in the USA.   
 
January 26, 1940 – Kubuś to ZWB, from Twickenham, letter No. 2, rec’d by ZWB II.12, 40.  He has received ZWB’s letter 
of Dec. 18 from California.  He urges him to write more frequently and not to just answer Kubuś’ letters; more letters would 
also help him in the regular correspondence he is conducting with the family in Poland.  They always ask about ZWB and 
Kubuś can’t keep reassuring them that he’s regularly getting letters from ZWB and then keep using the same material.  He 
comments on the developments in Galicia, and worries that there may be trouble with Rumania and that now it will not be 
possible to get Nusia out of Poland.  Inquiries re ZWB’s actions re the emigration of Kubuś’ parents and Rita’s parents.  
Sounds despondent about his and Rita’s getting immigration visas.  Discussion of possible strategies for preserving funds, 
telling ZWB of possible moves to preserve capital he’s holding for his (Kubuś’) parents.  Despondent about job situation. 
Handwritten note, in German, from Rita. 
 
February 1, 1940 – transatlantic air mail postcard from Kubuś, letter No. 3, rec’d by ZWB II.26,40.  Expresses deep 
concern about not hearing from him. “Much disturbed about lack news.  Write immediately Air Mail state of health, fallen in 
love or other accident. Kubuś” 
 
1/20  General Correspondence  Berger, Jakob and Rita Feb. – Apr. 1940 

 
Yellow Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form – contains notes 
 March 14, 1940, letter from ZWB: “Hadn’t written long, but convinced they are best off under the Soviets.” 
 March 2, 1940, letter from JB: “Relays news from ZWs family back in Poland.” 
 February 29, 1940, letter from JB: “Compares letter which got through the Soviet censors hieroglyphics.”  
 March 16, 1940, letter from JB: “People scattered all over Europe, pessimistic about options.” 
 
February 17, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB, numbered “2”.  On Feb. 12 he received Kubuś’ letter of Jan. 26.  
Expresses irritation and frustration with communication with the family in Poland – he’s tried, is discouraged and believes 
he is wasting money and that the letters are not getting through; won’t write until he knows letters are getting through, 
grateful if Kubuś keeps including news of ZWB in his letters, which ZWB also doubts are reaching the family.  His worries 
about the rumors that Hitler is about to occupy Lwów, his belief that he should not try to tell his family what to do since 
“They ought to know more there than I can know here, and it would be preposterous to direct their actions from here.”  He 
sent a letter to the American consul in Vienna for the Boths. He thinks it’s inadvisable to sign an affidavit at this time for 
Kubuś’ parents.  He again asks if he should not write to the U.S. consul in London re Kubuś and Rita.  Again cautions 
Kubuś re speculating in securities, emphasizing the need to keep this last money as safe and as liquid as possible.  “My 
mail is frequently of a rather unpleasant character: people begin to consider me as the uncle from America and that 
means requests which I am only sometimes able to satisfy.” 
 
March 14, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB, numbered “3.”  Correspondence from Lwów has come through and has 
made him feel very bad.  The family asked whether they should send Nusia to Wilno or Bucarest.  He consulted with 
Bloch and the Reich family in NY and cabled back that Wilno seems easier but that they would have to decide.  He feels 
that only they can make the decision, since only they can know the reality and the chances they are taking.  His mother 
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went to see the U.S. consul in Moscow when the consul was briefly in Lwów and he suggested that Nusia apply for the 
transfer of her file from Warsaw to Bucarest and that the Bucarest consul may then notify her when her turn comes  and 
that, with such notification, the Russians might then let her emigrate.  ZWB thinks that nothing can be done unless Nusia 
gets to a neutral country; whether the risks permit this is something only those in Lwów can decide.  He had a registered 
card from his family with nothing new, “just a repetition of the Nirenberg stuff.”  He encloses a copy of the letter he is 
sending to his parents.   
 March 14, 1940, carbon of letter, in Polish, enclosed with letter to Kubuś above.  This letter is mentioned in 
Artur’s notes (see translation summary form above).  Mentions Berkeley, San Francisco, Portland (Oregon) where he 
attended a meeting, Bernstein, American Journal of Cancer, references to Kubuś and letters from him, description of 

Seattle, natural surroundings, the UW.  Mention of Bloch, who has written.  Mention of Józi, Ali, Wisia. 
 
April 1, 1940 – carbon of letter No. “4” to Kubuś (address: Dr. J. Berger, 5, Lambolle Road, London, NW3) from ZWB 
(address: Z. William Birnbaum, 1409 Boren Avenue, Seattle).  He says that Kubuś will learn more about his personal 
situation from copies of letters he sent to his (ZWB’s) parents.  His UW contract has been extended for another year.  He 
is slowly being forced to do more and more scientific work and likes this.  Re their parents, he is anxious to take no action 
without “a plan and purpose,” preferring “doing nothing and letting things clarify themselves to doing things at random.” Re 
Nusia, the same applies; he would prefer she accepted a job in Lwów and waited “until the situation clears up”; he fears 
that unconsidered “actions under the unstable conditions in which they live are more dangerous than a chance of getting 
out would justify.”  He will write to the U.S. consul in London and send Kubuś a copy of the letter; the situation does not 
seem hopeless and he wishes that Kubuś would be in the USA.  He is put off by Heniu Urich’s way of asking for money 
without indicating his plans and asks Kubuś’ advice.  Inquires about a Miss Leibowicz – asks who she is.  Reference to 
Dr. Spiegel, who seems to have given Kubuś encouraging news.  No news of Xandl Beinhacker.  Handwritten note that he 
enclosed copies of letters to parents of March 25 and April 1. 
 
March 2, 1940 – transatlantic air mail postcard, in Polish, handwritten, from Kubuś, red-pencilled by ZWB “#6” and rec’d 
III.11.40, noted in translation summary above.   [In the letter of April 1, 1940, ZWB references this post card, saying 
“nothing to comment.”]  I could tease out references to “Nirenberg” and Bloch.  
 
February 28, 1940 – letter No. 5, in Polish from Kubuś (5, Lambolle Road , Hampstead, London, NW3); this is mentioned 
in the translation summary; ZWB comments on this letter in his letter of April 1, 1940.  Seems to be giving the content of a 
?card from Lina, ZWB’s mother, possibly dated Feb. 1, 1940, possibly asking that he relay it to ZWB; there seem to be 
references to Nierenberg, Verta, Wolf, Zygmunt, and possibly Bloch.  As noted by Artur, Kubuś alludes to hieroglyphics 
and apparently tries to decipher this. [Is Nierenberg Austria?  Is Wolf Niuska?]  Kubuś makes reference to Heiniu Urich 
and to the Department of State in Washington.  He also mentions Ludwik Rubel and gives an address [Rubel’s?]: 
Coetquidan, Morbihan, Armée Polonaise, France.”  Kubuś includes a quote, in English, from a notification from an 
American consulate; the message includes the news that his turn will probably be reached during the first half of 1941.  In 
Polish again, reference to Marcus Gottfried, Polish quota, and Louis Gottfried, who it seems one can reach c/o Otto Schiff, 
410 Central Park West Corner, 101

st
 Street, Apt. No. 15.  There seems to be discussion, in Polish, of investment in 

securities.   
 
March 16, 1940 – letter No. 7, in Polish, from Kubuś, rec’d by ZWB III.30, 40; on envelope, Kubuś has written “Polish 
Language”; ZWB makes reference to this letter in his letter of April 1, 1940; this letter is noted by Artur in the translation 
summary above.  Rita has been sick (?grippe).  Mention of Heniu Urich, with an address c/o Ella Lewin, Paris, 11e, 22 bis, 
Rue des 3 Bornes, and mention of money order from abroad.  Mentions of Leibowicz, Melly Koppel, Dr. Weissmann, 
maybe a card from Lina and Niusia, Dr. Fritz Spiegel, perhaps an inquiry about Xandl Beinhacker.  Attached to this is a 
carbon of a letter, in Polish, dated March 15, 1940; addressee is not clear to me; mention of ZWB, mention of Kubuś 
having a new address, possibly discussion of money, mention of Prof. Dr. Adolf Berger, and an address (Adolf Berger’s?): 
41, Avenue de Versailles, Paris 16e. 
 
February 14, 1940 – letter No. 4, in English from Kubuś in Twickenham, rec’d by by ZWB Feb. 29, 1940; ZWB refers to 
this letter in his letter of April 1, 1940.  Acknowledges ZWB’s letter of January 19

th
, but asks “why do you write so 

businesslike?”  Kubuś thinks they should take action on behalf of their families, since their families cannot do so for 
themselves.  While he and ZWB cannot know what the end of the war will bring, at this point “we simply cannot just put up 
with the idea we are not able to do anything for them.”  He has heard from Dr. Kapralik that conditions are very bad there; 
the family’s money will not last forever.  Kubuś wants ZWB to get his lawyer to use his connections with Senator 
Schwellenbach on their parents’ behalf.  He is going to contact the U.S. Consulate in Oslo so see if they have Niuska’s 
documents at the consulate in Warsaw; he wants ZWB to inform “our people” (the Lwów family) of all steps he’s taken 
with respect to Niuska so they can make an informed decision re her crossing the Rumanian frontier.  Kubuś advises 
ZWB to use the family code, referring to a relative named Franziska who is emigrating from Palermo to the USA.  He is 
also going to write to the Consul in Oslo about the Boths.  He and Rita have decided to move back to London where there 
is greater opportunity to at least attend courses; they are angry about doing nothing; he gives the new address, as of Feb. 
19, 1940, 5 Lambolle Road, Hampstead, London, NW3.   
 
April 4, 1940 – carbon of letter No. 5  to Kubuś.  He is including a copy of a letter he sent to the American consul in 
London re their visa application.  He is also including a copy of a letter from his lawyer, Mr. Rickles, regarding the 
Schwellenbach correspondence.  [Neither of these letters appears in this file.]  ZWB says it would be “quite a success” if 

Kubuś “could manage to put through an application for an immigration visa for your and my parents without their 
signatures.”  He adds that he does not know the exact personal data of his own parents, but gives him what he has:  
 Ignacy Isaac Birnbaum, born in Psyzynica near Nisko, about 68 years of age 
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 Lina  Birnbaum, born Lwów, about 58 years of age, 
 Both residing at Anny 1 Lwów.   
Today he had a post card, dated Feb. 20, from his family, via a friend in Switzerland [Schaerf]; it contained nothing 
important.  
 
April 6, 1940 – handwritten draft of telegram to Kubuś – worried about absence of news, says he needs “Czikos” address. 
 
April 28, 1940 – telegram received by ZWB from Kubuś: RECEIVED FOLLOWING CABLE FROM LINA STOP TRANSIT 
WILUS SPOKEN MOSCOW CONSUL CABLE AND WRITE AMERICAN CONSUL BUCAREST TO REQUEST 
WOLFOWNAS DOCUMENTS FROM AMERICAN CONSUL NOW BERLIN TRY OBTAIN VISAS BUCAREST 
CONSULATE THIS ONLY POSSIBLE TRY THROUGH DEPARTMENT WASHINGTON PROFESSOR WOLF WILL 
ADDRESS CORRESPONDENCE CZIKO 
 
1/21 – General Correspondence  Berger, Jakob and Rita     April-June 1940 

 
Yellow Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary – contains notes 
 April 21, 1940 – to Kubuś from ZWB: “LF[?]  mentions feeling depressed at sparseness of the correspondence.” 
 May 11, 1940 – to ZWB from Kubuś: “Details all of the complications involved in getting away from the Soviets.” 
 May 20, 1940 – to ZWB from Kubuś: “News of the Soviets taking prisoners ‘into the heart of Russia,’ probably 
Siberia.” 
 June 3, 1940 – to ZWB from Kubuś: “Soviets are making lists of foreigners.” 
 
?February 16, 1949 – post card, in Polish, from Karolina Nebenzahl in Lwów, addressed to Dr. Yakob Berger, 5 LamBolle 
Road, Hampstead.  ZWB’s handwriting, rec.d June 3, 1940.  [K. Nebenzahl is an alias for Lina Birnbaum.] 
 
? date – post card, in Polish,  from Karolina Nebenzahl in Lwów, addressed to Dr. Yakob Berger, 5 LamBolle Road, 
Hampstead.  ZWB’s handwriting, rec.d June 3, 1940.  [K.N. must be Lina Birnbaum, ZWB’s mother.] 
 
March 28, 1940 – post card, in Polish, from Dr. Oswald Berger, Lwów, addressed to Dr. Yakob Berger in Hampstead.  
ZWB’s handwriting, rec’d June 3, 1940. 
 
? date – post card, in Polish, from Henriette Hammer, Lwów, addressed to Dr. Yakob Berger in Hampstead.  ZWB’s 
handwriting, rec’d June 14, 1940. 
 
?date – post card, in Polish, from Henriette Hammer, Lwów, addressed to Dr. Yakob Berger, Hampstead.  ZWB’s 
handwriting, rec’d June 3, 1940. 
 
[All five of these post cards are stamped, marking them as having “passed by censor.”]   
 
May 7, 1940 – telegram – seems to have been sent from London.  “ALL WELL ADDRESS KOLLATAJA – BERGER”   
 
April 21, 1940 – from Kubuś, letter No. 8 Lambolle Road address, rec’d V.15,40. Makes reference to an enclosed post 
card from his parents.  From this post card, they have the impression that the parents may be threatened with expulsion.  
(To date, Kubuś and Rita seem to have thought that the parents would not be allowed to leave Russian-occupied Poland.)  
Upon inquiring in London, Kubuś was told by the “Polish Committees” that this was the first they had heard of possible 
expulsion and that, on the contrary, no permission is being given for leaving the country.  With Bronio, they are working on 
trying for a Yugoslavian, Rumanian or Turkish visa, although Kubuś does not like the idea of family being in those 
countries which might be occupied at any moment, but English or French visas are almost impossible to obtain.  Rita’s 
parents are writing also about unhappiness with living in Soviet Russia but have made no mention of expulsion.  Kubuś is 
thinking about trying to get visas for Palestine.  Discussion of financial logistics and travel logistics for bringing family to 
Palestine.  Kubuś will try to register his and ZWB’s parents for emigration to the USA.  He thanks ZWB for the letter from 
Robbins and Rickles (Seattle law firm) which he’ll use in registering their parents.  He also thanks him for his letter to the 
US Consulate in London [presumably regarding his and Rita’s immigration] and hopes it will “produce an effect.”  
Mentions of communication and transactions with Heniu Urich.  Miss Leibowicz, who transmitted letters to Lwów and may 
have written to ZWB, lives in Riga and is a friend of Melly Koppel who may be in the USA.  Xandl Beinhacker’s life has 
improved marginally, but they have been unable to bring their child over, thanks to bureaucratic entanglements.  Marceli 
Dogilewski is in London, will be traveling to France and could repay monies ZWB owes Bronio.  
 Attached is a page which appears to contain the text of one post card, possibly with two messages.  Dated 
March 19, 1940.  Reference to Bronio in first part.  Second part is signed “Mama.” 
 
April 29, 1940 – hand written postcard from Kubuś, numbered “9,” rec’d V.15, 40. Yesterday he cabled to ZWB the 
complete text of a telegram he received from Aunt Lina which he was asked to transmit to ZWB.  It appears to have been 
a somewhat coded message, saying that she spoke with the U.S. consul in Moscow and that ZWB should cable and write 
to the American Consul in Bucarest to request transfer of Francizka’s documents from the American Consul in Berlin; it 
also seems to convey that a visa from the Bucarest Consul can only be possible with aid from Washington, DC.  The 
telegram was sent from Lwów on April 24

th
.  Kubuś believes the strategy Lina proposes will take at least three months and 

that, with the situation in Rumania and whole of the Balkans, this emigration route will be closed to Niuska by that time.  
Kubuś trusts that ZWB has already cabled the Consulate in Bucarest and is taking the steps necessary to bring about the 
transfer of the documents.  They – presumably ZWB’s family – ask that ZWB send all correspondence to Kubuś’ parents 
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because, being aliens, they have the right to leave the country.  Kubuś is trying to get a visa for his own parents for 
Palestine; this will probably require money and Kubuś will send ZWB a request when the time comes - by Air Mail or 
cable.   
 
May 11, 1940 – letter No.10 – from Kubuś on Lambolle Road, Transatlantic Air Mail, rec’d V.20.40.  As indicated on the 
envelope, this is in Polish.  [See translation summary above.]  Makes reference to telegram, Aunt Lina, text of telegram 
(“All Well”), banking.   
 Attached to this letter is what appears to be a typewritten (?by Kubuś) copy of two messages/letters/postcards 
from Lina to Kubuś.  One is dated  7.IV.  She may be asking him to convey a message to ZWB.  References to Nusia, 
?Bloch, Rumania, Moscow, Bucarest, Warsaw consulate, Bucarest consulate, transmission of papers, emigration.  The 
second is dated 14.IV. and makes reference to Bories. 
 
May 27, 1940 – carbon of ZWB’s letter No. 6.  He says he has not written in nearly two months.  They have exchanged 
telegrams and he received Kubuś’ letter of May 11.  With the things that have been happening in Europe he has been 
“panic-stricken,” gave up on the idea of writing or trying to get in touch since there was simply nothing to say, and felt that 
he knows of nothing that might be of any use.  What moves him to write today is that he has just received a letter from the 
U.S. consulate in London, a copy of which he is enclosing (a carbon of the text is attached); it does not contain anything 
positive, says ZWB, but he thinks Kubuś should be informed of it.  As long as he’s writing, he might as well say something 
about his life – description of academic work and extensive report on the beautiful surroundings, the skiing, a trip to Hood 
Canal and the Olympic Peninsula, the Duckabush River, wild flowers, wild animals.  After consulting with Rickles (lawyer), 
he had chosen to do nothing regarding Nusia, since nothing can and nothing should be done.  Nusia is safer staying 
quietly in Lwów than being exposed to the danger of traveling to Rumania illegally and staying there for an unpredictable 
time, with the chance that that country will be involved in the war or that all exits from the country may be closed.  He 
refers to “my old axiom that, if one does not know very precisely what one should do, it is better to do nothing than to do 
things at random.”   
 Attached is a copy of a letter, dated April 30, 1940, from John G.  Erhardt, the American Consulate General in 
London.  Erhardt acknowledges his letter of April 3, 1940, stating that on July 18, 1938, he sent an affidavit of support to 
the American Consul in Vienna for Dr. Jakob Berger and his wife, Henryka née Both, adding that they have proceeded to 
London, and asking when they may expect “their turns to be reached on the quota waiting list.”  Apart from acknowledging 
receipt of communication from Vienna confirming the Bergers’ registration for emigration on August 4, 1938, nothing new 
is offered in this letter.  Currently visa applications are being processed for those qualified under the Polish quota who 
registered on or before May 19, 1938.  Everything will be processed in due course…impossible to predict… 
 
June 3, 1940 – two carbons of letter No. 7 to Kubuś from ZWB.  He just received Kubuś’ letter of May 20

th
 and the 

enclosed cards from the family.  The news is terribly depressing.  Nothing he can do without exposing them to 
unnecessary risks.  Even writing to them may draw suspicion from the Russian authorities. He wishes his mother 
[Lina/Karolina] would stop writing these cards which contain nothing of interest and serve no purpose.  The only pleasant 
news is that Nusia seems to have a job, though the nature of the work is not clear.  He has taken care of wiring money to 
D. Messing in Brooklyn, NY, as directed by Kubuś for Kubuś’ parents.  In a wire to Messing he has said that this money 
($5,000) is being wired for him to Chase National Bank and is to be kept in trust for Nette Wolloch  in Lwów, Russia, until 
she leaves Russia.  ZWB hopes that “those terrible things will be over and that our family will not remain scattered over 
the earth for years.  It is more than three years now that I saw my parents, my sister, you and your people and my friends 
before leaving Europe.  Today is Nusia’s birthday and I am even afraid to cable her my wishes.” 
 
June 14, 1940 – two carbons of ZWB’s letter No. 8 to Kubuś on Lambolle Road.  Acknowledges Kubuś’ letter of May 20

th
 

“with the enclosed four postcards from my family” and today he received Kubuś’ letter of June 3
rd
, with an enclosed post 

card from ZWB’s mother.  The Messing-Wolloch transaction was done according to Kubuś wishes; ZWB has received a 
wire from Messing acknowledging receipt of the money.  Lengthy paragraph explaining his decision to do nothing to 
induce his sister or parents to move from one country to another, exposing them to unpredictable risks.  He responds to 
an inquiry by Dr. Schell, describing the University of Washington, its schools, and colleges.  He had a letter from Melly 
Koppel, who is in Cleveland.  Brief description of his life in Seattle, including, “Last Saturday I had to take part in the 
commencement ceremonies concluding the academic year.  I had to rent one of the funny costumes – gown and cap and 
hood – and to march in the academic procession.  The costumes made the very respectable members of the faculty look 
like slightly moth-eaten bats, and the ceremony was very funny, although most people found it rather impressive.”  News 
from Europe makes him feel sick, no use expanding on that point. 
 
May 20, 1940 – handwritten letter from Kubuś on Lambolle Road, envelope marked “OPENED BY CENSOR,” rec’d VI. 
13, 40, transatlantic air mail, in Polish.  [See translation summary form above.]  References to Palestine; Rumania; Dr. 
Oswald Berger (Lwów) and Dr. Benno Both (Wygoda); refugees; Marceli Dogilewski, Marlborough Court,  108 Lancaster 
Gate, London, W.2; Greenspan, 6 Southey Road, Wimbledon, London S.W. 19; Rita. 
 
June 3, 1940 – typed letter from Kubuś on Lambolle Road, sent by transatlantic air mail, rec’d June 14, 1940, in Polish 
(Kubuś has typed “Polish Language” at the top of the letter).  [See translation summery form above.]  Instructions about 
Wolloch and the transaction with Messing.  England, France, Yugoslavia.  Niuska, postcard(?s) from Lina.  America, 
Polish quota.  Questions from Dr. Josef Schell (a lawyer) regarding UW.  Marceli Dogilewski. 
 
[At this place in the file there is a photocopy of the Birnbaum translation folder summary form marked “- END OF J. 
BERGER FILE/BEGIN MANELSA CORRESP. -   There is also a notation 1/6.  The date range is shown as VI.9.40-
IV.30…(the year may have been cut off in photocopying).] 
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June 9, 1940 – Kubuś’ letter No. 13, sent by transatlantic air mail, received VI. 22, 40, envelope taped with OPENED BY 
CENSOR  sticker.  Asks why ZWB is so lazy and does not write more often and hopes that with the summer holidays “you 
will have more time and send me a nice long letter.”  Financial matters requiring ZWB’s help and involving Benno Ziff, 
former bank director in Lwów and son-in-law of Marek Lilienfeld, Kubuś’ father, Antonie Lilienfeld, widow of Dr. Leon 
Lilienfeld (brother of Marek) and a Miss Ziff, daughter of Benno and living in Edinburgh.  Discusses matter of his (Kubuś’) 
parents’ emigration and related financial matters requiring ZWB’s help.  American Consulate is now issuing visas under 
the Polish quota for those who registered on June 15, 1938.  He and Rita registered on August 4, 1938.   
 Enclosed carbon of letter of May 4, 1940, from Kubuś to Swiss Bank Corp., 99 Gresham St., London EC2.  Ref. 
No. 7344.  Asks that monies in the amount of $2300 in a blocked account with a balance of ca. $5k be released for 
payment in the USA.  Explains the urgency of this, the terrible plight of his parents and parents-in-law, the importance of 
getting them visas and being able to demonstrate that they would not become public burdens in any country to which they 
might emigrate, and asks that these monies be transferred to an account, managed by ZWB, at University National Bank 
in Seattle.  (Oswald is suffering from diabetes; Dorothea Both has a liver disease.) 
 Enclosed carbon of letter of June 6, 1940, from Kubuś to Adolphe Steinmann c/o Swiss Bank Corp., 99 
Gresham Street, Ref. No. 7344.  Has sold stock shares to ZWB with payment to be made to his (Kubuś’) blocked account.  
Has released an amount of $2300 for transfer to ZWB.  Instructions to Steinmann re handling these transactions. 
 
June 2, 1940 – handwritten letter from Kubuś, letter No. 14,  Rec’d June 24, 1940, mailed transatlantic air mail, OPENED 
BY CENSOR sticker, marked “Polish Language” by Kubuś on the envelope and at the top of the letter.  On summary form 
above, this letter is noted with the comment “War with Italy cuts off communication with the Russians.”  There seems to be 
a reference to Wolloch and Messing. 
 
Envelope – with nothing inside, postmark September 9, 1945, addressed to ZWB at 5732 31

st
 Avenue NE, with return 

address Dr. Jakob Berger, 1165 Shakespeare Ave., Bronx 52, NY. [This seems to be out of chronological order.] 

 
June 27, 1940 – ZWB’s letter No. 9 to Kubuś on Lambolle Road.  Received letters of June 9 and June 11.   No use in 
trying to describe his feelings.  Today he had a post card from his (ZWB’s) parents, but there was no date on it.  
Consistent with their wishes, he’s writing back to them at the address of Kubuś’ parents.  “I shall avoid writing too 
frequently, because there is nothing of importance I could tell them, and the pleasure of obtaining letters from me may not 
be worth the risk to become conspicuous in the eyes of the Russian authorities.”  Cautions Kubuś regarding his financial 
transactions, noting that “those few dollars here may be the very last financial reserve and that all the other resources 
may have to be written off as total losses.”  Some report on his life.  Von Neumann is visiting from Princeton and lecturing.   
Compares Lake 22, in the mountains north of Seattle, with Morskie Oko in the Tatra.   
 
Affidavit of Support form – with some pencil marks. 
 
1/22 General Correspondence  Berger, Jakob and Rita     June-July 1940 

 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form  
 Shows only one Polish letter: 
 June 23, 1940, from Kubuś to ZWB.  Comment: “Letter to family attached, asks ZW to mail it to Bergers in 
Russia.” 
 
June 17, 1940 – letter No. 14 from Kubuś, Lambolle Road, rec’d July 5, 1940, transatlantic air mail, OPENED BY 
CENSOR.  Business matters, stock sold, complications because of forms to be completed, discussion of the transactions 
with the Swiss Bank Corp.  He would like to get visa for the U.S. as soon as possible and will enquire tomorrow at the 
Consulate.  Connection with their parents in Russia will be interrupted for an indefinite time.  Kubuś asks ZWB to try to 
write to them via Wladiwostok, informing them that Rita and he are alright and that Uncle Bronio, as far as he knows, was 
able to leave Paris on time (Bronio, apparently sent Kubuś a post card saying he was planning on going to Toulouse and 
he had ample time before the Germans arrived). 
 
June 23, 1940 – letter No. 15 from Kubuś, Lambolle Road, rec’d July 5, 1940.  Polish Language written on envelope and 
at top of letter, envelope sealed with OPENED BY EXAMINER sticker.  See translation summary form comment.  

References to “via Vladivostok,” Lilienfeld, Bronio, Ignacy Theodor Dogilewski, Marceli Dogilewski.  Attached is carbon 
copy, also in Polish, dated June 20, 1940, letter No. 28, also in Polish.  References to Wilus, Vladivostok, Bronio.  It looks 
as if Kubuś is relaying content of a letter or card from Bronio; there may be references to Toulouse, Paris.  Kubuś 
continues with references to Paris, Toulouse, America, extensive discussion of Palestine, ZWB, Vladivostok. 
 
June 29, 1940 – letter No. 16 from Kubuś, Lambolle Road, sealed with OPENED BY EXAMINER sticker, rec’d July 26, 

1940.  Under an order issued by the Home Office, all male Germans and Austrians between the ages of 16 and 70 are to 
be interned.  He expects to be interned within the next few days. He knows he will be treated well in the internment camp, 
but is concerned about parting from Rita and about the consequences in the matter of their immigration to the USA.  In a 
rude encounter with the USA Consulate’s office, he was informed that the consulate is not concerned with internment and 
that if he is interned, Rita will not be able to travel.  Kubuś asks that, if ZWB thinks it is appropriate, he might send 
separate affidavits for Rita and for himself; these should be sent to Rita, not the consulate.  In July the consulate is to 
issue the new immigration numbers for the year and he is hoping there will be “very many for the Polish quota.”  
Acknowledges ZWB’s letter of June 14 and says he agrees with ZWB that there is nothing they can do at present for their 
families in Lwów. He has received a cable from the family asking them to stop all steps with respect to Palestine.  
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Discussion of efforts to communicate with family; asks that ZWB keep trying to get in touch with the family in Russia 
because he (Kubuś) cannot do anything as the postal communications has been interrupted.  He proposes that if ZWB 
does not succeed in making contact over an extended time, ZWB should send a cable saying that they (presumably 
Kubuś, Rita and ZWB) are alright and asking for an answer regarding their condition; he and ZWB should share the costs 
of such a cable.  Preparations for being unable to write.  Thanks ZWB for all he has done and hopes they will soon be 
reunited.  He asks that ZWB write as often as possible to Rita who will be at c/o J.J. Sherman 99, Haverstock Hill, 
Hampstead, London NW 3.  Another address that can be used is that of a cousin of Rita, Mr. Adolf Greenspan, 6 
Southeyroad, Wimbledon, London, SW19 (he is also “our plenipotentiary at our bank”).  He includes their personal data – 
Dr. Jakob Berger, born in Lwów, August 8, 1908, parents Dr. Oswald and Rosa; Henryka Berger, born in Lwów, January 
15, 1912, parents Dr. Benno and Dorothea Both.  Kubuś asks that ZWB communicate immediately with Rita and with his 
(Kubuś’) parents if Mrs. Lilienfeld send him money for Kubuś’ parents. 
 
July 30, 1940, carbon of letter No. 11 from ZWB, addressed to Mrs. J. Berger, c/o J.J. Sherman; Attached is a registered 
article receipt, dated July 30, and a delivery receipt, showing delivery August 7, 1940; the salutation is to both Kubuś and 
Rita.  He refers to Kubuś’ letter of June 29

th
 and two cables that arrived shortly after that letter.  The affidavits have been 

taken care of.  Details of his communication with them re the affidavits.  Urges them to cable him if there is anything else 
that should be done.  He’s been on a 5-day backpacking hike, crossed Cascade Pass, went down the length of Lake 
Chelan by boat.  He’s had a post card from his parents but it was quite dated and they were still insisting that he should 
get his sister out.  Kubuś’ cables have given ZWB the impression that there may be some progress with respect to their 
visas.  [This letter appears to be out of chronological order.] 

 
July 8, 1940 – carbon of ZWB’s letter to Kubuś, 5 Lambolle Road.  Acknowledges receipt of letters of June 17 and June 
23, which arrived simultaneously.  Banking matters.  He has written to Kubuś’ parents occasionally and hopes the letters  
arrived.  He prefers to write registered transatlantic airmail letters with return receipt; not a single one has been lost, but 
they have the disadvantage of being rather expensive.  No messages from Mrs. Lilienfeld.  Nothing to add with respect to 
his sister: “We will have to summon all our patience and try not to worry.” 
 
July 25, 1940 – telegram to ZWB: “SEND JOINT AFFIDAVIT HENRYKA BERGER.” 
 
July 27, 1940 – telegram to ZWB: “BESIDES AFFIDAVIT SEND AIR MAIL CONSULATE EVIDENCE FINANCIAL 
POSITION AND STATEMENT UNIVERSITY REGARDING YOUR POST AND REMUNERATION – BERGER.” 
 
July 30, 1940 (date on attached registered article receipt) – carbon of affidavit of support for Kubuś and Rita. Their 
address is given as 5 Lambolle.  Delivery declaration, attached, dated August 6, 1940.  Also attached is an envelope on 
which ZWB has calculated his total assets and made notes about the affidavit, mailed July 30; apparently additionally he 
enclosed a statement from the UW comptroller’s office. 
 
July 30, 1940 – carbon of note sent to Kubuś and Rita on 5 Lambolle Road, stating he is simultaneously mailing one set of 
material, including a joint affidavit for both of them, directly to the U.S. consul in London, and a duplicate set (along with a 
personal letter) to Rita c/o J.J. Sherman.  Both sets were mailed registered air mail transatlantic. 
 
August 3, 1940 – letter No. 18 from Kubuś, 5 Lambolle Road, rec’d August 12 or 16; envelope sealed with OPENED BY 
EXAMINER sticker.  Kubuś is hoping they will meet again soon.  He has had angina.  The internment order against his 

class of aliens was stopped temporarily although nearly all of his refugee friends had been interned by then.  Once they 
get their visas, they want to leave as soon as they can get passage.  Postal communication with the parents has stopped.  
There are no letters to the continent.  He cabled Rudi Rosner asking that Rudi cable him with news of the state of their 
parents.  “Of course all plans of immigration for our parents are now obviated.”  Two weeks ago he passed the 
intermediate exam of the Royal Society of Arts for Bookkeeping; one week ago Rita passed the First Aid Examination for 
Refugee Doctors.  They are starting to prepare for getting work in the USA, collecting letters of introduction but in doubt as 
to who the “right people in the USA” might be.  They would like to not stop in NY but go to the West.  But they will land in 
NY and look around; they will have connections there through the many refugees.  Asks ZWB for any suggestions among 
people he might know, noting that “Rita would be delighted if she could work at the Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole.”   
Asks that ZWB send two copies of his next letter, mailing one to Louis Gottfried, Bronx New York, 1161, Shakespeare 
Avenue, Apt. A21, and the other to Mr. Adolphe Greenspan, 6 Southeyroad, Wimbledon, London, SW 19.  Letters of 
introduction should be sent to Louis Gottfried.   He would be ecstatic if by a miracle ZWB would know of a job in Seattle.  
Asks if ZWB has received a letter from Mr. Morgan who lived in their house on Lambolle Road.  Has only a small amount 
of news from Uncle Broniu, present address: Toulouse, Hotel du Taur.   
 
1/23 General Correspondence   Jakob and Rita Berger   August-October 1940 

 
August ?10, 1940 – carbon of letter No. 12 from ZWB, sent transatlantic air mail, to 5 Lambolle Road.  Responding to 
letter of August 3, paragraph by paragraph.  Happy about news re internment.  Extensive discussion of problem of Nusia’s 
immigration; his parents seem convinced it’s possible but he has had a very discouraging exchange with the U.S. 
Department of State.  He’s glad they do not intend to settle in NY since “a job in New York means an approximate 
equivalent of a life sentence.”  He does not believe in letters of introduction.  Personal contact, not letters, matters.  There 
is no chance of a job at Woods Hole.  Don’t behave like Xandl and take the first job one can get, condemning oneself to 
lifelong drudgery - ZWB expands on this at length.  He urges Kubuś to not “lose control” but to travel, look around, learn 
about the country and then start looking for a decent way of making a living – again, a point on which ZWB expands at 
length.  There have been no letters from Mr. Morgan.   
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 Attached is a copy of a letter, dated August 10, 1940, from Eliot B.Coulter, Acting Chief, Visa Division, 
Department of State, Washington.  It is a discouraging discussion of Francizka’s case.   
 
August 16, 1940 - transatlantic air mail post card from Kubuś, 5 Lambolle Road, rec’d September 3.  “We have got our 
visa.  I thank you so much for all your efforts.” Sailing at end of the month.  New address: c/o Louis Gottfried, 1161, 
Shakespeare Avenue, Apt. A 21, Bronx, New York, NY.  “Today we received two postcards of our parents written in a very 
sad manner.  They do not seem to have much hope for their future.” 
 
September 3, 1940 – carbon of air mail letter to Kubuś and Rita c/o Louis Gottfried.  Has just received their postcard of 
August 16.  Obviously happy.  Reiterates and emphasizes earlier advice – don’t try to make a living right away, but 
prepare carefully; don’t accept a bad job; give yourself a chance to see the Western US; Rita should obtain her medical 
degree and practice medicine (discusses this at length); remember that few people in NY have ever traveled further than 
Chicago so treat their advice with some skepticism. He is enclosing a copy of his letter of August 19, in case they did not 
receive it.  Attached to this carbon is an additional copy of the Sept. 3 letter and another copy of the August 19 letter. 
 
September 27, 1940 – draft of a telegram to Kubuś, 5 Lambolle Road.  “No news worried.”  In ZWB’s handwriting, there is 
a note “Deferrred IX, 27, 40 12 noon”  
 
October 3, 1940 – air mail post card from Kubuś, c/o Louis Gottfried, handwritten, rec’d October 7. They’ve arrived.  
Thanks him for letter of September 3, which he’ll answer soon.   
 
October 7, 1940 – draft of telegram, night letter, sent October 7.  In red pencil there is a notation regarding 53 cents and 
an arrow to “collect.”  “Consider it extreme lack of consideration keeping me in suspense four days to save cost of wire 
stop all good wishes expect letter soon William Birnbaum.” 
 
September 15, 1940, handwritten letter from Kubuś, 5 Lambolle Road. Sent transatlanic air mail, sealed with OPENED 
BY EXAMINER sticker.  They are leaving for NY by the next Cunard ship.  Since there is some risk in sailing, he feels that 

he should leave some instructions in the event of his death though a formal will does not seem necessary.  Tells ZWB that 
Mr. Adolf Grünspann [not the spelling used above], 6 Southeyroad, Wimbledon, London SW19, is familiar with his affairs.  
Kubuś is keeping in trust monies for relatives in Russian-occupied Poland and in Yugoslavia.  He makes reference to 
Boris Schreier, Rita’s uncle; Ludwig ?Brodheim, Rita’s cousin; Clarisse Drucker; Rudolf Rosner, who is now in Yugoslavia.  
He refers to Alfred Both, his brother-in-law, living In Mombasa, Kenya.  [Note that this letter appears to be out of 
sequence.]  

 
October 8, 1940, telegram from Kubuś to ZWB: “YOU ARE STUPID STOP BORROWED MONEY BECAUSE MONEY 
FROM LONDON DELAYED AND ARRIVING STOP ARE FINE LOVE – Kubuś.” 
 
October 9, 1940 – letter from Kubuś, 1161, Shakespeare Ave, Apt. A 21, Bronx, New York, c/o Louis Gottfried, rec’d X, 
14, 40, ZWB notes “air mail.”  Explains his parsimony with respect to mailing costs, delays in transfers of funds, his 
unfamiliarity with duration of postal delivery in the U.S.  Reports on the war in London, the air raids. Hampstead was 
bombed.  Bombing in Liverpool while they were waiting there on board the ship for three days.  Submarines lurking on 
their voyage.  They are looking for a room with a kitchenette.   
 
October 16, 1940 – carbon of airmail postcard to Kubuś, c/o Gottfried.  Suggests he get in touch with Mr. M. Bloch c/o 
Inter-America Association Inc., RKO Building, 1270 Sixth Avene, Circle 6-2271.  His mother is née Reich and a relative of 
ZWB and Kubuś.  Reiterates his advice that they not stay in NY, even if offered apparently good prospects, but look 
around the USA very thoroughly. 
 
October 19, 1940 – carbon, probably a post card, to Kubuś, c/o Gottfried.  Suggests he see a friend, Mr. A. Isserman, 
office address 40 Clinton Street, Newark, NJ, Mitchell 2-8531. This is the person who suggested that ZWB start a 
business in NJ.  Bloch can tell Kubuś more about Isserman.  Again, urges him to listen, look around, don’t settle until 
having seen other parts of the US. 
 
Box 1, File 24 General Correspondence    Jakob and Rita Berger  Oct. – Dec. 1940 

[Note that the letter of October 29 and the November letters that follow seem to be out of sequence.] 

October 29, 1940 – carbon of ZWB’s air mail letter to Dr. J. Berger, 46 West 87
th
 Street, New York, NY.  He acknowledges 

letters of October 17 and 24 and a postcard of October 27.  Unexpected rise in teaching obligation due to a sick 
colleague.  Reports on low demand for baby carriages in Seattle and promises to go to some department stores and try to 
learn more.  Advises against starting “a small industry enterprise” in Seattle because of strength of organized labor in 
Washington, but he will research this further.  Again speaks negatively of letters of introduction.  Reviews banking issues, 
arguing that monies given for safekeeping should not be invested.   

This letter continues on October 30.  At this point ZWB switches to German.  He has received Kubuś’ letter of October 29.  
With respect to parents [unclear which parents] he will be pulling together affidavit-supporting documents, but it will take a 
while since he has to go to all the banks, is very busy during bank hours, and has to communicate with them by letter or 
by phone rather than hopping in the car and going round to all of them.  He hopes to have the affidavit in the mail by the 
end of the week.  He has not received a remittance for Dogilewski.  He has received a letter from Uncle Bronio which he is 
sending on to Kubuś, asking that Kubuś please send it back after reading it; Lederer’s suggestion that one might try to get 
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him a position as a history teacher is a good one – expands on this.  Advice for Kubuś and Rita: Please don’t make the 
mistake of wanting to earn money quickly; ZWB points out that Kubuś is as little suited to the life of a businessman as he 
is; Rita and he are intellectuals and could benefit from taking time for studies that would lead to suitable careers; he 
envisions the possibility of Kubuś earning a doctorate and having an academic career.  Gives prices in Seattle, since 
Kubuś has asked whether Seattle is cheaper than New York.  A one-room apartment with kitchenette and bathroom in a 
good location costs 35-45 dollars a month.  San Francisco is ca. 15-20 % more expensive.  Discusses long-distance bus 
travel (very tiring).  Speaks warmly of going by car and sharing expenses, especially if it is with somebody you know or 
somebody who has been personally recommended and who has their own car.  Again reviews his wish that they look 
about the country in a spirit of observation; don’t be tempted and driven by frantic money-craving; find a life that is 
satisfying. 

November 5, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Consul in Moscow, USSR.  States that he is enclosing affidavit of 
support and related documents on behalf of Dr. and Mrs. Benno Both.  His letter is an attempt to go beyond “the dry facts 
contained in the affidavit.”  Attached – in front of this letter – are two copies of the affidavit of support for Dr. Benno Both, 
born June 27, 1880, in Lwów, Poland, and Dorothea Both née Spitzman, born on March 3, 1888, in Borysław, Poland.  
Gives details of his finances;  yearly salary of $2400; possesses in excess of $24,000 in cash and has $1,000 in 
negotiable securities; corroborative evidence attached.  In pencil ZWB notes he enclosed with this a letter  a statement 
from Prof. Carpenter, and statements (showing balances) from 6 banks.   

November 8, 1940 – carbon of letter to Kubuś, 46 West 87
th
 Street.  Reports on his research on baby buggies.  Visited 

Frederick & Nelson and Bon Marche and checked  Sears Roebuck catalog.   All have buggies produced by Welch of St. 
Louis.  Nobody in town specialized in selling, manufacturing, or repairing baby carriages.  He’s enclosing a page from the 
Sears catalogue. 

November 2, 1940 – carbon of letter to Kubuś, 46 West 87
th
 St.  Is enclosing a letter from Uncle Bronio.  Alludes to 

activities on behalf of Bronio and affidavit for Rita’s parents.  Urges Kubuś not to “stay in New York before having seen 
other parts of the U.S.A.”  

October 24, 1940 –  long typewritten letter from Kubuś to ZWB, in German, address 46 W. 87
th
 Str., NYC, rec’d X. 21, 40 

[Receipt date seems mistaken, given date of the letter.]  Explains that he likes writing to ZWB in English and he believes 

that his English is even rather fluent but often, when he is tired or somehow wants to just ruminate and chat, he lapses 
again into his native German.  Since today both apply, he asks to be excused for using German.  Reports on his and 
Rita’s mixed reactions to NYC, in part colored by their experience of London in which people were better behaved.  The 
Jews they have encountered, especially in the Bronx, have made a negative impression.  They are not entirely satisfied 
with their new lodgings for which they pay $9/week.  Xandl, with his wife and child, is doing better and sends regards.  
Walter Lederer sends regards.  Kubuś reports on the follow-up on letters of recommendation acquired before coming to 
the U.S. and the similar letters generated in NYC.  Thanks to her connections through the Physicians Committee, Rita 
also has been following up recommendations, but for neither of them has this yielded jobs.  Kubuś saw Bloch today; Bloch 
will take him by car to Newark as soon as he has an appointment with Issermann.  Kubuś thinks - based on what he has 
seen and heard - that a collaborative venture with Louis Gottfried would be best.  Louis is extraordinarily capable and 
understands his specialty very well.  He was the one who made the business in Vienna what it was.  His brothers were 
nothing compared to him.  Here Louis has created a baby carriage retail business in the Bronx from the smallest means.  
He has to work terribly hard because the clientele consists of awful Jews who behave terribly in business.  Louis and 
Kubuś are thinking about expanding, beginning manufacturing on a small scale, possibly having Xandl take over the local 
business and then starting a small manufacturing enterprise with an affiliated retail business in the West.  Louis has had 
good reports from relatives of the Boths and Gottfrieds in San Francisco.  Kubuś awaits ZWB’s report from Seattle.  
Important factors include whether the business is in Jewish or Christian hands, whether people even buy baby buggies, or 
whether the car has made buggies unnecessary, and whether materials are local or imported.  Much discussion of details 
of manufacture and selling.  Kubuś likes the idea of going west.  In his job search he is looking for advancement 
opportunities.  He would like to use the evenings to get an American academic degree, perhaps in accounting or even in 
law.  Of course he has to consider the costs of what would only be a reconnoitering trip.  Asks about relative costs of living 
in Seattle, SF, and NYC.  For Rita there are only two possibilities: either lab and scientific work or to complete her studies 
and practice medicine.  In Seattle she certainly could not complete her studies, since there is no medical school there.  
What about laboratory work and scientific work in physiology?  Discusses money and his decision to have ZWB continue 
to keep the funds, esp. in the light of the danger of war and his experience in England that Germans and Poles were 
treated differently.  He writes about securities belonging to Rudi Rosner but, because of transactions between Rosner and 
him, these securities are as good as belonging to him (Kubuś); questions about transfer and management.  Yesterday 
they received a rather upsetting letter from Rita’s parents; they are living in a suburb of Wygoda, Pacykòw, in inhumane 
conditions; their place on the American quota seems to be drawing near; perhaps it is possible to get them out via 
Vladivostok to the USA since they have German passports and will be regarded as foreigners by the Russians; in any 
event, whether this journey happens or not, it would be good if ZWB would send another, up-to-date affidavit; discussion 
of whereabouts of Boths’ files, consulates, info re the Boths’ application, further strategizing.  Kubuś’ parents never 
applied for a visa; at this point they do not want to move, which may be the smartest; they seem to have enough money.  
Reference to a relative of Kubuś’ parents, Frau Lilienfeld, who is in America.  Repeats data on his parents-in-law: 
Dr.Benno Both, born 27 June 1880 in Lwów; Dorothea Both, nee Spitzman, born 3 March 1888 in Borysław.  Has ZWB 
recently received a money transfer from Dogilewski from the Guaranty Trust?  If so, Kubuś gives instructions on how to 
handle it.  He’s had no news from Uncle Bronio and really doesn’t know what to think; he last heard at the end of June 
that Bronio was in Aix-le-Thermes in the Pyrenees.  Kubuś thanks ZWB for the introductions to Bloch and Issermann.  
Handwritten note from Rita. 
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October 27, 1940 – typed air mail post card from Kubuś to ZWB, rec’d X.29, 40. Asks that ZWB send a certified copy of 
his affidavit for Boths, apparently in addition to the original which Kubuś and Rita will send to the consulate in Moscow.  
Asks for information regarding baby carriages and says he might come for a short trip to Seattle, leaving Rita in NYC.  “No 
special news here.  I am talking with people without result.” 

October 29, 1940 – handwritten letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  He got a letter from Bronio in which Bronio makes reference to 
a letter he sent ZWB.  Kubuś asks if ZWB got it and, if so, would he please send it to him.  Bronio is in Nice, address: 19 
Rue du Maréchal Petain [illegible] Riviera.  Kubuś asks if ZWB thinks it might be possible to get him into the USA as a 
university lecturer on a preference quota.  Asks ZWB’s advice regarding strategy, wonders about a post as lecturer in 
history.  Bloch has a bad cold, so Kubuś has not seen him again and Issermann has so far not answered his letter.   
Discussion of ways of traveling west – by bus or as a paying passenger with somebody who has a car for ca. $21.  Rita is 
opposed to his traveling like that.  The Boths and Gottfrieds have nice relatives in San Francisco who have given them 
detailed information about the prospects for a baby carriage business there and “think it has a good chance.”  

October 17, 1940 – handwritten letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, address 46 W. 87
th
 St., rec’d X.28,40.  Kubuś is 

writing rather than typing because he doesn’t want to disturb Rita’s sleep.  The search for a place to live was ghastly and 
the offerings were quite a contrast to those in London.  The place they now have has its own bathroom and kitchen with 
an electric refrigerator; it costs $9/week.  Barely had they moved in, however, and a pipe broke; they had to stay with the 
Gottfrieds ?overnight.  Perhaps he’ll undertake something with Louis Gottfried.  Louis is capable but Kubuś does not like 
Louis’s brothers.  Louis, however, has distanced himself from his brothers and is going it alone; his business here is going 
very well but he would like to expand, possibly in the direction of manufacturing and having a real factory.  There is the big 
question of where one would start such a business expansion.  He has had good reports from San Francisco.  Kubuś puts 
questions to ZWB about conditions in Seattle. Depending on what he hears, maybe he and Louis might undertake a trip 
west.  He’d also like to attend evening classes and study accountancy, in which there might be better prospects than in 
law.  In London he got an “intermediate stage” diploma in bookkeeping.  But law is naturally much more interesting.  It 
would be lovely if they could see each other in the near future.  There is a P.S. in which Kubuś relays some of Louis’s 
questions regarding baby carriages and the Seattle market [much is illegible or barely legible].  Attached to this is the 
following letter. 

October 11, 1940 – carbon of typed letter, in German, from Kubuś to his parents.  He telegrammed them from the ship to 
let them know of his and Rita’s arrival in NYC.  Looking for a place to live is much more difficult here than anywhere else 
they’ve been.  Rooms are dirty and often infested.  Rents are more expensive than what they are used to.  After extensive 
search they now have found an apparently clean, nice and inexpensive room and will move in next Monday.  Until now 
they have been living with Frieda in the children’s room; for the moment the children are sleeping over with Louis’s 
brother.  They received a telegram from them [Kubuś’ parents], which made them very happy and made them hope that 
half-way normal communication will now be established.  Since he does not know if they have received the letters he sent 
in the last months, he gives a brief description of their lives during that period.  From the beginning of May until the end of 
June was a period taken up with work and activity with respect to Czajkowskis and Fredi’s parents [is this coded reference 
to Rita’s parents?], about whom they had received disquieting news.  He was very much opposed to undertaking anything 
and wrote to the relatives in Palermo about that, but as the alarming news from Czajkowskis increased, he tried for a visa 
to Pal [?Palestine].  He stopped that effort at the end of June because it made no sense to plan a journey due to the 
worsening of the general situation.  From the beginning of July to the beginning of August, they were threatened by 
internment; Kubuś took steps to avoid internment and more or less by luck was not interned.  Most of his acquaintances 
and relatives, for example Lolo Kapralik, could not escape this fate.  In general those were uncomfortable times.  At that 
time he took a course in bookkeeping and Rita took a course in First Aid and both passed exams in their courses. Rita 
was even certified as a first aid teacher.  With all that, however, as aliens they could not get work.  In the beginning of 
August, he realized that it would be wisest to get to Wiluś [ZWB] as quickly as possible and when his quota positon 
improved, he took action to speed up the visa, with success.  Although the ships were fully booked, they succeeded in 
getting passage for the end of August but they could not sail then because the departure of the ship kept being delayed.  
This went on until September 21, the actual boarding day.  The last period in England was unpleasant; they usually slept 
in the basement.  The last 4 days they were in a hotel.  The voyage was very pleasant.  They were aware of not much of 
the present dangers, the company was especially nice; they shared a table with Chilean diplomats, very pleasant people 
with whom they continue to be in contact in NY; the food was as fantastically good as has been customary in peace times 
on oceanliners.  Because the arrival date had not been announced, they did not know if the Gottfrieds would be awaiting 
them, but after the formalities and the lengthy unloading of luggage - suddenly and wholly unawaited - Frieda rushed to 
them, very moved and crying.  Because of a coincidental set of circumstances and snarls in their correspondence, the 
Gottfrieds had cause to suppose that he and Rita were on a ship that had sunk.  They had called the shipping line 
numerous times and thus learned that a steamer had just arrived, which they checked on the off-chance.  Soon Louis and 
the children popped up from various directions.  “As you now see, Wiluś also had unjustified worries about us.  I am only 
happy that you and the Boths knew nothing about our voyage.”  The early days were spent in seeking a place to live.  
Now they are starting to use the various letters of introduction (to “graze” on the letters of introduction).   Many people, 
including Wiluś, are of the opinion that it would be best for them if they went to the West.  In NY the conditions are worse 
and the competition is monstrous.  For the moment he doesn’t know.  He has to get to know this fantastic country.  
Yesterday they were invited to the World Fair by Dr. Grünberg, nephew of Dr. Grau.  It was a fantastic and overwhelming 
spectacle, especially the sea of lights (not just in the exposition, but also the entire city) after living for a year in a 
darkened city; then above all there is this peace and this carefree attitude with which the masses of people enjoy the 
exposition.  The parents’ telegram made him and Rita very happy.  He is very skeptical about Tony.  Based on Kubuś’ 
experience to date, she is absolutely helpless.  Mention of Maria, Henry (the young engineer) …??Misius.  They are eager 
for regular news from the parents and hope to soon get a detailed letter. 
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November 8, 1940, letter in German from Kubuś to ZWB, rec’d XI. 12, 40.  Thanks and acknowledgement of receipt of 
ZWB’s letter of October 29 and the letter with the affidavits for the Boths; he still has not received the letter from Uncle 
Bronio.  ZWB’s letter put him in a depressed mood because much of what ZWB says is undoubtedly correct.  It is certainly 
correct that he is by nature no businessman and that he would very much prefer a quiet and contemplative life without the 
pressure of having to earn money.  But it is, alas, not so that he can permit himself to make decisions based on his 
inclinations and personality.  Now, regrettably, he simply may not permit himself to take the liberty to live in a manner 
consistent with his inclinations and constitution.  Underlying ZWB’s letter is the view that Kubuś and Rita are two young, 
carefree people, equipped with enough money, and beginning a new life, and therefore obligated to themselves and to the 
world to make the best of it and to develop their capabilities as fully as possible.  They would be terribly happy if they 
could hold this view.  Regrettably they both feel weighed down with worries.  The problem that is constantly 
overshadowing them is their parents from whom they simply cannot walk away, and they feel that following through on 
ZWB’s suggestion would mean ignoring their parents.  There is also the fact that the money actually belongs to Kubuś’ 
parents.  How can he now assume responsibility for (1) knowingly diminishing the capital by some thousands of dollars, 
(2) depriving himself of the ability in the near future of earning enough that he can help their parents to get out and, if they 
succeed in getting them out, supporting them.  It is indeed not just a matter of some thousands of dollar which his studies 
would cost, but also beyond that, the amounts of money which must be sacrificed in order to get the parents out and 
which he in this case would not be able to cover with his own income but only, again, from the capital. If they [the parents] 
had not applied for America and therefore would not be in line for an immigration visa when he got citizenship and they 
would enjoy a preference, then the situation could easily occur in the present uncertain circumstances that he would have 
to either help them simply to live or to cross over a still very uncertain border. Then there is the matter of the parents-in-
law whose only capital is a bit of jewelry which Rita and he have with them; otherwise the Boths have no assets.  As ZWB 
knows, they are trying to come to the USA.  The difficulties are infinitely large.  If they get a U.S. visa because of ZWB’s 
affidavit, which they probably will, there is the question of whether they will be able to get an emigration permit from the 
Russian authorities with their German passports.  Two days ago Rita and he received a letter from the Boths in which they 
ardently wish they had South American passports because some people have been successful in emigrating from Galicia 
by means of South American passports.  Such passports should be available here in NY.  ZWB can well imagine, notes 
Kubuś, that the fulfillment of this wish costs a significant amount of money.  He and Rita have not yet really researched 
this.  This approach seems somewhat risky.  Apart from that, the authorities might eventually notice if a pack of 
Nicaraguans or Peruvians leave from Lemberg for the USA.  But the fact is that this approach is now being taken by 
many.  If he and Rita can find an accessible source and if in the course of acquiring these passports, the capital in the 
Both’s jewelry is completely or in large part used up, then the next question will arise – with what monies shall the trip and 
their maintenance here be covered, since he can only cover these disbursements with difficulty out of the money of his 
parents and yet he must help his in-laws.  Last but not least is the matter of Uncle Bronio whose letter to Kubuś contains 
no information about his personal situation.  Kubuś fears that the letter to ZWB contains unpleasant news.  “You 
understand now that we cannot perceive ourselves as the carefree young pair for whom now, with sufficient cash, all 
opportunities are open in this fantastic country.  And you also understand my efforts to be earning money as soon as 
possible and, especially if I am helping my parents-in-law or Uncle Bronio, not to touch a cent of Papa’s money.”  It is 
possible that behind ZWB’s letter there is the unspoken but perhaps correct thought that one cannot help the family in 
Russia anyway.  It is possible that ZWB is right, possible that steps undertaken will not succeed, but they cannot act now 
and organize their lives as if they were finished with the matter forever or at least for the next few years.  Kubuś agrees 
completely with ZWB with respect to Rita; she should complete her medical studies and if she is not able to get a medical 
doctorate then it should be in a closely related field such as physiology or bacteriology.  It would be a crime to leave her 
studies uncompleted. But he must “bite the sour apple” and look for a way of earning money.  Whether his occupation will 
leave him time for studies during the evenings, God knows.  Further discussion regarding money, agreement with ZWB 
regarding not putting money into insecure banks to earn higher interest; discussion of securities.  With respect to Uncle 
Bronio, Kubuś says that Lederer has written a letter to a lady at the New School and Kubuś will see her next week; Kubuś 
asks ZWB in the meantime to speak with Prof. Levy, who is familiar with Bronio’s qualifications, to describe Bronio’s 
current situation in France, and ask his (Levy’s) advice. Issermann has not answered Kubuś’ letter; Bloch thinks that 
doesn’t matter; Bloch is rising in Kubuś’ opinion; Rita and he thought Bloch made a somewhat unpleasant impression 
originally, but he is very nice when he tries. Kubuś will not take just any job but wants one with prospects; if he has to start 
making money, he thinks the baby carriage business offers the best prospects; the people with whom one goes into 
business are very important; Louis Gottfried is very capable, has the necessary specialized knowledge, was very 
successful in Vienna and in France and there seems to be no reason to assume he will not be successful here; the 
business he started is already going well; but Kubuś anticipates that a decision (re his involvement) would be toward the 
end of the year.  He is enclosing a card from Lina which reached him via London.   

Handwritten note from Rita.  ZWB’s letter made them sad.  There are these problems which they discuss night and day.  
She thinks that in spite of all the difficulties Kubuś should go to evening classes; just today he got information from 
Columbia University. She cannot get a place in a medical school in NY; it’s ?difficult also to get a place in related fields; to 
earn money she could get a [some of this illegible] a nursing position or a position as a lab tech.  Why does he write so 
infrequently?  It’s a pity that the baby carriage business prospects in the west are so poor.  Thanks ZWB for the affidavit.  

November 18. 1940 – carbon of airmail letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  Acknowledges receipt of Kubuś’ letters of 
November 8 and 12.  He is enclosing the completed and notarized affidavit for the Boths  [2 copies are in this file].  He 
thinks that Kubuś has now probably received the letter from Bronio and can see that there’s nothing worse in it than that 
which one could figure out oneself.  He is also enclosing a post card which he has since received from Bronio.  From 
Bronio he has also received a letter with an enclosed curriculum vitae; ZWB will send this on after reworking the CV a 
little; otherwise the letter had nothing of much interest.  Discussion of securities; ZWB suggests that it might cost less than 
mailing plus insurance if Kubuś were to rent a safe deposit box and stow the papers there, presumably removing them for 
coupon-clipping.  From Lemberg he received again an uninformative post card, two months old with a fictional return 
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address.  With respect to the letter of November 8, ZWB says that they are clearly under the influence of the typical New 
Yorker depression.  He is familiar with that mood.  ZWB describes at length how the ambience of NYC creates this 
depression.  “I will not try to talk you out of this mood. One thing I emphasize to the greatest: Put out two hundred dollars  
for travel costs; act as if you still have to spend another two months in England or that you have sold your securities and 
lost money on them – and take a look at America before you finally decide where you will stay and what you should do.” 
[Note that this letter is out of chronological order, refers to letter of November 12, 1940, below.] 

Yellow Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form – no Polish items covered, hence no substantive comments by 
translator. 

One original and one carbon copy of ZWB’s affidavit of support for Benno and Dorothea Both.  

November 12, 1940 - letter from Kubuś and Rita, rec’d XI. 14, 40.  Rita writes in German, Kubuś in English.  Rita writes 
regarding her parents; she is returning ZWB’s affidavits and asks that new ones be prepared and sent to her with 
requested changes per the demands of the agency to which she showed the originals.  Kubuś thanks him for his letter of 
the 8

th
 and the info. on baby carriages. He is worried that the contents of the letter - still not received - from Bronio “won’t 

be nice.”  Discussion of the Yugoslavian securities (value ca. $600) and his concerns about costs of safekeeping; he 
awaits ZWB’s advice.  Attached is a list of securities – seven altogether, all with coupons. 

November 20, 1940 – carbon of ZWB’s air mail letter, in English, to Kubuś.  Reports on conversation with his banker at 
Bank of California regarding safekeeping of the securities; banker recommends safe deposit box.  Reference to the 
securities as “exotic securities” presenting problems because they are unknown here and the yields of the coupons are 
uncertain.  ZWB’s been busy but during the Thanksgiving holiday will immediately work on Bronio’s letter.  Went skiing on 
previous Sunday at Mt. Rainier where the snow was excellent.  No news from anybody in Europe.  Parting advice: “don’t 
settle down before having seen America – which certainly does not mean New York.” 

November 18, 1940 – post card from Kubuś, handwritten, rec’d XI.22,40.  Got letter with enclosed letter of Uncle Bronio.  
Kubuś has lodged a complaint regarding the “non-delivery of this letter” with the post office. Letter was, as anticipated, 
“very sad” but on the positive side it contains the information that Bronio registered in December 1938 which positions his 
case to be handled soon.  Kubuś has an appointment regarding Bronio for the following day (11/19, presumably) with a 
woman recommended by Walter Lederer but Kubuś asks ZWB to please go ahead and talk with Prof. Levy.  Asks if ZWB 
has the address of Melly Koppel in Cleveland and, if he does, to send it to him.  

Stapled to this post card is a carbon, apparently of a post card from ZWB to Kubuś – see the following. 

November 22, 1940 – carbon of what appears to be a post card from ZWB to Kubuś.  Thanks for card of Nov. 18.  Warns 
Kubuś that he must work quickly to get an affidavit for Bronio.  Asks if he (ZWB) should write an affidavit.  Worries that “I 
have now quite a number of such documents afloat, and I am afraid they may begin to lose value if I continue that 
inflation.”  He spoke with Levy who offered no helpful ideas.  Gives Melly Koppel’s address: 2519 Queenstone Road, 
Cleveland Hights [sic], Ohio.  Complaint with the post office is useless: “it will bring you a written apology and nothing else 

– and will be considered as a symptom of that “Rechthaberei” [untranslatable – obstinacy, know-all-ness, self-
righteousness] which is very much disliked here.” 

December 7, 1940 – carbon of letter to Kubuś from ZWB.  Acknowledges receipt of letters of November 23 and December 
1.  ZWB addresses the items raised in orderly fashion. With respect to Uncle Bronio, there are detailed instructions and 
advice regarding the structuring and dissemination of Bronio’s CV; ZWB addresses the matter of securing an affidavit for 
Bronio, noting that in NY people are tired of giving affidavits and the concept is all too familiar, while out here people take 
affidavits seriously and “it is hard to talk them into signing statements which they consider untrue.”  ZWB explains that 
Kubuś is entitled to write affidavits if he has at least applied for “the first papers.”  ZWB writes, “it may be advisable that 
you write an affidavit, and you or I get somebody to sign a supporting affidavit.  I would like to say that you should be able 
to learn about all those things easier than I – New York is the center of all emigrant activities, while nobody knows 
anything here.”  With respect to Kubuś’ parents and in-laws, ZWB says that he may know considerably less than Kubuś 
regarding strategies, but he notes that the present dire situation produces “ideal conditions for fraud” and advises caut ion 
“in investing any substantial amounts of money in obscure manipulations such as fake passports.”  He adds, “Cook’s 
[presumably the travel agency] is different, and I am anxious to hear what you have found out about them.”  With respect 
to his own family, ZWB says he has had several post cards containing “no material information.”  In every message they 
insist that in his correspondence he should “nie draznić Nierenbergowej”[I may have missed a diacritical]. (Judging by the 
context, this is a warning to make no reference to Nusia’s intention to emigrate.)  The family also informs ZWB that all 

activity regarding the granting of visas and emigration has been taken over by the U.S. consulate in Moscow.  ZWB ask 
Kubuś to find out everything that can be learned about “the possibilities for people who are in such a situation as Nusia, 
i.e., who applied for visas long ago and are now in the Russian occupied section of former Poland.”  With respect to 
Kubuś’ situation, ZWB repeats his earlier entreaties and advice regarding getting to know the U.S. before getting tied 
down, noting that travel expenses for such a look-see are negligible in comparison with investment in a commercial 
enterprise. He alludes to a recent visit by Kubuś to Baltimore and Washington. As to himself, ZWB reports “nothing 
interesting.  Hard work in connection with the end of the quarter.  No plans for Christmas vacation, “although I have again 
an invitation to Berkeley, California.  Most likely I shall stay here, rest and work moderately, and let the vacation go by.”  
Attached to this carbon is a second copy of the same letter, a carbon of a draft of a CV for Bronio (Adolf Berger, born 
March 1, 1882, in Lwów, Austria, member of the staff of the Oxford Classical Dictionary and Oxford History of Legal 
Science, in 1918 he was a member of the Austrian armistice commission, 1918-1937 he was in the Polish diplomatic and 
consular service) and a bibliography is included.  
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Attached to this letter of December 7, 1940, are also the two letters below: the letter of December 1 and the letter of 
November 23. 

December 1, 1940 – handwritten letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, rec’d XII.4,40.  Kubuś received a telegram today 
from his parents.  There is a passport problem and they advise, as I understand it, that he try for passports from Chile or 
elsewhere.  Kubuś disturbed and puzzled by the telegram’s contents.  [I’m not good at readily deciphering this 
handwriting.]  They may have mentioned Chile because of remarks Kubuś made in a report to his parents about his and 
Rita’s companions on the transatlantic voyage including some Chilean diplomats “and they in their naiveté believe that we 
now can ?produce Chilean passports.”  Asks ZWB’s advice, worries about throwing away money.  Writes that “we” 
(presumably he and Louis Gottfried) were in Baltimore and Washington; in both cities the prospects for baby carriages are 
excellent; there’s a good chance that they will go to Washington. 

November 23, 1940 – typed letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, rec’d XI, 26, 40.  Announces that they will go 
tomorrow morning with Louis Gottfried for two days to Baltimore.  Regarding Uncle Bronio, thanks for the post card; he is 
returning the earlier letter; he’s spoken with somebody at the New School, founded by Emil Lederer; the people at the 
New School seem to have said that they can do nothing for Bronio for several reasons.  A woman at the New School, 
however, who was recommended by Walter Lederer, said that Kubuś should get an affidavit for Bronio, get him here, and 
then deal with the matter.  Kubuś turns to the matter of affidavits, ZWB’s production of these, Louis Gottfried’s situation, 
his own somewhat weak position (not having an income), and asks ZWB’s advice and for ZWB’s help, perhaps, in Seattle.  
[Kubuś seems to be hoping that the terrain in Seattle will not be as overworked as in NY and speaks in terms of an 
affidavit being seen as merely a formality.]  With respect to his parents-in-law, he thanks ZWB for the new affidavits and 
asks for ZWB’s view on the situation, noting that there are difficulties with their Russian exit permits and that their German 
passports have expired.  There is a local business in Nicaraguan passports.  Bloch, who is representing the Bank of 
Nicaragua and the [Nicaraguan] chamber of commerce is distrustful.  Kubuś is very much against it but Rita is very 
nervous and would like to help her parents who want these passports.  The swindlers want $1000.  Altogether, including 
tickets and telegram costs, the total expense will be over $2000.  Since he cannot use the Berger money without his 
father’s consent, the expense would have to be covered with proceeds from the Boths’ jewelery.  He does not think they 
shall do that.  He’s heard of another serious possibility.  An acquaintance seems to be connected with a branch of Cook’s 
travel agency in Lemberg.  The travel agency does not say how it will get people out, but the advantage is that one will be 
dealing with an international firm and not some criminals.  They charge a service tax of $75 per person and a telegram-
deposit of $100; otherwise they ask that the ship’s passage tickets and the train tickets be purchased from them if these 
are not paid in Russian rubles.  [??I didn’t follow the issue of the Russian currency.]  All in all it would come to ca. $1000, 
with 150 forfeited and the rest to be paid later.  Kubuś has not spoken with Cook’s himself, only with the acquaintance 
who is going to try this.  What does ZWB think of this?  Bloch, who is also interested in getting his relatives out, wants to 
try using the official Russian agency “Amtorg” and will report to Kubuś on his experience.  Kubuś thinks they should wait 
until his parents-in-law have their visas and by then they will have heard about the experience of others.  Will ZWB be 
undertaking something for Niuska?  One can, for $10 in telegram costs, bring about the transfer of files to the consulate in 
Moscow.  He does not know what to do with his parents - who are not registered.  With respect to himself and Rita – they 
are not only suffering from New Yorker depression.  It is far more a matter of their worries about their families that is 
embittering their lives and depressing their mood.  He is going with Louis to Baltimore because they’ve heard good reports 
from there and want to check it out.  Rita will be going with them because her acceptance at the local universities has hit 
on difficulties (?the limited number of positions/student places)  and she would like to look into the famous Johns Hopkins 
med school.  Discussion of the securities and request for ZWB to investigate issues regarding management thereof.   

December 19, 1940 - Letter from Kubuś to ZWB, in German, rec’d Dec. 11, 1940.  Apologizes for not having written since 
his upset letter upon receiving the telegram from his parents.  Reports on the trip to Baltimore and Washington.  
Discusses in detail the results of his and Louis Gottfried’s research into the market conditions in both cities, including birth 
rates, labor conditions, permits/licenses, potential competition, pricing of baby carriages. Also discusses the need for a 
salesman in N.Y.; they had hoped to hire Xandl Beinhacker who would thereby improve his income and his future 
prospects, but Xandl’s wife was opposed because she wanted Xandl at home in the evenings, and evenings are the prime 
business hours in the Bronx.  Next Kubuś writes about his parents; apart from the telegram, he has now received cards 
forwarded from London and yesterday a letter came directly from Lemberg.  From one of the cards, to his surprise, he 
learned that they registered for the USA in May 1939, which improves their chances enormously.  At the moment he is 
awaiting a response from Bloch regarding the matter of Nicaragua.  The consul is a “schwerer Gauner” (a heckuva 
swindler); he works with a Pole by the name of Holländer who is the “macher” [untranslatable – fixer, operator, arranger] 
and buys the passports for $1000 per married couple.  This macher is naturally an even greater swindler than the consul.  
He probably keeps more than half for himself. Moreover he does not guarantee success; on the contrary, he tells the 
customers/clients that they do this all at their own risk and that success - that is, exit from Russia - on the basis of these 
passports, is not at all likely.  On the other hand, at the moment in Poland there is a psychosis: everyone wants to have a 
Central American passport and some people are actually supposed to have been able to exit based on these passports.  
Bloch is in the same situation as Kubuś: he has relatives there whom he absolutely wants to help.  He’s a very nice 
person and Kubuś likes him very much.  Bloch has promised that when he is in Washington he will take up Kubuś’ case 
along with his own, dealing with it as if it were his own.  He will have lunch or “Jause” [tea or coffee with snack] with this 
consul and thoroughly work the matter over; “we’ll see what comes from that.”  If they were to get the passport then, he 
hopes, his family could at least be foreigners, which would be worth something.  After that they either would have to wait 
until the American visa is awarded or one would have to work to get them a visa on the basis of this passport.  On the 
other hand it would be presumptuous to want to return to the dear home of Nicaragua on the basis of this passport.  
Kubuś turns to the subject(s) of Henryk Urich and Dr. Ludwik Rubel. He has been asked by his parents about these two, 
although it has taken him a while to figure out to whom they were referring.  He asks ZWB for information about them, 
notes what he knows about each, and says that he will investigate further by contacting the two Dogilewski brothers, who 
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are supposed to have good connections to the Polish government officials in London.  With respect to Uncle Bronio, 
Kubuś reports that he has not received news for some time; his plan is to give Bronio an affidavit after he has founded the 
firm with Louis Gottfried and after he has his First Papers, which he has not yet received.  He will probably sell the 
securities [discussed in previous letters].  He’s written to Melly Koppl in Cleveland but has received no answer; his parents 
gave the following address: “Cleveland, Ohio, Shaker, 3021, Attlebow Heights.”   

There is a handwritten P.S. – he and Rita congratulate ZWB on what appears to be a promotion.  Some mention of 
possible colleagues of Rita at Johns Hopkins.  Note that Bloch is complaining that ZWB writes so rarely.   

December 12, 1940 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB, in English, rec’d XII. 16,40.  [As is customary between Kubuś and ZWB , 
subjects are taken up in numbered sections, each with a title, e.g. “Your family,” “My Parents and parents-in- law.”]  Kubuś 
received another cable from his parents directing him to contact the “macher,” Dr. Holländer who procures Nicaraguan 
passports from the consulate.  Kubuś will not do this because he has better connections with the consul through Bloch; in 
conversation with Bloch the consul started by asking $1000 like Holländer “but yesterday he went down as far as $400 for 
one passport, on which two people (a couple) could be placed. It might be possible to knock off another 50.-- or perhaps 
100.--$ but that seems to be the final figure.”  With respect to ZWB’s family, Kubuś asks if ZWB knows where their files 
are and wonders if they are already in Moscow.  If they are not in Moscow, they can be transferred there through the 
intervention of the “HIAS Committee with the State Department” by paying expenses of $10.  He advises ZWB to do this 
for Niuska.  He’s done this for his in-laws and will probably do it again for his parents.  Based on experience to date, he 
cannot advise ZWB to try for a Nicaraguan passport. To date, he has no news from Cook; he’s heard rumors that “even 
Cook” is untrustworthy.  It’s difficult to see the situation clearly.  Some people, even Poles who are now Russian citizens, 
are getting out, but nobody seems to know the reason for these successes.  The primary reason he is working on getting 
passports is because this is what his family in Lwów wants.  Another problem is that even if the U.S. consulate in Moscow 
is willing to grant an immigration visa, there would be the question of how to get to Moscow, given that people are 
forbidden to travel within Russia and “as far as I’ve, heard they could get to Moscow only if they could produce an Exit 
Permit; but on the other hand they only get the Exit Permit if they can produce a passport together with a visa.”  Kubuś 
discusses the way this might play out if they have evidence of Nicaraguan citizenship.  Kubuś tells ZWB that it’s up to him 
to decide if he, too, wants to “throw away immediately 3 – 400.-- $ for the Nicaraguan crook, or to wait for other 
possibilities.” Should ZWB decide to try for the Nicaraguan option, Kubuś asks that he inform him immediately, thinking 
they (he and Bloch, presumably) could lean on the Consul for a discount.  He asks if ZWB has a photo of Niuska and 
advises that he order some photos from Lwów.  With respect to Bronio, Kubuś says he’ll follow ZWB’s advice; he and 
Louis Gottfried will both give Bronio affidavits once the business is formed.  He and Louis will be going down to 
Washington “on the first Christmas-Day,” expecting to stay for ca. a week.  Kubuś writes about him and Rita getting 
together with ZWB, perhaps in Colorado in the summer, when they could “make some nice hiking parties.”   In a 
handwritten P.S. he asks ZWB to answer immediately giving details on Niuska so he can contact HIAS.  

December 19, 1940 – carbon of letter, in English, from ZWB to Kubuś.  Explains that it may take a few days before he can 
answer Kubuś’ letter of December 10.  “The reason, though not very important, is imperative enough: I am getting married 
tomorrow.”  He promises more details to follow and states, “The essential facts are: her name is Hilde Merzbach.  I met 
her a few months ago in her father’s home here.  Her father, Dr. R. Merzbach, was an outstanding lawyer in Frankfurt 
a.M., got out on time, and settled with his family in Seattle.  She worked for the last year in San Francisco, and was here 
for a visit.  Her background: completed law studies with the German ‘Referendar,’ then in an executive positon with the 
‘Etam’ Corporation in London.  An attractive, clever, brave girl, a good sport and good companion. The famly is excellent, 
the girl is a splendid human beng – by all one can judge – we like each other very well.  I don’t think there is anything 
more one could ask for.”  ZWB gives his reasons for refusing to take up the possibility of fake Nicaraguan passports – a 
detailed and trenchant discussion, but will send Kubuś the data needed for applying through HIAS for the transfer of 
Niuska’s file to Moscow.   

December 24, 1940 – handwritten letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB [no receipt date noted].  They don’t live in times 
conducive to celebratory moments, but nevertheless he does not want to simply treat ZWB’s marriage as an everyday 
matter.  There are not many people who are not only in the close family circle but also among friends and relatives as 
beloved as ZWB and therefore the recipient of such good wishes.  During his stay in Poland Kubuś had opportunity 
enough to have this confirmed and there is no question that ZWB deserves this affection, these good wishes, and this 
high regard.  Because few people have been given the art and personal strength with which he, ZWB, has carefully 
conducted his life, overcoming obstacles as he moved from stage to stage.  “You yourself have made your life what it is; 
what we who love you wish for you is that fate will allow you to reach your goals and that you will be able in rich measure 
to experience that to which you are entitled.”  That he, Kubuś, is the only family member who is “only” a 4 ½ day journey 
away, is fantastic enough.  But he hopes that his and ZWB’s families will be united and that ZWB’s parents and Niuska 
will see their wish to live together with him fulfilled.  It is a pity that they don’t know ZWB’s wife, to whom they send all the 
best wishes for happiness, and that they don’t at the moment have the opportunity to get to know her.  But the fact that 
she has won his love makes her loveable to them.  This is one more reason why they must see each other again as soon 
as possible.  Will there be any mathematical meetings in the near future in an Eastern state?  Kubuś asks if it would be 
possible to send photos (presumably of Hilde and ZWB).  Rita adds a note, seconding Kubuś’ comments.  “At the train 
station in Vienna before your trip …I knew that all would go well and so it has been, because you have deserved it and 
because we all are so fond of you.” 

December 21, 1940 – telegram to ZWB at UW, with unintelligible penciled note seemingly not in ZWB’s handwriting (?on 
honeymoon …).  VERY PLEASED WITH NICE SURPRISE WISHING BOTH OF YOU LOTS OF LUCK AND LONG 
HAPPINESS KUBUS RITA. 
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December 24, 1940 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś; address is Z.W. Birnbaum, Commodore 
Apartments, 4005 15

th
 Avenue N.E.   Thanks them for the telegram, explains that he has changed addresses.  Describes 

the apartment – furnished, 2 rooms and a kitchen, views of Lake Union and Mt. Rainier, across the street from campus.  
They plan on not staying long in the apartment because it is too expensive and in a few months they will begin looking 
around for a little house.  He asks that Kubuś take care of the transfer of Nusia’s files to the Moscow consulate and gives 
details of the history to date, saying that he would be grateful if Kubuś would pursue the matter very energetically.  ZWB 
asks what he has achieved with respect to Bronio.  He is in suspense about Kubuś’ plans; while Baltimore and 
Washington are not as beautiful as the West, at least they are not New York and, he thinks, not so bad.  What are Rita’s 
prospects?  Johns Hopkins has a good reputation and it would be good if she could settle there.  The last news he had 
from Heinrich Urich was a letter dated 10.IX which he received on the 3.X; that letter gave his address as c/o Smith, 18, 
Edinburgh Rd., Peebles Scotland.  He has had no news from Ludwik Rubel since March and that was still from France.  
Attached to this letter is a carbon of the details about Franciszka – born June 3, 1910, living at sw. Anny 1, Lwów; affidavit 
information, file number, description of “affidavit maker,” and the following: “The application for an immigration visa was 
filed by Franciszka Birnbaum with the American Consulate General in Warsaw about the middle of October, 1938.  She 
was informed by that Consulate that her turn for obtaining the visa will arrive at the beginning of 1940.  Meanwhile the war 
broke out.” 

December 30, 1940 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, rec’d I.2,41.  Thanks ZWB for letter of December 24
th
, which 

he received on the 30
th
; Kubuś advises ZWB to use the red-white-&-blue air mail envelopes, since regular envelopes on 

which ZWB has written “air mail” often have that designation covered by the post mark and seem to be traveling at the 
same pace as surface mail.  ZWB’s apartment seems awfully nice but Kubuś very much likes the plan to look for a little 
house.  After their experience in London, Kubuś is especially taken with the idea of a small house with a garden and he 
speculates about what it would be like to have such a dwelling and yard in Seattle year round but especially in the 
summer.  Asks about renting versus buying with a mortgage.  Yesterday he and Louis Gottfried returned from three days 
in Washington, DC.  He reports in detail about their findings.  He discusses a plan in which he and Rita would move to 
Washington, DC, and, initially with Louis Gottfried present, assume responsibility for the Washington branch of the firm.  
Kubuś has received two telegrams – one from his in-laws and one from his parents.  The first gives detailed directions in 
English regarding papers to be sent to the American Embassy in Moscow; it appears that these are papers replicating 
those already sent or otherwise redundant, to Kubuś’ disgust, eliciting his caustic and acerbic comments.  Nevertheless, 
he asks ZWB to send a copy of his most recent income tax return either to the Moscow embassy or by air mail to him 
(Kubuś). The telegram from his parents, though in English, is a bit coded, and he translated it as meaning that they have 
sent photos for the passports via Renia, the wife of Rudi Rosner, and that Kubuś should accelerate the processing of their 
passports since they are guaranteed residence only until February 10

th
 after which deportation to Siberia threatens.  

Under the circumstances Kubuś feels he has no choice but must pursue the Nicaraguan passports and be glad that Bloch 
can get them for him for $400 instead of the $1000 he would have had to give to the “macher.”  With respect to Niuska, 
Kubuś advises ZWB to send another updated affidavit.  Kubuś will be checking with HIAS tomorrow regarding what they 
need.  He is of the opinion that ZWB is incorrect about the date of Niuska’s registration and that it was a few months 
earlier than ZWB stated, October 1938.  Kubuś was in Lemberg in October 1938 and often spoke with ZWB’s parents and 
Niuska about this at that time.  Since the September 1938 registrants are now under consideration, this is a significant 
difference.  He asks ZWB to review the matter and write immediately to him. 

Box 1, File 25  General Correspondence Jakob and Rita Berger, January – February 1941 

January 6, 1941 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś, in English, addressed to Dr. J. Berger, 1165 Shakespeare 
Avenue.  Reports on matters relating to Schärf and Boths.  Schärf is now a refugee in Switzerland and, insofar as it is 
possible, is a means of communication with the family; his (Schärf’s) mother is in Lwów. There is reference to 
“confirmations of naturalization for our families” and it is implied that Nicaraguan passports have been procured.  [This 
letter is clearly out of chrono order.  The date is incorrect – it should be January 6, 1942, not 1941.  The address on 
Shakespeare Avenue is new.  Ann, to whom reference is made, was born in August 1941.]   

January 17, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, rec’d I.20,41, address: 46 W. 87
th
 St., NYC.  Through Bloch’s 

helpful assistance Kubuś now has Nicaraguan passports for his parents-in-law and naturalization papers, as well as a 
letter from Bloch - in his capacity as manager of the Nicaraguan chamber of commerce - to the Japanese consul in 
Moscow requesting the granting of a transit permit.  All this was sent to the in-laws yesterday.  A few days ago Kubuś 
spoke with a man who came here from Lemberg using this strategy.  For him it worked. “Naturally this approach seems to 
belong to those methods which go well for a series of cases and then fail, but what do we have to lose?” Life there 
amounts to slowly but surely perishing.  The probability of deportation to Siberia is great.  What the man from Lemberg 
told Kubuś is so terrible that he believes they have no other choice.  He has learned that the matter of the income tax 
return is very important and he gives a great deal of detail and instructions regarding this. With respect to the affidavit, 
Kubuś advises against citing the fact that ZWB is now married. With respect to his own parents, Kubuś writes that the 
Nicaraguan strategy has not worked; their passport photos did not arrive, unlike in the Boths’ case, and he has received a 
telegram that they are in danger of being sent to Siberia.  He found a photo from his and Rita’s wedding on which both 
parents are pictured and had the images of their heads enlarged; the pictures came out well.  Then the consul began to 
make difficulties, unnerved perhaps by the volume of the passport business that had been unleashed.  For the moment, 
the consul does not want to issue any passports, so he and Bloch (who is trying to get a passport for his aunt) are 
hanging in suspense, Kubuś with the added pressure of the telegram from his parents stating that February 10

th
 is the 

deadline if one is to avoid being sent to Siberia.  He believes that the consul will not continue to refuse to issue passports 
because the Nicaraguans are like Rumanians in Europe and will risk even dangers if it’s a matter of money.  He is 
keeping busy in this matter and hoping he can accomplish something.  With respect to Niuska, he reports that he has 
been to HIAS and learned that her file has automatically been sent to Moscow; depending on the residence of the 
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applicant, files from the Warsaw consulate were sent either to Berlin or Moscow, so no intervention is needed.  At the 
moment Uncle Bronio’s situation is most critical; right now the Polish quota is completely open in Portugal, unoccupied 
France and South and Central America; Kubuś asks that ZWB send an affidavit to Bronio since it would be awful if Bronio 
could not get out of France in time because of delay in getting an affidavit and in the meantime a political event occurred 
which made his leaving the country impossible.  Kubuś reviews the situations with respect to the several affidavits ZWB 
has written and the attendant obligations; he has discussed this with the HIAS and reports that if ZWB is asked about 
these people – the Boths, Niuska and now Bronio – he can say that all of these people can support themselves and 
should be able to continue to do so in the future.  Kubuś has been unsuccessful in trying to get an affidavit for Bronio in 
NYC.  Louis Gottfried tried among the factory representatives who are interested in his business, but nobody has cash to 
speak of and they are trying to hide large income from the IRS.  Louis Gottfried has reservations about an affidavit for 
France because he has to send one to his mother who is living there and there is a really great danger of devaluing this 
one by presenting a second one if both of them come before the same consul.  “Please, treat this situation as extremely 
urgent.”  It’s just a matter of time before France will be occupied by the Germans, in which case Uncle Bronio will be 
caught in a mouse-trap.  Bronio wrote an anti-Hitler article in France in February or March 1940.  At that time it was the 
modern thing to speak about what the allies should do with Germany after its defeat.  Bronio drew on the Nazis’ writings 
and speeches regarding what Germany would do in the event of a German victory and essentially concluded “as they 
would to us, so we to them.”  A few days ago Kubuś received a terribly sad letter which made him aware how urgent his 
situation is.  Personal information: Dr. Adolf Berger, born 1 March 1882, Lwów, Polish citizen; and Malva Berger, née 
Szterenyi, born in Lugos, Hungary (New-Rumania), 28 November 1886 (she was formerly a singer and then a voice 
teacher).  Instructions for completion of affidavit form.   Kubuś says his personal plans (presumably with respect to the 
business) are not yet definite; “it is not so easy.”  Rita has worked as a nurse for ten days, which really put her through the 
mill.    Fortunately, after countless interviews, she has an unpaid post as a research assistant in the pathology Dept. of 
NYU.  The work there is very interesting and she wishes nothing more than that she could be doing the same work for 
pay.  The State Education Dept. in Albany has evaluated Rita’s studies to date and concluded that she would only have to 
study for a single year [presumably one more year of med school?], having been given credit for two college years and 
three university years.  For the moment, however, this evaluation is of only theoretical value and is independent of the 
question of acceptance into a school, which seems rather hopeless.  Kubuś asks for details of ZWB’s married life, adding, 
“please don’t write, however, about who washes the dishes. That could be the stimulus leading to revolutions in our 
household.”  There is then a P.S. “Rita insists, nevertheless, that you write about who washes the dishes.  She obviously 
trusts you.” 

On the first page of this letter there is a handwritten P.S. stating that Aunt Rosa (Sp.?)Kimmelman died at the end of 
November from ?gall bladder problems.   

January 24, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś, rec’d I.26, 41.  [This letter, like the letter of January 17, 1941, is typed 
on both sides of thin airmail paper; in both cases, the pages are typed to the edges, with printing bleeding through.  Both 
consist of a two-sided page and a one-sided page.]  Acknowledges receipt of letter of January 22

nd
 [This letter is in the 

file, but immediately follows Kubuś’ letter of the 24
th
.]  Kubuś offers his interpretation of the telegram quoted in ZWB’s 

letter. He believes the telegram is referring to passports, not an affidavit.  He relates this to the matter of Nicaraguan 
passports, which ZWB’s family would have heard about; Kubuś is of the opinion that all of Lemberg has succumbed to a 
“Nicaraguan epidemic” especially since there were a couple of successes [presumably people who were able to leave 
Lwów and Russia on Nicaraguan passports].  All manner of people are being bombarded by telegraphed requests for 
such documents.  Bloch has received a bunch of telegrams from his family and, just the day before yesterday, Kubuś 
received such a request from his own parents.  They made reference again to the February 10 deadline and wondered 
why he has not answered their last telegram (“what was I supposed to telegram them?”) and begged him for an official 
telegram from a notary (“what they imagine about the local notaries!”) explaining the situation and that they possess 
passport number such-and-such.   Therefore he believes that ZWB’s telegram relates to passports and not affidavits.  
Nobody can get out without a valid passport; without an exit permit, one cannot travel to Moscow in order to pick up ones 
visa; and one only gets an exit permit if one has a foreign passport.  From the reports and from the descriptions from 
eyewitnesses who have gotten out, the deportation to Siberia has now reached such a size that one must speak not of 
hundreds or thousands, but of hundreds of thousands.  He has tried to find out about angles, factors, or age limits but 
there does not seem to be any.  What does he risk if the passports, with full address, are passed through the Russian 
censor?  (The GPU is now called the NKWD.)  Anyhow, Kubuś doesn’t believe in a Russian letter censor but he is sure 
there is a telegram censor.  Nevertheless, once the matter is that far along, he will have the Nicaraguan consul send his 
(Kubuś’) parents a telegram saying that their request for citizenship was granted  and that he is sending them passport 
number such-and-such.  If this strategy works, he would imagine the following scenario (the same would hold for ZWB’s 
parents):  The passports, a letter from the consul regarding naturalization, and a letter from the consulate or a letter from 
Bloch (as manager of the Nicaraguan Chamber of Commerce) to the Japanese Consul in Moscow will be sent directly to 
his parents.  Kubuś will send photocopies of all these documents in a separate letter.  Upon receipt of these documents, 
his parents will send a letter to the Japanese Consulate with a request for assurance of a transit visa for their journey to 
Nicaragua.  Kubuś continues to outline the plan in extensive and intricate detail. The parents will pay for the tickets for 
travel to Japan with Russian rubles.  Once they’ve arrived in Japan, he would send them Polish passports.  Either they will 
stay in Japan until they get a U.S. visa or he will find them a South American (perhaps Cuban) visa, bring them over to 
South or Central America, and there they will get a U.S. visa and come here.  If it looks like they do not have to wait more 
than six months in Japan and the political situation permits, then he would let them stay in Japan.  With respect to his in-
laws (and the same would hold true for Niuska, he notes) there are two possibilities: either they proceed with the 
aforementioned tactic and one transfers their file to Japan (advantage: they do not have to show their Nicaraguan 
passport to the U.S. Consul) or they wait, like Kubuś’ parents, to depart from Lemberg, then proceeding to Moscow, there 
picking up a visa for the USA (disadvantage: they would have to show the “not too pretty Nicaraguan passport” to the U.S. 
Consul).  Kubuś is researching this further and will keep the Boths and ZWB apprised.   With respect to his own parents, 
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the consul has promised Bloch that he will give Bloch the needed passports (one for Kubuś, one for Bloch) when he 
receives the paperwork and agreement from the ambassador in Washington.  He knows the ambassador well and will 
work to get the matter taken care of.  If this doesn’t work there is still the following options: (1) Dr. Holländer, a terrib le 
“Baldower,” who wants to make money from this; if Nicaragua falls through, he would be able to do something with a 
country like Guatemala; his price appears to be $600 for a passport (a married couple on one passport); (2) a certain 
Blumenfrucht, a young man, whom Kubuś has found, who is more “sympathisch” than Holländer and, who seems more 
trustworthy. Kubuś believes he could get two Guatemalan passports from him for ca. $1,000 total.  Turning to ZWB’s 
concern, Kubuś says he can of course only promise that, should ZWB decide to entrust it to him, he would treat is as his 
own.  On the other hand, he cannot promise success in this matter.  For the same reason he cannot advise him regarding 
a decision.  In any event, he will advise ZWB to take some preparatory steps that will cost very little – to avoid being 
handicapped the way Kubuś has been with respect to his own parents – in the event of any acute danger.  Among these 
preparatory steps he means the following: (1) He has to have passport photos of Uncle Ignas, of Aunt Lina and of Niuska 
and, in any case, send such pictures to Kubuś for safekeeping; if he doesn’t have passport pictures, then he should find a 
family or group picture and get a first-class photographer to copy the heads and enlarge them to passport format; if there 
is no such photographer in Seattle, please send the group picture to Kubuś and he’ll have the work done in NY.  (2) He 
should send Kubuś all the personal details for the Nicaraguan passports; this includes eye color, beard, mustache and 
approximate figures for height and weight; thus at a later date ZWB can just send Kubuś a telegram to get him working on 
getting the passports.  (3) ZWB should write to Bloch, who often has complained that he has no news from him, sending 
him a warm letter in which he thanks him for all that he has done for our family and he should  indicate that he will 
probably be still needing his help.  If ZWB has questions about exact birthdates, then he should ask in a telegram.  He 
could word the telegram in such a fashion that the answer will displace all doubts about the just-now-received telegram.  
In telegrams to his in-laws he has referred to the Nicaraguan passports as “Lauterbach documents” naming them after a 
certain Lauterbach who got such passports; it’s more than likely that ZWB’s parents and Kubuś’ are familiar with this 
name.  In closing, Kubuś notes that it was a very good idea to mail letters Air Mail with Special Delivery, making a 
difference of 2-3 days in delivery time. Rita is working at the university but regrettably cannot be admitted to regular 
studies.  “Oskar” is certainly Kubuś’s father, he asserts [in reference to the telegram quoted by ZWB].   

[Here and elsewhere my notes and translations on the fly are unworthy of the originals.  Kubuś – and ZWB – write in an 
elegant and precise German.  Their letters are beautifully organized, often with headings corresponding to those used in 
the letter which they are answering. I have often skipped over details or generalized.  While my notes are run-on, their 
letters are written in finely shaped paragraphs. I have often compressed paragraphs into single sentences, using 
semicolons as separators. This correspondence is characterized by an understanding of the value of unambiguous 
communication and a shared sense of what is important.]  

January 22, 1941 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś, sent Air Mail, Special Delivery.  ZWB has just received a 
telegram which he quotes:   

PROFESSOR  ZIGMUND WILLIAM;  
UNIVERSITY MATHEMATICS SEATTLE;  
SEND YOURSELF AS CONSEIGNER THE SAME CONGRATULATIONS 
AS JACOB DIRECTLY TO WOLFS FURTHER TO FRANEK IN TWO LETTERS  
CABLE OSKAR: 
LINA TILLES 
 
ZWB asks Kubuś for help in understanding the telegram since Kubuś has had quite a bit of contact with Lwów.  He tries to 
translate the telegram and worries that he may endanger his parents and Nusia if he sends the affidavit that seems to be 
requested as Lina seems to be terribly careful not to use the family’s last name.  He acknowledges Kubuś’ letter of the 
17th and says he will answer it soon completely; he will also send him the requested papers. 
 
January 27, 1941 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  Thanks him for his detailed letter and for answering without 
delay.  He asks Kubuś to proceed on trying to get passports for his sister and parents.  “These methods are quite strange 
to me and the chances of success seem very small, but obviously they are at risk of deportation sooner or later, so there 
is not very much to lose – beyond eventual costs which will not be unimportant.”   Today ZWB sent the following telegram:  
 OSWALD BERGER   KOLLATAJA 5 LWOW [Oswald and Rosa’s address, presumably]  
WOLFS CABLE RECEIVED STOP WIRE THEIR BIRTHDAY WILL ENDEAVOR 
BUY LAUTERBACH PRESENT INFORM IF WANTED 
SIGMUND WILLIAM 
He’ll have copies made of his parents’ and Nusia’ photos and send them to Kubuś who already has Nusia’s personal data. 
As soon as he has his parents’ data, he’ll send everything, including everything needed for Nusia.  ZWB has written to 
Bloch, telling him about his marriage but has not yet heard from him; he will write to Bloch again soon.  Turning to Kubuś’ 
letter of January 17, 1941, ZWB takes up the issues raised therein.  With respect to the Boths, Rita’s parents: ZWB has 
sent his 1940 income tax return and has paid all the taxes owed; tomorrow he’ll have a photostatic copy and will send it to 
Kubuś along with this letter; the fact of his marriage does not appear on the form; because of illegibility on the IRS receipt, 
he will have to send Kubuś a copy of the cancelled check to prove that the taxes were paid.  With respect to Kubuś’ 
parents: ZWB can only imagine that the situation is terribly upsetting.  With respect to Nus ka [ZWB’s spelling]: ZWB asks 
Kubuś to find out for sure, by telegram, if her file has been transferred to Moscow and, if not, ask that it be transferred, 
since it seems to ZWB to be better if the file is in Moscow than in Berlin.  With respect to Uncle Bronio: ZWB has tried but 
found no possibility of getting him an affidavit since it is not a matter of a young married couple [presumably observing 
that  Bronio and Malva are not young] and people here, as explained earlier, take the obligation of an affidavit very 
seriously.  ZWB has been advised against writing the affidavit himself by the local committee for the reason that he would 
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thereby imperil the situation of his sister and parents – and their circumstances are now in an acute phase.  Thus the only 
course open is that ZWB and Kubuś look for an unrelated affidavit-giver and ZWB believes that his own prospects are 
slight.  With respect to his parents: He does not know if they ever registered with an American consul; about a year ago, 
based on a misunderstood telegram, he sent an affidavit to the consul in Moscow and never heard anything more about 
the matter; thus the quickest way of dealing with this, also perhaps the only possible one, would be again the Nicaraguan 
passport strategy.  In any event, ZWB would like to know if Kubuś knows of a case, such as that of his parents, in which 
somebody who is a settled Polish resident in the Russian-occupied region was able to come to America as a Nicaraguan.  
In this matter, ZWB’s parents are different from Kubuś’ parents or in-laws, because theirs is a case of foreigners, while his 
parents have lived in Lemberg for decades.  With respect to Kubuś’  plans for himself, ZWB asks what is happening, 
sounding as if he suspects something may be going wrong (“Was ist los?”).  With respect to Rita he says that she would 
have better opportunities for acceptance if she were to apply in person to one of the smaller medical schools and not just 
the large ones in the East, but in any event that may not be reconcilable with Kubuś’ business plans.   

February 24, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB. 

[This letter and the remaining letters and telegrams (ca. 10 items) in the file appear to be out of chronological order in the 
file. I am going to keep notes, insofar as that is possible, in chrono order – returning to this letter when it seems to fit in the 
unfolding narrative.] 

February 9, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, rec’d II.11,41.  He has not responded to ZWB’s letter of 
January 27, 1941, because there has been much to do and insufficient time to write a lengthy letter.  He has done what 
ZWB asked him to do in that letter.  With respect to Niuska: He has consulted with HIAS; investigation into the location of 
her file has been requested by telegram; nothing is guaranteed but (as I understand it) she continues to have the quota 
priority based on her original registration date.  With respect to Nicaragua: the consul has promised to give Bloch the 
passports for Bloch’s aunt and Kubuś’ parents in two weeks; Kubuś has telegrammed his parents that they’ve  been 
granted Nicaraguan citizenship and a passport, with the passport number; Kubuś says the Nicaraguan consul is 
unpredictable and Kubuś wishes he had the passport in hand; amazingly, when Bloch met with the consul in Washington 
(evidently Bloch was somehow helpful to the diplomat there), he was told that he could not take more than $300  per 
passport and paid back $150 of the money already given to him. “The first money I’ve earned here in America!!!”  Now 
Kubuś is absolutely doubtful about the character of the consul and the way in which the price of an actual passport is 
shaped by such factors as the mood of the consul, the breakfast he just ate, weather, some extravagant and expensive 
wishes of his wife, etc.  In the meantime he has also worked some with Blumenfrucht, whom he has taken to dinner along 
with Bloch.  Kubuś feels certain that Guatemalan passports can be had for $850 for two of ?them.  He reviews 
discouraging rumors via Bloch re the Nicaraguan consul; there are also rumors about good and valid passports being 
available from Mexico or the like.  Kubuś speculates about the sudden trade in South American passports: “I don’t know 
what sort of an impact this sudden passport-inflation will have on the GPU of all the South American countries.  Perhaps 
one can persuade them quickly, before Hitler forbids it, that the introduction of a good portion of fine, good old Polish-
Jewish blood can improve their race.”  They have had some letters from his and Rita’s parents and Bloch had a telegram 
from his family.  From all the news, the same theme emerges, namely that everyone dreams of becoming South American 
and is absolutely convinced that this strategy will lead to the desired success.  In answer to ZWB’s question if Kubuś 
knows of any Polish citizens who have gotten out with such passports, he says that insofar as he knows, Lauterbach, who 
is from Drohobycz, has received an exit permit and is on his way.  There is a fellow named Rittermann, w ith whom Kubuś 
has spoken, who was a Polish citizen, but from Cracow.  The conventional opinion within the local (NY) Polish circle is 
that one can get out, as a Polish citizen, using these passports.  But, as Kubuś has been telling ZWB, he does not believe 
that these methods can be repeated nicely.  Regarding affidavits:  With Bronio the situation is now most urgent and Kubuś 
does not believe that ZWB’s fears are justified; there is no central control for affidavits and Kubuś explains that any 
inquiry, should it arise, regarding the number of affidavits ZWB has given could be handled without problems; Kubuś is 
sending ZWB an information sheet from the local committee in which he can read about this for himself (he asks that ZWB 
return the sheet); nobody is going to ask this question with respect to Niuska or ZWB’s parents, although it is possible that 
such a question might arise in Nice with respect to Uncle Bronio.  The stupid part is that Kubuś now needs an affidavit for 
his own parents and ZWB really can’t give that since it would presumably come before the same consul as that handling 
Nius ka and ZWB’s parents.  Kubuś himself will have to give the affidavit for his parents, which is as it should be, given the 
relationship; in preparation for doing this, Kubuś has filed an income tax return without having had any income; he 
describes how he has calculated an income of $600 for the three months in which he has been in the USA, corresponding 
to $2400/year, and he has paid two dollars in income tax; thereby he has produced “a quite lovely income for an affidavit 
for my parents.”  By way of support, so as not to risk that the affidavit will seem too weak, he will need the money that is 
under ZWB’s care; with money and income, he believes, the matter should be pretty firm.  Therefore Kubuś will soon have 
to take over the money, so it will have been for some time in his name.  He advises ZWB, however, in the interests of 
being able to have an advantageous position with respect to his affidavits for his parents and Niuska, to keep several 
copies of current bank statements.  Kubuś reviews again the issues regarding ZWB’s writing an affidavit for Bronio and 
urges him to do so.  Kubuś is of the opinion that if he (Kubuś) were to write an affidavit for Bronio it would be too weak 
since it would clearly depend upon monies held ?by ZWB and that would catch the consul’s attention.    

10. February, early – Kubuś continues his letter of the 9
th
.  He has received a long letter from Bronio whose situation 

seems to be very bad; the consulate there, according to Bronio, is making great difficulties; already the fact that his birth 
certificate is not legalized is presenting a serious problem; apart from that, only “very good affidavits” are recognized. “I  
really don’t know what I should do.”  In yesterday’s New York Times there was a lengthy article about the Russian 

deportations; the details were so horrible that he’d rather not think about them; he hopes that Bloch will come to a 
conclusion today with Portocarrero [the Nicraguan consul].  With respect to his plans, Kubuś says that the Washington 
option has been dropped and gives the reasons (business climate), so they are back to looking around in New York for a 
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place where they could set up a second shop.  He lists the many difficulties in the NY business climate.  The current 
business is in a good location; for a beginning it’s fine, but it and the stock are too small and Gottfried is not advertising, 
so to date it’s been a matter of word-of-mouth; now they have an opportunity to expand the store because the next door 
shop will be vacated soon and has a relatively low rent. Discusses expansion of stock, preparation of a catalog, 
advertising, having a mailing list.  They are also looking for a second location and are considering manufacturing and 
considering different models. For the moment, however, they do not want to invest in machines.  Discussion of business 
plans.  With respect to Rita, she would be very happy in her work if she also could be paid for it; never theless Kubuś 
thinks that this assistant position will give her contacts and such a good recommendation that she really should stay with it  
for several months.  She had to work hard to get it and most people are impressed that she succeeded.  Kubuś hopes that 
when she has done this unpaid work for several months, her professors will feel a little bit obligated to do something for 
her.   

February 10, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  ZWB reiterates his concern, expressed in his letter 
of January 27, 1941, regarding Kubuś’ plans and his very laconic comments about them; again ZWB asks if there’s 
anything wrong; he has not heard from him in some time.  He assumes that Kubuś has received his letter of January 27

th
 

with the enclosed tax documents and asks if a photocopy of the cancelled check would be useful.  He notes that he also 
asked Kubuś in that letter to have the HIAS check to find out if the Franciszka Birnbaum file is really in Moscow and, if not , 
to order the transfer. He is enclosing in this letter two pictures (each) of Nusia and each parent; they have been 
reproduced from good photos (?maybe pictures he had made himself and then possibly had reproduced by someone 
else).  On February 6

th
 he received a telegram dated the 5

th
 with congratulations from his parents, but he has had no 

answer to date to his telegram of January 27
th
; on the other hand, on February 4

th
 he received a telegram:  

LWOW FEB 3 1145 PARAMPLIATION 
NLT ZUGMONT WILLIAM BIRNBAUM PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS 
UNIVERSITY WASHINGTON – SEATTLE WASH: 
CABLE HENRYK AND LUDEK HEALTH AND ADDRESS PARENTS L[?]INQUITE WE  
ALRIGHT: 
CZYKU SZAJKOLSKI 
 
ZWB had not heard from Heinrich Urich and his friend Ludek in ca. four months and did not feel like telegramming back to 
Lemberg that he didn’t know anything and he himself is quite uneasy.  He cabled to Urich’s old address in Scotland and 
waited for an answer.  On February 7

th
 he received a letter from him, dated January 23

rd
; the letter had no personal 

information besides that he was well, had no financial worries, and that ZWB should continue to write to his old address  
from which mail would be forwarded to his proper address.  With that, ZWB cabled Lemberg on February 7

th
 as follows: 

OSWALD BERGER 
KOLLATAJA 5 LWOW 
HENRY LUDEK OLD ADDRESS PERFECTLY HEALTHY STOP AM EXPECTING ANSWER 
MY INQUIRY WOLFS BIRTHDAYS AND LAUTERBACH PRESENT 
SIGMUND WILLIAM 
Otherwise, ZWB says, there is nothing of interest to report.  He’s working and socializing  The most beautiful Sundays 
have gone to courtesy visits in which he has had no luck with their lovely new visiting cards: when they arrive, the people 
are at home and one has to sit through a visit instead of buying  oneself off with ones card.  Otherwise, free time is filled 
with searching for a house.  They would like to buy a little house on the installment plan but very few are attractive.   

Stapled together (in this order): 

February 17, 1940 [1941] – letter from ZWB to Kubuś 
February 17, 1941 – telegram from ZWB to Kubuś 
February 15, 1941 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB 
February 14, 1941 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB 

I have chosen to take these in chronological order – as follows. 
 
February 14, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  Acknowledges ZWB’s letter of February 10

th
 and says he 

assumes that ZWB has in the meantime received his letter of February 9
th
.  The photos are a bit large “but we will be able 

to use them.”  He asks, “Does “LUDEK” refer to Dr. Ludwig Rubel?”  What this Nicaraguan swine is up to can reduce a 
person to despair.  The passports have still not arrived; Bloch believes his promises and is letting himself be led on.  For 
Kubuś the matter is especially painful because he has already telegraphed the consul’s name to Lemberg and his parents 
have presumably presented themselves as Nicaraguan to the police.  If he is now forced to get them a Guatemalan 
passport, it’s certainly going to make a bad impression with the police because they will then justifiably want to ask what 
these people know about what their citizenship really is.  Tomorrow morning Bloch will try to undertake a blitzkrieg and get 
the consul to hunt down the passports.  If the Nicaraguans fail and they have to turn to the Guatemalan “macher,” then it 
would certainly be better if ZWB – should he decide to do it – were to join with Bloch and Kubuś.  With such a large order, 
they should be able to get a discount of $50 - $100 per passport.  If ZWB decides to do this and if he has received the 
birthdates Kubuś listed in his letter of January 24

th 
(he has Niuska’s) he should get the data to Kubuś promptly; height and 

weight one can sort of guess.  If the Nicaraguan consul indeed comes through, Kubuś will act for ZWB and try to get 
passports from him because he (the Nicaraguan consul) is much cheaper.  If ZWB buys a house, he should look to get 
one with an attractive yard.  What Kubuś has seen in Queens by way of single-family dwellings in no way compares with 
what they have in England with respect to gardens and a garden is so awfully nice. 
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February 15, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB – partly handwritten.  Kubuś has just received a telegram. 
[Contrary to most telegrams cited, this is in German, not English] ZWB has noted by hand which of the birthdates is Isak’s 
and which Lina’s. 

NY54 VIA RCA CD LVOV 24 FEB 14 

NLT LOUIS GOTTFRIED FUER KUBUS 
1161 SHEAKSPEAREAVE APT A/21 BRONXNEWYORK 
VERSTENDIGE WILUŚ GEBURTSDATEN 16 MAERZ 1871 [Isak]  10  MAI 1879 [Lina]  
IRENA TILLES 
 
Kubuś doesn’t know why she sent this to him; she probably thinks that the whole arrangement is being handled by him.  
He still has no results; this afternoon he will see Bloch and, depending on his success, make a decision regarding the next 
steps.  Handwritten P.S.: He was just with Bloch.  The Consul has promised the passports for Monday. He doesn’t believe 
it. He has discussed it with Bloch and if they don’t receive the passports on Monday they will track down the macher.  
Therefore he is asking ZWB to give him, by telegraph, Aunt Lina’s given name as it appears on her birth certificate.  With 
Bloch, there was a young man who just came from Lemberg; he is a U.S. citizen.  “He knows Prof. Steinhaus who sends 
greetings to you.   He also has a [???] for you from Sternbach.  The family about which you inquired has alas been 
deported to Siberia.  I cannot remember the name of the man.   A young woman has been deported to Siberia with her 
parents.  Her husband has been imprisoned and deported to Siberia separately from his wife.  If you want to know 
something more precise (but the young man also knows nothing!) then write to me about it.”  

February 17, 1941 – draft of a telegram sent by ZWB by phone to Kubuś at 6:00 PM: “Proceed as for yourself.  Father 
blue eyes, grayish hair five foot five, mother grey eyes dark hair height same, sister blue,  chatin same height. William 
Birnbaum” 

February 17, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, by ZWB to Kubuś, sent Air Mail Special Delivery.  Acknowledges receipt 
of letters of February 14 and February 15.  The more important letter of the 15

th
 came late this afternoon, that is at night 

time in New York, so he answered with a night letter.  ZWB repeats here, but typed, the content of the telegram: 

PROCEED AS FOR YOURSELF.  FATHER BLUE EYES 
GREYISH  HAIR FIVE FOOT FIVE.  MOTHER GREY EYES 
DARK HAIR HIGHT SAME.  SISTER BLUE CHATIN SAME HEIGHT 
WILLIAM BIRNBAUM 
The name on his mother’s birth certificate is Lina.  He is grateful to Kubuś for all his efforts and hopes something will 
come of it.  The gift (not named) from Kubuś and Rita gave great pleasure.  He will keep this letter brief because he wants 
to get it mailed right away and will soon write a longer letter.  The search for a little house is a slow undertaking but he 
hopes something attractive will be found. 

February 18, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  The swine has not produced the passports and will not 
explain why.  He is still promising that he will be giving them over, but Kubuś does not believe a word of it and therefore is 
looking for something else.  Bloch is going in with Kubuś in this; Bloch needs one passport and perhaps still another two, 
so they may be seeking four or even six passports.  Description of the accounts between Bloch and Kubuś, mention of the 
reduced price the Nicaraguan consul gave, with the returned $150 apparently some sort of sham.  Kubuś acknowledges 
receipt of ZWB’s telegram.  Once it was clear that the matter with the consul was not in order, he went to Holländer 
because a few days ago an acquaintance had told Kubuś that he had worked out a deal with Holländer (“the original 
macher”) for $550. Kubuś made it clear to Holländer that they couldn’t do business that way because “we are a big 
family.”  There was an offer of $450 for four passports [per passport? for all four?]  This is for Guatemala; the passports 
look better than the Nicaraguan ones.  Cheaper options would be the following: to order the passports from Lisbon, which 
doesn’t appeal to Kubuś because of the long correspondence; discussion of getting travel papers without passports; 
possibility of getting a Haitian passport from Paraguay, which costs only $250, but doesn’t appeal to him, because he’d 
like to actually secure the thing where he is and the passport does not look as good as the Guatemalan one and, most 
important, a Haitian in Asuncion, Paraguay, sending a passport [?doesn’t look good].  New York is at least a good 
address and a passport issued by a consul in New York makes a better impression.  On the other hand, anyone can see 
that the Haitian consul in Paraguay is a crook who is giving out passports for money.  Furthermore, in New York one can 
see on the spot if something is not in order, which one can’t do in Paraguay.  So he is now going to look around and see if 
he can get a less expensive Guatemalan passport.  He is sending a Special Delivery card to Blumenfrucht, the other 
macher, and intends to play the two machers off against each other “um sie herunterzulizitieren” [?to underbid each other] 
Whether that will work is another question.  With ZWB there is the uncomfortable matter that he needs two passports 
because one cannot put Nius ka on her parents’ passport.  Kubuś will try to get a reduction for her because she is after all 
the daughter of a married couple for whom a passport is simultaneously to be produced.    He asks ZWB to send him the 
following dates by telegram, since they are needed urgently: Isak’s place of birth (he assumes Lina’s is Lemberg) and the 
same for Nius ka; Aunt Lina’s given name (Lina or Karolina or something else?)  

February 21, 1941 – handwritten letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, rec’d II.23,41.  Acknowledges receipt of ZWB’s 
letter of February 19

th
.  He’ll get to work on the matter tomorrow.  He’s regrettably not sure if Bloch isn’t going to leave him 

in the lurch.  That would mean one or two fewer passports over which to negotiate.  [Some of this is a bit too difficult for 
me to make out.]  In any event it should not cost more than 450 per passport.   For ZWB he would like to negotiate a 
reduction of $100 because Nius ka has the same name as ?? but he does not know if the macher  ???  Kubuś asks ZWB 
about the following: He has not received an answer or acknowledgment of his letter of the 9

th
; it contained important 

matters regarding Uncle Bronio, money, affidavits, etc.  He has had various photocopies of all documents made; wants to 
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know if he should be sending originals or copies to ZWB or photocopies and the originals to Lemberg; the ??clipper is 
going on the 26

th
 and he wants to ??send the passports to his parents with this clipper ??  ZWB’s answer, in case he 

wants these documents for Nius ka and his parents to ?go with the same clipper [?air mail flight, presumably], must arrive 
by 25

th
.  Kubuś asks that ZWB write him a check for $1000; discussion of accounts, shared expenses, [this is all too close 

to unintelligible for me to trust myself].  There are rumors that the Polish quota is also open in Russia.  Our parents ??? 
thus all soon ??come away.  Probably this will also not last long in Japan.  [The rest of the letter escapes me.]. 

February 23, 1941 – letter from ZWB to Kubuś, in German.  Received Kubuś’ letter of February 21 and is responding 
immediately.  In principle, he would like to have Kubuś handle his parents and his sister along with and in the same way 
as Kubuś is handling his own.  ZWB is enclosing a check for $1,000 on account.  ZWB proceeds to some additional 
comments: The great majority of the emigrants from Europe are now coming via Asia and the Pacific ports to the USA, 
that is, through San Francisco and Seattle.  Therefore the local committee people are presumably very well informed 
about these conditions and circumstances.  These people have confirmed to ZWB that the Polish quota in Russia is open 
right now.  On the other hand, however, they also say that a stoppage of emigration in this fashion is to be feared.  In this 
context ZWB was disturbed to hear that Bloch has now dropped out, fearing that Bloch has some sort of more definitive 
information.  For that reason, ZWB asks the following of Kubuś – If Bloch hesitates in acquiring the passports, ZWB would 
like to know his reasons before Kubuś finalizes the purchase of the passports; but if Bloch proceeds immediately to 
acquire his own passports and only for some reasons doesn’t want to include Kubuś, then ZWB asks that Kubuś proceed 
to handle procurement of passports for ZWB’s family along with his own.  Turning to Kubuś’ letter of February 9

th
, ZWB 

thanks him for his work on behalf of Nusia and asks if he has received an answer from HIAS.  He has received no 
affidavits for Bronio; he is returning the information sheet and believes that it is clear from this that he should not give out 
an affidavit before his own family’s situation is decided.  Kubuś’ money is available to him at any time; upon receiving 
instructions, ZWB will need about a half day in order to go to all the banks; he can send the money in the form of “teller’s 
checks” or in any other form Kubuś proposes. He has had a supply of the confirmations [presumably from the banks] 
prepared, but in the foreseeable future he will not dispense any further affidavits beyond those for his parents and sister 
and shall, therefore, hardly be in a situation in which he can use these confirmations.  Turning again to Kubuś’ letter of 
February 21, he asks that when Kubuś is getting the passports he should do as he has proposed and have a photocopy 
made of every passport; it would be best if they were negative copies (white on black), from which one can make as many 
positive copies as one wishes.  The purpose of such copies isn’t clear to him, but it certainly can’t hurt.  He asks if Kubuś 
thinks that in the event the original passports were to be lost one might be able to get duplicates on the evidence of the 
copies.  He asks Kubuś to write to him telling which nationality he is proposing for his family – Nicaraguan or Guatemalan 
or something else nice - since it is not clear from his last letter.  ZWB is sending this letter Air Mail Special Delivery; in 
order to prevent any possible delay, he will also send a night letter in which he’ll reiterate the significant points. Apolog izes 
for the very businesslike letter and says he hopes to write more personally soon.  He adds a handwritten message dealing 
with the mailing of the passports and with the instructions thereto contained in the telegram cited in the letter of January 
22, 1941.   

February 23, 1941 – draft of telegram sent by ZWB to Kubuś, phoned to Western Union, 10:45 PM: “Disregard todays 
letter.   Delay paying passports until further notice.  Had information trip through Asia impossible. Am expecting definite 
information soon, shall wire you again. William Birnbaum”  

February 24, 1941 – draft of telegram sent by ZWB to Kubuś, phoned to Western Union, 10:30 PM: “Please proceed 
according yesterdays airletter.  Am informed transportation through Asia for our people still possible.  Still wondering why 
Bloch dropped out.  William Birnbaum” 

February 25, 1941 – telegram from Kubuś to ZWB.  This appears to have been sent on the 24
th
 but received early on the 

25
th
.   PROFESSOR BIRNBAUM=UNIVERSITY SEATTLE WASH=  CABLE TOO LATE CLOSED DEAL SATURDAY 

SENDING PAPERS SEATTLE TOMORROW UNLESS OTHER DIRECTIONS IN YOUR SUNDAY LETTER WHICH NOT 
YET ARRIVED HAD INFORMATION TRIP STILL  POSSIBLE ONLY PAYMENT DOLLARS FURTHERMORE 
PASSPORTS SAFEGUARD AGAINST DEPORTATION = BERGER. 

February 24, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.   He received ZWB’s telegram of yesterday but has not yet 
received the letter mentioned therein.  The telegram arrived too late.  The day before yesterday, Saturday evening, he 
concluded a deal with Blumenfrucht, $1250 for three passports.  The fact that Bloch did not participate hurt them a bit 
financially.  He could not get special discounts because Blumenfrucht maintains that these are already very inexpensive 
and he himself is making almost nothing on the deal, which can’t be correct but anyhow he is less expensive than the 
others.  Kubuś gave him $600 on account and, therefore, pulling out is impossible since they would not want to lose the 
$600 and end up with no passports.  It would be better to pay the additional $650 and have the passports.  Kubuś does 
not believe ZWB’s information.  It is clear to both of them that the political situation in Japan could change at any moment,  
making their exit impossible.  Thus this belongs in the category of risky business and Kubuś is acting only so that later he 
won’t want to reproach himself.  On the other hand, one can’t say that the situation is absolutely hopeless.  He has 
inquired and learned that one can still travel via Siberia, but the journey probably has to be paid for in “good U.S.A. 
dollars.”  Also, it may be convenient for our family – even if there are political complications that make the journey 
impossible – to be able to present a foreign passport in Russia.   

February 25, 1941 – continuing letter of February 24. 

ZWB’s second telegram was a great relief, releasing Kubuś from his many worries because he did not know whether and 
how he should get out of the undertaken obligations.  This afternoon he will meet with Blumenfrucht and receive the 
documents and pay him the balance.  In the meantime ZWB’s letter of the 23

rd
 has arrived, which he will now answer.  

With respect to Bloch, Kubuś says that either ZWB has misunderstood him or he has expressed himself poorly; Bloch is 
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not canceling purchase of passports but still believes the promises of his friend Portocarrero, the Nicaraguan consul.  Like 
Kubuś, Bloch has telegraphed Lemberg that the Nicaraguan passports are being sent and wants to stick by that.  “Now, 
Portocarrero has comforted us perhaps twenty times already with empty excuses and I don’t believe a word he says and 
don’t have the patience and also not the nerves for a continuation of this game.”  With Blumenfrucht they will get 
Guatemalan passports and Kubuś will have Bloch, in his capacity as manager of the Nicaragua chamber of commerce, 
send the parents a letter stating that the telegram contained information resulting from an error of the chamber of 
commerce and that it more correctly should have said that Guatemalan citizenship and passports have been conferred.  
Bloch, on the other hand, apparently always feels honored whenever he has an appointment with the consul at the St. 
Moritz; he races over there every other day and comes back with the news that he’ll receive the passports the day after 
tomorrow.  Thus his and ZWB’s parents and Niuska will become Guatemalans, while his in-laws are already Nicaraguans.  
“Aren’t you already developing patriotic feelings for your parents’ homeland?  In any case, Guatemala is better because 
the passport is supposed to look much more beautiful and that is the main thing.”  Furthermore, they are good for two 
years, which is also important, while the Nicaraguan ones are only good for one year.  With respect to photocopies, Kubuś 
will have more than one made and they’ll be negative copies, as ZWB suggested, so that they can make as many positive 
copies as they wish; of course the issue of lost passports is very important.  He will send a notarized positive copy of each 
as well the originals to Lemberg.  He wants the family in Lemberg to have proof in hand during the time in which the 
originals are in the hands of the G.P.U. and he will have second copies of all documents.  He will have a third notarized 
copy of each of the passports made for him and ZWB since these will be the most important documentary records, while 
the photocopies consist of loose pages.  The negative copies, however, he cannot have bound and notarized, because 
they would then be unusable for the preparation of further positive copies.  With respect to sending them - responding to 
ZWB’s letter – Kubuś will send all the originals to Lemberg tonight.  He does not want to send the photocopies with the 
same clipper because he wants to avoid too much suspicious mail arriving all at once.  The next clipper takes off 
tomorrow, the following one on March 5

th
.  The “yourself as conseigner” in the telegram from ZWB’s parents is not 

feasible.  The passports must be sent in the official envelopes of the consulate, which Kubuś has ordered, 
“rekommandiert an die Adressaten” [?registered to the addressees].    

“Evening” – Kubuś continues the letter.  The passports have arrived.  They are splendid, especially if one compares them 
with the competition, the Nicaraguan ones, which look like only a shabby Woolworth product against the Guatemalan 
ones. Only when their families have really gotten out because of these passports, would Kubuś maintain they were worth 
what they cost, but anyway they have purchased a lot of really beautiful “Stampiglien” [Austrian =?fancy stamps] which 
may get the Russians’ respect.  He has the photocopies but it was too late to get the notarization.  That doesn’t matter.  
He’s found somebody who will be willing to notarize without actually having seen the original at a cost of 75 cents. 

February 26 – continuation of letter – 

Kubuś reports that he went last night to the main post office and sent the three letters. The sender is the consul, the 
addressees are Izak Birnbaum, Franciszka Birnbaum and Oswald Berger.  The letters were all sent Air Mail Registered.  
This morning he got the photocopies from the notary.  He is enclosing documents, which are listed in detail, also giving 
descriptions of how he will address the copies he is sending, including giving ZWB as the sender, c/o Louis Gottfried.  
Kubuś gives a detailed accounting of expenses.  ZWB’s share comes to a total of $846.49.  There is then a lengthy 
discussion of the timing of transferring monies to Kubuś, who will need to hold them in his name if he needs to support an 
affidavit for his parents.  The baby buggy business will probably soon be underway.  A handwritten and barely legible P.S. 
suggests that he plans to telegraph Lemberg about the way matters have been settled. 

February 28, 1941 – draft of a telegram from ZWB to Kubuś, sent ca. 3:00 PM.  “Do not send Photostats wire or further 
correspondence to Lwow.  William Birnbaum.”  

Box 1, File 26   General Correspondence  Jakob and Rita Berger    March – May, 1941 

March 1, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, received March 4, 1941.  Asks about ZWB’s telegram of Feb. 28
th
; 

he has not understood it and hopes a letter from ZWB will arrive shortly, clearing things up.  At length and with rationales,  
he tries to respond to each part, first to “DO NOT SEND PHOTOSTATS,” then to “WIRE ALL FURTHER 
CORRESPONDENCE TO LWOW.”  Kubuś speculates that ZWB is fearful of the Russian censors, but reasons that one 
can’t keep all the information secret, and that the families – as foreigners, indeed, as “real, grown-up Guatemalans” - will 
have to present the documents to the authorities involved in granting exit permits and tickets for travel.  “If one has taken 
on being a horse, one has to gallop” [-very rough translation].  Kubuś will not send the photocopies to ZWB’s family and 
awaits his wishes; Kubuś will send photocopies to his own parents.  He is telegraphing Lemberg, - at his parents’ address 
- that the has sent Guatemalan papers for “Czikos Wolfs Franek” and awaits news of their arrival by cable.    

March 4, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  [Terrible carbon quality.]  Acknowledges Kubuś’ letters 
of February 27

th
 and March 1

st
.  Thanks him for all the trouble he has taken for his parents and for Nusia.  He hopes it has 

not been in vain and that they will see their families in a reasonable amount of time.  ZWB explains that the telegram was 
obviously mangled and that it was supposed to have read: “DO NOT SEND PHOTOSTATS NOR WIRE OR FURTHER 
CORRESPONDENCE TO LWOW.”  He wrote the telegram to Kubuś, based on information from the local Committee 
which was reporting that transit through Russian and Japan has ceased.  The following day it became clear that only 
through payment in foreign currency would travel be possible, and that would mean a significant burden especially for 
emigrants from Germany, but otherwise the journey is possible.  This rumor, combined with Kubuś’ - possibly 
misunderstood - comment that Bloch had withdrawn, seemed to confirm each other and so ZWB sent the telegram.  He 
has also been informed by the Committee that every unnecessary correspondence with people under Russian rule raises 
the danger of deportation.  Cables dealing with emigration would be especially dangerous.  The Committee exhorts that 
correspondence regarding emigration be limited to nothing more than that which is absolutely necessary.  Even affidavits 
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should be, when possible, sent via diplomatic mail, so they do not go through the Russian censor.  Now Kubuś has written 
that Bloch’s relatives are begging him for passports and photocopies.  Since “we here probably know less than the people 
there” ZWB asks that Kubuś also send photocopies to Nusia and his parents, in the event these are requested by them. 
On the other hand he would avoid direct telegraphs when possible.  Has Kubuś received an answer from HIAS regarding 
Nusia’s file?  Discussion of arrangements for transfer of monies to Kubuś - ca. $13,500 in commercial banks and ca. 
$7,000 in savings banks.  

March 4, 1941 – carbon of letter from Dr. Jakob Berger to HIAS (Hebrew Sheltering and Immigrant Society) on the back of 
a letter marked “Copy” apparently from HIAS.  The letter from HIAS states that the Dept. of State will not transfer the visa 
application of Franciska Birnbaum “since quotas are now open,” and advises Kubuś to “contact the prospective immigrant 
and ask her to make an application in writing directly to the American Consul in Moscow.”  HIAS states that they are 
enclosing the check for cable expenses.  In the carbon copy of Kubuś’ letter he states that the check was not enclosed 
and asks that they again try to get the State Dept. to cable and ask for transfer of the file to Moscow, “pointing out that the 
transfer of the quota number would not be the only purpose of such a cable and that this file contains some valuable 
documents, e.g. the affidavit and its enclosures which could only serve their purpose when being transferred to the 
Moscow Consulate.” 

March 4, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, received March 6, 1941.  He is enclosing the correspondence 
described above and he comments on it – actually HIAS is correct in that one should not need to transfer the application 
number if the quota is open and the affidavit is already in Moscow.  If HIAS refuses Kubuś’ request and ZWB so wishes, 
he will personally follow up; he has a good friend and colleague who now lives in Washington and he would send him to 
the State Dept., but would have to pay him a small amount for this task.  Given the current state of affairs, however, 
Kubuś thinks this will not be necessary.  Kubuś is also handing on to ZWB a letter from Dr. Ludwig Rubel; Kubuś will write 
to Rubel soon, telling him that he has forwarded the letter to ZWB.  He’s still awaiting a letter that will explain the last 
telegram; therefore he sent photocopies to his parents today and has held back those for ZWB’s parents until he has 
further information.  He also has had no answer to his letters of Feb. 24-26 and March 1.  No personal news to report; Rita 
works terribly hard and is horribly exploited; he is waiting for confirmation of a rental agreement for a larger business 
space in which they can finally get started.   

March 6, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, received March 8, 1941.  Today he got ZWB’s long-awaited letter 
and now understands the garbled telegram.  He will send the photocopies by the next clipper.  He still can’t really 
understand Bloch’s behavior; roughly every other day or every third day Bloch seems to be running over to the 
Nicaraguan Consul and believing his promises.  With respect to the Russian censor, he figures one must be as careful as 
is possible, but it seems to him that the censor functions by taking a bunch of letters out of every postal packet and 
destroying them; this way he is at least certain that any damaging information at least didn’t come in or go out with these 
(destroyed) letters; the rest of the letters he appears to keep for several weeks so that any military information contained 
in them will have lost its value; most recently the percentage of destroyed letters seems to have risen steeply, since he 
(Kubuś) has not received mail for a very long time.  Has ZWB received any mail?  There is a new system for handing out 
visas in which one receives a visa when one shows a ticket for ship’s passage, problematic since many immigrants are in 
no position to acquire tickets.  He is uncertain where their parents and Niusia are to acquire visas, since he would rather 
they did not show the American consul their passports.  But they (parents and Niusia) perhaps can find a way out.  In any 
case they can get visas in Japan.  Entry of Japan into the war will of course bring great complications.  Kubuś urges ZWB 
to have lots of affidavits and supporting documents ready, preparing them now; Kubuś also asks ZWB if he would be 
willing to prepare similar affidavits and supporting documents for Rita’s parents.  Discussion of changes due to the quota 
now being open, advantages of registering in Japan and using new affidavits there, money transfer.  After the money 
transfer, Kubuś will take on producing affidavits and supporting documents for his parents, Uncle Bronio, Fredi and 
probably for an aunt of Rita’s who is still in Vienna.  After a long silence they have just received a letter from Fredi who 
has been released from internment and can now return to Mombasa and will have to work on his farm in Kenya.  
Extensive discussion of money transfer.   

March 7, 1941, early – continuation of letter 
A telegram arrived from his in-laws stating that Lauterbach has arrived.  It took approximately seven weeks; that means 
that the passport has finally reached them.  Kubuś hopes that ZWB’s and his parents and Niuska will be receiving theirs in 
ca. six weeks.  Further discussion of money transfer.  He has still had no answer from HIAS in the matter of Niuska; if 
nothing has arrived by Monday he will personally intervene.  Kubuś asks that ZWB write right away if he has had any 
news from Lemberg, since he is very worried.  The business will be starting up very soon; they have found a lovely place, 
very inexpensive and next to the existing one; dealing with commercial landlords can be worse than dealing with 
residential ones; comments on future plans for production.  

March 11, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB.  Thanks him for letter of March 4, 1941.  Agrees that there is no 
point to keep pushing on the issue of transfer of files.  He will contact Ludwig Rubel and also try to learn something about 
Rubel’s family.  Something strange is going on with Bloch; ZWB wrote to him a lengthy letter reporting on his marriage but 
never heard from him; it is possible but unlikely that the letter got lost.  He has been going from bank to bank attending to 
the money transfer, discussed in detail.  He will be sending Kubuś the affidavit for his in-laws.  The banks do not want to 
issue a statement that is not addressed to a particular consul.  Therefore ZWB has had them address the consul in Kobe; 
statements for the Boths, the Berger parents, Nusia, and his parents will be sent to Kobe.  Even if the emigrants have to 
go elsewhere in Asia to a neutral country, it should not be very difficult to have the file sent there from Kobe.  In the money 
transfer process, ZWB has been questioned about his and Kubuś’ citizenship; he said that he is Polish and Kubuś is 
Austrian and that they both have their “first papers” but the banks have been asked to make inquiries regarding nationality 
(though the bank officer with whom he discussed this seems not to know why they are asking about nationality) and there 
seem to be legal restrictions, so he advises Kubuś to research this before all monies have been transferred to him. Today 
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he received not very informative, but reassuring post cards from Lemberg; the most recent was dated December 21 and 
one was not dated but, judging by the content, was written somewhat later. He is happy that the Boths have received their 
passport and hopes they will succeed soon in getting out. He and Hilde are negotiating for a little house that they really 
like but everything takes time. 

March 13, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, received March 15, 1941.  Concerned that he has still not 
received an answer to his letter of March 6.  Since he is expecting checks from ZWB, he is a bit worried; he had a bad 
experience in London in which a letter containing a check disappeared after being accepted by the landlady and placed in 
the front room; if there is reason to believe that ZWB’s letter has been lost, ZWB should telegraph Kubuś immediately with 
the receipt number.  He has sent the photocopies in two registered letters to Lemberg – one addressed to Niuska, the 
other to Uncle Ignas ; in both cases he has given ZWB c/o Gottfried as the sender.  Statement of expenses for 
photocopying and mailing, totaling $3.40.  The check from HIAS was returned; reviews his ideas about HIAS and pursuing 
Niuska’s case with the State Dept.  Kubuś informs ZWB that there is now a new affidavit form for affidavit-givers who are 
not U.S. citizens; some details.  Bloch is still running after Nicaraguan passports.  Kubuś received some postcards from 
his parents and letters from last December which included photos in which they looked awful.  He was horrified when he 
saw them.  He speculates that ZWB may have also received mail from Lemberg because a ship must have just come 
from Russia with a load of mail.  His parents wrote nothing new beyond the repeated request for passports.   The new 
shop has been painted; they have heard that they will be getting the patent with which they had earlier had difficulties.  
Through the OSE (a medical organization with which Rita worked in London) Kubuś will probably be able to get Uncle 
Bronio an “emergency visa for outstanding personalities” which he can change into a proper immigration visa after a short 
trip to Canada; strangely, however, Bronio has no great desire to come here and would rather wait in Nice for the victory 
of the English.   

March 14, 1941 – continuation of letter 
Kubuś has received the letter of March 11.  Discussion of money transfer issues, especially the problem of German 
citizens residing in the USA.  There is a handwritten P.S. regarding money transfer. 

March 18, 1941 – carbon of letter, in English, from ZWB to Kubuś with registered mail receipt attached.  Explains that it is 
the end of the term, with exams beginning tomorrow and “quite a few things look like fragments of a mad-house.” Hilde is 
not feeling quite well and they are negotiating for a house.  He has not had the time to go downtown during banking hours.  
With this letter he is enclosing a check for $5,500 drawn on the University National Bank.   

March 25, 1941 – carbon of ZWB’s letter to The Honorable American Consul, Kobe, Japan.  He is enclosing an affidavit in 
support for Dr. and Mrs. Benno Both, residing at Wygoda, USSR.  The Boths’ only daughter married his cousin, Dr. Jakob 
Berger. Writes about Dr. Both and his influence on ZWB’s life: “It was due to his recommendation that I obtained my first 
important position as a mathematician with a big life insurance company about ten years ago.”  

Undated – carbon copy of affidavit for Dr. Benno Both and Dorothea Both née Spitzmann.  Z. William Birnbaum, residing 
at 4005 15

th
 NE.  He is a declarant, as evidenced by his declaration No. 411584 issued by Southern District Court, City of 

New York on May 17, 1938.  That he arrived in the United States at the port of New York on S.S. Yucatan of Cuban-
American Line, on January 30, 1938 and that he has continuously resided in the United States.  That he obtained his visa 
at the American Consulate at Habana on January 27, 1938.  That his wife is dependent on him.  That he is an assistant 
professor of mathematics at the University of Washington at a yearly salary of $2400 and that he owns about $23,000. 
Penciled in on the top of this is a listing of amounts in bank accounts (total 23,315.52) headed with “Enclosed statements.” 
There is also a reference to a photocopy of the 1940 income tax return and “university statement.”  

March 23, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, received March 26, 1941.  Kubuś has just begun the business 
with Louis Gottfried and there is an awful lot to do.  They have been moving into the larger retail space next to their other 
one and naturally don’t want to lose because of the move, so they are continuing to sell at the same time.  “That I am no 
sales genius, you can imagine.  L. Gottfried, however, really is one. I attend primarily to the administrative matters.”  He 
received the $5,500 check and will expect the rest in early April; he begs ZWB to treat the matter as urgent.  Kubuś is 
aware that the danger of a war is great and he cannot do anything else to help besides putting together a very good 
affidavit for his parents, especially in view of what he’ll say later about Japan.  It is possible that he will return the money 
to ZWB with the request that he keep it.  “Please excuse the ‘Laufereien’ [running around] which I am causing you.  I am 
gladly prepared at any time for ‘Gegenlaufereien.’” [“Gegenlaufereien” would be running around in return, perhaps 
“counter-running-around.”  These guys’ German is witty and charming, even when discussing the most mundane and 
tedious matters.]   Apropos “Laufereien,” Kubuś must ask ZWB to take on the following tasks: there are rumors that Japan 
will not give out anymore transit visas; in the refugee magazine Aufbau there is a notice to this effect; Kubuś is following 

this matter and asks ZWB to do the same since it is possible that the Committees there (in Seattle, presumably)  are 
better informed about Japan; if there is something to this rumor, ZWB should ask if this applies to people who are 
traveling to Japan and passing through Russia from Germany or German-occupied Poland or to people who are traveling 
from Russia, particularly Russian-occupied Poland.  In any case, in the light of this news, they must work on the U.S. 
immigration case of their families and try to get them visas still in Moscow; more details re securing of transit visas for 
passage through Japan.  Kubuś asks if ZWB has procured form 575; Kubuś has it but not as many copies as he needs; 
people in NY don’t know much about it; it deals with the affidavit-giver’s lawful entry into the U.S. Kubuś asks ZWB to 
make inquiries with the local (Seattle) committee regarding details; Kubuś will ask HIAS again about this form.  
Handwritten P.S.: Kubuś sent two telegrams to his parents but has received no answer. Has ZWB received any news?  
Another handwritten message, added March 24:  Kubuś was at the Joint.  They know nothing specific about the Japanese 
issue. 
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March 25, 1941 – carbon of letter, in English, sent by ZWB to the American Consul in Kobe.  There is a pencil notation 
“Mail to Dr. Jakob Berger, New York, Airmail, Registered.” Registered mail receipt attached.  This letter refers to an 
enclosed affidavit of support for Dr. and Mrs. Benno Both.  This is the same letter as that which appears above.  

March 26, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  Yesterday he had all the papers ready for the consul 
in Kobe for Rita’s parents.  To avoid any further delay he sent them, air mail and registered, early today without enclosing 
a letter to Kubuś.  Since then he received Kubuś’ letter of the 3

rd
 and wants to answer quickly.  He will try to transfer the 

rest of the money, per Kubuś’ wishes, by wire on April 1
st
.  With respect to the Japanese transit visa, the local committee 

says that the visa is still available and the only difficulty lies in the demand for $160 in “show money” – thus a difficulty that 
can be overcome with money.  Whether it is better to get an American visa in Moscow or Japan, one can best know if one 
is actually there.  Form 575 is a device for informing the relevant consul that the affidavit-giver has immigrated legally; 
usually one sends it along with the affidavit; ZWB has done that with many affidavits and not done it with others and 
nobody has ever been bothered about it; nevertheless he is going to get such forms and he’ll send them with the affidavits 
he provides.  The most recent news from Lemberg was a post card dated January 21

st
; there was nothing interesting in it 

beyond one sentence which he could not understand.  ZWB quotes the sentence, in Polish, and asks Kubuś for help. 

March 31, 1941 – carbon of letter, in English, from ZWB to Kubuś.  ZWB will go downtown tomorrow to withdraw the 
monies from the various banks. Per Kubuś’ instructions, the total amount will be transferred by wire to Kubuś’ account 
with the National City Bank, City Bank Farmers Branch, 22 Williams Street.   Further discussion of their finances, ZWB’s 
settling up of accounts for monies paid out by Kubuś.  Says he did not immediately answer Kubuś letter of March 27

th
 [this 

letter is clipped to Kubuś’ letter of April 17
th
 – out of order.  It is not clear why this is out of order.] since it obviously 

crossed with his (ZWB’s) letter of the 26
th
 in which he addressed the issues in Kubuś’ letter.  He asks if Kubuś two cables 

were such as to require an immediate reply and asks that Kubuś let him know if he hears anything.  

April 1, 1941 – carbon of letter, in English, from ZWB to Kubuś.  Details regarding money transfer; explains why he had to 
leave some monies in the accounts to not lose interest payments.  “Running from one bank to another took me practically 
all the time up to the end of office hours so that it was nearly closing time here when I had all the checks together and 
could buy the telegraphic transfer.” He looks forward to writing about “more interesting things than money, and passports, 
and emigration problems.” 

April 8, 1941 – handwritten  letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  Apologizes for writing by hand; it is too late to be 
hammering on the machine.  He’s been very busy with the running around regarding the affidavits and the business.   
Many thanks for the money transfer and all ZWB’s work.  Details of the accounts between the two of them.  He’s been 
very worried about the lack of response to his telegrams, because he had expressly sought an answer.  Eight days ago he 
sent a third telegram to his in-laws.  Yesterday he received a letter from his parents, dated February 2

nd
, in which his 

father complains about [I can’t figure it out] and Kubuś was very upset.  Today he finally got the following telegram, dated 
April 7 from his father: Recieved documents we and Francia[?] missing reclaimed Poland quota annulled send us affidavit 
with copies all right  Oswald Rosner.  (Kubuś notes that the name is an alias.) Kubuś calls this a real prize puzzle and 
asks ZWB what he thinks it means. Kubuś guesses that this might mean that his parents and Niusia have received the 
passports, that they have claimed the missing passports for ZWB’s parents at the post office, that the Polish quota is 
open, that he therefore should send the affidavit with copies, and that they are all doing alright.  There are rumors going 
about that the Japanese will refuse to issue transit visas.  Tomorrow he’s going to see his macher, Blumenfrucht, who has 
informed him by phone that the Japanese visa is arranged.  Bloch’s relatives are having difficulties with the Japanese visa 
and Bloch is looking for a source for a Japanese visa. Bloch now has received the Nicaraguan passport from the consul, 
but the consul now is demanding money from him in various small ?? [I can’t read it] so that all in all he’s paying more 
than Kubuś and ZWB did.  He’ll write again soon about the Japanese visas.  Should ZWB have the opportunity to inquire 
with the local committee, would he please do so; in Seattle they may very well be better informed about matters with 
respect to Japan. 

April 13, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  Good news: the Japanese are again giving out transit visas; that’s 
being reported in Aufbau.  He has spoken with the father of his macher, Blumenfrucht; the father just arrived from 

Lemberg; he had not seen their family but Kubuś was satisfied with his information since he reports that people 
possessing foreign passports, such as Nicaraguan and Guatemalan passports, have a very good likelihood of receiving 
an exit permit.  This man seems to want to run an auxiliary business in that he knows good addresses from where one 
can secure an exit permit.  Kubuś  received one address from his son (the younger Blumenfrucht) and wrote to Lemberg 
and has been watching to see if they are dealing with the same man.  [I’m garbling this and not following.]  Kubuś did not 

pay him anything.   The next day the man phoned him and told him that he had just received a telegram from Lemberg 
from the macher there in which Kubuś’ name was mentioned.  Kubuś went to the man, who showed him the telegram in 
which, among other things, the words “Berger gesprochen” (?spoke with Berger) appear.  From that, he deduces that their 
family is in contact with the local (Lemberg) macher.  Now there is only the question of whether ZWB’s parents have 
received their passport.  There’s lots to do at work; Louis Gottfried handles the sales, Kubuś handles administration.  Rita 
works hard and without remuneration for the time being. The day after tomorrow they are moving to an apartment near the 
business.  Their address will be 1165 Shakespeare Avenue, Bronx.  He still has not received the letter ZWB said was 
coming and he has not had an answer to his most recent letter. 

April 15, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  Today Kubuś’ letter of April 13
th
 arrived and he owes 

him an answer to his letter of the 8
th
.  There is so much going on and he can barely attend to the most necessary.  They 

bought a little house and are seeking a mortgage with the FHA.  They are acquiring furnishings, including furniture, a 
refrigerator, electric range, and washing machine.  They will move in shortly.  Hilde has to be careful because they expect 
a baby in early fall.  He also has a job.  He was at a meeting in Pullman for three days and returned with a combination of 
lumbago and tonsillitis.  They were invited out and could not refuse.  He certainly cannot complain of boredom.  Kubuś’ 
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statement of accounts matches ZWB’s records; there will be a settling-up.  He can’t understand the April 7

th
 telegram from 

Lemberg any better than Kubuś; ZWB wonders if the Guatemalan consulate would have a return receipt which might 
show that the post office official, rather than the addressees had signed for the letter (presumably containing the 
passports).   The Japanese have never completely refused to issue transit visas, just required “Vorweisegeld” [?show 
money].   He is interested in the report on the telegram from Lemberg to the senior Blumenfrucht.  He is very grateful for 
all news regarding the emigration of their families.  Has Kubuś heard from Uncle Broniu?  

April 17, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  Yesterday he received a telegram:  

CZIKOS WOLFS FRANEK RECEIVED DOCUMENTS AND PHOTOCOPYS STOP SEND AFFIDAVIT EVERYBODY ALL 
RIGHT     OSWALD NEBENZAHL  

So, ZWB’s parents now also have their passports.  Kubuś is not happy that they are so insistent about affidavits.  He 
reviews the strategy for their exit and his concerns in detail. He seems to expect them to use Polish passports when they 
get to Japan.  In his next telegram he will advise them to get their American visa in Kobe.  Reports on a telegram from the 
Boths who seem to be encountering complications and whom he is trying to redirect in some of their efforts.  He is worried 
about not having heard from ZWB.  There is plenty of work in the business and they’ve lots to do with their move.  He and 
Rita have two rooms; they bought bedroom furniture; they have not furnished the other room yet but use it for the boxes 
containing their belongings.  He’s having bookshelves built in this room so that he can finally unpack his books.  

March 27, 1941 – handwritten letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, received March 28, 1941.  This letter is attached to 
the letter of April 17, 1941.  Kubuś has not had an answer to two telegrams to Lemberg, after 2 weeks’ wait.  Asks ZWB to 
write immediately if he has any news from Lemberg.  Money details.  Affidavits for Kobe.  [This letter is out of chrono 
order.  Why it is attached to the letter of April 17

th
 is not clear.] 

April 26, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  Mailed Air Mail Special Delivery.  Acknowledges receipt 
of Kubuś’ letter of April 17, which he should have answered earlier, but now there is a pressing reason to do so.  He has 
received the following telegram: 

ERWIRKE DASS JAPANKONSULAT MOSKAU AN WOLFS ZUSICHERUNG SENDET IHNEN BEI 
MOSKAUERSCHEINEN JAPANTRANSVISUM ZU ERTEILEN ADDRESSIERE NUR CZAJKOWSKI::    KAROLINE 
WOLF::  

This time the telegram is unambiguously understandable.  ZWB has spoken again with the local committee and they have 
avoided saying anything unequivocal - these are the same people who a short time ago said Japan was giving transit 
visas to anybody who had “Vorweisegeld” – but they advised him to speak with the NYK line.  The NYK is the official 
Japanese shipping company; ZWB went to them and was told that Japan is giving out no transit visas for travel from Asia 
to America because there is already a congestion of some 2000 refugees in Japan.  Nobody knows whether this decision 
is temporary and when it might be lifted.  This is not good news.  ZWB is convinced that exceptions can be made.  If the 
rationale – congestion of refugees who’ve gotten stuck there – is true, than one can offer the assurance that our family at 
least will not be left without means.  The fact that it is a matter of Guatemalans seems to be of no significance since the 
order applies to all passengers traveling west through Japan, without regard for nationality.  ZWB spoke with a local travel 
agent who also works in this field and ZWB asked him to find out what could be done; the agent is supposed to get back 
to him next week, but ZWB has no high expectations.  ZWB asks Kubuś to let him know what he knows about this 
problem and what he thinks.  The day after tomorrow “we will probably sign the purchase agreement” [for the house, 
presumably]; they have bought some furnishings, but there is much more work to do.   

May 1, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  Kubuś apologizes for the delayed response to ZWB’s letter. He had 
a lot to do and he has been running around in his free time collecting information.  Most importantly, he is sending all good 
wishes for the American citizen arriving in early autumn.  If all plans are realized, then it is to be hoped that he will go on 
his first outing walks in a buggy manufactured by Kubuś’ firm; in any event, the firm will provide his buggy.  It appears to 
be true that one must have a Japanese visa or at least assurance from the Japanese before one can get an exit permit; 
Kubuś cannot figure out how one is supposed to get a Japanese visa in the USA; he went to the NYK line and received 
negative information. They say that the visas are momentarily stopped.  Bloch, who is in the same situation, is trying a 
different approach which involves a deposit; for the moment Kubuś isn’t doing anything but waiting to see if Bloch meets 
with any success; Kubuś is doubtful because the situation in the Far East is coming to a head and he can see no reason 
why the Japanese would again give out visas at a time when it is becoming so serious. Blumenfrucht, the macher, 
maintains as always that it will work out, but Kubuś doesn’t really trust him.  Kubuś will inquire at Cook and also speak 
with somebody who has experience in these matters.  Kubuś finds it strange that he did not receive the same telegram 
from his parents that ZWB got from his family.  Rita continues to work without remuneration at the university, exploited 
and suffering from the effects of exhaustion; she will probably draw a small salary in July.  He is working hard; while he is 
no genius at sales, as ZWB can imagine, Louis Gottfried is brilliant in that field; so Kubuś does the office work and the 
bookkeeping; now and then he sells something but he is not up to the Jewish clientele in the neighborhood and when he 
actually does make a sale there’s a 90% probability that it was, by way of exception, with a Christian customer; therefore 
his activity is much easier than that of Louis Gottfried.  Kubuś cites the rule: “One should only do business with goyim.”  
He has sent affidavits everywhere.  He has had a great success with Uncle Bronio’s case; the day before yesterday he 
was informed that Bronio will be given an “Emergency Visa”; now Kubuś is curious about Bronio’s reaction; as ZWB must 
know, Bronio is very attached to Europe and does not want to come here at all; he would much rather be the first one 
there once the war against Hitler has been won; for that reason, Kubuś is convinced that Bronio was in complete despair 
when he received Kubuś’ telegram (“Emergency visa granted apply consulate”) and he awaits Bronio’s next letter.  Inquiry 
about the bank accounts.   
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May 13, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś.  It’s been a small eternity since he last heard from ZWB and he hopes that 
all is going well.  They have bought bedroom furniture; their other room is still unfurnished apart from the bookshelves 
he’s had built; they are now having the things that have been in storage  brought to the apartment; the books have been 
unpacked and are on the shelves.  It seems to him a little strange and not at all appropriate to American life, since most of  
his books reflect the culture of the European continent.  For the moment, the kitchen, which has a dinette, is the only 
livable daytime space.  In the business there is nothing new; they would like to begin manufacturing but still don’t know 
how to best take on this problem.  With respect to their parents, Kubuś is momentarily at sea.  Ostensibly it is impossible 
to get a Japanese visa here.  He had hoped something would come of Bloch’s resourcefulness, but Bloch is currently in 
Oklahoma and returning only in about a week.  The macher who supplied their passports maintains that our family will 
have to be clever and get the exit permit there and then doubtlessly they can get the Japanese visa when passing through 
Moscow; the Japanese consulate no longer gives written assurances.  Kubuś has had no news from Lemberg and doesn’t 
know what to make of that; he did not receive a telegram like the one ZWB got; it’s possible that the content was meant to 
apply to his family and the family didn’t want to double the cabling costs.  If the silence gets on his nerves, he’ll send off 
another telegram soon.  Kubuś asks for an accounting and that ZWB will write before two or three letters from him 
(Kubuś) have accumulated.   

May 22, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  It is clear to ZWB that Kubuś must have the strangest 
thoughts about him; two unanswered letters are on his desk and he should have written to him long ago, so first a brief 
report about his personal life: On May 1

st
 they moved into their new house; the moving-in was a crazy affair; he came 

home in the afternoon from the university and began to load things into the car and take them to the house; in the evening 
he had to participate in the annual banquet of the Research Society, but when it was a half hour past the time when the 
banquet was to begin, he called and had himself excused for not being there; Hilde worked rather feverishly in the new 
house; his mother-in-law helped him packing in the old apartment and he made repeated trips between the old apartment 
and the house; toward midnight they went to sleep in the house, having brought the last carload; the old apartment was 
empty, the new house looked like a battlefield.  Then came the days after the move; in this quarter ZWB has most 
afternoons free; Hilde worked as much as she could; after a few days it began to clear up; then came the shopping; Hilde 
had quite a bit of furniture but they had to get a lot more things and they are still shopping; since they are both crazy about 
quality, the shopping takes somewhat longer; Hilde goes around and searches stuff out and then ZWB is taken to review 
the narrowed selection; they have now pretty much everything except for the furnishing for the living room (for which 
comfortable large easy chairs are still needed) and ZWB’s study, in which he is temporarily working at Hilde’s desk; they 
still have to get a carpet for the study and bedroom carpets, some lamps and other much smaller items.  Since then Hilde 
has not felt well for several days; she had a Novocain injection at the dentist despite heaving warned the dentist that she 
would have a strong “Idiosynkrasie” [allergic reaction] to Novocain and promptly had an attack with all the symptoms of 
acute poisoning; in her current condition that was not at all pleasant and lasted rather long.  The house is one-story, so 
has all its rooms on the ground floor, and also has a  basement; the rooms consist of a very large living room, a 
completely glassed-in study, dining room, two bedrooms (one of which is now used while the other is to serve as the 
nursery), kitchen with dinette, bathroom. At the front of the house there is a porch with a small roof; the house is on the 
higher side of the street in a residential district, so all the other houses are also small private homes and one has a broad 
view over the roofs and gardens of the little houses across the street; from the windows of the living room and study one 
sees the snow-covered Olympics and a bit of Lake Washington.  When one looks up from ones desk one can see far 
away, to the horizon.  In front and behind the house there is a little yard, and narrow garden strips along the sides of the 
house; they have rose bushes and many other flowers; ZWB purchased a lawn mower and they have a garden hose, and 
some other garden tools and he plays around in the yard.  The grass has to be mown at least once a week and watered 
daily.  Besides that there are hundreds of little things which one has to do around the house – and that is fun.  There is a 
garage behind the house and it took a while before he learned to get the car in and out of it.  They have automatic heating 
which is governed by a thermostat in one of the rooms and which goes on by itself as soon as the room temperature falls 
under the set limit.  They also have a wonderful electric ice box, an electric stove, an electric water heater and other such 
wonders.  The antique furniture, which Hilde has from Europe, looks pretty despite the electrification.  Now turning to more 
serious matters: ZWB received another telegram from his parents in which they beg him again to get them a letter from 
the Japanese Consulate in Moscow promising them a transit visa; he’s tried to find contacts with no success; eventually 
he’ll go to the local Japanese consul but has no high expectations.  Another curious thing in the telegram is that his 
parents ask that all correspondence be addressed to one of his friends (Sternbach), but in the previous telegram they said 
that everything should be sent to Kubuś’ parents; it almost seems as if Kubuś’ parents might be leaving. On June 1

st
 ZWB 

will go downtown and completely liquidate Kubuś’ bank accounts; it will take a half day and ZWB’s schedule makes it 
difficult to get there during bank hours; this has been timed to avoid losing any interest; the accounts in saving banks will 
not be closed before July 1

st
.  ZWB’s very happy about the success with respect to Uncle Bronio.   

May 29, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  Yesterday he went to the Japanese consul; Hilde had 
called in advance and made an appointment with the consul’s secretary.  The appointment led to nothing of use.  The 
consul said the entire matter was one for the consul in Moscow,  that transit visas only would be issued if the petitioner 
already had a visa from the country of destination, etc.;  ZWB tried to persuade him with various arguments, including that 
his family are Guatemalan citizens and want to travel to Guatemala, to which they are entitled to travel, without a visa, on 
the basis of their passports; ZWB offered to pay a guarantee on the chance that would help, but the consul was not 
interested in the problem.   The National Refugee Service in New York wrote to ZWB that he might contact Cook’s and the 
Travel Bureau of the Amalgamated Bank; the latter especially works with Intourist and might be able to help; ZWB wrote 
identical letters today to both places and is enclosing copies of the letters [no copies in this file]; Kubuś wrote earlier that 
he has dealt with Cook’s and ZWB assumes that nothing’s come of it; on the other hand he has no recollection of Kubuś 
mentioning Amalgamated Bank; perhaps he too will want to give it a try.  A few days ago he received a very warm 
congratulatory letter from Kubuś’ parents.  From his own family, ZWB had a depressing letter; Nusia withstood a lung 
infection and while she was sick his mother had a bad case of grippe; that all must be long past, since the letter was 
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written on March 4

th
.  ZWB’s working hard; Hilde is feeling very good, the house makes an ever better organized 

impression.  Yesterday he received a completely telegraphically styled card from Kubuś; he hopes a proper letter is 
coming. 

Box 1, File 27 – Jakob and Rita Berger, General Correspondence, June-August, 1941 

Probably later than June 3, 1941 - No date – carbon of typed note from ZWB to Kubuś, sent Air Mail, and accompanying 
carbon copies of letters from Amalgamated and T. Cook.  ZWB just received Kubuś’ letter of June 3

rd
 and thanks him for 

it.  Simultaneously he received answers from Cook’s and the Amalgamated Bank Travel Bureau; this note is to 
accompany copies of these letters which will probably be of interest to Kubuś and to get Kubuś’ thoughts about them.  
He’ll write a more detailed letter later; he’s up to his neck in final exams for the spring quarter.  Has Kubuś any 
explanation for why his parents want all correspondence sent to Sternbach?  He’s glad that Rita is getting some paid work 
and hopes that something better will come of this.   

Attached to this note are carbons of ZWB’s typed copies of the letters referenced above: 

June 2, 1941 – letter from The Amalgamated Bank of New York, 11-15 Union Square, New York, to ZWB.  Nusia and 
ZWB’s parents may be brought over to the USA, provided the American Consul gives them a visa; for a Soviet exit visa 
ca. $212 per person will have to be sent to Intourist, Moscow, to cover transportation from Lwow to the Japanese border.  
Amalgamated’s charge for transferring this amount for three people ($636) will be $22.68.  To purchase the needed 
transportation from Yokohama to Seattle, third class, the cost will be $95 per person, plus $8 head tax; $15 should be 
added to cover cable to Japan regarding purchase of the tickets.  More details regarding Amalgamated’s handling of 
funds.  “There’s no way of inducing the Japanese Consul to send a letter promising a Japanese transit visa.  Our 
experience shows that the Japanese Consul does not usually make any difficulties in issuing a transit visa providing he 
has evidence that the people in question are supplied with transportation facilities. We think that in your case it should be 
easy for your parents to obtain an exit visa …” The bank assumes no responsibility …Signed by Edward Cohen, Assistant 
Cashier. 

June 3, 1941- letter from Thos. Cook & Sons-Wagon Lits Inc., 587 Fifth Avenue, New York, to ZWB.  There will be a non-
refundable service charge of $175 for the party; $100 deposit for telegraph services; deposit for costs of transportation 
and maintenance from the Soviet Union to the USA via Japan will be ca. $400 per person.  Signed by E.J. Verderber.  
[This seems to me to contain less specific information than the Amalgamated letter.] 

June 3, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, received June 7, 1941.  Very grateful for ZWB’s letter.  With 
respect to the parents: strangely, says Kubuś, he has not received any telegram from his parents and in-laws in which 
they mention a Japanese visa.  The in-laws brought a ?citation to the U.S. consulate and have already filed an application 
for an exit permit. His parents are asking him to put pressure on so that they may also get such a ?citation.  He 
telegrammed his in-laws that they should in no case let the American visa be on the “Lauterbach passport” [=Guatemalan 
passport, I believe].  He’s telegrammed something similar to his own parents and will repeat it.  He thinks it’s a definite 
danger to try to come here with those passports instead of throwing them into the sea in Japan or some other nice place.  
As Kubuś’ passport macher explained, the only person who tried such a thing was promptly thrown in jail in San 
Francisco.  Guatemalan passports are, for the moment, not being issued and the consul seems to have screwed-up and 
been replaced.  Otherwise he’s pressing with respect to his parents’ case and is sending Fritz Spiegel, his old friend and 
gymnasium colleague and who lives in Washington, DC, to the State Department. With respect to the travel bureaus that 
ZWB cited, he will investigate in person in the next couple of days.  Beyond that, his macher seems to have learned 
something new.  Kubuś will get together with him in the immediate future and let ZWB know what he learns.  Bloch’s 
efforts with respect to Japanese visas seem to have to come to naught.  Bloch was out of town in order to buy some raw 
material for his factory, has just returned and has had an attack of malaria; today he seems to be doing better.  It is 
strange that our people are pursuing such different policies with respect to passports.    In NYC there are also various 
rumors about tickets; officially one hears that one must turn to Japan and that everything’s said to be sold out until 1943; 
on the other hand tickets seem to be available in nice quantities through machers.   Kubuś has had an exchange of 
telegrams with Uncle Bronio; he would like to come over, but Kubuś is very doubtful that he’ll succeed now; there is a real 
shortage of available tickets and Kubuś believes that the French Line has suspended its service.  Discussion of finances, 
reckonings between ZWB and Kubuś.  Kubuś is delighted that ZWB’s home is so lovely, he’d like to be there and see it 
and he asks if ZWB could send him photos.  At the Bergers’ apartment they have now finished furnishing the bedroom 
and the books are in the bookshelves; the kitchen with a dinette is inhabitable; there is much that is still missing, esp., the 
entire living room furnishing.  For Decoration Week they went to Bear Mountain; on Sundays they like to make excursions 
to recover from the New York air; they have often been in Palisades Park; not long ago they took a boat trip on the 
Hudson.  Beginning in July, Rita will have a paid part-time job at $50 a month with a chemist at the university.  For a part-
time job this is not bad, but if one reflects that her present work must continue unchanged and unpaid, it’s not very rosy.  

June 17, 1941 – handwritten letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, received June 19, 1941.  In haste!  The first section 
seems to deal with financial matters.  The second part with the matter of Japanese visas; Kubuś believes the Cook and 
Amalgamated offers are worthless; they are nothing but scoundrels  who will make money off the tickets which they 
pretend will lead to visas. Bloch’s relatives have long had the tickets and nevertheless have no visas; the situation does 
not look good.  His macher, Blumenfrucht, is doing further research, but is also not to be trusted entirely.  Why ZWB’s 
parents emphasize the Japanese visas and his parents and in-laws emphasize the American visas is not clear to Kubuś.   

June 21, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  He owes Kubuś answers to his letters of the 3
rd
 and 

17
th
.  In response to his letter of the 3

rd
, ZWB wrote very briefly and promised to write in more detail.  In the meantime 

there were other occupations because Hilde has had to be in bed and must not do anything physically strenuous for one 
month; with the help of Hilde’s mother, he ran the household for several days until they finally found a woman who is 
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keeping house; it was rather difficult to find anyone for this work; now they have a woman who is not especially competent 
but will certainly suffice for their purposes, so he is now not housebound for the whole day.  Discussion of settling of 
accounts, timing and transfers of money.  Discussion of registration obligation in which ZWB says that resident aliens who 
have their first papers are not subject to this requirement as he understands it from local acquaintances, but Kubuś should 
also inquire.  With respect to the family in Lwów, ZWB says he would not be afraid of his family being jailed [ in the USA, 
presumably] because of their Guatemalan passports.  One gets out of an American emigration prison quite easily if one 
has not committed perjury or another crime.  If his family immigrates as naturalized South Americans, in good faith, on a 
legally acquired visa, he can see no danger from the point of view of the American authorities.  On the other hand, he has 
an interesting story to tell Kubuś – ZWB tells at length about his conversation with members of a four-person family with 
the name Rosenbaum who arrived in Seattle from Lwów, remaining here for a few days; there are no clear rules for 
issuance of visas, one has to proceed with skill and enterprising initiative and one has to have luck.  ZWB has telegraphed 
Moscow with a paid return and asked them to inform him if the affidavits have arrived and to inform his parents.  He sent 
the telegram as a night letter on the 18

th
 and has received no answer.  How one should move the Japanese consulate in 

Moscow isn’t clear to him.  A copy of accounting between ZWB and Kubuś is attached.  Some $28K are involved.  

June 25, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś, to ZWB on Rex Baby Carriage stationary (REX BABY CARRIAGE MFG. 
CO., INC, BABY CARRIGES AND JUVENILE FURNITURE, 1229 JEROME AVENUE, BRONX, NEW YORK, 
TELEPHONE JEROME 6-8133).  Kubuś thanks Wiluś for his letter of the 21

st
 and observes that “regrettably in the interim 

events have occurred that are very sad for us.  Apart from the money and effort which we have applied to getting our 
family out, the present situation is indeed very precarious and I am quite afraid that famine now will break out in these 
regions.  The occupation by the Germans is certainly in the immediate future and I believe that the only thing we can do is 
- as soon as conditions there have stabilized – send them food packages.  This mailing of food packages to German-
occupied Poland is supposed to function well, and I see no reason why it shouldn’t work in sending packages to Lemberg, 
once that city has been occupied by the Germans and the upheaval of war has ceased. This matter of foodstuff is for the 
moment my principal concern, since this region presently had been assigned to Russia the connection with the rest of 
Ukraine will be now broken off, and hunger already prevails in the rest of German-occupied Poland.  Please write me how 
you are handling this.  In addition, I do not know if they will be able to maintain their opportunities to make money under 
the German regime.  - It is really awful that things have developed so that one longs for the earlier conditions from which 
one had wanted to escape.”  Kubuś thanks ZWB warmly for the accounting, the management of the monies and 
everything else which he has done.  As Kubuś understands it, ZWB is not required to register because he was already 
living in the USA on June 17, 1940, which is the key date and therefore his accounts are safe. He (Kubuś) is required to 
register but he has anyhow a license for the firm and his salary of $500 monthly which is certainly more than enough.  He 
asks ZWB to pay out his remaining money in checks of $70-$100 payable to the firm as given in the letterhead, and write 
the checks for various dates; ZWB should send him the whole bundle of checks in a registered letter; he’ll include one of 
the checks  when he makes the daily deposit for the firm at the bank (they always have some checks along with the cash); 
he regrets the paperwork this will mean for ZWB, but it is the easiest way for Kubuś to handle this.  They would like to give 
ZWB and Hilde a baby carriage; they have a good connection with the best baby carriage factory, Whitney, and he 
suggests they look in any department store that carries Whitney carriages; he particularly recommends three models 
(gives numbers); ZWB should write to Kubuś, giving model number and which color they’d like; he’ll then have it delivered 
directly from the Whitney factory. They also can get children’s furniture at wholesale prices; he recommends “Edison 
Wood Products” with which they also have very good connections; ZWB should let him know which bed he likes and he’ll 
order it and send it at cost-price.  Handwritten in pencil, notes from ZWB, apparently referring to two or three models of 
baby carriage – folding, two-tone, navy blue or navyblue-&-gray, “Welsh,” either $17.95 or $27.95. 

July 8, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  He has let Kubuś’ letter go unanswered for some ten 
days.  In the light of the events in Europe he lost all desire to write.  There’s no point to describing the likely dangers; one 
could make oneself sick thinking about them.  If only he had some news. This is probably going to go on for a long time.  
He expresses many thanks for the promised baby carriage and the help in getting childen’s furniture.  For the moment 
Hilde must remain very quiet; as soon as the doctor permits her to go out, they will look at baby carriages and furniture 
and he will write to Kubuś.  Discussion of accounting.  For his records, ZWB asks that Kubuś send him a short letter in 
English in which he confirms the accounting and his instructions regarding the transfer of funds; he wants this in case he 
has to make reports, should the law require that he be required to register.  Summer courses are requiring a lot of work; 
the household, despite having help, takes time; he’s working on a cancer study with a colleague and hopes to complete it 
soon. 

July 11, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  He received ZWB’s letter of the 8
th
.  ZWB’s right; there’s no point 

to describing all possible dangers; they can’t do anything, only await news.  Asks how Hilde is doing.  Discusses the 
accounting; he sees now that ZWB is required to register; the registration date has been extended to August 30

th
; he and 

ZWB will discuss the matter so that their reports will be in agreement; also the transfer of monies will not be handled as 
described in his previous letter; he is enclosing a copy of an application which he’ll be filing tomorrow.   Rita and he are 
working hard; they spent the Fourth of July weekend in Phoenicia in the Catskil ls in the midst of beautiful forests and they 
would like to go for ten days to the mountains in the first half of August, as soon as Rita gets her vacation.  He is 
enclosing a card from ZWB’s parents, dated April 4

th
 which has just now arrived and naturally is no longer up-to-date. 

The following two items, along with the envelope from this letter, are attached: 

July 12, 1941 – carbon copy of Form TFE-1 of the Treasury Dept., an Application for a license to engage in a foreign 
exchange transaction, transfer of credit, payment, or export or withdrawal from the United States, or the earmarking of 
gold or silver coin or bullion or currency, or the transfer, withdrawal, or exportation of, or dealing in, evidences of 
indebtedness or evidences of ownership of property.  Applicant is Dr. Jakob Berger.  Citizenship: “last citizenship: 
Austrian.”  Applicant has since March 18, 1941, been engaged in the business of Baby Carriages and Juvenile Furniture.  
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Applicant desires a license in order to “receive and to pay in on his blocked account at the National City Bank of New 
York, City Bank Farmers Branch, 22 Williams Street, New York City a check for the amount of $1,088.46 …issued by Dr. 
William Z. Birnbaum ….  The applicant left Austria in September 1938 and arrived in England on January 12, 1939, where 
he stayed until his departure for the U.S.A., where he lawfully immigrated on October 3, 1940. He received his First 
Papers on May 6, 1941 (No. 144022).  During his stay in England applicant was exempted from all war-time restrictions, 
qualified as a refugee from Nazi oppression and he never was interned.  The above mentioned Professor William Z. 
Birnbaum of Seattle is the applicant’s first cousin and he has been trustee of an amount of money which he kept for the 
applicant and the larger part of which he paid back to him after his arrival in this country.  Some days ago Professor 
Birnbaum rendered account to the applicant about the remainder of the applicant’s money showing an amount of 
$1,088.46 standing now to applicant’s credit. The applicant now wants to take over his money and herewith applies for the 
necessary license.”  Subscribed and sworn July 12, 1941. 

April 4, 1941 – handwritten post card, in Polish, addressed to Louis Gottfried, Apt. A21, 1161 Shakespeare Avenue, 
Bronx, NY; return address Leon Zuckerman, Lvóv, Ul. ?Nabielaka 34.  Appears to open with address to Kubuś.  Lina’s 
handwriting? 

July 21, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  Thanks Kubuś for letter of July 11.  The post card made 
him sad; he hopes they will soon hear again from their families and that the news will be good in the context of what is 
possible.  Hilde is feeling very good; she has had no problems for a long time and, at the direction of her physician, only 
has to stay very quiet; now she is allowed to go out and must only avoid work and exertion.  ZWB gives, in English, the 
text of a letter he received today from NYU; Mrs. Henryka Berger has given him as a reference; Rita has been a 
technician at NYU.  ZWB asks Kubuś to write to him about the position and the kind of work for which this reference is to 
be used so that he can formulate his letter accordingly; he urges Kubuś to give him as much information as possible about 
Rita and her qualifications so that he’s prepared, now and in the future, to give factual information as well as his subjective 
opinions.  Further discussion of the accounting, the registration, forms; ZWB asks Kubuś to get and send him a form 
thereby sparing him a trip downtown to the Federal Reserve Bank, since his local University National Bank doesn’t have 
it.  Glad to hear that Rita and Kubuś are getting into the mountains; he’s not leaving the city because he doesn’t want to 
leave Hilde alone but it is like being on vacation in their little house and yard, and hardly a single beautiful day goes by in 
which he doesn’t, at least briefly, go to a lake or the ocean and have a swim.  There have been some days when Seattle 
hit record temperatures; it was fiercely hot, but not awful like it is in the East, where there is the notorious humidity.  The 
yard is evermore fun; they now have lovely grass, roses, carnations, hollyhocks, gillyflowers, nasturtiums, daisies, dahlias,  
heliotrope and much else which smells good and glitters in merry colors.  Right now he is sitting with the typewriter on his 
knees, in the sun, dressed in blue shorts and sunglasses, and writing this letter.  His work at the university is now less 
intense; there is a smaller number of students during the second half of the summer term; he has finished his work on a 
paper and has only to review the final manuscript, make a couple of corrections and finally send it off; it’s half a holiday 
mood.  In pencil there is a note “letter from Hilde enclosed”; there is an undated draft of a letter in Hilde’s handwriting that 
appears later in the file and it is possible that this is the letter referenced. 

July 24, 1941 – handwritten letter, in German, from Jakob Berger, addressed to “Liebe Frau Hilde.”  Her letter gave them 
great pleasure; it’s a pity they are separated by an entire continent.  Distances should be easier to overcome than visa 
difficulties.  He is regrettably not a baby carriage “specialist” as she has called him; his uncle, however really is a 
specialist and a source of advice.  There’s an additional note from Rita, thanking Hilde for her letter and hoping to meet 
her in person. [More details, but I’ll not struggle with the handwriting.] 

July 24, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB. Sent Air Mail, Special Delivery. Thanks ZWB for his let ter of the 
21

st
.  There’s been no news from Lemberg.  Earlier they were fearful that the family would be sent to Siberia, now he’d 

give something to have them in Siberia.  Probably there will be an agreement between the Polish and Russian 
governments according to which the Jews transported from Poland, who now live in inner Russia, will be allowed to travel 
to Palestine.  “Wer weiss, vielleicht sind unsere Leute doch irgendwo im Inneren Russlands, falls eine Evakuierung 
durchgeführt wurde.” [Roughly: “Who knows.  Perhaps our people are somewhere in inner Russia, if an evacuation is/has 
been carried out.”]  He had a letter from Uncle Bronio and a telegram; new visa regulations made it look like his 
emergency visa would no longer be valid, but Kubuś has now been informed that the issued emergency visa is again 
confirmed; it looks like there is good reason to think Bronio will come over soon.  With respect to Rita: she has worked for 
several months as a Voluntary Research Assistant at NYU, working unpaid for the Dept. of Pathology; she has been 
offered additional paid piecework for a woman chemistry professor in the Pathology Dept.; as an honorarium for this work 
she receives $50/month. Since this is on top of her other obligations, this means an increase in her already significant 
workload. The biggest advantage of the whole thing is, however, that she is now a regular university employee.  She was 
summoned to the personnel office and they took down her personal data; they asked for her references and she gave 
ZWB’s and Walter Lederer’s names; she was convinced that this is only a formality and that no inquiries would come of 
this; in the meantime Walter Lederer called a few days ago and informed them that he had received an inquiry; now ZWB 
has also.  These people take it seriously.  Instead of giving him details about Rita, he is enclosing a copy of Rita’s CV.  
Discussion of the accounts, the transfer of funds, the registration and the registration forms.  They plan to leave on the 
first of August for nine days in the Catskills, to Beaverkill Lake, at 2500 feet altitude, where there are several farmhouses; 
they hope there will not be too many people and that there will be beautiful forests.  The heat’s been pretty awful; since he 
is not needed upstairs as he rarely does sales work, he sits much of the time in the basement of the business and works 
on correspondence and bookkeeping.  They have filed for various patents and would prefer to be only in the wholesale 
business; retail business is strenuous work, requiring longer open hours for the business; in the wholesale business they 
can close at normal times and lead a life worthy of a human being.   He is very happy to hear that ZWB is enjoying 
gardening. He got used to life in a little house with a yard in England, and now finds life in NY in a big apartment house 
doubly uncomfortable.  Now he hopes it will be possible to visit ZWB in his house and that ZWB will instruct him in the 
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fundamentals of gardening.  Handwritten note from Rita, thanking him for the reference and (I think) asking him not to 
identify himself as Kubuś' cousin but as a friend. 

Attached to this letter is a carbon copy of a memorandum for Henryka Berger, undated and a carbon copy of a letter to the 
Federal Reserve, dated July 17, 1941, as well as the envelope that must have contained the letter of July and these two 
enclosures. 

Undated – carbon of Memorandum, in English, regarding Henryka Berger.  This is essentially a CV.  She was born on 
January 15, 1912, in Lwów, Poland, attended primary and secondary school in Vienna, passed her matriculation with 
honors and enrolled in 1930 at the Medical Faculty of the University of Vienna, where she passed the first university 
exams (physics, biology, chemistry, anatomy, histology and physiology) “theoretically and practically … with honors.” After 
finishing her studies she got the “Absolutorium” in February 1938 and passed exams in pathological anatomy, “histologa” 
and bacteriology.  After the annexation (March 13, 1938) she had no opportunity to pass the final exams and to get her 
doctor’s degree, but had to emigrate from Austria.  She worked in different hospitals and institutes while studying, 
including the Pearson Foundation Institute for Cancer Research and in the lab of the Dept. of Physiology at the University 
of Vienna under Hofrat Prof.A. Durig and Prof. F. Lippay; she published a paper in physiology in 1937.  She also worked 
for a short period as an “honorary assistant” (unpaid, I assume) to Dr. W. H. Newton of the Dept. of Physiology of 
University College in London.  She took various courses during her time in London, January 1939-September 1940.  Her 
knowledge of languages includes German, English, French, Polish.  She arrived in the USA on October 3, 1940, on an 
immigration visa and applied for first papers on October 9, 1940.  “According to the provisions of the Alien Registration Act 
of 1940, I registered at the General Post Office, Eighth Avenue, 33

rd
 Street on November 4, 1940.” 

July 17, 1941 – carbon of letter, in English, from Kubuś to the Federal Reserve Bank, Foreign Property Control Dept., 
Maiden Lane-Gold Street, NYC.  This repeats some of the information given in the document of July 12

th
.  New 

information in more detail on ZWB (described as “a Polish National who has resided continuously in this country on 
grounds of an immigration visa since March 1938.  He is Assistant Professor of Mathematics at the University of 
Washington, Seattle.”) Also there is more explanation of the history of the monies in ZWB’s care: “My father Dr. Oswald 
Berger has been a lawyer in Vienna until 1938 when the Nazis occupied Austria.  For many years before the Nazi 
occupation he has maintained an account with the Swiss Bank Corporation, 99 Gresham Street, London, E.C.2.  After the 
invasion of Austria we had to leave the country.  My parents went to Poland where they still had a large fortune, whilst the 
amount deposited at the Swiss Bank Corporation in London was given to me as a gift by my father in order to enable me 
to start a new life after having left Austria.  As my uncle Professor Dr. Adolf Berger went to London in April-May 1938 and 
he had a power of attorney over the said account in the Swiss Bank Corporation, I asked him to transfer the larger part of 
that account to my first cousin Professor Dr. Birnbaum, whom I requested to keep the amount in trust for me. – According 
to my request my uncle Professor Dr. Adolf Berger cabled on May 24, 1938, using his power of attorney, the amount of 
$26,121.30 to my cousin who kept that amount for me in different Savings Banks. – After my arrival in this country my 
cousin rendered account to me and transferred the larger part of the said amount to my account, but according to the 
regulations in the different commercial banks and savings banks in Seattle he still had to leave some money in those 
accounts in order to save the interest for a longer period according to my request.  As the amounts of interest in question 
now have been credited…Professor Birnbaum rendered account once more showing an amount of $1,088.45 still 
standing to my credit.  - So I want to take over that amount belonging to me and ask you to grant the necessary license.” 

July 27, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś and Rita.  Thanks them for their letters of July 24
th
 and 

especially for their letter to Hilde, which pleased them both very much.  He has mailed the reference to NYU and is 
enclosing a copy.  He is curious about Rita’s work and wonders if the people in the Dept. of Pathology might be able to 
get her accepted into the Medical School. Or is there a prospect of a full-time research assistant position?  Would it help if 
she were to enroll as a graduate student in science?  He is uncomfortable as long as he doesn’t understand the nature of 
her job; $50 doesn’t justify demanding work; it would be something else if the work directly or indirectly led to an American 
degree which would give her a job qualification.  Hilde is doing better; not much has changed; the problem had been the 
danger of losing the baby and this danger is no longer as great as it was in the earlier months; Hilde takes it easy 
nevertheless, but they are going out a little; they’ve even gone to the movies; that was yesterday and they went out for ice 
cream afterwards.  They’ve gone downtown and looked at baby carriages; Whitney carriages aren’t carried here; they’ve 
seen primarily carriages from Welsh, the best being model 121, folding, navy blue; it’s lightweight and can be collapsed 
and taken in a car; it has a windscreen, wheels on ball bearings, thick tires and a foot brake, and is designed so the child 
can sit up when it gets older.  The saleswoman explained that Whitney carriages are not sold here because Whitney 
primarily makes carriages of the perambulator type, which won’t sell because of the mild climate and steep streets; ZWB 
doesn’t know if this is true.   He’s glad they are going to the Catskills; he once had a wonderful hike there.  Are they ever  
able to make use of the fact that NYC is on the ocean? There are lovely beaches on Long Island and less nice but closer 
ones at Coney Island, although Coney Island offers amusement and is pleasant.   

Attached to this is the letter to NYU. 

July 25, 1941 – carbon of ZWB’s letter, in English, to NYU regarding Henryka Berger.  “I have known Mrs. Henryka Berger 
at a time when she was a senior at the Medical School in Vienna.  At that time she had the reputation of an excellent 
student, and I was quite impressed by her scientific maturity.  Besides pursuing her regular studies, she was doing 
research work in the Department of Physiology at the Medical School of the University of Vienna, and there she was 
greatly appreciated as a conscientious and cooperative worker.  It seems that only due to political events she has not 
been able to receive her M.D. degree. She has a pleasant personality and I remember her as modest and unobtrusive.  I 
sincerely believe that she is well qualified for any work she is willing to undertake.” 
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July 31, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  Thanks ZWB for his letter of July 27

th
.  They are leaving tomorrow, 

will be away for nine days; their address will be Hillcrest on Beaverkill Lake, P.0. Union Grove, NY.  Today he received the 
license from the Federal Reserve Bank; it is good for 15 days; since the issue date is July 25

th
, however, it expires on 

August 9
th
.  Since Kubuś and Rita will be away, ZWB cannot mail him the check without it arriving late at the bank, so 

there are several ways of proceeding; Kubuś outlines the options.  Rita sends thanks for ZWB’s letter of reference.  Her 
professor is favorably disposed to her and would like to make her his research assistant.  Kubuś has already written in 
detail a few months ago about the obstacles to her completing her medical studies.  Acceptance of foreigners is as good 
as impossible.  Apart from that, she is credited with two years of college and three years of university studies and would 
have to study for one more year at the college level since most universities here require three college years.  Kubuś also 
thinks that Rita should talk again with her professor in the fall to find out if she could not earn some sort of degree.  With 
respect to the baby carriage, they have some Welsh carriages which they have bought from the local Welsh representive, 
Paragon.  When the Paragon representative comes tomorrow, Kubuś will discuss the matter with him and ask that the 
selected carriage be shipped direct from the factory.  “I am glad that Frau Hilde is feeling so well that you can now go to 
the movies   Be good and avoid undertaking strenuous walks. 

August 2, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  ZWB received Kubuś’ Special Delivery letter of the 
31

st
 yesterday evening.  Today he sent a registered, air mail letter to the National City Bank.  A copy is enclosed.  [No 

copy in file.]   Good wishes for the holiday. 
 

August 9, 1941 – handwritten letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  Stationary of Hillcrest on Beaverkill Lake, Union 
Grove, NY, with nice image of a canoe on lively waters near forest.  Kubuś thanks ZWB for his letter and for  taking care of 
the matter.  They are at 2500 feet altitude on a beautiful lake amid primeval forests and mountains, where they can take 
walks in the woods and breathe fresh clean air, a contrast to the New York humidity.   It’s a pity their stay has been so 
brief.  Tomorrow evening they are returning. 

Undated – carbon of draft of letter, in German, in Hilde’s handwriting. [This must have been enclosed with ZWB’s letter of 
July 21, 1941.  See reference thereto in his letter and Jakob Berger letter of July 24, 1941.  The handwriting is a bit 
difficult to decipher and this is a draft, but here goes:]  “First I must apologize for not letting you hear from me earlier.   As 
you certainly have heard from the correspondence with ZWB … [unclear]  but I have long intended to write at greater 
length to ZWB’s only relatives who live on the same continent as we do, and for such extensive communication there was 
always no opportunity, for one reason or another.  So I will now finally – even if is …[unclear] not a completely exhaustive 
?letter of introduction – which should remove the arrears of correspondence which weigh heavily upon me.”  Thanks them 
for the congratulations and wishes for their marriage.  Thanks for the ??? for the prospective family member.  As soon as 
the doctor permits it, they will go downtown to see, …they will ??make a reasonable choice, “although we are convinced 
that you, Herr Doctor, as a specialist, can …assess our needs better than we can.” They are leading an almost rural life, 
concentrated primarily on their house and yard.  ZWB is developing ??? every day he examines with pleasure his property 
and ???  She hopes from her heart that the Bergers will find it possible in the near future to see Seattle and their modest 
castle.  They can be assured that there will always be a place for them here and that they (Birnbaums) will rejoice if they 
at least once would make a holiday trip to Seattle.  Through ZWB she has heard so much about them, how close he feels 
to them, that she very much wishes to make their acquaintance herself. 

August 8, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  The first complete brief news of his parents and in-laws has 
arrived and it was from Sophie Haber, the sister of Frau Dr. Both [this makes her Rita’s maternal aunt], who is still in 
Vienna.  Kubuś’ parents are still, as before, in Lemberg; the Boths are also in Lemberg and seeing his parents daily; so at 
least they are still alive, albeit living under Hitler; he is assuming that if his parents remain in Lemberg, ZWB’s also have 
not been evacuated.  Today Kubuś wrote to his parents via Frau Haber; he notes that ZWB could also write to his own 
parents via Frau Haber, observing the following precautionary measures: (1) The letter must, since it is first going to 
Vienna, be written in German. (2) It should contain no local references, so the German censor will believe that it is simply 
going to Vienna and, when it is sent on it will appear that it was written in Vienna; use German names as much as 
possible so as to avoid any reference to Poland; sign the letter “Wilhelm” or “Siegmund.”  (3) Don’t let the letter be too 
long and leave space for Kubuś or Rita to add something to let Frau Haber know to where the letter is to be forwarded; 
the letter should be send on airmail paper to Kubuś.  Would ZWB wish to risk ca. $10 for a food package?  Kubuś will 
probably do this.  He’ll absolutely have to regard the expense as fonds perdu, since they probably will be among the first 
people to send food packages to the newly occupied region.  He will do it anyhow, because the delivery functioned very 
well in the Polish regions occupied earlier by Germany, and he really cannot wait several months for the first arrival of 
confirmations from the re-occupied region; for the stated price ($9.50) one gets 2 lbs. coffee, 2 lbs. chocolate, 1 lb. cocoa, 
2 lbs. sardines, 2 lbs. canned fruit, 1 lb. tuna fish; the purchase is handled by cable in Lisbon and from there it takes 
several weeks for delivery.  Today he sent a telegram to his parents asking about their state of health and any wishes, 
and requesting that they correspond via Sophie Haber.  Report on the baby carriage; there are currently difficulties with 
which factories must struggle and delays in manufacturing cannot always be avoided; he is to be notified as soon as it is 
ready, which should be no longer than in a month.  Have they looked at furniture?  Please look at those manufactured by 
Edison and let him know what they like.  He has spoken on the phone with Dr. Steiner, whom ZWB got to know in Seattle; 
Steiner still saw our family in May; regrettably all his information is now outdated.  Kubuś received a telegram from Uncle 
Bronio; his visa has been confirmed by the State Department, but will only be handed over, when he has a steamship 
ticket; Bronio still has to wind up various matters; Kubuś hopes that he will be able to begin the journey in September or 
October.  If ZWB decides to risk money for a food package, he should send Kubuś a signed blank check upon which 
Kubuś will enter the name of the firm and the amount.  He would be glad to put up the cost but if ZWB then sends Kubuś 
a check in his (Kubuś’) name they’ll have the problems with the ?approval.  
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August 24, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB and Hilde. Warm wishes – this time by mail [evidently there must 
have been a telegram].  He hopes the little critter will become a really fortunate human being. (“Hoffentlich wird das ‘kleine 
Tierchen’ einmal ein recht glücklicher Mensch.”)  A Welsh baby carriage has been shipped; it is similar  to but better than 
the one (model 121) they specified; explanations and instructions to notify him when it arrives.  What about the children’s 
furniture?  The difference between Seattle’s retail and wholesale in New York should be quite significant.  He could get 
them a crib and a chifforobe for a wholesale price.  He has had no further news from his parents; he has not yet sent the 
food packages because he doubts if those offices have the necessary license, but he is keeping an eye on the matter and 
will inquire further since he considers providing food to be the most important problem at the moment.  The Gottfrieds are 
sending a toilet seat for the baby.  P.S. The registration period has been extended to September 30

th
. Kubuś will send 

ZWB the forms tomorrow.  Attached is a handwritten note from Rita to Hilde and ZWB, wishing happiness for the baby, 
the parents; she hopes that the baby will grow up in a peaceful and friendly world and that they (parents and child) will all 
have a wonderful life together. 

Box 1, File 28  General Correspondence    Jakob and Rita Berger, Sept-Dec. 1941. 

September 7, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  “Ann is lying in the little basket next to me and 
howling.  Often she catches her breath, rests for a moment and then howls some more.  The nurse tells me that this is a 
healthy, normal exercise, no reason for any concern.  Also no reason for precipitate activities, like picking her up, carrying 
her around or doing anything else with her – if she figures out that she can win by howling, she would begin blackmail. So 
she howls on without hindrance.”   ZWB got a new camera in order to be able to photograph his family; if anything comes 
of it, Kubuś will finally receive some photos.  Actually he wanted to begin the letter with “many thanks for your and Rita’s 
congratulations,” but Ann’s roaring was more immediate.  ZWB responds to Rita’s kind words by hoping that it will come to 
all of them to live together in a peaceful and friendly world with much pleasure in each other.  Hilde left the hospital after 
ten days and the whole family plus a nurse went home. Here they could for the first time unpack the baby and look at it 
closely.  In the hospital Hilde was only permitted to see it during rest time and even then a wrapped up bundle was 
brought into her room, out of which a hungry head poked out.  ZWB was only permitted to see the baby during set hours 
through a glass window.  At home it is quite different.  He can be present at the bath.  And he believes that - if he 
conducts himself properly – he may even receive permission to swaddle her.  Hilde feels well; it may be perhaps still three 
weeks before she is fully capable.  Today they drove somewhere for a walk.  On sunny days the entire family sits in the 
garden and Ann has already two sun baths behind her, five minutes on the front, five on the back.  They still haven’t 
completed decision-making regarding furniture and he will enclose a note with this letter expressing their wishes.  With 
respect to our family in Lemberg, he is of course despaired worrying – but what is one to do? He would not have the 
courage to telegraph even if telegrams are accepted because he would fear calling the Germans’ attention to his family.  
He is enclosing some lines to his parents and asks Kubuś to send them through the route he is using.  In the meanwhile 
Ann has stopped crying, has had her supper and is now sleeping well with a mild little angel face.  Outside it is a 
wonderful evening and the mountains are very clearly visible.  And he would wish Kubuś would come here.   There is a 
P.S. regarding children’s furniture; ZWB says it would be most practical if Kubuś would at least loan them a catalog for the 
Edison firm; describes in detail a chifforobe and a crib, as well as an upholstered “nursery chair” in which the mother can 
sit when she gives the baby its bottle.   

Attached to this is ZWB’s message for his parents, which, he notes, was written on a small piece of airmail paper, with a 
few words written on it by Hilde; the message, signed “Willy” reads: “On the 18

th
 of August our healthy little girl was born.  

A little premature and a very little bit underweight, but strong, hungry and sweet.  We named her Ann-Miriam.  We will call 
her Ann.  She cries and eats and does everything small children are accustomed to doing and we are very happy with her.  
Hilde feels well. She left the hospital after ten days and the whole family went home.  We have a caregiver who will stay 
some three more weeks with us, until Hilde is again totally capable of being competent.  I thought this news would please 
you.”   

September 8, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  Expresses concern about not having heard from ZWB, 
especially as he had thought that ZWB would be writing to his parents through Kubuś (via Haber).  Discussion of 
problems causing delay in procuring the baby carriage.  Kubuś is sending the forms and information regarding 
registration; extensive discussion and plans related to this.  Further discussion about transfer of assets. There’s been no 
further news about Lemberg. He has become convinced that all these firms that are sending packages to Europe are 
doing so without a foreign exchange license and the dispatch is therefore illegal. He has ?? in any case a request for 
special license for dispatching a package which can be bought in Lisbon for values up to 10.00$ for himself.  He and Rita 
are both working hard; on Sundays they go to the beach; when the weather is cooler they will be making excursions. 
There is a P.S. regarding Melly Koppel who has sent an announcement of her marriage; Kubuś thinks she has conducted 
herself a bit strangely and asks if ZWB has had similar experience with her. 

September 13, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  ZWB hopes that Kubuś has in the meantime 
received his letter of September 7

th
.  He is sorry that he left them without news for so long. Discussion of the form which 

he has completed to the best of his ability; he notes which data he did not have and asks Kubuś to write those in on the 
form and return the form to him.  ZWB says Melly Koppel did well in getting herself established here and seeking out 
steady improvement. Clever/capable/excellent blood, these descendants of Aunt Regine!  (“Tüchtiges Blut, diese 
Nachkommen von Tante Regine!”)  He received the announcement of her marriage and has congratulated her.  Photos 
are enclosed, regrettably none of himself or Hilde, but that should be coming soon; the captions are written on the backs 
of the photos.  

[Here and elsewhere in this file ZWB’s carbons are on the stationary of the Institute for Mathematical and Statistical 
Research, 280 Madison Avenue, New York, NY, Telephone Murray Hill 5-6313.  On the letterhead: “The Institute 
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specializes in the application of mathematical and statistical methods to problems in science and business.” Often this 
letterhead obscures parts of sentences in the carbon copy.]   

September 20, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to Wiluś.  Thanks ZWB for his letter and the photos.  Further 
discussion of delayed delivery of the baby buggy; he cannot send ZWB a catalog but can get some pictures.  He’s 
sending ZWB the form so that he can complete it and mail it.  Further discussion of Kubuś’ stock in the Nickels Company 
and the transfer of it.  With respect to citizenship, when filling in forms, Kubuś is always writing “last citizenship Austrian,” 
since he takes the position that he lost his nationality by not presenting himself to the German consulate (as German law 
provides) - “dass ich meine Staatsbürgerschaft durch Nichtmelden beim Deutschen Konsulat (wie im deutschen Gesetz 
vorgesehen) verloren habe”. He’ll try to write a longer letter later.  No news from our famly.  Frau Haber also writes that 
she has not received anything since the first news.  He hopes that Uncle Bronio’s situation will get cleared up soon and 
that perhaps in one-to-two months he will be able to come here.   There is a P.S. – Kubuś is including some pictures of 
Edison furniture; details regarding discounts, shipping costs, prices, type of wood (blonde maple) and color (bright, cream-
colored). 

September 23, 1941 – carbon of letter, in English, from ZWB to Kubuś, sent Airmail, special delivery.  Chiding Kubuś a bit 
for not writing, expressing worry, a little about family, and the letter for reporting to the U.S. Treasury regarding foreign 
holdings.  ZWB had a letter from Ludwik Rubel who is with the Polish army in Canada and is “quite desperate for he had 
no news from his family for a very long time.”  Comments on upcoming school year, end of vacation.  “The swimming 
season seems to be definitely over, the skiing season does not start yet, and I don’t have the slightest idea how one goes 
skiing with a baby at home.  But that certainly will turn out to be a problem already solved by somebody in an analogous 
case before.”  Sends very best New Year’s wishes for him and Rita.  

September 28, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  The nurse is finally gone; more work and less 
sleep and he is consequently somewhat tired, as is Hilde; they are looking forward to the baby carriage so Hilde can get 
out of the house (since Ann can’t be left alone with nobody home).  He sent the registration off today; a copy is enclosed.  
They may wait with furniture selection until the baby carriage has arrived, then go downtown with Ann in the baby carriage 
to see what is available. 

Undated but surely September 28, 1941 – copy of report mailed by ZWB to the Federal Reserve Bank of California, 
Seattle Branch.  This is a property report for Dr. Jakob Berger, last citizenship Austrian.  The property was valued at 
21,919 on June 1, 1940, and 1088 on June 14, 1941.  Details of Kubuś’ address and citizenship include: “on January 1, 
1939, Prague, Czechoslovakia as transient.”  And “on June 1, 1940, London, England, 5 Lambolle Road, London N.W. 3.”   
He entered the USA on October 3, 1940, and his alien registration number is 3289548.  

October 4, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś, sent Air Mail. “The ‘baby buggy’ has arrived.  A 
beautiful dark-blue carriage of which Ann may be proud.  Only she is not clever enough for that and also doesn’t know 
that she has you to thank for it.  They have already one longer test drive behind them.  Ann cried when they stopped and 
was again immediately satisfied when they moved on, so riding in it must be fun for her.  “There is little worth telling about.  
Work in school is beginning to normalize and also at home a routine is slowly developing. … Have you had any sort of 
news from Lemberg?  This continuing silence makes one almost completely resigned. …I have some new photographs, 
but I am not getting around to copying or enlarging them.  As soon as I have copies, I’ll send them to you.  I am also 
waiting curiously for the pictures which you have promised me.  … I assume you have much to do.  The current business 
boom and the fact that you let me hear so little from you suggests that.  Please write a few words.  What is Rita doing?  Is 
she still doing the work of two people?  … Have you had news from Uncle Broniu?  How are his prospects for coming 
over?”  Penciled note that Hilde supplied a note. 

 

 
October 27, 1941 – postcard, in English, from Kubuś to ZWB:  “My dear ones [English equivalent of the usual opening of 
letters from Kubuś or Wiluś, when addressing more than one person], “This serves to advise you that I am still living and 
that on my desk there is a note reading ‘Wiluś’ and underligned by a red dash, in order to remind me that I owe you a very 
long letter which I hope to dispatch before the end of this week. In the meantime all my love yours affectionately Kubuś”      
 
October 20 [?date slightly obscure], 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  Expresses concern that it is 
now more than a month since he last heard from him.  Kubuś’ silence is disturbing him very much.  He keeps wondering if 
something might be wrong or if Kubuś has received news from Lemberg which he would rather not repeat to ZWB.  ZWB 
asks Kubuś to please write since even if the news is not good, it cannot be worse than no news.  The baby is growing on 
them.  ZWB is working quite hard and is often tired by evening; the little house is fun.  A few weeks ago he spent an entire 
weekend working with a colleague on installing an automatic electric hot water tank in the basement and connecting it to 
the water supply. Another time he spent rather a lot of time installing electric wiring and electric plugs.  ZWB also 
describes what he is doing in the garden.  Hilde has fully recovered and is busy with the household; she takes part in the 
various faculty wives’ meetings; now and then they allow themselves the luxury of a “baby minder” and go out for an 
evening.  The problem of Sunday excursions, especially once the ski season begins, seems insoluble since the cost of a 
whole day’s baby care is significant, but there has to be a way to deal with that.  Slowly they are becoming “a typical 
American family.”  “May God allow us to live long thus in peace and perhaps also to be able to have our families with us.”  
ZWB and Hilde have started subscribing to magazines: Time, Reader’s Digest, Sunset Magazine, Consumer’s Union 
Reports.  And they never have the time to really work their way through these properly; nevertheless Time is a weekly 
current events periodical which is only interesting when it is quite fresh, Sunset Magazine contains heaps of advice 
regarding house and garden, which one must put into practice as soon as possible, and the Consumer’s Union promises 
to save one money.  The Reader’s Digest is in no hurry and is interesting. 
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November 1, 1941 – carbon of post card or letter, in English, from ZWB to Kubuś, mailed Air Mail.  “Today I had the first 
news from my family.  It was a postcard dated September 23, written by my mother.  There is hardly any information in it 
besides the fact that they are alive, in a state of continuous fear, and that they wish I could do something to get them out 
of there.  If I understand that card correctly this scant information holds equally for your family, and neither of them has 
changed their address.  The sender given on the post card is a fake name.  Do you try to correspond with your people in 
Lwów directly?  I am afraid of doing it. – Please let me know if you hear anything from your family.  And also write me any 
suggestions you may be able to make on what should be done to help them. – Thanks for your short card, I am waiting for 
more.” 

November 6, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB, rec’d November 10, 1941.  Kubuś explains that indeed the 
business-boom has kept him busy and is responsible for his long silence.  He gives details of the challenges in trying to 
become a wholesaler and to get into manufacturing; he was away for several days on a trip to the manufacturing town of 
Gardner in Massachusetts; there is a shortage of necessary materials.  Kubuś is glad to hear that ZWB received direct 
news from the family.  The have had only one letter from Dr. Both; it had been given to an unknown person in Warsaw; 
Dr. Both wrote the letter in Lemberg and emphasized that he had to hand it off immediately and therefore nobody could 
add anything (such as an additional note); Boths were visiting in Lemberg when the war broke out and were overtaken 
there by events.  The Boths had to remain there and are still there, without their winter things; they are trying to get 
permission to go to Wygoda to get their belongings.  The rest of the family is living unchanged at their earlier address.  
Naturally the letter doesn’t report anything of interest; the only thing that is noteworthy is that the Boths want them (?ZWB 
and Kubuś) again to give them passports; they have lost their Nicaraguan passports since they brought them to the 
Russian government when they were trying to get exit permission and the passports were attached to the request.  It is 
not clear to Kubuś if the Boths hope to leave on the basis of these passports or if such passports lend the owners an 
exceptional status with the German occupation authorities, but in any case such passports seem to be regarded still as 
valuable since Bloch and still another person have received such requests.  Now ZWB’s and Kubuś’ families may still be 
in possession of passports and it is certainly a good thing that the Guatemalan passports have a period of validity of two 
years.  Responding to ZWB’s inquiry regarding what one can do to help their families, Kubuś says that to his knowledge 
there are no emigration possibilities at the moment; in the occupied regions the Germans are giving out no exit permits; 
otherwise there would be the rather expensive possibility of Cuba; the only thing they can do would be to send food 
packages randomly since certainly there is a great food shortage there; an organization in NY has just announced it has a 
permit for such packages from the Federal Reserve Bank; Kubuś will make inquiries regarding packages for Lemberg and 
report back to ZWB.   Rita is still working at the university; while tiring, the work is interesting.  Uncle Bronio should be 
coming over soon; Kubuś had a telegram from him saying that he has already received an immigration visa even though 
only an emergency visa had been authorized for him and he does not have the requirements for an immigration visa; but, 
since the issuance of emergency visas has been halted, the consul, using his own discretion, gave him an immigration 
visa.  Kubuś has paid $300.00 for the tickets and HICEM has promised to pay the rest.  He will probably leave from Nice 
in the very near future and travel to Lisbon; Bronio has asked that ZWB be congratulated on the birth of his little girl and 
also is wondering why ZWB has not answered his congratulations message for his marriage.  The baby carriage has to be 
oiled often and for various small necessary repairs – just as with a car – one must find a repair shop. 

November 8, 1941 – handwritten text of a telegram sent by ZWB to Kubuś, phoned to Western Union at 10:20 pm.  
Reiterates ZWB’s concern about not hearing from Kubuś.  Written on the back of a card listing “Smith’s Home Grocery 
Specials” and giving the address 5512 35 NE.  

November 12, 1941 – handwritten text of telegram from ZWB to Kubuś, sent as night letter 5:05 pm.  ZWB asks Kubuś to 
send a food package immediately to his family by the fastest method, if possible by cable.  

November 12, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś, mailed air mail, special delivery.  Acknowledges 
Kubuś’ letter of November 6

th
.  Three days ago ZWB received, through a friend in Switzerland, two post cards from his 

family; there is little specific in them but the tone is awful; they all seem rather despairing, afraid, and suffering from 
deprivation.  And from all they say, what comes out is that they fear “I will not try to do everything possible for them here.  
Now I must say that I myself cannot completely ward off this feeling - one is rather helpless, has no idea of what might be 
done, and nevertheless feels guilty if some time elapses and one has done nothing.” They wrote to him that they are 
awaiting food and this evening ZWB sent Kubuś the telegram noted above.  If possible, ZWB would like to send food 
packages on a regular basis; he apologizes for inconveniencing Kubuś, “but I know of no other way of proceeding.  I am 
sitting here, so far away from everything that is of interest to those with family in Poland, that you are the only one who 
can advise and help me.”  Discussion of the letter from Dr. Both and Kubuś’ speculations regarding the value of 
Guatemalan passports in dealing with the Germans.  ZWB’s happy that Uncle Bronio’s prospects are becoming ever more 
real; he answered Bronio’s letter of congratulation [presumably on the occasion of his marriage] and is also grateful for the 
congratulations on Ann’s birth; he  hopes he can send him thanks for the latter and a letter of good wishes upon his arrival 
here.  Further thanks for the baby buggy which is very useful and is drawing admiration from acquaintances.  [carbon on 
top of the letterhead of the page, hence unclear] ??they still have not solved the ski-and-baby dilemma. 

November 17, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś, sent Air mail, special delivery.  Thanks Kubuś for 
the two special delivery letters he has received.  Of the two post cards from Lemberg, he is including the one from Nusia.  
He received these post cards via H. Schärf, who is in Zürich.  When Kubuś has read the card he will understand why ZWB 
telegraphed him and why he is very depressed.  ZWB is not sending the other card – a card from his mother.  The reason 
for that is the references contained therein to a matter which has depressed him for some time and which he finally would 
like to speak about clearly. “You probably know as well as I do that our families in Lemberg have squabbled themselves to 
pieces.  If I understand the confused reports correctly, it’s about the inheritance from Aunt Rosa Kimelman [I’m uncertain 
about this spelling]. As if it were not insanity to squabble with one another about little stones when it’s a matter of life. ”  
They (Kubuś and ZWB) are in no position to judge who there is in the right and for them (Kubuś  and ZWB) it makes no 
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difference.  The single important thing they have to do is use everything they have to get their families out and, until then, 
make their life easier. If they are able to have their families here and healthy, then they can try to find out what this is all 
about and bring about the desired reconciliation.  “You can be sure that I will tell you immediately any information of worth. 
I have asked you recently to tell me everything you hear, be it good or bad news, and I will of course do the same.  On the 
other hand, I see no reason why anyone beside me should have their mood spoiled by remarks regarding this senseless 
quarrel.”  ZWB is trying now to institute a mail conduit via Schärf; he has already received Clipper letters from him 
regularly and he appears to be able to correspond with Lemberg without difficulties; ZWB is sending him money for the 
postage and asking him to send on letters from him to his parents and from Kubuś to his, and also to convey letters from 
Lemberg to him and Kubuś.  If this connection works, it would have two advantages: (1) it would be somewhat quicker, 
since he would not like to send Clipper letters to Lemberg, while he would only write by Clipper to Schärf and (2) this 
connection would probably still function if the United States were to halt the postal connection with Germany and the 
occupied territories, which is not unlikely.  Schärf’s address is on Nusia’s card. ZWB also thought about sending food 
packages through him, but he was informed that Switzerland allows no food packages to be sent out.  ZWB points to the 
evidence of the censor’s work: On the post card from Lemberg Kubuś will see two stamped numbers and one penciled 
number; on the other post card there are completely different numbers: 275 and 251 are stamped, 2290 is in pencil.  It is 
somewhat unpleasant to know that every post card may be registered in evidence and cross-evidence.   

November 20, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB. Thanks ZWB for his letter and for Nius ka’s letter, which he is 
enclosing; speaking of her letter, Kubuś writes that reading it evoked great depression in him also. It was news to him that 
the family had quarreled.   They had never written to him about that.  When did it happen?  He is completely in agreement 
with ZWB.  It is regrettably nothing exceptional but rather a common occurrence that people – instead of holding together 
in misfortune – rather are inclined to fight with each other in spite of their common situation. From here it really seems 
stupid.  Perhaps, now that the situation is much worse than under the Russians, they will bring about their own 
reconciliation.  (In a handwritten note, Kubuś adds here that in any case he is helped by ZWB’s explanation since had 
been wondering why ZWB for so long did not send him correspondence so he could read it himself.)  According to the 
most recent reports in the NY Times, a ghetto is being set up in Lemberg.  By the 14

th
 of December all Jews must move 

into the southern part of the city (south of the Lemberg-Tarnpoler train-line).   Kubuś finds this unclear and asks questions 
about what parts of the city are involved.  He hopes that their families’ South American passports will be of use.  That’s 
the only news he has to report; he has received absolutely no mail.  He had a telegram from Uncle Bronio in which he 
said that his departure has been delayed because no foreign currency has been distributed for tickets to Lisbon.  He is 
about to go to Marseille to consult with the HICEM.  Kubuś hopes Bronio will be able to settle everything in Lisbon; he will 
certainly leave soon, since this problem with the tickets does not seem very serious; if HICEM already has paid the better 
part of the amount for the ship’s passage, then they will also know what to do about the railway tickets.  Schärf is certainly 
a good intermediary for purposes of correspondence.  Does ZWB write him an accompanying letter each time or does he 
just put the letter to his parents in the envelope?  Kubuś asks about this because of the censor; normally a letter would not  
pass through a German censor in Switzerland, but one cannot know how it now is arranged and they should get their 
families to write letters instead of cards because if there is suspension of postal communication with Germany, such a 
card as the one enclosed (from Nius ka) would not be allowed through.  Kubuś notes that the numbers stamped and 
written by pencil on the card that was not forwarded to him are actually those on the card he received and asks, because 
he is interested, if the same censor numbers are used on both cards.  Turning to Nius ka’s card, Kubuś writes that he finds 
it only a confirmation of what he already said about the behavior of people in great distress.   After all that he and ZWB 
have done in the period of January through March ZWB has certainly no cause for self-reproach.  She [Nius ka] is 
reproaching ZWB because the exit [from Poland] business simply failed and she, in the situation in which she currently 
finds herself, does not have the moral strength to accept the bad break as one for which no one is to blame. Discussion of 
how to organize correspondence through Schärf; for the moment, Kubuś continues to send mail via Frau Haber in Vienna, 
but is awaiting ZWB’s answer to this letter before also sending a letter via Schärf.   

November 21, 1941 – continuation on same page.  Today Kubuś received a letter from Uncle Bronio.  He has his 
Portuguese visa and probably also a Spanish visa.  Kubuś is convinced that Bronio will soon overcome all the small 
problems and in the next few days will be traveling to Lisbon.   Kubuś plans to go on Monday for two days to Washington 
to work on the immigration case of a cousin of Rita, an engineer named Grünspan, who is currently in London.  

November 29, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Kubuś.  Thanks him for his letter of the 20
th
 and the 

additional note of the 21
st
.  ZWB assumes that Kubuś is now back from Washington, DC, and that he was able to get the 

matters settled satisfactorily.  He asks if Kubuś has been able to learn anything further regarding their most pressing 
problems.  The description of the Lemberg ghetto that appeared in the Times cannot be correct; the southern part of the 

city is roughly Park Kilinskiego, certainly not the region in which on would set up a ghetto; on the other hand, south of the 
Tarnpoler train line could mean approximately the part of town from Podzamcze out to Wolnosc (to the right of Janowska) 
and that might be correct.  ZWB is in suspense about Uncle Bronio and hopes Bronio will land here soon. ZWB has 
informed Schärf that if he receives a letter from him (ZWB) he is to send it on to his parents, and if he receives a letter 
from Dr. J. Berger in New York, he is to send it O. Berger, Kollataja; ZWB thinks no accompanying letter of instruction is 
needed; he has sent Schärf ten dollars for postage costs and he sees no reason why Schärf will not do them this favor.  
Regarding the censor numbers, ZWB made a mistake; the numbers on the card from his mother were 350 and 374 with a 
stamp, and M 3759 in pencil, thus different from those on Nusia’s post card.  Kubuś is right about having their families 
write letters instead of cards and he will try to get his parents to do this.  He has had no further news from Europe.  

December 1, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  He is enclosing a card from his parents, asking that it be 
returned.  The postal connection via Vienna is functioning, so he is writing via Vienna as well as directly to his family; he 
asks how the Schärf route is working.  “Have you arranged anything more?” And asks if Schärf now knows the address for 
Kubuś’ parents.  Kubuś encloses a clipping from Aufbau reporting that the ghetto decree has been lifted.  [This clipping 
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does not appear to be in the file.]  There’s been no further news from Uncle Bronio; Kubuś is awaiting a telegram from 
Lisbon saying that he has arrived there and notification regarding the ship with which he will be coming to America.  Brief 
report on the trip to Washington, DC, including the observation that he took some time to look around the city, which is 
“much more beautiful than the average American city.”  P.S. Rita’s salary will be doubled beginning January 1

st
; she will 

receive $100 monthly; she didn’t want to work for the ridiculous pay of $50 and, since her boss was moody lately,  she 
gave him notice.  He didn’t want to let her go and doubled her salary in order to persuade her to stay.  In six months she’ll 
give notice again. 
 
December 6, 1941 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB. Kubuś acknowledges ZWB’s telegram of December 5 [it 
appears later in the file, see below] and awaits the letter mentioned therein. He gives his interpretation of the telegram, 
using information from this week’s Aufbau (clipping attached; rough translation: Jewish Police in Lemberg.  500 Jewish 

policemen are supposed to have been enlisted for the Jewish quarter in Lwów.  120,000 Jews are supposed to be pushed 
into this part of the city by the 12

th
 of December, although the Nazis continue to not call this closing-off a ghetto.  Jewish 

businesses outside of this quarter must be given up for a nominal sum.  The Jews may take their movable possessions 
with them in this removal, but the Jewish community will be responsible for the slightest damage to the house or the 
abandoned home.) 
Kubuś is of the opinion that Schärf has no way of knowing that the Czajkowskis and Kubuś’ parents are not different 
people (they are using a pseudonym), and he believes that Schärf received a letter, not a telegram, from Lemberg; 
perhaps his parents have been able to make an extension until the end of January a condition of their removal.  Kubuś 
believes there is not much one can do in this matter, as sad as it is.  He is assuming that there was no confirmation of 
naturalization from the ministry in Guatemala, since he sent a confirmation from the local consul, legalized and 
superlegalized, together with the passports, and now it seems that that is not sufficient.  Since March he has been writing 
to them in many letters, some of which certainly would have reached them, pointing out to them that these passports are 
only good for use with the Russian and eventually the Japanese authorities, but that they should not show these in 
America.  From his remarks they must have concluded that these documents are not up to standard.  He doesn’t 
understand how they could seriously think that official confirmations would be available from Guatemala.  This evening he 
is going to contact the macher, Blumenfrucht, who has in the meantime become a diamond cutter, and he’ll report to ZWB 
on what he learns.  Tomorrow he is also meeting with Bloch who is competent in the matter of his in-laws because of his 
tie with Nicaragua.  Their situation is worse than that of Kubuś’ or ZWB’s parents since they enclosed their passport with 
their exit-permit application and hence have as good as lost it, while our people presumably still possess their passports. 

December 5, 1941 – carbon of a letter, in English, from ZWB to Kubuś.  It was mailed Air Mail Special Delivery and is 
dated December 5, 1941.  [It is not clear why these are attached as they are, out of chronological order.]  ZWB says that  
a cable was just handed to him and he then quotes the cable from Henry Schaerf: ZUERICH* PROFESSOR BIRNBAUM 
UNIVERSITY SEATTLE* NATURALISIERUNGSBESTAETIGUNG DEINIGER STOP CZAJKOWSKIS STOP KUBUS 
ELTERN SPAETESTENS 15 JAENNER IN LWOW NOETIG GRUESSE* SCHAERF  

ZWB has wired the text of this cable and is now following up with a letter.  ZWB tries to interpret the message.  The cable 
suggests to ZWB that his and Kubuś’ families are now communicating again which makes him feel much better.  ZWB 
assumes that “DEINIGER” refers to his parents and Nusia. Discussion of how statements from the consul, assuming 
these are forthcoming, are to be transmitted through Schaerf and, similarly, discussion of the mailing of photostatic 
copies.  Thanks Kubuś for recent letter and is enclosing (probably returning) a postcard from Kubuś’ parents.  
 
December 5, 1941 – handwritten draft of telegram sent to Kubuś containing the text of the cable from Schaerf.  [Note that 
this is out of chrono order.] 
 
[At this time the correspondence between Kubuś and ZWB is often in English.] 

 
December 15, 1941 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  Kubuś reports that last night he received a cable from Zurich: EFFECT 
AT ONCE PASSPORT RENEWAL STOP AT THE SAME TIME PROCURE NATURALISATION PAPERS FOR US AND 
MOTHER AS AUTHORITY DEMANDS IT STOP SEND WIRE  DR BENNO BOTH A/O AG HEINRICH HATT HALLER.  
Heinrich Hart Haller A.G. is a “great building enterprise” (construction company?) and Both seems to have a connection 
with Mr. Hatt.   Boths no longer have their Nicaraguan passport because they included it with their exit-permit application 
which they filed with the Russian authorities, so they are now requesting a new passport for themselves.  They are also 
asking for naturalization papers, as did ZWB’s parents.  Kubuś is uneasy about the reference to his mother, as he 
interprets it, because Mrs. Haber in Vienna recently wrote that his father is ill.  Again, Kubuś asks that ZWB transmit any 
news he receives from Lwów, good or bad.  Kubuś notes problems in getting the requested papers; there has been a 
change in consuls, the new consul is not prepared to do any favors; as the Germans will regard Guatemala as an enemy 
country, “our people might be exposed to internment, being enemy aliens.  It’s difficult to decide whether the treatment the 
Jews have to expect will be better or worse than the treatment of enemy aliens.”  Kubuś proposes that if he succeeds in 
procuring documents confirming their naturalization, the documents should be sent to Schärf, asking him to keep them 
and “to ask our people for further advice.”  With respect to the Boths, Kubuś is working with Bloch, who might be able to 
act in his capacity as president of the Nicaraguan Chamber of Commerce.  (Kubuś notes that the former Nicaraguan 
Consul is now envoy in Guatemala.)  Kubuś asks ZWB how he feels about the war and if he has gotten used to the air 
raid alerts.  He has cabled Bronio but has had no answer; as the Portuguese steamships are continuing to operate, he 
believes there will still be opportunity for refugees to come to the USA.  Kubuś is worried about the reported mass arrests 
of Jews in unoccupied France but thinks that people with USA visas, like Uncle Bronio, should be exempted.  There is a 
P.S. in which Kubuś reports that he just talked to their macher, Blumenfrucht, over the phone.  The former consul seems 
now to be in San Francisco and Blumenfrucht “will try to approach him through the proper channels.” 
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December 21, 1941 – letter from Kubuś to Wilus .  He is clearly worried.  The family seems to be facing life in a ghetto, the 
peculiar wording of the last cable coupled with reports of his father’s illness and the lack of response to his recent cable 
(providing for a prepaid answer) to Bronio are all getting him down.  He has no definite answer from Blumenfrucht 
regarding confirmation of citizenship and discusses the issues around having Bloch provide citizenship confirmations for 
Nicaragua and Guatemala.  Bloch is willing to provide notarized documentations, but Kubuś thinks these may be of 
questionable value, given that all Central American countries are at war with Germany. Wonders if “the status of enemy 
aliens bears more advantage than the status of simple Jews.”  He asks ZWB to cable Schaerf, placing an inquiry 
regarding Oswald Berger’s health. If ZWB asks Schaerf about his Uncle Oswald, Kubuś believes ZWB will get a truthful 
answer.  (It appears that Kubuś is worried that people may wish to shield him from bad news about his father.)  

Box 1, File 29, General Correspondence, Jakob and Rita Berger, January - June 1942.   

January 14, 1942 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB, mailed air mail special delivery.  He just learned that Western Union is 
accepting “cables with prepaid answer for Switzerland” and asks that ZWB send the cable as requested.  He thinks Bloch 
may have become afraid of issuing confirmation documents and will leave Bloch alone.  Uncle Bronio cabled that he was 
to leave Nice for Marseille on January 4, sailing for Casablanca on January 8, and embarking there on the “Serpa Pinto” 
for NYC via Havana.  He’s had no news from Europe.  A brief NY Times article reported that “short personal messages to 

enemy countries are permitted via the Red Cross” and Kubuś will research the matter further.   

January 17, 1942 – carbon of air mail post card from ZWB to Kubuś.  There is a penciled note “For text of cable see file 
‘Schaerf’.”  Acknowledges Kubuś’ letter of the 14

th
 and tells him that the cable has been sent, giving details of charges.  

He’s had no news from their families or from Schaerf.   

January 21, 1942 – handwritten letter, in German, from Rita to Wiluś.  Penciled note from ZWB: “Replied by letter of Jan. 
23, 42.”  What they have long feared has happened.  Kubuś’ father died suddenly on December 1

st
 of “Herzlähmung” 

[literally, paralysis of the heart].  Today they received a letter, dated December 8
th
, from her father begging them for new 

documents for themselves and for Kubuś’ mother, but unfortunately she (Rita) and Kubuś are as good as helpless.  They 
are at least glad that Kubuś’ father did not have to suffer long and that his mother has her entire family there with her.  
They are hoping that at least Uncle Putzi [Bronio] soon will arrive here.  Thanks ZWB for all his work, encloses a check for 
the cabling costs. 

February 6, 1942 – handwritten letter, in German, from Kubuś to “my dear ones” (implied, to both ZWB and Hilde).  
Thanks them for their kind letter and expects that they will receive the same news soon via Schaerf.  It is hard that they 
can now do nothing for their people.  Bloch, with whom Kubuś has been in touch, is fearful of doing anything further, and 
Kubuś finds this completely understandable.  Has ZWB had any recent news from Schärf?  They have heard from Fredi, 
who has survived serious illness requiring surgery as well as a life-threatening case of malaria.  The good news is that 
Uncle Bronio is on the “Serpa Pinto” and underway; the journey will be quite long, probably stopping in ?Bermuda, Cuba 
and perhaps also Vera Cruz and only arrive in New York around the 24

th
.  Two weeks ago Melly Koppel was here (NY) 

with her husband; everything seems to be going well; they spent an evening together.  Her parents have remained still in 
Vienna and a visa for ?Cuba arrived too late.  She talked about the Ohrensteins in Rio de Janeiro, saying that Willy had 
died and that Dolli has gotten married.   He and Rita are working during the week and going on Sundays for one-two 
hours to a museum and then going home and reading.  Kubuś asks if Hilde and ZWB are affected by the new restrictions; 
he assumes they are not subject to them since ZWB is a Polish citizen and Hilde, by marriage with ZWB – in accordance 
with German and Polish law – has become a Polish citizen; this occurred before the outbreak of war and not just because 
of the recent German “Ausbürgerungs-verordnungen” [expatriation decrees].   

February 25, 1942 – handwritten letter, in German, from Kubuś to “my dears.”  Uncle Bronio and his wife are now in NYC 
and staying for the moment in a hotel.  They look rather starved and can hardly believe that there is so much good food 
here.  The landing and the waiting at the pier was terrible.  If there hadn’t been two heated rooms in which people could 
be packed in like herrings, Kubuś thinks he and Rita would have frozen to death. At the same time the people on the ship 
were waiting in cold corridors. They (presumably Bronio and Malva) are like after a sickness; he hopes the nightmare will 
soon let up; at the moment “Uncle knows nothing about the sad event in Lemberg.”   Further discussion of absence of 
news, cabling, Schärf. 

March 5, 1942 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to Wiluś [ZWB].  Today he received a telegram from ZWB and went 
immediately to the U.S. Attorney in Manhattan.  Kubuś has sent ZWB a telegram reporting on his findings and includes 
the text, in English, in this letter.  The issue is Hilde’s citizenship.  Kubuś reports in detail; the problem lies in the fact that 
while Europeans acquire and lose citizenship by marriage, this is not the case with respect to U.S. citizenship; Hilde has 
been a Polish citizen since December 1940, and as such does not have to apply for a Certificate of Identification for 
Enemy Aliens. If the local (Seattle) U.S. Attorney cannot understand this, Kubuś offers advice regarding how and where in 
Washington, DC, ZWB should turn, sending a telegram to the Alien Registration Office in the Justice Department.  Under 
no circumstances, Kubuś advises, should Hilde register; he gives his rationale and says that if all else fails, one might 
consider if Hilde should leave Seattle, possibly coming to NYC where the U.S. Attorney, who fully understands her case, 
is interested and has asked to be kept informed.  Kubuś is prepared to go to Washington, DC, if he can help.  Much 
discussion of strategizing, emphasizing the need to avoid registering as an enemy alien.  They are together a lot with 
Uncle Bronio and his wife, who are slowly recovering as if from a sickness and are moreover somewhat emaciated; they 
are now eating a lot and already looking significantly better. Kubuś just read in the newspaper that the wife of Dr. Marian 
Reich, Bloch’s uncle, was murdered “A terrible story! Some con man made her acquaintance, lured her to a hotel, took 
her jewelry and murdered her.” 

March 17, 1942 – letter, in German, from Kubuś to “my dear ones.”  Thanks them for their letters.  Further detailed 
discussion of the issues around Hilde’s citizenship and registration; he says a decision from Washington DC should be 
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coming shortly and that he advises that they somehow – if necessary, even using feigned sickness - get the authorities in 
Seattle to wait a few days; people at Aufbau had no exact information about decision-making, only about the regulations; 

the Manhattan U.S. Attorney doesn’t want to put anything in writing because he does not want to impugn the competence 
of his Seattle colleague.  Uncle Bronio is slowly acclimatizing and is seeking out people in academic circles; since his 
specialty is here of remote interest, it is difficult to interest people.  Kubuś has a request on behalf of the Reich family; one 
of the four Reich brothers (an uncle of Bloch), Dr. Jan Reich, has his family still in Poland; the man is terribly depressed 
with worry; he has had no news for a rather long time; the people (the Reichs, presumably) would be very grateful if, in his 
next letter to Schärf, ZWB would include a question regarding the condition of Mrs. Dora Reich and her children; it is to be 
assumed with certainty that ZWB’s parents or at least Niuśka would know them.  What news has ZWB from Lemberg?  
They have received nothing.  How’s the baby?  Does it cry a lot? 

March 23, 1942 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  There was an evacuation scare in connection with Hilde’s family.  
ZWB quotes at length a letter from a friend in Washington, DC, regarding registering.  [A small part of this letter is 
obscured by the letterhead on the paper which ZWB has used for the carbon copy.]  Little Ann hardly ever cries – less 
than 10 minutes total in a 24-hour period – and this has been true since she came home from the hospital; she has never 
given her parents a sleepless night.  Details of Ann’s daily schedule which “hardly leaves any time for crying.”  ZWB will 
include the Reich inquiry in his next letter to Schaerf, but that route does not seem to be working well at this time.  ZWB is 
enclosing a letter to Uncle Bronio, since he doesn’t know his address; he is confident Bronio, like other European 
scientists, will eventually find work, despite having to make so many contacts without results.  ZWB’s enclosing a letter 
from Schaerf, asking that Kubuś return it.  

May 12, 1942 – letter from Kubuś to Wiluś. Worried about absence of news from ZWB.  He was for one day in 
Washington, DC, working on the case of a visa for Rita’s cousin, Mr. Grunspan.  They try to spend their Sundays out in 
the country.  Uncle Bronio is writing articles, but neither he nor his wife has a position yet.  Walther and Ruth Lederer have 
had a baby, a boy; Walther is giving up his Queens College position and taking a position in Washington, DC, with the 
“Board of Economic Warfare.”  They sometimes see the Beinhackers and their little girl; Beinhacker’s position is now 
better, he’s making more money, and has a union job.   

May 15, 1942 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  Thanks him for letter of April 18 [stapled to this letter].  Explains that 

he is tardy in responding because of work.  Hilde’s registration has been settled and she is identified as Polish.  He has 
heard nothing from their families or from Schaerf.  ZWB tells about having mailed a reprint to a mathematician in Munich 
and having the reprint returned by the censor with a note saying that short personal messages may be sent to persons in 
enemy territory via the Red Cross; ZWB asks what Kubuś knows about this. Some discussion of possibilities for Uncle 
Bronio [obscured by letterhead].  ZWB encourages Kubuś and Rita to come to Seattle for their vacation, staying at his 
home. 

April 18, 1942 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  [This letter is stapled to the letter above, so it is out of chrono order.]   Update 
on Bronio, his work search, Rita’s work, worry that Schärf may not know how to handle correspondence despite ZWB’s 
instructions.  Attached to this is another sheet of paper with two handwritten notes, both in German, from Rita and Kubuś.  
It looks like they’ve heard nothing from Lemberg since the news of the death of Kubuś’ father [but I’ve trouble with the 
handwriting]. 
 
June 5, 1942 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  He is enclosing a letter which arrived from Schaerf.  Attached to that 
letter was a postcard from ZWB’s mother and which depressed him very much.  The letter from Schaerf also explains why 
Kubuś has not heard from him.  ZWB promotes the idea of the Bergers vacationing in Seattle at his home.  Discussion of 
Bronio, from whom ZWB has received a letter; ZWB believes he will eventually find something better than teaching Latin 
or history in a small college.   
 
June 9, 1942 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  Thanks him for letters of May 15 and June 5.  Gives his and Rita’s rationale, 
after careful consideration, for not accepting ZWB’s invitation to come to Seattle for their vacation.  Gives details of the 
business development, concerns regarding cost of air and rail transportation, and plans for future.  Kubuś is upset that 
Schaerf mailed ZWB the original postcard from Lina, rather than just reporting the contents; furthermore, he says ZWB 
should tell Henry Schaerf that he has complete confidence in him in financial matters and that it is not necessary to give 
such a detailed account of every penny spent.  Kubuś is also disturbed that there has been no news of his mother or in-
laws, not even via Aunt Lina, ZWB’s mother.  There is also a note, in English, from Rita.  [This may be the first written 
English from Rita.]  

June 16, 1942 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  Is returning a post card [it is not clear if this is the card from Lina]; in the 
previous letter he said that he would be showing it to Bronio; he says that Bronio, a passionate stamp-collector, kept the 
stamps but will return them should ZWB wish.  Kubuś has evidently been trying to decipher the coded message in the 
post card: he asks “Who is the son of the piano-teacher?” and “Who is Bronka Kimelman?”  He is bothered by the 
absence of reference to his mother or in-laws.  Kubuś has his doubts about Schärf and reiterates the concerns expressed 
in his previous letter.  He asks if ZWB has visited the Red Cross, adding “As far as I know they require you to declare how 
long you have been without news from your family.” 

Box 1, File 30, General Correspondence, Jakob & Rita Berger, July – December 1942 

July 6, 1942 – handwritten letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  Concerned that he has written two letters some time ago but still 
has received no answer; reminds ZWB that he promised to communicate any news of their families – good or bad – 
immediately.  He and Rita are vacationing in the Catskills at Fleischmann’s.   
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July 12, 1942 – letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  He’s had no news but has been busy, despite the fact that it is vacation time. 
ZWB offers his translation of his mother’s remarks:  “the son of the piano-teacher is Schaerf, whose mother used to give 
piano lessons, and the sentence in question is a request to them to stay with him – obviously quite an impossible thing.  
Bronka Kimelman was a daughter of Emil Kimmelman who went insane and the statement ‘B.K. is always staying with us’ 
means plainly ‘we are going crazy’.”  Describes his work during the summer and Ann’s progress, including pulling out 
electric plugs.  They leave the baby sometimes with ZWB’s parents-in-law and go out of town for a day; yesterday they 
hiked in the Cascades to a lake.  He’s heard from Bronio.  He shares Kubuś’ worry about the lack of news from their 
families and from Europe, but there is nothing they can do to help.  

August 9, 1942 – handwritten letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  He and Rita are vacationing in Lake Placid. Describes vacation 
recreation.   He wants ZWB to write to Schärf regarding his [Berger] family and asks that ZWB do likewise [regarding 
ZWB’s family]; he would also like to have Schärf send food parcels if that is possible.  Uncle Bronio does not yet have a 
position but is writing articles for the Polish government.   He repeats his concern about the absence of news from Lwów 
and believes that there should by now have been an answer to the letter he sent last December through Schärf.   

September 16, 1942 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  Acknowledges letter from Lake Placid. Describes week’s 
vacation on Lake Crescent.  Mentions a mountain trip he took a few weeks earlier without Hilde.  No news from their 
families; he’ll write Schaerf again.  “What one reads in the Aufbau and other publications makes one feel quite hopeless.”  

Uncle Bronio wrote; ZWB wonders if Bronio will be willing to leave NYC.  Asks for the address of Walther and Ruth 
Lederer, who have recently moved to Washington, DC; within a few months ZWB intends to file his application for 
naturalization and he is thinking of asking the Lederers to be witnesses for the period he spent in NY, since they knew him 
“from the day following my landing in this country.”  Discussion of work; “Our staff is depleted by men being called away 
for defense research and by savings which resulted in abolishing all teaching assistantships.”  Sends best wishes for the 
New Year. 

September 16, 1942 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  Kubuś has had to go several times to Washington, DC, “to intervene at 
the War Production Board.”  Continuing worry about absence of news; wants ZWB to cable Schärf: “Worried no news, 
cable health of whole family.”  Asks that ZWB write an air mail letter to Schärf and plans to do so also.  Some time ago 
Kubuś heard that the Allies are allowing a limited supply of food packages to be sent through the Red Cross, from 
London, to Poland for Polish Jews.  He got in touch with a relative of Rita’s living in London, Mr. Grünspan, and asked him 
to try to send packages to their families.  Through Bronio, he’s learned of the Association of Polish-Jewish Immigrants 
which is organizing help with food-parcels (pomoc  zywnos ciowa); Bronio, Kubuś and Mrs. Gottfried have nominated 
households (Rosa Berger, Boths, Birnbaums) for receipt of such parcels.  Kubuś also has heard of a Polish Jew holding a 
Peruvian passport who was allowed to leave the Warsaw Ghetto and was included in “the exchange of civilian enemy-
aliens (probably on the steamship Drotningholm).”  Kubuś is trying to get more details; from Bloch’s sister he heard that 
this incident was “just good luck” but this has set Kubuś thinking about some steps that might be taken for their families; 
he is optimistic that the families’ Guatemalan and Nicaraguan passports will keep them out of the ghetto. Accounting 
matters.   Doubts about Schärf because “practically everybody gets some kind of news, only our connection does not 
operate and the devil knows for what reasons.” 

November 14, 1942 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  They have been worried about Fredi, Rita’s brother in Africa; after an 
exchange of cables over ca. two weeks, they are now reassured.  For ten days, while Mr. Gottfried was ill, Kubuś had to 
conduct the business by himself; “I thought I am going crazy.”  Owing to scarcity of merchandise, they are closing the 
store at 6:00, instead of the earlier closing time of 10:00 or 11:00 at night.  He is attending a graduate course in 
international law at NYU; next term, if he’s not in the army by then, he would like to attend a Columbia University seminar .  
Regarding the army; “Up to now my classification has been 3A, but …I gather that the induction of the 18 to 20 years old 
will not be started before the end of December and in the meantime the supply of single men seems to be pretty well 
exhausted, so that between now and the end of December childless married men may be reclassified...my number is an 
extremely low one (two hundred and something), so that once they start inducting the childless married I shall probably be 
among the first.”  Repeated concern about absence of news and Schärf’s competence.  Strategizing for communication 
with Schärf.  The Reich family recently got news via Portugal; Kubuś is looking into using their “source.” He’s read a lot of 
letters from Lwów, as well as from other parts of Poland, and it seems that people in Lwów are better off than in any other 
part of the country; he dismisses the report of a ghetto in Lwów as “a product of imagination,” says that the only complaint 
seems to be lack of fuel, and concludes, “So – when thinking of the conditions under which our families may live now – we 
can safely turn aside all reference to the reports as published in the Aufbau etc.” Lederers are still using their NYC 
address (155-01, 90

th
 Ave., Queens, NY), where the wife and baby will remain at least until January.  Bronio recently 

received “through neutral channels” the second edition of the official collection of the sources of Roman Law (Fontes Juris 
Romani Pars I Leges) which he revised and edited with new annotations and which appeared in the meantime in Italy; he 
started that work in Vienna and completed it in France.   

December 15, 1942 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś and Rita.  Acknowledges letter of September 16.  ZWB has had 
no news from Schärf or anyone else in Europe.  The only sign of life from Schärf has been some reprints of mathematical 
publications; ZWB is avoiding cabling Schärf for fear of exposing him to unwelcome attention, but he has written by 
transatlantic airmail.  Discussion of limited information regarding food packages, possibility of using Red Cross. “Here in 
the West the interest in those problems is small and the newspapers don’t care to bring this kind of information.  Please 
let me know of anything you may be able to find out or to do.”  Bloch has not written to ZWB in a long time and ZWB 
wonders if there’s anything wrong.  Bloch and his family are “people with a lot of initiative and should be able to get 
ahead.”  Warm memories and thoughts about NYC in October and November.  Discussion of work conditions at UW; 
absence of graduate assistants and readers imposes an additional load; mathematics is “considered one of the 
necessities of war and teaching mathematics gives me a preferred status in connection with the draft.”  At present there 
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are 2,100 students attending math classes – an all-time record; he is teaching one graduate course, on the calculus of 
probabilities and mathematical statistics, which he is enjoying.  Report on family life. 

Box 1, File 31, General Correspondence, Jakob and Rita Berger, January-June 1943 

 
January  31, 1943 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB. Once a week he is attending a course in international law and is studying 
for that in the evenings.  Sometimes he and Rita go out to the movies or the theatre and he has done some hiking.  Kubuś 
now has been ranked A-1 for the draft and is awaiting induction.  Comments on the immense demand for baby carriages 
“since the birth-rate is so high.” They recently received a letter from Benno Both saying that he, Rita’s mother and Kubuś’ 
mother are living together now at Kołłataja 5 in Lwów and are well; the letter was dated July 28, was received through the 
Red Cross and contained “the usual 25 words contents.”  From London, Kubuś has heard that progress is being made re 
getting packages to our families under the auspices of the Polish government.  Mail service to Switzerland is being 
resumed and Kubuś asks that Wilus  write to Schärf and says he’ll do likewise.  Kubuś is feeling some relief and hope and, 
in optimistic moments, is making plans to go to Europe immediately after the end of the war, to stay there for some 
months and then bring their families to the USA, although he acknowledges, “Well, maybe the optimism is a little too 
premature.”  Reports on news from England, including news of their little cousin, Martha’s son, Walther Feiner, now ca. 7 
years old.  Walther is being well cared for, but there is concern regarding his religious education which is decidedly 
Church of England.  Positive and amusing report on Uncle Bronio’s scholarly and diplomatic activities in New York; Bronio 
has an appointment with the Ecole libre des sciences orientales, a French university in NYC.  Kubuś has found seven or 
eight of his Gymnasium classmates and plenty of University of Vienna colleagues, as well, in NYC.  He’s enjoying hiking 
in Westchester County, Blue Mountain Reservation, and Bear Mountain Park, among other places.  The have seen 
“Salome” at the opera.  Melly has had a baby. 

February 9, 1943 – letter from Kubuś to Wilus .  Kubuś has been rejected and reclassified 4F by the armed forces because 
of myelitis dating from 1932.  Hand-written note, in English, from Rita – Fredi has joined the English army.  She has 
finished three papers during the 3 years at her work.  They have had a letter from Gustl Allerhand in London; he is with 
the army also, and his son has come from Sweden to join his parents. 

February 28, 1943 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  Responds to all the good news from the Bergers.  He has 
heard nothing from Lwów; Schaerf has been silent.  ZWB sent a Red Cross message to his parents, Nusia, Urichs and a 
very good friend.  He wishes he could share Kubuś’ optimism in planning for a post-war trip to Europe.  Comments on the 
issue of raising Walther with a C of E religious education.   Asks what has happened to Gustl’s family and the rest of 
Kubuś’ Viennese cousins.  Also asks if Kubuś knows what has happened to Rudolf Rosner; ZWB has kept the envelope 
of material for Rudolf Rosner which Kubuś sent to him a long time ago.  Reporting on his work, ZWB says “an army 
meteorologist’s training program will most likely be started at our university, and our department will take a very active part 
in it.”  Tire and gas rationing have put a stop to trying to go skiing or hiking in the mountains, but the backyard garden 
gives him a chance to be outside and physically active.  Hilde is planning to attend the university. 

March 20, 1943 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś, mailed air mail, special delivery.  Yesterday he received a 
Transatlantic Clipper letter, which he is enclosing, from Schaerf; Schaerf has clearly copied the body of the letter from a 
letter or post card from ZWB’s mother.  ZWB explains that the meaning of some of the names and terms has not changed 
in the time his mother has used them: “Frau Mala” = Guatemala, “Stiefvater” [stepfather] = German occupation authorities, 
“Siegmund” = ZWB, and “Onkel Herman” = Herman Rubel, who has been dead for many years.  ZWB then offers his 
understanding, entirely in English, of what is in the letter: His family has been deported to some place in or near Krakow.  
There is an appeal to obtain intervention from the Guatemalan authorities.  There is a reference to Kapralik.  “The sixth 
paragraph contains the information that Aunt Pola Rubel (Ludwik Rubel’s mother) and Ludwik Sternbach and Jozia 
Sternbach, two of my dearest friends, are dead.  ZWB interprets the last sentence, sending regards from grandparents, as 
intended to express hopelessness.  ZWB asks Kubuś to do anything he thinks may be of any use.  ZWB w ill try to send 
twenty dollars to Schaerf; three days ago a letter he wrote Schaerf in December was returned with the note “return to 
sender, no service available.”  As ZWB understand it, letters to Schaerf should be addressed to Kündig-Lang, Zürich, 
Brandschenkestrasse 40, but Schaerf’s name should not be used in the address.   

March 28, 1943 – handwritten letter to Wilus  and Hilde from Kubuś, written on stationary of DeSoto Beach Hotel, Tybee 
Island, Savannah Beach, Georgia.  Kubuś is recovering from after-effects of flu.  They did not go to Florida because 
Florida tends to be more expensive and more crowded, and “in North Florida the hotels are either restricted or taken over 
by the army.”  They are in a hotel on the ocean.  He’s heard that postal communication with Switzerland has been 
resumed, so asks that ZWB keep writing to Schaerf.  Kubuś responds to ZWB’s inquiries regarding Kubuś circle of friends 
and relatives in Vienna: Ohrensteins are in Rio de Janeiro; Willy Ohrenstein died there some time ago.  Gustl Allerhand, 
who had been in a German concentration camp in 1938-1939, came to England in 1939 and was in a camp near Dover; 
after the outbreak of war he joined the Pioneer Corps of the British army, where he is still serving; ?Anulla has been in 
England since 1939, living in Oxford; their son Stephan was in Sweden and is now in England.  Eve?Ena? is living in 
England.  Koppels are possibly still in Vienna (Kubuś seems uncertain) as may be another [indecipherable] family.  Rudi 
Rosner, who was in Yugoslavia, is now in an Italian concentration camp; Kubuś considers Rudi to be in considerable 
danger, explains the details of a German warrant against him, and hopes he is still alive and “unnoticed in that Italian 
camp.”  Rudi Rosner’s sister Bertha Spitzer [I may have incorrect spelling] and her husband and daughter are still in the 
Italian-occupied part of Yugoslavia.  Kubuś asks that ZWB return the envelope of material for Rudi Rossner, should he 
come upon it in his files.  Proposing that they all meet at some midpoint rather than either party trying to cross the entire 
continent. 

April 26, 1943 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB sent via airmail, special delivery  He read the Schärf letter ZWB forwarded 
several times and showed it to Bronio.  They cannot add much to ZWB’s understanding. Kapralik is living in London, but 
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used to work for “Jewish Committees.”  Bronio and Kubuś came up with a couple of thoughts regarding the “Frau Alberti” 
but nothing that seems to work well.  They also are puzzling the reference to having to “go to grandmother’s.”  He has 
heard rumors that the Germans want to exchange civilians for German citizens in South America.  Kubuś plans to write to 
Schärf, using the address ZWB gave him, but no name, and he gives the text of the proposed letter – in Polish.  He plans 
to send Schärf $20. 

May 2, 1943 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  Acknowledges letter of April 26, which arrived yesterday.  Postal 
service seems to be slow.  ZWB notes that the reference to having to go to grandmother “is unfortunately only too clear if 
one considers that grandmother has been dead for a number of years.”  ZWB has cabled $20 to Schaerf since cabling is 
the only way Seattle banks accept transfers.  The banks are claiming that there is no mail communication with Switzerland 
which “obviously is not true since the letter from Schaerf got through but there was no use arguing with the bank people.”  
ZWB has also written a short letter to Schaerf asking him to do all he can for their families.  ZWB corrects Kubuś’ 
impression of Schaerf: “it is safe to assume that he is a hard pressed man, trying to make a living under difficult 
circumstances and to keep his name out of  all kinds of blacklists set up by Nazi censorship, but he certainly is not stupid.”  
ZWB turns to Kubuś’ suggestion that they meet somewhere midway in the summer.  There is a major obstacle: ZWB is 
teaching mathematics courses for army meteorologists and those classes go through the entire summer, so he’ll have no 
summer vacation.  He urges Kubuś and Rita to come to Seattle not as a vacation but also as a “research” or “prospecting” 
trip, to consider possibilities outside of NYC. He notes, “to give you an idea of how the opportunities here compare with 
those in New York, I should like to tell you that practically all of the refugees here in Seattle (about 300 families) have 
been successful in establishing their financial independence, and that most of them were able to buy a modest car after 
one year’s stay, and a home of their own after 2-3 years.  You are in a better position than I to tell whether this is the 
average way of living of a refugee in New York. – I wish I could convince you.” 

June 9, 1943 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  His letter to Schaerf came back with the remark RETURN TO 
SENDER NO SERVICE AVAILABLE, however the cable transfer got through.  In addition to teaching the army classes, 

ZWB is teaching for the Navy officers training program at the UW.  His teaching schedule goes year round without any 
vacation, but he is glad to be able to contribute to the “general effort” and being in Seattle “is nothing to feel bad about, 
with its lakes and the Sound, and the islands, and the mountains within reach even now, in spite of gas rationing.  He has 
started the swimming season at a nearby lake with two municipal beaches and unlimited and uncrowded lawn [Green 
Lake?] and he bought a bicycle which he is learning to ride, intending to use it for going to school. He wants to save the 
gas ration for other purposes.  “As far as I can see bicycle riding is fun, but for the time being I do not like the idea of 
sharing the road with automobiles. In fact often when I realize that a car is trying to overtake me, I make a forced landing 
in the nearest road ditch and wait until the road is quiet again.“    

June 4, 1943 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  He’s been to Washington, DC to see the War Production Board and had an 
exam in International Law at NYU.  Comments in detail on the German proposal to exchange South Americans for 
Germans in America and South America.  The German proposal seems to have been rejected by the Americans (the 
Germans proposed an exchange of 17 Germans for one American); in preparation for this exchange, however, Germans 
transferred people with South American passports to three places in Europe – (1) Vitelles in France, (2) Laufen in Bavaria, 
and (3) some place near Kraków.  Uncle Bronio received a Red Cross letter, dated October 15, 1942, obviously written by 
Benno Both but signed with Kubuś’ mother’s name; the address is still Kołłataja 5; Kubuś gives the entire text: “Everybody 
healthy. Living with the Bennos.  Worried about lack of news from the children and Fredi.  Veranlasset sie Zuschrift durchs 
Rote Kreuz [send a letter through the Red Cross]. I am with you in my thoughts.  Innige Küsse. Rosa.”  Kubuś is under the 
impression that mail communication with Switzerland is one-sided and that people can receive letters from there but not 
send them; he thinks that one must cable and asks that ZWB cable Schärf.  Fredi, Rita’s brother, joined the British Army 
in the Middle East and is stationed near Cairo; he may be spending furlough time in Palestine and Kubuś asks ZWB if he 
knows of any suitable contacts in Cairo or Palestine.  Gives extended discussion to ZWB’s observations regarding life in 
NYC, his and Rita’s probable future, his and ZWB’s shared desire to get together, the current and probable state of the 
business, his concerns about money, and his optimistic speculations regarding life upon the end of the war.  He’s 
enclosing two snapshots of Rita, one of Bronio, and one of himself [not in this file].  Observations regarding Bronio, who is 

doing very well, “living here on a European island, working on the staff of the French University and besides that for the 
Polish Government.”  Kubuś believes that Bronio will return to Europe upon the end of the war and gives several reasons 
to believe that this will be a successful and desirable move.  Handwritten note from Rita, thanking Wilus  and Hilde for thei r 
invitation, explaining her reluctance to go so far and to possibly leave Kubuś in NYC, but adding, in German, 
“aufgeschoben ist nicht aufgehoben”[postponed is not called off].    

June 13, 1943 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś, mailed air mail special delivery.  Acknowledges letter of June 4.  
ZWB is excited by the news of the situation re American passport-holders in German-occupied territory; this helps him 
understand his mother’s message contained in Schaerf’s most recent letter.  Their families, ZWB surmises, must be in 
“one of those camps near Krakow.”  He thinks that they should try to get them on some kind of an exchange list or at least 
create the impression that negotiations are going on for exchanging them, since this may decide their fate, noting “you 
may recall my mother’s statement that either Mala adopts them or they may have to be with grandmother.”  ZWB says 
that he does not share Kubuś’ optimism that “the war will be over soon enough for our families to survive the Nazi 
persecutions if they are treated just as Polish Jews and not protected for some special reason.”  ZWB emphatically urges 
and begs Kubuś to see what is possible to get the Guatemalan authorities to take steps that will reach the German 
authorities regarding the families being candidates for exchange.  He sees this as “the first weak shade of a chance to 
help our families since a very long time …and it is a matter of life.”  Asks Kubuś to communicate with Bloch, letting him 
know everything they (ZWB and Kubuś) know, including the content of Lina’s letter, asking Bloch what he thinks; ZWB 
says that his, Kubuś’ and Bloch’s efforts may mobilize enough money “to move the Guatemalans.”  ZWB proposes a 
cable to Schaerf, from whom he has not heard and asks Kubuś’ opinion and approval of the language.  
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June 17, 1943 – telegram from Kubuś to ZWB – Kubuś advises ZWB not to mention “exchange” in his cable to Schaerf. 

June 17, 1943 – letter from Kubuś to Wilus .  This is the follow-up promised in the cable above.  Access to South American 
Consuls, even for money, is no longer easy.  While the passports were purchased before the war, now nobody wants to 
do any business or stick their neck out.  He has spoken with Blumenfrucht who has refused to be of help.  Bloch, he is 
convinced, can be of no help since his connections were entirely with Nicaragua (not Guatemala) and the consul with 
whom Bloch transacted this business has been transferred (“probably on account of those passports,” Kubuś adds).  He 
believes that a reference in the cable to an exchange may not be harmless.  He adds a P.S. explaining that his exam at 
NYU concerned international law of warfare, esp. the treatment of enemy property. 

June 18, 1943 – handwritten letter, in English, from Rita to Hilde and ZWB.  Thanks them for giving her the name of a 
person with connections in Palestine although she thinks Fredi won’t make use of it.  He’s “rather quiet and introvert.”  
She comments, “It is very unfortunate that we can do so little for our parents. We must more or less let fate take its course 
and hope for the best. You can rest assured that we keep track here of all possibilities and news.” 

Bos 1, File 32 General Correspondence   Berger, Jakob and Rita   July-December 1943 

July 1, 1943 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  ZWB unexpectedly got a week off from teaching due to the military 
schedules.  Problems, stymied in efforts to cable Schaerf, asks Kubuś to try from NYC.  Describes trip to Orcas Island and 
stay there.  “Ann …exhibited perfect table manners, did all her eating without help, like a grown-up lady (as to manners, 
like two grown-up ladies as to quantity).”   

July 20, 1943 – postcard from Kubuś and Rita from Lake Placid.  

September 4, 1943 – postcard from Kubuś from Pine Hill. [This is out of order.] 

No date, no postage stamp, no address – handwritten post card from Kubuś to Wilus  and Hilde.  Reports on skiing in 
Stowe, Vermont.  Says he hasn’t written in a long time, alludes to events in December, January and February.  [This must 
be out of order, probably written in February or March 1944.] 

August 25, 1943 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  Updates on business and on his and Rita’s vacation in Lake Placid and the 
Adirondacks.  He has heard from Jan Reich, the brother of Marion Reich (uncle of Bloch) of opportunities to get a visa and 
immigration permit to Ecuador; Kubuś thinks this is unworkable and explains why.  Rita received a letter from her girlfriend 
and schoolmate, Ella Suchestow; the Suchestows are a Polish family with members whom he and Rita have known in 
Poland and Vienna; Ella and her mother, holding South American passports, are in an internment camp in Vittel, France, 
where they are staying comfortably; there is a reference to the Boths, who hope to be transferred to Vittel, but not to any 
other family members.  Apparently, according to Kubuś, the information he is getting confirms what he heard earlier: 
Germans are transferring people with South American passports to internment camps in Vittel (France), Laufen 
(Oberbayern), and near Krakow.  Jan Reich reported some people being interned in Lwów.  Kubuś was stopped by the 
censor when he tried to cable Schärf.  Perhaps one might try to use the Red Cross, giving the last known address in 
Lwów.   

[Attached to this letter is a carbon of a letter, in German, dated July 31, 1943.] 

July 31, 1943, carbon of letter, in German, from Kubuś to Jan [Reich, I assume].  This letter gives extensive details of the 
requirements and transactions needed for attempting traveling from Germany to Ecuador, costs, and the role to be played 
by an absolutely trustworthy and resourceful assistant in Switzerland 

November 7, 1943 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś, sent by Air Mail.  ZWB agrees that the possibility of 
getting the families out via Switzerland seems impossible.  Attempts to communicate with his family and with Schaerf 
have been unsuccessful.  ZWB received a letter from Gustl Allerhand who sounds optimistic, although his message is 
clearly tailored for the censor.  ZWB’s summer teaching was mainly courses for Navy freshmen and Army specialists.  He, 
Hilde and Ann are now spending their days at the UW.  [Some writing obscured by letterhead of paper on which ZWB’s 
carbon appears.]  ZWB became a citizen in the beginning of August and Hilde filed her petition for naturalization 
immediately afterwards. 

November 10, 1943 – letter from Kubuś to Wiluś, mailed Air Mail Special Delivery, rec’d Nov. 13, 1943.  Congratulations 
on citizenship.  Kubuś is working on a report to the Federal Reserve Bank of all Foreign Property.  He asks ZWB to 
answer his questions promptly.  He asks if ZWB is willing to file a report regarding the estate of Aunt Rosa, suggesting 
that they each report a right to 50% of her estate.  He asks if ZWB wants to report anything regarding the apartment 
house in Nowy-Sacz; Kubuś thinks they should report that property.  Kubuś thinks that there may be American support for 
later claims, provided claims are filed now. 
 
November 14, 1943 – letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  He is responding to letter of November 10.  Detailed review of the 
issues, including ZWB’s opinion that he cannot state under oath that, to the best of his knowledge, he owned the family’s 
fortune on May 31, 1943.  Asks if Kubuś knows of the existence of a testament of Aunt Rosa.  “If she died without a 
testament, each of the families of Cyla, Regina, Henrietta, Anna and Hersch are entitled to an equal share, and your and 
my mother would be entitled only to 1/10 of Aunt Rosa’s estate each.” 
 
November 18, 1943 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  Acknowledges ZWB’s letter of November 14 and responds.  Reviews 
Lina’s, Niuska’s and ZWB’s rights to the house in Nowy Sącz .  It sounds as if he does not know if Aunt Rosa died 
intestate.  Strategies for filing as heirs to the estate and estimated valuations.  Attached is Form TFR 500 for Census of 
Property in Foreign Countries. 
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November 21, 1943 – letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  He will not sign any statements which he does not consider true; this 
narrows the options as proposed by Kubuś.   Detailed discussion of valuation and plans for reporting property in Poland.  
 
Box 1, File 33 General Correspondence    Berger, Jakob and Rita   1944 

 
March 4, 1944 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś and Rita. Alludes to “your card from Vermont” which appears to be 
the card noted above, with no date and out of order.  ZWB is preparing for the America Institute of Actuaries exams, has 
already passed some of their exams.  Hilde became a citizen in February. [Some material illegible because of carbon on 
letterhead stationary.]  He received a message through the Red Cross from Schaerf; it promised a letter which has not 
arrived.   
 
April 25, 1944 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  He’s continuing to take International Law courses at Columbia.  Asks for 
ZWB’s help with a distant relative of both of theirs, Mrs. Amalia Juer, who wants to come to the USA.  She is now with her 
husband, son and daughter-in-law in London.   Amalia Juer, as far as Kubuś knows, is a second or third cousin of their 
mothers; her father is Mr. Arnold Kanner of  Lwów.  It is possible that ZWB made her acquaintance during his time in 
Vienna in the circle of Koppels and Allerhands.  There will be two files, one for Mr. and Mrs. Juer and the other for their 
son, Mr. Hans Juer. Rita is pregnant, baby due mid-July; Rita has been attending baby care classes.  Handwritten note 
from Rita.  Attached to this letter are two carbons: 

May 3, 1944 – to whom it may concern letter from ZWB regarding Hans Juer and another such, also dated May 3, 1944, 
for Amalia Juer; these letters are in support of Jakob Berger who will appear before the U.S. Immigration Authorities in the 
matter of these parties. 

June 15, 1944 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  Passed his exams.  Plans for summer.  Details re holders of Central 
American passports. Holders of such passports have been sent to several camps, principally Vittel in France, Titmoning in 
Bavaria, Libenau somewhere in central Gremany, and Bergen-Belsen am Celle, Hannover.  Ella Suchestow is now in 
regular correspondence with Kubuś and Rita.  The Swedish liner Gripsholm has now completed two trips exchanging 
German internees and POWs for holders of such passports, including a few Polish Jews with Central American passports. 
Ella Suchestow has written that Rita’s relatives were transferred to a camp in Germany; Ella Suchestow also mentions 
that Dr. Jan Reich’s family was transferred, though it is not clear if this was to the same destination.  At the same time, Dr. 
Jan Reich (Bloch’s uncle) got a letter from a friend holding a Central American passport and interned in Titmoning, letting 
him know that his family had been transferred to Bergen-Belsen am Celle.  Kubuś concludes that it is likely that his in-laws 
and mother are now in Bergen-Belsen.  He considers it likely that ZWB’s parents and Niuska are there too.  Kubuś reports 
on his efforts to get information on Bergen-Belsen through the Red Cross, when he was in Washington, DC.  While 
Bergen-Belsen is considered an “exchange camp” (“Austauschlager”), no correspondence with America is possible, there 
is no Red Cross supervision, and no possibility of sending food parcels.  Discussion of recent danger that Germany would 
withdaw recognition of Central American passports.  Further discussion of his efforts to keep informed and place inquiries 
regarding their families through the Red Cross and the World Jewish Congress.  

June 21, 1944 – letter from Kubuś to Wiluś.  He’s enclosing clippings from the NY Times of June 18, asks that they be 

returned, described the news in these articles as “fantastic” but cautions against optimism. Upbeat comments. Penciled 
note from ZWB that he and Hilde answered the letter on June 30, 1944. 

July 12, 1944 – letter from Kubuś to Wiluś and Hilde.  Thanks them for their letter of June 30.  No news.  Reports on 
meeting again with Mr. Grossmann, an officer of the World Jewish Congress, who is in charge of exchange issues.   

July 22, 1944 – telegram from Kubuś to ZWB.  Announcing birth of healthy baby girl and Rita feeling fine.  Penciled note 
from ZWB: “letter written VIl, 23, 44, Air Special Delivery.” Phone number for delivery VE 4629 [VErmont 4629 was the 
Birnbaum home phone number]. 

August 23, 1944 – long handwritten letters from Rita and from Kubuś to Hilde and Wiluś.  These are attached to a 
photocopy of the photos of Rita and Vivian, taken the second and third day after the birth, #11-14.   

Rita – Thanks for their letter and good wishes.  Reports on pregnancy, labor and delivery. “The baby was very 
considerate, she arrived on a Saturday morning between breakfast and lunch when Kubuś and every body had plenty of 
time to spare for that event.” Named Vivian Olivia, the middle name with an “O” after Kubuś father.  They think “Vivian” is 
a good name – “We think it sounds very nice and moreover starts with the famous ‘V for victory’!”  Rita is nursing her.  
They had both wanted a girl.  “I too hope that both our children will grow up in a better and more peaceful world and that 
their grandparents will be able to spend many more years together with their families!” 

Kubuś – Thanks for their letter and wishes, although the “mention of a better world sounds utopian to me.”  Gives 
observations of Vivian’s behavior and tries to interpret it: wonders if her behavior in her crib foretells becoming a hiker and 
mountain-climber; wonders if her enjoyment of her bath suggests a future sports girl and swimmer.  “You see, my 
thoughts aim at future companionship.”  He has now become a “photo-maniac” and is including a sample of the results; 
with time he will improve his technique.   

September 22, 1944 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and Wiluś.  Answering their letters of August 20.  [These are not in the 
file.]  He and Rita are now managing on their own, having dismissed the baby nurse.  They have been unable to find a 
larger apartment, so are staying in the three-room apartment they have.  Summarizes his activities on behalf of their 
families.  He’s worked on getting Palestine certificates for their families. Since the allies are taking over the border regions 
of the French-Swiss frontier, he thinks communications with Switzerland may be restored soon; asks that ZWB inquire at 
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the post office at least once a week; anticipates lots of correspondence.  Thinks all family members may now be in 
Bergen-Belsen.  Handwritten note from Rita. 

September 29, 1944 – handwrtitten letter from Rita to Hilde and ZWB.  Thanks for baby gift, some sort of sleeping bag.  
Added note from Kubuś.  

October 31, 1944 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  So far no luck with communicating to Schaerf, although 
he has received mail from Schaerf. Schaerf only comments on the family amounted to saying that there was nothing to 
report.  He hopes that Ann’s vocabulary will eventually be “less refined.” 

November 22, 1944 – letter from Kubuś to Wiluś.  Thanks for letter of October 31, 1944.  While he has been able to prove 
that the Boths and his mother are in Bergen-Belsen, he has not been able to do so with respect to Niuska and ZWB’s 
parents. He is entitled to send letters, food and tobacco to his own family; he could do the same for ZWB’s family if he can 
get proof as to where they are. The latest issue of Aufbau contained a notice that communication with Switzerland has 

resumed. Attached is a copy of a letter, dated November 21, 1944, addressed to Kubuś, from Dr. S. Bernstein of the 
Zionist Organization of America, informing Kubuś that the family members (listed) have been included by the Jewish 
Agency in a special list for Germany.  Their certificates have been transferred to Istanbul.   Bernstein observes, however, 
that the final say on who is to be selected for an exchange is with the German authorities. 

December 21, 1944 – postmark on Christmas card from Bergers to ZWB and Hilde, including two photos of Vivian, dated 
October 1944; these are photocopied and listed as #15-16.  

 
Box 1, File 34: General Correspondence - Berger, Jakob and Rita - 1945 January -   
[This file contains correspondence January 1945 – May 1945.] 

 
January 6, 1945 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB (typed) and handwritten letter from Rita to Hilde and ZWB. 
 [Envelope shows return address is Jakob Berger, 105 Arden Street, New York 34, NY, and is postmarked January 8, 
1946, hence is clearly out of order. The reference to “David” is further evidence that this letter was actually written in 
January 1946, after the Bergers move and after Dick’s birth. Dick – earlier named “David”- was born August 5, 1945.]  

Kubuś: Plans to get together have failed.  Hoping that air and train travel will improve.  Rita exhausted. Thanks ZWB for 
the “nice picture of Ann and David.”  “We still haven’t got our second papers, but we are now overdue for the second 
hearing (the first we got on Oct. 11).  Sends love “to all four of you.”   
Rita: Regrets re not making a trip to see them.  The nurse they found suffers from hysteria.  “Any ordinary household 
situation can upset her equilibrium completely.”  Comments on Vivian’s attachment to her parents.  Reviews the 
disheartening results of their extensive investigation into transportation to Seattle.  Ardent wish to see them.  
 
January 9, 1945 – handwritten post card from Kubuś and Rita to Wiluś and Hilde.  They are in Lake Placid for a 12-day 
skiing vacation.  Accompanying a newspaper clipping (dated January 3, 1945) regarding diaper service, showing Mrs. 
Rita Berger, of 1165 Shakespeare Ave., Bronx, with 5-month-old Vivian. 
 
January 27, 1945 – typed letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś. Gives address as 1165 Shakespeare Avenue.  Thanks for 
recent letters, the pictures of Vivian enclosed in the Christmas card and the letter from Lake Placid with the newspaper 
clipping.  “Incidentally, it was a pleasure to see from the picture in the clipping that you, dear Rita, are as good-looking as 
at the time we said ‘auf Wiedersehen’ in Vienna, quite a few days ago.”  Report on the Bergers’ sk i vacation brought back 
“slightly nostalgic memories of Taurenpasshöhe.”  Despite repeated letters, he has not heard from Schaerf; he’s pointed 
out to Schaerf that family may be in the camp in Bergen-Belsen; he’ll keep writing.  ZWB’s become a member of the 
Coast Guard Temporary Reserve and is on duty 12 hours a week.  “They gave me a uniform fit for an admiral – in fact 
four uniforms, two for winter and two for summer – and the rating of a seaman second class.  Every Tuesday at noon 
seaman second class William Birnbaum reports for duty and is being sent to watch piers and ships and other vital objects 
along the waterfront. …a day in the open is nothing unpleasant….Ann takes this matter very seriously and insists that 
‘Billy is a sailor, he goes downtown and gets a gun and goes on ships and boats and has dinner with all the sailors.’ 
Which is nothing but the truth.” 
 
February 15, 1945 – letter from Kubuś to Wiluś and Hilde.  Acknowledges letter of January 27.  Report on ski vacation. 
Rita and the baby got the grippe.  Plan to rent a summer home for May-September, a bungalow near Mohegan Lake, 
Peekskill, NY.  Hoping for a math meeting somewhere east of Chicago.  Developments on the Eastern Front may make it 
possible “to get final certainty about the fate of our relatives.”  Lists of names of Jews still found living in Poland are 
coming in to Jewish organizations in New York.  So far, 3,000-4,000 names have been listed.  Kubuś suggests ZWB send 
him a list of friends, acquaintances and relatives he should include when he reviews the lists.  “After all we must be 
prepared to find first somebody else who may be in a position to inform us of what happened to our family.”  He will look 
for Weissmanns, Sprechers, and others whom he’s known in Lwów. Does ZWB know Dr. Fruks, a lawyer in Lwów? Fruks 
was a good friend of the Weissmanns; his daughter, Lydia Fruks, left Lwów in 1941, went to Japan and then to 
Vancouver; Bloch was well-acquainted with her; she is now married and named Lydia Goldstein; Kubuś gives her 
address. Asks for ZWB’s ideas.  What about writing to Nowy Sącz ? Maybe Dr. Weindling is still alive. Does ZWB have 
the address of “that house in Nowy Sącz ?”  Description of Vivian’s speech, expression of pleasure and anger. 
 
April 13, 1945 – carbon of brief letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  He is forwarding herein a letter from Schaerf and asks Kubuś 
to return it.   
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May 1, 1945 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  Thanks Kubuś for letter of February 16 and for a reprint of 
Kubuś’ paper, which was of special interest in its treatment of war-crime trials.  Comment on war-crime trials.  Regarding 
names, ZWB says that he and Kubuś most likely used to know the same people in Lwów.  “Of the few people who were 
my close personal friends I have known for years now that they are beyond reach.”  He has looked at the lists in Aufbau 

but so far has not seen any name of a person he has known.  He does not remember the address of the house in Nowy 
Sącz .  Coincidence: a man just phoned and introduced himself – Mr. Goldstein from Vancouver, BC; they’ll arrange an 
appointment.  Comment on their daughters’ speech.  “Ann by now uses an idiomatic English much superior to that of her 
parents.”  They expect another child in August.  Reading the local newspaper last Sunday, ZWB learned that the UW 
Board of Regents had announced his promotion to associate professor of mathematics.  
 
Box 1, File 35:  General Correspondence - Jakob and Rita Berger - 1945,  
July –September 
[Note that this file contains letters from June 1945 and that letters are not in chronological order.]  

 
June 7, 1945 – letter, in Polish, from Dr. Schwieger to Rita Berger.   
[The date is shown as 7/6/45, which I am assuming is the 7

th
 of June 1945.]  

The letter is attached to an envelope postmarked July 23, 1945, Air Mail Special Delivery, from Kubuś to ZWB.  Artur 
Rosman has prepared an English translation which is attached.   Schwieger reports that the Boths and Rosa Berger were 
in Bergen-Belsen with him from July 7, 1943, until May 24, 1944, and that they were well and under his medical attention.  
There is a P.S. which includes a reference to Birnbaum, but this has not been translated.  In a footnote, Artur comments 
that Dr. Schwieger eventually concluded “that the Birnbaums and Bergers were most likely sent to Auschwitz by the 
Germans.”   
 
September 27, 1945 – translation, by Artur, of Polish letter 
[Note that this letter is not in this file, but is quoted in the body of Kubuś’ letter below.  The date on this translation is the 
same as the attached letter from Kubuś, leaving me wondering if Schwieger’s letter was not written prior to September 
27

th
.] 

In this letter, Dr. Schwieger writes about the Birnbaums, whom he obviously saw in Bergen-Belsen. Schwieger reports 
from a medical point of view.  Very complimentary about “Miss Nusia” and notes that he “above all, really personally 
values Mrs. Birnbaum for her extraordinary language skills and her intelligence.”  This letter is attached to the following 
letter from Kubuś.  
 
September 27, 1945 – letter, in English, from Kubuś to ZWB.  They will be moving to a larger apartment.  Reference to 
Sam Waagenaar.  Reference to Henryk Schreier, Rita’s cousin and son of Benno Both’s sister, studied engineering in 
Vienna.  Details of last sightings of our family.  Belief that the participants in the May 1944 transports from Bergen-Belsen 
were never taken to Os wiecim [Auschwitz] proper but were taken directly from the station to the gas chambers.  
Schwieger wants to testify at a trial in Lueneburg.  Mention of a Polish woman physician, Dr. Ada Bimko, whose testimony 
impressed Kubuś.  Schwieger is trying to contact a man named Storch, who is probably from Lwów and is said to have 
escaped from a transport.  Kubuś had written to Schwieger asking for information about the Birnbaums, “so that you may 
have at least some clear conception of their last year of life.”  He quotes Schwieger’s response, in Polish.  
[This is the material translated by Artur, cited above.]   
Rita has received a separate letter, in English, from Schwieger, responding to her determination not to give up hope; 
Kubuś says that Schwieger said that we must believe in miracles and miracles sometimes do happen, but of course we 
have to be prepared for the worst.  Since Schwieger was in Lwów up to July 1943, when the liquidation of the Jewish 
community was completed, Kubuś asked about people they know.  He reports on the answers with respect to Dr. 
Weissmann and his wife; Olga; Olga’s second husband, Mr. Gottlieb; Appenzeller[s]; Wisia Szapira; Jonasz Sprecher; 
Wilhelm Sprecher; Dr. Oberländer, a surgeon; Dr. Urich and his wife; Dr. Fruks and his wife [Kubuś: “I don’t have the 
courage to write to Mrs. Goldstein-Fruks and on the other hand I don’t know whether I should keep it a secret from 
her.…”]  Rita, who had held out with optimism, is in despair.  Question about Aufbau ad.  Asks to know the name of “the 

little one.”  Kubuś’ handwritten P.S. “It was good to hear your voice again.  I would like to see you and your family now 
more than ever.” 

 
Clipped together: photocopies of pictures (#17-21) of Vivian and Rita Berger (one page); Aufbau ad of September 14, 

1945 (small clipping), “Z.W. Birnbaum Collection: Index of Pictures” (one page); handwritten letter, in English, from Kubuś 
to Hilde and Wiluś, dated September 4, 1945 (one page); handwritten letter, in English, from Rita to Hilde and Wiluś, 
undated but appears to have been sent with Kubuś’ letter of September 4 (one page). 
 The Aufbau ad reads – roughly: Who can give information about the destination and fate of the transport 
which left Bergen-Belsen on the 17

th
 of May 1944?  I am seeking my mother Rosa Berger, 60 years old, residing earlier 

in Vienna, later in Lemberg; my parents-in-law Dr. Benno and Dorothea Both, 65 and 57 years old, earlier a lawyer in 
Vienna, later Lemberg; my uncle and aunt Izak (Ignatz) and Lina Birnbaum, 74 and 66 years old, earlier residing in 
Lemberg; my cousin Franciszka (Niusia) Birnbaum, 35 years old, earlier residing in Lemberg.  The abovementioned 

persons were interned, as holders of South American passports, in Bergen-Belsen and were deported on the 17
th
 of May 

to an unknown destination. Grateful for any information. Expenses gladly reimbursed.  Jakob Berger c/o Rex Baby 

Carriage Co., 1680 Jerome Avenue, Bronx 53, N.Y. 
 September 4, 1945 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and Wiluś.  Appears to respond to the news of the deaths of 
Richard and Gertrude (Trude) Merzbach, Hilde’s parents, as well as the news from Dr. Schwieger.  “In your position – as 
well as in our own – I feel that the only strength and comfort we can derive for our future life, lies in our children and I am 
glad you have now your second baby.  Both your children will certainly bring you so much happiness that although they 
cannot replace your parents, they will make your outlook into the future a bright and hopeful one again.”  
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 Undated letter from Rita to Hilde and Wiluś.  Responding also to the multiple deaths and acknowledging birth of 
Hilde and ZWB’s baby boy. 
[Note that all the material clipped together here appears to be out of chrono order, logically coming before the letter of 
September 27, 1945.]   

 
August 23, 1945 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  He and Rita received a 12-page letter from Dr. Schwieger “containing an 
extremely detailed description of the ordinary everyday life of our family during their internment.”  Uncle Bronio copied “an 
outline of this letter” for ZWB [?the Polish letter of July 7, 1945, translated by Artur, or  ?more likely, the letter of July 24, 
1945, also translated by Artur.]  Kubuś concludes that the earlier reference to “Wawel” which they had understood as a 
reference to Kraków may have been a reference to the house in Lwów where they were temporarily interned.  He has 
learned that Lwów’s Jewish population was exterminated completely during 1942 and the first half of 1943.  The South 
American passports must have helped quite a lot, he says.  Dr. Schwieger had been in a transport destined for 
Theresienstadt; the transport got caught in the battle near Magdeburg; the Nazis wanted to kill them at the Elbe, but an 
American tank appeared and the people in the transport were saved.  Pessimism, note that the passports carried the 
family through a lot of dangers and offered the only plan which could have saved the family.  “We could not have foreseen 
that the incalculably devilish Nazi mind will suddenly turn around.”  “Still there may be some little chance … [that] they 
were liberated by the Russians in some camp to the East of the Elbe.”  Steps he is taking, enquiries re Russian occupied 
zone, dubious notions of “liberation,” obscure news via Reich family.  Asks ZWB what he thinks of “starting a series of 
search ads in the Aufbau, which is widely read everywhere in Europe under Allied occupation.”  He is enclosing a page of 
the Aufbau showing a sampling of ads [at the end of this file].   
[This letter is clearly out of chronological order and should follow immediately after the Schwieger letter of July 7, 1945, 
and its translation.] 

 
June 8, 1945 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  Reference to Mr. Goldsztein from Vancouver, BC.  ZWB 
seems to know that their families have left Bergen-Belsen. Pessimistic, “chances for any good news are decreasing 
rapidly.” Goldsztein has mentioned lists published by the London-based Poles and “their consular authorities” and asks if 
Kubuś knows anything about such lists.  
[This letter is out of chrono order.] 

 
June 20, 1945 – brief letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  Rita and baby are at Mohegan Lake.  Congratulates ZWB on his 
promotion.   
[Out of chrono order.] 

 
June 28, 1945 – letter from Kubuś to Wiluś and Hilde.  Comments, “after V-E day we got into a state of expectation of 
news from our families, which the longer it lasts the more is wrecking our nerves.  I am gradually turning pessimistic …”  
Concern for Rita, who “is usually inclined to see things from a more serious and rather grave side” has been remarkably 
optimistic and Kubuś worries about “the effect the final certainty will have upon her entire life.”  They know for certain that 
on May 17, 1944, a transport left Bergen-Belsen and that Rosa Berger and the Boths were on it, as well as Jan Reich’s 
wife and children.  Mention of the May 24

th
 transport which included Mrs. Wolloch and the mother-in-law of Mr. Gruesz.  

He is assuming that the Birnbaums were some place near Kraków.  Kubuś offers a list of suggestions.  Proposes ZWB 
write to a Prof. Karol Korany at the university in Lwów.  Also proposes ZWB write to Prof. Jakób Parnas at the same 
address.  ZWB should write a letter to the Jewish community in Lwów.  He suggests ZWB cable the Jewish community.  
Kubuś urges ZWB to write independently to the organizations with which he (Kubuś) is staying in touch.  Kubuś is 
including snapshots of the baby. [Presumably these are #17-21, noted above.]  He proposes trying to meet in Sun Valley.  
In a P.S. he notes that he is enclosing a list of relatives he is using in dealing with the Jewish organizations and proposes 
that ZWB might include in his inquiries: Dr. Osias Weissman, his wife Mila Weissmann, and daughter Olga Gottlieb neé 
Weissmann; Dr. Maximilian Appenzeller with wife and daughter Litka.  In handwriting, Kubuś adds: “Add the last known 
addresses!  Weissmanns: ?Koralucke 4,  Appenzellers: Kopernika 5.                                                                          
Attached to this is the listing for Rosa, Benno, Dorothea, Izak, Lina, and Franciszka: 

(1) Rosa Berger, born December 12, 1885, in Lwów, Poland, holder of passport of Guatemala No. 5325, Register 
No. 57, issued on February 24, 1941, by the Consul  General of Guatemala in New York 

(2) Dr. Benno Both, born June 27, 1880, in Lwów, Poland, and his wife Dorothea Both, born March 3, 1888, in 
Borysław, Poland, both being holders of passport of Nicaragua No. 2006, issue on January 3, 1941, by the 
Consul General of Nicaragua in New York 

(3) Izak Birnbaum, born March 16, 1871, in Pysznica ad Nisko, Poland, and 
(4) Lina Birnbaum, his wife, born May 10, 1879, in Lwów, Poland, both Izak and Lina being holders of passport No. 

5327, Register No. 59, of Guatemala, issued by the Consul General of Guatemala in New York on February 24, 
1941 

(5) Franziszka Birnbaum, born on June 3, 1910, in Lwów, Poland, holder of passport of Guatemala No. 5326, 
Register No. 58, issued by the Consul General of Guatemala in New York on February 24, 1941.   

[Letter is out of chrono order.] 

 
July 13, 1945 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  He has written the letters to Lwów that Kubuś suggested.  
Acknowledges, with appreciation, the photos of Rita and Vivian.  There is a penciled note that he enclosed a copy of letter 
to Koranyi[sp?] together with a list of data on his and Kubuś’ family.  
[Out of chrono order.] 
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July 23, 1945 – handwritten letter from Kubuś to Wiluś.  He alludes to his “NLT” [night letter?] and says that he is sending 
a copy of a letter from Dr. Julius Schwieger (“personally unknown to me”) which he received today.  Kubuś confirmed 
receipt of the letter by cable, sent Schwieger a food parcel and is writing a letter to him, asking for additional information. 
[Out of order.] 

 Attached to this letter is a photocopy of the letter, in Polish, of June 7
, 
1945, from Julius Schwieger to Rita 

Berger, which appears at the beginning of this file.  
 
August 15, 1945 – handwritten letter to Hilde and Wiluś from Kubuś, Air Mail, Special Delivery, with a long handwritten 
additional message from Rita. Kubuś:  Congratulations on Dick’s birth. “I wish you the best of luck and a very happy future 
for the youngest member of our family. Let’s hope that arriving at a turning point in history, he will live in a peaceful world, 
where the great inventions will not be used for destructive purposes, but to bring more joy and happiness to people.”  
[Dick Birnbaum was born on August 5, 1945, the day before the bombing of Hiroshima.]  Kubuś asks baby’s name.  
Discussion of baby carriages, the newer models, inquiry whether they’d like one or would prefer “an equivalent war-bond, 
or rather Victory-bond, as they will be called now, made out in the name of the little one and alternatively in your name.” 
Rita: Asks questions regarding the baby, adding “Please give us all the details, as we are now no longer ‘lay-men’ but 
‘professionals,’ having a baby ourselves!” 
 
July 24, 1945 – part of a letter, in Polish, from Dr. Julius Schwieger, presumably written at Nogent Sur Marne.  This is 
accompanied by an English translation by Artur.  The letter appears to have been addressed to Rita and gives details of 
the family’s life in Lwów, beginning in March 1943, when they were moved into some sort of holding center for holders of 
foreign passports in Lwów, through July 5, 1943, when they left Lwów by train, arriving at “Aufenhalts-Lager” Bergen-
Belsen on July 7, 1943, and then up to the time of their departure from Bergen-Belsen.  Official currency in the camp were 
“dollars, bread, and cigarettes.”  A kilo of bread cost $45, a kilo of butter $120, an egg $5, a cigarette $1.  Hunger raged.   
Benno Both, Rita’s father, became the judge for the camp’s court.  Health problems of Rita’s mother and evermore 
serious threats to Benno Both’s health.  No packages ever arrived at Bergen-Belsen; they were all stolen by the Germans.  
On May 17, 1943, the first transport (presented by the Germans as transport to another camp, prior to exchange, from 
which one could write via the Red Cross and receive CARE packages) departed; the Boths, Rosa Berger, and Dr. 
Schwieger’s sister were on this transport.  In talking with people “from Auschwitz,” Schwieger finds that “they don’t give 
straightforward answers.” Some think the transport went to Auschwitz, some believe the transport’s “contents were 
immediately eradicated,” others believe there was no such transport.  Also, in Artur’s translation: “some of them even 
wanted to see certain people from our camp in Auschwitz.”  Rosa Berger is described as having held up relatively well, 
always in good spirits.  Concluding this description: “And that’s how Ms. Berger and the whole Birnbaum family with Ms. 
Nusia left with your family [Rita’s parents].”  He knows about Rita and Kubuś, has seen what he believes are their 
wedding photographs, and he has read a letter written in English by Rita’s brother in Kenya.  He quotes a note, written in 
German, from Rita’s mother, apparently meant for Rita and Kubuś and written on tobacco paper.  Rough translation:  “My 
dear ones: We have received 275 U.S. dollars in cash from Dr. S and ask that this be paid without delay to the bearer.  
Many kisses from me and Pa.  Your Mutti.”  Schwieger says he does not want to part with this “piece of writing just yet, I 
will mail it in due time.” 
 
Undated – part of a newspaper page, presumably the Aufbau sample referenced in Kubuś’ letter of August 23, 1945.  The 

addresses for those seeking information about missing persons are predominantly in NYC, but also include Cincinnati; 
Bloomington, Indiana; Manchester, NH; Philadelphia; Chicago; Cleveland; Havana, Cuba; Montevideo, Uruguay; Colon, 
Panama; Johannesburg, South Africa.  
 
Box 1, File 36:  General Correspondence - Jakob and Rita Berger – April - September 1946 

 
April 4, 1946 – letter from Kubuś to Wiluś. The return address is 105 Arden Street, New York, 34, N.Y.  [This is the first 
time the new address appears in the files.]  Tells ZWB that Robert Victor Garvin is now stationed at Ft. Lewis.  His mother, 

a daughter of the well-known lawyer Dr. Ozuasz from Lwów (who died during the German occupation) is a first cousin of 
Benno Both.  Gives Garvin’s I.D. No.  
 
May 19, 1946 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and Wilus .  Says he has not written for some time, aside from the note 
regarding Bobby Garvin and that the last letter from ZWB dates from March 3 and “did not contain very pleasant news.”  
Describes his schedule for visiting with Rita and Vivian at Lake Placid, every other weekend.  He’s enclosing a picture of 
Vivian, which is supposed to be a surprise for Rita.  Has spoken with somebody in the State Dept. about various assets in 
Europe, including the house in Nowy Sącz .  He wants to pursue the matter, though doubts anything will come of it.  Asks 
for relevant data from ZWB. Detailed report on some survivors and on the fates of others.  Names mentioned include: 
Henryk Szrajer, Dr. Marchlewska-Szrajerowa, Mrs. Spitzmann née Ludmerer (wife of Max Spitzmann), Andzia, Oles , 
Paulina (Paulinka) Majewska, Relka Wetzstein née Dunkelblau.  Schwieger has now spent a month in Poland and then 
returned to Paris.  Report on a young artist friend, Franzl Reisz.  With the Jahrzeit of the family’s extermination 
approaching, Kubuś wanted to establish the most probable date of death.  He consulted Dr. Schwieger and a rabbi “of 
that group who now arrived in N.Y.”  The conclusion: “The train started moving on the morning of May 18.  Both 
Schwieger and the Rabbi agree that we have to figure in all probability three days for the traveling time, and that in 
Birkenau itself probably no delay occurred, since they did not go to the camp.  So we have to take May 21, 1944, as the 
day of the tragedy.”  Kubuś adds: “From my conversation with Rabbi Spira I have nothing to relate that you do not know 
already and that would be of any value to you, except that he stressed Nius ka’s activities as a social worker under those 
difficult conditions and the general appreciation she earned for her efforts, esp. for the care of children.” 
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June 4, 1946 – brief note from Kubuś to Wiluś.  He’s leaving to take Rita and the baby to Lake Placid where he’ll leave 
them for the next 3 ½ months.  He’s enclosing a copy of the report he filed with the U.S. State Dept.   
[See following.] 
 
June 1, 1946 – carbon of letter from Dr. Jacob Berger to Division of Foreign Service Administration, State Dept., Attn: Mr. 
Kenneth C. Krenuz.  Data on him and ZWB, both now naturalized citizens, ZWB as of August 9, 1943, Kubuś as of 
February 25, 1945.  Rosa Berger is described as formerly residing at Vienna VIII. Floriangasse 51; ZWB’s mother is 
described as Mrs. Karolina Birnbaum, formerly residing at Lwów.  They inherited an apartment building from their aunt, 
Mrs. Bertha Nagel; the building was situated on the market square of Nowy Sącz  in Poland.  Oswald Berger died on 
December 1, 1941. 
 
July 25, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś.  He is enclosing a carbon copy of his reply to the letter.  ZWB 
received a letter from Dr. Jadwiga Selzer, wife of Dr. Arthur Selzer, both physicians from Lwów.  It contained a “queer 
passage” which he quotes to Kubuś. [Passage appears to ask to be put in touch with Kubuś, who the writer (“Wisia”) 
believes has some money that a Mrs. Ruti Drucker left for Mrs. Selzer.]   In a P.S. he writes, “The intentional vagueness of 
the passage quoted gave me a particularly unpleasant feeling and I thought that you should be informed.  
[This carbon is on the back of letterhead stationary of Dr. Richard Merzbach, Rechtsanwalt, Frankfurt A.M., Kaiserstrasse 
58, Sprechstunden von 4-7 Uhr.  This is stationary from Hilde Birnbaum’s father’s law practice in Frankfurt.]  

Attached to this letter are a copy of ZWB’s letter to Wisia and the original letter from Wisia to ZWB 
 July 25, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Wisia.  Tone is general. Says that the matter of Mrs. Ruti Drucker 
and Kubuś Berger is unclear to him and advises writing directly to Kubuś, giving address.  It  appears that Wisia is the wife 
in this couple. 
 July 8, 1946 – handwritten letter to ZWB from Wisia.  Address: 74 Miraloma Drive, San Francisco 16.  Wisia’s 
mother-in- law [presumably Mrs. Selzer] has arrived in SF with her daughter and daughter’s family.  They bought a house 
a month ago.  It sounds as if this family has been exchanging news and correspondence with ZWB over some time. Good 
English. 
 
August 7, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  He hasn’t written in a long time.  Hilde has been going 
through illnesses.   He has heard from Stas Kielski, Anda’s son.  Gives address.  “The information on his family contained 
in his letter checks with what you wrote me.”  Gives Pauline (Paulinka) Majewska’s address.  Stas Kielski is married to a 
beautiful and gifted singer and is working for the Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Gydnia.  Stas seems to want help 
getting a job in the USA, but ZWB does not consider his case as urgent as that of Dr. I. Weindling.  Weindling, his wife 
Hala, and their daughter Branka were repatriated from Siberia and are living in Warsaw under very difficult circumstances.  
ZWB quotes a Polish passage in Hala Weindling’s letter of July 21, 1946, in which it seems that the Weindlings want to do 
him and Kubuś a service.  In a letter from Weindling, dated June 18, he said they’d like to go to Palestine and asked for 
any possible help from ZWB.  ZWB asks Kubuś’s advice and inquires about the Nowy Sącz  house, wondering if they 
should “ take a chance and send Weindling an authorization to sell it there and hope that we will receive some of the 
money,” noting that Weindling is reputed to be very honest.  Hilde’s speculations about ownership of the house by 
Americans and its possible relevance to Hala Weindling’s cryptic remarks.  
[Again, carbon on Richard Merzbach letterhead.  Page may have some mold but this does not interfere with legibility.] 
 
August 10, 1946 – letter from Kubuś to Wilus .  Address 60 Hillcrest Ave., Lake Placid, NY.  General update on his life and 
what he knows of ZWB’s life, with hopes that illnesses are now past.  Mrs. Selzer has contacted him. Ruti Drucker is a 
woman whom Kubuś knew and who “was also a victim of Nazism.”  He also has a very unpleasant feeling about the 
request for monies, since neither the letter to ZWB nor the letter to him cite a specific amount.  He’ll check his files in NY, 
but the amount is around 11-13 pounds, which Ruti transferred to him in London; no objection to transferring that amount 
to Mrs. Selzer.  “God knows what they expect.”  He is enclosing 4 photos. [A photocopy of these is at the end of this file.] 
 
September 19? 14? 13?], 1946 – Faint carbon of handwritten letter to Rita and Kubuś.  Worried since he’s not heard since 
he wrote to them on August 7.  Reports on cruise along the West coast of Vancouver Island, from which they’ve just 
returned.   Upon return, found a letter from Dr. Weindling.  Weindling says that they hope to leave Poland for Austria or 
France in about two months; their ultimate goal is Palestine.  Weindling says they don’t want ZWB to do anything for them 
until they leave Poland.  He also heard from Mrs. Selzer, whose mother-in-law seems quite satisfied with Kubuś’ response 
to her question.  
[Possible mold, but presenting no problem for legibility. Carbon on Richard Merzbach letterhead.] 
 
September 27, 1946 – draft of night letter to Kubuś from ZWB.  Worried about lack of news.  Written on engineering 
paper.  Page has a list in ZWB’s handwriting; ??eggs, toilet paper, phone bill, soap.  On the reverse side are calculus 
notes. 
 
September 30, 1946 – Western Union telegram to Bill from Jacob.  Everything is alright, silence due to business trip, is 
moving his family from country back to NY. 
 
Undated – four photos of Vivian, one including Rita.    
 
Box 1, File 37:  General Correspondence - Jakob and Rita Berger -September 1945 – December, 1945  
[Note that this file is out of chrono order, coming after the file for April-September 1946.] 
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September 11, 1945 – draft of night letter from ZWB to Jakob Berger.  RECEIVED CABLE QUOTE HENRYK 
SzapiraSandelsohn, D.Y.GER REQUESTS YOU SEND ME RITAS AND YOUR ADDRESS SIGNED SAM WAAGEMAAR 
AMERICAN PRESS CAMP BERLIN UNQUOTE WHO IS SZRAGER.  
[Written on engineering paper.  ZWB’s handwriting “Bremerton  Manchester  Vashon Island.”  On back of what appears to 
be a student’s homework or exam.] 
 
September 12, 1945 –draft of telegram phoned to Western Union from ZWB to Jakob Berger: Name Was distorted should 
read Henryk Szrajer.  Cable connection to Berlin here unobtainable. Letter follows. 
[Again, on back of what appears to be student work written on engineering paper.] 
 
September 12, 1945 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś, sent Air Mail Special Delivery.  Today a cable was phoned 
through to him: WILLY BIRNBAUM – PROFESSOR UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON SEATTLE – HENRYK SZRAJER 
REQUESTS YOU SEND ME RITAS AND YOUR ADDRESS – SAM WAAGENAAR AMERICAN PRESSCAMP BERLIN.  
ZWB recapitulates the matter of the misspelling and inability to cable Berlin.  Discussion of code in telegram address: 
AMIALO. This code is unknown to local Western Union offices or any other place he’s checked.  He’s hoping Kubuś may 
figure out a way to get in touch with Waaganaar or possibly a press agency which might be able to trace AMIALO.  He is 
enclosing the original cable. 
 
September 18, 1945 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB.  Sent Air Mail Special Delivery. Today he is cabling the Chief Prosecutor 
of the British Military Tribunal and suggesting that the case of the transport of May 17, 1944, be included in “the trial 
against Josef Kramer etc.”  Others are doing this and he urges ZWB to also send a cable to Colonel T.M. Backhouse, 
Chief Prosecutor, British Military Tribunal, Lueneburg ?care [?c/o] War Office, London.  A man named Storch, possibly 
from Lwów, who escaped from the transport, is willing to give evidence, and Dr. Schwieger is eager to appear before the 
Tribunal and has applied for this purpose.  Kubuś quotes his cable.  The address of Dr. Julius Schwieger, principal 
witness, is given as 5 rue Emile Zola, Nogent zur Marne, France. 
 
October 5, 1945 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś. ZWB says he owes Kubuś answers to five letters.  Gives 
update.  August 5, 1945, birth of son; “He is a nice boy with good eating-, sleeping- and functioning-manners, according to 
the opinion of unbiased physicians a healthy specimen, endowed with a pair of big dark eyes, and already exhibiting a 
friendly toothless smile. [Commenting on Dick’s name, ZWB explains that he was named Franklin Isaac after his sister 
and father; Ann added David; and after Hilde’s father died, they added Richard.  “Now he has four names to choose 
from.”] Celebrated Ann’s birthday with whole family present, in good mood.  Two days later Hilde’s father underwent a 
supposedly harmless operation; embolism 48 hours later, collapsed and died shortly after midnight without regaining 
consciousness; Hilde’s mother followed him the same day.  A day later, ZWB received from Kubuś the copy of Dr. 
Schwieger’s detailed letter dated of July 24, 1945, “which seemed to change our worst fears into practical certainty.”  
Describes enjoyable long weekend in Vancouver, BC. There they met Mrs. Goldsztein and [section illegible because of 
carbon copy on letterhead] …whom he knew in Lwów as Lydia Fruks; she has changed very much  but is still very good 
looking; spent two pleasant evening with the Goldszteins; the second evening was in the company of “practically the 
whole colony of Polish-Jewish emigres.  For the first time in years I had a chance to talk Polish again; it was not quite 
easy but I enjoyed it.”  Acknowledges and thanks Kubuś and Bronio for the letters from Dr. Schwieger.  He is sorry to hear 
that Kubuś, too, has been unable to get a cable through “in matters Schreier.”  Immediately upon receipt of Kubuś’ letter 
of September 18, ZWB sent a cable to Col Backhouse.  Comments on the enormous losses they have all suffered.  “it is 
uncanny to know …that practically the whole generation one used to know, the entire social group one grew up with, has 
ceased to exist.  One almost feels like somebody who has grown so terribly old that one keeps living almost alone….As 
you said, one has to keep ones eyes on the future, on ones children, on the chance that their world may be happier and 
better.”  He is mailing Dr. Schwieger’s report on Dr. Fruchs.  Discussion of possible ski vacation at Christmas.  The baby 
carriage sent for Ann has also been used by Hilde’s sister for her child and remains in usable condition.  “Only the roof is 
cracking but I managed to patch it up and now it looks quite elegant.”  Alludes to the Bergers’ move to the larger 
apartment. 
 
November 1, 1945 – letter from National Refugee Service, 139 Centre Street, NY, to Dr. Jakob Berger.  This letter is 
regarding BIRNBAUM, Izak-Lina Case # B2523.  Noting that they are unsure of the basis of this information, the letter 
informs Kubuś that the name of Izak Birnbaum appeared on a list dated March 25, 1945, of Jewish survivors in Poland.  
The list is comprised from recordings of radio broadcasts in Lublin from Feb. 24 to March 21, 1945.  No messages are 
given. The information they have indicates that a person named Izak Birnbaum,  is in Wieliczka.  [Town near Kraków and 
a little further away from Auschwitz.]   

 
November 14, 1945 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB . Sent Air Mail Special Delivery.  Acknowledges ZWB’s letter of 
October 5.  A few days ago they moved to their new apartment.  Discussion of the apartment, Fort Tryon Park.  The 
factory, still in the Bronx, may be moved to another location, away from the Bronx. Further discussion of possible joint ski 
holiday.  He is enclosing the letter from the National Refugee Service, but “would rather not be too hopeful.” Comments on 
further inquiries.  One item of good news: Prof. Steinhaus is living in Kraków; a letter written by Steinhaus and addressed 
to Milus   Bloch arrived in New York;  Dr. Marian Reich read it and informed Kubuś that it contained a request that ZWB be 
informed of its contents.  Gives Bloch’s address in Chicago.  He finally was able to put a cable through to the American 
correspondent who wired ZWB about Henryk Szrajer and he wonders if they’ll get further news.  Handwritten note from 
Rita, including remark “I feel rather run down with all the work and worry and wish I could get away for a while and have 
an opportunity to find myself again.” 
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December 9, 1945 – brief letter from Kubuś toZWB.  He is still getting letters responding to the Aufbau ad.  Lately got one 

useless letter from Holland and another from an Oska Muller in Brussels “who is from Lwów and was interned together 
with our people and who sent me more or less the same information as Dr. Schwieger did,” and Kubuś adds that a letter is 
enclosed which might be of interest.  [The referenced letter does not appear to be in this file.]  Discussion of possibility of 

Rita and him coming to Seattle in February for ca. 2 weeks. 
 
December 15, 1945 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  Air Mail Special Delivery.  Acknowledges letter of 
December 9, and indicates that he has not yet answered Kubuś’ letter of November 14.  Enthusiastic about idea of Berger 
visit.  He had hoped to recommend Paradise for the ski holiday, but it “is closed this winter for reasons which I don’t know 
– probably reconversion from a ski-troopers’ training center not completed on time, or lack of labor to keep the road open, 
or both.  The place I would like to recommend instead, and full-heartedly, too, is Mount Baker Lodge in the Mount Baker 
massiv. .. .The place is very well equipped for skiing, it has three ski-tows, and the terrain is the best I know. The only set-
back as compared with Paradise is that Mt. Baker is more than four driving hours from here and therefore too far for just a 
Saturday-Sunday trip.  The lodge can be reached from Seattle by going to Bellingham by train or bus / 89 miles on the 
highway / and by bus from Bellingham to the lodge. …”  [Presumably referring to a present not specified but enclosed in 
Kubuś’ letter of November 14,] ZWB writes, “Thank you very much for your generous gift for David [Dick].  It will come in 
handy, we hope, when he will raise the usual claim for a bicycle, a sleeping bag and camping outfit or whatever else may 
strike the fancy of a ten-year-old.  [Based on dim memory, it is my speculation that the present was a $100 savings bond.]  

Reports on correspondence with M. Bloch, and refers to him as “this amiable filou.”  “That both of you feel run down is no 
wonder considering all you went through within a few years: fleeing and arriving, struggle and adjustment, losses and 
adversities as well as achievement and success.  There probably was more pressed into those few years than the 
contents of an ordinary lifetime in more quiet periods of history.”  Writing about the children: “David [Dick] is a great eater 
and in that respect beats even Ann. I was amused by your story about Vivian insisting on feeding herself.  We had a 
similar experience with Ann when she first took possession of a spoon and decided that nobody else should handle it.  For 
some time the food was being spread all over the creation and only due to the laws of chance some of it landed in her 
mouth.  But all those things are temporary and those little animals very quickly find out the best ways and methods.”  
 
December 16, 1945 – handwritten draft, attached to above letter – from Hilde to Rita and Kubuś.  Looking very much 
forward to meeting them, thanks for gift for David [Dick], report on dissolving her parents’ home and attending to the 
Schreibers [Hilde’s paternal aunt and her husband]. They now have a university student living with them who works 2-3 
hours a day in exchange for room, board and pocket money.  Tells them that she has an aunt and cousin, Thekla and 
Otto Merzbach, in NY; the cousin has just been discharged from the army.  Dick has more than doubled his birthweight 
and is “a strong and big fellow.” 
 
Box 1, File 38:  General Correspondence - Jakob and Rita Berger - October-December 1946 

 
October 10, 1946 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB, rec’d Oct. 14, 1946. Written on letterhead of Rex Baby Carriage Mfg.Co., 
Inc., Manufacturers of Baby Carriages, 441-451 West 167

th
 Street, New York, 32, N.Y.  Makes reference to his telegram 

of Sept. 30, 1946.  Because he is writing from his office he cannot answer all items in ZWB’s letter, but is working from 
memory.  Discussion of the property in Nowy Sącz  and of Dr. Weindling.  Discussion of Stas Kielski.  The company has 
bought a manufacturing building and moved the plant there.  Since they now have more space than they need, they have 
formed, with some other people, a company that manufactures “baby novelties, such as diaper bags, laundry bags, 
pillows, pads, etc. all made of plastic materials.”  They are looking for representation throughout the big cities of the U.S., 
and Kubuś asks if ZWB or Hilde might know of anyone interested in representing the company in the Seattle area.  The 
company is Rita Products Corp. In a business trip to Akron, Ohio, he saw Melly and her parents, who send their regards.  
 
November 3, 1946 – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  Mention of the Rita Products project, 
Weindling and Novy Sacz property, detailed discussion of impact of new UW president, service on many committees, 
faculty pension system [some of this is illegible because the carbon is on letterhead].  ZWB had a letter from Gustav 
Allerhand.  “They are British citizens now. His address is Geoffrey Allen, 6 Frognalcourt, Finchley Road, London, NW3.”  
Asks, “Do you have any idea what Gustl is doing there?”  
[Some “mold” or other staining damage, nothing interfering with legibility.] 
 
November 25, 1946 – letter from Kubuś to Wiluś.  Is working on his father’s (Oswald Berger’s) estate and asks ZWB for a 
sworn statement.  Explanation of details. 
 
December 3, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  Has taken care of the notarized statement discussed 
in the letter of November 25, and is enclosing it.  Inquires if Kubuś thinks anything should be done about the Nowy Sącz  
property.  Mentions that they have been undertaking some steps with respect to Hilde’s property.  Amusing description of 
household upheaval brought about with “a siege of painting the interior of the house.” “Dick was getting his bath in the 
dishpan wherever there was an appropriate spot.” 
[Some “mold” or other gluey or staining damage, nothing interfering with legibility.]  
 
December 5, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  Sent Air Mail.  Announces plan to come to NY.  His 
trip will be on UW business.  Hilde is coming and they will be bringing Ann.  Leaving Seattle Dec. 18, Arr. NY Dec. 22, 
staying in NY until Dec. 26; Dec. 26-29 at a meeting at Swarthmore; a meeting in Boston on the 30

th
, returning to NY.  

Leaving NY on January 2
nd

, returning to Seattle by January 6, when winter quarter begins.  Asks the Bergers to find a 
hotel room “try to get something not too expensive…rather something gutbuergerlich [plain and middle-class].”  They want 
to board Ann out for most of the time; ZWB asks if they happen to know of a reliable family to care for her but notes that 
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“Hilde has a number of friends in New York to whom she has already written on this matter.”  There is a coal strike in 
Seattle.  It has been nearly ten years since they have seen each other. 
  
Box 1, File 39:  General Correspondence - Jakob and Rita Berger – 1947 

February 8, 1947 – two handwritten letters – Air mail - one from Rita to Hilde and ZWB, the other from Kubuś to Hilde and 
ZWB. They seem to be responding to a letter, note, or card that is not in the file.    
 Rita – She’s glad that they changed their opinion of M. Bloch.  “He really isn’t so bad.”  Reference to a cousin 
and her husband from Europe, “the one whose brother once cabled to Wilus  from Berlin.  She has been in camps for 
many years and will have a lot to tell.  It will be quite a job to have them settle down again to normal life…”  Asks about 
Dicky. 
 Kubuś – charming and clearly heartfelt comments on the visit.  “To see you again after such a long time was 
really a deep experience for me.  It awoke in my mind many memories of former times and even of early childhood.  I find 
myself now more connected with my past which is now represented to me only by very few people.” 
 
May 18, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  His work on the UW retirement plan.  He’s been appointed 
to head a committee on health insurance for the faculty. Dickie is “full of vim and initiative, sometimes a bit strenuous on 
the parents but mostly very amusing.”  Discussion of work-related plans. 
 
September 16, 1947 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB, Air Mail. Update on the unpleasant summer, work, and 
enclosed photos.   
[Photocopies attached, pictures #63-69.  These appear to be one of Kubuś with Vivian at the beach and two from the 
previous winter, showing Ann at the zoo during the NY visit.] 
 
Box 1, File 40: General Correspondence  - Jakob and Rita Berger - 1948-1951 
[Note that this actually runs through 1952, including the only correspondence from 1952.] 

 
February 27, 1948 – very faint carbon of lengthy handwritten letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  [This letter is illegible in 
some spots, barely legible in others.]  Hilde’s teaching and is active in the ADA and PTA.  Ann misbehaved at mealtime 
and was sent to her room; when they checked on her she had a plate and fork, and her book propped up and was very 
busy reading.  “Dickie enjoys his nursery school, is always in a good mood and has dangerously many ideas.  He moves 
around the house with lightning speed, apparently with equal ease on the floor, furniture, and up the walls.”  [It sounds as 
if the statistical and applied math lab or institute was launched in Fall 1947.]  “…my statistical outfit …was an unexpected 
success… quite a number of graduate students, some of them serious research workers in psychology, sociology and 
other fields of applied statistics…”  As a result of the high enrollment in the stat program, “some people in the department 
started a campaign to slow things down.  I had a nice fight, meetings, memoranda, proposals and counter proposals, 
cloak-and-dagger tactics in full display all the way up to the president – it was fun and the acute stage is over and a nice 
chronic condition has set in.  It seems that I have won out but the people who did not like the growth of the statistical outfit 
still don’t like it.”  Mention of Office of Naval Research (ONR) contract. Likely visit to NY.  
 
August 14, 1948 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB.  Lake Placid letterhead.  They’ve been staying in Lake Placid.  
Reference to a letter from Hilde which they received about a month ago. Reference to a visit by ZWB seemingly in the not 
too distant past.   Discussion of Vivian’s development, all the children’s health and, evidently, bouts with childhood 
diseases, ZWB’s health, Kubuś’ health.  Kubuś has had gallbladder and pancreas problems.  He is looking forward to 
returning to a normal diet, “although ‘Roast goose’ and ‘Indianerkrapfen mit Schlagobers’ seem to be out for quite some 
time to come.”  Attached to this letter is a photocopy of a photo what appears to be a photo of Vivian in the snow in Fort 
Tryon Park, 1948, photo #10. 
 
Septembr 25, 1948 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  “Dickie goes to a private school [?Helen Bush 
preschool] which is far away. A school bus picks him up, a monstrously big chartered Greyhound land cruiser into which 
diminutive Dickie climbs using his hands and feet, to take a seat proudly at a window.  All children in the neighborhood 
talk of ‘Dickie’s bus’ with envy.  It adds to his standing in the neighborhood even more than his all around toughness 
which has made him a full-fledged member of the playgroups consisting of seven- and eight- and nine-year-olds.”  ZWB 
has a partially fractured vertebra.  Hilde has started teaching consumer economics courses in a junior college level school 
within the Seattle school system [probably Edison Technical School].  Has warm recollection of evening with Bronio in 
Washington, DC. 
 
December 18, 1948 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB.  His and Vivian’s health problems.  He’s now hiking as much 
as 10 miles every Sunday.  He has trouble finding hiking partners, since hiking is “not quite the American taste.”  
Sometimes Xandl Bennett goes with him, but mostly he hikes alone.  Discussion of work at the factory, meeting 
substantial overhead by expanding repertoire of products.  He is continuing to study international law at the university.  
Asks if ZWB has heard from Wajndling.  Handwritten note from Rita. 
 
January 17, 1949 – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  There’s a rumor among his students that 
ZWB was not returning from the trip he had just completed, but has gotten “stuck with some phantastic job in the East.”  
ZWB thanks them for their hospitality in New York. Speaks warmly of toasting the New Year with them.  “It was good to 
see Vivian with whom I fell in love again.”  
 
February 19, 1951 – telegram from Jacob Berger to Prof. William Birnbaum, 5732 31 Ave NE.  Disturbed by lack of news. 
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February 19, 1951 – handwritten draft of telegram to Jacob Berger from ZWB.  Everybody okay, thanks for wire, promises 
letter. 
 
February 19, 1951 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  Detailed (3 typewritten pages) of events in ZWB’s and 
his family’s life in 1950, much information regarding math-related travels (incl.  summer 1950 family camping trip along the 
coast to SF, with time at Mt. Lassen, Lake Tahoe, and in the Redwoods), description of academic and research 
achievements, promotion to full professor, Hilde’s work, involvement with Hilltop Community (soon to have 14 homes), 
children (Dickie in kindergarten, Ann in 4

th
 grade), speculation re future professional travel.   

 
August 4, 1951 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB.  The Bergers are sailing for England.  Freddy, Rita’s brother is 
being given a major leave from his firm in Kenya and will spend it in England.  Rita has not seen her brother in 13 years.  
Ca. two years ago Freddy married a British woman who is divorced and has a daughter ca. Vivian’s age.  The company 
(Rex) is involved in patent lawsuits, another company has violated Rex’s patents. 
 
September 20, 1951 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  Carbon is on Stanford University, Dept. of Statistics 
letterhead.  Description of prep and packing for Stanford move.  Trip included visit to Weyerhauser, ride on the Mt. Hood 
tram, Lake Shasta, tour of Shasta dam.   Description of house at Stanford, first impressions of the Stat Dept. and the kids’ 
reaction to the new life.  Signed “Bill.”   
 
December 16, 1951 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB.  This is a carbon, showing no signature.  Surprised by news of 
Stanford appointment.  Reports on visit to England.  Freddy seems to be in excellent condition.  He “is a big and strong 
man.  Still to us he will probably never cease to be the little boy of whom we want to take care.”  Positive description of 
Freddy’s wife and Jill, her daughter.  England is not in good shape.  “I would say that on a pitifully poor economic basis a 
wonderful superstructure of highly developed culture and intellectual life is thriving.” Reports on strong anti-American 
sentiment, especially because of U.S. foreign policy and opinion that the U.S. is provoking a war.  Liked getting to the 
Lake District and mountainous country and was able to make two “mountain climbs that reminded me of old days in the 
Alps.” 
 This letter is clipped together with a Christmas card (no message), an envelope that must have contained the 
card, the carbon copy letter, and a letter– see below. 
 
December 19, 1952 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB.  Says that he’s enclosing a carbon of the letter he sent to ZWB 
on December 16, 1951, to 466 Salvatierra, Stanford [I believe this address was incorrect, and that the correct address 
was 644 Salvatierra.]  At Rita’s suggestion, they called Aunt Thekla, who assured them that all is well with the Birnbaums. 

He wonders if ZWB ever received the letter of 12/16/51.  “I know I cannot aspire to even an honorary degree in letter -
writing myself, but what you are doing or rather not doing since you became full professor makes you subsequently 
appear as garrulous or loquacious or whatever the word is during the wonderful days of your associate professorship 
when we were accustomed to regular two letters per year.  Having entered the stage where we count the years per letter 
and not the letters per year may I be permitted to make the following mathematical request:  Let us at least have the 
fraction of a letter to which by the laws of Mathematics we would be entitled for this year.  …I propose the following deal:  
This appendix to our Christmas card is not to be counted as a letter which is only fair, since it does not reveal any news 
about ourselves.  However let me close with the following promissory note:  Within thirty days after receipt I promise to 
repay the writer of a letter by a letter in kind.”   
 
Box 1, File 41: General Correspondence - Jakob & Rita Berger  - 1953-1958 

 
March 28, 1954 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and Wilus .  Evidently ZWB has visited recently.  Reference to “Chauncey Jr.”, 
apparently a car replacing “Chauncey Sr.” News of company’s patenting outdoor reclining chair, “the Rockette.”  A book of 
Bronio’s is being sent.  Beautifully handwritten note from Vivian.  Handwritten note from Rita.  
 
December 20, 1954 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB.  3 typed pages.  Makes reference to his letter of March 24, 
with no evidence of any subsequent correspondence.  Description of their summer 1954 trip to Europe.  Marvelous detail.  
Flew with Swissair into Vienna.  “Whatever may be said rightly against Austria and the Austrians, to see Vienna again 
after so many years was a profound and exciting experience.  We arrived on a Friday evening at the airport in Schwechat 
and the view of the city with Kahlenberg and Leopoldsberg in the last rays of the evening sun sufficed to open up many 
old wounds in ourselves.”  Describes that which is unchanged and timeless and how, when on a Wienerwald hiking trip, 
he almost expected to meet friends “on the old and familiar trails….suddenly America and the Emigration was somehow 
wiped out and had disappeared altogether.”  He liked walking in the streets and getting “the feeling of a kind of timeless 
existence.”  Describes two female schoolmates (his school was co-ed), both non-Jews “but 100% reliable anti-Nazis.”  Of 
his relatives, he met Berta Spitzer (Rudi’s sister) “who is to such an extent immersed in the past that I consider her a 
seriously sick person.”  Theater, opera, ballet.  “It is a funny feeling to see the same actors and actresses again playing 
now old man and elderly ladies.”  [Kubuś rivals Proust in some of his observations.]  “The provincialism from the 
Bundesländer has completely conquered Vienna.”  Kubuś gives many telling details.  Kubuś says Hugo Bettauer’s novel 
Die Stadt ohne Juden [“The City without Jews”] has become a reality.  “Soon it became clear that we could not live, nor 

breathe again in these smalltownish and stupid surroundings. …The world problems consist in the Russian occupation of 
Austria.  Of course nobody was a Nazi and everybody had suffered under the Nazis.”  Visit to Florianigasse 51.  They 
went to Bad Gastein and then to Salzburg where they saw the opening performance of Jedermann on the Dom Square.  

In Bozen they met Rudi Rosner, “the exact opposite of Berta Spitzer.  He does not think about the past, is living 100% in 
the present…making a business career in a very small way …in Italy.  Personally he makes a much better impression 
than he did in Vienna when he was rich.”  Hiking.  Venice.  Milan, from where Kubuś flew back to NY while Rita and Vivian 
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went to Igls near Innsbruck where …[they] had some experience with Nazis.”  They then went to Italy – Rome, Naples, 
and Capri – before sailing home.  “As you see our feelings on this trip were very mixed.  However we both feel that it 
greatly helped us psychologically to have come in touch again with the past and that we are free again from many mental 
burdens.  On the whole I would say that we became Americanized in Europe.”  Kubuś says he is enclosing copies of 
communications re taxes (not in file). 
 
June 3, 1956 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB.  The Bergers would like to spend their summer vacations in the 
Canadian Rockies and have a short visit in Seattle, with Rita and Vivian traveling by train while he would travel mostly by 
plane.  They are thinking in terms of late August.  
[This letter is attached to a carbon copy of ZWB’s response.  A second carbon of the same letter is also in the file – see 
below.] 
 
June 7, 1956 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  Pleasure with Berger plans to spend summer vacation in 
the West and to be coming to Seattle.  Hilde has already written about their schedule, says ZWB, but he summarizes his 
and Hilde’s summer plans, including an August meeting at the UW of the American Mathematical Society, the Institute of 
Mathematical Statistics, and other math-&-stat organizations, and Hilde’s participation in the Cooperative Health 
Federation of America’s national convention in August in Philadelphia.  Recommends the Bergers put Seattle early on 
their itinerary and come in July. 
 
June 17, 1956 – telegram from Kubuś to Birnbaum, Route 2 Hilltop Community Bellevue Wash.  Rita and Vivian arriving 
August 6

th
 by train, Kubuś by plane on the 7

th
, departing August 12

th
.  Asks for consent.   

 This is attached to the draft of a telegram: 
June 18, 1956 – ZWB’s handwritten draft of telegram saying he and HiIde are delighted with the plans.  
 
July 15, 1956 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB.  Details regarding plans for trip, inquiry about records to bring Dickie 
and Ann.  Handwritten note from Rita. 
 
Undated – draft of nightletter by ZWB to Kubuś saying messages have crossed, letter’s in the mail, “can hardly wait for 
your arrival.” 
 
July 22, 1956 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB.  Reviews plans.  Wants to spare Birnbaums meeting train that arrives 
“inhumanly early” and says, “Rita and Vivian will wait for you in the Station Restaurant where they will have breakfast.” 
 
August 15, 1956 – handwritten letter from Rita, Kubuś, and Vivian – on Chateau Lake Louise stationary.  Bread and butter 
letter and report on their travels since leaving Seattle, including hiking.   
 
September 20, 1958 – faint carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Rita, Kubuś, and Vivian.  (4 pages, alas, ever less 
legible).  Apparently written in the aftermath of his and Hilde’s trip to Europe, getting Ann off to college, and Dick returning 
to school.  ZWB’s impressions of Reed College.  Mail backlog at office, requiring “a few days of rather generous use of the 
wastepaper basket.”  Today the football season starts so they are “taking off to the game to forget the other things.”  Dick 
is telling about his summer’s adventures, which it would take a combination of Mark Twain, Karl May, and Jack London to 
describe properly.  Details of Dick’s stories (barely legible).  Lengthy commentary, describing Dick’s current affect and 
behavior, concluding, “Would you believe that a descendant of the noble families of Nebenzahl, Birnbaum, Alexander and 
Merzbach is a rather serious Western cowboy?”  Ann and ZWB both visited with the Bergers during the summer. 
There is a brief note, handwritten, also barely legible, from Hilde.   
 
June 17, 1958 – note from Kubuś to ZWB.  Gives two addresses.   

 Geoffrey Allen (=Gustav Allerhand) 
6 Frognal Court, Finchley Road 
London, NW3 
Tel. HAMpstead 6732 

and  
Dr. Charles Kapralik 
8 Star & Garter Mansions 
London SW 15 
Tel. PUTney 5906  
(also gives an office address and phone at Woburn House) 

Kubuś makes reference to having signed an application for a lease. 
 
Box 1, File 42:  General Correspondence - Jakob and Rita Berger – 1959 
1963  

 
July 15, 1959 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB.  Plans for moving to new apartment, apparently in a building 
currently under construction.  Kubuś describes the disarray in the semi-completed building – funny, witty, and with a 
delicious command of English cadence, syntax, and nuance.  Vivian is working as a junior counselor in a day camp, 
qualifying for community service credit – required at Fieldston.  Greetings from Rita.  Handwritten brief note from Vivian. 
 
August 14, 1959 – letter from Kubuś to ZWB and Hilde.  Malva died quite suddenly in Abano Terme in Italy, where she 
had gone for an arthritis cure.  Bronio is terribly depressed.  He’s been working on a book, the first volume of which is to 
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be finished in October or November.  Kubuś gives Bronio’s address in case ZWB would like to write to him: 74 West 68

th
 

Street, NYC.   
 Attached to this letter is an obit clipping from Der Aufbau, dated August 7, 1959:  “Malva Sterenyi-Berger 

gestorben” by Bella Paalen. Malva is described as a “distinguished former member of the Vienna State Opera.”  A 
soprano, she sang the parts of one of the daughters of the Rhine, a valkyrie, a norn, one of the nymphs in Richard 
Strauss’s “Ariadne auf Naxos,” the overseer/warden in his “Elektra,” “Marianne Leitmetzerin” in “Der Rosenkavalier,” and 
one of the women friends in Massenet’s “Manon.”  She left Vienna for a starring role in Madrid.  Later for many years she 
was a voice teacher in Vienna and continued that profession in New York after her emigration. 
 
November 29, 1960 – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to “Bergers all,” address: Hotel Paris-Dinard, 29, Rue 
Cassette, Paris 6

e 
 .  Reviews their travels since landing in Rotterdam: picked up Peugeot 403 in Amsterdam, headed 

south, travels along the Rhine by train and boat, entered Switzerland by way of Basel, then to Chesieres-Villars where 
Dick was to go to school.  A couple of days in Montreux with Dick before school started.   Description of time spent in 
Chesieres-Villars.  Based on placement tests, Dick has been placed higher than the corresponding grade in an American 
school.  ZWB reports on the news from Dick’s letters; Dick is traveling to cities in Switzerland and Germany, in part 
because of his participation in the school’s basketball team.  ZWB and Hilde went on to Lago Maggiore, then to Lucerne, 
Dijon, Fontainebleau.  Description of their apartment in Paris – 7

th
 floor, view of the Eiffel Tower, Dôme des Invalides and 

“miles of roofs and chimneys.”  ZWB has been invited to give a monographic course on a topic of his choice.  Early in 
February he is scheduled to give a lecture at Heidelberg.  “…the question to decide is really a matter of policy: should one 
sit quietly in one good place and get some work done, or just travel, or mix the two in some proportion.”  He and Hilde are 
taking French courses at the Alliance Francaise.  They are getting to movies and theater. 
 
July 5, 1961 – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Rita, Kubuś and Vivian, from Chesieres.  Refers to letter from 
Kubuś which reached him in Roquebrune.  Reviews recent travel.  Ann joined them in Roquebrune, they’ve gone to Pisa, 
Siena, Florence, Milan, Rome, and Switzerland, where they are now spending three days near Dick’s school.  His school 
year ends on July 21.  Dick, Hilde and ZWB will sail on the Statendam from Southampton on August 16.  They are taking 
their car with them and plan to drive home from NYC.   
 Attached to ZWB’s letter is Kubuś’ letter of June 3, 1961. 
June 3, 1961 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB [this may be the first letter in which he addresses ZWB in this fashion 
and not as Wilus ]; the return address is Jacob Berger, 600 West 246

th
 Street, Riverdale 71, New York.  ZWB’s penciled 

note that it was received June 6, ’61, Roquebrune.  Henry Curtis, a business associate and Mr. Gottfried’s son-in-law, has 
become seriously ill.   For this reason they will not be traveling to Europe this summer.   
 
April 9, 1962 – handwritten letter from Kubuś to ZWB and Hilde.  Air Mail.  Uncle Bronio died yesterday of acute heart 
failure.   He is enclosing obituaries from the N.Y. Times and the Herald Tribune. 
 Herald Tribune – “Adolf Berger, 80: An Authority on Roman Law.”  Visiting Professor of Roman Law at City 

College.  Died in a sanitarium.  Born in Poland, obtained degree of doctor of jurisprudence at University of Lwów in 1907.  
In 1916 lectured at the University of Rome.  1919-1938 was cultural attaché of the Polish Legation in Vienna.  Came to 
USA in 1942.  In 1953 published Encyclopedic Dictionary of Roman Law, considered by scholars to be the definitive work 

on the subject.  Honors.  No immediate survivors. 
 New York Times – “Dr. Adolf Berger of City College: Visiting Professor of Roman Law is Dead at 80.”  

Internationally recognized authority in his field.  Died yesterday after a brief illness at West Hill Sanatorium in the Bronx.  
His Encyclopedia was acclaimed by scholars as the definitive reference work in its field.  Born in the Polish territory that 
was then part of Austria, received Doctor of Laws degree from the University of Lemberg (now the Ukrainian city of Lvov) 
in 1907, was rewarded with a diamond ring from the Emperor Franz Josef in recognition of his scholarship.  In 1916 Dr. 
Berger lectured on Roman Law at the University of Rome.  Three years later became cultural attaché at the Polish 
Legation in Vienna, a post he held until 1938.  Came to the U.S. in WWII and joined the Ecole Libre des Hautes Etudes in 
NYC as Professor of Roman Law.  In 1952 was appointed to the faculty of City College.  A widower, no survivors.  
Beloved husband of the late Malva Stereny Berger and dear uncle of Jacob Berger. 
 
May 5, 1962 – letter from Kubuś to Hilde and ZWB.  Thanks them for the expressions of sympathy.  Has been hard at 
work at the office and “in connection with the liquidation of Uncle Putzi’s belongings.”  He wrote to Malva’s family the 
details of Uncle Bronio’s last few months.  As far as Bronio is concerned, Malva’s family consists of three people, so 
Kubuś sent them each a copy of a collective letter.  He is enclosing one more copy in this letter. 
 Enclosed is the referenced letter: 
May 2, 1962 – typewritten letter, in German, 4 pages, from Kubuś to Dr. Gyula Szterenyi (Budapest), Mr. Josef Szterenyi 
(Budapest), and Graefin [Countess] Marion Attems (London).  He addresses them collectively as “dear Szterenyi family.”  
There was evidence of medical problems in the form of confusion regarding time-of-day since November 1961.  Kubuś 
discussed the matter with Dr. Reich.  Kubuś balked at the advice that Bronio be placed in an institution, since the 
condition was likely to worsen.   Bronio continued to be able to give lectures at City College.  With Kubuś, he continued 
often to go to the opera and they were frequently together.  At the end of December, there were moments when the 
confusion extended beyond temporal matters but he still functioned very well at the university and was able to continue to 
give his lectures.  Kubuś persuaded him, however, to accept having a housekeeper who cooked his meals and monitored 
him, reporting to Kubuś.  This arrangement functioned very well almost until his death.  Kubuś is very glad that he did not 
follow the doctor’s advice because Bronio had a normal life and was professionally active until the end.  In the first months 
of 1962 he deteriorated physically rather fast, becoming weak and requiring lots of rest.  Nevertheless he remained very 
interested and engaged with such matters as opera, politics, and his specialty subject.  The housekeeper helped him with 
his temporal disorientation, orienting him in time immediately when he awoke.  He even had a certain sense of humor 
about his problem, triumphantly announcing when Kubuś called, “I already know that it is now evening.”  On the first of 
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March they celebrated his eightieth birthday at the Bergers’ home and he seemed in good condition.   Some ten days later 
there was a celebration in his honor at Columbia University, arranged by ca 15 professors from various disciplines; the 
group, the “Ancient Civilization Group” meets monthly and Bronio had been a regular participant; Kubuś and Rita were 
invited.  A close colleague of Bronio’s, a professor of Roman Law, Prof. Schiller, had written to scholars throughout the 
world, and the congratulatory letters were read at the celebration.  Although Kubuś and Rita had worried that he would not 
have the stamina for this occasion, he held up very well and even delivered, in a very weak voice, an absolutely logically 
clear and even humorous talk about his “first” eighty years.  After that, however, he deteriorated rapidly.  Once or twice he 
forgot to go to his lectures.  In conversation, fantastic elements were mixed with reality.  On Wednesday, April 4

th
, he gave 

his lecture as usual but immediately afterwards he began to hallucinate; he told his students that strangers were evicting 
him from his apartment and that he had to go to the police for help; he spoke so convincingly that some of his students 
immediately prepared to go with him to the police; one professor, however, recognized that this was a hallucination and 
persuaded him to take a taxi home.  Once at home, he slept but, upon awaking, the hallucination continued, as the 
housekeeper informed Kubuś that evening.  Kubuś contacted Dr. Reich and the two of them agreed that Bronio was in no 
condition to remain in his apartment.  Reich and Kubuś together persuaded Bronio that he needed a rest cure and should 
suspend his lectures; Bronio was tractable and easily convinced, although the hallucinations about eviction by strangers 
continued.  In the meantime Rita had contacted a sanatorium, the best in the region, which is in a beautiful park and not 
far from their home so it was easy for them to visit him every day.  They took him there on Thursday [April 5] and were 
there to handle the intake.  The next day, Friday, April 6

th
, he was in especially good shape; it was a beautiful sunny day 

which he spent largely in the park; he was calm, spoke quite normally and showed no signs of mental disturbance.  The 
following day, Saturday, April 7

th, 
he was quite altered; when Kubuś and Rita arrived, he lay on his bed, breathing with 

difficulty and a bit swollen; obviously fluid was pooling in his legs; the cardiologist was there and diagnosed acute cardiac 
insufficiency; he told them that the situation was serious.  Bronio was only partly conscious.  Upon being asked, he said 
he was feeling no pain.  He inquired about Vivian – his last words.  He had no idea how serious the situation was, but only 
had a feeling of being tired.  Early the next morning, Sunday, April 8

th
, he was not conscious and from his breathing one 

could hear that there was fluid in his lungs.  His pulse slowed and at about noon he breathed his last.  All in all, it was the 
easiest death one could imagine; objectively the crisis lasted only 1½ days and subjectively he was never aware of any 
danger; since he experienced no pain, he was not at all discomfited.  There were five speeches at the funeral: Prof. 
Drabkin of NY City College spoke of his qualities as a teacher; Prof. Schiller of Columbia University spoke about his 
importance for Roman Law; Prof. Nagorski of the Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences and the organization of Polish 
jurists in NY spoke of him especially as a Polish scholar; a former Warsaw judge by the name of Friede honored him in 
the name of Polish Jews in NY; finally the rabbi said a few religious words.  Kubuś feels he acted correctly, even if 
contrary to medical advice, in that he allowed personal freedom and freedom of action until the last possible moment.   
 
June 7, 1963 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.  He has been invited by the Polish Academy of Sciences 
and is going to Poland for ca. ten days; from there he’ll go to a meeting in Copenhagen.  Hilde is traveling with him.  They 
will stay in Vienna for a couple of days before flying to Warsaw.  They will be passing through NYC, arriving June 14 at 
5:18 PM, departing at 8:00 PM, and ZWB wonders if he could see them at the airport.  There is an additional handwritten 
note in which ZWB asks Kubuś’ advice regarding suggestions he might make to Ludwik Rubel’s wife, who lives with their 
daughter in Warsaw; the wife has written to ZWB that it is her understanding that Ludwik inherited an apartment house in 
Vienna; she asks if there is any way of tracing the inheritance and establishing a claim for the daughter; the inheritance 
appears to be through Ludwik Rubel’s aunt, his father’s sister, a Mrs. Alexander in Vienna. 
 
Box 1, File 43:  General Correspondence -  Berger -  No Date 

 
Undated – letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś – terrible carbon copy on engineering paper.  Apparently written after 
returning from a trip in which ZWB visited with the Bergers.  From NYC he went to Washington, DC.  He had 
appointments with a “Pentagon man” whom he knew and with a Hindu statistician.   The next morning, a Thursday, was 
spent in appointments in various Navy offices.  In the afternoon, among other things, he followed the Bergers’ and 
Bronio’s advice and saw recommended paintings from Germany at the National Gallery.  In the evening he had a most 
enjoyable dinner with Uncle Bronio and a pleasant walk with him.  The next day ZWB left for San Francisco, spent 
Saturday at Berkeley “on business,” saw friends in San Francisco on Sunday morning, and returned to Seattle on Sunday 
evening.  The evening with the Bergers was the most enjoyable and restful part of the “whole expedition.”  He wishes he 
could be with them more often, however the Navy contract has a constrained travel budget.  He encloses a check for a 
thirty dollar loan and a .50 phone call.   
[Clearly this dates from well before Bronio’s death – a time when Bronio was in Washington, DC.] 

 
Undated – must be late January 1949 - handwritten letter to Hilde and ZWB from Kubuś, Vivian, and Rita.  [This may be in 
response to the above letter.]   The return address is 105 Arden Street.  The letter is addressed to 5732 31

st
 Avenue NE in 

Seattle.  (Stamp and postmark have been cut out of the attached envelope.)   
Kubuś writes that ZWB’s letter brought relief to Vivian who worried about how ZWB could manage on a train 

without her advice and care.  He refers to the sending of chocolates for Christmas, when the card to the Birnbaums 
indicated that the package was from “Mary” and meant for her mother.  He al ludes to rumors about a fantastic job offer in 
the East.  He wishes Hilde good luck with her Consumer Economics course.  He expresses dislike of the Math Dept. 
chair.  

Vivian (in Rita’s handwriting) writes questions about ZWB’s train ride and his life in Seattle, thanks him for two 
books he sent her, and urges him to visit again soon.  She signed the letter in careful, labored capital letters. 

Rita, dating her message “1/20,” writes that ZWB’s long letter just arrived: “Thank you for letting us know how 
everything is.”  They are all enjoying the two books.  She asks if Dicky is alright again.   
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[All-in-all, the Berger letter suggests that ZWB’s visit was at New Year’s 1949, at a time when Winger was still the chair of 
the Math Dept., Vivian four, Dick three. This might be checked against other correspondence or possibly ZWB’s diaries. 
The “long letter to which Rita refers, appears to be ZWB’s letter of January 17, 1949 (see File 40 in Box 1).] 
 

Christmas card from the Bergers to Hilde and ZWB.  Handwritten by Kubuś.  Contains reference to ZWB’s surprise visits.   
[I wonder if the unexpected visits are related to trips east financed by ONR.]   

 
Box 1, File 44:  General Correspondence - Berger, Rosa 

 
[Letters in this file seem to be out of chrono order.] 

 
June 28, 1937 (postmark) – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rosa Berger – lengthy letter, with ZWB’s red-penciled 
underlining.  Some names are barely intelligible to me: Kubuś, ?Zakopane, Lederer, ?Kaprali.  Addressed to Dr. Wilhelm 
Birnbaum, International House, 500 Riverside Drive, NY.  ZWB has stamped the envelope “8.7.37.  Rosa Berger writes 
from Vienna, VIII, Florianigasse 51. 
 
Sept. 9, 1937 (postmark) – handwritten letter in Polish from Rosa Berger, addressed to ZWB at International House.  
Again, ZWB has underlined in red pencil.   

This letter concludes with a handwritten note from Kubuś and Rita, in Kubuś’ handwriting.  Kubuś writes with 
pleasure at the news of ZWB’s position with Bernstein, convinced that he won’t stay with Bernstein but will go on to bigger 
things.  Asks if ZWB has seen the Lederers.  (ZWB has underlined this part in red.)   

Attached to this letter is a typed note, dated September 9, 1937, in German, from somebody in Berlin 
(Budapesterstr. 13).  I assume it is from “H. Hirschberg” and I assume it is addressed to Oswald Berger. Roughly 
translated, this reads, “ Dear Herr Doktor!  I have just received the letter of August 31

st
 from your nephew and have 

forwarded it to New York with a note to my friend, former consul Dr. Paul Schwarz.   A copy is enclosed.  I may certainly 
assume that Dr. Sch. will give attention to your nephew.  Most obliged greetings - also from my wife – yours truly.”   

Also in this packet – on the back of the page including Kubuś’ letter, is a note that appears to be in Rosa’s 
handwriting and is partly in German and seems to report on what Hirschberg wrote earlier to Oswald Berger on August 
27

th
, 1937: Very roughly “Dear Herr Doktor, Thank you for your charming words of the 25

th
 …thanks also on behalf of my 

wife - …??? (something in parenthesis in Polish).  As soon as I receive the letter from your nephew, I will of course not fail 
to ?do whatever is possible.  ??I hope I’ll still be in Berlin.”  

 
October 30, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rosa Berger.  Rec’d by ZWB November 12, 1937.  There is a 
handwritten letter from Kubuś.  
 October 31, 1937 – handwritten letter, in German, from Kubuś.  Thanks ZWB for his reports.  Glad that he is 
making excursions to the shores of the Hudson.  Mention of various offspring of Lord (their dog, I believe) that live here 
and there in the neighborhood.  Kubuś would like to buy one of his descendants for the Boths (Rita’s parents); they’ve all 
inherited very good characteristics.  They have a subscription for the Josefstädter Theater.  Asks about ZWB’s social life 
and about contact with the Lederers.  
 
November 15, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rosa to ZWB. Rec’d, according to ZWB’s stamp, November 26, 
1937.  

Enclosed is a handwritten letter, in German, from Kubuś, dated November 16, 1937.  Hopes that the matter of 
ZWB’s visa will go well.  Has ZWB been able to find influential people through the Lederers?  Reference to Walter Lederer 
having an uncle, Emil Lederer, who is “some sort of university professor” there (in the USA) and seems to have taught in 
Heidelberg.  [I’m having difficulties with the handwriting, can barely make it out.]  Rita has brought home a microscope; in 
a drop of water one can see a whole menagerie; it’s a pity ZWB isn’t there, since this would be fun suited to his taste. 
 
July 31, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rosa to ZWB, written from Bad Ischl. Envelope stamped by ZWB as 
rec’d August 10, 1937.  Return address: Rosa Berger, Bad Ischl, Habsburger Hof, ???...strasse, Salzkammergut.  Some 
red-pencil underlining by ZWB. 
 
October 10, 1937- handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rosa to ZWB. Stamped by ZWB as received 28.10.37. Red pencil 
underlining by ZWB. Attached is a note from Kubuś.   
October 12, 1937 – handwritten note, in German, from Kubuś.  There seems to have been a disappointment.  Kubuś 
comments on the ups and downs of ZWB’s experiences and says that they (the family) are convinced that all will go well.   
 
September 22, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rosa to ZWB.  ZWB’s red pencil underlining.  ZWB has stamped  
envelope 5.10.37 (October 5, 1937).  Attached is a note from Kubuś.  
 September 23, 1937 – handwritten note, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  Acknowledges two letters from ZWB, 
one of 5.IX (September 5) and one of 14.IX (September 14).  He is convinced that ZWB will soon be stuck with the agony 
of having to choose between the many positions offered to him.  Advice regarding contacts that may help ZWB.  Likes the 
descriptions of ZWB’s outings.  It’s an amusing and very young country over there.  Report on Rita’s studies.  They have 
acquired an automatic soda water bottle, with which they can make their own soda water, and a fruit press for making 
juice.  Nothing new with Uncle Bronio.  They await the continuation of his “novel” with suspense.  Rita adds a message:  
“You cannot imagine how we look forward to your reports and the pleasure they bring.  With your last letter, Kubuś and I 
had a little glass of liquor and drank to your health.”  It suited ZWB for sure, it was a good ?Meml/Meinl-likör.  In the past 
ZWB would give her bonbons to calm her nerves before her exams, now his letters serve in place of the bonbons.   
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September 28, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rosa Berger to ZWB.  ZWB’s stamp on envelope shows 
14.12.37.  [I’m becoming increasingly doubtful about the matching of envelopes with letters.] 
 There is a brief note, in German, handwritten, from Kubuś.   
 
December 20, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rosa Berger to ZWB.  ZWB has stamped receipt date as 7.1.38 
(January 7, 1938).  Note from Kubuś is attached:   
 December 28, 1937 – handwritten letter, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  New Year’s greetings and wishes.  
Above all, he wishes that ZWB will get the desired visa.  Also wishes ZWB advancement, raise in pay and everything that 
“a freshly hatched American may desire, at a quick American pace.”  He’s curious about ZWB’s Christmas trip and awaits 
his report.  Has received a letter from Walter Lederer.  Greetings and great wishes from Rita. 
 
January 21, 1938 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rosa to ZWB.  There is note from Kubuś:  
 Handwritten note, in German, from Kubuś to ZWB.  With suspense, they are awaiting further news from him.  
They hope his trip to Cuba will happen soon, and are curious about the beautiful and exotic regions and people he will get 
to know.  They all very much liked his description of his trip to Indianapolis.  He and Rita are both studying hard – she is 
working on pathological anatomy, he preparing for ?an exam, which should take place in February. Rita has a big exam in 
March.  After that, perhaps they will go skiing.  
 
No date – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rosa Berger to ZWB.  No envelope.  Red pencil underlining.  Refers to Xandl 
Beinhacker, ?Ottawa, ?Dr. Both, San Francisco.  Perhaps this is part of another letter. 
 
Box 1, File 45:  General Correspondence -  Oswalt Berger 1937-1940 
[Shouldn’t this be Oswald Berger?] 

         
July 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Oswald Berger to Wilhelm Birnbaum.  Postage and postmark shows letter 
sent from Czechoslovakia, return address is Vienna.  Relatively brief letter.  Red pencil underlining by ZWB.  Rec’d 6 
August 1937. 
 
August 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Oswald Berger to Wilhelm Birnbaum.  Postmark and return addess is 
Karlsbad in Czechoslovakia.  Again, a brief letter.  Rec’d 16 August 1937. 
 
June 27, 1940 – two carbon copies of typed letter from ZWB to Oswald Berger, address: Lwów, Kołłątaja 5, USSR.  This 
was a registered letter, mailed by “clipper”; return receipt, as noted by ZWB, was received October 3, 1940.  The carbon is 
weak in spots.  Mention of Kubuś, von Neumann at Princeton, Seattle, hike to “Lake 22,” several more references to 
Kubuś.  Maybe references to problems with mail service to Europe. 
 
Date unclear – handwritten post card, in Polish, from Oswald Berger to William Birnbaum.  Address is Lwów address, 
USSR postage; rec’d July 26, 1940.  This is attached to ZWB’s letter of July 27, 1940. 
 
July 27, 1940 – 2 carbon copies of typed letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Oswald Berger, sent to Lwów address.  Sent 
Registered mail with return receipt (attached to one of the copies). Mention of Kubuś, ?references to problems with mail 
service to Europe, description of his professional life, reference to Stanford, the Cascades, Lake Chelan, fjords 
reminiscent of Norway, Seattle. 
 
August 21, 1940 – 2 carbon copies of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Oswald Berger at Lwów address; sent registered with 
return receipt (looks like it was signed by Rosa Berger); return receipt dated XI, 8, 40.  Reference to Kubuś, immigration 
issues taken up with the Department of State in Washington, DC; possible mention of Asia, China and Vladivostok; 
mention of residing at the Pickwick Hotel, Alki Point, Magnolia Bluff, Olympic Peninsula, Olympic mountains, the port with 
ships going to Alaska, Canada, Hawaii, China, Japan, ?Russia; mention of Bloch correspondence and ???Ala (spelled 
Alą). 
 
November 20, 1940 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Oswald Berger at Lwów address.  Reference to Kubuś, his 
colleague H.S. [Herbert] Zuckerman, Mt. Rainier, his position on the faculty. 
 
Three postcards from Oswald Berger to ZWB are out of chronological order. 
 

No date – rec’d by ZWB Sept. 4, 1940 (IX, 4, 40) – handwritten post card, in Polish, from Oswald Berger in Lwów, to 
“Professor Sigmunt William” at the UW, Dept of Mathematics. 
 
No date – rec’d by ZWB August 19, 1940 (VIII, 19, 40) – handwritten post card, in Polish, from Oswald Berger in Lwów to 
Professor William Birnbaum at the Pickwick Hotel, 1409 Boren Avenue, Seattle. 
 
Date ?? – rec’d by ZWB July 19, 1940 (VII, 19, 40) – handwritten post card, in Polish, from Oswald Berger; return address 
is Lwów, but Oswald has noted “via Odessa!” on the card which is addressed to Professor William Birnbaum at the 
Pickwick hotel.  In Artur Rosman’s handwriting, I believe, there is a note on the card: “visa instructions.”  
 
Box 1, File 46:  General Correspondence - Berger, Sol -  Berger, Vivian  
1938-1976 – n.d. 
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September 29, 1938 – post card, typed, in Polish, from Sal [spelled with an “a”] Berger (159 First St., Elizabeth, NJ) to Dr. 
“Wiliam” Birnbaum, 200 “Claremond” Ave. Apr. 61, New York.  Rec’d Sep. 30, 1938.  Artur’s note: “Just arrived in USA.”  
 
April 6, 1940 (postmark) – post card, typed, in Polish, from Sol [spelled with an “o”] Berger, 78 Thomas St. Bloomfield, NJ.  
It is addressed to Mr. Birnbaum c/o Washington State University, Washington State.  Artur’s note: “News from Poland that 
Birnbaums are leaving for USA; wants to confirm.” 
 
October 2, 1938 – carbon of typed card, in Polish, from ZWB to Sal Berger.  This is in response to the card of September 
29, 1938.  Mention of Czechoslovakia, America, and the hours, address and phone number of the Institute for 
Mathematical and Statistical Research.   
[Note that this letter is out of chronological order and should appear between the two post cards.]   

 
April 13, 1940 – carbon of typed card, in Polish, from ZWB to Sol Berger.  This is obviously in response to the card of April 
6, 1940.  Artur has prepared a translation.  There is a reference to Sol Berger’s wife. 
 
Note that there is no evidence that Sol/Sal Berger is related to Vivian and her family, so the combining of correspondence 
with S. Berger with that with Vivian seems forced. 
 

October 10, 1965 – carbon of 4-page handwritten letter from ZWB to Vivian.  He is responding to a letter from her (not in 
this file).  He expresses the hope that depressing circumstances will change and her mood improve.  He writes about his 
trip to Yugoslavia.  Hilde is recovering from an injury.  Dick is in a lumber camp in Manitoba. 
 
July 30, year not given - the envelope attached to the letter is stamped by ZWB: November 2, 1976.   This is a copy of two 
pages from a handwritten letter from Kubuś to Vivian and Curt; the letter is written on the stationary of the Kremslehner 
Hotels in Vienna.  Kubuś reports on their visit in Vienna for his gymnasium class reunion.  “I think I came out of this 
meeting better equipped to deal with this ambivalence which Austria has created for me, first by forming me and then by 
almost destroying me.”  Attached to the letter is a copy of Kubuś’ speech, in German, at the reunion.  He spent a 
semester in Heidelberg; he studied more than law, having been interested in philosophy and sociology.  In 1936 he 
married Rita, “the best contract I ever made.”  He was supposed to be admitted to the listing of attorneys on March 15, 
1938, but on March 14, 1938, he was informed that his “Angelobung” (swearing-in) had been deferred indefinitely.  That 
was the end of his “Lehrjahre” (apprenticeship years), now he began his “Wanderjahre” (years of travel or journeyman 
years).  Tells of how they first went “in the wrong direction,” namely to Poland, but finally they got an English visa and in 
January 1939 arrived in England, where they remained for almost two years.  If it had not been for their worry about their 
family, the English period would have been wonderful.  They took courses.  They experienced dangers in a kind of 
Quixote-like way. When the war broke out and there was a fear that London would be bombed, they moved to 
Twickenham on the Thames, but when the bombing didn’t occur, they moved back to London  just in time to experience 
the actual bombardment.  Finally they got their American visa and were booked to sail on a ship which was sunk by the 
Germans.  But an English shipping official had made a mistake and at the last moment had put them on another ship. It 
was all nothing but sloppiness.  It was that same sloppiness that kept Kubuś from being interned in England.  “I love 
English sloppiness.”  That was the “Wanderjahre.”  Now should come the “Meisterjahre,” but in his case, Kubuś doubts 
that expression is justified.  Soon after their arrival in NY, at the end of 1940, Rita’s uncle (who had already been the 
owner of a baby carriage factory in Vienna) founded a factory for the production of baby carriages and children’s furniture.  
Since they still believed that Rita’s and his parents would get out alive, he had the urgent desire to make as much money 
as possible in order to be able to support three families.  The factory developed quickly and successfully.  Regrettably 
there is only their own small family.  They have a daughter, born in 1944, who has studied rather successfully and has 
married a Columbia professor by the name of Berger and is now a professor for “Strafprozess” (criminal procedure) and 
family law at Columbia. Early in his years in America he could still publish in his field of interest, international law; later 
because of his workload, this was not possible, but he was able to attend international law seminars at Columbia.  There’s 
been a great change in the last few years.  First his partner, Rita’s uncle, died; second the business was liquidated 
following the City of NY’s decision to build housing where the factory building was located.  So for all good intents and 
purposes, Kubuś is now retired and looking toward a new life.   
 
No date - Copy of email from Hilde and ZWB to Vivian on the occasion of the death of her husband, Curt Berger.   
 
Box 1, File 47:  General Correspondence - Bergmann, Gustav - 1938 

 
In letters to ZWB, Gustav Bergmann always uses “Du,” the familiar second-person. 
 

March 17, 1938 – letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann in Vienna to Dr. Wilhelm Birnbaum, 200 “Clarmont” Avenue, 
Apt. 61, New York; rec’d March 30, 1938.  Gustav is enclosing carbon copies of letters he sent simultaneously to Dr. 
Walther Mayer at the Institute for Advanced Study in “New-Yersey” and Mrs. J.M. Williamson, 14 Chelsea Place, East 
Orange, New Jersey.  Gustav advises ZWB to contact both of them.  The latter is a cousin of Gustav.  He seems to be 
hoping that one or both might find work for him and his wife.  He also asks that ZWB contact Robert Fürth, 320 W 107 
Street, New York.  The couple has a nine-month-old child.  The two referenced letters are attached. 
 March 16, 1938 – carbon of 4-page letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to (presumably) Prof. Dr.Walther 
Mayer.  Gustav and Anni are turning to him for help since they must now build their lives anew.  So far things have gone 
well, they even have a nine-month-old little girl.  Both – Gustav and Anni – are pursuing their careers; wife has gone back 
to her old school, for two years he has been a “Konzipient” (assistant) in a very large law office.  Now, that they must start 
over, he is thinking about mathematics and the USA.  As Mayer has been his teacher, Gustav doesn’t have to explain his 
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qualifications and limits with respect to mathematics.  Although he has not been occupied with mathematics for some 
time, he hopes that he could succeed in quickly working his way back into this field, and believes he is more disciplined 
and intellectually mature than he used to be.  He would like to work under Mayer or somehow proximate to him since he is 
well aware that after such a long interval he is not well qualified and will need help.  He’d be glad to take any kind of work.  
Apologetic about his poor math qualifications, notes that he’s not done badly in his work in law .  He thinks he could teach 
at roughly the secondary level in an Anglo-Saxon setting.  He is now thirty-two years old.  He has a teaching certificate for 
mathematics and physics.  He is working hard on improving his English, learns languages relatively easily and quickly.  
His French is very good.  He can at least read and understand Italian.  He and Anni have agreed that he might first come 
over and then, once he’s found a means of support, she and the child would come.  He is hoping that his cousin, Mrs. 
J.M. Williamson, whose husband has an important position in the American petroleum industry, might give him an 
affidavit, help with the cost of the trip to America and support him initially.  Asks for advice regarding CV and how he 
should prepare himself for what lies ahead.  
 March 17, 1938 – carbon of letter, in English, from Gustav Bergmann to (presumably) Mrs. J.M. Williamson.  “I 
don’t think it is necessary to explain why we must try to build up a new existence abroad just now.”  Gustav was born May 
4, 1906.  He gives details of his life to date.  Before becoming a lawyer he received a doctorate in mathematics, was a 
research fellow in Berlin for a year, and was a “teacher-aspirant” (?teaching intern) in an Austrian high school; he’s 
published on geometrical analysis and has an actuary’s certificate.  For two years he’s been an assistant lawyer in a big 
law firm.  Anni has been teaching math and physics in a girls’ high school.  She would be happy to find work in a home “as 
lady’s help or with the children.”  They have a nine-month-old daughter with which they don’t want Anni to be parted.  Tells 
Mrs. Williamson about Prof. Walther Mayer at Princeton.  Asks for help with affidavit and financial support.   He has also 
written to a cousin of Anni’s, Robert Fürth.   
 
April 19, 1938 – telegram to ZWB from Gustav: “DID WILLIAMSON GET LETTER.”  ZWB’s response seems illegible as 
written on the telegram, but looks like “All right Willy.” 
 
April 27, 1938 – telegram to ZWB from Gustav: “NOT LETTERS STOP DO WILLIAMSONS GRANT AFFIDAVIT.”  ZWB’s 
response looks like “Williamson promised Willy.” 
 
July 26, ??1938 (no year) – telegram (presumably from Gustav), addressed to BIRNBAUM – MARINE BIOLOGICAL LAB, 
“MAYERS INCOME INSUFFICIENT SUPPLEMENTARY AFFIDAVIT NEEDED COOPERAT MAYER DRUCKER-
UNSIGNED WIEN.” 
[Judging by subsequent correspondence, this telegram and the previous one are out of chronological order.]   

 
April 25, 1938 – letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Willy (ZWB).  He received a response from Prof. Mayer 
saying that his economic situation is not good and that he’s heard from Gustav’s cousin who is not sounding all that 
enthusiastic; nevertheless Mayer tells Bergmann and told the cousin that once he (Gustav Bergmann) is here something 
may develop. Gustav wonders if Mayer spoke with his cousin or with the cousin’s husband, Robert, which might make a 
difference. He also worries that Mayer may think only in terms of higher education and “better schools,” while Gustav 
would be delighted to take a “dishwashing” position.  Gustav begs ZWB to find out if Williamson would be willing to write 
an affidavit for the three of them, for just Anni and the kid, or for just him (Gustav).  Would they be able to provide any 
support?  And, he asks ZWB to find out why they are not answering his letter.  Talks about how much money he may be 
allowed to take upon leaving the Reich, and about Anni’s willingness to take a position in a household.   
 
May 4, 1938 – letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to ZWB (Willy).  Thanks him for his kind, good, detailed and 
reasonable letter.  Everything depends on the Williamsons, he is convinced.  He is enclosing a copy of a letter he has 
written to his cousin.  The letter of April 15 [presumably from the Williamsons to Gustav] was rather positive but contained 
no mention of an affidavit.  The possibility of a visit of several months’ duration [evidently suggested by ZWB] is not 
feasible.   The decision will be final.   Much depends on the Williamsons.  He and Anni have no illusions and are prepared 
to take whatever work may be available.  
 
May 2, 1938 – carbon copy of letter, in English, from Gustav Bergman in Vienna, Germany, to “my dear cousin” 
(presumably Mrs. Williamson).   Tries to explain the urgency of the situation, the need for an affidavit,  his wife’s training in 
cooking for persons with special dietary needs, his own efforts to seek work.   
 
May 27, 1938 – 3-page letter, in German, to Willi from Gustav.  Thanks him for his kindness and hard work and his 
touching offer to even let Gustav stay with him.  He has begun a massive correspondence, copies of which are enclosed.  
He and Anni are most appreciative of ZWB’s enormous work for them, and want to repay him and show thankfulness.  At 
the moment they are relying on him, ZWB, to coordinate the myriad efforts on their behalf.  He notes how he has followed 
ZWB’s instructions.  Detailed discussion and description of:  Williamson; White School House in Littleton, NH; Dr. 
Commenetz at St. Johns College in Annapolis, Maryland; Margot Goldschmidt in NYC; Dr. Peter Drucker in NYC and 
Hermann Schaar of NYC; Prof. Rudolf Carnap, Dept. of Philosophy, University of Chicago and Prof. Karl Menger, Dept. of 
Mathematics, University of Indiana, Notre Dame, Indiana; Prof. Herbert Feigl, Iowa City, Iowa, philosopher at the local 
university and student of Schlick; Prof. Paul Lazarsfeld, NYC; Dr. Viktor Weisskopf, Department of Physics, Rochester 
University, Rochester, NY; HIAS, Hebrew Immigration Aid Society, headed by Prof. Dr. Otto Saphir, Michael Reese 
Hospital , Chicago.  Gustav believes that he and ZWB are in agreement about the difficulties presented, but wants ZWB to 
know that he is following his advice and that he believes the situation is not hopeless.  He mentions that Jonny [would this 
be Jani Lukacs?]  has an affidavit promised through Liselotte’s relatives, but since he falls into the Hungarian quota, he 

may have to wait for years.  On the other hand, Rosl H., he hopes, will soon be over there [in the USA].  There are 
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handwritten notes, one from Anni.  One note, probably in Anni’s handwriting: “I believe we were not per “Du,” but now we 
appear to be.”  Gustav references the enclosures in the body of this letter.  These are attached.  
 May 10, 1938 – copy of letter, in English, from I.M. Williamson (14 Chelsea Place, East Orange, NJ) to Gustav. 
References cablegram of April 28.  Says he has been away, couldn’t reply earlier, has given consideration to Gustav’s 
request, wants to do everything possible, but cannot undertake the obligation of making an affidavit.  He is conferring with 
Mr. Furth and Dr. Birnbaum and they are working at getting an agency to assume the obligation of an affidavit.   
 May 22, 1938 – carbon of 2-page letter, in English, from Gustav to Mr. I. M. Williamson.   Acknowledges letter of 
May 10

th
.  Emphasizes that he is willing to do “the most common work” like any other immigrant who has no support at all, 

and that he would not expect to be supported by Williamson.  For this reason, he hopes Williamson will reconsider the 
matter of the affidavit.  He notes that he is willing to go to America alone until he can support his wife and child.  “I need 
hardly point out, that we would not consider this way, if emigration were not much more urgent for men than for women.  I 
am sure, you will guess the reason …”  Writes of people, also known to Dr. Birnbaum, who will be coming to NY in July 
and have offered support and possibly a job but, under the circumstances, cannot offer him an affidavit; he asks that 
Williamson consider a truly risk-free affidavit, with the friends helping with securing him a visa; these friends will be writing 
to Williamson shortly.  He’s had an offer of help if he could come to St. Johns College in Annapolis.  He’s had offers for 
places to stay, including an offer from ZWB.  Lists people, with their addresses, who can help and support him in finding 
work, thereby reducing the risk of an affidavit; he categorizes two of these as “in business” and gives Dr. Peter Drucker 
and Hermann Schaar; he categorizes five as “scientists” – Prof. Rudolf Carnap (Philosophy, U of Chicago), Prof. Karl 
Menger (Math, U of Indiana), Prof. Herbert Feigl (Iowa), Dr. Victor Weisskopf (Rochester U), Prof. Paul Lazersfeld.  He is 
also asking Prof. Mayer to forward a letter to Albert Einstein “whom I know personally, though I don’t know his actual 
address.”  He hopes what he has written will make Williamson change his mind.  
 May 25, 1938 – carbon of 3-page letter, in German, from Anna Bergmann (Wien,9. Liechtensteinstrasse 38) to 
Miss Margot Goldschmidt, 67 Bedford Street, NYC).  She is writing with the permission of a mutual friend, Grete Fried.  
Anna’s husband was a student with Hans Fried.  Both have doctorates in mathematics.  Her husband has qualified for 
“middle school” teaching in math and physics and also is qualified in actuarial math.  Describes her husband’s studies and 
career to date, with attention to his current efforts to develop skills for the American job market (studying English 
stenography and business correspondence).  For ten years Anna has been teaching math and physics at a girls’ 
gymnasium.  With the changes in the local situation she has been working on her knowledge of cooking, esp. dietary 
cooking, and infant care; she is able to run a household and is experienced in child care, can sew but is not a seamstress 
(doesn’t do cutting).  She and her husband are determined to not turn down any kind of work.  Nevertheless, Williamson is 
afraid of taking on the responsibility of an affidavit.  Perhaps he would be willing to participate as part of a group of people; 
Williamson’s wife is a cousin of Gustav.  Asks Miss Goldschmidt to contact Williamson’s wife and a Miss Levy, whom they 
knew in Vienna.  Further information would gladly be given by a friend of theirs in NYC, Dr. Wilhelm Birnbaum.  Gives 
dates:  Gustav Bergmann, 4.5.1906; Anna Katharina Bergmann, 26.8.1903; Hanna Elisabeth Bergmann, 14.6.1937.  “We 
were all born in Vienna and are of the Jewish faith.”  
 May 22, 1938 – carbon of two-page letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Dr. Peter Drucker (120 
Broadway, NYC).  Introduces himself – he was a “Konzipient” (assistant) to Dr. Winter who was known to Peter Drucker’s 
father.  Presents his case.  He is enclosing a CV.  Describes his skills, background, and possible lines of work for which 
he is suited.  He’s working hard on his English.  Necessity is a good teacher.  He would truly be glad to work as a servant 
or as a factory worker.  He is, nevertheless, trying to make contact with people through his scientific connections, knowing 
full well that after a six-year hiatus he is “not brilliantly qualified.  He’d be happy to take on something in commerce.  He’s 
afraid that an opportunity to get an affidavit will escape and begs Drucker, for God’s sake, to help him if he can, directly or 
indirectly.   Tells about the very wealthy Williamson’s shying away from the responsibility of an affidavit, fearing 
“continuing financial risk.”  Gustav cannot leave anything untried and believes that the more people in the USA who can 
assure Williamson that Gustav is honorable and that they will help him find a job, the more likely Williamson will be willing 
to provide the affidavit.  Outlines what he would like Drucker to do: consider whether he might be able to help Gustav, 
once he’s in the USA, to get a job, no matter how poorly paid or lowly; make contact with his friend Dr. Wilhelm Birnbaum, 
a young mathematician who has taken him and his family on in the most generous way and who is up to date on his case 
(Birnbaum is an assistant to Bernstein, formerly of Göttingen); speak with Dr. Birnbaum if he sees a way to improve the 
situation with Williamson, assuring him of the support available to Gustav. 
 May 25, 1938 – carbon copy of two-page letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Hermann Schaar, 533 
East 82 Street, NYC.  Introduces himself as the “Konzipienten des Dr. Winter” (Dr. Winter’s assistant) with whom he spent 
an evening in a coffeehouse.  Explains his case, the situation with Williamson, his personal qualifications (in addition to 
those noted above, he is studying bookkeeping and thinks he may have qualifications to work in Schaar’s field, patents).  
He’s willing to do unskilled office work or factory work.  Outlines his wishes to Schaar:  asks that Schaar let him know if 
there is a possibility of work in his firm or if he could help him with a position among people he knows; make contact with 
his friend Wilhelm Birnbaum who has selflessly worked in his interests, discussing with him any opportunities and in what 
form one could let Williamson know about these; consider any group of people or individual prepared to make it possible 
for him to immigrate without making Williamson fearful of ongoing financial responsibility.  Issue of his coming over without  
his wife and child.  Enclosing CV.  
 May 23, 1938 – carbon copy of two-page letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Dr. Rudolf Carnap, Dept. 
of Philosophy, Chicago University, Chicago, Ill.  Introduces himself – typical introduction of these letters: “Although I don’t 
know if you remember me at all from the Thursday evenings in Boltzmanngasse, I am trusting your humanity and 
imagination so much, that I am daring to turn to you under the circumstances with this urgent request for your help.”  He’s 
including a CV and gives some further remarks about his career, explaining his departure from mathematics and entry into 
law.  Describes his intellectual development.  Reports, in the light of his intended emigration, on his language skills.  He 
would be happy with the most modest position at the smallest and worst-located college, be it in South or Central 
America, China, the Philippines, wherever there is a possibility.  He would also be ready to take on any work, including 
lowliest and unqualified office or factory work.  Explains that his cousin is married to the American Mr. Williamson and that 
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couple visited them in 1937 and were very friendly, but that Williamson is fearful of the risk undertaken in providing an 
affidavit for him, his wife and his child.  His wife and child might remain behind, which would reduce the perceived risk for 
Williamson. Asks Carnap to vouch for his character to Williamson.  Also asks for job leads.  Notes that he has written to 
Feigl in Iowa, Menger in Indiana, Mayer in N.J..  He refers Carnap to Dr. Wilhelm Birnbaum if he wishes more information. 
 May 22, 1938 – carbon copy of two-page letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Prof. Karl Menger, 
Indiana University, Notre Dame, Ind.  Introduces himself, explains the Williamson situation, Anni’s willingness to remain in 
Vienna if necessary, is enclosing a CV, explains his shift from math to law, reviews his language skills, reminds Menger 
that he once sent him an article which had appeared in IMAGO (“Zur analytischen Theorie literarischer Wertmaßstäbe” 

1935).  He would be delighted to take the worst paid job at the most remote and smallest college, and is ready to take the 
lowest office or factory work.  He received Menger’s address from Dr. Hans Fried.  Please greet Dr. Guth, whom Gustav 
has heard is at Indiana U.  Gives information re Birnbaum and Williamson. 
 May 23, 1938 – carbon copy of one-page letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Prof. Herbert Feigl, 1022 
Newton Road, Iowa City, Iowa.  He is enclosing a carbon copy of a letter which he is sending simultaneously to Prof. 
Carnap and will not repeat what is in it.  (Gustav speaks of Feigl as a contemporary, but addresses him as “Sie.”)  Cites 
the IMAGO article.  He is dead serious about office or factory work or work as a household servant.  Asks Feigl to contact 

Birnbaum.  They’d be naturally very happy if Anni got a position as a cook or nurse and they at least would be spared a 
radical separation but they barely dare hope or write about that.   
 May 27, 1938 – carbon copy of a three-page letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Prof. Paul Lazersfeld, 
801 Westend Ave., NYC).  Says he doesn’t know if Lazarsfeld will remember him.  Explains why he is turning to him for 
help.  Cites work of his former professor, Walther Mayer (Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton; summer address White 
School House, NH) to find him a job, possibly with the help of “Albert E.” at the Institute for Advanced Study.  Cites 
Carnap and Menger.  Reviews his academic and career history, his recent intellectual interests and their development.  
He’s enclosing a copy of the IMAGO article.  Cites his willingness and eagerness to take on a teaching position wherever 

it might be.  Mayer has written that he does not have the influence that can help Gustav in the direction he’d like to go in 
teaching, and he fears that it will not go much better with Carnap and Menger. Raises the affidavit issue and Williamson.  
Refers Lazarsfeld to Birnbaum .  Describes his wife and her skills; writes of the possibility of her going to England to work 
in a household while he goes to the USA.  Gives birthdates and names, notes birth of all three in Vienna and that all three 
are Jewish.  
 May 27, 1938 – carbon copy of a three-page letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Dr. Victor Weisskopf, 
Rochester University, Dept. of Phys., Rochester, NY.  Doesn’t know if Weisskopf remembers him, but in the light of the 
extraordinary situation in which he finds himself, he is turning to him with a request for help.  It is a matter of the possibility 
of a hurried emigration.  Discussion of Walther Mayer.  Is enclosing a CV.  Discussion of academic, professional, and 
intellectual development.  Discussion of Carnap and Menger, Williamson and the affidavit issue.  Refers him to Dr.Wilhelm 
Birnbaum.  Description of wife, her willingness to remain behind with their child. 
 Carbon copy of CV of Gustav Bergmann, born May 4, 1906 in Vienna. Lists five articles in the field of 
Mathematics, 1929-1931. 
 IMAGO article – a reprint – of “Zur analytischen Theorie literarischer Wertmaßstäbe” 1935.  [IMAGO was a 

journal for psychoanalytic psychology published by Sigm. Freud.] 
 -This entire packet was received by ZWB on VI.8.38. 
 
March 30, 1938?? [date is torn off, this is the date on the opposite side] – carbons of two(?) letters, in German, from ZWB 
to Gustav.  Acknowledges receipt of letter, mentions writing to three of the addresses Gustav has given.   
 
June 7, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Gustav.  Reports that he’s seen Drucker and Williamson and that 
he will get those two together.  “I am an optimist and believe that everything is going to turn out well.  Today I received a 
very nice letter from Schaar.  I’ll also visit him if I don’t come to a positive result with W. [Williamson?] …           
 
Box 1, File 48:  General Correspondence - Gustav Bergmann - 1938-1939 
 

June 23, 1938 – one-page letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Willy.  Thanks Willy for letter of June 7
th
.  Letter 

was forwarded from 200 Claremont Ave. to Woods Hole, Mass, Marine Biological Lab. “Deutscher Reich” postage 
stamps. Since he hasn’t heard from ZWB, he’s assuming that Williamson has not agreed to provide an affidavit, that ZWB 
is proceeding to work on this in another direction, and that ZWB does not want to write until he has something beside 
negative news.  Gustav is enclosing a carbon of a letter he sent to Robert Fürth (320 W. 107

th
 St.) to keep Fürth informed, 

even though he has no expectations of him.  Mayer has behaved very nobly; Mayer’s affidavit, however, may be too weak 
on its own.  Therefore Gustav asks ZWB to not give up his efforts, but rather to coordinate them with this new possibility.  
He would like to find a second person or an organization to give an affidavit, sharing the responsibility with Mayer.  
Mayer’s summer address is White School House, Bethlehem Road, RFD, Littleton, NH.  Gustav comments on his 
seeming pushiness, the fact that the situation is urgent.  With great interest they have all read his “lehrreich” (informative 
or instructive) and comforting letter to Helene [Reschovsky].  Yesterday Gustav saw ZWB’s cousin (male) [Jakob Berger, 
presumably, who was still in Vienna].  Attached to this letter is the letter to Robert Fürth. 
 June 23, 1938 – one-page letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Robert Fürth.  They are per “Du.” Uncle 
Carl has told him that Fürth wrote in a letter of June 14th about Mr. Williamson’s refusal [to provide an affidavit].  Gustav 
doesn’t know if Dr. Birnbaum has told Fürth of the subsequent developments and so he is writing to bring him up-to-date.  
Details of these developments.  Concern that people have no sense for how urgent the matter is.  Upon learning of the 
difficulties with Williamson, Prof. Walther Mayer spontaneously telegraphed that he was ready personally to give an 
affidavit; one problem: Mayer has just given an affidavit for his brother and, since his income is modest though secure, it is 
very doubtful that his affidavit alone will suffice to permit Gustav’s immigration.  Thus it is important that further 
“Affidanten” be found.  Handwritten note [illegible for me] includes reference to Dr. Birnbaum. 
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[Note that the materials of July 27 and July 29, 1938, which follow, are out of chronological order.] 
 

July 27, 1938 – carbon of two-page letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to ??Mayer.  Thanks for letter of July 15.  
They’re looking into a household help position in England for Anni.  The consulate [USA, presumably] wrote that ?Mayer’s 
resources were insufficient for Gustav’s immigration, but a few hours after that notification arrived, there was a letter from 
a man living in Rumania who is the brother of their friend Helene [Reschovsky]; her brother will be emigrating very soon 
as a capitalist and can probably take Gustav along with him.  Now they have to take care of the complicated matter of 
liquidating their property.  In the evening, with the third mail delivery, there was a letter from Dr. Peter Drucker, in whic h 
Drucker informs them that a capitalist friend has given an affidavit for all three of them (Gustav’s entire family).  
Discussion of telegrams and coordination between Birnbaum, Drucker and Mayer.  Dealings with the local consulate are 
complicated, the consulate appears inadequate to the demands, Gustav fears that he dare not let bureaucratic 
entanglement keep him in Vienna.  Therefore he’ll probably make use of the offer of Helene’s brother.  With luck he might 
get out a couple of months before Anni, perhaps arriving in autumn.  Discussion of financial matters.  They must dissolve 
the household in or by October.  Friends will help them.  Discussion of others’ emigration plans.  Graceful commentary on 
the pressure to attend to bureaucratic and administrative matters, gratitude, profound obligation to Mayer.  Addresses of 
Birnbaum, Drucker and a note that Gustav’s sponsor is “a Mr. Aron Kheel.”   
[This carbon copy is attached to the letter to ZWB below, dated July 27, 1938.] 
 
July 27, 1938 – carbon of two-page letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Peter F. Drucker, 92 Liberty Street, NYC.  
Gustav and his wife thank Drucker for his successful efforts.  Drucker cannot possibly know what a service he has done 
them.  Description of the dramatic series of events yesterday [described in letter above].  Asks that his benefactor be 
given his thanks and asks Drucker to send his benefactor’s address so that he can write to him directly.  In his next letter 
he will enclose a letter for the benefactor, asking that Drucker forward it.   He has telegrammed the required address and 
birthdates to Drucker; he doesn’t know how it came to be that the birthdates are missing; nobody actually looks at 
affidavits, they probably are strewn in laundry baskets and also are often lost; the organizational helplessness of the 
consulate, overwhelmed by the quantity of red tape, can bring one to despair.  Issue of proof of financial support is the 
most important.  Detailed information on how to provide and mail documents.  Explanation that an entire special science 
has developed around these bureaucratic maneuvers.  If all goes well, Gustav hopes that his wife, with their child, will be 
“over there” (in the USA) by Christmas.  He has been offered a possibility that would get him over there already perhaps 
in autumn.  Gustav doesn’t know how much time he has.  Need to dissolve household.  Thanks from wife and self. [This 
carbon copy is attached to the letter to ZWB below, dated July 27, 1938.] 
 
July 27, 1938 – One-page letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Willi.  Thanks ZWB for his two letters from Woods 
Hole.  It is impossible to imagine that somebody is working in an Institute and almost even more unimaginable that one is 
lying on a beach and going swimming.  Just the thought, that “outside” that is at least possible makes holding out 
worthwhile (“lohnt das Durchhalten”).  Refers to the two enclosed letters, discusses the dramatic events of yesterday, 
alludes to a telegram he sent ZWB.  In the past 14 days, Anni has had two good positions offered to her in England – one 
as a housekeeper in a school, the other in the large household of a doctor; in both cases, their child would be provided 
for. The affidavit procured by Drucker is from Mr. Aron Kheel and will be sufficient for all three of them.  If there are 
problems in the near future, then Anni can wait perhaps in England.  Gustav will try the shorter route, through Rudi R. 
[Reschovsky] since he, for many reasons, does not have a good feeling. (“ich habe kein gutes Gefühl.”)  Everything is well 
with ZWB’s family in Vienna.    Gustav is collecting addresses and readying himself for eventualities.  Helene wil l probably 
be coming with Rudi in the middle of September.  Susi K. already has her affidavit, Robert and Mariedl leave tomorrow, 
first for England, then for America.  Asks about ZWB’s work at the marine biology lab.  “Why are you being so selfless as 
to hardly tell anything about yourself?”  Gustav and Anni send warm greetings and many thanks for ZWB’s work which 
now indeed has been successful.  
 
July 29, 1938 – carbon of one-page letter, in German, from ZWB to ??Mayer.  The recipient is recovering from a 
tonsillectomy.  ZWB reports on the news from Bergmann and the news from Drucker that an affidavit for Gustav, his wife, 
and his child has been and sent, provided by a person with a significant income and considerable resources. 
 
July 4, 1938 – carbon of two-page letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Dr. Felix Kaufmann, New School for Social 
Research, NYC.  Expresses pleasure that Kaufmann and his family have been able to get settled so quickly.  Turns to 
Kaufmann for help, outlining his case.  [This carbon copy is rather faint and the issues are sufficiently similar to those 
raised in other letters, that I’ll be even more brief in the summary than before.]  Alludes to common friends, Herta L. and 

Helene R., who send greetings, and reports that Helene [Reschovsky]  is coming over soon with the help of her brother.  
She wants to try her luck as a “Kunstgewerblerin” (craftsman).   Gives names of contacts in the USA, leading with Dr. 
Wilhelm Birnbaum.   
[This letter is attached to the letter to ZWB of July 4, 1938. See below.] 
 
July 4, 1938 – very faint carbon of one-page letter, in German from Gustav Bergmann to Mayer.  Thanks him for all he 
has done, for giving him the will to live when it was so necessary after his relatives ultimately refused to do anything, as 
Dr. Birnbaum wrote.  Reference to Arthur and his (Arthur’s) father-in-law.  Gustav hopes to be “over there” at the end of 
September or beginning of October.  The formalities he is currently undertaking constitute a demanding full-time job, with 
any other time going to working on his English.  
[This letter is attached to the letter to ZWB of July 4, 1938.  See below.]   
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July 4, 1938 – one-page latter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Willi, forwarded to Woods Hole, rec’d VII. 14, 1938.  
Thanks ZWB for the letter which in part answers the questions in a letter from Gustav with which it crossed paths.  The 
affidavit from Mayer arrived a few days ago and has already been submitted.  With respect to Williamson, per ZWB’s 
suggestion, once Gustav is over there [in the USA] he will see whether his behavior was motivated by hard-heartedness 
and indifference or only fearfulness.  Asks ZWB to convey warm thanks to Peter Drucker, Hermann Schaar and Robert 
Fürth.  He’ll telegram ZWB with further news when it breaks.  Reference to Anni and the child’s coming over, request for 
advice and help with addresses of Miss Goldschmid and Miss Levy.  Reference to the enclosed copies of letters to Mayer 
and Kaufmann.  Praises and thanks ZWB.  Helene sends warm greetings and begs ZWB’s forgiveness for not writing 
directly.  Everything is in upheaval as “almost our entire circle” is decamping, going to America, first to New York.  ZWB 
can imagine how this makes Anni feel.  Gustav and Helene are thinking of making the voyage together, possibly via 
Amsterdam in order to see her brother first.  Gustav is including a little list of American friends and asks ZWB to keep it for 
him in case he (Gustav) loses addresses.  ZWB will soon be hearing from an English woman who is interested in Gustav 
and he asks ZWB to notify him when the news arrives.  Barely legible handwritten note,???”All is well with your cousin 
[presumably Jacob Berger], hopes soon to be able to go to England.”  The address list is attached.  This includes 
heretofore cited names and some new ones.  Margot Goldschmidt, NYC; Dr. Sergei Feitelberg, Riga, Latvia; Hermine 
Waismann, 58 Batesman St., Cambridge, England; Lisbeth Gombrich, London; Walther Rappaport, Newark; Dr. Werner 
Kornfeld, East Orange; Vally Engelsrath, Zagreb; Else Schick, Prag; Dr. Otto Saphir, Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago; 
Dr. Georg Schwarz, engineer, Antwerp; Dr. Edith Buxbaum, NYC; Ester Simpson, London; Hans Deutsch, engineer, 
Romiley near Manchester; Dr. Harry Wieder, Brooklyn; Kay Rohweder, engineer, Copenhagen; Egon Brunswick, 
Berkeley. 
 
July 19, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Gustav Bergmann, sent “Air Mail   Queen Mary.”   [This is on 
fragile paper, one corner is missing.]  ZWB writes that Drucker has notified him that an affidavit  has been sent for all three 
of them; ZWB doesn’t know if it was sent directly to the consulate or to Gustav.  Gustav should be getting a letter from 
Drucker shortly.  Drucker had behaved really beautifully.  ZWB hopes they’ll be seeing each other soon.  
 
September 6, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Gustav Bergmann.  ZWB is writing “in spite of having 
nothing substantive to report.”  “Helene has now been here for two weeks, the first representative of my friends in Vienna.  
I was very very happy when I caught sight of her on the deck of the ship as it docked, and I am continuing to be glad.  I 
hope the rest of you will be here very soon.”  Reports on Helene’s reactions to her arrival and her settling-in.  Helene is 
fortunate in a way that is exceptional for emigrants in that she is not alone here and will not have to be alone in the 
foreseeable future as family and friends are already here, and people close to her will be arriving shortly.  Helene has 
spoken with ZWB about Gustav – his bouts of pessimism and the great weight he gives to the difficulties securing a visa 
and the struggle for existence in the USA.  ZWB assures Gustav that he has been objective in his description of the 
problems. He reminds him that when he wrote to him about Williamson’s refusal to give an affidavit, he told him that this 
was an obstacle that could be overcome with time, patience and persistence.  Now Helene sees how that is done, that it is 
really just a matter of patience.  ZWB assures Gustav that getting to the USA and supporting oneself are just a matter of 
time.  ZWB has seen many cases and they have all ended well, even if it took time.  First one gets here.  Then one starts 
to look around for work and after a while one finds a job.  Simply, a kind of optimism that seems foolish by European 
standards is justified here.  To not speak in generalizations, ZWB cites his own case:  For the last five weeks he has been 
without a job.  His work as an assistant has ended since the research grant from which his salary was paid has been 
exhausted, or at least that’s what he’s been told.  Despite this, he is far from getting excited.  He makes crazy plans, 
avoids unnecessary exertion and believes that this stance, together with the rule “möglichst keine Chancen zu 
verschlampen” (don’t waste any opportunities) is optimal.  Gustav’s visa is, as ZWB understands it, progressing well.  And 
ZWB hopes that Gustav, even with delays, will soon be here and that everything will go smoothly.   
[Attached to this letter is the carbon of the letter below, which predates this letter.] 
 
[It is not clear to me why the letter of September 6, 1938, and August 19, 1938, are clipped together, or why they are out 
of chrono order.] 

 
August 19, 1938 – carbon copy of letter, in German, from ZWB to Gustav Bergmann and his wife [judging by the content].  
Acknowledges Gustav’s letter of July 27, 1938.  Explains his delay in responding because he’s gotten into a difficulty: on 
August 2

nd
 his boss suddenly told him that the research grant which he had from a foundation and from which he was 

paying ZWB’s salary, was almost exhausted and therefore ZWB should seek other work.  ZWB might have been able to 
work something out until the end of August but he preferred to return to New York and begin looking for work.   First, 
however, he spent a couple of days in the sun at Woods Hole and wrote letters in the evening to acquaintances whom he 
thought might be able to give him advice.  Then he went for a few days to friends in Boston and was “indescribably lazy” 
there before finally returned to NYC and began slowly looking about.  Somehow he is managing not to get upset.  The 
optimism of the young people in Woods Hole was rather infectious, consistent with his personality.  He made plans, asked 
advice of people – among them, Dr. Drucker who is one of the most charming and obliging people he’s ever met – and is 
waiting to see what happens.  In a few days Helene will be arriving, which he is very happily anticipating.  He’s received 
greetings from Frau Pallache.  He’ll be meeting Helene at the harbor.  In response to Gustav’s question as to whether he 
should write to Williamson about work, ZWB writes that he thinks it makes no sense to warn Williamson of his (Gustav’s) 
arrival, giving him time to think of a thousand excuses.  It will be different when he actually is here.  ZWB’s impression has 
always been that Williamson is quite good-natured and feels guilty because of his refusal; it appears that the refusal may 
have come about because of the influence of Williamson’s wife.  
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September 17, 1938 [postmark] – handwritten letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Willi.  [The handwriting is 
almost illegible to me, alas.]  Thanks him for a letter…Helene …telegram…London…arriving in NY October 14…?Anni’s 
address: New ?Herrlingen School, Bruce Court, …an address in NYC 
 
Unknown dates – clipped together, carbons of 2 letters, in German, to Gustav Bergmann.  These fragile pages have 
portions missing (lost to moisture damage, mice?)  

In one letter, evidently the first chronologically: Reference to somebody at Princeton, probably Professor Mayer, 
and to Gustav’s cousin in New Jersey.  [From the content, I would judge this letter to be from quite early in the 
correspondence, i.e. early spring 1938, with ZWB responding to Gustav’s first attempts to contact Williamson and Mayer.]   

ZWB says that if one can come here prepared to take some time in finding work, not being desperate to put food on the 
table immediately, learning the language and customs, then the risk of emigration is well worth undertaking.  

In the second letter ZWB writes that he, along with Mr. Fürth, has met with Mr. Williamson at his office.  
Williamson was very friendly and very positively disposed in this matter [presumably the Bergmann affidavit].  Williamson 
is in principle prepared to give the affidavit and will take it up with his company’s lawyer.  He also seems to be prepared to 
provide a certain amount of financial support for Gustav and his family.   He asked ZWB about the expenses of making 
the journey to get to the USA and inquired if Gustav would be able to cover these.  ZWB and Fürth said that they did not 
know, but that they believed that Gustav would able to pay for the ship’s passage etc.  He or Fürth will be calling 
Williamson in the next few days to find out about the progress on the affidavit.  ZWB hopes to see Gustav soon.  He would 
like to see more of his friends.  Reference to Jonny with whom correspondence (in Vienna, presumably) is probably being 
shared.  

 
??May 10, 1938 - date uncertain [again a fragile page from which a piece is missing] – carbon of letter, in German, from 
ZWB to Gustav Bergmann.  This letter appears to follow the letter above.  He has heard from Fürth, who called 
Williamson and learned that Williamson has decided that he cannot take on the obligations of a sponsor, an affidavit-giver, 
although he would take on this obligation if an organization could guarantee that he would not sustain losses.  ZWB will 
look into one organization but is not optimistic on that score.  ZWB suggests Gustav write to Williamson and his wife.  He 
will give the matter more thought.  He is considering speaking with Williamson’s wife but is doubtful since he addressed 
his first letter to Williamson’s wife and got, after several weeks, an answer from her husband.  ZWB urges Gustav not to 
take this too hard.  It is a difficult matter but it can be overcome.  ZWB suggests that Gustav consider writing to Williamson 
that he only wants an affidavit for himself and is prepared to leave his family “over there” for the moment until he has work 
and can support them.  ZWB also suggests that it might help if Gustav assures him that in the beginning he will be living 
with ZWB.  ZWB says he is serious about this, with the understanding that he will eventually need the space for his sister, 
when she comes, and there is a man to whom he is close who also will be needing space in the foreseeable future – so 
the offer is for a place to live until Gustav’s situation improves.  The situation will improve, the affidavit matter will be 
resolved, it will require some thought and different tries.  ZWB regrets sending this perhaps discouraging letter, especially 
after his telegram which proved to offer unjustified hope. [See note on telegram of April 27, 1938.] 
 
May 1, 1939 [post mark] – post card from Gustav Bergmann, Cambridge, Mass. – hand written, I have difficulties with the 
handwriting: “ What is wrong with you?  ….How did it turn out?  Sit down and write a post card!...” 
 
May 4, 1939 – carbon copy of card, in English, from William Birnbaum to Dr. Gustav Bergmann, 64 Plympton Street, 
Cambridge, Mass.  Apologizes for not having written.  Describes work; he has a part-time job with a management 
engineer at a salary of $100/month.  Also a physician needs some statistical work.  Prof. Nagel, Mr. Mindell, Mr. Kahn 
have all been very kind.  Sends greetings to Anni and Helene.  
 
Sept. 8, 1938 [postmark] – handwritten post card, in German, from Gustav Bergmann, Child Welfare Station, Iowa State 
University, Iowa City, Iowa, to Professor W.Z. Birnbaum, Department of Mathematics, University of Washington, Seattle, 
Wash. [Unfortunately, I have great difficulties with the handwriting, which is very small – a lot of information is on the card, 
with many questions.] 

 [Three pieces of correspondence have been ?glued together (probably by ZWB, I’d guess) in reverse chrono order: 
Gustav Bergmann’s letter, received September 18, 1939; Helene Reschovsky’s letter of November 15, 1939; ZWB’s letter 
of December 8, 1939.  In the interests of narrative continuity, I’ve chosen to make notes in chrono order.] 
 
September 18, 1939 (date received) – 3-page, typewritten letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Willi.  On 
letterhead of The State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa Child Welfare Research Station, Established for the Scientific 
Study of Normal Children.  Gustav says that his dear friend Paul Engelsrath and his wife will be coming to Seattle, that 
they are not needy but genuinely fine folk, and that he has given them ZWB ’s address.  Gives description of Engelsrath as 
an exemplary immigrant and intelligent guy.  Gustav has warned Engelsrath that ZWB is “refugeemuede” (tired of 
refugees), that ZWB has done more than his share, and that he (Gustav) is not asking that ZWB do anything for him.  
Gustav details why he thinks Engelsrath is the sort of person whose company he (Gustav) and ZWB enjoy – pleasure in 
life, sense of humor, intellectual capability, an “assimilant,” an “Ameriko- and Anglophile” yet also clearly Jewish.  “If Paul 
isn’t to your taste, then throw him out; in no way should you feel obliged.”  Reference to both, husband and wife, having 
been analyzed, apparently to no ill effect.  Engelsraths know nothing about Helene although they may suspect something.  
Gustav sees no reason to inform them but if ZWB wants to spare himself lies and “herumreden” (beating around the bush) 
and considers it more comfortable to enlighten them, “sofern das nicht bereits irgend jemand in N.Y. besorgt hat” (insofar 
as nobody in NY has already done so) then he (ZWB) should consider himself authorized to do so.    He begs ZWB to 
write, asks about ZWB’s personal and professional life, and about news of his (ZWB’s) family.  Anni’s condition, Gustav 
reports, seems to offer little hope; physicians’ opinions converge toward schizophrenia.  Their daughter seems to be doing 
well, as is Helene [Reschovsky, I’d assume].  Helene is not only a mother but also a grandmother who deserves the 
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utmost reward.  Anyhow this is all better “than a concentration camp and nothing can spoil my delight in America.  One 
should kiss the soil of this splendid country.”  Discusses professional contacts with comments on the quality of his 
relationships to them: Lewin, Chittenden (mathematician), Tolman, Feigl.  He has met a charming Norwegian woman.  
Lots of discussion of university politics.  Inquires about a summer school position at UW.  He describes types of courses 
he thinks he could give.  It would be wonderful to go swimming together.  Asks that ZWB write to him, telling him to whom 
he should write at the UW; if ZWB prefers, he won’t mention him, and he wonders whether he should use ZWB as a 
reference.  He begs ZWB not to wait another two months before writing again.  Gustav asks whether he (Gustav) or 
Helene have written to ZWB that three articles by Gustav will appear (in English) in an upcoming issue of Philosophy of 
Science.  He’s working on a book with a psychoanalyst named Bernfeld in [?San] Francisco.  He asks about the 

philosophers in Seattle.  He says that his situation is uncertain, he is certainly not excessively pessimistic, he works at all 
sorts of projects, is easily hypo-manic, interrupted only occasionally by terrible depression and exhaustion when he 
misses “the radio in your room and your friendly face.” 
 
November 15, 1939 – handwritten 3-page letter, in German, from Helene Reschovsky to Willi.  Helene writes on 
letterhead: Helene Reschovsky, Dana Hall, Wellesley, Massachusetts.  She is writing also for Gustav, who asked her to 
do so because he is so very busy.  ZWB only has to answer one of them, since they exchange all letters.  She 
congratulates ZWB on his escape from the auto accident.  Better that the auto is totaled than anything else.  What has he 
heard from his family in Lwów?  Has his sister come over?  There was a very crushing (“niederschmetternd”) report 
[presumably about Anna Bergmann].  ?There now has to be a “Metrazelbehandlung” [metrazol treatment, I’d guess]  The 
doctor, for the first time, has spoken bluntly of “paranoid features” but the sickness is “more nearly a ?psychosis than a 
true schizophrenia.”  Nothing has been decided regarding the future with Gustav. The mathematicians in Iowa have 
discovered him.  He gave a very successful talk on topology in a seminar.  He is doing exper iments with rats and has (this 
is confidential) no small chance of becoming a successor to Feigl in a year if Feigl is off on a guest engagement or if Feigl 
goes elsewhere.  Good news about friends: Herta is on her way here, departed on November 6

th
; Hans ?Wein..? has also 

a visa but is trying still to get (woman) ?Bertl…to marry - she is in France – then she could come on a preferred quota.  
Rose Mandek(?) is still waiting.  Helene’s mother, who is in Paris, will soon – it is hoped – receive her visa, but the quota 
numbers for November have already been given out, perhaps it will work for December.  Helene’s brother is still interned 
in Bretagne and is trying hard to prove his loyalty to France in order to do military service.  There is not much new in her 
life; she enjoys her teaching very much, has much to do, but on the weekends she feels painfully alone.  “So, dear Willi, 
sit down and write a very detailed letter about your job and the people in Seattle and, above all, about how you are living.”  
 
December 8, 1939 – carbon copy of two-page letter, in German, from ZWB to Gustav Bergmann.  (ZWB’s address: Z. 
William Birnbaum, 1303 East 41

st
 Street, Seattle, Washington).  He is responding immediately to a letter from Gustav, 

apparently the letter of September 18 (??).    Paul Engelsrath is now Mr. Elgart.  He and his wife are really nice and 
“liebenswürdig” (kind, charming) people.  About summer school, ZWB reports, that the courses are conducted by the local 
faculty and are applied-for early since they are supplementary income.  The Ames Walker professorships are paid out of a 
special fund and handed out to very famous scholars; in the past year Ames Walker professorships in math went to Weyl, 
Veblen, Birkhoff; next summer von Neumann will be here on an Ames Walker professorship.  Of course he would be 
terribly happy if Gustav could come here, but he knows of no possibility at the UW at this time.  ZWB doesn’t know the 
philosophers here, but will inquire; he suspects there are not famous ones in Gustav’s field.   He is very happy to hear that 
the people around Gustav suit his taste and is quite convinced that Gustav will soon get a teaching position.   His (ZWB’s) 
family has sent a telegram: “ALL VERY WELL PARENTS AND SISTER WAITING.”  His cousin in England (Kubuś) and 
another relative who has fled to Rumania have telegrammed that his (ZWB’s) family is well.  That is, however, all that he 
has heard to date.  “The WAITING in the telegram from my family can only be understood as meaning that they are 
waiting for me to fetch them.  How can one do that?”  Otherwise there is not much worth mentioning about himself.  He 
still hasn’t found a girlfriend; that’s been so for years.  Otherwise everything is very comfortable.  The work, the 
colleagues, the students, the other people are all very nice.  There’s research that looks promising.  A colleague with 
family in Berkeley has invited him there for Christmas vacation and he’ll leave on December 14, hoping to be back on 
January 1

st
.  He hasn’t yet gone skiing but the right conditions come a little later and continue until the end of May.  ZWB 

had a very nice letter from Helene authorizing him to respond to Gustav and her in one letter, which he is now doing.   
 
December 11, 1939 – letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Willi.  Rec’d XII, 12, 39.  There are penciled notes by 
ZWB in the margin, mostly phone numbers of Bay Area people mentioned by Gustav.  Gustav is glad to hear that things 
are well with ZWB and that his family have survived (“ueberlebt”).  It could have been a lot worse.  He has no idea how 
one gets somebody out of the USSR.  “Our people are trickling in.”  Herta is already here and is going, unpaid, to her 
former teacher Horowitz at the university in Lafayette, Ind.  Susi, Hans Weiss, Rosl Haudeck all have t heir visas and are 
perhaps already underway.  Robert Kann, in his fashion, seems also to be doing well.   Mariedl (she visited Anni, 
completely inconsolable) that he has ??two jobs.  It would be nice if ZWB would write to Walther Mayer (26 Linden Lane, 
Princeton), who asks about him (ZWB) in every letter and interprets ZWB’s failure to write as a sign that things are not 
going well, so perhaps ZWB should send him a Christmas card.  Gustav is writing by return mail (following ZWB’s letter of 
December 8) to give ZWB the addresses of a couple of especially nice friends who might meet some social needs during 
ZWB’s Berkeley stay.  (1) Dr. Siegfried Bernfeld, who is a well-known analyst, with whom, in every way, it is a pleasure to 
converse.  The same is true of his wife, nee Cassierer, also an analyst.  1020 Francisco St., SF.  (2) Dr. Otto and Anna 
Maencher.  He is a Viennese ?Aryan (ein Wiener Arier), teaches art history (China) at Mills College, was a correspondent 
for the Wiener Arbeiter newspaper in Nazi Germany, a contributor to a Karl Marx biography produced by the Mary Engels 

Institute in Moscow.  He is actually a Sinologist, an interesting and pleasant person.  His wife, a successfully practicing 
analyst, is an Odessa Jew and is charming.  469 Jean Street, Oakland.  (3) Robert and Nuschi Plank.  He’s a Viennese 
barrister/lawyer, botanist, sociologist, inoffensive, very clever, unexciting.  She is brilliant, was the director of a Montessori 
school in Vienna, is now an elementary school teacher in San Francisco (“a remarkable accomplishment, don’t you 
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think?”)  Their address: c/o E. Erikson, 1163 Laurel Street, Berkeley.  These are all people who are doing very well, under 
the circumstances.  ZWB should bring greetings from Gustav to these people, who should give ZWB a very friendly 
reception and an amusing evening of interesting conversation, as well as contact with other nice people.   
[There is an archival collection of Gustav Bergmann papers in the Special Collections division at   Iowa State University.] 

 
Box 1, File 49:  General Correspondence  - Felix Bernstein - 1937-1940 

 
June 12, 1937 – letter, in German, from Wilhelm Birnbaum to Prof. Felix Bernstein, Saratoga Springs, NY, return address 
Dr. Z.W. Birnbaum, International House, 500 Riverside Driver, NY.  This letter was returned to sender.  ZWB writes that 
he hopes that Bernstein remembers him still from his Goettingen days.  Since he now intends to spend some time in the 
USA, he would be very happy if Bernstein would make it possible for him to see him again.  ZWB tried to reach him at the 
Institute (338 E. 26

th
 St.) and was received there by Prof. Noback who told him that Bernstein was now on vacation; 

Noback kindly tried to provide ZWB with Bernstein’s vacation address but Noback could not provide more information than 
that Bernstein had gone to Saratoga Springs, so ZWB is hoping that this letter will reach him without a more precise 
address.   
 
June 12, 1937 – carbon of letter above 
 
July 22, 1937 – carbon copy of letter, in German, from ZWB to Prof. Felix Bernstein, Mayes Cottage, Blowing Rock, North 
Carolina.  ZWB describes his efforts to contact Bernstein, asks that Bernstein let him know when he’ll next be in NYC, 
explains that he (ZWB) has to make some decisions regarding his work and studies for the next semester and would not 
wish to do this before he has heard Bernstein’s advice.   
 
September 13, 1937 – carbon copy of letter, in German, from ZWB to Prof. Felix Bernstein, 325 East 41

st
 Street, NYC.  

Notifies Bernstein, as agreed, that he has now returned from the meeting of mathematicians in State College, PA, and 
that he is at his (Bernstein’s) disposal.  
 
November 30, 1937 – carbon copy of letter, in English, from Bernstein to Dr. Zygmunt Wilhelm Birnbaum.  Offers him 
position of research assistant for the year 1938.  Salary $90/month.  “The object of the research is a statistical study of the 
correlation of Cancer with physiological age as manifested by Presbyopia.  The study is sponsored by the Littauer 
Foundation.”  The address, with xxxs through a portion, is that of the Department of Anatomy, 477 First Avenue, New 
York.   
 
August 3, 1938 – carbon of letter, in English, from Dr. Felix Bernstein to The Turkish Embassy in Washington, D.C.  He 
instructs the embassy to please forward the enclosed letter to the health department in Ankara.  This is attached to the 
letter below. 
 
August 3, 1938 – carbon of letter, in English, from Dr. Felix Bernstein, Professor of Biometrics, Department of Anatomy, 
477 First Avenue.  This is a letter of recommendation for Miss Bedia Taneri, M.S., B.A., who got her M.S. in Biometrics 
under Bernstein’s direction.   
 
August 3, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German, from Felix Bernstein, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, 
Massachusetts, to Dr. Gustav Buky, New York City, 5 East 76 Str.  Immediately following this handwritten letter [which I 
found difficult to read] is a typewritten page – presumably a letter - which includes the text of a letter, in Polish, dated 
August 21, 1938:   The bearer of this letter, Dr. Birnbaum, was Bernstein’s student in Göttingen and has been his 
research assistant for one year.  He is a very nice and thoroughly honest/genteel person.  He is representing a friend and 
mathematician in the matter of a patent in Buky’s field of interest.  Bernstein himself has also long been interested in this 
problem. Bernstein would be very happy if Buky could show ZWB how to proceed.  The Polish section includes a 
reference to Steinhaus.  It seems as if the Polish typed letter is from ZWB, with return address 200 Claremont Avenue, 
Apt. 61, NYC. 
 
August 5, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German, from Felix Bernstein, Woods Hole, Mass., to ZWB, rec’d VIII, 10, 38. [I 
have problems with the handwriting.]  This seems to relate to a study on which they are working.  He has some ideas…a 
well-paid assistant.  He’s sorry that they had to break off so suddenly.  …The work has to be finished in spring at the 
latest  …   On the envelope there is a note, saying that Bernstein will still be writing about the ?inequalities 
(“Ungleichungen”). 
 
August 15, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Bernstein, Woods Hole.  Rough translation:  “On the 28

th
 of 

July I asked Prof. E.B. Wilson if he had received the cancer manuscript.  Today I received my original letter returned and 
the not particularly friendly answer has been scribbled on it in pencil.  I am enclosing the original letter.  Would you please 
write to me to let me know what you think should be done about it.  He should know what is wanted and the question - 
“What do you want me to do about it and why was it sent to me?” – should be answered in your covering letter for the 
manuscript, in which you will ask him to arrange for speedy publication in the J.O.Canc. Res.  The copy of your covering 
letter is in the envelope which contains the entire correspondence conducted by me.”  Attached to this carbon is the 
following: 
 July 28, 1938 – carbon of letter, in English, from Dr. William Z. Birnbaum to Prof. E. B. Wilson, Harvard School 
of Public Health, Boston, Mass..  ZWB says that at the end of June a paper on cancer, by Bernstein, Achs and Birnbaum 
was mailed to him (Wilson) for the Journal of Cancer Research.  He asks Wilson to let him know if he received it.  There is 
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a handwritten note below, dated August 15.  The first sentence appears to be in Polish and introduces a quote: “I got it.  
Still have it.  What do you want me to do about it and why was it sent to me?” 
 
August 26, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Felix Bernstein at Woods Hole.  Says he received the letter 
from Bernstein’s wife, dated the 23

rd
.  He thanks Bernstein above all for his report about him (ZWB) to Einstein.  

Discussion about correspondence regarding the Columbia Research Fund with ZWB concluding that the desired 
correspondence is either in Woods Hole or in Bernstein’s desk, but not at the Institute; the packing and unpacking of 
Institute papers had been personally handled by Bernstein.  Attached is a very brief CV for ZWB and the following letter 
from Edith Bernstein. 
 August 23, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German, from Edith Bernstein, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods 
Hole, to Dr. Birnbaum.  She is writing on behalf of her husband. (1) the letter to Prof. Einstein has been sent.  (2) ZWB is 
misrepresenting himself in the CV; he doesn’t belong to the NYU grad school and doesn’t conduct classes; he’s “assisted” 
with classes.  Furthermore, Bernstein wants the correspondence with Columbia Research Funds sent; it wasn’t  in the 
envelope ZWB sent. 
 
September 12, 1938 (postmark) – handwritten post card, in German, from F. Bernstein to Dr. Birnbaum.  Asks him to 
phone on one of the next days, mornings between 8 and 10, gives phone number.  
 
September 22, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Bernstein, 325 East 41

st
 Street, NYC.  The check was 

written on August 31
st
 and bears the note that it must be presented within twenty-two days. Since 22 days have elapsed 

today, I cannot cash it and I am returning it to you, enclosed.   
 
September 29, 1938 – handwritten post card, in English, from Mrs. Felix Bernstein.  Bernstein wants the name and 
address of a Polish anthropologist.  Handwritten note from ZWB on front of card, possibly describing response. 
 
February 19, 1939 – carbon of ?card, in German, from ZWB to Bernstein.  He’s been sick in bed.  Last Tuesday the 
manuscript for the cancer work and all related papers were delivered to the porter at his (Bernstein’s) home.  ZWB would 
appreciate it if Bernstein would let him know if he received the delivery.  ZWB still has a series of ?papers unrelated to this 
manuscript  which he will return to Bernstein  as soon as he (ZWB) is back in the office.   
Note that this letter appears to be out of chrono order. 

 
February 10, 1939 – carbon of letter, in English, from ZWB to Bernstein.  Bernstein asked for ZWB’s observations 
regarding comments by M.R.Curtis and W.F. Dunning about their manuscript.  Enclosed is the manuscript, reprints, the 
comments and ZWB’s response to each item in the comments.  Attached to this letter is a carbon copy of ZWB’s three-
page response. 
 
April 24, 1939 – carbon copy of cover letter, in English, from ZWB to Bernstein.  He’s returning all materials relevant to the 
manuscript submitted to the American Journal of Cancer.  Lists the enclosures, with a few comments.  A penciled note 
from ZWB suggests that this was written on Institute stationary, ?280??Ave. 
 
July 1, 1939 – handwritten post card, in German, from Edith Bernstein to ZWB.  This was initially sent to 280 Madison 
Avenue, Room 609, NYC, then forwarded to University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont, and received July 21, 1939.  It 
appears that Mrs. Bernstein may be writing about the difficulties in getting ZWB’s address.  There is a mention of the 
Claremont Ave. address.  They may be vacationing at Ocean Beach, Fire Island, Long Island, NY.  This post card is 
attached to the correspondence below. 
 
July 23, 1939 – carbon of card, in German, sent to Prof. Felix Bernstein, Ocean Beach, Fire Island, Long Island, NY, from  
William Z. Birnbaum, 92 Brocken Avenue, Burlington, Vermont.  Acknowledges post card of July 1, 1939, which just 
reached him.  He assumes that in the meantime the Bernsteins have received the post card he sent to their NYC address 
giving his current address.  He’s having a lovely summer holiday, also learning a little English.  His plans are to return in 
the middle of August for a short time In NY and then slowly to go west by car.  Best wishes for the vacation…  
 
October 27, 1939 – carbon of letter, in German, from Z. William Birnbaum, 1303-1307 East 41

st
 Street, Seattle, to 

Professor F. Bernstein, 325 East 41
st
 Street, NY.  He wrote to Bernstein several times from Vermont and sent post cards 

while on the trip across the country.  During his brief time in NYC he had to take care of matters relating to himself and his 
family, therefore did not see Bernstein.  He also was in a hurry to get to Seattle in order to immediately get back in contact 
with his family as the situation was becoming evermore serious.  Unfortunately this did not turn out as planned: when he 
arrived in Seattle no communication with Poland was possible and until now he knows nothing about what has happened 
with his parents, his sister, and his very close friends.  The journey was one of those adventures which one only rarely 
experiences.  Only during such a trip does one see how very large, often magnificently beautiful, always fabulously 
interesting, how diverse in its landscape and commercial character and in its inhabitants, this country is.  The trip came to 
an accidental, harmless end: in the mountains between California and Oregon he encountered rain after many months of 
drought/dryness.  On a mountain road that had become slippery, his car skidded, fell off a curve, went some thirty meters 
down a slope, rolled back onto the road, and finally stopped.  The most comfortable way out was through a hole in the 
roof, which had been torn open.  People in the cars behind him said that they had not expected to see anyone come out 
of the wreck alive.  Happily ZWB got away with a superficial cut on the forehead and some black and blue spots.  The car 
was a total loss; he sold it to a wrecker for a few dollars. The city of Seattle is one of the most beautiful that ZWB knows.   
Between the shores of a salt water sound and fresh water lakes, some sixty miles from the mountains which are as much 
as 14,500 feet high.  It has a mild climate, all the advantages of a large city and completely free from the exhausting 
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“Grossstadtgetue” (big city brouhaha) - an ideal place to live.  The university quarter is especially beautiful, a pleasant 
“Gartenstadt” (garden district).  His colleagues are very nice and friendly – this is especially true of people here in the 
west, by comparison with those in the east.  The circle of people he knows after one month here is hardly smaller than the 
one in New York after two years.  One is invited, taken along, and introduced, and ZWB believes that after a very short  
time one can feel well here.  The library is surprisingly good, the teaching is not exhausting.  ZWB is teaching elementary 
statistics (for which he has an assistant), a course in business and insurance mathematics, and mathematics for 
engineering students.  He has twelve calculators at his disposal and has his students calculating nicely.  If it were not for 
the disquiet about his people in Europe, he would have every reason to feel good.  This continuing nightmare (“Alpdruck”) 
does not stop and becomes ever more unbearable.  Inquiries about Bernstein, about his work, and about the cancer 
paper (ZWB asks: was it ever published or was it submitted to another journal?)  
 
November 2, 1939 – letter, in German, from Prof. Felix Bernstein, 138-39 78

th
 Avenue, Flushing, L.I., NY, to “Herr 

Birnbaum.”  Thanks for the letter received yesterday. Glad to hear how well it was going.  Sorry that he has had no news 
of his family.  Discussion of postal connections. The best is to ask people one knows in neutral nearby countries to write.  
In this way his family has been able to get a contact via Copenhagen with family in Germany.  He suggests that ZWB 
could use acquaintances in Budapest (Fejer, with a reference to Bernstein).  ZWB’s auto accident was very dramatic.  
With respect to auto accident insurance, Bernstein would only take on ZWB with a high premium.  So further – break a 
leg!  He shares ZWB’s enthusiasm for America outside of NY.  He has now moved to Queens, near the World Fair 
grounds.  The air and sunshine are completely different. Only the people are New Yorkers.  He discusses reasons for the 
halt in work which used visual problems of aging.  He’ll write next time about the cancer article.   
 There is a handwritten note from Marianne Bernstein.  She addresses him as Dr. Birnbaum but notes that 
“really one must address you as Professor.”  He is the first of her father’s students who has accomplished this.  Her father 
has corrected the proof of the cancer article but it was not published in the September issue and the October issue is not 
yet printed.  She is not at all surprised that Seattle so agrees with ZWB.  “We already learned at Barnard that Seattle is 
the healthiest American city.  It’s a pity that it is so far away.  Otherwise we would come visit you.  Many greetings.  
Marianne Bernstein.” 
 
January 15, 1940 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB (1302 West 41

st
 Street) to Professor Felix Bernstein, 138-39 = 

78
th
 Avenue, Flushing, L.I., NY.  Confirms receipt of reprint of cancer article.  He went to California for the Christmas 

vacation with a faculty colleague whose parents live in Berkeley and who had invited him to come with their son.  While in 
Berkeley he saw, among others, Neyman and Hans Lewy.  Describes some research work.  He is thinking of creating a 
statistical institute. He has more than a dozen hand-driven calculators at his disposal and he could probably get help with 
calculations.  Money for “equipment” is also available and he could request an electrical calculator.  As he starts to 
formulate one or more investigations, he wonders if Bernstein, despite the geographic distance, would be interested in a 
joint undertaking.   Apart from one telegram, he has heard nothing further from his family.  The telegram just said that they 
are all healthy.  He’s taken the case of his parents and his sister’s emigration to an influential attorney, but even the 
attorney cannot accomplish anything.  ZWB thinks one has to wait, hoping that the situation may become clearer.  There 
is concern that excessive action might do damage.  At least it appears that the family is better off in the Russian occupied 
territory; terrible news is coming from the German-occupied region.  He’s heard that the academic staff and other 
intelligentsia in Warsaw, Posen, and Kraków were gathered en masse and shot by the Germans – so that Poland would 
never “wiederstehen” (?rise again). 
 
July 16, 1940 – handwritten letter, in German, to “Herr Birnbaum” from Felix Bernstein.  The letterhead address is 8742 
Elmhurst Avenue, Elmhurst, L.I., N.Y., but there is a handwritten address, not all that legible: Beach…, Huntington, L.I.  
Says he has not written for very long.  [I have difficulties with the handwriting.] Reports on work, ?teaching, a publication.  
Marianne has graduated, has a degree, has a position where she’s paid $125/month.  ???She’s interested in alcoholism.  
Wants to hear from ZWB. 
 
December 23, 1940 [postmark on attached envelope] – handwritten letter, in German, from F. Bernstein to Herr Birnbaum, 
written on letterhead of The Madison Square, 37 Madison Avenue, NYC.  [Almost completely illegible for me.] 
 
February 21, 1950 – post card to Prof. W. Z. Birnbaum, Dept. of Math, UW, from Rome.  Message on post card: “Best 
regards from Fullbright professor Felix Bernstein and family.” 
 
Box 1, File  50:   General Correspondence -  Marianne Bernstein 1940, 1949,      
1979, 1983   

 
May 6, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Miss Marianne Bernstein, 8742 Elmhurst Avenue, Elmhurst, L.I., New York.  
ZWB appears to be responding to Marianne Bernstein’s request to use him as a reference. He asks for a summary of her 
qualifications and experience, so that he can be specific when asked about her.  Attached to this letter is an envelope. 
 [The envelope attached to the letter of May 6, 1940, is addressed to ZWB from the Appointments Office of Columbia 
University.  ZWB has made notes on the envelope, received May 13, 1940, hence the notes were made about a week 
after the letter to which the envelope is attached. This probably should be treated as a separate document.  On the 
envelope (front and back) ZWB drafts a letter of recommendation for Marianne Bernstein, dating the draft May 13, 1940.] 

 
May 8, 1940 – letter to ZWB from Marianne Bernstein (written on Felix Bernstein’s letterhead, 8742 Elmhurst Avenue, 
Elmhurst, L.I., N.Y.).  Thanks him for his letter, presumably the letter of May 6

th
, allowing him to be used as a reference.  

She would like to give ZWB as a reference for her work at Woods Hole.  The only other experience she has had was in a 
position at the Research Council and there she worked under her father.  She discusses the research she and ZWB did at 
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Woods Hole, noting that she did not do any of the teaching that he did so wonderfully.  Inquiries regarding ZWB’s life in 
Seattle, mention of her father having some ideas about research he would like to do with ZWB. 
 
April 8, 1940 – letter from Marianne Bernstein to ZWB. Says that her father has been owing ZWB a letter for a long time.  
Her student days are ending and she is looking for a job as a statistician. Explains that her only experience has been 
working for her father as a research assistant for the Council for Research in the Social Sciences project.  Since ZWB was 
her immediate superior in this position for a while, she would like to use ZWB’s name as a reference.  Says that they all 
envy ZWB the wonderful climate in Seattle.  They may take an apartment in Woods Hole for the summer. [Note that this 
letter is out of chrono order.] 

 
November 21, 1949 (post mark) – post card from Washington, DC (picture of Pentagon) from Marianne Bernstein to ZWB.  
Says that she got a Fulbright and thanks ZWB for his recommendation.  “Poor Ulrich died of a brain tumor last month.  
The tumor was the result of a birth injury and he had it all his life.” ZWB marked the postcard “File ‘personal’.” 
 
4 items stapled together in reverse chrono order.  Proceeding in chrono order: 

October 21, 1979 – letter from Marianne Bernstein-Wiener, 9 Chauncy St., Apt. 61, Cambridge, MA 02138.  
Rec’d October 27, 1979.  Refers to a recent telephone call with ZWB.  Mentions her husband, born 1909 in Frankfurt am 
Main, who wants to retire.  His Soc. Sec. payments are not very generous.  She hopes to get some pension payment from 
Germany because of the clerical work she did for her father while he was in Göttingen.  She says that her work at the 
Pentagon was not covered by U.S. Social Security.  Her legal counsel, Hedwig Rode, is trying to get German pension 
money for her.  Frau Rode’s address is 1 Berlin 15 Brandenburgische Strasse 27, West Germany.  There is a new law 
that will be in effect for 12 months beginning January 1, 1980.  M. Bernstein asks that ZWB write in German about what 
he knows about her work “for your father” which I assume is an error.  She notes that her listing in “Who is Who in the 
East” makes her work look better than it is.  Harvard does not pay her.  She asks how the Roy Dubisch family is doing.  

November 18, 1979 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Dr. [Marianne] Bernstein.  Alludes to the telephone 
conversation and apologizes for late response to her letter (he was out of town).  ZWB asks her to send the facts that are 
of importance so that he can then write his statement in German and send it, as she chooses, either to her or to her legal 
counsel. 

November 29, 1979 – letter from Marianne Bernstein-Wiener to ZWB.  Thanks him for his letter of November 
18.  Says there is a new agreement between the USA (HEW) and the BRD (Sozialversicherung) which promises an 
increase in the combined social security pension for her and her husband.  Discusses the issues around her having 
worked without pay for her father.  She explains that she has osteoarthritis in her right hand which is why her handwriting 
is so poor.  There is a P.S. mentioning mutual acquaintances who have died and who are alive.   

Attached on top of this set of papers are ZWB’s notes on the Marianne Bernstein entry in “Who’s Who in the 
East.” 

 
December 29, 1979 – carbon of ZWB’s letter to Marianne Bernstein, noting that he his enclosing his letter to Frau Rode.   
If it’s not what she needs, she should let him know and he’ll write another letter.   
 
December 29, 1979 – carbon of ZWB’s letter, in German, to Frau Hedwig Rode.  (This is stapled to the note above.)  ZWB 
testifies that Marianne worked for her father as secretary and assistant before and after the conclusion of her studies and 
enabled her father to continue his important scientific work.     
 
February 22, 1993 (postmark on envelope) – envelope received Feb. 24, 1993, and marked “answered 3/24/93” from Dr. 
Marianne E. Bernstein, 5552 Stonehaven Lane, Sarasota, FL 34233.  This is attached to a reprint from the journal 
Genetics, 133:4-7 (January 1993), James F. Crow’s “Felix Bernstein and the First Human Marker Locus,” which gives a 

review of the professional life of Felix Bernstein (1878-1956). 
 
Box 1, File 51:  General Correspondence  - Birnbaum Family (Lwów)  April –June 

 
April 26, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from ?Lina with a penciled note of a half page in a different handwriting, 
signed by Ignacy; another part is clearly from Nusia.  This is attached to a letter, in Polish, written in pencil, from Nusia.  
The clipped together letters were sent to Monsieur Dr. Zygmunt Wilhelm Birnbaum at Pension Mirabelle in Nice and then 
forwarded to the M/V Georgic.  The postage stamps show a picture of the University of Lwów.   A notation on the 
envelope suggests receipt on 7 June 1937.   
 
May 26, 1937 (post mark) – post card, handwritten, in Polish, to Cie Nord-Atlantique, 6, Rue Scribe, Paris, for T.C. 
Passenger Dr. Zygmunt Wilhelm Birnbaum, M/V Georgic, 28/V 1937.  It’s been stamped 7.7. 37. 
 
June 2, 1937 (post mark) – envelope addressed to ZWB on the Georgic, but directed to Cunard Line, 25 Broadway, New 
York, USA.  On the back, it is stamped “New York, New York, registered 6-14 1937” and there is a note: “International 
House, 500 Riverside Dr. NYC.” 
 
April 29, 1937 – handwritten letter from Alfred M. Cohen, President, District Grand Lodge No. 13, B’nai B’rith, Kraków, 
Poland.  This seems to be a letter to a B’nai B’rith brother in Cincinnati, but I have difficulties understanding it.  He asks for 
assistance for Brother Birnbaum in finding a position as a teacher or “otherwise in accordance with his talents…” [Was the 
letter copied by ZWB’s father?]  This is written on the back of a letter that might be from Mama.  It is attached with a letter 
from Nusia. 
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Date uncertain - Stamp and postmark were cut out of envelope.  Return address is to Ignacy Birnbaum.  Letter, in Polish, 
is addressed to the ship line in Paris for passenger Dr. Zygmunt Wilhelm Birnbaum, M/V. “Georgic” 28/V 1937.  A good 
part of the letter appears to be from Mama, then there is a section that appears to be from Ignacy. 
 
May 24, 1937 - Carbon of typed letter, in Polish, from ZWB to his family.  He is writing from Paris. 
 
Date illegible (?June 1937) – postcard, in Polish, addressed to ZWB at the Cunard Line in New York.  Portions signed by 
Mama and by Nusia. 
 
?June 2, 1937 – post card, in Polish, addressed to ZWB at the Cunard Line in NYC. 
 
June 16, 1937 – Carbon of typed letter, in Polish, from ZWB to his family, from NYC.  Mentions NYU.  Attached is a 
receipt for a registered article [a letter, I’m assuming], with Ignacy Birnbaum’s address on the back.  
 
June 22, 1937 – Carbon of typed letter, 2 ½ pages, in Polish, from ZWB to his family, from NYC.  Thanks them for letters 
and cards, listing those received.  Makes reference to the Cohen letter to Cincinnati.   
 
Date uncertain – post card, handwritten, in Polish, received July 6, 1937? – addressed to ZWB at International House.  
Probably written by Mama and by Nusia. 
 
Date uncertain – post card, handwritten, in Polish, addressed to ZWB at International House, probably written by Ignacy, 
Mama, and maybe Nusia. 
 
June 28, 1937 – carbon of typed letter from NYC, in Polish, from ZWB to his family.  Makes reference to his 
“Abenteurerroman” (= adventure novel), presumably the adventure novel in which he is living.  There is a curious quote in 
German which needs a context I lack, to make sense.  Very roughly: “As a small child I fell for such things; now I don’t 
believe in them and this situation has cooled my feelings significantly.  Whenever one wants to recommend friends or 
acquaintances, one is suddenly reminded of cous ins twice removed.”   
 
June 29, 1937 – carbon of short letter, in Polish, from ZWB to his family.  Acknowledges card of June 17

th
 and a letter of 

June 21
st
. 

 
June 28, 1937 (post mark) – post card, in Polish.  Received July 10, 1937. 
 
June 23, 1937 (post mark on envelope) – This letter shows red-pencil underlining, presumably by ZWB.  Two pages (front 
and back), neatly written in pencil by Nusia.  Another two pages presumably by Mama, and a third page from Ignacy.  
 
Box 1, File 52:  General Correspondence - Birnbaum Family (Lwów)   July-August 1937 
 

July 3, 1937 (post mark) – Rec’d July 16, 1937.  Handwritten, in Polish, letters from the family to ZWB.  Here, as 
elsewhere, there are several densely written pages, apparently by Nusia, Lina and Ignacy.  One of the pages is the 
stationary of Samuel Nebenzahl.  Here, as elsewhere, ZWB has used red pencil to underline items within the letter.  The 
letter on Nebenzahl stationary (one page, front and back) appears to be from Nusia.  I am guessing that the 4-part (one 
page, folded in half, front and back) letter is from Lina, and that the one-half page (front and back) is from Ignacy. 
 
July 23, 1937 – Rec’d August 2, 1937.  Handwritten, in Polish, 8 pages (4 pieces) letters from family to ZWB.  There is a 
6½ page letter from ?Lina with another 1½ page letter from Ignacy. 
[Note that this is probably out of chrono order.] 

 
Unclear date – Rec’d July 21, 1937. Handwritten post card, in Polish, appears to have message on front from Lina, then 
shorter messages from Ignacy and then Nusia. 
 
July 14, 1937 – Rec’d July 27, 1937.  Handwritten, in Polish, 4-page letter (1 sheet, folded in half, front and back) – ca. 3 
pages from Lina and a very densely written page from Ignacy.  There is also a small-size page from Nusia. 
 
July 3, 1937 – Carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  References to Bernstein, American Institute of Actuaries in 
Chicago and American Actuarial Association in New York.  There is a penciled note about Henryk Schaerf in the margin of 
this carbon. 
 
July 6, 1937 – Carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Reference to cards of June 25 and June 27 and, I gather, 
to other correspondence. References to Bories, Neugebauer, a congress in Colorado Springs, something in Iowa, the 
Polish consulate.  There is a faint penciled note in the margin.  
 
July ?7, 1937 – Rec’d August 17, 1937. Post card, in Polish, to ZWB.  Mailed from Bad Ischl.  Possibly written by Lina.  
 
July 11, 1937 – Post card, rec’d August 21, 1937.  Densely written, in Polish, from Ignacy.  At the end it looks like he may 
be giving ZWB an address for Lina. 
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July 13, 1937 – Carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mention of card of June 28 and a letter from Kubuś and 
Rita.  Reference to Louis Lipsky. 
 
July 15, 1937 – Carbon of short letter – possibly an airmail post card - in Polish, from ZWB to family.   
 
July 16, 1937 – Carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Reference to letter of July 3.  Appears to contain 
impressions of NYC.  Reference to Cincinnati, perhaps to a message from Nusia of July 3, Sternbach, Dr. Blumenfeld, 
Bernstein, perhaps an English course at NY City College.  There appears to be a penciled note at the end. 
 
?July 19, 1937 – Carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family. References to Prof. Bernstein, Mrs. Kern, Olgi 
Weissmann, Sunday supper at International House, Bories,  
 
July 20, 1937 – Rec’d July 31, 1937.  Handwritten correspondence, in Polish, from family to ZWB. One page, folded in 
half, densely covered back and front.  First three pages appear to be from Mama, last page (his writing is very small, 
distinct and extremely dense) is from Ignacy.  
 
July 26, 1937 – Rec’d August 9, 1937.  Post card, in Polish, from Mama and then Ignacy.  
 
July 27, 1937 – Rec’d August 10, 1937.  Post card, in Polish, from Mama and then Ignacy. 
  
July ?7, 1937 – Rec’d July 21, 1937.  Post card, in Polish, from Lina and then Ignacy.  
[Note that this is probably out of chrono order.] 

 
July 27, 1937 – Carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Seems to acknowledge cards of July 10 and July ?7, and 
letter of July 14, as well as Nusia’s July 17

th
 card from Zakopane, a letter of July 10

th
, and a July 17

th
 letter from Rita and 

Kubuś.  Mention of Coney Island, Prof. Bernstein, ?Albrecht Pasternak, Bories. 
 
July ??, 1937 – Rec’d July 27, 1937.  Post card, in Polish, from Zakopane from Nusia to ZWB.  
 
July ?24, 1937 – Rec’d August 9, 1937.  Post card, in Polish, from Zakopane from Nusia to ZWB.   
 
July 29, 1937 – Rec’d August 10, 1937.  Post card, in Polish, from Lina and then Ignacy.  Lina appears to be making 
reference to her time in Bad Ischl, possibly in the company of Rosa Berger, her sister. 
 
August 3, 1937 – Carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Here and on other carbons, ZWB notes in pencil the 
postal mode, e.g., “S/S Normandie,  Expr. Lwów Air Mail …”.  Refers to letters of July 20 and July 23 and a card of July 
21.  References to Mrs. Herrick-Smith, American Institute of Actuaries in Chicago, Actuarial Association of New York, 
Prof. Bernstein.  There is a quote in German, possibly from Bernstein.  Crudely and roughly:  “You live off your savings; 
that is you sit on a lump of ice; your primary thought has to be to reach land.  You are in exile and existence in exile is 
always above all a wrecked (run-aground) existence which one can build up only, from the very beginning, with great 
difficulty.”  Mention of National Council of Jewish Women.   
 
August 5, 1937 – Rec’d August 16, 1937.  Post card from Mama. 
 
August 10, 1937 – Carbon (smeary) of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  References to cards of July 26, 27, 29, a 
letter of July 26, a letter, possibly from Bad Ischl, of July 31, a July 29

th
 letter from Kubuś, a card of July 24

th
 from 

Zakopane, and a card from somebody else (?) of July 21
st
.  Reference to ?Joseli, Dr. ?Schmorak, Ulam (possibly at 

Princeton), Lord (Kubuś and Rita’s dog, I assume), Steinhaus, Mrs. Bories. 
 
??? – Rec’d  August 21, 1937.  Two letters in one envelope, it seems.  One (two pieces of fragile paper, amounting to four 
pages, back and front) appears to be Nusia’s letter to her family from Zakopane.  She makes reference to ZWB’s letter.  
The second seems to be to ZWB from Lina (one page, folded in half, densely written front and back).  
 
August 15, 1937 – Rec’d  August 24, 1937.  Correspondence, in Polish, from his family to ZWB. The August 15

th
 letter 

appears to be from Lina.  Another letter, dated August 9, appears to be from Nusia.  
 
August 10, 1937 – Rec’d August 19, 1937.  Post card, in Polish, from Danzig, from Mama to ZWB. 
 
August 10, 1937 – Rec’d August 17, 1937.  Correspondence from family to ZWB. Looks like 2 ½ loosely written pages 
from Nusia and 1 ½ densely written from Ignacy.   
 
?August 7, 1937 – Rec’d August 17, 1937.  Letter from Zakopane from Nusia to ZWB.  
 
August 17, 1937 – Carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mentions card of August 1, letter of August 4, card of 
August 5, letter of August 5, two cards of August 7 and a letter of August 7.  Reference to Dr. Alfred Berger (who has 
written – quoted in German - a glowing reference, based on ZWB’s work for him from June 1, 1931 until May 1, 1936), 
Dawida [David] Sarnoff and Radio Corporation of America, and D.Y. Sandelsohn of  Leeds, England, National 
Broadcasting Company. 
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August 21, 1937 – Rec’d August 31, 1937.  Correspondence from family to ZWB. One loosely written page (front and 
back), on graph block paper, may be entirely from Nusia.  A second page (front and back) may be from Lina; this is written 
on a billing or statement form (“Rechnung”) for Samuel Nebenzahl.   
 
August 18, 1937 – Letter, in Polish. No envelope, perhaps included in the mailing above of August 21, 1937.  This may be 
from Lina.  Contains reference to Dir. ?Heinrich Hirschberg, Berlin, Budapesterstrasse 13.    
 
August 18, 1937 – Rec’d August 26, 1937.  Post card from Danzig.  Lina writing, in Polish, to ZWB.  
 
August 16, 1937 – Rec’d August 26, 1937.  Post Card from Lwów, Ignacy writing, in Polish, to ZWB.  
 
August 21, 1937 – Rec’d September 4, 1937.  Combined letters, in Polish, from Nusia (three pages) and Ignacy (one 
page).  Artur Rosman has noted, “mentions Ulam.” 
 
August 24, 1937 – Carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Notes cards of July 11 and July 10, letter of July 14,  
an August 15

th
 letter from Bad Ischl, and a letter of August 14

th
.  Mention of Bernstein, a congress of American 

mathematicians in Pennsylvania, Lipsky, Sarnoff, Sandelsohn, Radio Corporation of America, Kapralików, Bories. 
 
August 25, 1937 – Rec’d September 4, 1937.  Letter, in Polish, from Zopot.  Written on graph block style paper.  Appears 
to be from Lina. 
 
August 27, 1937 – Rec’d September 11, 1937.  Letter, in Polish, to ZWB, first from Ignacy, then from Nusia.   
 
August 31, 1937 – Carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Artur has noted, “Job, Criticizes Germans.”  Reference 
to cards of 15

th
 and 18

th
, a letter of the 21

st
, a letter from Ischl of the 18

th
.  Mention of Bernstein and NYU.  Mention of 

Jozeli, Lipsky, Sternbach, and Doktor Erich Kästner (writer), whose poetry he appears to be citing – mostly poetry titles 
suggesting unhappiness with big city life, homesickness, loneliness, traveling, encountering problems.  
 
August 31, 1937 – a post card, in English, from State College, PA, addressed to Dr. William Birnbaum, 500 Riverside 
Drive, New York, NY.  I can’t read the signature, but the message is clear:  “The single rooms are all assigned.  You are 
being given a double room to yourself alone at 1.50.  Hope this is satisfactory – Imperative we know on what train you 
arrive in order to ensure transportation to State College.”   
[Clearly in the wrong file, but a welcome diversion.] 

 
[Note that File 53 contains correspondence for November-December 1937, but File 54  contains correspondence for 
September-October 1937.] 
 
Box 1, File 53:  General Correspondence - Birnbaum Family (Lwów)                         
November-December 1937 

 
November 3, 1937 – faint carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mentions of Bernstein.  A reference to Cleveland 
(Cleveland Dodgers?) 
 
November 9, 1937 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Acknowledges letter of October 29.  Mention of 
Sternbach, Kac, Bernstein, Cohen, Julka, Jonas Sprecher, reprints of articles (?), Birnbaum-Orlic paper, “Hamburger 
Steak,” Geyer. 
 
November 11, 1937 – letters, in Polish from family to ZWB. Nusia, Mama (mentions autobus, Cincinnati), Ignacy. 
 
November 1, 1937 – received November 12, 1937.  Post card, in Polish, to ZWB from Ignacy. 
 
November 16, 1937 – faint carbon of letter from ZWB to family.  Mentions post cards and letters noting dates of October 
30 and November 1.  Mentions affidavit(s?), Bernstein, National Council of Jewish Women, NYU, Walther Lederer, Ale, 
Jeśeli. 
 
November 16 (??), 1937 (postage stamp and postmark have been removed) -received November 26, 1937.  Letters, in 
Polish, from family to ZWB.  Nusia, including two numbered items, Ignacy, Mama. 
 
November 23, 1937 – Rec’d December 9, 1937.   Letters, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  Ignacy mentions Julka, 
Sprecher, Bernstein. 
 
November 23, 1937 – Faint carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mention of letter of November 8, 1937, from 
Lwów.  Mention of Bernstein, Zolnikiom, Julka, Chicago, Starkowa, Cincinatti, Cohen, Grüblowna.  
 
November 28, 1937 (post mark) – received December 14, 1937.   Letters, in Polish, from Ignacy (reference to 
Appenzeller’s letter), Mama (reference to Rozia and Bories) and Nusia (reference to Sternbach).  Enclosed also is the 
referenced letter from Adwokat Dr. Maksymilian Appenzeller (Lwów, Ul. Kopernika 5), dated November 25, 1937.  The 
letter, in Polish, opens with “Wielmożny Panie!” and includes reference to the ZUS.  It is addressed to Wielmożny Pan / 
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Ignacy Birnbaum / we Lwowie, Anny 1.  It is signed “Appenzeller” and there is a post script that looks as if it might [??] 
makes reference to Bronio or is signed by Bronio.  [Check this against Bronio’s signature elsewhere.] 
 

November 30, 1937 – Faint carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family, sent to Lwów and Vienna.  Reference to letter 
of November 16 from Lwów, letter of November 18 from Vienna, and letter of November 20 from Lwów.  Mention of 
?White, Bernstein, National Council of Jewish Women, the Thanksgiving holiday and what he ate, Kapralików, Ulam, 
Nusia, Kubuś, Lederer, affidavit(?s), Ruth. 
 
December 5, 1937 – postcard, in Polish, to ZWB, from Lina (mentions of Ehrlich, Sternbach) and Ignacy.  
 
December 6 & 7, 1937 – letters, in Polish, to ZWB from Nusia (mention of Finkelstein), possibly from Bronio, from Ignacy, 
from Mama (mention of Rozia, ?Ala) and a typed letter from Anna Kielska (Warszawa / ul. Warecka 9, m.ll/g) which opens 
“Droga moja Ciociu” (??”my dear aunt”). This letter makes reference to Wiluś and to Lina.  
 
December 7, 1937 – Faint carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family – with copies to Lwów, Vienna and another city I 
cannot decipher.  There appears to be a reference to Normandy.  Mentions of Bernstein, Zelnick, Julka, National Council 
of Jewish Women, Bakwin or Bekwin, White (associated with the B’nai B’rith?), Cincinnati, Cohen, Dr. Ghelb, affidavit(?s). 
 
December 11, 1937 and January 3, 1938 – received January 17, 1938.  Two letters.  One, in Polish, appears to be from 
Mama to ZWB (appears to be dated January 3) and has references to Bernstein, Nusia, Ehrlich; it may be partial, there is 
no obvious closing.  The other letter, in German and handwritten, also may be partial as, here too, there is no obvious 
closing; this letter is dated December 11, 1937, Vienna, and is addressed to Aunt Rosa.  It contains reference to Dolly…a 
small revolt in ?Breslau…and it appears that the writer may be Dolly’s mother (or the reverse) but there is comment on the 
difficulty of mother and daughter living so far apart.  It appears as if Dolly teaches some form of gymnastics and is giving 
private lessons to a Brazilian family who are very wealthy but live modestly; they invite Dolly to come with them to the 
movies, theater, on rides in the car.  Much description of the family and their doings.  Mention of Haberfelds. 
 
December 14, 1937 – Faint carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Acknowledges letters from Lwów of November 
23 and November 28 and card of December 4, as well as letter from Vienna of November 28.  Mentions of Cuban Consul, 
Bernstein, Zelniki (sp.?), Sprecher, Cincinnati, Cohen, Mama, Nusia, Appenzeller letter, Ruth Lederer.  Handwritten 
comment in margin.  
 
December 18, 1937 – received December 31, 1937.  Post card to ZWB, in Polish, from Mama, Nusia, Ignacy. Mention of 
Cohen, Sternbach. 
 
December 21, 1937 – Faint carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Apparently went by bus to State College.  
Reference to ?Kennan Bal, a mathematician, Chicago, Starkow, White, Bernstein, Nusia, Indianapolis, Carnegie, 
Riverside Church and musicians from Julliard, Columbia University. 
 
December 24, 1937 – received January 7, 1938.  Letters, in Polish, to ZWB from family – Mama (reference to Prof. 
?Zelinka/Zelnika, letter from/to Kraków, Cohen, Sprecher, Rosa, Kubuś, Nusia, ?Ala, “The happy Prince”); Nusia 
(reference to Rilka); Ignacy, whose handwriting, while often quite clear, is the most difficult script for me. 
 
??December 8, 1937 and January 11, 1938.   Letters, in Polish, to ZWB from Mama, Ignacy, and Nusia (who refers to 
Sternbach).  There is also a copy of a letter that seems to pertain to the B’nai B’rith and is addressed to Mr. Lawrence 
White, 36 West 69

th
 St., NYC; it references a letter of November 15, 1937, concerning Brother Siegmund Wilhelm 

Birnbaum.  “Dr. Birnbaum has been working as a paid assistant at New York University since October 1, 193?, but his 
visa will lose its validity on February 1, 1938…”.  The letter asks for assistance for Birnbaum and is signed by Secretary 
Maurice ?Pisgyer 
 
Box 1, File 54:  General Correspondence - Birnbaum Family (Lwów) - September-October 1937 

 
September 3, 1937 – received September 14, 1937.  Letter, in Polish, to ZWB, first from Ignacy; he mentions Appenzeller.  
Then, I think, from Nusia; she makes mention of Olga Weiss…??  
 
September 1, 1937 – received September 11, 1937.  Letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Lina in Danzig. 
 
September 5, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB to family.  Mention of a letter of August 21 from Lwów and a letter of 
August 25 from Zopot (Danzig).  Mention of Dory Friedländer, Sternbach, Bernstein, State College, Bories, Mrs. Schur. 
 
September 22, 1937 (postmark) – received October 8, 1937.  Letter, in Polish, to ZWB from family.  The first part may be 
from Nusia, followed by a section from Ignacy, and then a section from Lina. 
 
September 6(?), 1937 – received September 15, 1937.  Post card, in Polish, from Lina in Zopot (Danzig).  The writing on 
this card (dense, as always) is bleached, as if the card had been left in the sun.   
 
[Throughout this correspondence, to date, the correspondence between ZWB and his family is lengthy.  Typically, an 
envelope will contain many pages, with each family member writing at great length and often with very fine and very small 
handwriting.  ZWB’s letters are densely typed and one-two pages (back and front of each).  The connection appears to 
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have been close and the letters functioned, perhaps, as phone conversations today.  The number of letters exchanged 
per week and the sheer length of them makes ZWB’s loneliness for his family palpable, as well as his upset as 
communication between the USA and Lwów became impossible.] 

 
September 10, 1937 – received September 21, 1937.  Letter, in Polish, to ZWB from the family.  The first part is from 
Nusia.  There is a little cartoon (self-portrait? Sketch of Mama?) imbedded in the text; reference to Olga Weissmann, 
Doro.  The next part is from Ignacy.  Then there is ca. 1 ½ pages from Lina; there may be a reference to Ala.   
 
September 14, 1937 – somewhat faint carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Cites letter from Lwów of August 27 
and letter from Zopot of September 1.  Also a letter from “Wiednia” (Vienna) of September 2.  Mentions of Appenzeller, 
Kapralików,  Bernstein, Steinhaus, State College in Pennsylvania, Susquehanna, Mayer, Blumenfeld, Blumberg, Cornell 
in Ithaca. 
 
September 18, 1937 – received September 30, 1937 - post card to ZWB, in Polish, from Lina, then Nusia, then Ignacy. 
 
September 21, 1937 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Cites letter from Lwów of September 10, letter from 
Wiednia (Vienna) of September 9.  Reference to Hirschberg in Berlin, Bernstein, apparently citing advice from Bernstein 
(roughly translated: “It would be wrong to talk you into doing scientific work since you would only use up your sav ings and 
would have only the most remote chance of getting into university work.”)  Mention of Appenzeller, Józa, Olga.  There are 
additional handwritten comments.   
 
September 27, 1937 – received October 8, 1937.  post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB. 
 
September 30, 1937 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Reference to letter of August 31.  Reference to 
Lipskiego,  Lipsky, Perlman, Hirschberg in Berlin, Ulam, Tamarkin.  Handwritten section at end. 
 
September 21(?), 1937 – received October 13, 1937.  Letter from Lina to ZWB.  Letter from Nusia to ZWB; mention of 
Olga, Doro.  Newspaper clipping, in Polish, Warsaw, September 22.  
 
October 1, 1937 – received November 12, 1937.  Letters, in Polish, from family to ZWB. Letter from Lina.  Letter from 
Ignacy. 
 
October 5, 1937 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mentions letter from Wiednia (Vienna) of September 22.  
Mention of Kubuś, West Point.  Handwritten addendum. 
 
October 7, 1937 – Received October 19, 1937.  Letters, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  Letter from Nusia.  Letter from 
Lina.  Letter from Ignacy. 
 
October 10, 1937 – Received October 25, 1937.  Post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  
 
October 12, 1937 – Received October 22, 1937.  Post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB. 
 
October 16, 1937 – Received October 26, 1937.  Post card, in Polish from family to ZWB.  
 
October 14, 1937 – Faint carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mentions letters from Lwów of September 22 
and September 30; cards of September 27.  Reference to Jonas Sprecher, Lipskiego, Landau, Kapralik, Jośeli, Ulam,  
 
[I believe that ZWB was simultaneously sending copies of his letters to the family in Vienna and in Lwów.  He may also 
have been sending carbon copies to his friends – Ala, Jozia, and Wisio [Ludwik] Sternbach.] 

 
October 15, 1937 – Received October 28, 1937.  Letters, in Polish, from family to ZWB. Letters from Ignacy, Lina, Nusia.  
Mention of Bories. 
 
October 10, 1937 – faint carbons of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mentions letter of October 7, possibly from 
Vienna. Mention of Kapralik, Starkow, Metropolitan Museum, Central Park, ferry boat, the Hudson, New Jersey, 
Washington Bridge.  Handwritten addenda, different for the letter for Lwów and for the letter for Vienna.  
 
October 21, 1937 – Arr. NYC November 2, 1937.  Letters, in Polish, from famiy to ZWB. Letters from Lina, Ignacy, Nusia.  
 
October 20, 1937 – Rec.’d October 21, 1937.  Post card, in Polish, from Paulina Grübel, Barbizon-Plaza, #639.   
 
October 22 (?), 1937 – Rec’d November 8, 1937.  In Polish, letter from Lina, letter from Ignacy, and a typewritten letter 
that mentions the “Feniks,” NYU, and the B’nai B’rith in New York. 
 
October 26, 1937 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Acknowledges cards and letters of October 10,12, 14, 
15, and 16, some of which were from Vienna.  Allusion to Grübel.  Mention of Sprecher, what may be the B’nai B’rith, 
affidavits and related immigration paperwork, Sarnoff and RCA, Lipsky, Stark, Georg Fraenkel (80 Maidenlane), Chicago, 
Cincinnati, taking the bus to Chicago.  Handwritten addendum.  
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October 29, 1937 – received November 9, 1937.  Letters, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  Ignacy, Nusia, Mama.  A portion 
is on the back of something that contains a numbered list (I.-VII.) 
 
[Again, note that File 53 contains correspondence for November-December 1937, but File 54 contains correspondence for 
September-October 1937.] 

 
Box 1, File 55:  General Correspondence - Birnbaum Family (Lwów)  1938   January – February  
[This also includes correspondence from March 1938.]  

 
January 3, 1938 – carbon of letter, very faint in part, in Polish, from ZWB to family in Lwów, Vienna, and one other city I 
can’t make out (?Somaine).  Acknowledges December 11

th
 letter from Lwów, a card of December 18, and a card from Rita 

and Kubuś from Vienna.  Reference to Bermuda, Hawaii, Cuba, drug stores, Main Street, Washington Square, the 
American melting pot, Chicago, Turck, Michigan, slums, the Chicago Tribune, Indianapolis, Bernstein, Blumberg, Ohio 

State University, Pennsylvania.  Faint hand-written addendum. 
 
January 13, 1938 – faint carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mention of Bernstein, autobus, Miami, Havana, 
Zelmnikami, Indianapolis. 
 
January 13, 1938 – Post card, in Polish, to ZWB from family in Lwów. 
 
date?? – Post card, in Polish, to ZWB from family in Lwów. Still addressed to International House.  
 
February 13, 1938 – Received February 24, 1939.  post card, in Polish, from family in Lwów to ZWB. This is addressed to 
him at 420 West 121

st
 Street, New York, NY, USA.  Mentions Steinhaus.   

 
??date – Letter, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  This is clipped to an envelope with ZWB’s International House address.  
Nusia mentions Sternbach, seemingly at some length.   
 
?January 3, 1938 – Picture post card of Maryszeskiej (snow scene with ?ski lodge), in Polish, probably mailed from 
Maryszeskiej, sender unclear.  It’s signed “W” and contains a question regarding Indianapolis.  [Possibly check 
handwriting against that of “Wisio” Sternbach.] 

 
January 28, 1938 and uncertain date – Clipped-together letters.  A handwritten letter (or part of a letter- there is no 
opening), in German, from ?Fritzi; the handwriting on this letter is similar to that which I recall on the letter to Aunt Rosa.  
The German letter makes reference to news of what Wiluś is doing; a mention, perhaps of Kimmelman.  Letter, in Polish, 
dated January 28, 1938, from Ignacy, Mama, Nusia. 
 
February 5, 1938 – Letters, in Polish, to ZWB (International House) from Nusia (mentions Sternbach), Mama, Ignacy. 
 
February 8, 1938 – Post card, in Polish, to ZWB  (500 Riverside Drive)  from M.B. c/o Wasser /343 Audubon Ave. NYC.  
 [Could this be Bloch?  - Might bear comparison with signature in Bloch files.] 
 

February 8, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Acknowledges letter of January 28.  There seems to 
be mention of a cablegram, possibly from ZWB.  There is also mention of a letter of January 23 and a card of January 22.  
Mentions of ?? [I’ve mucked up the Polish cases] Ringlowi and ??Haweny.  Reference to Fritzi’s letter.  Mentions of 

Tusiek Strich, Heniuś, Julka.  Mentions of lumpenproletariat, Bernstein.  Attached to this letter is a faint carbon of another 
letter, also in Polish, from ZWB to his family, dated February 16.  
 February 16, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish from ZWB to family.  Acknowledges letter of February 5 from 
Lwów.  References to Europe, Bronx, Bernstein.  
 
February 13, 1938 – post card, in Polish, from family to Dr. William Birnbaum/420 West 121

st
 Street, New York, NY, USA.   

 
February 13, 1938 – received February 26, 1938 – letters, in Polish, from the family to ZWB, addressed to him at 500 
Riverside Drive, but then changed to 200 Claremont Avenue.  Ignacy refers to Appenzeller, ?Ringlov; Mama also refers to 
Appenzeller; Nusia mentions someone like ?Samek ?Oberländer. 
 
February 19, 1938 – received March 4, 1938.  Letters, in Polish, from family to ZWB – Nusia, Ignacy, Mama.  Mention of 
?Bories, Oberländer, Kimmelman.  Also attached is a handwritten letter, in German to Tante Rosa, dated Vienna, 
February 14, 1938, from Fritzi.  (I have difficulties with her handwriting.) Mention of Dolly, perhaps reference to people 
going to New York. 
 
February 21, 1938 – faint carbon of letter from ZWB to family in Lwów, Vienna, and one other place (illegible to me, 
Josie?). He writes from 200 Claremont Avenue, Apt. 61. Mention of Queen Mary (ship with which he’s sending the 
letter?), Europe, Vienna, Hitler, Bernstein, Ruth Lederer.  There is a handwritten reference to “foto ‘Star’.” 
 
March 5, 1938 (post mark) – received March 17, 1938.  Letter, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  [It is possible that a portion 
of the letter has been cut off; a quarter of the folded page has been neatly cut away.] Letter from what looks like Lina, then 

a letter from Ignacy.  References (I think) to Bernstein, Zelnika, Nusia, Feniks, Bories, Rózia.  Enclosed also is a 
newspaper clipping dated March 4

th 
, Warsaw, with a headline referring to the Feniks.  In the second column under this 
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heading there is a reference to Allerhand, possibly a Lwów lawyer.  On the envelope in the upper lefthand corner is a 
sticker: “Kontrola dewizowa przeprowadzo..(covered up)/ Contrôle de devis..(covered) effectué.”   
 
February 28, 1938 – received March 16, 1938.  Post card, in Polish, to ZWB from Mama. 
 
March 1 (or 2?), 1938 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Nusia, Ignacy, Mama.  Nusia mentions Sternbach, ?Rilka or Kilka.  
Ignacy makes reference to a letter of December 21, affidavits, ?Cuba, Bernstein.  Mama mentions Appenzeller, Bories. 
 
March 1, 1938 - carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mentions letter of February 13 from Lwów and letter of 
February 15

 
from Vienna.  Reference to Rita and Kubuś, Appenzeller, Strich, Bernstein, Feniks.  

 
March 3, 1938 – received March 17, 1938.  Letter, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  This is written on a page that includes 
several typed paragraphs, in Polish, that seem to refer to collectible stamps and stamp dealers in New York.  One section 
of the letter might be from an unknown.  Another section is by Nusia. There is a section from Mama in which there is a 
mention of Rosenberg, Fränkel, Zelnika.  Ignacy acknowledges letters (dates unclear).  Envelope is stamped “Kontrola 
dewizowa przeprowadz.” 
 
March 11, 1938 – received March 22, 1938.  Letter, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  Mama makes reference to Bernstein, 
Marcel ?Y/Jäger, Fränkel, Ehrlich, Appenzeller. Ignacy also refers to Appenzeller, apparently to photography, maybe to 
Cuba.  Nusia mentions Sternbach.  Envelope is stamped, “Kontrola dewizowa przeprowadz.” 
 
March 21, 1938 – received April 2, 1938.  Post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB. 
 
March 22, 1938 – carbon of 3-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mention of Europe, letter of March 3, possibly a 
photograph, Julka, a letter of March 11, Bernstein, Mrs. Bories, the Roosevelt administration, North Dakota, a letter from 
Olga Weissmann, Julka …Australia, National Council of Jewish Women, Lederer…Delaware, question about Rita’s 
studies, Europe, Australia, America.  On the back of one page is a handwritten note that may be addressed to “Jòsià(?ú)”; 
there are references to Ali (?Alí), Wisio, Europe, Nusia.  
 
March 17, 1938 – received March 30, 1938.  Letter, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  Mama mentions Kubuś and Rita, 
maybe  Both, ?Kilka or Rilka, Nuska, Zelnika.  Ignacy also writes. 
 
March 28, 1938 – received in NYC, April 4, 1938.  Letter, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  Mama mentions Nusia, (?)Kilka, 
Appenzeller, Sternbach.  Nusia mentions Rilke/?Kilke.  Ignacy mentions Zelniki.  There is a typewritten letter, dated March 
24, 1938, Lwów, with a signature I can’t decipher; makes reference to Fleck, who seems to be interested in bacteriology; 
references to tourist passport and something American. 
 
Box 1, File 56:  General Correspondence -  Birnbaum Family (Lwów)  1938 April - June 

 
April 1, 1938 – letter, in Polish, from family to ZWB. Mama mentions Lukacs, Nusia, question about a permit for Australia, 
Zelnik or Zelnika.  Ignacy may mention Bories.  Nusia might also mention Bories. 
 
April 3, 1938 – post card, in German, from Fritzi in Vienna (now part of Germany), addressed to Frau Rosa Kimelmann, 
Lemberg, ?Kollataja 5.  Fritzi opens with “Dearest Aunt, dearest ?Lincia,” She saw Róska a few days ago.  Reference to 
Dolly, Willi, Martha, Albrecht.  The post card is stamped: Am 10. April dem Führer Dein “Ja” [On April 10

th
, say “yes” to the 

Führer.] 
 
April 5, 1938 – received April 16, 1938.  Post card, in Polish, to ZWB from family.  Mention of Sternbach. 
 
April 5, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mentions letter of March 28, and a card of March 21.  
Several items either about or addressed directly to Nusia.  Mention of Ulam, maybe a reference to the Anschluss in 
Austria.  Mention of Róźki, Julka. 
 
April 11, 1938 – received April 22, 1938.  Letter, in Polish, from family to ZWB. Mama mentions Dogilewski, maybe 
Kamany/Kanary, Berta, Nusia.  Ignacy also writes. 
 
April 12, 1938 – post card, in German, from Fritzi in Vienna, Germany, to Frau Rosa Kimmelman, Lemberg, Kollataja 5, 
Poland.  Mention of Dolly. 
 
April 13, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mentions a letter of April 1 and a card from Lukacs in 
Vienna.  Mention of Róźki, Kubuś, Zelnik, Nusia, Feniks, Seemann?, Alka Selzer, Princeton, Virginia, Charlottesville, 
Newark and Lederer, American Mathematical Society, Bernstein.  
 
April 16, 1938 – postcard, in Polish, from family to ZWB. 
 
April 19, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family in Lwów, Vienna, and one other person/place (I couldn’t 
make it out).  Thanks for various correspondence including Mama’s card of April 5 and Kubuś’s letter of April 4.  Mention 
of Feniks, affidavit(?s), Nusia, meeting in Charlottesville (Virginia), Baltimore, Washington, Pennsylvania Railroad, 
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, Farmington Country Club. 
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April 26, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family in Lwów and, again, a place or person I could not decipher.  
Mentions letter of April 11 from Lwów and a card of April 16, correspondence from Vienna. Perhaps mention of papers 
from Róźki.  Mention of Nusia, Zelnika, National Council of Jewish Women, affidavit, Vienna, Charlottesville.  
 
April 21, 1938 – post card, in German, from Fritzi in Vienna, Germany, to Frau Rosa Kimmelman (?Kimelmann), Lemberg, 
Kollataja 5, Polen.  The card is stamped: VORSICHT MIT FEUER IN WALD UND FLUR (Be careful with fire in the forests 
and meadows).  Mention of Dolly and Dolly’s address in Rio de Janeiro, Rózka, Frau Halpern.  
 
April 22, 1938 – received May 2, 1938.  Post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB. 
 
April 26, 1938 – received May 8, 1938.  Letter, in Polish, from family to ZWB. Mention of Sternbach, Fritzi’s card(?s), 
Bories. 
 
May 2, 1938 – Carbon of letter, in Polish, to ZWB from family in Lwów.  Mention of Berta.  Letter seems to be entirely from 
Mama. 
 
May 3, 1938 – Four sometimes faint and smeary carbons of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family in Lwów and to 
“Tylles”(?)  Mentions card of April 22 from Lwów and possibly correspondence from Vienna.  Mention of Sternbach, 
National Council, “trust-fund,” Dr. Seemann, The Chemical Formulary (with bibliographical info.), Bruckner, Ferdynand 
Bruckner, the Burgtheater, Berlin and Hitler, Hollywood, Dr. Ashley Montague (professor of anthropology). 
 
May 9, 1938 – post card, in Polish, from family in Lwów to ZWB.  
 
May 5, 1938 – received June 20, 1938 (date on attached envelope, possibly wrong envelope) - letter, in Polish, to ZWB 
from family in Lwów.   
 
May 7, 1938 – received May 18, 1938 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB from family in Lwów.  Mention of letter of April 26.  A 
newspaper clipping is enclosed; it seems to be about an attorney named Stern from Lwów. 
 
May 10, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family in Lwów, as well as to a place or person I can’t decipher.  
Mentions Lwów letter of April 26, Kubuś’ letter of April 27, Fritzi’s card(?s).  Mentions Bories, Sternbach, trust -fund, 
Catskill Mountains, Slide Mountain, Hudson, Nice, Monte Carlo, Bernstein.  
 
May 10, 1938 – received May 27, 1938.  Letter, in Polish, to ZWB from family in Lwów.  Mama mentions Sternbach.  
Nusia may mention Cziko.  Ignacy, I think, gives an address for Rudolf (?)Weindel:  730  5 Avenue, New York City. 
 
May 17, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mentions “Europa” and Normandy, Henia, Kubuś, Nusia, 
Berty, “public opinion,” Andzię, Markusow (Markus?), Woods Hole. 
 
May 21, 1938 – received May 31, 1938.  Letter, in Polish, to ZWB from family in Lwów.   
 
June 21, 1938 (as best I can read postmark) – received July 6, 1938 (forwarded to Woods Hole).  Post card to ZWB, in 
Polish, from family in Lwów. 
 
May 24, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Gives phone number Monument 2-44-54.  Something 
about an English course and Nusia.  Mention of Róźki …London, Vienna, finances, Corn Exchange Bank, going to Woods 
Hole (July 1 – August 20), Bernstein. 
 
May 24, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish from ZWB to Nusia.  There is a registered letter receipt attached to this letter.   
 
May 27, 1938 – received June 7, 1938.  Letter, in Polish, to ZWB from family in Lwów.  Seems to be just from Ignacy and 
Mama. 
 
May 31, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family in Lwów and one other party or place which I cannot 
decipher.  Mentions letters of the 13

th
 and 2

nd
.  Mention of Czików, Sternbach, Julka, Bernstein, Decoration Day, 

Immerdauer…Chwili, Zelnikami (Zelnik? Zelniki?).  There is a handwritten message that might be addressed  to Jozia.   
 
June 7, 1938 – carbon (2 copies) of letter, in Polish, to family.  Mentions letter of May 27, Prof. Zelnik, National Council, 
Róźki, affidavit, Julka.  A registered letter receipt is attached. 
 
June 15, 1938 – Faint carbon of letter, in Polish, to family in Lwów and Vienna and to one other party or place which I 
have not deciphered.  Mention of Normandie, Ismeth, New Jersey, Rockeland Lake, Róźki, Bories, California.  
 On the back is the carbon of a letter in German.  Mentions letter of June 2, responds to questions regarding the 
situation with respect to baby buggies, comments on issues relating to tourist visas, mentions immigration affidavit.  I 
assume this is a letter to Kubuś and Rita.  
 
June 15?, 1938 – received June 25, 1938.  Post card, in Polish, to ZWB from family in Lwów. 
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June 16?, 1938 – received June 28, 1938.  Post card, in Polish, to ZWB from family in Lwów.  Seems to be written entirely 
by Mama. 
 
June 29, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family in Lwów.  Arthur has translated this.  This deals largely 
with plans for getting Nusia out of Poland.  Here is also reference to his boss, Bernstein, suggesting differences.  
 
Date unclear – received July 12, 1938.  Addressed to ZWB at Woods Hole.  Post card, in Polish, from family in Lwów. 
   

Box 2 

 
Box 2, File 1   General Correspondence  Birnbaum Family  Lwów  1938  July –Sept. 
 

date unclear – rec’d July 10, 1938 – postcard, in Polish, from Mama to Dr. William Birnbaum, 200 Claremont Avenue, Apt. 
61, NY, NY, USA, forwarded to Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole. Thanks for letter…Nusia … somebody in New 
York at 32 Pearl Street…affidavit…somebody in New York at Audubon Avenue 343 …  
 
?June 29, 1938 – rec’d July 23, 1938 – postcard, in Polish, from Mama to Dr. William Birnbaum, Marine Biological 
Laboratory, Woods Hole, Mass.  Acknowledges letters of June 29 and July 10.  
 
July 15, 1938 – rec’d July 29, 1938 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB at Woods Hole. Letter from Mama, referencing letters of 
June 28 and 29

th
, Zakopane…Nuska.  Ignacy writes, acknowledging letters of June 28 and July 4?, mentions “Official-

Register of  Harvard University.”  Nusia writes, acknowledging letters (no dates), mentions Dora.  A clipping, in German, is 
enclosed; it shows no date but appears to be from a Vienna newspaper; the headline is “A fine banker: fled with 100,000 
Reichsmarks.”  It reports that the police are pursuing Dr. Rudolf Rosner, a 40-year-old banker residing at Reichstrasse 15, 
accused of embezzlement; allegedly Rosner had committed other financial crimes before and the police were familiar with 
his doings.  [Rudi Rosner was a friend of Kubuś and Rita.  There are numerous substantive references in the 
correspondence between ZWB and the Bergers. Perhaps notable in this context are letters of February 28, 1943 and 
March 28, 1943.]   
 
July 18, 1938 – pale carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Lwów, Vienna, and one other city “Ro…” (I can’t make it out, 
possibly the city in which Ala, Józia, or Wisio is located).  Three separate copies of this would have been sent.  Seems to 
mention Bronio.  Also moonlight sail, Martha’s Vineyard, a concert including Beethoven’s 9

th
 symphony.  In a German note 

– possibly on the copy sent to Vienna, ZWB expresses concern about not hearing from Walther (?Lederer) and his wife.  
There is a handwritten note, in Polish, to Jóssi [presumably Józia Altbach], mentioning Wisio…Bernstein…  
 
July 24, 1938 – two carbons of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Lwów, Vienna, and one other city “Ro…” (I can’t make it out).  
Acknowledges a card of July 10 and perhaps a letter of June 29.  …America…New York…Warsaw…Nusia and 
Zakopane…Cape Cod, Boston, New York… 
 
July 27, 1938 – post card, in Polish, to ZWB, forwarded from Woods Hole to ZWB at 200 Claremont Avenue, NYC. Mama 
writes about Sternbach…mention of correspondence of July ?7 and July 12…Hitler, Mussolini, and 
Chamberlain…Palestine…Niuska…  There is a note from Ignacy, which I can’t decipher.   Artur’s writing: “worried 
obsessively by world political situation.” 
 
July 31, 1938 – post card, in Polish, to ZWB, forwarded from Woods Hole to Apt. 61, 200 Claremont Avenue, NY.  Mama 
writes about Nusia…America…?Rosenbergs…Bronio… There is also a message from Ignacy.  
 
August 1, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB – probably mailed three copies.  Reference to letter of July 25 … 
Kubuś; manuscript…Bernstein.  Reference to letter of June 29…Franie…Warsaw.  Reference to Harvard.  Reference to 
Nusia…?notarizing…New York.  Reference to Adolf Grübla … America …Wisia Winkler 
…Boston…California…London…Europe… 
 
August 8, 1938 - post card, in Polish, from Mama to ZWB – mailed from Zopot, in Danzig; forwarded from Woods Hole to 
ZWB at his Claremont Avenue address.   
Too difficult for me to read, beyond a German expression “ausser Gefahr” (out of danger).   
 
August 9, 1938 – two carbons of letter, in Polish, from ZWB – probably mailed three copies.  …New York…Woods 
Hole…possibly Mama’s card of July 21…Nusia…professor of Biology in Chicago…Bernstein…Boston…Wisi 
Winkler…New York…Providence…Prof. Tamarkin…letter from Ruth L. [Lederer, I assume]…Frani…Washington 
 
August 10, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Wisiu.  …New 
York…Providence…astigmatism…affidavit…Vienna…”take it easy”… 

[This letter probably belongs in a file of Ludwik Sternbach correspondence, not in this file of correspondence 
with family.  Sternbach was a very close friend of ZWB’s.] 
 

July ?29, 1938 – rec’d August 18, 1938 – 3 items mailed from Lwów to ZWB in one envelope, forwarded from Woods Hole 
to Claremont  Avenue.   
 Letter dated July ?29, 1938.  Mama: mentions letter of July 26…Kubuś… Ignacy: …Nusia….  Artur’s 
handwriting, I believe: “Anti-Semitic signs in Danzig.”  
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 Newspaper clipping, no date, in Polish.  This seems to report on the Polish quota for emigration to America. 
 Post card from Nusia, addressed to Lina Birnbaum in Lwów, at Ul. Sw. Anny 1/ll, the family home.  The card is 
from Hotel-Pens. “Oaza,” Zakopane.  The writing, in pencil, is faint.  Reference to ?Kraków, ?Wilus, ?Vienna, and 
?Wroclow. 
 
August 14, 1938 - rec’d August 24, 1938 – postmark Zopot, Danzig, addressed to ZWB at Woods Hole, forwarded to 
Claremont Avenue.  There is a note attached to this in ?Artur’s handwriting: “Talk of Nusia leaving Poland.”  Mama: letter 
of August 1

st
…Nusia…America..Rozia.  Nusia (writing, in part, on stationary from Hotel-Pens “Oaza” showing an elegant 

dining room) – this letter is addressed to Mama: …Kraków…telephone…?Altbach/?Alsbach…Tilles…Warsaw…Lwów… 
 
August 16, 1938 – 2 carbons of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Lwów, Vienna, and Ro…[?perhaps Rozłucsa].  Mentions 
cards of the 27

th
 and 31

st
 of July, Nusia in Zakopane, Frani, Princeton, Einstein, Toronto in Canada, Broadway.  On one 

carbon there is an additional note to Józiu: mentions correspondence, Al, Wisia.  
 
[Elsewhere – in examining files for Josia, et al, bear in mind that the letters in the Lwów family file are being mailed to 
Vienna and ?Rozłucsa.] 

 
August 20, 1938 – post card, in Polish, from Mama to ZWB on Claremont Avenue.  Post card is mailed from Zopot, 
Danzig.   
 
July 21, 1938 – post card, in Polish, from Mama to ZWB at Woods Hole.  Rec’d August 3, 1938.  Mentions 
correspondence of July 4

th
 … Zakopane … Nusia …telephone.  There is a note from Ignacy.  [Alas, Ignacy’s handwriting 

is often too small for me to read, clearly though he may write.] 
[This card seems to be out of chrono sequence.] 
 

September 23, 1938 – rec’d October 6, 1938.  Post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  Reference to correspondence of 
September 13

th
 … a consul named G. Bayley [sp.?]… Kubuś… Nusia… Dora   

[This card seems to be out of chrono sequence.] 

 
August 23, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family. Mentions letter of August 4

th
 from Lwów, card from 

Nusia, correspondence of August 8
th
, consulate, Helene R. (Reschowsky, perhaps)   

[This letter is extremely fragile, is wrinkled, shows signs of ?water damage, and had been  flagged by Special Collections: 
“preservation?”] 

 
August 24, 1938 – post card, in Polish, from Mama.  Mailed from Zopot, Danzig, to ZWB on Claremont Avenue.  
Niuska…Zakopane…America… 
 
[ZWB’s mother and father can squeeze more onto a post card than I can type onto a standard typewriter page.  Their 
cards are densely written, often quite clear, but incomprehensible to me because I don’t know Polish.] 
 

August 28, 1938 – post card, in Polish, from Mama, mailed from Zopot, Danzig to ZWB on Claremont Avenue.  Mentions 
letter of August 16

th
… “aber der Feind könnte uns retten” (but the enemy might be able to save us)…  

 
August 30, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family. Artur’s Note clipped to letter: “Plans on a math 
consulting business.”   Mentions correspondence of August 24

th
, August ?28

th
, August 11… 

[Letter is very fragile, wrinkled, possibly water-damaged, barely legible, faint carbon.] 
 
September 6, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mentions correspondence of August 18

th
, 25

th
, 24

th
, 

28
th
.  Labor Day…Long Beach, Long Island …New Jersey…Hudson… Coney Island … Helene R. [Reschowsky] … 

Vienna … 
 
August 18, 1938 – rec’d September 2, 1938 – post card, in Polish, from Ignacy  to ZWB on Claremont Avenue. 
[This seems to be out of chrono order.] 
 
?September 1, 1938 - rec’d September ?14, 1938 – the material in this envelope appears to deal primarily with making 
arrangements for Nusia to emigrate.    References to American Consulate in Warsaw.  There’s some sort of file number 
for Birnbaum, Fr.: 12837.  … Franciszka Birnbaum.  Nusia writes about these details at length.  Then there is a section 
from Ignacy (in pencil, not the slightly blurred ink that was used in some of the recent correspondence).  Mama writes on 
and around what seems to be an announcement of an actuarial conference – a mailing addressed to ZWB at his Lwów 
address. The ink in her writing is slightly blurred. 
 
September 9, 1938 – rec’d September 20, 1938 – post card, densely written as always.  Mentions of Sternbach, affidavit, 
Bergers, ?Strich.  [Some ink blurred.] 
 
September 13, 1938 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB, sent to Lwów, Vienna, ?Sommaire [where Bronio Berger may 
have been].  Aquitania…Europe… opening of his institute…   Note by ?Artur: “Anticipates war.” 
 
Rec’d September 27, 1938 – 3 post cards, in Polish, from family: 
 September 15, 1938 – from Mama 
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 September 18, 1938 – from Mama, mentions Kubuś, Boths; additional message perhaps from Nusia 
 September ??, 1938 – from Mama – mentions ?Wieliczka [town near Kraków], Nusia, Warsaw 
 
September 20, 1938 – carbon (on fragile paper), in Polish, of letter from ZWB to family.  Mention of correspondence of 
September 1

st
 and 9

th
, possibly some of his books in Lwów that he’d like sent to him, Helene Reschowsky, Bernstein.  

 
September 27, 1938 – carbon, in Polish, letter from ZWB, sent via Air Mail.  Handwritten note (Artur’s?): “Sitting by the 
radio, listening for bad news.” Mentions correspondence of September 11, 15, and 18.  Mentions telegram, Hitler, “Queen 
Elizabeth” [as the name is in quote marks, the ship, perhaps?], Chamberlain, London, Paris, Prague, Berlin, Warsaw, 
Nusia, affidavit, Cunard Line, Warsaw, his institute, Bergmann, Kubuś.  
 
Box 2, File 2  General Correspondence  Birnbaum Family (Lwów)  1938   Oct – Dec 
 
[Materials in this file are often out of chronological order, though within the time frame shown on the file label.  I’ve taken 
the items in the order in which they appear in the file.] 
 

October 7, 1938 (postmark October 8, 1938), Rec’d October 24, 1938 – letters to ZWB, mailed from Lwów.   
 Letter from Ignacy, Mama, and Nusia.  [This may have been a letter for ZWB’s birthday, October 18.]  Mama 
mentions Kubuś, Cunard White Line, ?Bailey, Eileen O’Shaugnessy, Niuska, Fritzi Koppel, Sternbach.  One page of this 
letter is written on Samuel Nebenzahl’s letterhead, another page is on an October 1938 announcement from N.V. Swets & 
Zeitlinger, Keizersgracht 471, Amsterdam (Libraires et Editeurs).  Nusia writes (difficult for me to decipher) also. 
 Letter, handwritten, in German, from Kubuś, also on Samuel Nebenzahl stationary, dated October 7, 1938, 
Lemberg.  Kubuś has been in Lwów since yesterday.  Rita is staying in Warsaw.  Kubuś will return there tomorrow or the 
next day.  He and Rita need to have their visas extended and he will be working on that in Warsaw.  They are trying to get 
English visas. Kubuś gives detailed description of the difficulties and strategies he’ll try.  Reference to Lotte Sachs, a 
friend of uncle Bronio; she lives in London.  There is also a man named F.W.C. Hutt who is a friend of the director of the 
Old East Africa Trading Company – the firm in which Fredi is employed in Mombassa. He’s hoping these connections, 
such as they are, might be of help in dealing with the Home Office.  He alerts ZWB to the possibility that he will be 
contacted regarding these efforts to get a visa.  Fredi’s address is Alfred Both, c/o The Old East African Trading Company 
Ltd., P.O. B. Nr. 258, Mombassa, Kenya Kolony, British East-Africa.  Kubuś is writing this letter sitting at ZWB’s desk 
since he is staying in ZWB’s room at 1 Sw. Anny (in the family apartment in Lwów).  Melli Koppel, the daughter of Fritzi 
Koppel, will be arriving in New York; she is now in Riga and departing soon.  [Ideally, this would be cross-referenced with 
the Berger correspondence.] 

 
October 28, 1938 – post card, in Polish, to ZWB, from family.  [ZWB’s handwriting on card suggests it might have only 
been received January 13, 1939.  There is also a notation in his handwriting: “Stevenson Jordan & Harrison”]  
 
December 26, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Lwów, London, ?Sommaire.  Something about telegraph … 
telegram.  Mention of Kubuś and of correspondence [this is largely illegible because of a slip of the typewriter, possibly, 
causing one line of type to appear on top of the other].  Mention of Fritzi Koppel, Melly, Kubuś and Rita, London, Boths 
going to Poland, Europe, Ludwik, Berty, New Jersey. 
 
December 4, 1938 –- Letters, in Polish, from family to ZWB. Nusia refers to Danjel Hirt. ?Konrad ?Gaster (1589 Brooklyn,  
New York, Prospect Place).  Mama mentions Kubuś and Rita and Bories.  Ignacy writes note and dates it, bless him! 
 
December 19, 1938 – rec’d January 9, 1939 - post card, in Polish, from Mama and Ignacy.   
 
December 9, 1938 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Lwów and ?Sommaire.  On the back of this is a carbon of a 
letter to Józiu.  Mentions Ali, and alludes to letter or letters received from one or more of the correspondents.  Mentions 
Wisia. 
 
December 1, 1938 – carbon, in Polish, probably of a card from ZWB to family in Lwów, sent with the Queen Mary.  
Mention of a Dr. Kac [Mark Kac? a member of Kac’s family?], the Feniks, Sternbach.  
 
?November 22, 1938 – rec’d December 10, 1938 – postcard, in Polish, to ZWB from family. 
 
November 27, 1938  – letter to ZWB from family.  Artur has noted, “Berger to UK.”  Reference to Sternbach, P. Katz, 
Kraków, Niuska, ?Zellerman, Blumenfeld; lengthy list of not totally legible names from Nusia.  
 
November 23, 1938 – rec’d December 10, 1938 - postcard, in Polish, to ZWB from family.  Something about Kubuś, a 
visa, and Warsaw.  He and Rita are on their way or are in London.  Mention of Sternbach. 
 
November 25, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Lwów and ?Sommaire.  Artur’s note: “Views on Europe.” 
Acknowledges correspondence of November 6

th
 and 16

th
.  Mention of Dr. Ghelb, Wisia, consulate, Gottfrieds, Strich, 

Newark, NJ, Bergmann. 
 
November 16, 1938 – carbon, in Polish, of a card from ZWB to family in Lwów, sent via Queen Mary.   
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November 11, 1938 – 2 carbons of letter, in Polish, sent to Lwów and illegible city.  Artur’s note: “Armistice anniversary.”  
Mention of “Armistice Day,” Chamberlain, “peace in our days,” Kubuś, Nusia, consulate, letter of September 2

nd
, Ludwik, 

Newark, NJ, ZWB’s institute. 
 
October 10, 1938 – rec’d November 25, 1938 – letters, in Polish, from family in Lwów.  Artur’s note: “J. Berger kicked out 
of Germany.”   
 
October 5, 1938 – rec’d November 15, 1938 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB. 
 
November 5, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Artur’s note: “Tells Nusia to get working on visa.”  
Mention of letter of October 20.  Seems to turn first to the matter of Kubuś; mentions Fredi Both, from whom he seems to 
be quoting a telegram (in German).  Gives address for Lotte Sachs.  Next writes about Nusia.  Then there is the matter of 
Strich.  He also mentions Bernstein and the Gottfrieds. 
 
October 31, 1938 – rec’d November 12, 1938 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB. 
 
October 25, 1938 – faint carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mentions letter of October 7

th
.  Further reference 

to Tusiek Strich, Palestine, consulate, affidavit, first papers, Kubuś, London, Melli Koppel. 
 
October 20, 1938 – rec’d November 3, 1938 – letter, in Polish, from family in Lwów.  Mama writes at length with additional 
note by Ignacy. … Warsaw … Nusia … lots about Kubuś and Rita … Fritzi Koppel … ?Lipski … .  Artur’s note: “J. Berger 
arrives in Lwów.” 
 
October 17, 1938 – rec’d October 27, 1938 – post card, in Polish, from family in Lwów – Mama [Lina], Ignacy, Nusia.  
Mention of letter of October 5, ?Zelnik/Zellnik, Bernstein, Kraków, Nuska, Kubuś and Rita.  
 
October 18, 1938 [ZWB’s 35

th
 birthday] – carbon, in Polish, of ?card sent by ZWB via the S/S Queen Mary.  Mentions 

letter of October 1
st
. 

 
October 19, 1938 – post card, in Polish, from family in Lwów.  Mentions Kubuś, Boths, Nuśka, Kraków, Sternbach, 
?Selzer, Zakopane…  (Some ink blurred.) 
 
October 11, 1938 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to family.  Artur’s note: “Sarcasm toward Europe.”  Mentions 
correspondence of September 23.  Mentions Ludwik, Nusia, consulate, Berger, Gustav Bergmann in Vienna, Helene 
Reschovsky and Bryn Mawr, Kubuś and his long letter about their departure from Vienna, Gottfrieds, Wisi Winkler-Selzer 
…something about a letter…Chicago.  Mentions psychology, advertising, market research. 
 
October 5, 1938 – 2 carbons, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Lwów and ?Som… [?Sommiere].  Mentions Bergers, Helena 
Reschovsky, Bryn Mawr, Philadelphia, Wisia Winkler-Selzer in conjunction with Chicago, Gustav Bergmann in Vienna, a 
card from S. Berger, Prof. Lederer, Walter Lederer, Mrs. Backer, Kubuś.  There appears to be a paragraph addressed to 
Nusia.  There is a fairly lengthy handwritten note to Josia. 
 
October 1, 1938 – rec’d October 13, 1938 – letters from family in Lwów.  Ignacy mentions letter of September 20, 
Bernstein, Warsaw, Nuśka.  Mama mentions letter of September 20, Hitler, Nuśka, documents ….  Nusia mentions 
Feniks, Warsaw, Sternbach, Zakopane … 
 
Box 2, File 3  General Correspondence   Birnbaum Family (Lwów)  1939   January-March 
 

January 2, 1939 – rec’d January 16, 1939 - post card, in Polish, from family in Lwów.   
 
January 6, 1939 – rec’d January 19, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family in Lwów. 
 
January 13, 1939 – rec’d January 27, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family in Lwów. 
 
January 18, 1939 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mentions correspondence of December 28

th
 and 

January 2
nd
.  Kubuś, Strich and New Jersey, his institute, his new address: 420 West 121

st
 Street. 

 
January 27, 1939 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family.  Mentions correspondence of January 6

th
 and 13

th
, as 

well as a letter from Kubuś in Prague. Mentions Jozeli and Berty, ?his institute’s business …  
 
January 17, 1939 – rec’d January 30, 1939 - post card, almost entirely in Polish, from family in Lwów.  Mama breaks into 
German, apparently a quote from Fritzi.  
 
January 18, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family in Lwów. 
 
January 25, 1939 – rec’d ?March 11, 1939 - post card, in Polish, from family in Lwów. 
 
April 30, 1939 – rec’d May 9, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family in Lwów. 
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January 31, 1939 – rec’d February 10, 1939 – letters, in Polish, from family.  Mama mentions Ludwik, Kraków, Palestine, 
Fritzi, Zellnik.  Nusia mentions Rilka, Ludwik, Dr. ?Goldschlag, Dora, Sternbach.  Ignacy mentions letter of January 18

th
. 

 
February 3, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to family.  Reference to card of January 25

th
, institute, Strich and 

Newark, Kubuś and London… 
 
February 9, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of card sent by ZWB on the S/S Queen Mary.  Mentions Kubuś and Rita and 
London, affidavits for the Boths. 
 
February 14, 1939 – weak carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to family.  Mentions correspondence of January 31

st
, 

Australia, Boths… 
 
February 22, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family in Lwów.  Mentions card of February 9

th
, Kraków, Bories… 

 
February 22, 1939 – 2 carbons, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to family.  Artur’s note: “Predicts war in spring.”  Inquiry 
about Ludwik.   
 Letter to Józiu on back of one carbon – refers to correspondence (no dates)… “factual reports” 
(Tatsachenberichten), egoism, Ali, Steinhaus, Wisio, Alę…  
 
March 1, 1939 – letters, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  Mention correspondence of February 14

th
 and ?January 28

th
, 

Berty, Fritzi Koppel, Melly, Sternbach … 
 
March 3, 1939 – letter (without envelope), in Polish, from family to ZWB. Mentions correspondence of February 22

nd
.  

 
March 7, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to family.  Artur’s note: “Bloch arrives in NYC.”  Mentions 
universities and colleges; Alaska, Philippines, Hawaii, Massachusetts, Oregon; Ludwik, Kraków; Maurycy Bloch, 
Borysławia, Reich, Steinhaus, Kubuś, affidavits, correspondence with Ady Roth; Ulam and 
Kac…Copenhagen…Providence, Prof. Neugebauer.   

Types text of correspondence, in German, dated perhaps February 18 and 22.  Presumably this was just sent to 
Kubuś and Rita.  Raw translation:  
 My dears!  This part of the letter is just for you.  Your letter of February 23rd upset me greatly.  Do you think that 
an affidavit from here could help in any way in Dr. Both’s situation?  Is it so that either the Polish visa (visiting permit) will 
be extended or another temporary visa can be acquired if one could demonstrate that a good effort is being made to 
secure an emigration visa from the American consulate?  One can, in fact, buy a good affidavit here; that game costs only 
$150-200.  – You did not receive a carbon of my letter because I only scribbled a post card.  – Nothing new from 
Beinhackers, but also no improvement.  He works terribly hard, her income is uncertain.  Was she always somewhat 
meschugge or has she only become so because of the tumult/agitation – which would certainly be understandable.  Many 
heartfelt greetings.  Yours 
 
March 8, 1938 – weak carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to family.  There appear to be separate handwritten notes to 
Ali and Josia. Reference to letter of February 19.  Mention of ?Strich, Fritzi, Dolly, boarding houses, Nusia, Mama, Tata, 
Lederer, Newark, Wilmington, “Minister-Marriage-Licenses-Drive-In,” Maryland … 
 [This letter is from 1938, not 1939, and is hence in the wrong file. ZWB’s address is still on Claremont Avenue in this 
letter.] 
 

Three post cards are clipped to a “Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form” which is headed “- PRE WAR NEWS 
FROM FAMILY & SCHRAEF [sic] –“  Date range is listed as II.20.39 – VI.9.41.   

[While the three post cards – cited below – seem to be correctly in this file, the summary form seems to 
comment on material that should be in other files, judging by date, subject matter, correspondence author or recipient.] 

[The summary contains brief notes on correspondence dated April 1939 – June 1941.  Some of this 
correspondence appears to be to or from family in Lwów (“LF”).  Henek, Schaerf, M. Kac, H. ?Spenier/Spanier? are  
mentioned.] 
 

March 11, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB. 
 
March 16, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB. Mention of letter of February 22

nd
 and possibly March 7

th
… 

 
March 22, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB. 
 
March 17, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to family.  Mentions correspondence of March 1

st
.  Tata [Ignacy] 

…Nusia… Berty … Mama … correspondence in conjunction with Fritzi Koppel … Newark … Melly… Strich … Boston … 
Armour Packing Co. … Chicago… Dr. A. Johnson and New School for Social Research …  
 
March 31, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to family.  Artur’s note: “Tells family that only hope is to bring over 
Nusia, not the rest.”  Refers to postcards of March 11

th
, 16

th
 and 22

nd
.  Comments on situation in Europe, Julka, Nusia, 

Kubuś; gives new address for the institute; mentions Bloch, Newark, Strich, Peoria, bank account with Fidelity Union Trust 
Company.  There may be a handwritten note to Józia.  
 
March 24, 1939 – rec’d April 8,1939 - post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  Artur’s note: “Discusses Nusia’s fate.” 
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March 26, 1939 – rec’d April 8, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB. 
 
March 28, 1939 – rec’d April 14, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB. 
 
March 30, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB. 
 
Box 2, File 4   General Correspondence   Birnbaum Family (Lwów)   1939 April-June 
 

June 1, 1939  - rec’d July 11, 1939 (forwarded to University of Vermont, Burlington) – post card, in Polish, from family. 
[This seems to be out of chrono order.]   

 
April 2, 1939 – letter (without envelope) from Mama to ZWB.  Artur’s note: “Details where friends of family have gone.” 
Reference to correspondence of March 31

st
.  Grenoble …  Bronio … photography … Kubuś  … Fritzi … Palestine … 

Olga… 
 
April 3, 1939 – rec’d April 14, 1939 - post card, in Polish, from Mama and Ignacy to ZWB.  Artur’s comment: “Worries 
about war.”  Mentions correspondence of March 7

th
 and 17

th
. … Kubuś   … Nusia … 

 
April 6, 1939 – rec’d April 20, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from Mama and Ignacy to ZWB.   Artur’s comment: “Nusia 
news.”   
 
April 6, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB sent to Lwów, ?So…, London.  Artur’s comment: “Pessimism over 
Europe.  Portrait of wealthy Jewish businessmen.”   Something about Packard … Professor Landau … “consulting 
engineer” …Newark … Princeton … 
 
April 7, 1939 – rec’d April 20, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from Mama to ZWB.  Artur’s note: “Everyday life – uncertainty.”   
 
? May 1939 – ZWB’s penciled handwriting shows VI.19.39 – This looks like it might be Mama’s handwriting, but it is not 
signed – possibly because something has been cut off – and the paper is unusual.  There is no envelope.  There is a 
reference to a letter of May 23rd … Tata  … Steinhaus … Nusia … 
 
April ?17, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  Looks like it’s from Mama and Nusia. 
 
April 20, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to family. Acknowledges correspondence of March 24th, March 
28th, March 30th, April 3rd, April 6th, April 7th, April 11th, March 26

th
.  There is a separate note, in German, to Kubuś, 

acknowledging his letter of the 6
th
. “It is now midnight and I am terribly tired.  Therefore I will only answer your letter in 

detail in 1-2 days.  At the same time I will enclose the affidavit for Rita’s parents.  Why you have picked out a branch of 
the National City Bank that is on the far south end of the city – close to Wall Street – when there are branches all over the 
town, is not very clear to me.  I’ll close for today .  Many warm greetings.  Handkisses to Rita.  Yours” 
Artur’s comment: “Happy everyone is leaving Europe.” 
 
April 21, 1939 – rec’d May 2, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from Mama and Ignacy to ZWB.  Mentions correspondence of 
April 6

th
…  Artur’s comment: “Nusia’s future option.” 

 
April 25, 1939 – rec’d May 5, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from Mama.  Mentions correspondence of April ?17

th
. 

 
April 25, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of card sent to family by ZWB via the S/S Europa.  Artur: “Business going well.” 
Mentions correspondence from Kubuś … Frani … management-engineer … 
 
June 28, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of card sent to family by ZWB via the S/S Normandie.  Mentions going to University of 
Vermont in Burlington.  [This is out of chrono order.] 
 

April 29, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter to family from ZWB.  Artur’s note: “Reacting to current events, says Europe is 
in a fever.  Wants Nusia in USA now.”  Mentions Champlain … management engineer, payment … Newark … Frani … 
Europe … Nusia …  
 
April 29, 1939 – rec’d May 9, 1939 - post card, in Polish, to ZWB from Mama and Ignacy.  
 
June 27, 1939 – rec’d (after being forwarded to Vermont) July 13, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from Mama, Nusia, and 
Ignacy.  Artur: “Worry about delay in getting Nusia to USA.”  Mention of Bloch …?Boths … Sternbach 
[This seems to be out of chrono sequence.] 

 
May 4, 1939 – draft of Western Union telegram from ZWB to family at Anny 1 in Lwów.   
 
May 5, 1939 – rec’d May 16, 1939 - letters (without envelope) from Mama, Ignacy, and Nusia. 
 
?May 9, 1939 [date is slightly cut off because of carbon placement] – carbon, in Polish, of card from ZWB to family.  Sent 
by S/S Queen Mary.  Mentions correspondence of the 29

th
 and 30

th
 of April.  Mentions Ludwik. Question about Sternbach. 
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May 10, 1939 – rec’d May 23, 1939 – card, in Polish, from Mama to ZWB. Mentions correspondence of April 29

th
 and May 

?2
nd

 … Helena … Palestine … 
 
May 15, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Lwów, London, ?Ro…  
Mentions professor of statistics at Columbia University … “assistant professor” and $2400 … management engineer … 
University of Washington and Seattle… English … Institute for Math. A. Stat. Research … Harvard … melancholia and 
schizophrenia [probably a reference to Anni Bergmann] … Bergmann … Bloch … Nebenzahl, Reich …  
 
May 17, 1939 – rec’d May 31, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB. 
 
May 21, 1939 – rec’d June 5, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB. Artur: “Worries Nusia won’t get out before 
war.” 
 
May 22, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Nusia for her birthday.  This letter has been translated by Artur 
Rosman and is available at the UW Special Collections or online.    
 
May 23, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to family.  Mentions correspondence of May 5

th
 and May 10

th
.  

Mention of Wisia, Dora, Frani, ? Buziak Garfunkl, Olga, Bernstein and Harvard, Róźka, Beinhacker, Kubuś, Bergmann, 
University of Vermont in Burlington, New England, Seattle, New York, Detroit, ?travel by bus.   
 
May 26, 1939 – letter, in Polish, from Mama to ZWB.  [No envelope, may not be the complete letter, as I see no obvious 
closing.]  Artur: “Warns of impending war.”  Mentions Seattle, N.Y., Kubuś.  
 
May 30, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of card from ZWB to family sent via the S/S Normandie.  
 
June 4, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of card from ZWB to family sent via the S/S Batory.  Mentions card of May 17

th
.   

Mentions Steinhaus, Kubuś, New York, Seattle, Bloch, Nowy Sącz.   
 
June 5, 1939 – letter, in Polish, apparently from three different people (judging by handwriting).  Artur: “Apologies for not 
writing.  Living with J. Berger.”   

[Who wrote this letter is unclear. Handwriting comparison might help.  A complete translation would also give 
clues.  J. Berger, to whom Artur alludes, might be Kubuś. At this time Kubuś and Rita were in London. Yet the letter 
appears to be written from Lwów.  Might this be from Oswald and Rosa Berger – the parents of Jakob Berger?  Might this 
be from the Boths – the parents of Rita Berger?] 
 

June 6, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to family in Lwów and London (Kubuś and Rita, presumably).  Artur’s 
comment: “Urgency in getting Nusia out before it’s too late.”  Mentions letter of May 26

th
, Nusia, Mama, New York, 

American English. 
 
June 9, 1939 – ?rec’d June 20, 1939 - letter, in Polish, from Mama and Ignacy.  Artur: “Asks ZW what items of his they 
should sell and what they should keep.”  Reference to ZWB’s card of May 30, Nusia, ?Rosa, assistant professor, Seattle,  
address of Hotel Brooklyn in NYC, Bergmann, Kubuś, Berty. 
 
June 13, 1939. Appears to be addressed to “Professor.”  Alludes to institute and to position of assistant professor of 
mathematical statistics at the University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.  Gives some description of the environs of 
Seattle and the UW.  Mentions New York, New Hampshire, Vermont, auto, America, Europe, ?Stechert.   

[I doubt this letter belongs in the “Family” file.  It’s possible that, with translating, its proper place can be found.  
Might it have been addressed to Professor Steinhaus?] 
 

June 17, 1939 – rec’d July 1, 1939 – card, in Polish, from family in Lwów. 
 
June 20, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of card from ZWB to family, sent via S/S Queen Mary.  Artur: “Some sort of 
transaction.”  Reference to correspondence of June 3

rd
 and 9

th
.  References to Tata, Ludwik, ?Jeźeli, Kubuś.  

 
June 24, 1939 – card, in Polish, from family to ZWB, forwarded to University of Vermont, where he received it on July 6, 
1939.   
 
Box 2, File 5   General Correspondence  Birnbaum Family (Lwów)  1939 July-Dec. 
 

July 7, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB, forwarded to Vermont.  Mentions Kubuś. 
 
July 8, 1939 – two carbons, in Polish, of letter from ZWB, written in Burlington.  Acknowledges correspondence of June 
17

th
 and 24

th
.  Mentions the Cotta edition of Goethe’s works, his papers from the Feniks, Bloch and New York, a course on 

public speaking and diction, a course on English composition and literature, Kubuś, University of Washington, Europe, 
Nusia.   
 One carbon has an additional message, in Polish, apparently for Ludwik Sternbach.  Artur notes: “Visas easy to 
get for those with PhDs.” 
 The other carbon has an additional message, in German, ?possibly for Kubuś and Rita:  
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 My dear ones! 

Your airmail post card of July 30
th
 was forwarded to me here.  My airmail letter was put in the mailbox the day 

before the transatlantic flight’s departure but that particular airplane was stuck for several days in Canada because of fog.  
This mode of connection is still not reliable.   

Nothing is being said here about a devaluation of the dollar.  The battle between Roosevelt and the Senate 
seems to be only of domestic significance. 

I will send a telegram to the consulate in Vienna about your case. 
[There is also discussion of financial matter, I believe – the practice of every middle man in the transfer of 

monies taking two pounds, two dollars …  ZWB proposes splitting the loss on a pro-rata basis.] 
 
July 18, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of card sent by ZWB via S/S. Queen Mary.  Artur: “Don’t relent in trying to get Nusia to 
USA.”  New York, Bloch.  
 
July 22, 1939 – letter, in Polish, from ???  to ZWB.  Artur: “Keeping in touch.”  Letter is on the stationary of The Willard 
Hospital, Chicago, Illinois.   
  [This is clearly not from ZWB’s family in Lwów.  I suspect it belongs with the Selzer correspondence, since Dr. 
J. Selzer was at The Willard Hospital in Chicago. This might be confirmed by comparing the handwriting with that of the 
Selzers in their correspondence, filed in Box 3.] 
 

July 29, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Lwów (“Yankee Clipper,” ZWB notes), London, and two other 
cities; one city might be Warsaw. Artur: “Worries about lack of correspondence.  Wants sister to leave.”  Mentions card of 
July 7

th
, Bloch, Head of the Department, university in Seattle, Burlington, Reschowski (Reschovsky?), Maine, Vermont, 

New Hampshire, Green Mountains, White Mountains, Seattle, New York, automobile club, Detroit, Chicago, San 
Francisco, Niagara, Yellowstone Park, Prof. Carpenter, Nusia. 
      On the back is a note in German: 
      My dear ones, 
      On July 31

st
 I received the airmail letter sent from London on July 21

st
 with the label “Transatlantic.” Otherwise I’ve had 

bad experience with transatlantic air mail connections.  From now on, I’ll only write by regular mail and, in especially 
important cases, will send one copy by ship and one by air.  One of my acquaintances had four transatlantic air letters go 
missing; these were supposed to have been sent with different airlines.   
      In the meantime, I hope you received my airmail letter of July 24

th
 and know thus that … [matters relating to visas?]…  

      I am especially pleased, dear Rita, that you have interesting work.   
 
July 1, 1939 – rec’d August 11, 1939 – letter, in Polish, from family – Ignacy, Nusia, Mama.  Artur: “Pre-war plans.  
Especially to get Nusia out.”  Ignacy mentions Ludwik and Bloch; Nusia mentions Zakopane and Steinhaus; somebody 
(Ignacy or Mama?) writes about ?Sternbach and ?Reich; Mama writes about Berta, Bloch, affidavits. 
 
August 1, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of card sent by ZWB to family via S/S Normandie, Air Mail.  Artur has translated this 
letter. Refers to card from Mama of July 13

th
.   

 
[Again, note that Artur Rosman’s translations may be viewed at Special Collections or online at  
http://www.lib.washington.edu/specialcollections/collections/exhibits/spotlight-on-zygmunt-william-birnbaum-papers . ] 

 
BIRNBAUM TRANSLATION FOLDER SUMMARY FORM 1/13 
-pre-war plans for Nusia.  Contains brief descriptions of contents of some material, mostly between ZWB and family.  
There is one letter from ZWB to Ala (August 18, 1939) One letter where the writer is illegible (August 3, 1939), a couple of 
letters in German to ZWB from J. Berger (June 30, 1939 and July 31, 1939) and an English letter to an unknown person 
(July 28, 1939). 
 
July 20, 1939 – rec’d August 5, 1939 – forwarded to ZWB in Burlington – post card, in Polish, from family. 
 
July 27, 1939 – rec’d August 8, 1939, addressed to Mr. Prof. Z. William Birnbaum, 92 Brookes Avenue, Burlington, 
Vermont, USA.  Post card, in Polish, from family. 
 
August 3, 1939 – rec’d August 11, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB in Burlington.  
 
August 7, 1939 – rec’d August 11, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB in Burlington.  
 
August 13, 1939 – rec’d August 23, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB in Burlington.  Artur’s note: “Gestapo 
moving people out of Poland.” 
 
July 13, 1939 – rec’d August 1, 1939, forwarded to ZWB at University of Vermont.  Post card, in Polish, from family.  
[This card is out of chrono order.] 
 

August 18, 1939 – rec’d August 30, 1939 – forwarded to ZWB from New York to General Delivery in Chicago.  Post card, 
in Polish, from family.  Artur: “Worries of coming war.” 
 
August 28, 1939 – rec’d ?October 3, 1939 – Post card, in Polish, from family - forwarded to ZWB from NYC to Math Dept., 
University of Washington.  Artur: “Wartime communication issues.” 

http://www.lib.washington.edu/specialcollections/collections/exhibits/spotlight-on-zygmunt-william-birnbaum-papers
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August 30, 1939 – rec’d September 16, 1939 – forwarded from NYC to Math Dept, UW – postcard, in Polish, from family 
to ZWB. Artur: “Voices worries over coming war, just before the blitzkrieg.” 
 
August 18, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to family in Lwów, and to London, R…(illegible), and Warsaw.  
Artur: “Talks about getting sister out, pre-war.  Making contacts with influential people who can help.”  Acknowledges 
correspondence of August 1

st
, August 3

rd
, August 7

th
, August 11

th
.  Mention of Berty, Isserman, Bloch, Burlington, New 

York, the State of Washington, automobile club, Chicago, Salt Lake City, Yellowstone Park, Reno, California.  Gives 
address of General Delivery in Chicago. 
 
August 30, 1939 – 2 carbons of letter, in Polish, sent to family, Lwów, R…, Warsaw, and another illegible (R.A.?).  Artur 
has translated the entire letter, a description of his travels since August 25

th
, when he left NYC.  The Issermans lived in 

Long Branch.  Isserman is the elderly gentleman from Newark who was introduced to ZWB by Strich.  In Chicago he 
visited the hospital where Wisia and Tusiek Selzer were working.  ZWB’s address until September 10

th
 was c/o Mrs. I. E. 

Bories, 1115 Post Street, San Francisco.  After that his address was to be Dept. of Mathematics, University of 
Washington.  The translation, while raw, is a treat – giving ZWB’s first impressions of driving across the USA.  
 
October 1, 1939  – photocopy, in Polish – of letter from ZWB in Seattle.  Artur: “Form letter to family.  Looking for signs of 
life.”  It looks like he sent copies to Lwów, Wisia, and Ala Ehrlich.  Gives his address and seems to be asking for letters or  
telegrams. 
      There is a carbon of this letter with three registered letter receipts (dated October 2, 1939).  ZWB notes that he mailed 
a copy on October 1, 1939, to Ignacy Birnbaum at Anny 1, in Lwów, formerly in Poland; and on October 2

nd
 he mailed 

another registered copy of the letter to Ignacy Birnbaum, as well as a registered copy to Ala Ehrlich in (illegible for me), 
Novy Swat, formerly Poland; and a copy was mailed registered to Ludwig Sternbach in Warsaw.  Details of addresses are 
given.  Artur: “Asks family to use all means to contact him.  Tells them he’s used many methods.”  
     There is one more carbon. On this one Artur writes: “Asks for contact ASAP.” 
 
October 17, 1939 – rec’d December 12, 1939 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  Artur has translated this post 
card.  The message makes reference to Aunt Berta who is with them and Nusia writes that she hasn’t seen Zygmunt but 
would like to see him and will search for him.  The postage stamp is “Posta Romana; 7 Lei.”   
[Sadly, this post card is uncharacteristically loosely written.  Normally the cards from ZWB’s family contain lengthy 
messages from all members, using tiny handwriting, filling the entire space to the margins, front and back.  Here there are 
short, cryptic messages from Mama, Ignacy and Nusia.]   

 
October 1, 1939 – original letter, in Polish, mailed by Registered Mail, Air Mail to family in Lwów.  The letter was returned 
with post marks from Seattle (October 2, 1939), New York (October 3, 1939) Lisbon (October 6, 1939), New York (May 
17, 1945). Seattle (June 12, 1945).  There is a notice attached to the envelope from Albert Goldman, postmaster, Post 
Office, New York, 1, N.Y.: “RETURNED TO SENDER  This article was held in France during the German occupation and 
has now been released by the French authorities.”  Artur has translated the entire letter.  ZWB has been desperately 
trying to reach family.  He has sent copies of this letter to Lwów, Wisio, and Ala Ehrlich (aka Ala Manelska). 
   
September 5, 1939 – rec’d  March 2, 1940 – post card to ZWB from family.  Russian stamps, apparently mailed via 
Moscow. Mama writes in German: “Dearest Wilus!  The whole family is healthy, living in our apartment.  Berta and her 
family are with us and Zigmunt will see to it that we are soon together.  Warm kisses, Mama.”  Ignacy, also in German, 
sends warmest greetings and kisses.  Nusia sends, in German, many kisses.  And there is a message, in Polish, from 
somebody whose name I cannot make out.  Again, the post card is uncharacteristically sparsely written, fear of 
censorship being apparent.   
 
November 19, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to family, sent registered with return receipt requested.  Sent 
to Ignacy Birnbaum, Lwów; Ludwik Sternbach and Josia Sternbach, Warsaw, with street address; Ala Ehrlich, Novy Swat, 
R… W…..   Artur: “Begs family to get in touch.”  
 
December 10, 1939 – 2 carbons of letter, in Polish, to family.  ZWB’s address is Z. William Birnbaum, 1303-1307 East 41

st
 

Street, Seattle.  Seems to be reviewing efforts to reach them.  Letters, registered letters, telegrams.  Mention of Ludwik, 
Bronio, Henia, Frani, Berkeley, San Francisco, New York, Lwów, Wisa, Ali Ehrlich. 
 
BIRNBAUM TRANSLATION FOLDER SUMMARY FORM 1/6 
-ZW hires lawyers to help – 
Gives brief details of letters in Polish, including one from Norbert Reich and one to A. Berger from ZWB, mentions letters 
in German from A. Isserman and A. Beinhacker, as well as three letters in English addressed to ZWB – 2 from ?Rosa and 
one from Dreyfus.   
 
Undated letter, in Polish, from family – no envelope.  Artur: “Victims of Hitler.  Friends escape to Palestine.  N.D. [c.1939].”  
Mentions Fritzi, Seattle, Kubuś. 
 
Undated letter, in Polish, from Nusia and Mama.  Mentions Berger. 
 
Box 2, File 6   General Correspondence  Birnbaum Family (Lwów)  1940-1942 
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Received March 10, 1940 – materials clipped together: 
     An envelope, postmark, Washington, DC, March 5, 1940, from the Foreign Service of the United States of America, 
American Embassy, Moscow, USSR.   
      A post card, in Polish, for Henryk Urich, sent via Odessa, signed by Mama and Nusia.  
      A letter, in Polish, dated January 1, 1940, from Mama to ZWB.  Mentions American consul in Moscow, Bucharest, 
Kubuś. 
      A letter to ZWB, undated, written in English and signed “Karolina.”   She reports on a conversation she had with the 
American Consul who was in Lwów for a few days.  References to Ludwik and to Mrs. Nierenberg.  
      Three unstamped, never sealed envelopes addressed to ZWB at UW:  one has no return address, one gives Lina 
Birnbaum in the return address, and one gives Franciszka Birnbaum. 
      Undated letter, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  Mentions Berta, Nierenberg, telegram, Bronio, Melly Koppel, Ludwik. 
 
January 29, 1940 – rec’d March 12, 1940 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  Mention of telegram, Tusiek Strich, 
Nierenberg, Melly Koppel.  Russian postmark and stamp. Artur: “Conditions okay.  Not too much discomfort” 
 
February ?8, 1940 – rec’d May 27, 1940 – post card, in Polish, from family to ZWB.  Mailed via transatlantic air mail.  
Tightly written. 
 
February 20, 1940 – rec’d April 4, 1940 – post card, in Polish, from family to H. Schärf in Zürich, Switzerland, and 
forwarded by air mail in an envelope by Henry Schärf to ZWB.  
 
March 18, 1940 – rec’d May 16, 1940 – post card, in Polish, from family, sent to H. Schärf in Zürich, Switzerland, and 
forwarded by air mail in an envelope by Henry Schärf to ZWB.  
 
February 5, 1940 - post card, in Polish, from family, sent to H. Schärf in Zürich, Switzerland, and presumably forwarded by  
Schärf to ZWB. There is no envelope or receipt date noted. 
 
March 14, 1940 – carbon, in Polish, of letter sent to family, air letter receipt.  A receipt is attached, dated (ZWB’s 
handwriting) May 16, 1940.  [A small portion of the letter did not copy onto the carbon; it looks as if the carbon paper was 
folded up at a corner.]  Mentions correspondence trouble at some lemgth.  Writes about the university, math, the students, 
Berkeley, San Francisco, Bernstein and the American Journal of Cancer, Portland (Oregon), elementary statistics, Kubuś, 
correspondence with Kubuś, Ludwik, Rosja, Seattle, Puget Sound, Cascades, Olympics, Mt. Rainier, the UW, Józi, Ali, 
Wisia.   Artur: “News of friends escaped; beauty of WA.” 
 
March 25, 1940 – 2 carbons, in Polish – of letter from ZWB to family.  Return receipt is attached, dated by ZWB as 
received May 20, 1940.  Mentions Mt. Rainier, Europe, “residential hotel,” Kubuś, the American consulate.  Artur: 
“Mentions natural beauty of Washington State.” 
 
April 1, 1940 – carbon, in Polish – of letter from ZWB to family.  Return receipt is attached, dated by ZWB as received 
June 13, 1940. Gives address: Pickwick Hotel, 1409 Boren Avenue.  Apparently describes it favorably.  It seems to be 11-
12 minutes from the UW by car.  Mentions correspondence with Józi and Wisia.  Mentions Wolf, Kubuś.  Apparently 
addresses Nusia.  Artur: “Tells Nusia to find a job or do something with her life.” 
 
February 6, 1941 – telegram, in German – addressed to Sigmund William [somebody penciled in “Birnbaum”], University 
Mathematics Seattle Wash.  “Highly rejoicing.  Send warmest congratulations to our beloved William, welcome Hilda as 
beloved family member.  Parents always with you.  Family Ignatz Wolf.” 
 
March 4, 1942 – post card, in German – from family – mailed to Heinrich Schärf and presumably forwarded to ZWB. This 
post card has been mentioned in correspondence between ZWB and Kubuś.  They have been worried because of lack of 
news from him.  Yesterday they got the first sign of life in the form of some fruit [canned?] in a small package.  This made 
them very happy since they had been often about to believe that he had forgotten them.  They also have not written in a 
long time.  They have been busy.  They are all healthy and everything is in fine order.  …Reference to going to Anna 
Nebenzahl…The Wolfs ask that Sigmund ???arrange for them to live with the piano teacher’s son [Henry Schärf].  Berta 
will be helpful in the move.  Bronka Kimmelman is always with them and is becoming ever more lovely. … 
 
Box 2, File 7   General Correspondence   Birnbaum Family (Lwów)  n.d. 
 

Undated, carbon, in Polish, begins “Dzisiaj po raz …”   
 I’d guess this is from very early after his departure in 1937.  There are references to Vienna, Nice, the French 
Riviera, Monte Carlo, Berger, Grübel, Kubuś, Lederers, Heidelberg, America, Kapralik, Paris, Sternbach, Friedländer, 
Ehrlich, Pomeranz. 
 
Undated, carbon, in Polish, return address 200 Claremont Avenue.  Begins “Dostałem ze Lwówa list z 17.III. …” 
[??Received your letter of March 17 from Lwów] 
 Obviously dates from well along in ZWB’s stay in NYC, when he was living at Apt. 61, 200 Claremont Avenue.  
References to Vienna, Kubuś, National Council of Jewish Women, Polish quota, Lederer, Rita. 
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Undated, blurry carbon, in Polish, return address 200 Claremont Avenue.  Begins, “Z niesresum…”  [carbon is too blurry 
for me to make out well, esp. since I don’t know Polish, hence lack useful intutition.]  There are handwritten notes by 
ZWB. 
 
Undated, blurry carbon, in Polish, damaged page with return address torn off, beyond heading showing New York.  
Begins “W niedsielę…”  Mentions Brooklyn, alcohol, Kubuś, 6:30 a.m. and Havana, National Council of Jewish Women, 
hotel, American Consulate in Warsaw, immigrant, International House, Bernstein.  I’d guess this gives a report on ZWB’s 
trip to Cuba. 
 
Unreadable date (partially torn off), June 21, ?? – carbon of letter, in Polish, probably sent to Lwów, Vienna and London.  
Begins “W ubiegłym ….”  Carbon is very blurry, about 25% of page has torn away.   
 
No date because ca. 33% of page has torn away – carbon of letter, in Polish.  Begins “Dostałem kilka dni temu Was…”  
There’s part of a message in German on the back.  
 
Dated Woods Hole, May 4, … ca. 20% of page is torn away.  Carbon of letter, in Polish.  Begins “Nie miałem jesz…”.  
Letter continues on back.   
 
2 carbons of letter, in Polish, with a German message on back.  Badly damaged, ca. 25% torn away.   Written on the 12

th
 

of the month.  Begins: “ Otrzymałem kartki ze Lwówa z 21.VI. …”  Mentions concert which included Schubert, 
Tchaikovsky’s “Symphonie Pathetique,” Sibelius.   
 
Box 2, File 8  General Correspondence  Birnbaum, Hilde  1950-1957 
 
All material in this file is in English.  All material is handwritten 
 
[Correspondence in this file is not in chrono order.] 
 
[This file contains correspondence from 1950 – 1965, not 1950-1957 as marked.] 
 

March 17, 1952 – letter from ZWB to Hilde, written on B&O railroad stationary.  Comments on his slight apprehension 
about attending to business at ONR in Washington, DC, on the following day.  Compares life in the ivory tower with a cozy 
roomette.  In Chicago he phoned Maurice Bloch’s office and learned that he is now in the main office in NYC, coming to 
Chicago every few weeks.  Describes visit in Chicago.   
 
March 18, 1952 – letter from ZWB to Hilde, written on Southern Railway System stationary.  He’s on a train from 
Washington, DC, into Virginia.  Reports on ONR visit.  His contract has been extended into June 1954.  Reports on 
conversations with Hugh Mitchell (planning to run for Washington State governor), Ancel Paine.  Extended discussion of 
Washington State politics, Jackson, Cain.  Writes of Herb and Lotte Solomon.  Reports Ancel Paine’s comments on the 
candidates for UW president, Everest and Schmitz, and political pressure – Governor Langley might force the 
appointment before the next election.  One of his travel companions is Churchill Eisenhardt of the Bureau of Standards. 
 
March 15, 1952 – letter from ZWB to Hilde, written on California Zephyr stationary.  This is the evening of the day on 
which Hilde and the children saw him off at Niles. [Must be somewhere in the Bay Area, as the family was living that 
sabbatical year at Stanford.]  Reports on the landscape through which he is passing.  Simultaneously he is working on a 
paper.  Describes train, dining car arrangements.  “We …went by a Diesel engine, broken up and burned out at the 
bottom of the canyon, it has been there for a long time, they say.  They should have pulled it out of sight, it’s bad for 
morale.”  ZWB is reading Cheaper by the Dozen. 

 
March 24, ?1950 – letter from ZWB to Hilde, written on Barbizon-Plaza Hotel stationary.  Visited Princeton.  ZWB seems 
to be looking for faculty appointment candidates, people finishing their PhD theses.  He also visited Ithaca.  ZWB says 
that in his conferences with colleagues he has made it clear that he would also be interested in a good job for himself.  He 
will probably go to Washington, DC.  There seems to be a reference to Abe (?Girschick) which might suggest that the 
letter is more recent than 1950. 
 
September 11, 1950 – letter from ZWB to Hilde, written on notebook paper.  Mentions Randells; Dr. Syd Brown, a 
physicist, who has taken a job in Pasadena; Inyokern; F.W. Brown; Lukacs; problems at Inyokern in recruiting and 
keeping researchers.  Issue of ZWB having reviewed classified papers without having been cleared.  Mentions Heimdahl 
who is working at Inyokern and seems knowledgeable about statistics work there.  Discussion of Inyokern politics.  
 
August 31, 1954 – letter from ZWB to Hilde, written on Savoy Hotel stationary, Frankfurt (Main), Germany.   He flew 
MATS and reports on the experience, the amenities.  When landing and taking off at island bases everybody has to wear 
a lifejacket.  The seats face backwards.  He will be staying at the Hotel Polen in Amsterdam.  Attended “mediocre 
performance” of Masked Ball at the Grosses Haus.  Regarding Frankfurt, “Everybody is busy rebuilding, and everything is 

quite expensive.” 
 
August 26, 1954 – letter from ZWB to Hilde from Washington, DC.   Writes about traveling as “Rear Admiral Birnbaum” 
with Navy air transportation.  Reports on meeting with Eugene (Lukacs, I assume) and the bureaucratic process of getting 
papers signed for his transport further, to Frankfurt via Westover, Massachusetts.   He is scheduled to fly on a “super 
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deluxe MATS plane” from Westover to the Azores, from there to Prestwick, Scotland, and then to Frankfurt.  He is to 
proceed on his own from Frankfurt to Amsterdam. His papers, which had to be processed through the Pentagon, should 
hold him for his return trip, which Eugene thinks should be easily authorized.  He will be in Amsterdam from September 1 
to September 10, where he will be attending a congress.  He is being taken care of in D.C. at Eugene’s home, by his 
mother and him [Eugene, presumably].   
 
September 1, 1954 – letter from ZWB to Hilde, written on stationary of Hotel Polen, Amsterdam.  More description of flying 
MATS, being told that he was to go out on a later flight than that on which he had a reservation, putting in two hours of leg 
work to get his original reservation approved.  He spent time with the Kaufmanns (Willy Kaufmann?).  Reports on 
Amsterdam, the congress and his unproductive transactions with the Naval Attaché of the embassy at the Hague 
regarding his return trip.   
 
September 4, 1954 – letter from ZWB to Hilde, written on stationary of Hotel Polen, Amsterdam.  Reports on the 
congress.  “All the great names of the present seem to be around, and quite a few of the past – some even who have 
been reliably known to have died long ago.   
 “The Russians have sent Kolmogorov and ?Aleksandrov, my acquaintances from Goettingen, together with a 
third lesser mathematician, and one more of whom nobody has ever heard, and who is reputed to be the ?GPU/GPV man 
of the delegation.  Kolmogorov keeps putting on the most unexpected charm, offering the most spectacular flower 
arrangements to the soloists at concerts, applauding vivaciously and demonstrating clearly that he represents a country in 
which the finer things in life are properly cultivated.”  Brief reports on the Poles present.   
 “All the people I haven’t seen for 24 years have somehow retained their faces, only shrunk, bespectacled, with 
less hair, less color, and either bloated or thinner than they used to be.”  [Proustian moments, indeed.] 

 ZWB has been assisted in travel arrangements at ONR by Mr. W.D. Smith. 
 The congress has an attendance of ca. 1700, of whom more than 200 are from the USA.  “English is the 
officially accepted language, and French and German, years ago the leading languages, have fallen into almost complete 
non-use.”   
 
September 10, 1954 – letter from ZWB to Hilde, written on stationary of Hotel Polen, Amsterdam.  Thanks Hilde for 
encouraging him to use the MATS facility in Paris instead of the one in Frankfurt, since “I do know that I have not enjoyed 
Frankfurt and would not like to revisit it.”   
 “The Congress has come to an end yesterday with a final salvo of fireworks, two one-hour addresses by my old 
Göttingen acquaintances Aleksandrov and Kolmogorov, academicians of the USSR.  There is no doubt that, more than all 
the mathematics, the most significant fact of this congress was the presence of top notch teams from the Iron Curtain 
countries.  They did not come to the previous Congress.  They came this time, behaved like affable human beings, 
displayed some mathematics that makes other countries look pale, made every effort to be nice and pleasant, and 
established good relations.  Whatever all this means, it means some changes.” 
 
September 12, 1954 – letter from ZWB to Hilde, written on stationary of Hôtel de France & Choiseul, Paris.  Reports on 
walking around Paris and on his negotiations for his return trip, including a nice description of a very efficient secretary at 
the Naval Attaché’s office. Reports on a pleasing sight-seeing tour with a tour guide who reminded him of Mildred Isaacs 
(wife of painter Walter Isaacs).  Uncertainty regarding his homeward bound schedule.  Probably will have to go to the 
Rhein-Main base. 
 
September 9, 1956 – letter from ZWB to Hilde, written on stationary of Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel, Detroit, Michigan.  “The 
meeting is of the abominable hotel-ballroom variety.  For days on end one listens, and walks, and talks in rooms with 
blinds carefully drawn, with lights dimmed for atmosphere, with ventilation appropriate for a nightclub, one watches 
speakers struggle with reluctant blackboards, hopeless acoustics, competing with sudden bursts of applause across a 
screen supposed to provide protection from the meeting next door.  And one just wonders why all this is part of a scholar’s 
routine.”  Nevertheless, ZWB writes that the meetings are quite interesting, that the West Coast is hardly represented, and 
he mentions Blair Bennett, Dorothy Guilford, Joe Weyl, Bess Day, and the possibility of taking a tour of the Ford plant.  
Comments on Stuart C. Dodd, who was present and gave a talk.  Discussion of purchase of a station wagon.   
 
August 4, 1957 – letter from ZWB to Hilde, written on notebook paper at the Rhein-Main Hotel.  Reports on attempts to 
reach Muno (handling financial matters for Hilde in Frankfurt am Main).  He flew from Washington, DC, on the “Blue Plate 
Special” (Military Transport).  The plane was a DC6 carrying only 36 passengers. Dorothy [Gilford, I assume], Ted 
Anderson, and uniformed brass were in his cabin.  “In our cabin each seat is separated by about 4 feet from the one 
ahead; a foot-piece extends in front, like in a deck chair, so that with the back rest lowered one has a full-length chaise-
longue.  Excellent upholstery, pillows, blankets, individual reading lights, imitation flower pots, magazines and 
newspapers, invitations to visit the pilot’s cabin, deluxe latrine. …”  This was on a U.S. Air Force plane.   Mentions Bess 
Day, Ted Anderson, Murray Rosenblatt, Dorothy Morrow Gilford.  Most of this group will go to Stockholm by train.  
Comments on the inefficiencies of military travel, the patience required, the uncertainties.  
 
September 5, 1958 – letter from ZWB to Hilde – air letter from Brussels.  ZWB is at a Congress in Brussels.  Mention of 
Lewald, Grabenhorst (may be somebody associated with Hilde’s finances in Frankfurt).  “It has been so hot here that the 
bricks are melting.”  Reports on cocktail party at the IBM pavilion at the World’s Fair.  Reference to Dick, whom Hilde 
would have picked up in Vancouver, BC, after his summer on a ranch. 
 
September 8, 1959 – letter from ZWB to Hilde, written on stationary of Hotel Polen, Amsterdam.  He has been attending a 
congress which is ending.  Kolmogorov of the USSR will give the last address “and it ought to be a good one.  He even 
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changed the language of the address from Russian, as originally announced, to French.  Altogether the USSR delegation 
are as affable as can be.”  Reports on plans for return trip, via MATS.  Praise for American Express.  
 
April 25, 1965 – post card from ZWB to Hilde – picture of Fairbanks, Alaska, mailed from Fairbanks.  Description of 
Fairbanks. 
 
June 2, 1965 – letter from ZWB to Hilde – air letter, written in Lidice, with Czechoslovakian stamp.  Vintage ZWB - funny 
and witty description of mathematical congress doings.  Mention of Fidelis and Wisniewski.   
 
September 7, 1962 – letter from ZWB to Hilde – written on stationary of The Curtis Hotel, Minneapolis.   Letter written 
while listening to a talk.  Reports on very lively conversation.  Mentions [Al] Bowker, [Gerald J.] Lieberman, Dorothy 
[Morrow Gilford, I’d assume], Ted Anderson, [?J.L.] Hodges, [Jerzy] Neyman, [Herbert] Solomon, [Wm. H.] Kruskal, Leo 
Katz, [Samuel] Karlin…. He’s having fun. 
 
December 8, 1961 – letter from ZWB to Hilde – written on stationary of the Roger Smith Hotel, Washington, DC.  
Mentions Carl [?Allendorfer], Paul Horst, the White House (“I am again amazed at that rather modest building which 
houses so much power”), Dorothy [Gilford], Monroe Sirken, politics and statistics in government, National Gallery.  
 
Undated – valentine note from Hilde to ZWB.  
 
Box 2, File 9   General Correspondence  Birnbaum, Ann & Dick   1959, 1965 
 

Undated (probably October 1959) – birthday card from Ann to ZWB. 
 
Undated (?1958) another birthday card from Ann to ZWB.  (dumb) 
 
Marked 1957 – birthday card from Ann and Dick (dumb) 
 
Undated – birthday card from Ann (dumb) 
 
Undated – birthday card to ZWB (from Ann?)   
 
July 3, 1950 – letter from Ann from Girl Scout Brown Camp Tarywood, Mercer Island.  Dreadful, should be removed. 
 
Undated – birthday letter from Ann to ZWB, announcing that I’ve mailed a book of Noh drama and an abridged edition of 
Samuel Pepys diary.  With respect to the latter, I’ve written, “The last phrase of the entry for February 3, 1662, may 
remind you of both, my mother and your wife.” 
 
[All-in-all, if possible, I’d favor ignoring or removing the stuff from me to ZWB.  The meat is in the letters from ZWB (see 
below).] 
 

April 4, 1965 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Dick.  [Dick was attending Antioch College at this time.]  ZWB discusses 
Dick’s planned course load.   ZWB was at CalTech where his host was the Jet Propulsion Laboratory on the day when the 
Ranger IX landed on the moon.  He traveled from Pasadena to LA by helicopter.  Speaks of Dick’s contact with the 
Bergers.  Mentions plans for a meeting in Prague, to which ONR will be sending him; he’ll try to be routed through NYC.  
There’s also a trip to Belgrade coming up in September, to which he hopes Hilde might also want to come. 
 
Septembr 2, 196?5 – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Dick.  He has visited Dick at Antioch as part of an 
extended trip in the eastern USA and Canada, Colorado. 
 
October 24, 1959 – very faint carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Ann.  Recent work trip to NYC.  Negotiations with 
Addison-Wesley.  He spent three evenings with the Bergers in their new apartment- top floor of a 15-story apartment 
house.  Nice report on Bergers.  In NYC he saw Al Bowker and Herman Chernoff from Stanford.  Al is Paula Girshick’s 
guardian.  Ran into Stan Ulam at Idlewild.  Asks to be remembered to Dorothy Christensen [math professor, Reed 
College]. 
[This letter is out of order.] 
 
Box 2, File 10   General Correspondence   Bloch, Maurycy   1939 
 
[Correspondence in this file is out of chrono order.] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 1/5 
Urgent WW2 News from all over Europe 
[This seems to be a photocopy.] 
This makes reference to 3 letters between ZWB and Bloch, as well as letters to ZWB from A. Berger, from ZWB to A. 
Berger, a letter from ZWB to Gustav Bergmann, and correspondence with J. Selzer, and with family in San Francisco.  -  
All correspondence of 1939. 
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November 20, 1939 – rec’d September 21, 1939 – letter, in Polish, from Morris Bloch. 30 Fifth Avenue, NYC.  In the 
summary page, Artur has written, with respect to this letter, “Has news that Jews are ‘doing well’ in Lwów.  News of 
friends family scattered all over.”  Mentions family in Lwów, Marian [?Reich], Hitler, Vienna, Miss Warner, Vichy, Alfred, 
Horace Mann, Professor Hodges who has written about Danzig, Professor Marx who has written about health insurance in 
the USA, Professor Bruun who has written on Polish history.  Writes about correspondence from or about Rothfeld, 
Steinhaus in the Tatra.  Mentions Bank of Nicaragua, Dabrowski, Fuchs, Wellisz, Kubuś, Taubenfeld…  
 
December 3, 1939 – smudgy and faint carbon of card, in Polish, from ZWB to M.Bloch at 15 Fifth Avenue, NYC.  ZWB 
writes from 1303-1307 East 41

st
, Seattle.  Artur, on summary sheet: “Got telegram, another one, indicating family is fine.”   

[This carbon is attached to a carbon of a letter dated November 22, 1939 – see below] 
 November 22, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to M.Bloch, 15

 
Fifth Avenue, NYC.  Artur, on 

summary sheet: “Apparently a doctor Ludwik Rubel has letters from PL…(illegible).”   He has received a telegram 
addressed to him at the UW saying, “ALL VERY WELL PARENTS SISTER WAITING:: LUDWIKLETTERS.”  From his 
cousin in London, he’s received a telegram stating, “FAMILY ALRIGHT.”  Mentions Dr. Ludwik Rubel, cousin in London, 
BBC, Hitler, Steinhaus and Westinghouse.   
 
September 9, 1939 – rec’d September 10, 1939 – letter to ZWB from Morris Bloch, 417 West 120

th
 Street, NYC.  Artur’s 

attached note: “Uncertain fate of family and friends.”  Marian, Champlain, Canada, London, Issermann, Goldmann, Alfred 
Bloch, Clarick, Bordeaux, Dr. Meisels, Montreal, Dabrowski, Hudson, Newark, Ulam, Kac…  
 
October 2, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Morris Bloch, 30 Fifth Avenue, NYC.  Artur: “ZW worries about 
his family in Poland.  Speculates they are financially ruined.”  Telegram, Dr. Marjan Reich, California, Oregon … 
 
January 10, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Morris Bloch, 15 Fifth Avenue, NYC.  Artur: “South American 
Business would draw attention of secret services of several countries.”  Nicaragua, California, Steinhaus, …  
 
Birnbaum Translation Summary Form  1/11 
“Early WW2 News” 
Includes references to M. Bloch’s correspondence of I.8.40 (two items), XII.2.39 and XII.28.39. 
 
December 26, 1939 – letter, in English, from Morris Bloch (30 Fifth Avenue, NYC) to ZWB, addressing him formally as 
Professor Birnbaum.  The letter explains that Bloch is opening a branch of the Martinez Co. in Rockefeller Center.  The 
Martinez Co., based in Managua, is owned 50% by Julio Martinez and 50% by Major Francisco Mendietta, who 
represents the Bank of Nicaragua in the US.  He seeks info and assistance for opening a branch in Seattle or San 
Francisco.  He has a proposition for selling bananas.  Gives details.  
 
January 6, 1939 [This actually written on January 6, 1940] – rec’d January 9, 1940 - letter, in English, from Morris Bloch 

(30 Fifth Avenue, NYC).  Complains that ZWB has not answered his letters for the past six weeks.  Reports on his 
information from “the Smuggler Band” from whom he has learned that “we can br ing people to Bucharest at a cost of $150 
per head.”  Bloch adds, “I do not know if such procedure is advisable, due to the fact that crossing the frontier they might 
have some difficulties, as no band works perfectly safe.  Secondly, well-informed people expect that Russia will take 
Besserabia soon.  My friends in Hungary wrote me that up till now the situation in Lwów is excellent. They are afraid only 
of the future as thousands of police agents recently arrived from Moscow.”  Lengthy discussion of Professor Steinhaus, 
Westinghouse, the Introvisor, and the French military.  Extended description of his South American business activity.   
 “I must inform you that my ugly face appeared in two Washington newspapers and I will probably receive a high 
decoration from my uncle. 
 “You understand that I am sorry you are not with me, because when I discuss my troubles with you I feel safer. 
 “My uncle will call on you soon.  He has promised me that he wouldn’t do any business before discussing it with 
you.” 
 Mentions Mr. Daub who has been selling Steinhaus’s books.  
 Handwritten note, in Polish, on back of letter. 
[This letter is out of chrono order and might better fit in Box 2, File 11.] 
 

August 7, 1939 – rec’d August 11, 1939 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Morris Bloch, 15 Fifth Avenue, Hotel Brevoort, 
NYC. Written on Hotel Brevoort stationary.  Mentions the family, Lwów, Palestine, Washington, U.S. consulate, Burlington, 
New York, Cosmopolitan Club, Issermann, Nicaragua, Prof. Hodges, passports, Steinhaus and Westinghouse, Kac.  
Handwritten postscript. 
 
October 12, 1939 – letter, in English, to Bloch from Allan Sopher, written on the stationary of E.A. Sopher and Co., 
Calcutta.  Sopher says his brother Victor should come to the states and discuss business opportunities with Bloch.  Allan 
Sopher has been busy in Calcutta with settling his father’s estate. 
 
January 8, 1939 (actually January 8, 1940) – rec’d January 9, 1940.  Letter, in Polish, from Bloch (at Hotel Brevoort) to 

ZWB.  Mentions Honolulu, Steinhaus and the Introvisor, Inter American Associates Corp.  Handwritten postscript. 
 [Note that this letter seems to belong in Box 2, File 11.] 
 

August 2, 1939 – carbon – 2 pages, typewritten, in Polish. ZWB has written in pencil the date and “Burlington.”  This is not 
a letter and is not signed.  Artur: “Business in Poland.”  It might be a business plan for financing something related to 
bitumen in Poland.   
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October 4, 1939 – rec’d October 6, 1939 – letter, in Polish, from Bloch.  Written on the stationary of the Golden Star 
Industrial Corp., 417 West 120

th
 Street, NYC.  Artur: “Car accident.  Family dispersed.  Aid to Family.”  Plymouth, 

Issermann, “Problems in Administration,”  “Problems in Constitutional Law,” professors of history, Haile Selassie, Ellis 
Island, Marian, Steinhaus and Introvisor and Westinghouse…  
 
November 5, 1939 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Bloch (whom he addresses “Mój Kochany!”).  Artur: “Plans to 
rescue relatives are coming together.”  Mentions Federation of Polish Jews (225 West 34

th
 Street), Henryk Urich, 

Yellowstone Park, Seattle. 
Box 2, File 11     General Correspondence    Bloch, Maurycy   1940 
 
[Though not labeled, this appears to contain correspondence from January – May 1940.  Correspondence in this file is out 
of chrono order.]   
 

January 22, 1940 – telegram, in Polish, from Bloch to ZWB.  Artur has provided a translation of the entire telegram.  The 
telegram and translation are attached to the letter below.   
 
January 22, 1940 – carbon, in Polish, from ZWB to Bloch.  Refers to telegram.  Artur has translated the entire letter.  
Mentions Loizio. Mentions a friend (female) in Vilnius, from whom he received a letter dated XII.5.  Mentions G.E. Stechert 
and Col. Albert Daub. 
 
February 29, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch to ZWB, written on stationary of the Inter-America Associates, Inc., RKO 
Building, Rockefeller Center, NYC, Office of the Vice-President.  This is a letter introducing Mr. Aninger who is a close 
friend of Bloch’s uncle, Dr. Marian Reich.  Aninger is from a prominent Viennese family.  There is a lengthy handwritten 
note, in Polish, on the front and back of this letter.  Attached to this letter is a note, in German, from Victor Aninger to 
ZWB.  It is dated March 15, 1940, and written from the Piedmont Hotel, Seneca at Summit, Seattle.  It accompanied the 
letter.  Aninger says that he does not know if there is something important in the enclosed letter, besides the introduction, 
as he does not know Polish.  Hopes to see ZWB. 
 
February 17, 1940 – rec’d February 21, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch to ZWB, written on stationary of Inter-America 
Associates, RKO Building…  Reports at length on business enterprises in Central America.  Says that Dr. Marian Reich, 
Bloch’s uncle, has established a wax refining plant, American Wax Refining Company, at 80 Broad Street, NYC.  “They 
will manufacture wax from oil [?residue] which has the same chemical substances as Zokeryt which was previously 
imported from Poland to this country.”  Bloch says his sister is on her way from Lithuania to Switzerland and that he 
recently got a letter from Lwów saying that his (Bloch’s) family is alright but that there is a great food shortage in Russia.  
Bloch disturbed that he has not heard from ZWB. Asks for current address of Dr. Kac and for the address of Mr. 
Rosenzweig in Lwów. 
 
February 21, 1940 – letter, in Polish, ZWB to Bloch.  Artur has translated it in its entirety.  ZWB says he is awaiting the 
realization of plans so he can “begin selling bananas and delicacies from South and Central America” and says he’d 
gladly “spend my summers looking at Central America, not excluding Central American women.  If it can be done and if 
you can make money from it, then I’m willing to sacrifice some time toward this project.  If in addition I could make that tr ip 
with you, then I’d be even jollier about it.  Anyway, I’d like to see you again.”  Mentions efforts to get his sister to the U.S., 
including dealings with Washington’s Senator Schwellenbach.  Mentions the correspondence from Lwów which contain 
“only the stereotypical few sentences clearly written for the censors.”  Gives Mark Kac’s address at Cornell.  Regard ing 
skiing, “I haven’t let any opportunities pass by and I’ve tried to spend my time on the slopes every Sunday and during the 
holidays. Because it would be a shame to have the mountains nearby that are taller than the Jungfrau or the Matterhorn 
and not take advantage of it.”  Urges Bloch to come and see “this beautiful country.”   
 
January 28, 1940 – Rec’d February 1, 1940 - letter, in Polish, from Bloch to ZWB, written on Inter-America Associates 
stationary, Office of the Vice-President.  Artur has translated the letter.  Extended discussion of news of Lwów and of 
strategies open for the family. The situation is grim.  Escaping through Russian-controlled Vilnius to arrive in Kowno might 
be an option, since one might get “some sort of visa in Kowno.  It is extremely cold in Lwów, there is a shortage of food 
and firewood.  Bloch worries about his two aunts and Drem Meisel (“the ex-king of all chauffeurs”).  He is as much at a 
loss as ZWB as to what to advise family.   He writes about Steinhaus, Westinghouse, France, Daub.  Discussion of import 
business.  Bloch reports that he has passed his exams and “I now supposedly speak English well and even write.”  
Reports on his family in the USA: Marian, Niki, Robi, Freddie.  Writes about Dorus.  Mentions Williams from Columbia with 
whom he had lunch at Butler Hall.   Mentions effort to seduce Nicaraguan girl.  Asks “How is it with you and the ladies?”   
 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 5/31 
WW2  Bloch 
Cites 10 documents, all in Polish between Bloch and ZWB, Rosa and ZWB, and Reich and ZWB.  Very brief comments.  
January – May 1940. 
 
March 4, 1940 – rec’d March 11, 1940 - carbon, in Polish, of letter from Bloch, written on letterhead with just “Maurycy 
Bloch” at top.  Return address: Suite 2206, RKO Building, Rockefeller Center, New York, NY.  Mentions Ellis Island, 
Steinhaus, Ulam… 
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March 9, 1940 – rec’d March 11, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch to ZWB, written on Inter-America Associates 
stationary.  Has no news from Lwów, asks that ZWB let him know immediately if he has any news.  Business affairs are 
developing well.  Asks that ZWB give Anninger some attention, but not too much.  He asks that ZWB be very nice to 
Victor Sopher of Calcutta, as Sopher is one of Bloch’s best friends and will be working with him in NYC.  Asks that ZWB 
not be too modest about his career at the UW and write about what’s happening.   
  “It is a year now since I came to the United States and I am thinking about that which you did for me in these 
days and I am always thankful to you for your help.  I hope that, in the future, we will arrange our lives so that we can be 
together.” 
 
February 21, 1940 – photocopy of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Bloch.  Artur: “Finally got cable from European family.  
Asked them to send sister to USA.”  Reference to letter of the 17

th
 of February.  This is the same letter as that translated 

earlier and attached to a carbon of the original.  
 
January 17, 1940 – rec’d January 19, 1940 – handwritten letter from Rosa Austin to ZWB.  Return address is 8323 20

th
 

Avenue, Brooklyn, NY.  [Handwriting plus language too much of a challenge for me.] 
 
February 29, 1940 – carbon, in Polish, of letter to Bloch from ZWB.  Mailed Air Mail, Special Delivery.  Covers 11 
numbered issues.  Mentions Rumania, Bucharest, Warsaw, Wilna.  Poses many questions.  Obviously looking at 
strategies for getting out of Lwów and Europe.  
 
March 6, 1940 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Bloch.  Artur has translated the letter.  Thanks to Bloch and 
Marian Reich.  Reports on communication with family.  Family’s telegram language is obviously in code but also 
unintelligible.  Considers telegrams risky and will wait until he has something of substance and important before sending a 
telegram.  Begs for news of anything relevant to getting their families out.   He is moving from an apartment into a local 
residential hotel which is supposed to be inexpensive and good.  Urges Bloch to come and visit …”the West is the most 
beautiful country than I know, and maybe you’ll come to the conclusion that it’s easy to make money here.” 
 
March 1, 1940 – rec’d March 3, 1940 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Dr. Marian Reich c/o American Wax Rafining [sic] 

Corp., 80 Broad Street, NYC.  Written on Inter-America Associates stationary.  Handwritten.  Appears to deal with 
possibilities or strategies for getting out of Europe from Lwów.   
 
March 8, 1940 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Dr. Marian Reich c/o American Wax Refining Co.   
 
May 30, 1940 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Bloch.  Mentions Rickles of Robbins & Rickles law firm.  Mentions  
San Francisco, Burlington. 
 
May 11, 1940 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Bloch.  Mentions Rickles, National Groceries and Schwabacher 
Brothers, Inc., Nicaragua. 
 
April 18, 1940 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Bloch.  Mentions his new address, Pickwick Hotel, 1409 Boren 
Avenue.  It’s 12 minutes by car from the UW, walking distance to downtown. Mentions Anninger, consulate in Oslo, USA 
consulate in Warsaw. 
 
[“Aninger” and “Anninger” appear to be the same person.  The two versions of the name may be due to an error in my 
note-taking.] 

 
Box 2, File 12  General Correspondence   Bloch, Maurycy  1940  
 
[Though not so labeled, this file appears to contain correspondence from March – June, 1940.  Letters are not in chrono 
order.] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 5/32 
WW2, Bloch 
Gives some brief descriptions of correspondence. 
 
March 4, 1940 – letter, in Polish, from Bloch to ZWB.  On Inter-America Associates stationary.  Artur (on summary form): 
“Detailed escape instructions.”  Virginia, Lwów and Vilna, Moscow, Kowna, Rumania, English consulate, U.S. consul, 
Dept. of State, Stockholm, Oslo, Amsterdam, ?Brussels, Professor Rabin in Stockholm, France, Belgium, New York … 
 
Clipped together with envelope addressed to ZWB, Pickwick Hotel, postmarked May 9, 1940, with return address Robbins 
& Rickles, Attorneys at Law, Suite 2107 Northern Life Tower, Seattle: 
 May 2, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch to ZWB.  Business letter.  “…please find a statement concerning 
coffee imported from the Dutch Indies, as I am informed that the best market for the sale of this coffee is in Seattle.”  
 April 29, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch to ZWB.  Business letter, on Inter-America Associates, Office of 
the Secretary, stationary.  Deals with exports from Nicaragua, with much attention to coffee, at prices ranging from $6.50 
per sack to $7.00 per sack.  A total of 3,000 sacks are listed, described as “46 Kilograms, Quality Sweet, Unwashed 
Nicaraguan Coffee.” 
 April 20, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch to ZWB.  Written on stationary of Camara Nacional de Comercio E 
Industrias de Managua, Nicragua, Representative Office, RKO Building, Suite 2204.  Informs ZWB that he [Bloch] has 
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been appointed representative of the Nicaraguan Chamber of Commerce to the U.S. by the President of Nicaragua.  
Travel plans. 
 Undated – carbon, in English, of listing of East Indian coffee with ZWB’s penciled notes. Listing includes: Bali-
Robusta, Bali-Arabica, Boengi, Timor, Maudheling-Arabica. 
 [We coulda been Starbucks…] 
 

June 11, 1940 – rec’d June 13, 1940 – letter, in Polish, from Bloch to ZWB. Artur has translated the letter. Bloch writes 
about his family – “my mother and Dorusia and Grandpa and Janek and Jozio.”  Also mentions Rozia, Dori (an aunt who 
is the wife of Janek), Freddy.  Bloch is desperate and depressed.  The situation is Europe is ghastly and he sees no way 
to rescue family or remedy family’s financial situation. 
 
June 26, 1940 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Bloch.  Artur (from summary page): “Tells Bloch must give up on 
Europe.”  Mentions Berlin, Bucharest. 
 
May 28, 1940 – letter from Bloch to ZWB, written on Inter-America, Office of the Treasurer, stationary.  Business letter in 
English with an attached index card in Polish.  Deals with wood importing. 
 
June 10, 1940 – rec’d June 12, 1940.  Lengthy business letter, in English with Polish postscript, from Bloch to ZWB, 
written on Inter-America stationary.  Some problem with secrecy and the Rickles office.  Wants an office in Seattle.  
Details of importing coffee and lumber from Nicaragua.  Wants ZWB to get in touch with a tropical forester.  Castor oil 
seeds, progress of Inter-America, American Wax Refining Co., travel plans for going to Nicaragua and re-entering the 
USA.  Update on his (Bloch’s) family, wanting to buy a farm near Seattle upon which the family can settle “far away from 
the European war.”  He is finishing his master’s thesis.  Alfred has been admitted to Harvard.  French Military has been 
experimenting with Steinhaus’s Introvisor.   
 
May 8, 1940 – rec’d May 22, 1940 – letter, in English to ZWB from Bloch, written on Inter-America stationary, office of the 
secretary.  Business letter.  “Due to the war in Europe the value of the Dutch currency in their colonies is much lower now 
than before.  So, for $1.00 one can purchase more coffee than heretofore.”  U.S. concerns want to stockpile foodstuffs.  
Details of coffee negotiations for Dutch East Indies coffee are given in an attached carbon of a letter (same date) to 
Robbins &Rickles with an attached list of quotations for coffee – much like the list in the clipped-together packet above. 
 
May 16, 1940 – rec’d May 20, 1940 – letter, in English, to ZWB from Bloch, written on Inter-America stationary, Office of 
the President.  East Indian coffee, Nicaraguan coffee.  A clipping from the NY Sun, May 2, 1940, with a Polish notation, is 
enclosed: “Inventor of New Rifle Fanatic on Guns Since Shooting First Deer.” 
 
June 28, 1940 – rec’d July 2, 1940 – letter, In English, to ZWB from Bloch, written on Inter-America stationary.  
Announces that his (Bloch’s) family is in Lisbon.    
 
Box 2, File 13  General Correspondence  Bloch, Maurycy  1940 
 
[This file contains correspondence from July and August 1940.] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 5/33 
WW2 Bloch 
Contains notes on correspondence between ZWB and Bloch and ZWB and Reich.  Regarding Bloch letter to ZWB, dated 
VIII.20.40, Artur notes, “Goes into details of family’s escapes, payoffs, etc.”   
 
July 3, 1940 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB (1409 Boren Avenue) to Bloch at Suite 2204, RKO Building.  Mentions 
Europe, Portugal, New York. 
 
July 9, 1940 – rec’d July 12, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch to ZWB, on Inter-America Associates letterhead.  
Acknowledges letter of July 3

rd
 “concerning business possibilities on the Pacific Coast.” 

 “It is understood that it is much better to sell the [Nicaraguan] coffee on the Pacific Coast because the shipment 
is much cheaper.  Due to the fact that merchandise goes directly from Corinto to Seattle, whereas to ship to New York it 
must go through the Panama Canal and this makes the price higher.” 
 Discussion of Ozokerite wax manufactured by the American Wax Refining Corporation of 80 Broad Street, 
NYC.    Much detail.  “Believe me, I know ozokerite very well because my grandfather discovered the only ozokerite wells 
in the world in Boryslaw.”  Bloch is a member of the Board of Directors and a stockholder in the American Wax Refining 
Corporation. 
 Discussion of business possibilities with British India.  Mentions his good friend Victor Sopher of Calcutta, the A. 
Sopher Company.  Discussion of business possibilities in Mexico.  Further discussion of import and export businesses in 
which Inter-America is involved.  Bloch may be coming to Seattle in August. 
 
July 10, 1940 – rec’d July 15, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch to ZWB, on Inter-America letterhead.  Writes about a 
“patent boom in the United States for all patents that have connection with war materials.”  Discussion of patent for 
Steinhaus.  “You will be astonished to hear that nobody but Washington is interested in this patent.  Besides this, the War 
Department wrote to me here asking where Professor Steinhaus is.  What do you think we should do in this matter?”  
Bloch says that the patent for thin rubber sheet from Sanok “will be granted in the United States in a few weeks and we 
have no power of attorney to sell.  Perhaps you can do something sitting on the beach for an afternoon and change this 
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patent so that we can make a patent application by ourselves.  You told me many times that it is not difficult to change it.  I 
am sure you can.  Instead of calling it Drum System, we can call it Wheel System. …” 
 
July 27, 1940 – two carbons glued together, one in English, one in Polish – from ZWB to Bloch.   
 The English letter – as is customary between Bloch and ZWB – is a formal business letter.  ZWB acknowledges 
letter of July 9, notes that the samples mentioned in that letter have not arrived, and notes that the letter from A. Sopher & 
Co. mentioned in that letter has also not arrived.  ZWB says that he has the right connections with large grocery 
wholesalers, however he will not make any steps toward contacting them regarding Bloch’s propositions until he has 
something to offer.  He would be happy to see Bloch spend time in Seattle but would not like it if Bloch incurred the 
expense of coming west if he could not bring definite offers that could withstand “sharp competition.”   
 The Polish letter is clearly more intimate and informal.  Discussion of patent and Steinhaus.  Mentions 
Washington, Dabrowski, Pickwick Hotel, Stanford University. 
 
August 2, 1940 – rec’d August 5, 1940 - letter, in English, from Bloch to ZWB, on Inter-America letterhead.  Opening 
sentence:  “I received your letter of July 27 and I read with astonishment your so critical attitude toward our company.”  
Discussion of quotations and samples of coffee, ozokerite waxes, castor oil beans, rapeseed, sesame seed, rosins 
presumably sent some time ago or underway. Merchandise available is from Nicaragua, the U.S. wax factory noted 
earlier, Mexico, and Argentina. Wants to know if ZWB is only interested in foodstuffs.  Bloch has sent ZWB specifications 
for the Sanok Rubber patent. 
 “Concerning professor Steinhaus, it is very difficult to help him now because the Russians will not let him out, 
however, I am working on this matter together with Mr. Sokal, his patent attorney.  Dr. Kac is a low class animal who 
came to this country only through Professor Steinhaus and now he is not even willing to answer my letters on the most 
important matters.” 
 “I hope to hear from you soon and remember that it is very good to be critical but not so much like you were.  
Very serious companies are negotiating with us and we hope to come to good results and we especially hope that you 
after a period will also realize that the Inter-American Associates, Inc. is quite a reliable company.” 
 
August 21, 1940 – rec’d August 21, 1940 – letter, in Polish, from Bloch to ZWB, on letterhead that says simply “Maurych 
Bloch.”  Mentions Lake Placid, Kaufman and Detroit, Lwów, Bucharest, Dr. Meisels, Lisbon, Nicaraguan passports, 
Commander Richardson and the U.S. Navy, Aetna Insurance Co., Seattle and San Francisco, Józia and ?Janki, Lisbon, 
Lwów via Vladivostok, Tokyo.  Business involving Mexico, Nicaragua, Wattson Philips, Standard Oil of New Jersey, 
Seattle, exports… 
 
August 22, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch to ZWB, on Inter-America letterhead.  They will be sending ZWB a sample 
of wild rubber from Nicaragua and copies of the Journal of Commerce to inform ZWB about prices in the NY market. 

 
August 22, 1940 – rec’d August 26, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch to ZWB on Inter-America letterhead.  They are 
sending ZWB a sample of honey “submitted to us by our Mexican business associate, the Watson, Phillips Company.”  
Discussion of properties of this honey and of marketing problems. 
 
[Maurycy’s business ventures are an interesting point of contrast with those of Gottfried & Berger. In both instances, there 
is a desperate need to make money to be able to support themselves, to be able to rescue family, friends and others, and 
to support the refugees once they are out of Europe.] 
 
Box 2, File 14   General Correspondence  Bloch, Maurycy   1940 
 
[This file contains material from 1938 and 1939 regarding patent, manufacture, marketing.  Otherwise it is largely 
correspondence – not in chrono order from August – December 1940, with also a letter from January 1941.] 
 

October 18, 1939 – letter from U.S. Patent office to Mr. Morris Bloch, signed by J.A. Brearley, Chief Clerk.  This pertains 
to Application Serial No. 201053. Applications which have not resulted in a patent must be held in secrecy, so information 
cannot be given out unless Bloch can submit a letter of authorization signed by the applicant or some party of record in 
the case.   
 
No date – was probably enclosed with letter of October 18, 1939 (above).  Advice regarding patent applications from the 
U.S. Patent Office – one page. 
 
April 9, 1938 – carbon, in English, of patent application, serial number 201053, for process of manufacturing thin rubber 
sheets.  The applicant is Kubica Wladyslaw, Sanok, Poland.  Application is 5 pages; there is a cover sheet.  Petitioner 
describes himself as “Wladyslaw KUBICA, a citizen of the Republic of Poland and resident of Sanok in the State of 
Poland.”  He names and appoints S. Sokal (1 Great James Street, Bedford Row, London WC 1) as his attorney.  Kubica is 
“Engineer and Director of Rubber-Works Sanok Ltd. in Sanok.”  Details and specs of the invention.  Application was sworn 
to and signed in Warsaw. 
 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 5/39 
WW2  Bloch 
Notes on correspondence, almost all between Bloch and ZWB, with exception of one letter from Brearley to Bloch and a 
letter from O’Shaughnessy to Bloch.  On letter of September 13, 1940, from Bloch to ZWB, Artur comments, “Mention of 
camps by family in postcards.” 
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June 26, 1939 – letter, in English, to Bloch (417 West 120

th
 Street) from Joseph O’Shaughnessy – 3 pages, typewritten.  

Mentions a lunch with Bloch and Mr. Gillen.  Writes about balloon manufacture, Dr. Dabrowski, manufacturing in Poland, 
selling in the USA, unfeasibility of proposed plan, alternative plans, contacts in the business community.  
 
September 13, 1940 – carbons of two letters from ZWB to Bloch.  The first, a business letter, is in English; the second is 
in Polish. 
 English letter – acknowledges letters of August 2, 12, 21, 22, and September 9, as well as receipt of three 
samples of coffee, a sample of rapeseed, a sample of crude rubber, and a sample of honey.  Reaffirms his position in his 
letter of July 27

th
.  Has not been able to find a way to duplicate the Sanok rubber method but hasn’t given up.  Allusion to 

letter from Hillion which he is returning, apparently.  Alludes to Watson Philips Co., refusing to deal with them directly, 
saying, “I am only ready to cooperate with the Inter-America Associates” and that he doesn’t have time to do market 
research. 
 Polish letter – clearly warmer and more intimate.  Mentions purchasing a new car, a Studebaker 4-door sedan 
“with overdrive and hillholder and extras …” 
 
October 11, 1940 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Bloch (1270 Sixth Avenue, NYC).  Mentions Lwów, Dr. Jakob 
Berger from Vienna and New York, London, telegram, bombing of London, New York. 
 
November 2, 1940 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Bloch (c/o Inter-America).  Mentions letters of September 16, 
October 11, October 15, and October 30.  Mentions Buick, Studebaker, family, Polya (mathematician), ?Miller, Introvisor, 
theater, movies, dentist.  [I believe George Polya became a member of the math faculty at Stanford.] 
 
December 3, 1940 – rec’d December 9,1940 – letter, in English, to ZWB from Bloch.  Asks for return of rubber samples 
and patent specifications.   
 “Dr. Kac sent me a letter which he received from Professor Steinhaus from which I understand that Professor 
Steinhaus has been arrested and later sent to Rowna.  There is nothing we can do for him now only to wait for further 
news.” 
 Attached to this letter are two letters: ZWB’s letter of January 5, 1941, and Bloch’s letter of August 21, 1940, as 
well as a registered article receipt, stamped January 9, 1941. 
 January 8, 1941 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Bloch.  Mentions Dr. Merzbach of Frankfurt am Main, 
B’nai B’rith, Offenbach.  Apparently announces his marriage. Mentions “a typical American family,” Steinhaus, Berger. 
 August 21, 1940 – rec’d August 26, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch to ZWB.  Patent specifications for 
rubber and rubber sample were enclosed.  Request for help with developing new patent.  “I wish to call your attention to 
the fact that at the present moment, this country is in a defense hysteria, especially air defense.  You probably have read 
in all the papers that London has a great advantage in using balloons against air attacks.”  ZWB’s notation: “enclosed 
returned by registered letter I.8, 41.” 
 
August 12, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch to ZWB, on Inter-America letterhead.  Business possibilities. 
 
Undated, no visible postmark – post card from New York World’s Fair [?1939].  It’s addressed to Dr. Wm. Z. Birnbaum, 
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.  “Dear Bill, We didn’t go West, so we came East, so there!  Dorothy and 
Chuck.” A different handwriting reads “Best regards, ?illegible” (might be Maurycy). 
 
September 27, 1940 – letter, in English from Bloch, Inter-America.  He is enclosing price sheets for ozokerite.  5 copies of 
this price sheet are clipped in front of the letter.  The trademark reads, “Boryslaw Synthetic Ozokerite, Made in the U.S.A.” 

and has a cute picture. 
 
September 16, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch, Inter-America.  Regarding Ozokerite business, including giving ZWB 
the names of wax dealers in Seattle whom he is to contact immediately. 
 
October 11, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch, Inter-America, to ZWB.  Gives chemical analysis of ozokerite.   
 Attached is a second letter, also in English, of a more personal nature, addressing ZWB as “Dear Pirkus.”  
Acknowledges ZWB’s letter of September 13

th
.  Bloch’s mother and sister, on transit visas, are arriving today from Lisbon 

on the SS Excambion.  “Concerning your family in Lwów, I wish to inform you that the safest thing to do is not to move at 
the present moment out of the city.  Please write to your family very carefully as the censorship is very strict and the 
situation in the Russian-occupied Poland rather unpleasant.  I have been informed that there is plenty of food available, 
however, the Russian authorities are now quite aggressive.”  Remarks about buying a Buick which, he hopes is better 
than ZWB’s Studebaker. 
 
October 15, 1940 – rec’d October 16, 1940 - letter, in Polish, from Maurycy Bloch.  Artur: “News from escapees.”  
Mentions “Pirkus The Great”; Lwów, SS Excambion, his mother and sister; transatlantic air mail, transpacific air mail via 
Lisbon-Berlin, Bermuda; Nicaragua, 30 Fifth Avenue, Borysław; Lwów; Lisbon, Cuba, Havana; Polya, Steinhaus, 
Introvisor, Halpern. 
 
October 30, 1940 – letter, in English, from Bloch, Inter-America, to ZWB. Discusses Introvisor, Mr. Sokol in London, 
Steinhaus, patent issues.  Encloses a copy of letter from President of General Electric.  Also attached is a personal letter,  
handwritten and in Polish. 
 October 24, 1940 – letter from J.H. Clough, GE, X-Ray Corporation, Chicago. 
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 October 30, 1940 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Bloch to ZWB, touching upon matters related to Lwów. 
 
November 28, 1940 – letter, in Polish, from Bloch to ZWB.  Artur: “Steinhaus, War, Family, Women.”   
 
Box 2, File 15  General Correspondence   Bloch, Maurycy  1941 
 

September 30, 1941 – letter from Maurycy to ZWB, written on stationary of American Wax Refining Corporation, 80 Broad 
Street, NYC.  This is a letter of introduction for people who are friends of his and his uncle.  He is in contact with Jacob 
Berger, is happy to hear the news of ZWB’s marriage and child and will be “greatly interested to see how you look as a 
family man.”  Mentions news from his family in Poland. 
 
November 1, 1941 – carbon, in English, from ZWB to Morris Bloch c/o  American Wax Refining.  ZWB acknowledges 
receiving Bloch’s letter from Mr. and Mrs. Suesser.  
 “Today I received the very first news from my family in Lwów.  It is a postcard dated September 23, 1941, and 
bearing stamps of the Generalgouvernement with the swastika-carrying eagle. The card contains hardly any information 
besides the fact that they are alive, that they seem not to have changed their address – a fake name and address are 
given for the sender – and that they are living in permanent fear.  And that they implore me to do something for them to 
get them out.  Do you have any suggestions?  Please write me if you think that anything could be done at present.  I do 
not even dare to write them directly for it may be undesirable to direct the attention of the German authorities on them.  In 
fact, I did not try to write anybody in Lwów.  Do you correspond with your people there?  …”  In a P.S., ZWB writes, “As 
you probably know, my family has Guatemalan passports.  Do you think this may be of any help?”  
 
December 8, 1941 – letter, in English, from Maurycy Bloch to “Dear Pirkus.”  Return address; Maurycy Bloch, Box A, 
Bergen Station, Jersey City, NJ.  A chemical analysis (made January 2, 1941) of Ozokerite is attached. Responds to 
ZWB’s letter of November 1

st
, thanks him for the photos of ZWB’s family and household.  He figures he’ll get to Seattle 

sooner or later, as it is on the Pacific Coast and “only a few miles from Tokyo.”  Reports on the wax business. He 
contracted malaria as a result of a mosquito bite in Houston.   
 “Concerning your family in Lwów.  I hope they are getting along as well as possible.  I tried to bring my family to 
Switzerland but as all Central American Republics will declare war on Germany in a few hours, I do not see any possibility 
of bringing people on passports issued by belligerents to Switzerland.  I several wires to my lawyer in Zurich who is also 
military commander of this area, and he replied that in spite of the fact that he took all necessary steps, he doubts any 
results.  I am so confused by all these events of the past hours, that I am unable to write logically…”  
 
Box 2, File 16  General Corresondence   Bloch, Maurycy   1945-1947 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 5/35 
WW2 – Bloch 
Notes on correspondence, in English and Polish, between Bloch and ZWB, as well as one item from Reich to ZWB.   
Letter from Bloch to ZWB, X.15.40: “Very key news from escapees.”   
Letter from ZWB to Bloch, XI.1.41: “Bad news from PL [Poland].”  
Letter from Reich to ZWB, I.15.47: “re: A. Bloch jailed in Berlin.” 
 
November 17, 1945 – carbon, in English, of letter from ZWB to Maurycy Bloch, 616 South Michigan Boulevard, Chicago 5, 
Illinois.  A nice letter after a long period of no correspondence, bringing Bloch up to date on his personal life, the fate of his 
family, and his professional life. He addresses Bloch as “Dear Miluś.”  Attached is a letter from Bloch, dated November 1, 
1945, noting that he is enclosing a letter from Steinhaus which just arrived.  ZWB returned the Steinhaus letter to Bloch 
with his November 17

th
 letter.   

 
January 20, 1947 – letter, in English, from Miluś to ZWB.  Address: Sun Chemical Corporation, Warwick Chemical 
Division, 624 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 5, ILL.  Bloch has asked his uncle to send ZWB all information, from New 
York, regarding the case of his (M. Bloch’s) brother.  He understands that ZWB may not be able to help and doesn’t want 
to impose; his uncle’s done all he can; he (Bloch) is going to NY to help with Freddy’s defense; if ZWB has any ideas, he’d 
appreciate hearing them.   
 
January 8, 1947 – letter, in English, from Maurycy Bloch to ZWB. Address: Sun Chemical Corporation, Warwick Chemical 
Division, 624 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 5, ILL.  Alludes to recent visit by ZWB, his wife, and daughter.  He says 
he is enclosing information with reference to a personal matter they discussed.  He says that further information will be 
sent directly from Prof. Charles Hodges, 79 Fifth Avenue, NYC.   
 Attached to this letter is a three page carbon copy of a letter from Dr. Marian K. Reich (address: The Raleigh, 
121 West 72

nd
 St., Apt. 1402, NYC) to Prof. Charles Hodges.  It discusses the case of Reich’s nephew (Bloch’s brother), 

Alfred Bloch.  [Alfred Bloch is also called “Freddy,” “Freddie,” and – I think- “Fredi.”]  Reich has been Freddie’s guardian, 
in Poland and in the USA.  Freddie finished high school in Lwów and later graduated from Horace Mann School for Boys 
in NYC.  He attended NYU until he was drafted into the U.S. Army in 1942.  He was eventually sent to the Georgetown 
University School of Foreign Service to specialize in “Russian and other subjects.”  He was sent overseas, honorably 
discharged in November 1945, took a job with the US  Military Government in Berlin, first with Liaison and Protocol, later 
with the Economic Division.  On August 7, 1946, he was arrested, charged with doing business “without the permission of 
OMGUS, - especially for buying alcohol and a car and selling these to Germans.  Sentenced to two years hard labor and 
$2,000 fine.  James Cronan, Jr. is the Defense Counsel assigned to him by the army.  Asks for a letter from Hodges that 
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might be used in the case review; they are seeking dismissal of the sentence.  Description of family, general background.  
Freddie would have been 24 at the time of his arrest, born ca. 1922. 
[This letter is slightly out of chrono order.] 

  
January 29, 1947 – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Bloch c/o Reich at 121 West 72

nd
 Street, NYC.  Describes 

his efforts to help with Freddy’s defense.  He’s spoken with two attorneys, issue of getting a U.S. Senator to take up the 
case, advice he’s received, his and Hilde’s disappointment at not being able to do more to help.  
 
December 2, 1945 – letter from Bloch to ZWB.  Bloch’s address; Warwick Chemical Company, New York Office, 580 Fifth 
Avenue.  Addresses ZWB as “Dear Pirkuś” and thanks him for his letter of November 17

th
.  He responds, writing warmly 

about ZWB, ZWB’s news, his friendship with ZWB, but gives little specific about his own life, noting “It is very difficult in a 
letter to tell you everything I did since 1939.”  
[This letter is out of chrono order.] 

 
I remember meeting Bloch during a stopover in Chicago (enroute to NYC) in late 1946.  I have no recollection of any 
further news or comment about him.  I would be interested in knowing what became of him.   

 
Box 2, File 17   General Correspondence B’nai B’rith  1936-1940 
 
[Materials in this file are somewhat out of chrono order.] 
 

October 22, 1936 - rec’d November 13, 1936 letter to Dr. Wilhelm Birnbaum, Ul.Sw. Anny 1, Lwów, Poland, from J. 
?Merrits, B’nai B’rith Hillel, Berkeley, CA.  This is clearly in response to an inquiry from ZWB, evidently, regarding getting 
to the USA.  The writer (?Merrit) spoke with Prof. B. A. Bernstein in the Math Dept at UC.  While interested in ZWB, 
Bernstein advised that ZWB get a student visa and enroll as a grad student.  Student visas are much easier to obtain than 
immigrant visas. “You have no outlook either for a future or a career where you are, and it is just as well that you take a 
gamble on the future in this country.  With your training and experience, there is always a possibility that you will find a 
place in the actuarial field.” 
 
November 15, 1937 – letter of introduction, in German, for Dr. Siegmund Wilhelm Birnbaum, from B’nai B’rith in Kraków to 
Lawrence White, 36 W. 69

th
 St., NYC. 

 
March 3, 1937 – letter from B’nai B’rith Hillel, Berkeley to Mr. Ed. Zeisler, 149 Eddy St., San Francisco.  Acknowledges 
receipt of Zeisler’s letter regarding Dr. Wilhelm Birnbaum.  Says he wrote to ZWB about two months ago, after a 
conference with Prof. Bernstein, who was “much impressed with Birnbaum’s work and credentials and was of the opinion 
that Birnbaum could easily establish himself in the U.S.”  
 
December 17, 1938 – post card addressed to Mr. Gustav Bergmann, c/o W. Birnbaum, 200 Claremont Ave., NYC.  
Announcement of Hanukka celebration of the Manhattan-Washington Lodge at the B’nai B’rith Centre, 36 West 69

th
 

Street.  Rabbi Louis I. Newman will give an address, “A Hanukka Message in the World Crisis.”  Social Hour. Dancing.  
 
June 4, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB (420 West 121

st
 Street) to Mr. L. White, Secretary, B’nai B’rith, 36 West 69

th
 St., 

the emergency case of Dr. Mayer Geyer. Presents very sad case of Geyer, ashamed to ask for aid, on the verge of 
starvation, a scholar, an activist, now living at Apt. 3-E 549 West 163

rd
 St. NYC. [I wish I knew what happened.] 

 
June 16, 1939 – letter from Lawrence White to ZWB, responding rather unhelpfully, to ZWB’s letter of June 6

th
 [probably 

the letter of the 4
th
]. 

 
August 23, 1939 – letter to ZWB (420 West. 121

st
 Street, NYC) from Abraham Berry, BB president, regarding assistance 

for Dr. Marrjan [sic] Reich.  Sends best wishes for trip to Seattle. 

 
May 6, 1938 – rec’d May 9, 1938 – “Manhattan-Washington Chronicle” (newsletter of local B’nai B’rith).  Among the items: 
Announcement of a round table discussion of “Alaska – a Land of Refuge”; statement urging that every Jew in America 
become a citizen, noting that bills are pending in Congress which discriminate against non-citizens (“It is the duty of every 
resident of America to become a citizen as soon as possible”); note that Shanghai Lodge is carrying on despite “trouble in 
the Far East.” 
 
April 8, 1938 – rec’d April 11, 1938 - “Manhattan-Washington Chronicle” (newsletter of local B’nai B’rith).   Among new 
members welcomed are “Doctors Sidney Schiff, Philip L. Bereano, Siegmund Wilhelm Birnbaum ….  It is interesting to 
note that our new brethren come from …Russia, Rumania, Poland and Germany.”   
[Is this Philip Bereano related to the local Philip Bereano?] 
 

April 8, 1938 - Note from Philip Cohen, B’nai B’rith secretary, regarding payment 
 
No date – announcement of Manhattan-Washington Lodge events, April 28 – May 28.  On front of envelope, ZWB has 
written: “ BB    Lederer   ?Cyna?? Zelnik.”  On the back, he is solving equations.  
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August 15, 1940 – letter to Dr. Wm. Z. Birnbaum, 1303 E. 41

st
 , Seattle, from George Cohen, President, Seattle Lodge, 

B’nai B’rith.  Appoints ZWB a member of the Anti-Defamation Committee of the Seattle Lodge; P. Allen Rickles is the 
committee chairman.   
 
December 16, 1937 – letter to ZWB (500 Riverside Drive, NYC) from Lawrence White, Secretary, B’nai B’rith, 36 West 
69

th
 St., NYC.  Asks ZWB to call him. 

 
No date – rec’d April 23, 1938 - announcement of Manhattan-Washington Lodge events, April 28 – May 28.  This is 
another copy of the announcement noted above.   
    Attached to this is a postcard: 
March 17, 1938 – card, in German, to Dr. Wilhelm Birnbaum from the editor’s office of the Zentrallblatt für Mathematik und 
ihre Grenzgebiete, Berlin, Germany.  Perhaps notifying ZWB that reprints have been mailed.  
     [It’s not clear why this ended up in the B’nai B’rith file.  ZWB may have accidentally put this card with BB material.] 
 

March 28, 1938 – carbon of note regarding membership dues from Philip Cowen, Secretary, Manhattan-Washington 
Lodge.  A statement of amount due is attached. 
 
Box 2, File 18  General Correspondence   Bories, Rosa   May-Aug 1937  
 

May 5, 1937 – handwritten letter to “My dear Willy” from Rosa in San Francisco.  Begins in English, switches to French for 
ca. last 60%.  Alludes to ZWB’s aunt Rosa. 
 
June 8, 1937 – handwritten letter, entirely in English, to “My dear Willy” from Rosa in San Francisco.  She opens, 
“Welcome to New York, to America.  I only hope you will like it, and never regret to have come to this country.”  She has 
given his address to friends, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice ?Shor, gives address in the East Bronx and telephone number…  “It is 
very hard to like a new country, so different from our own country, when we have all our dear ones and all the 
recollections of our happy childhood, even if it is a better country than the one we left, still it takes a long time to get used 
to the new life and customs of a new world.  I only hope you will like it.  I did not like it for many years, it is mostly our 
wonderful climate that always coaxed me back again…”  
 
June 22, 1937 (post mark) – envelope – no letter inside, but small card with handwritten message in French, clipped to 
envelope.   
 
June 18, 1937 – handwritten letter from Rosa in San Francisco.  Mentions Mrs. Shor.  Sympathizes with the experience of 
arriving in the USA and hearing a “brouhaha” of unfamiliar languages.  It looks as if she arrived in the USA when she was 
not quite seventeen years old and “from a small country town.”  She knows that it must have been different for ZWB, but “I 
wish with all my heart that I could have been there to meet you and you would not have felt so strange and alone.”   
 [There seems to be a mixture of letters from Rosa clipped together.  In particular, there seems to be a second 
handwritten letter dated July 2, 1937, along with numbered pages that probably belong with this letter, as well as a short 
additional note.]   
July 2, 1937 – handwritten letter from Rosa in S.F.  She hopes he is becoming accustomed to the “noise and busy life of 
the USA. It is all over the same thing, everybody in a hurry.” Tells nice story about being stopped by a gentleman in Lwów  

who asked her why she was in such a hurry.  ZWB underlined the italicized words as well as other expressions of 
encouragement or sympathy and advice regarding contacts.  Mrs. Shur has praised ZWB’s English, which Rosa knows is 
better than that of most people he’ll meet, even native speakers.  Comments on slang people pick up from the movies.  
“One thing – do not trust anybody too much.”  Wishes him success with journalism.  Message in French.  Additional note: 
“Another admonition!: Do not trust anybody with anything you would not want everybody to know….No one keeps a 
secret, I found out, so I give you my experience of many years! …still friends of my old acquaintance of 50 years ago. 
They found out I can be trusted and never repeat what is told me in confidence.  I praise always everybody, if I mean it or 
not. If people tell me things about anybody I know it already, I pretend I do not know anything about it.” 
 
July 8, 1937 – carbon, in English, of letter from ZWB to Mrs. Bories.  The carbon continues on two sides of one page but 
breaks off in mid-sentence, alas.  ZWB’s English, while imperfect, is amazing.  Thanks her for her sympathy and 
understanding, comments on the NYC affect.  The whole Shur family has been very kind.  He is attending “English for 
Educated Foreigners,” a class given at New York City College.  Describes finding an ad in the Sunday NY Times; a Wall 
Street broker was looking for “an actuary/insurance mathematician/with knowledge of the French language for part-time 
work.”  ZWB got a welcome forty dollars for helping the broker and a partner understand information written in French; the 
gentlemen had plans for “a complicated banking and saving business in Mexico, connected with a sort of lottery.” 
 
July 14, 1937 – handwritten letter from Rosa to Willy.  Comments on his letter of July 8

th
.  Writes about contacts for ZWB 

in NYC.  She is reading about conditions in Poland in the B’nai B’rith journal.  Outrage over permissiveness regarding 
anti-Semitism, international failure to mount opposition.  She will write soon to ZWB’s mother.  In a P.S. she adds, “Why 
don’t you drop the name Wilhelm, a German name, and just adopt Willy which is English and very pretty.” 
 
July 22, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rosa.  Responding to her letter of July 14

th
.  Again, an amazing letter.  “You 

are very right in your excitement about the events in Poland and the lack of an adequate reaction in the cultured world.  
Nobody seems willing to take the risk of attacking openly and vigorously the contagious disease which spreads from Hitler 
to other countries.”  He’s hoping his immigration problems will become easier “with the beginning of the Bnai Brith 
meetings.”  He is following her advice to drop the name Wilhelm.  His name is now William.   
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July 29, 1937, and continued on August 2nd – rec’d August 4, 1937 – handwritten letter from Rosa to ZWB. Discussion of 
contacts, behavior of people to whom one may be introduced, lots of interesting observation regarding attitudes toward 
money, status.  She has written to ZWB’s mother and aunt (Rosa). She encloses a card for Joseph A. Brown, a San 
Francisco attorney, and gives some description of him.  
 
August 10, 1947 – very fragile carbon [bless the UW Archives staff] – of letter from ZWB to Mrs. Bories.  Says her recent 
letter arrived just in time to make him feel better after a very discouraging time with a former professor [clearly, Felix 
Bernstein] from Göttingen, who told him about anti-Semitism in the actuarial profession, absence of opportunities in 
teaching for foreigners.  “…he told me among many other things: ‘you are in the exile now, and you have to know that an 
existence in the exile is a ruined existence first of all, which it is extremely difficult to build up again.’ …’your living on your 
savings is not safer than sitting on a floating piece of ice which is melting away.’  The only positive advice he gave me was 
that I should try to sell life insurance, as this is merchandise which I know.”  Allows that Bernstein is bitter and miserable, 
having been driven “from the splendid position of the head of one of the most famous institutes in Göttingen, and who is 
making now his living by teaching statistical methods to medical students.”  Expresses worries about obtaining the 
affidavits – he needs two – so he could change from a temporary visa to an immigrant visa.   
 
August 15, 1937 – rec’d August 18, 1937 - handwritten letter to ZWB from Rosa Bories, 1115 Post Street, San Francisco.  
Suggests that he write to Rabbi Merritt and Joseph Brown regarding the affidavits.  The last 60% of letter is in French.  On 
the envelope ZWB has written what looks like a draft for a letter asking for an appointment.  
 
August 18, 1937 – rec’d August 19, 1937 – handwritten letter to ZWB from Rosa Bories. Advises him to seek out Miss 
Cecilia Razovsky, 221 West 57

th
 St. (there is a note attached to this letter with the address and name). 

 
August 22, 1937 – letter to Mrs. Isaac Bories, 1115 Post St., SF, from Rabbi Max J. Merritt, Director, B’nai B’rith Hillel 
Foundation, 2301 Bowditch Street, Berkeley.  Not a particularly encouraging letter, although Merritt does say, “Personally 
I do not feel that the actuarial profession is as profoundly affected by Antisemitism as Dr. Birnbaum’s friend would have 
him believe….” 
 
August 24, 1937 – handwritten letter from Mrs. Bories to ZWB, accompanying te letter from Rabbi Merritt.  She sent ZWB 
a box of cookies and wonders if a single one arrived intact, although she packed them very well.  Encouragement for his 
going into insurance sales. 
 
Box 2, File 19  General Correspondence  Bories, Rosa  Sept-Dec. 1937 
 

September 1, 1937 – handwritten letter, in French, from Rosa Bories to “Dr. Willy.”  Mention of Prudential, Catholic 
colleges, cookies, Rosh Hashona.   
  

September 1, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rosa Bories.  Apologetically acknowledges “three unanswered letters 
and a half eaten box of cookies.”  Describes how “the same professor from Göttingen, who depressed me so much by his 
pessimistic views several months ago” called him on Sunday, asked him to come to his house as soon as possible, and 
offered him a position as his assistant with a salary of $20 a week from October 1 to June 1.  He is spending much of his 
time working on his English and on math.  He’s trying to learn a little Spanish.  He’s swimming and lying on the crowded 
beaches.  Reports on his constructive encounter with Mrs. Razowsky at the National Council of Jewish Women, 221 W. 
57

th
 St.  Issue of obtaining affidavits.  Mentions Mr. Simons, Rabbi Merritt’s letter to Mr. Zeissler, the implicit denial of 

general anti-Semitism in the actuarial field, his plan with respect to B’nai B’rith, his plan to go to the annual meeting of the 
American Mathematical Association at State College, PA.   
 There is a second carbon copy of the first page of this letter, with penciled handwritten notes on the back.  
 
September 12, 1937 – handwritten letter, in French, from Rosa Bories to ZWB. There seems to be a reference to his 
mother, perhaps news. 
 
September 14, 1937, continuing on September 15– rec’d September 17, 1937 – letter, in English, from Mrs. Isaac E. 
Bories, 1115 Post St., San Francisco. Notes that on Yom Kippur they all fasted, the weather was beautiful, and the 
services at the temple were beautiful.   Makes reference to previous letter [presumably the letter of September 12

th
] and to 

receiving a letter from ZWB’s mother – “thank God they are well and can enjoy a few weeks vacation.”  Rosa Bories is 
concerned that she has not heard from ZWB’s aunt Rosa Kimmelman – “I wonder what is the reason after all these 
years.”  Rosa Bories has sisters in Switzerland, a sister in Paris, and a niece and brother-in-law in Italy.  Asks that ZWB 
send her the stamps he gets from Europe.  Warm wishes, expectations, plans to write to his mother. 
 
October 8, 1937 – carbon of 3-page letter from ZWB to Mrs. Bories.  Nice report on the trip to State College, 
Pennsylvania, and the American Mathematical Society meeting.  The trip, the sights, the contacts with mathematicians 
were all positive experiences and he “came back with much more optimism and belief in the future possibilities than I had 
before.”  He’s been offered a research assistantship at Cornell with a salary of $100 a month, but turned it down, feeling 
that he had better chances for the future if he stayed in NYC.  Describes his work with Bernstein.  He hopes that “with 
time I shall find a teaching position somewhere and shall be settled down in this country for good.”  He would be glad to 
begin thinking about his sister and parents coming here, since it is depressing to read the news from Poland and know 
they are there.  He is working on producing publishable articles, but doesn’t want to publish “valueless stuff” only to have 
a publications list.  Describes outing to West Point, arranged by International House.   
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October 10, 1937 – letter, mostly in English but with some French, from Rosa Bories to ZWB.  Repeats some information 
in previous letter.  Says she has received a couple of cards from ZWB’s mother and letter from Danzig.  Mrs. Bories’ 
brother-in-law is Henry Dreyfus, who is married to her sister; the couple live in SF; apparently they have a grown daughter 
who works with her parents in a business.   
 
December 8, 1937 – post card (photo of the Golden Gate Bridge)  from Rosa Bories to ZWB asking why they have not 
heard from him, hoping he is well, sending best wishes. 
[This card is probably out of chrono order.] 

 
October 13, 1937 (postmark) – rec’d October 15, 1937 – envelope attached to a photocopy with note: “[Negatives of San 
Francisco, sent by the Bories Family 1937] #28-31” 
 
Undated – piece of cardboard with address (looks like Rosa Bories’ handwriting):  Mrs. Pauline Kahn, 1314 Eastern 
Parkway, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
 
Undated – carbon of letter from ZWB to Mrs. Bories.  He has just found a good place to live.  It is at International House, 
which he describes in much detail.  Also writes about his difficulties and progress in speaking and understanding English.  
He says he is working on reports for his newspaper which bring in only very small earnings, so most of his expenses are 
covered by the money he brought with him, which will eventually be eaten up. He will begin courses of English for 
foreigners very soon. 
[Judging by the content, this letter must date from very early in the correspondence between ZWB and Mrs. Bories.] 

 
Box 2, File 20  General Correspondence   Bories, Rosa   1938 

 
January 2, 1938 – letter from Rosa Bories to ZWB. She received a card from him from Chicago.  Amusing description of 
trying to be ladylike in San Francisco wind.  She has had a letter from ZWB’s mother and from his aunt Rosa 
[Kimmelman, I believe].  Discussion and advice regarding affidavits.  Inquiry about ZWB getting in touch with Professor 
Einstein whose “influence with rich Jews would help you in this.”  Her niece is Blanche Dreyfus.  Lengthy discussion of 
issues of labor relations, anti-Semitism, experience of her husband while working as a watchman.  Postscript in French.  
 
February 5, 1938 – letter from Rosa Bories to ZWB.  Comments on his visit to Havana.  Urges him to apply for his first 
papers.  She’s received two letters from a man in Nuremberg who would like his 14-year-old son to be brought to 
America; she details other cases of people who want to get to America but for whom she has met with no success in 
getting affidavits.  Asks if ZWB knows of anyone who can help.   
 
February 7, 1938 – letter to Mrs. Bories from Rabbi Max J. Merritt, Director, B’nai B’rith Foundation, 2301 Bowditch Street, 
Berkeley.  He’s glad to hear “that Dr. Willy Birnbaum has not only  been able to fulfill his great wish to come to America 
but that he has also been fortunate enough to get a position that will insure his future.  However I was confident that a 
man of his rare ability and . ….That is the reason that I advised him boldly to come to the U.S.”  With regard to the 
Germans for whom Mrs. Bories is seeking help, he advises she take applications to Mr. Sanford Treguboff, secretary of 
the German-Jewish Refugee Committee, 1600 Scott Street, SF.  
 
March 28, 1938 – letter from Rosa Bories to ZWB.  Mention of news that there is to be an increase in the number of 
immigrants permitted from Germany, Poland and Austria.  Hopes for ZWB and his family. ZWB’s cousin Allerhand 
(apparently a female) is in Argentina.  She’s had a letter from ZWB’s aunt Rosa Kimmelmann, who is having troubles “with 
her miserable brother-in-law.”  She’s had a letter from ZWB’s mother. 
 
April 8, 1938 – carbon of 3-page letter from ZWB at 200 Claremont Avenue, Apt. 61, NYC.  Explains that he vacated his 
International House room during his trip to Cuba.  When he came back there were no inexpensive rooms vacant so he 
had to run around for about two weeks looking for something suitable, and found “a room in a private apartment, with very 
nice people.”  It’s near International House.  He’s applied for his first papers and obtained them about three weeks ago.  
Now he is working on bringing his sister over.  Because his income is so small, he will need to find somebody “who is very 
well situated” to give an affidavit for her.  The events in Austria were a terrible shock.  “For a few weeks I had no news 
from my people there, and now I got a letter written in very carefully formulated phrases so as not to offend any 
censorship.  What can be read between the lines is extreme despair.”  Writes about one of his best friends in Vienna 
[clearly Gustav Bergmann] “imploring me to help him come over” and gives further details about this case and his 
expectations that there will be a big wave of candidates desperate to emigrate. Comments on the family in Vienna but 
thinks, at least for the younger ones, emigration is the only solution.  “We seem not to be very far from the mediaeval 
times, when Jews were driven from one country to the other, always on the mercy of the mob or of unreliable rulers, 
always asked to pay ransom for their life, always threatened by dangers which never could be foreseen.”  Talks about his 
contact with the local B’nai B’rith (he has been a member in Poland, his father is a member, and his grandfather was “one 
of the founders of the formerly Austrian lodges”).  He hopes that once he has gotten to know the local members they may 
be willing to help with “the most difficult cases of my friends in Europe.”   
 
April 6, 1938 – letter from Mrs. Bories to ZWB, first half in English, second half in French.  Comments on politics, the 
events in Vienna, worries for her friends in Vienna, wishes that they might all come to a country in which they will have 
freedom of thought and action.  Wishes for ZWB’s success in bringing family over.  
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May 14, 1938 – letter, almost entirely in French, from Mrs. Bories to ZWB.  Appears to deal largely with bringing people 
over. 
 
June 14, 1938 – letter from ZWB to Mrs. Bories.  Explains that “now I am going through all those experiences which you 
had when you were trying to bring me to this country.  For many of my friends in Vienna I am running to their relatives and 
acquaintances here and have to fight against lack of human feeling, against an almost ununderstandable, unreasonable, 
narrowminded selfishness.  People refuse before they even know what they are asked for.  …others drag …for weeks 
until they find the courage to say ‘no.’ ….These people read every day about the events in Vienna, they know that their 
refusal may mean danger of life, may mean the disappearance of the last trace of hope for those poor people in  
Vienna, may mean suicide – and still they refuse.”  Says that he would be happy if only he could bring over his sister from 
Poland, and his cousins [the Bergers, presumably] and friends from Vienna.  Describes his social life and recreation, 
including a camping trip in which they slept outside and had to try to keep porcupines from “stealing our things.”  Says that  
his good friend, Miss Leni Holländer, is traveling from NYC to SF and will be bringing greetings.  Gives some details and 
hopes that Mrs. Bories will like her.   
 
June 29, 1938 – letter from Mrs. Bories to ZWB.  Reports most favorably on Miss Holländer, seems impressed by how 
nicely Americanized she is.  Mrs. Bories says she (Rosa Bories) “came [to the USA] of my own free will, and against the 
wishes of my parents.” 
 
June 29, 1938 – rec’d July 6, 1938 – post card of Coit tower forwarded to ZWB at Woods Hole.  Post card is from Leni 
Holländer, who addresses him with “Hello Bill” and comments enthusiastically on SF and Rosa Bories.  Rosa Bories adds 
best wishes. 
 
July 25, 1938 – letter from Mrs. Bories to ZWB.  “Was very glad to see that you are traveling in more states in our country 
in a little over a year than I did in 40 years.”  She has had news from ZWB’s mother and his aunt.  One friend in Vienna 
had committed suicide; he was 82 years old, took poison; “he was brave and courageous to do it.”  Further discussion of 
bad news, hopes.  Fears “The Jews all over the world worshipped more the Golden Calf than the Almighty God, so he 
forsakes us.”   
 
September 7, 1938 – letter from Rosa Bories to ZWB, written on the stationary of The Palace Hotel, San Francisco.  
Received his letter along with one from Lina.  Sorry to hear he has lost his position [with Bernstein].  Rosa Bories heard 
from ZWB’s mother in Zopot.  She is surprised she would go “to such a German place and spend any money there for the 
benefit of Hitler.”  Worries about her family in Italy and friends in Vienna.  ZWB’s mother wrote to her about Gustave 
Allerhand being in a concentration camp.   
 
September 25, 1938 – picture post card (Castle Crags) from Rosa Bories to ZWB.  Wishes him a Happy New Year. 
 
October 1, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Mrs. Bories.  Thanks her for her understanding and sympathy regarding 
the news out of Europe.  Describes his “desperate state of mind” while hearing all the terrible news.  Extensive discussion 
of his horror at the realization that brute force has triumphed and that humanitarian dreams (democracy, justice, peace, 
mutual understanding) have been proven unreal.  He has started his institute, about which he had written earlier. “Once 
again in my life I have the feeling of a parachute-jumper who is waiting anxiously if the parachute will unfold in time.  If the 
first customers will come before I am through with my funds, I feel sure of success. There is a great need for the kind of 
work I am offering and practically no competition.  The whole problem is to sell that service efficiently, and here a serious 
difficulty may arise if it should prove that I am not a good salesman. We will see.”   
 
October 14, 1938 – rec’d October 19 1938 - letter from Mrs. Bories to ZWB.  Feels terrible about the “shameful settlement 
of Czechoslovakia.”  Further discussion of her upset.  Inquires about visa for ZWB’s sister.  Urges him to write to 
Professor Einstein.  “I am positive he could do something to bring you forward to recognition of your ability and skill in your 
profession.”  Asks if he’s heard from “your cousins Fritizi Kris, also the family Allerhand.”   
 
November 22, 1938 – rec’d November 25, 1938 – card with envelope from Rosa/Roza Bories to ZWB.  She has not heard 
from his mother or aunt.  Comments, “Here it is not what it used to be.  Too many Nazis in this country.”  
Notes, “I hope Leni Hollander is well.  I also can imagine how she feels.”   Despairing of efforts to secure affidavits for 
friends in Vienna.   
 
December 4, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rosa Bories.  Writes about the events in Europe, terrible and more real 
than a nightmare, and about his institute which is not yet a financial success but “all these troubles appear so insignificant 
in face of the happenings in Europe that one feels almost ashamed to be worried by them.”  He gives an account of what 
he knows about his family: 
 “My aunt Rosa Berger, her husband Dr. O. Berger, and their son with his young wife, have fled to Poland.  
While the parents seem to have been able to obtain a permit for staying in Poland permanently, their son and his wife 
obtained primarily [?initially] only a visa for four weeks, and were threatened with deportation to Germany when the visa 
expired.  They succeeded in obtaining the extension for another four weeks, and before this period was over they went to 
a small village in the mountains where they expected to be able to hide from the Polish authorities, in case there should 
be a danger of deportation again.  There are influences at work to obtain for them a permit to immigrate into England, and 
I understand their chances are good. 
 “Gustav Allerhand is in the concentration camp for months.  In the last report, my mother informs me, that there 
were no news from him for a long time. 
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 “The Ohrenstein family is in Vienna, and the only positive thing I know about them is that none of them has 
been arrested till [?as of] about three weeks ago. 
 “The Koppels also are in Vienna, but their daughter left for Lettland [=Lativia], will stay there several weeks, and 
intends to come to the United States.  She has a U.S. visa.” 
 
Box 2, File 21 General Correspondence  Bories, Rosa   1939 
 

January 4, 1939 – letter from Rosa Bories to ZWB. Apparently he must have been visiting with the Zuckermans (Herbert 
Zuckerman’s parents) in Berkeley and she tried to call him there, discovering that he has just left.   
 [This was probably written January 4, 1940, not 1939.  ZWB came to know mathematician Herb Zuckerman 
when he arrived in Seattle later in 1939.] 

 
April 24, 1939 – letter, in French, from Rosa to ZWB.  Mentions her sister Berthe. 
 
May 8, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rosa Boies.  ZWB’s return address is 420 West 121

st
 St., NYC.  Artur’s note 

reads, “Trouble getting people out of Europe.”  ZWB writes that he has been having a tough time, earning no money, 
trouble with people in Europe and with those who have immigrated to the U.S. but are in even more dire straits than he is.  
On the other hand, 
 “A few days ago several things happened which look much nicer.  In fact so nice that I still do not dare to 
believe them.  I was offered a position as assistant professor of mathematical statistics at the University of Washington, at  
Seattle, Washington.  I immediately accepted and am waiting now for a contract.  Imagine: if that succeeds, I will go to 
Seattle by the way of California and there be at last an opportunity to see you.  And after all the hardships there may be a 
decent position in a pleasant place.  I only hope that it succeeds.” 
 
July 30, 1939 – letter from Rosa to ZWB.  Asks that he get stamps that are handed out for the asking by oil companies 
[gas stations], as her nieces seem to be collecting them and they apparently vary by region.  It was “Swiss Day “at the 
Fair [an expo?]. 
 
September 12, 1939 – letter, in French, from Rosa to ZWB.  Mentions ?Serensky 
 
September 12, 1939 – rec’d Sepember 16, 1939 - letter, in Polish, from ?Rosa to ?ZWB.  Sent from 630 W. 227

th
 St., 

NYC.  [It is possible that there is some explanation regarding this letter in the French language letter above.]  Artur: “very 
emotional letter about family WW2.” 
 
September 20, 1939 – letter from Rosa to ZWB.  Evidently he visited her on his trip to Seattle.  After his departure she has 
worried about his safety on the road, as well as about all their people in Europe.  Mentions Dr. Merritt, report from her 
sister in Switzerland.  Mention of Serensky, Dreyfus – people who liked ZWB.  Berthe liked him “and she does not like 
everybody,” as did Blanche.  [Berthe and Blanche may be Rosa’s nieces.]  Relieved about outcome of auto accident. 
[This letter is out of chrono order.  It should follow the letter below.] 

 
September 18, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rosa.  Reports – in his early English, quite charmingly and in detail – 
on the car accident and his arrival in Seattle.  A post card from the family gives the news that his sister “has been enlisted 
as a nurse with the duty to stay at home.”  He hopes the family will be under the Russian regime, rather than the German.  
He fears that it will be a long time until “I will be able to learn if they have all got through that ordeal.”  He has rented  a 
small apartment “consisting of a large living room with a disappearing bed, kitchen-dinette, and a bathroom,” only steps 
away from the university.  He was surprised that the B’nai B’rith was not listed in the telephone directory.   
 
October 9, 1939 – letter from Rosa to ZWB.  Signed “With love and best wishes from Ike and Rosa.”  She alludes to an 
enclosed letter [?from family in Lwów ]. 
 
October 14, 1939 – letter from Rosa & Ike to ZWB.  Says she’s enclosing “these,” which arrived today in the mail.   
 
October 25, 1939 – faint carbon of letter from ZWB to Aunt Rosa.  He thanks her for the letters which were forwarded to 
him at her address and which she, in turn, forwarded on to him in Seattle.  Depressed about silence from family.  “There 
seems to be no way of communicating with them.  I think I wrote you already that I have sent out a small avalanche of 
letters to my family and to several friends in former Poland.  All those letters were very concise, made for the censor, 
containing only the statement that I am well, that they should let me know about themselves as soon as possible, that they 
should not hesitate to ask me for anything I may do immediately for them, and finally, that any of them who should receive 
such a letter should inform the others of it.  Those letters were mailed in several copies to every single address, 
registered, and by airmail, and as plain letters.   Now I can do nothing but wait and hope.”  He remains satisfied with his 
work and has “no cause to change my good opinion about nice Western people.”  He has seen Mr. Rickles, to whom Dr. 
Merritt referred him.  He joined the B’nai B’rith lodge.  Nice description of his very full social calendar.  
 
November 1, 1939 – letter, in Polish – looks like it is signed by “Rosa.”  Artur: “Brings up family members trying to leave 
Europe.”   
 [Polish letters from “Rosa” seem to me to be in a different handwriting than those from Rosa Bories.  There are 
several people by that name in the ZWB papers.]   
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November 7, 1939 – rec’d November 9,1939 - letter from Rosa to ZWB – writes about ZWB’s family, saying, “I loved 
[your] aunt Rosa [Rosa Berger, presumably] as if she was my own sister.”  Reports on her contacts with the Polish 
Commissioner (there is no consul in SF) and the Red Cross.  Reports on her family in Europe.  She collects stamps, as 
may have been noted earlier, and writes about a mysterious loss of an envelope of stamps and, then, their recovery. 
 
November 12, 1939 – letter, in Polish – from Rosa. Return address 20-26 ?Bagardus Pl. 
  [I doubt that this is Rosa Bories.  ZWB had an aunt, Rosa Kimmelman and a favorite aunt, Rosa Berger, nee 
Nebenzahl.  Perhaps the letter is from one of these, both of whom would be more likely to be writing in Polish.  The 
handwriting does not look like that of Rosa Bories.  The paper is also unlike any which she has used.]   

Artur: “Tells Birnbaum not to read press, especially Jewish.  Tells him to keep his head up.” 
 
November 17, 1939 – letter from Rosa to ZWB, written on stationary of 1939 Golden Gate International Exposition on San 
Francisco Bay.  She is enclosing the address of the Red Cross in Seattle. 
 
November 29, 1939 – post card – rec’d December 1, 1939 – from Rosa Bories to ZWB.  Happy to hear the wonderful 
news that he has heard that all his family is safe. 
 
December 6, 1939 – rec’d December 8, 1939 – return address 8323 20

th
 Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. – letter in Polish.    

Artur: “Encouragement to be strong.” 
  [This appears to be in the same handwriting as the letters of November 1, and November 12, lending further 
evidence that they are not from Rosa Bories, but from another Rosa.  With a NY return address it is doubtful that she is 
Rosa Kimmelmann or Rosa Berger, perhaps Rosa Austein?] 

 
Box 2, File 22   General Correspondence  Bories, Rosa 1940 
 

January 26, 1940 – carbon of post card from ZWB to “Aunt Rosa.”  Thanks her for excellent cookies.  He’s doing teaching 
and research.   Comments on “rumours about a German occupation of that south-eastern part of Poland which till now 
was in Russian hands – you can imagine how terrified I feel any time I hear that rumour coming up again.”  
 

February 9, 1940 – letter from Rosa to Willy.  Her husband has been ill and is in the French Hospital.  “I would not let him 
in a ward, he deserves something better, so I took a private room…. I have so much more expenses than I can meet so if 
you can let me have 20 or 25 dollars that I will repay you 5.00 a month, unless my sister Berthe from Switzerland can 
send me some, but I am afraid Switzerland does not allow money to go out of their country …I am just heartbroken…”  
 
February 12, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Aunt Rosa.  $20 money order receipt attached to carbon.  ZWB 
explains that he received the letter Saturday afternoon, then found that today, Monday, the banks were closed for 
Lincoln’s birthday, so he borrowed the money from a friend and is sending it by money order enclosed in this letter. 
 
February 18, 1940 – letter from Rosa to Willy.  Thanks him for his kindness.  Explains course of Ike’s illness and doctor’s 
decision to have him admitted to the hospital for observation.  She had a cot put in his private hospital room so she could 
watch him when the nurses were out.  He had terrible pains and stomach swollen twice its normal size.  He was eight 
days in the hospital.  Rosa would go home to “take care of the bird and the mail.”  The doctor said that Ike should be in a 
“more cheerful room” so Rosa moved them into a top floor apartment.  She became very tired, what with no sleep, 
watching Ike, and the move.  Now that they’ve moved and Ike is doing much better, relieved of pain and swollen stomach, 
but on pureed food.  Her nephew in Paris, Capitaine George Levy has been decorated with the Croix de Guerre.  There 
has been no news from Lwów or Craców.  Even if she would not understand it, she would like a copy of one of ZWB’s 
publications as she is interested in all his doings.  Her canary just flew out of the window while she had the cage open for 
cleaning. 
 
March 4, 1940 – letter from Rosa to Willy.  She is enclosing $5.00.  Ike is doing much better.  She is keeping up his baby-
food diet.  The new apartment affords sunshine in the morning.  She has heard from her family in France and Switzerland.  
They are terribly worried. 
 
March 8, 1940 – carbon of card from ZWB to Rosa.  “You can imagine how very happy I was to hear from you” regarding 
Ike’s improvement.  All is satisfactory with him except for worries about his family.  “A few days ago I had a cable from 
them from which I see that they don’t know what to do with my sister.  They are looking for some method of getting her out 
of there but they are asking me for advice – as if I knew anything more than they.  The whole thing is a nightmare.” 
 [This carbon is attached (accidentally glued?) to an envelope addressed to Dr.Siegfried W…M Birnbaum from 
Louis Gottfried – see below.]   

 
March 3, 1940 – letter, in German, from Louis Gottfried c/o Otto Schiff, 410 Central Park West, Corner 101

st
 Street, New 

York.  It is written on stationary of the Broadway Central Hotel, 673, Broadway, Corner Third Street, New York.  It is 
addressed to Professor Dr. Siegmund William Birnbaum.  They landed in New York on Monday, February 26.  For the 
moment they are under the care of HIAS and are looking about to figure out in which branch of the baby-carriage firm he 
should be active.  If NYC seems favorable, he’ll start a small undertaking there, otherwise he intends to move on to San 
Francisco, as that city has been described as rich in possibility.  They’ve not heard from ZWB in response to their last 
letter, written from France.  They have been in correspondence with Kubuś and Ritter [?Rita] up to the time of their (the 
Gottfrieds’ ) departure.  In the most recent letter [Kubuś and Rita] expressed the wish to also come to America.  It would 
make them happy to hear from ZWB.  If the “Hilfskomittee” (HIAS, presumably) approaches him and asks for any money 
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for them (the Gottfrieds), Louis asks ZWB to promptly refuse, since Louis has already informed the committee that ZWB 
has no relationship and has no obligations for them.   
 [This letter and the accompanying envelope are clipped to the carbon of ZWB’s card of March 8, 1940, to Rosa 
Bories.  It might be useful to note this letter in the context of Gottfried correspondence.] 
 

April 2, 1940 – letter from Rosa Bories to ZWB.  Asks if he has heard anything, especially about “your aunt Kimelman, 
Anet, and Fritzi.”  She is enclosing $5.00.  Ike’s getting better.  His medicines are expensive.  They have been invited to 
go to the Civic Auditorium to hear John Charles Thomas, a great singer.  Worries about a family member in France who 
has asked to be taken into the French army but the French want him to be in the Polish army even though he has spent 
most of his life in France and Switzerland. 
 
April 24, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Rose [She signs her name “Rosa” but ZWB has taken to calling her “Aunt 
Rose,” which is ambiguous since “Rose” and “Rosa” may be pronounced the same way.]  Worries about family in Europe 
from whom he has not heard in more than a month.  He is also very worried about the “complete lack of news” from his 
cousin in England.  Little of interest is happening.  He has already received his contract with the UW for next year “which 
is quite a pleasant thing.”  “In addition to my personal worries, I had to cook out other peoples troubles – that seems to be 
one of my privileges since many years.”  There has been “a disagreement between friends of mine which ended in a 
divorce and in which I was asked to act as a person in whom both had confidence.  A rather unpleasant and ungrateful 
task which cost me a considerable amount of time and energy.”  Ca. two weeks ago the UW paid his trip to Portland 
where he presented a paper at a meeting.  “In addition to the purely scientific aspects of the affair, it was a very pleasant  
week-end.” 
 
May 3, 1940 – letter from Rosa to ZWB.  Enclosing $5.00.  Interest in ZWB’s activity, glad he had such an opportunity to 
see Portland.  Thoughts, like his, are with Europe.  Love from her and her family.  Signed “Aunt Rosa.”  
 
July 12, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Aunt Rose. [Artur’s comment: “Believes Russian-occupied Poland is safest 
for family.”]  Writes that he has not written for a long time because there was nothing new to say.  He is personally well but 
“dare[s] not enjoy it in face of the events in Europe.”   His parents and sister are in the Russian-occupied part of Poland.  
He is glad he refused to go along with a plan to have Nusia’s visa application and file transferred to Bucharest; the plan 
had entailed her smuggling herself into Rumania.  Where they are right now seems the safest place.  The news, now 
three months old, which he just received is that she has a job and the family is “getting along somehow.”  Since the 
beginning of the German invasion, he has had no news from relatives in France.  No remarkable information has come 
from those who are in England.  “If only once that terrible era of our people being chased around the globe like criminals 
would end!”  He is now on vacation, dividing his time between research work, swimming, going to the mountains and 
visiting Seattle’s surroundings.  The weather has been favorable.  “I can hardly imagine a more beautiful summer resort 
than Seattle and the adjoining country.” 
 
July 16, 1940 – rec’d July 17, 1940.  Letter, in French, from Aunt Rosa.  This is attached to a carbon of the letter below, 
dated July 18, 1940, from ZWB to Aunt Rose.   
 
July 18, 1940 – carbon of letter to Aunt Rose from ZWB.  A receipt for a $20 money order is attached.  Expresses regret 
that she again must worry about her husband’s health. 
 
September 2, 1940 – letter from Rosa to ZWB.  Her and Ike’s health problems.  Upset by problems in securing affidavits 
for family members.  She is enclosing $5.00.  A second sheet of paper seems to have been added: she just received 
“these 2 cards” and was overjoyed to see ZWB’s mother’s handwriting, but she was also disappointed since she cannot 
read Polish and the cards are not for her.  She asks ZWB to let her know what his mother is writing.  She wonders why his 
mother did not write to him directly.  She asks about ZWB’s Aunt Kimmelman.  She wishes ZWB’s mother would also 
write to her.   
 
October 14, 1940 – letter from Rosa to ZWB.  Apologies for not writing sooner, for not sending the regular payment of $5, 
explanation of expenses, Yom Kippur service at Temple Emanuel, thoughts about Nazi invasion of France, quotes from 
French publication.  The French “got what they deserve with their cover of neutrality.”  A card [evidently enclosed] from 
ZWB’s mother arrived just as she went to mail this letter.    
 

November 4, 1940 – short letter from Rosa to ZWB.  Refers to money order she is enclosing. 
[This appears to be the last correspondence between ZWB and Rosa Bories, although it might be worth checking to see if 
any other letters have been filed with – say – Rosa Berger’s letters.] 

 
July 26, 1940 – post card, in Polish, from “Lina Welgwahl,” Lwów, Ul. Kollataja 8.  Russian stamps.  Address is to Mrs. 
Rosa Bories.   Message is to Wilus.   
 [Perhaps should be referenced in family correspondence.  This must be a card from Lina Birnbaum, using an 
alias and giving a phony address.] 

 
September 2, 1940 – post card, in German and Polish, from “Karolina Nebenzahl,” Lwów, Ul. Kollata ja 10.  ZWB notes 
receipt December 11, 1940.  Lina begins in German, addresses Rosa as “my dearest friend,” apologizes for writing so 
little, but it isn’t possible (“es geht nicht”).  Lina would like Rosa to send this card on to Willy.  Lina is very glad that he is 
near Rosa.  Lina, along with her husband, Nusia and Aunt Rosa all send best wishes for much happiness and health for 
her and her dear family.”  Many hugs. The rest of the letter is in Polish.  There appears to be a brief note also from Ignacy .  
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 [Again, perhaps should be referenced in family correspondence as this must be from the family in Lwów.] 

 
Box 2, File 23   General Correspondence  Both, Alfred and Benno  1938-1939 
 
[Benno Both is the father of Rita Berger.  Alfred Both (Fredi) is Rita’s brother.] 
 

October 29, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Mr. Alfred Both, c/o The Old East African Trading Company 
Ltd., P.O.B. Nr. 258, Mombasa, Kenya Colony, British East Africa.  Registered Air Mail receipt attached.  ZWB explains 
that he is enclosing a sworn statement regarding monies he is holding for Kubuś.  He is not clear why he should not just 
send this directly to London.  Attached is a carbon of the statement, dated October 29, 1938, explaining that he is holding 
$26,121.50 in various accounts for Dr. Jacob Berger.  The accounts are in ZWB’s name.  In the case of ZWB’s death all 
rights are to be transferred to his sister Francisca Birnbaum, “who is my and Dr. Jacob Berger’s nearest mutual relative 
and in whom we both have full confidence.”  [There are two copies of this correspondence.] 
 
November 3, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Alfred Both, whom he addresses with “Lieber Herr Fredi.”   
Registered Air Mail receipt attached.  Reviews details of the sworn statement sent to Fredi on October 29

th
.  ZWB now 

has an address in London to which to send the statement – Mrs. Lotte Sachs, 13 Gresham Gardens, London NW 11. 
ZWB’s handwritten notes on the carbon detail the holdings in the various bank accounts.  There is a second carbon of this 
letter. 
 
November 28, 1938 – rec’d December 10, 1938 - letter, in Polish, from Dr. Benno Both, Vienna. Artur’s comment: “Asks 
for help getting to USA.” 
 
December 12, 1938 – letter, in German, from Fredi Both to “Lieber Herr Willi.”  Return address: P.O. Box 258, Mombasa, 
Kenya.  He gave all the material to his boss, Mr. Markus, who has taken care of this for Rita and Kubuś through his (Mr. 
Markus’s) friend in London.   Rita and Kubuś already have their permit and will probably leave soon from Poland.  Fredi 
believes it would be better if London were only a transit place for them, since they will not find anything suitable there.  
Overseas would be better.  Apart from that, the permit is only for a three-month stay.  In any case, it is better than nothing 
and from there the two of them can work something out.   He is hearing often from his parents and from Kubuś about 
ZWB.  It is going splendidly for Fredi in Kenya – it’s a bit hot and there is much to do, but [in caps] FREEDOM.  His 
parents are now underway to Poland, but they only have a permit for a six-week stay and don’t know what will happen 
after that.  Fredi would like to see them get together with Rita and Kubuś in Australia or the USA and that is also his 
parents’ wish.  One cannot have them come to Kenya because, first, it is unhealthy, and then the authorities demand 
₤400 per person monthly.  He would be awfully glad if ZWB knew of a way that one could help the parents, Kubuś, and 
Rita get out and into some country where they all could live and work in peace.   ZWB shouldn’t feel pressured, he is only 
saying that he would be glad of any advice ZWB might have, already being out and familiar with the circumstances.  
Fredi’s father (Benno) wrote to Fredi giving him two names of ?cousins whom he found in the New York telephone book; 
his father asked him if perhaps he (Benno) should write to them and find out if they would help with a visa.  One lady is 
Miss Agnes Both, 2126 – 8 Avenue, NYC; the other is a dentist, Dr. H.S. Both, 5760 5 Avenue, NYC.  What does ZWB 
think of this?  Benno says some people have obtained visas this way.  Fredi asks ZWB not to be annoyed with him that he 
is taking this up with him.  He wishes him well and thanks him for his help with Rita and Kubuś.  
 
March 17, 1938 – carbon of affidavit of support for Dr. Benno Both and Dorothea Both.  
 
February 1, 1939 – letter, in Polish, from Benno Both to ZWB. Written on Benno Both’s Vienna stationary, but gives 
address as Wygoda ad Dolina, in Poland.  Artur; “Trying to get visa.” 
 
February 14, 1929 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Dr. Benno Both, Wygoda ad Dolina, Poland, c/o Borys 
Schreier.  Acknowledges letter of February 1.   
 
Box 2, File 24   General Correspondence  Broch, H. [Hermann]    1939 
 

April 3, 1939 – post card, in German, from Broch to ZWB.  “You haven’t called - please write …” 
 
April 4, 1939 – carbon, in German, from ZWB to Herr Broch.  Explains misinformation he received upon calling at about 
noon.  Reports on exchanges with Mr. and Mrs. Hopf.  Doesn’t sound hopeful.  ZWB says NYC seems “ziemlich 
verlassen” (rather deserted).     
 
May 30, 1939 – carbon of card from ZWB to Broch at 3171 Washington Boulevard, Cleveland Heights, Ohio.  He was glad 
to get Broch’s card with the post script from Mrs. Judd.  Writes about a matter of business: nobody has contacted him 
about Broch’s fur, which could lead to complications on two counts – moths and ZWB’s relatively imminent departure.  He 
asks for instructions as to what to do. 
 
June 22, 1939 – rec’d June 24, 1939 – letter, in German, from Broch at Yaddo, Saratoga Springs, NY.  Asks for ZWB’s 
help in a banking matter and says he doesn’t know what he will do if ZWB really leaves NYC. Makes reference to “J.J” 
[Jadwiga Judd, presumably].   
 
June 24, 1939 – carbon, in German, of letter from ZWB to Broch.  ZWB has sent a telegram to Jadwiga Judd, now aboard 
the SS Pilsudski, Kopenhagen, telling her to send Broch’s savings book back.  He hopes that Mrs. Judd will receive the 
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telegram when the ship stops in Copenhagen and can mail it back from Denmark.  If she takes it into Poland, there will be 
great problems and it will hardly be possible to retrieve it.  ZWB is working hard on learning to drive and, as always when 
one learns fast and diligently, he is already beginning to drive worse.  He’ll try to plan his trip to go through Saratoga 
Springs. 
 
July 1, 1939 – carbon, in German, of letter from ZWB to Broch.  Advises Broch on how to proceed with respect to 
informing the bank of the lost savings pass book, telling Broch how to write to the bank asking that no payments be made 
from this account until the book has been found.  Tells Broch that he has heard from Jadwiga Judd who has traveled to 
London, not Poland.  He has taken Broch’s things to Mrs. Ferrand.  He is leaving for Vermont.  The AAA has prepared a 
route for him which, regrettably, does not take him near Saratoga.  He’ll hope to see him in six weeks in Princeton.  
Beginning July 6

th
 – assuming the drive goes according to plan and he does not end up at the North Pole or in jail – his 

address will be University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont.   
 This letter is attached to an undated letter, in German, from Broch to ZWB. He again stresses how desperately 
lost he would be without ZWB. This appears to be a response to ZWB’s letter of July 1.  Fretting over money, asking ZWB 
to contact Emmy Ferand. 
 
[Following four post cards are out of chrono order.] 

 
October 9, 1939 – post card, in German, from Broch to ZWB.  Broch is at Princeton, ZWB is in Seattle.  Broch says he 
has thought a lot about ZWB in these weeks.  He had to get ZWB’s address from Helene R.  [Reschowsky, I assume] to 
be able to tell him so.  Has ZWB had news from his parents?  J.J. is very upset about her relatives there [in Poland, I 
assume].  Asks ZWB to write him.  He’s staying in Princeton until there is a decision about his current fate.  
 

August 5, 1939 – rec’d August 7, 1939 – post card, in German, from Broch to ZWB in Burlington, Vermont.  Updates on 
his whereabouts and asks if ZWB could see him in Saratoga Springs where he is staying on after finishing at Yaddo.  
 
July 6, 1939 – rec’d July 8, 1939 - post card, handwritten, in German, from Broch to ZWB at University of Vermont.  
[ZWB’s handwritten note: Reply: Postcard (view) written VII.18.39.]  Thanks him for all his help.  Chides ZWB for not 
coming to see him, despite even a telegram.  He’s written to the bank as ZWB advised. 
 
July 20, 1939 – rec’d July 22, 1939 - post card, in German, from Broch to ZWB in Vermont.  Looking forward to seeing 
ZWB in August.  Gives his schedule.  Appears to plan on being or visiting with Einstein at 112 Mercer Street, Princeton.  
J.J. has mailed the bank book, after saying that she had never seen such a thing.   
 
August 11, 1939 – carbon of card, in German, from ZWB to Broch.  ZWB is in Vermont, Broch in Saratoga Springs.  
Explains why he can’t visit Broch in Saratoga Springs.  His course ends on August 15

th
, he’s had enough vacation, though 

he’s unenthusiastic about going back to NYC in the summer heat. 
 
October 14, 1939 – carbon of letter, in German, to Broch (11 Alexander Street, Princeton, NJ).  ZWB is at 1303-1307 East 
41

st
 Street, Seattle. Thanks him for his card.  Explains why he did not visit him in Princeton.  He was anxious to keep the 

cross-continent drive as brief as possible to be able to get back in contact with his family after his arrival in Seattle. What 
then follows is a description of ZWB’s journey from NYC to Seattle.  Roughly: 
 “I had a journey which was one of those adventures which one does not often experience.  This country alone is 
so magnificent, so diverse, very often beautiful and always impressive, that just looking at it is an adventure.  After the 
gentle, friendly mountains in Pennsylvania one comes to the grand monotony of the plains of the Midwest.  Then comes 
the prairie.  Then the remarkable formations of the Bad Lands.  Then the ever taller mountains until one is finally going 
over mountain passes at altitudes of 10,000 feet and the motor begins to give out in the thin air.  Then Yellowstone Park, 
the greatest collection of splendid landscape and diverse monstrosities of nature that I have ever seen.  Then a drive 
through the deserts in Utah and Nevada – there, for the first time, I saw a fata morgana.  Then again mountains and lakes 
– among them, Lake Tahoe which is so beautiful one would think one was seeing a Technicolor film – and finally 
California.  Then a road through dark forests of redwood trees, where here and there each tree has a diameter of at least 
one meter and repeatedly an old man is there with a diameter of three meters or more.  Then a day along the coast, 
mostly on high rocks and an uncannily winding road, and always the possibility of getting out and lying down in the 
sunshine.  On the state line between California and Oregon the pleasure came to an end.  On a mountain road that had 
become slippery from rain, my car went into a skid, went over a slope, fell back onto the road, rolled over several times 
and finally came to a stop.  I found it easiest to get out through the roof, which had been torn wide open and presented the 
only exit.  The people who had been driving behind me and had seen everything told me that they had not expected to 
see a passenger come out of the wreckage alive.  In reality the passenger, except for a superficial cut on his forehead and 
some black and blue spots and skin abrasions, was in rather good shape and felt exceptionally stupid (“kam sich 
ausserordentlich blöd vor”).  The car was a total loss and had to be sold to a wrecker for a few dollars.  I arrived here 
finally by train.   
 “Now I have been in Seattle for almost a month.  So far as I can get an impression after such a short time, I 
have every reason to be satisfied.  The city is beautifully situated, on some hills between a salt water bay and several 
fresh water lakes.  Barely sixty miles away is a 14,000- foot–high mountain.  Its glaciers can be seen shining on clear 
days high on the horizon.  The weather is mild, the people are friendly, the university is large and well equipped, the 
students are nice, the colleagues and “Vorgesezten” (administrators, superiors, heads) seem kind, and the library is good 
beyond all expectations.   
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 “If only there was not the disquiet about my family in Europe, I would have every reason to settle and perhaps to 
work.  I am trying to do that as much as possible.  But I spend a senseless number of hours daily at the radio and hear the 
same news five times over, and I look in the mailbox at times in which letters are hardly to be expected.” 
 ZWB then asks Broch to write about his life, and his progress with his work on Vergil [Broch’s novel The Death 
of Vergil] the writing on “Massenwahn” (mass hysteria) and on politics.  He wants Mrs. Judd’s address so that he can write 

her and find out if she has followed through on her plans for studies.   
 
October ?6, 1939 – rec’d October 21, 1939 - post card, in German – from Broch to ZWB.  He and J.J. wants to come to 
Seattle.  ZWB’s travel description (except for the end) was so tempting and he and J.J. are buying a car.  She is studying 
psychological social work in Cleveland and doing her doctorate there.  He gives J.J.’s address in Cleveland.  J.J. wants to 
know where the coffee maker is. 
 
November 27, 1939 – letter, in German, from Broch in Princeton, to ZWB.  He and J.J. want to know if he has news from 
his parents.  Their news from Poland is spotty – she has heard nothing from her sister in Kraków.  He is worried about his 
mother in Vienna.  Broch’s son is in a French concentration camp.  J.J. is satisfied with her work in Cleveland, as is he in 
Princeton.  The “Massenwahnangelegenheit” [the study on mass hysteria] is proving successful, and he’s getting 
rudimentary support from the Oberlaender Trust.  He is enclosing a page from a letter from Perutz, a poet, with some 
mathematical questions (attached). 
 
Box 2, File 25  General Correspondence  Carpenter, A.F. 1939-1947   

[Carpenter was Chairman of the UW’s Dept. of Mathematics.] 
 
February 25, 1939 – carbon of letter from William Z. Birnbaum to Prof. A.F.Carpenter, Washington State University [sic], 

Seattle,Washington.  Says he has been informed that UW may need somebody to teach math and stat and that he wishes 
to apply for this position.  Brief description of himself – two years in the USA, has first citizenship papers, familiarity with 
various aspects and applications of stat – as well as expressing desire to live in Washington and willingness to provide 
further info.  References an enclosed CV which is not in this file.  
 
March 8, 1939 – letter from Carpenter to ZWB confirming availability of the position, salary pending State legislature’s 
action on 1939-1941 appropriation.  Asks for more detail on place of birth, state of health, number in family, names of 
institutions in which ZWB has taught, and types of courses. 
 
March 14, 1939 – carbon of ZWB’s response to letter of March 8.  Among details: “….I was brought up partly in Lemberg, 
partly in Vienna.  I took graduate courses at the Faculty of Law and the Faculty of Science of the John Casimir State 
University of Lemberg-Lwów, and at the Faculty of Science of the University of Goettingen.  Most of my graduate work in 
Mathematics was done under Prof. St. Banach, P. Bernays, F. Bernstein, R. Courant, G. Herglotz, E. Landau, St. 
Ruziewics, H. Steinhaus, and U. Wegner…actuarial practice …was with Dr. A. Berger, Professor of Actuarial Science at 
the University of Vienna.  …publications were concerned with … My practical work was concentrating upon the application 
of mathematics to life insurance, vital statistics, finance, biology, and psychology….  teaching experience in Europe 
includes …1926-1927 elementary algebra and geometry in the College of Dr. Karp-Fuchs, Lemberg-Lwów; … 1927-1929 
algebra, plane and solid geometry, analytic geometry, trigonometry, elements of calculus, at the College of the Evangelic 
Congregation, Lemberg-Lwów; …1928-29 also algebra and geometry at the IXth State College, Lemberg-Lwów, ul. 
Chocimska.  … My health is excellent.  My favorite sports are skiing, mountain climbing, and long-distance canoeing….” 
 
April 19, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Carpenter saying that Prof. J. Neyman of the Statistical Laboratory of 
UC/Berkeley will be able to speak about his qualifications.  Says he is submitting a letter of recommendation [not in file] 
from Prof. R. Courant. 
 
April 19, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Carpenter that appears to be identical to the previously noted letter, though 
without the mention of the Courant recommendation.  
  April 20, 1939 - On the back of this carbon are penciled notes dated IV.20, 39, suggesting that ZWB received a 
message that Carpenter had phoned him, that ZWB had tried unsuccessfully to return the call.  ZWB suggests options for 
a phone appointment.  
 
May 1, 1939 – letter from Carpenter to ZWB offering a one-year appointment as Assistant Professor of Mathematical 
Statistics, at a salary of $2400, with probability of reappointment after one year.  “Your professional equipment is ample.  
Probably the greatest difficulty at first will be that of acquiring an American accent so that you will be easily understood by 
the students in your classes.  If you decide to accept this appointment we will expect you to do what you can between now 
and the opening of school in the autumn to perfect you’re accent.”   
 This is attached to an envelope, post marked March 6, 1939, on which ZWB has made some penciled notes 
regarding references, Bernstein, ?Neyman, … - much illegible. 
 [This envelope is out of chrono order.] 
 

May 4, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Carpenter accepting position offered.  “Although I had no difficulties in 
teaching here, I shall consider it my duty to make every effort to improve my English before the beginning of the academic 
year.  It is my sincere hope that I shall not disappoint you in any respect.” 
 
May 8, 1939 – letter from Carpenter to ZWB.  Outlines in detail the UW Math Dept. curriculum in statistics, as well as 
hopes and plans for development and strengthening of the stat coursework.  Gives ZWB’s schedule for the academic 
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year; autumn - stat course, intro to actuarial science, theory of investment, and engineering math; winter – stat, actuarial 
science, and math of finance and insurance; spring – various stat courses, apparently.   Gives Math Dept. office info, and 
encourages ZWB to call him at home or at the office upon his arrival in Seattle if he can be of assistance, as well as to 
feel free to write for any further info he may desire. 
 
May 9, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Carpenter.  Says he’ll attend a summer session at a New England university 
to work on perfecting his English.  Asks when it would be best for him to come to Seattle. 
 
May 11, 1939 – letter from Carpenter to ZWB, responding to letter of May 9.  “Two or three days in which to secure living 
quarters and acquaint yourself with the local situation will be sufficient, but Seattle is a very pleasant place to spend the 
latter part of the summer so that if New England gets too warm …you might desire to arrive somewhat earlier.”  Says he’ll 
be in New England in July or early August and, if convenient, would try to see ZWB at that time.  UW is supposed to be 
sending ZWB a copy of the UW catalog. 
 
June 1, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Carpenter, responding to letters of May 8 and May 11.  Questions about 
courses and textbooks.  Says he will probably arrive in the beginning of September. 
 
June 5, 1939 – letter from Carpenter to ZWB.  Gives info. re text book used for the freshman engineering course.  
Answers question regarding courses, use of textbooks, lecturing, lab work.  Regarding Math 13 [Elements of Statistical 
Method], Carpenter writes, “the practice heretofore has been to use two hours per week for lectures and three hours for 
laboratory work in charge of a graduate assistant.  But since you alone will be responsible for this course, you will have 
the privilege of conducting it as you see fit.  Any change from the present method should be made gradually, I suppose.” 
Gives address in Hastings, Nebraska, for June10-July 10. 
 
July 8, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Carpenter.  Arrived today at University of Vermont, where he’ll remain until 
August 15. 
 
July 20, 1939 – rec’d VII.21, 39 - handwritten letter from Carpenter to ZWB.  Carpenter gives his address as Somerville, 
NJ.  Will be coming through Burlington, VT, on July 25

th
 and will try to see ZWB.  “Please do not feel that you must make a 

special effort to be at home, since it will cause me no inconvenience to break my day’s journey with a short rest in 
Burlington.”  
 
March 27, 1942 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Carpenter.  Alludes to recent conversation and changes recommended by 
ZWB for Math 13, Elements of Statistical Method. 
 
April 18, 1942 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Carpenter.  Alludes to a conversation and asks for purchase of Tables of the 
incomplete Beta function, edited by Karl Pearson.  Details regarding this volume. 

 
August 12, 1943 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Carpenter informing him that a few days ago he became a U.S. citizen.  
 
December 21, 1943 – carbon of letter from Carpenter to Dean Edgar Loew and Captain Eric Barr, University of 
Washington.  The addressees have “general supervision over the Navy Training Program at the University” and Carpenter 
wants to “acquaint” them with a resolution authorized by the Dept. of Math at its meeting of December 16. The resolution 
observes that “the students in the Navy training courses in mathematics at the University are doing work distinctly below 
the usual standards maintained for college students.”  Comments on the results of this and the causes.  Inadequate 
preparation at the high school level, insufficient time for study, and student indifference are discussed in some depth.  
 
January 11, 1945 – letter from F.R.E. Davies to Carpenter.  This letter was sent on to ZWB.  Davies writes from the 
Armament office, Esquimalt Fortress, Victoria, BC.  He would like to get a Master’s degree, majoring in biochemistry with 
a minor in maths or physics.  Because of the war he has been unable to continue his studies.  Inquires about working 
independently.  Would like to work in mathematical statistics.  Describes prior education and activity – B.A. with honors in 
chemistry from UBC, studying chemistry and atomic physics while at Friday Harbor.  Penciled note by ZWB gives two 
books – J.V. Uspensky, Introduction to Mathematical Probability, McGraw-Hill, N.Y., 1937; and J.F. Kenney, Mathematical 
Statistics, Parts 1 and 2, Van Nostrand, New York, 1939. 
 

? month and day,  1947 – note from Carpenter asking for advisory office hours.  ZWB has noted MWF 10-11. 
 
Box 2, File 26  General Correspondence – Corn Exchange Bank Trust Company 1937 – 1941 
 

December 6, 1937 – carbon of letter from Dr. Zygmunt Wilhelm Birnbaum asking that the CEBT company, Manhattanville 
Branch, Broadway at 125

th
 Street, give him a letter addressed to the U.S. Consul in Havana, stating date of opening of 

account and balance ($1,435). 
 
June 6, 1938 – carbon of request for statement of CEBT account. 
 
July 10, 1938 – carbon of letter to CEBT. “I wish to bring to this country from Vienna the following relatives of mine:  
 Dr. Jakob Berger, born 8. August 1908 
 Henryka Berger, neé Both, born 15.I. 1912 
 both living in Vienna, Untere Viaduktgasse 53/7.” 
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Asks that the bank send him a letter addressed to the U.S. Consul in Vienna stating the balance of his account.  Any 
expense should be charged to the account.  
 
July 15, 1938 – statement from CEBT, charging $1.00 for letter to “American Consul, Vienna, Germany.”  
 
August 10, 1938 – carbon of letter to CEBT.  “I wish to give an affidavit of support to the following relatives in Vienna: 
 Louis Gottfried, born 1.VI. 1892 
 Markus Gottfried, born 13.VI. 1895 
 both living at present in Vienna, Burggasse 110.  
Asks for statement of account balance for the American Consul in Vienna, expenses to be charged to his account. 
 
August 11, 1938 – letter from CEBT manager asking ZWB for his relationship to Messrs. Gottfried as the bank must give 
this info to the Foreign Department. 
 
August 12, 1938 – carbon of letter in response to August 11

th
 letter.  ZWB says the Gottfrieds are “both uncles of my first 

cousin, Dr. Jacob Berger.”  Asks for statement for U.S. Consul as soon as possible.  
 
February 2, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB closing account, “exhausted by checks drawn against it,” and requesting 
cancelled checks. 
 
January 15, 1941 – carbon of letter from Hilde M. Birnbaum to The Corn Exchange Bank Trust Co., Hudson River Branch, 
NYC.  As she has to give an affidavit of support to relatives residing in Russia, she would like, by return mai l, confirmation 
of checking account balance.  Notes that she was formerly “H. Merzbach” and that her married name, with which she shall 
henceforth sign her checks, is Hilde M. Birnbaum.   
 
January 18, 1941 – letter from manager, CEBT Co., Hudson River Branch, Columbus Avenue & 72

nd
 Street, NYC.  

Responds to letter of January 15
th
.  Taking care of new signature, account change and enclosing a form which she must 

complete in order to get the letter she requested. 
 
Box 2, File 27  General Correspondence  Courant, Richard 1937 

 
[Materials are out of chronological order.] 

 

July 18, 1937 – rec’d July 19, 1937 - letter, in German, from R. Courant to “Herr Birnbaum.”  Courant’s address: 142 
Calton Road, New Rochelle, NY.  Can’t help ZWB with an introduction to Nadler at NYU, perhaps Bernstein might be 
helpful. Courant can, however, give ZWB an intro to people at the New School for Social Research and they might be able 
to have better contacts than he.  He suggests ZWB contact Prof. Fritz Lehmann, on the graduate faculty there, and – 
using Courant’s name – ask for an appointment in which ZWB might ask for advice. 
 
July 16, 1937 – rec’d July 17, 1937 – post card, in German, from Courant’s wife to ZWB saying that ZWB’s letter arrived 
when her husband was away but that he would be sending him a letter as soon as he’s back.  
 
date unknown – carbon of material, in Polish. 6 pages prefaced with what appears to be a letter typed on both sides.  
Letter is addressed to “Kochany Ludwisiu.”  The six pages attached, I suspect, are a report for ?Ludwik Rubel, to whom 
ZWB may be fulfilling his responsibility as a journalist.  It appears to be a report on NYC.  
[I doubt this belongs in the Courant file.] 

 Attached to this report and letter is a letter addressed to Courant: 
 June 12, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Courant.  This letter appears to be in response to a 
request from Courant and accompanied a copy of his CV.   
 A registered letter receipt, dated June 15, 1937, is attached. 
 
July 15, 1937 – carbon, in German, of letter from ZWB to Courant.  ZWB asks for an introduction to Professor Nadler at 
the Institute of International Finance of NYU. 
 
March 30, 1939 – carbon, in English, of letter from R. Courant “To Whom it May Concern,” regarding his knowledge of Dr. 
William Z. Birnbaum. 
 Attached to this letter is a note, in English and dated March 30, 1939, from Courant, from NYU, Graduate 
School, Washington Square, saying that he hopes the letter will be what ZWB wants and sending best wishes.  
 
Box 2, File 28  General Correspondence  Drucker, Peter & Doris 1938-1941 

May 31, 1938 – letter, in German, from Peter F. Drucker (92 Liberty Street, NY) to Dr. Wilhelm Birnbaum.  Roughly:   
 “Our mutual friend, Dr. Gustav Bergmann, Vienna, has written to me and told me that you have taken on his 
immigration to the USA. He also has written me about the difficulties he’s had with his cousin with respect to an affidavit.  
 “I have had way too much experience with those type of issues and would very gladly help you in the matter of 
Dr. Bergmann’s immigration.  In my opinion one must go to Mr. Williamson and make it clear to him that an affidavit is not 
a continuing and unlimited obligation, and not in any way legally binding – it is just a formality to satisfy the consul.  I 
would prefer not to go to this gentleman directly since you seem already to be in contact with him.  Therefore, in any case, 
I am asking you to call me at my office either tomorrow, Wednesday, June 1, or the day after tomorrow (after 10:00 am), 
so we can discuss the matter.   
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 “I hope to have the opportunity to make your acquaintance.  Dr. Bergmann has told me much about you and 
has made me curious about you for the past year. …” 
 
June 19, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Drucker.  Letter is about a Mr. Smerd.  ZWB has discussed 
Smerd’s situation with his boss, Prof. Felix Bernstein. As Smerd is not a “mature scientist” a position in an academic 
institution cannot be considered.  Bernstein thinks he should rather consider a “practical-technical” profession, for 
example as a glass-blower.  Basically Bernstein holds that there is no reason to discuss employment opportunities as long 
as the candidate is not here; the man has nothing to lose over there (“drüben”); he should first take care of immigrating 
and then, once he is here, there will be time to think about work for him.   
 
July 7, 1938 – letter, in English, from Drucker’s secretary, Gladys ?Messer, to ZWB.  Drucker is on vacation.  Gladys asks 
for Dr. Gustav Bergmann’s wife’s first name and her maiden name, and date and place of birth; she also asks for his 
daughter’s first name and date and place of birth.  
 ZWB has penciled a draft of his response in the lower right-hand corner of the letter. 
 
July 14, 1938 – letter, in German, from Drucker to ZWB at Woods Hole.  The affidavit for Bergmann, his wife and child has 
just been sent.  It was signed by someone who has significant income and assets.  Drucker hopes this will suffice.  For the 
moment there is nothing more to do.  He inquires about the length of ZWB’s stay in Massachusetts and hopes to see him 
in New York. 
 
July 17, 1938 – carbon, in German, of letter from ZWB to Drucker.  Drucker’s letter made him very happy.  Gustav 
Bergmann had in the meantime received an affidavit from Prof. Mayer which, however, was good only for himself and not 
for his wife and child.  The affidavit secured by Drucker, therefore, will be very useful.  Eager to see Drucker in NYC. 
 
July 29, 1938 – carbon, in German, of letter from ZWB to Drucker.  Reports on developments with Bergmann, who sent 
ZWB a telegram: “Mayer’s income insufficient supplementary affidavit needed cooperate Mayer Drucker.”  Since then 
Bergmann must have received the news from Drucker that the affidavit is on its way.  ZWB has also informed Bergmann 
of the information Drucker sent him.  Mayer also received a telegram from Bergmann and has been in contact with ZWB 
to ask to whom the affidavit was sent – to Bergmann or to the consul – and ZWB turns with this question to Drucker.  ZWB 
concludes by noting that the consul in Vienna is not as accommodating as one would assume and Drucker’s efforts have 
been proven to be very necessary. 
 
August 1, 1938 – letter, in German, to ZWB (at Woods Hole) from Drucker.  Drucker also got a telegram from Bergmann 
asking that he send some additional information regarding the affidavit.   He sent the affidavit to the consul on June 30

th
.  

The two affidavits combined should satisfy the consul unless he has suddenly become very “rabiat” [roughly: stark raving 
mad].    
 
 [The next two letters – of May 9, 1940, and April 12, 1940 - are clearly in reverse order.] 
 

May 6, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Mrs. Doris Drucker, 280 Madison Avenue, NYC.  A rather chatty 3-page letter 
in English.  This is attached to – and on top of - a letter, dated April 12, 1940, from DD to ZWB – see below.  
Spring is making him feel terribly lazy.  Reports on his efforts to help her with her study and problems encountered; the 
matter was brought to an end when he received a wire from Doris saying that the survey had been cancelled.  [There 
seems to be two studies, one requiring interviews, the other requiring a survey.]  ZWB says that the “What Constitutes 
Authority?” study is something he’s been warned not to do.  “Our university is quite liberal, but there have been cases of 
dismissal for rather unimportant reasons – and I would like to keep my job.” 
 “Seattle seems to grow more and more beautiful every day.  I don’t think I exaggerate if I say it is the most 
beautiful spot on earth I have seen.  Just an example: last week end, Saturday and Sunday, I spent skiing on the slopes 
of Mount Baker, a mountain which compares with anything I know in the Austrian and Swiss Alps.  And then, from snow 
storms and glaciers, we drove in about two hours to the sea shore facing the straits of Juan de Fuca, the Bay of Thousand 
Islands, a landscape that makes the Riviera, the Bretogne and all other coast lines I have known in Europe, appear like 
dull, faded, amateurish sketches.  The Lofotes may be comparable in beauty.   
 “Within the city limits of Seattle are three large lakes and dozens of small ones, and the wonderful Puget Sound.  
From every hill in town – and the town is built on many hills – one sees ice covered mountains to the South, to the East, to 
the West and to the North.  Mount Rainier, Mount Baker, the Cascades, the Olympics surround the horizon.   
 “The climate is characterized by an almost permanent spring.  There is a little bit more rain than one would like 
to have, but it is not annoying. 
 “My work at the University is very pleasant…my research work is going quite nicely.  I have already turned out 
one manuscript for print and I hope to have a second ready in the near future.  For next year, I announced a monographic 
course on calculus of probabilities and mathematical statistics, and already several instructors from other departments 
asked me to arrange the time schedule so that they would be able to audit that course.  Altogether, I am not dissatisfied 
with this year’s work. 
 “My main trouble are my people over in Europe.  It is two months now since I last heard from them or from my 
cousin in England. …There is almost nothing I could do for my parents and sister in Lemberg.  If at least my sister would 
get out to some neutral country, I would try to make her come over here, but there seems to be not much hope for it.” 
 Refers to “Mr.Boschan” [Beauchamps?] whom he knew in Vienna and says he would be glad to help him.  
Responding to a question from Doris, ZWB refers to Mr. H. A. Hopf, a management engineer for whom he worked in NYC 
(500 Fifth Avenue), but notes that he (ZWB) “walked out on the job.”   
 Sends best regards to Peter and to their daughter.  
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April 12, 1940 – rec’d April 22, 1940 – two-page, typed letter, in German, from Doris Drucker, 280 Madison Avenue, NYC.  
Uses formal second-person pronouns, but letter is addressed to “Dear Willy.”  The grass he so carefully sowed in their 
garden in Bronxville has begun to come up and this alone would be a good reason to write to him.  Asks how he has 
settled into life in Seattle.  Is he enjoying university life or is he thinking of reopening the Institute for Mathematics and 
Statistics?  It would be nice if he were closer to them.  Peter sends warm greetings.  He spent the winter largely 
commuting by train from one lecture to another, but now the season is over and he is quietly working on his articles.  They 
went skiing in February at Mt. Washington and at that time it occurred to her that ZWB must be naturally spending the 
entire winter in snow.  Can one go up Mt. Rainier by foot or is the ascent too long?  Her daughter is growing fast and talks 
almost as much as her father.  Helen Egert and the boys also send greetings and insofar as Doris knows, ZWB’s 
calculator is still functioning. 
 She has a request.  She is doing a study with college students: “What Constitutes Authority?”  She is sending 
ZWB a copy of the planned questionnaire (enclosed) and wonders if it would be possible to have some 50-100 students at 
the UW complete the survey and return it to her.  She would prefer students from math and science, preferably not psych 
or social science since they’re crazy to begin with (“denn die sind ja schon von vorneherein verdreht”).  Reviews details of 
insuring valid distribution and completion.  She’s going to use the material for an article that probably will appear in 
Harper’s. The UW would get “full credit.”   

 A second request.  A very clever Viennese fellow, a man named Paul Beauchamps, has succeeded in coming 
here.  Beauchamps is crippled from childhood, is professionally a statistician and mathematician.  Is there anyone to 
whom ZWB might refer him in seeking work? 
 The Research Bureau is going very well.  Sometimes she is satisfied, sometimes she’s not.   
 Helene Rechovski [Doris Drucker’s spelling] was ?in NYC for a few days at Christmas.  They recently heard 
from Gustav Bergmann.  His wife does not seem to be improving.   Broch just got a Guggenheim Fellowship.   
 What has he heard from his parents?  How have they fared through the war? 
 The questionnaire is attached. 
 
May 22, 1940 – handwritten letter to ZWB from Prof. Dr. A… [?Adolph]  Drucker, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.  
Graceful letter in English.  This appears to be Peter Drucker’s father, Adolph Bertram Drucker.  He alludes to having met 
him and Gustav Bergmann at Peter’s house in Bronxville, New York.  Since that time ZWB has been appointed to the UW 
and he has been appointed to the Economics faculty in Chapel Hill. His niece, Peter’s cousin, Mrs. Maria Feder, has just 
settled in Seattle. He is writing to introduce them.  Mrs. Feder’s husband is Dr. Feder.  She is from Geneva and is the 
daughter of Prof. Hans Kelsen, the famous law philosopher.  Mrs. Feder is a trained librarian and has been employed in 
that capacity with the League of Nations.  Her husband is an ?agriculturalist.   
 
January 6, 1941 – letter, in German, from Doris G. Drucker, 19 Bayberry Street, Bronxville, NY.  Addressed to Hilde and 
Willy.    Responds to news of the marriage with curiosity about Hilde.  Asks what her sister – Edith Lobe, presumably – is 
doing.  Helen Egert sends warm greetings .  Asks if Hilde has heard from Edith Blumenfeld [now Edith Bermann].  Worries 
about family in Europe.  Peter is now on the Sarah Lawrence faculty, writes articles, gives talks.  Their daughter is doing 
well, and Doris still has the Research Bureau and has also published in Harper’s Magazine.  Peter adds a note: “All the 
best, love, Peter.” 
 
Box 2, File 29 General Correspondence  Fraenkel, Abraham Adolf 1946-1951 
 
[The letters in this file are out of chrono order.] 
 

March 28, 1946 – handwritten letter to Mrs. Hilde Birnbaum c/o Professor Z.W. Birnbaum, Dept. of Mathematics, 
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, from Fraenkel c/o Salomon, 101 Central Park West, New York.  Envelope 
is from Hebrew University, Jerusalem.  Writes to clear up some confusion regarding coming/not coming to the UW.  The 
confusion seems to lie in correspondence or lack thereof between him and Prof. E. N. Nelson of Dept. of Philosophy.  
Details of his travel plans.  Regards to ZWB and to Zuckerman.  
 
June 14, 1951 – handwritten letter to ZWB from A. Fraenkel, Jerusalem, Beth Hama’aloth, Jerusalem, Israel.  A bit difficult 
to decipher.  Discussion of plans for forthcoming trip to USA.   
 
December 13, 1950 – rec’d December 19, 1950 - handwritten letter to ZWB from   A. Fraenkel.  Congratulations on 
professorship.  Travel plans.  His textbook on abstract set theory is to appear in 1951. 
 
April 26, 1946 – handwritten letter from Fraenkel (in NYC) to ZWB.  Gives addresses in May first in Albuquerque (c/o Prof. 
Rosenthal), then at Cal Tech (c/o Paul Epstein, Dept. of Physics).  Thanks ZWB for his prompt response (presumably to 
the letter of March 28

th
).  He will be coming to the UW.  He has written to the UW president and to Prof. Carpenter. 

 
April 9, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to A. Fraenkel.  Responds to letter of March 28

th
.  Gives details of arranging for 

his visit, finance, communications problems. 
 
April 23, 1946 – faint carbon of letter to A.Fraenkel, presumably from ZWB – details logistics and details of travel to west. 
 
Box 2, File 30 General Correspondence  Fürth, Robert 1938 
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[Materials in this file are very fragile, often only partial pages with critical portions missing.  Much of what appears here 
might be supplemented with material from the Gustav Bergmann correspondence.]   
 

No visible date – carbon, in German, of card to Robert Fürth from ZWB at Woods Hole.  Fragment of a page.   Seems to 
contain reference to preparations for Gustav’s landing in the USA.  There’s a mention of Prof. Mayer. 
 
No visible date – carbon of letter from ZWB, in English, to Mr. Robert Fürth, 320 West 107

th
 Street, NYC.  Says he 

received a letter from his “best friends, Dr. Gustav Bergmann and Mrs. Anny Bergmann in Vienna” asking him to 
communicate with Fürth and get his advice. 
 
No visible date – carbon, in German, of letter or card from ZWB to Fürth.  Reports on his visit to see Professor Mayer at 
Princeton.  Essentially Mayer said that one can’t do much at a distance, Bergmann will have to come and one can try to 
get something done.  At the moment teaching and scientific research opportunities are scarce and appointments have 
less to do with qualifications than luck and personal impression.  ZWB would like to know what Fürth learned from his 
discussion with Williamson and will wait with writing to Gustav until they’ve spoken.  Asks if he may call Fürth.  
 
?January 1938 – carbon, in German, of card to Fürth from ZWB.  Barely a fragment.  Mention of affidavit. 
 
April 17, 1938 – rec’d April 18, 1938 – post card, in German, from R. O. Fürth, 320 W 107

th
, NYC, to ZWB.  Trying to set 

up a date for contact. 
 
Box 2, File 31 General Correspondence  Glueck, Frederick 1939 
 
[In his letterhead, this correspondent is always Frederick S. Gluck, without an umlaut, although ZWB initially addresses 
him as Glueck.] 
 

This file consists of correspondence about engaging the service of Frederick S. Gluck, Counsellor at Law, 2875 Sedgwick 
Avenue, to intervene with the State Dept. in the case of Jakob and Henryka Berger.  ZWB is seeking confirmation that 
their file has been transferred from Vienna to London.  He has been referred by M.Bloch who has asked Gluck to 
intervene, on behalf of his brother, with the American Consulate in Warsaw.  There is discussion of the fee and of 
expenses. 
 
There is a letter, dated August 3, 1939, addressed to Bloch by Gluck, sounding unhappy that Bloch seems to think a cable 
did not help and that he has not heard from ZWB, although he has written to him.  The letter to Bloch is addressed to 92 
Brookes Ave., Burlington, Vt – the same address as that of ZWB at this time.  The last item in this file is a carbon, dated 
July 24, 1939, of a note, in German, to Kubuś (Jacob Berger), laying out the negotiations with Gluck and with a penciled 
note from ZWB stating that he wrote the letter on the back of a letter from Gluck, “offering his work for a fee of $24 and 
expenses not exceeding $20.”  Gluck’s original offer was a fee of $50 plus expenses not to exceed $20. 
 
Box 2, File 32 General Correspondence  Gottfried, Louis & Markus 1938-1940 
 

August 19, 1938 – carbon of affidavit of support for Louis and Markus Gottfried.  Both are listed as uncles of Henryka 
Berger, wife of Jakob Berger who is ZWB’s first cousin.   
 
No date – telegram to ZWB at UW: “WISHING YOU BEST OF LUCK AND LONG HAPPINESS = LOUIS GOTTFRIED”  
 
September 30, 1938 – letter, in German, to Sr. Hochwolgeboren [roughly: “the honorable”] Herrn Dr. Willy Birnbaum, New 
York, 200 Claremont Avenue, Apt. 61, USA, from Louis Gottfried, Chelles près Paris, 9. Avenue Alb.Caillou.  Thanks ZWB 
for his work and attention in securing the two affidavits, one for him and one for his brother.  He asks to be told the 
personal details on the affidavits. 
 
October 11, 1938 – carbon, in German, of fragment of letter from ZWB to Louis Gottfried.  ZWB explains that there is one 
affidavit for the two of them.  He gives his personal details as used for purposes of preparing the affidavit – income , 
assets, address, age, immigrated June 1937, has first citizenship papers. 
 
October 24, 1938 – rec’d November 3, 1938 - letter, in German, from Louis Gottfried to ZWB. Acknowledges gratefully 
and gracefully ZWB’s letter of October 11, 1938.  Files have been dealt with in Paris.  He hopes to leave soon for America 
and there to start a factory.  They originally planned to leave their wives and children in Europe, probably in Vienna, and 
have them come over only after the factory was successfully underway.  Now they have decided that the families must 
come with them.  They have spoken with the American consulate in Paris who informed them that the affidavit for just 
Louis and Markus would not cover their families.  Politely, Louis asks ZWB to see if he might prepare a second affidavit 
for the two additional adults and the four minor children or, depending on his views of the matter, expand the scope of the 
original affidavit to include all eight Gottfrieds.  Names, birthdates, and birthplaces are written by hand.  
 
November 11, 1938 – carbon, in German, of letter from ZWB to Louis Gottfried. Discusses the matter of affidavits for the 
family.  He will send them shortly a notarized declaration expanding his earlier affidavit of August 19 to include the family.  
He notes that if all else fails, once Louis and Markus are here, it should be possible to bring the families over.  He will look 
for somebody else to write an affidavit for the family, but he is not optimistic since every person who wants to help has 
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already given out more affidavits than he can.  He says it would be a help and ease the search if the Gottfrieds could give 
him the name of somebody here who knows them and could give an affidavit; ZWB would then seek that person out.  
 
No date – rec’d December 2, 1938 – letter, in German, from Louis and Markus Gottfried to ZWB.  Respond to his letter of 
November 11

th
.  They do not have a name to offer as a prospective affidavit-giver.   

 
October 8, 1939 – handwritten letter, in German, from Louis Gottfried to ZWB.  Expresses concern that he has written to 
ZWB some months ago and not heard from him. Worries that the letter never arrived or ZWB’s answer has been lost in 
the mail.  Explains that he and his family intend to travel to America.  He told ZWB in his most recent letter that he has 
(alone and without his brother) started a little baby carriage business in Paris and it seems to be prospering.  He intends 
to have a baby carriage factory in America.  He urges ZWB to refuse any attempts by HIAS or similar organizations to 
extract reimbursement for the Gottfrieds’ transportation and other expenses.   
 
December 15, 1939 – rec’d January 8, 1940 - handwritten letter, in German, from Louis Gottfried to ZWB. Difficult to read.  
Reiterates instruction that ZWB should reject any collection efforts from Jewish agencies. 

This letter is attached to the letter that follows. 
 

January 16, 1940 – carbon, in German, from ZWB to Louis Gottfried. Responds to letter of December 15, says he has not 
been contacted about the Gottfrieds with money requests, he is glad that the family finally has a visa and he wishes them 
all a good journey. 
 
January 20, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Hias.  States: “In reply to your letter of January 16, 1940, I wish to inform 
you that I do not intend to make any payments on behalf of Mr. Louis Gottfried.”   
 This letter is attached to the letter below: 
January 16, 1940 – rec’d January 20, 1940 - letter from Hias [Hebrew Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society of America] to 
Mr.William Zygmund Birnbaum in Seattle.  This is a form letter with blanks filled in (“re: Louis Gottfried”) and informs him: 
 “We are in receipt of an urgent letter regarding the above named from our office in Paris informing us that your 

relative made application for the visa and expects to be called to the Consulate soon. 
 “We are advised that he has no funds with which to affect transportation, and, therefore, appeal to you to make 

the necessary steamship ticket available to him… “  
 
[A letter of March 3, 1940, appears – probably by mistake – in Box 2, File 22.] 

 
March 8, 1940 – carbon, in German, of letter from ZWB to Louis Gottfried, c/o Otto Schiff, 410 Central Park, West Corner 
101

st
 Street, New York,NY.  Welcomes them to America and says how happy he is that they have arrived.  While 

acclimatization lies ahead, the feeling of getting away from Europe must be very comfortable.  Says he has been 
contacted by Hias who wanted him to pay their transport costs to Seattle and he promptly turned them down.  Kubuś and 
Rita don’t appear to have any good prospects for a visa soon, but he hopes it will work out eventually.  A letter which he 
had sent to Louis in France was returned to him.  The envelope is a sight and he is enclosing it.  
 
April 2, 1940 - rec’d July 19, 1940 – letter to ZWB (forwarded from New York to Seattle) from Markus Gottfried, 55 
Faubourg Montmartre, Paris.  Louis has left for New York with his family.  Asks that ZWB also ignore any approaches 
from HICEM regarding his – Markus Gottfried’s - family and explains the rationale for urging ZWB to ignore HICEM.  
 
[When I met them in 1957, the Gottfried families were almost overwhelming in their expressions of gratitude for ZWB’s 
enabling them to leave Europe.]   

 
Box 2, File 33 General Correspondence  Hamilton, Robin 1996 
 
This file consists of printed e-mail exchanges, in English, between ZWB and Robin Hamilton. They are not in exact chrono 
order 

 
October 25, 1996 – Robin’s belated birthday wishes to ZWB (his birthday was October 18).  Mention of “Dr.G.” who would 
be B. Michael Gladych, PhD, a psychologist and WWII Polish pilot who flew fighters for the British.   
 
October 14, 1996 – emailed copy of Robin Hamilton’s article on ZWB and Paul Erdös.  This is a nice piece.  It may 
contain some minor inaccuracies.   
 
February 1, 1996 – email from Robin to ZWB 
May 24, 1996 - email from Robin to ZWB 
May 30, 1996 – email from Robin to ZWB – refers to reading ZWB’s diaries, which Michael Gladych has brought to her 
while she is recovering from surgery. 
June 2, 1996 – email from Robin to ZWB – discussion of the diaries 
June 12, 1996 – email from Robin to ZWB  
July 1, 1996 – email from Robin to ZWB 
July 3, 1996 – email from Robin to ZWB 
August 16, 1996 – email from Robin to ZWB 
August 19, 1996 – email from Robin to ZWB 
August 24, 1996 – email from Robin to ZWB – mentions her “favorite teacher and author, Rebecca Brown.” 
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- these email messages are all on once continuous fan-folded strip. 
 
October 25, 1996 – email from ZWB to Robin, thanking her for her October 25

th
 message. 

 
Undated – possible draft of the October 14, 1996 piece 
 
October 14, 1996 – another possible draft of the piece, this with some penciled corrections by ZWB.  
 
Box 2, File 34 General Correspondence  Hewitt, Edwin 1951-1994 

[Correspondence is not in chrono order.] 

 
[This file might be worthy of mention in conjunction with the Hewitt papers, which I believe are also in the UW Special 
Collections.] 
 

October 4, 1951 – letter from Ed, at Uppsala, to ZWB, at Stanford.  Charming report on the Scandinavian trip, including 
cultural observations and details of mathematics.  Mentions of Jessen, Harald Bohr, Bo Kjellberg, Beurling, Lennart 
Carleson.  Reference to Girschick (Abe Girschick, statistician at Stanford). 
 
September 14, 1955 – letter from Ed, at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, to ZWB, Laboratory of Statistical 
Research, UW.  Thanking ZWB for his advice re allocation of retirement to CREF.  [ZWB had played a very active role in 
the development of the UW’s retirement plan.]  Mentions of the institute’s “famous and near-famous mathematicians” – 
Whitney, Montgomery, Harish-Chandra, Olum, Gödel, Morse.  “One could easily spend all of his time simply talking to 
people.” 
 
April 30, 1952 – rec’d May 5, 1952 - letter from Ed, at Uppsala, to ZWB, Dept. of Statistics, Stanford.  Thanks ZWB for his 
letter of January 8.  Amusing comment on UW retention of valueless vs. valuable faculty.  Assessment of and report on 
his year at Uppsala, now drawing to a close, plans for further travels and lectures in Europe after leaving Uppsala and 
before returning to Seattle. 
 
January 8, 1952 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Ed.  Reports on the move from Seattle to Stanford, where the family is 
living in the Shiffman house on the Stanford campus.  Writes about the Statistics Department, Girschick, Loewner, P. 
Garabedian, Bellman, Shiffman, Stefan Bergman, Chernov, Bowker, Rubin, and Lehmann (on a visiting appointment, 
hence away from Berkeley).  Describes camping trip at Christmas in the Anza Desert.   
 
September 12, 1955 – carbon of letter to Ed at Institute for Advanced Study from ZWB.  ZWB responds to Ed’s inquiry 
regarding TIAA and CREF plans.  Urges Ed to be sure to vote in an upcoming UW referendum on Social Security’s 
inclusion in the UW retirement system.  This is attached to the letter below. 
 
September 7, 1955 – rec’d September 9, 1955 - letter from Ed at Princeton to ZWB.  Asks ZWB’s advice regarding TIAA 
and CREF.  Ed is now 35 and says he will not hold ZWB liable for any loss he might incur in thirty years for following 
ZWB’s advice.  Enthusiastic characterization of the mathematicians at the Institute. 
 
July 18, 1977 – faint handwritten carbon of letter from ZWB to Ed.  
  [This is not a letter to Ed Hewitt.  Judging by the content, I’d speculate that it is addressed to a participant in a 
billboard case.] 
 

Undated – photocopy of a photo – Ann Birnbaum, Bill Birnbaum, man I can’t identify offhand, and Albert Nijenhuis.  
 [I am almost certain this was taken during the “Hewittfest,” a celebration honoring Edwin Hewitt, at a banquet, 
May 6, 1988, at the UW Faculty Club.] 
 
Box 2, File 35 General Correspondence  Hotelling, Harold 1943-1947 
 

November 4, 1937 – rec’d November 5, 1937 – card from Harold Hotelling, Columbia University to Dr. William Birnbaum.  
This is a form with a personal handwritten expression of thanks for receipt of a publication from ZWB. 
 
March 26, 1943 – handwritten letter from Hotelling to ZWB, written on letterhead of Columbia University, Faculty of 
Political Science.  Mentions hearing about ZWB through a former student of ZWB’s, Dorothy J. Morrow, now at Bryn Mawr 
and just awarded a fellowship in mathematical statistics at Columbia.  Institute of Mathematical Statistics is considering 
having a meeting in Corvallis.  Asks ZWB’s advice, if he (ZWB) might have a paper to present, and for suggestions for the 
program.  He invites ZWB to join the Institute and says he would be happy to endorse him.  The information brochure on 
the Institute is attached. 
 
April 16, 1943 – copy (on back of used engineering paper) of handwritten letter from ZWB to Hotelling.  Pleased to hear 
that Ms. Morrow is on her way to success.  Enthusiastic report on Seattle and environs.   “Also the much defamed climate 
was a pleasant surprise since even the rains are not at all what I was told they would be.”  “The only disadvantages are 
the great distance of Seattle from all greater centers of scientific activity and the consistently high teaching load.  These 
two factors make research work very difficult.”  Comments on proposed Corvallis meeting.   Is enclosing the completed 
application form for membership in the Institute. 
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August 15, 1947 – letter to ZWB from Hotelling, University of North Carolina, Institute of Statistics, Department of 
Mathematical Statistics, Chapel Hill.  Mentions UW retirement system, Office of Naval Research (ONR), research in 
multivariate analysis.  Seems to expect ZWB to be taking a leave of absence from the UW to work in research at Chapel 
Hill. 
 [This is out of chrono order.] 

 
June 11, 1947 – letter to ZWB from Hotelling, Dept. of Mathematical Statistics, Chapel Hill.  He’s looking for promising 
students to work in mathematical research work funded by the military.  Dorothy Morrow has mentioned to Hotelling that 
ZWB might be interested in spending a year in the eastern USA.  If any part of the research he has described would be of 
interest, Hotelling might be able to arrange work. “I believe that I have heard that you have, or are planning to have, a 
Navy research contract of your own, so perhaps you are in the same position as I regarding need for personnel, and all 
this is redundant. However, there is no harm in exchanging information about our needs.” 
 
June 27, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Hotelling.  Acknowledges problem of finding qualified personnel – the same 
for both of them.  The possibility of going to Chapel Hill would be very attractive to ZWB.  He would be interested in going 
east and working with Hotelling. 
 
October 5, 1948 – rec’d October 8, 1948 – letter from Hotelling to ZWB.  Regrets ZWB not being with them in Chapel Hill 
on ONR work.  Hopes ZWB will let him know if, in the future, there is a possibility of his joining the group in Chapel Hill.  
“We have an energetic and able group of youngsters but lack the kind of mathematical maturity which you represent.” 
 
Box 2, File 36 General Correspondence  Hunter, Patti  1996 

[Material in this file appears to be out of chrono order.] 
 

March 26, 1996 – rec’d April 1, 1996 - handwritten letter to ZWB from Patti Hunter, Dept. of Mathematics, University of 
Virginia, Charlottesville, VA.  Thanks ZWB for his lengthy reply to all her questions. 
 
February 13, 1996 – rec’d Feb 18, 1996 – letter to ZWB from Patti W. Hunter.  She is a graduate student of mathematics 
at the University of Virginia and is writing her dissertation on “the history of mathematical statistics in the U.S. and how it 
became an independent discipline.”  She is particularly interested in ZWB’s observations regarding “contributions to 
statistics made by European emigrants in the 1930s and 1940s.” 
 
February 15, 1996 – email message to ZWB from Patti Hunter.  ZWB’s handwritten comments appear on the five-page 
print-out of this message.  Ms. Hunter describes her dissertation, “The Formation of a Discipline: Mathematical Statistics 
in the United States in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries.”   
 
February 14, 1996 – email message from ZWB to Ms. Hunter.  Confirms his email address, mentions L. Fermi’s book, 
Illustrious Immigrants, and invites her questions. 

 
February 12, 1996 – email version of letter of February 13

th
 from Patti Hunter to ZWB. 

 
Undated – bibliographical information (UW – Suzzallo) on Laura Fermi’s writing.  Handwritten note about Bernstein’s 
work. 
 
February 28, 1996 – email message from Hunter to ZWB – responding to message below. 
 
February 28, 1996 – email message from ZWB to Hunter apologizing for delay in responding to her questions. 
 

February 15, 1996 – four-page duplicate of email message above. 
 
No date – four-page ?draft of letter to Ms. Hunter from ZWB, responding to her questions.  Fascinating review of history.  
“As you know, Hotelling had his degree in mathematics from our department, and was declared a pariah here when he 
accepted a job at the Stanford Food Research Institute.”   “In the mid 1940-s I broke departmental tabus by obtaining a 
research contract with the Office of Naval Research, directed at very specific topics of basic research in mathematical 
statistics.”   “At the entry of the United States into the war effort it became brutally clear that our scientific resources were 
no match for their counterparts in Germany.  Examples: the ‘flying bombs,’ rockets, jet planes, the encoding machine 
‘Enigma,’ research on nuclear weapons.  While the United States was leading in practical technology, there was little 
recognition of the need for basic research being essential to stimulate new applications.  There was no National Science 
Foundation, no large scale government support for research.  The Office of Naval Research launched a valiant effort to fill 
that gap until the National Science Foundation became fully active.  Other armed services stepped in.  And the legendary 
Manhattan project took its place in history.”  Interesting discussion of the role of the Rumanian refugee H. Wald.  
Bernstein’s main interest and the achievements he considered important were in mathematical genetics.  “Seattle has 
been a good home for me.  While I can never forget that I have arrived here as an immigrant, I feel very much a member 
of the community.” 
 
Box 2, File 37  General Correspondence  Hurst, John W. 1945-1946 

[Materials are not in chrono order.] 
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December 31, 1945 – handwritten letter from John W. Hurst, Dept. of Math, Montana State Col., Bozeman, Mont., to Prof. 
Z. William Birnbaum.  Details of trying to fill a position in his department.  Appears to want to hire Henry Schaerf (Henryk 
Schärf), but needs more information “to satisfy my executive superiors” and therefore asks, “Has Dr. Schaerf any physical 
or moral defects that would make him unsuitable in a teaching position?  What family?  How is his health?  His interest in 
sports & hobbies.  Freedom from annoying habits.  Will he be able to satisfy the usual demands for loyalty? (Freedom 
from the usual ‘isms’ that sometimes embarrass executives.)  What is his religion?  We don’t care as long as he is 
reasonably sincere.”  Is preparing to be able to offer a contract for eleven months of teaching at $2500, with a chance to 
renew at a better level. 
 Attached to this letter are ZWB’s handwritten notes regarding his correspondence with Schaerf.  
 
February 9, 1946 – letter from John W. Hurst, Head, Department of Mathematics, Montana State College, Bozeman, 
Montana.  Hurst has received Dr. Scharef’s [sic] credentials.  He’s been hoping Schaerf would write to him directly.  “…he 

is a much better man than I can afford to pay for but perhaps if he can make arrangements for his entry into this country, 
he will eventually find a position more fitting to his talents.  I personally am satisfied and shall urge his appointment here, 
as soon as I have the necessary facts.  He really should supply these details himself and I had hoped he would by now.”  
 
February 12, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Hurst.  “It is partly my fault that you have not heard from Schaerf 
directly.  To save him a possible disappointment, I did not keep him quite well informed of the first stages of our 
correspondence.  Later on, when your letters became more encouraging, the Western Union strike delayed 
communication with Zurich considerably.”  Further facts and relevant information regarding the granting of visas, mention 
of Weyl.  “In your letter you say that Schaerf seems to be a much better man than you can afford to pay.  You will real ize, I 
hope, that you are offering him much more than pay: a chance to settle down to useful work, under living conditions which 
only this country can offer, in one of the most beautiful parts of this continent, and in a community which offers to a 
newcomer better conditions for acclimatization than any big city I know.” 
 
February 23, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Hurst, sent Air Mail Special Delivery.  Responds to Hurst’s card of 
February 9 [card of 19

th
].  Letter is calm and nicely worded, asking that a copy of Montana State President Renne’s letter 

(job offer) to Schaerf be sent to the American Consul General in Zurich.  It contains, however, one paragraph which 
suggests alarm:  
 “You mention that President Renne is also writing to the Polish ambassador.  I am somewhat perturbed at the 
thought that Polish authorities may become interested in this matter since, after all, it is the present Polish regime which 
tries to have all Polish citizens abroad repatriated.  They may rather try to make a highly skilled man go back to Poland, 
regardless of hardship and danger to him, than help him get out of their reach and offer his services to another country.”  
 
February 28, 1946 – letter from Hurst to ZWB.  Says that the College has carried out his suggestions, as in his recent 
letter, and that Pres. Renne did not send a letter to the Polish ambassador.  
 
February 19, 1946 – handwritten card from Hurst to ZWB – the card to which ZWB responds in letter of February 23.   
 

January 7, 1946 – return receipt for material mailed by Dr. Z.W.Birnbaum to the American Consul, stamped in Zurich 
January 14, 1946. 
 
January 8, 1946 – return receipt for material mailed by Dr. Z.W.Birnbaum to Dr. H. M. Schaerf, stamped in Zurich January 
18, 1946. 
 
June 28, 1946 – letter from Hurst to ZWB.  Responds to ZWB’s letter of June 22

nd
.  Reports on Henry’s work at Montana 

State.  “Dr.Schaerf has demonstrated a great deal of energy and the utmost sincerity in trying to fit  himself into our 
western ways of doing things.  I have found his teaching methods and experience quite sound.  He has a real notion of 
doing a good job of teaching. 
 “I had a few complaints as to his use of the English language, but they are not serious and I am sure that he is 
doing all that he can to improve in that regard.  I have also heard that the students, as soon as they learn to understand 
him, are very much impressed with his ability to present his subject in a scholarly way.  My own son, who enters college 
this fall, has told me privately that he was going to try to get into Schaerf’s class because he feels that he has a great deal 
more to offer than some of the other teachers. 
 “I have encouraged him to do more loafing around the department and get acquainted with some of the younger 
men, for two reasons: (1) he will get acquainted with the language and American ways a great deal quicker, and (2) he 
has already proved to be useful to young men who are trying to study mathematics at the same time they are teaching.” 
 
June 22, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Hurst.  Schaerf has written to ZWB telling about the hospitality extended to 
him upon his arrival in Bozeman.  ZWB is writing to say that he thinks Schaerf is very fortunate to be able to work with 
Hurst and he feels that Schaerf will prove a very valuable addition to Hurst’s department.  
 

February 4, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Hurst, accompanying a photo of Schaerf.  [Photo not in this file.]  Photo 
would have been made in 1940.  ZWB believes more recent pictures have been sent directly to Hurst.  Hurst also should 
have received a letter of recommendation from Prof. M. Kac of Cornell.  
 

January 21, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Hurst.  Acknowledges letter of January 15, 1946.  Updates on his 
(ZWB’s) messages to Schaerf.  Says that Hurst should hear soon from Schaerf directly. 
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January 15, 1946 – handwritten letter from Hurst to ZWB. Clearly working hard to make it possible to offer Schaerf the 
position.  Asks for help.  Needs a photo, more references, including personal references, and information regarding the 
formalities of enabling Schaerf to come to the USA. 
 

January 3, 1946 – carbon of letter to Hurst from ZWB, responding to Hurst’s letter of December 31, 1945.  Tries to answer 
questions.  Only “physical defect” is near-sightedness, corrected by glasses.  Stands ca. 5’10” and is “rather good-
looking.”  His father was an outstanding attorney and civic leader in a town of about 30,000 in Poland.  After his father’s 
death, the family moved to a large city where his mother established a reputation as a very good pianist and piano-
pedagogue.  ZWB last saw him in 1937.  His hobbies are hiking and photography. “His political attitude may best be 
characterized by the reasons for which he wishes to come to this country: being technically a Polish citizen, he is 
constantly under the threat of being repatriated by the Swiss to communist-controlled Poland which he considers a danger 
to his life.  He certainly is not a fascist – his whole family has been murdered by the Nazis. …. Switzerland, a freedom-
loving democratic small neutral country, has generously received great numbers of refugees from all parts of Europe.  
Now, their economy strained to the utmost, the Swiss are anxious to repatriate all foreign citizens.  A letter of appointment 
from your College would, therefore, not only enable Dr.Schaerf  to obtain from the American Consul a visa without delay 
but also would give him immediate protection from the danger of being repatriated to Poland, and thus may potentially 
save his life.” 
 
December 13, 1945 – letter from Hurst to Professor Carpenter, Dept. Mathematics, UW.  Hurst needs “a man to finish out 
the period from January 1 to June 30, with the understanding that, if satisfactory, he would be re-employed for the coming 
year at about $2500 per year for 11 months’ service.”  Gives additional details regarding qualifications and explains that 
there’s been an unusual mid-year enrollment increase. 
 
December 13, 1945 – envelope for above letter. 
 
December 27, 1945 – handwritten rough draft for letter from ZWB to Hurst.  Carpenter had given him Hurst’s letter 
enquiring about a possible candidate for the teaching position.  Proposes Dr. H. M. Schaerf for the position  
 
Box 2, File 38 General Correspondence  Immerdauer, Bruno  1937-1940 

[Not in chrono order.] 
 

August 22, 1937 – rec’d August 23, 1937 – post card, handwritten, in Polish, from Immerdauer to ZWB.  Return address 
1762 Topping Ave., Bronx, NY.  Addressed to ZWB at International House.  Possibly setting a date to get together. 
 
August 2, 1937 – rec’d August 3, 1937 – post card, handwritten, in Polish, from Immerdauer to ZWB.  Return address 
1762 Topping Ave., Bronx, NY.  Addressed to ZWB at International House.   
 
August 10, 1937 – rec’d August 11, 1937 – post card, handwritten, in Polish, from Immerdauer to ZWB.  Return address 
1762 Topping Ave., Bronx, NY.  Addressed to ZWB at International House.  Possibly setting a date to get together.  
 
October 7, 1937 – rec’d October 8, 1937 – post card, handwritten, in Polish, from Immerdauer to ZWB.  Return address 
1762 Topping Ave., Bronx, NY.  Addressed to ZWB at International House.  Mention of “Dr. Lilien,” “Macy Place 879,” and 
seems to be giving bus route directions. 
 
December 7, 1937 – rec’d December 8, 1937 – post card, handwritten, in Polish, from Immerdauer to ZWB.  Return 
address 1762 Topping Ave., Bronx, NY.  Addressed to ZWB at International House.   
 
August 24, 1938 – rec’d August 25, 1938 – post card, typed, in Polish, from Immerdauer to ZWB.  No return address. 
Addressed to ZWB at 200 Claremont Avenue, NYC.  Mention of International House. 
 
August 3, 1937 – carbon of card, in Polish, from ZWB to Immerdauer.  Seems to refer to an appointment. 
 
February 6, 1940 – rec’d February 9, 1940 - letter from Immerdauer to ZWB.  Artur’s note:  “News of family trying to find 
ways to leave Poland.”  This is attached to the three items below (taken in the order they appear):  
 
January 1, 1940 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB (1303 East 41

st
 Street, Seattle), to Mr. Bruno Immerdauer, 952 

East 156
th
 Street, Bronx, NY.  Return receipt attached.  This is a brief note, may have accompanied a forwarded letter. 

 
January 30, 1940 – carbon of letter, in Polish – same addresses as above – from ZWB to Immerdauer.  Mention of 
“Lilien.” 
 
January 26, 1940 – rec’d January 29, 1940 – letter, in Polish, from Immerdauer to ZWB.   
 
Box 2, File 39  General Correspondence  International Citizens Committee of the Arts, Sciences 
and Professions   1946 

 
December 13, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB (5732 31

st
 NE, Seattle) to Professor Albert L. Franzke, Chairman, 

Independent Citizens Committee of the Arts, Sciences and Professions, 4719 University Way, Seattle 5, Washington.  “At 
yesterday’s membership meeting it became obvious that I am at difference on matters of principal importance with a 
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majority of the membership, or at least of those present at the meeting.  I am, therefore, presenting my resignation from 
the membership of the ICCASP.”  There is a registered returned receipt.  A second carbon copy of this letter is in the file. 
 
December 23, 1946 – letter from Mrs. Esther Ristine, Acting Director, ICCASP, Northwest Division.   ZWB’s letter was 
read to the Executive Board which unanimously agreed to ask that he reconsider.  Reasons relating to the possible 
dissolving of the Northwest Division of the ICCASP are given.  Officers and members of the Executive Board are listed on 
the letterhead.  Some names:  Irving Clark, Jr. , Harold Eby, Sidney Gerber, Ralph H. Gundlach, Walter F. Isaacs, Dr. 
S.H. Kaufman, Paul H. Kirk, Melvin Rader, Edwin Uehling.   
 
Box 2, File 40  General Correspondence  International House 1937-1938 
 

September 29, 1937 – no postage – rec’d September 30, 1937.  Letter to ZWB from William D. Carter – Asking ZWB to 
write an article for the International Quarterly, focusing on “After the Dictator, What?”   Also hopes that ZWB will participate 
in discussions of the international affairs group, and says that he is receiving frequent requests from outside organizations 
for speakers competent to deal with “certain aspects of foreign affairs.”  Compensation is often offered.  He wonders if 
ZWB would be interested in such arrangements and on what topics he might speak. 
 
October 25, 1937 – general letter to members of International House from John L. Mott, Director.  No postage.  Rec’d 
October 25.  Invitation by Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland E. Dodge to have members spend Election Day afternoon (November 2, 
1937) at their home in Riverdale on the bank of the Hudson River. 
 
February 23, 1938 – form letter to ZWB, 200 Claremont Avenue, NYC, from Helen Perle, International House, inviting him 
to a tea, February 25, to be hosted by students from Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland, Russia, and 
Turkey. 
 
August 15, 1938 – form letter – rec’d August 18, 1938.  From R.E. Gundersen, President and K.P. Damlamian, Chairman, 
Membership Committee, The Alumni Association of International House New York.  Asks that he consider continuing his 
affiliation with International House by joining the alumni association.  Gives the advantages of such membership.  
Although the dues are listed as $1.50, it appears that ZWB sent them a check for $3.  Board of Directors listed on 
letterhead.  The International Quarterly is the journal of the alumni association. 

 
Box 2, File 41 General Correspondence  Isserman, Alexander  1939-1941 
 

[This file also includes correspondence with Jack Isserman.] 
 

January 17, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Dr. A. Isserman, 171 Osborne Terrace, Newark, NJ.  ZWB trying to set 
an appointment with Isserman. 
 
January 24, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Mr. A. Isserman, 171 Osborne Terrace, Newark, NJ.  Thanks for 
recommendations.  He has seen Judge Strahl and is trying to set up an interview with Mr. Hirshovitz.   
 
February 9, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Isserman.  Regrets not being able to come to Newark. He is spending 
most of his time calling on people and writing letters.  He’s been to see Mr. Racoosin, a CPA, to whom he was int roduced 
by Judge Strahl.  Through Racoosin he has letters of intro to Ish-Kishor of the Eastern Life Insurance Co. and to Dr. S. 
Kahn, a psychologist.  
 
February 16, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Isserman.  The grippe prevents him from coming to Newark to be with 
Isserman and his family.   
 
March 13, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Isserman.  Setting date for ZWB to come see him.   
 
April 23, 1939 – letter from U.S. Senator W. Warren Barbour of New Jersey to Mr. A. Isserman, 40 Clinton Street, Newark, 
New Jersey.  Barbour has communicated with the American Consul in Warsaw re Miss Franciszka Birnbaum, urging 
immediate and favorable action on her visa. Barbour will write again as soon as the consul replies. 
 
April 26, 1939 – letter to Isserman from Albert W. Lewit, office of W. Warren Barbour, U.S. Senate, saying that the matter 
in Isserman’s letter of April 20

th
 has been taken care of. 

 
No date – handwritten note by ZWB: “The letter from Governor Moore of N.J. addressed to A. Isserman with enclosed 
carbon-copy of his letter to the American Consul in Warsaw were handed over to Mr. Rickles on November 27, 1939.    
This is attached to an envelope postmarked April 25, 1939, addressed to Isserman. 
 
May 25, 1939 – letter from A. Isserman, written on letterhead of Gillen & Co., Real Estate and Insurance, 38-40 Clinton 
Street, Newark, NJ, to ZWB.  Cancelling and rescheduling an appointment because of illness of Mr. Rosenzweig.  
Isserman expects ZWB “tomorrow night at my home at the usual time.” 
 
June 6, 1939 – letter from Isserman to ZWB.  Same letterhead as above.  Sort of cryptic: 
 “After I left you I met a very influential man who can give us all the connections which we need in this matter 
about which we were talking.  Better connections for this purpose we can never get. 
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 “It is very urgent if you and your friend would come over tomorrow to meet my friend.  We would have dinner 
either in the Robert Treat Hotel or in the Newark Athletic Club and if the business is just as you represented it, I believe 
we can do a lot of business. …” 
 
June 9, 1939 – telegram to ZWB from Isserman postponing Monday appointment.  
 
July 17, 1939 – carbon of letter, in English, to Isserman from ZWB in Burlington, Vermont.  He is enjoying his vacation.  
The English courses are helping him a lot.  He and Bloch have rooms in the same house.  They often speak of Isserman 
and his family and are missing the “friendly atmosphere and warmth of your home.” 
 
August 4, 1939 – carbon of letter to Isserman from ZWB in Burlington.  Thanks for an invitation for which he is too far 
away, but hopes to see him before an “official business appointment,” August 17, when Bloch will have data for business 
proposals.   
 
September 17, 1939 – carbon of letter to Isserman from ZWB in Seattle.  Address: 1307 East 41

st
 Street, Seattle .  

Thanks for telegram from Isserman and his family, which he found upon arrival in Seattle. Describes trip as almost perfect 
if not for worry about European situation and accident near the state line between California and Oregon.  The head of the 
department, who had visited him in Burlington, is very friendly.  Seattle seems pleasant.  He has rented a small apartment 
“consisting of a large living room with a disappearing bed, a kitchen-dinette and a bathroom” very near the university.  
Worries about family.   
 
September 18, 1939 – carbon of letter to Isserman from ZWB.  Problem with a $400 check.  It looks as if Isserman gave 
ZWB a $400 check, but did not have funds on the account to cover it.  
 
September 6, 1939 – notarized statement of insufficient funds for payment of check made by A. Isserman, dated Sept. 1, 
1939, for $400. 
 
October 20, 1939 – rec’d October 29, 1939 – letter from Alexander Isserman, Real Estate, Mortgages, 40 Clinton Street, 
Newark, NJ.  Annoyed that he has not heard from ZWB, worried that ZWB may be ill. 
 
October 24, 1939 – terribly faint carbon of letter to Isserman from ZWB, responding to letter of October 20.  He hasn’t 
been writing because he’s been feeling “very depressed” and hates to write letters when he is in such a mood.  He hasn’t 
heard anything from his family or any of his best friends, most of whom, when last he heard, were in Lwów, hence 
probably now under Russian rule.  Others were in Warsaw.  “I do not know how they came through the terrible period of 
fighting, nor can I imagine how they are now able to pay for their living.”  Describes his efforts to communicate with family  
and friends.  Seattle is satisfactory and he has all reason to feel happy.  “To distract the depressing thoughts, and to make 
it in the most interesting and useful way, I started to work hard on some of my research projects.”  Asks for Jack’s 
address. 
 
October 28, 1939 – rec’d November 6, 1939 – letter from Alexander Isserman, Aetna Casualty and Surety Co., Hartford, 
Connecticut.  Expresses sympathy and warmth.  Gives address:  Jack Isserman c/o Commonwealth College, Mena,  
Arkansas. 
 
November 22, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Isserman (171 Osborne Terrace, Newark).  Reports on cable of 
November 17

th
 from his family (“ALL VERY WELL PARENTS SISTER WAITING:: LUDWIKLETTERS”)  Today he had a 

cable from his cousin in London [Kubuś] saying “FAMILY ALRIGHT.”  So, he is feeling much better.  
“…’LUDWIKLETTERS’ means that a man whom I know and whose name is Ludwik has letters for me.  I knew for a few 
days already that this man has succeeded to get out of Poland, but I do not know where to reach him.  It should be 
expected, of course, that he will mail me the letters… but I am not waiting … he may have more important things to do – 
and I have already started to chase him by letters in all places of Europe in which I can expect him to be.  Not before 
receiving those letters I will know more about the real conditions in which my family was when they were writing those 
letters, and even that will not be very conclusive, as conditions may have changed…… There is another point in the cable 
which is not absolutely clear to me: “PARENTS AND SISTER WAITING.” The nearest guess would be that they are 
waiting for me to get them out from there.  That may of course prove to be a very difficult problem, but I shall try my best.  
…As …when I received the nomination for my present position at the University – I am again hurrying to inform you of 
news which are good news to me…” 
 
January 17, 1940 – letter from Jack Isserman to ZWB.  Says he was more than glad to get ZWB’s card.  Asks about 
ZWB’s family and the UW.  Says he is busy doing “industrial work” and attending classes.  “We are very isolated here in 
the mountains and the facilities are very primitive.  The food is mediocre but the spirit is enthralling and there is such a 
cooperative nature about the place that it is almost unbelievable when you remember that we are actually living in a 
fiercely competitive world.”   
 This is attached to the letter below. 
 
February 13, 1940 – letter from Jack Isserman, Commonwealth College, Mena, Arkansas, to ZWB.  Wonders if ZWB ever 
got the letter sent about a month ago.  This week a visitor arrived to stay at the school for six weeks.  “She is the girl you 
cashed a check for in New York.” 
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January 30, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB to A. Isserman. He spent the Christmas vacation with a UW faculty 
member’s family in Berkeley.  [Zuckerman family, presumably.]  Describes his professional activity.  Thanks Isserman for 
his offer to help bring his (ZWB’s) family over.  There is the thought that his sister would now be with him if the war had 
not disrupted all plans.  He has been skiing on the slopes of Mt. Rainier, “a mountain higher than the Jungfrau, and distant 
only by about two hours driving from here.”  He’s slowly making friends.  “It will of course take some time to find friends 
like you and your family, who make me feel like being with my parents.” 
 

January 30, 1940 – rec’d February 6, 1940 - letter from A. Isserman to ZWB.  Warm note.  Offers help with his family – all 
ZWB has to do is write and let him know. 
 
April 23, 1940 – letter from A Isserman to ZWB.  Says he was wondering why he hadn’t heard from ZWB, but Miss Mack, 
evidently Isserman’s secretary, told him that he owes ZWB a letter.  He apologizes for not writing.  Warm wishes. 
 
April 29, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB to A. Isserman. He hasn’t been writing because there is very little pleasant 
news.   He reports “the few pleasant facts that have occurred since I last wrote you.”  His contract has been extended for 
the next year.  Gives detailed description of his research, publishing, and esp. teaching.  He is still enjoying Seattle, is 
spending his Sundays out of town “in mountains and on sea- and lake-shores.  Yesterday, April 28, I had a wonderful 
skiing trip on the slopes of Mount Rainier.”  After a long silence there has been a cryptic cable, written in a language to 
deceive the censor; he thinks it means that his sister has finally decided to go illegally to Bucharest and try to get a U.S. 
visa from there.  The cable language is problematic.  “My family has a particular gift for setting up unintelligible telegrams.”  
All he can do is wait until he is informed that his sister is in Bucharest and then try to use all possible influence on the 
American consul there.  He has already corresponded with the consul in Bucharest, sending all relevant paperwork.  The 
consul has responded that he can do nothing prior to his sister arriving in person but that he will then give the matter all 
favorable consideration.  Warm thoughts of the Isserman household and evenings there: “They were the very few 
evenings in the last three years during which I did not feel that I was a stranger in a new country.”   
 
July 12, 1940 – faint carbon of letter from ZWB to A. Isserman. Hasn’t written for a long time because there was nothing to 
write.  Family is still in Lwów, under Russian occupation.  The plan to smuggle his sister into Rumania was one he had 
opposed “because it appeared to me that in going to Rumania, a country which may be involved in a war almost any 
moment, she would run quite unpredictable risks.”  Now it appears that he was right since the latest news, about three 
months old, his sister has a job and the family “is getting along somehow.”  Good times in Seattle and surroundings.  
Warm wishes to Isserman and family. 
 
July 30, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB to A. Isserman.  Expresses concern that Isserman had undergone an 
operation.  Reviews the outdated letters and plans coming from family.  Rumania plan for Nusia is clearly “absurd in view 
of the developments of the last few months.”  “I have spent almost a week climbing mountains with three faculty 
colleagues.  We had our sleeping bags and our food supplies with us, and spent about five days practically outside of 
civilization, among beautiful ice-covered mountains, glaciers, streams, and lakes.  As a result, I am very brown, feel quite 
rested, and appreciate much more than before a real good bed and food which I do not have to cook over a campfire.” 
 Attached to letter below. 
 
July 22, 1940 – rec’d July 27, 1940 – from Isserman to ZWB.  He was hospitalized for three weeks for an operation and 
then had another operation at home.  ZWB’s letter was most welcome. 
 
January 23, 1941 – rec’d January 27, 1941 – letter from Isserman to ZWB.  Congratulations and warm wishes on his 
marriage. “Your letters always surprise me very much, but this last one exceptionally so.”  Mention of ZWB’s cousin, who 
has not been able to meet by appointment.  Regarding Block [sic], there has been correspondence but Isserman is not 

optimistic about developments.   
 
Undated – carbon of letter from ZWB to Isserman.  Return address 420 West 121

st
 Street.  Clearly from ca. 1939 during 

ZWB’s stay in NYC.  Trying to set up an appointment.  
 
 
Box 2, File 42 General Correspondence  Kac, Mark 1939-1947 

[Materials not in chrono order.] 
 

April 4, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Dr. Mark Kac, Dept. of Math, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore.  
Artur: “News about loans.”  Mentions Bloch, Washington, $500. 
 
April 27, 1929 [This appears to be an error and should read 1939] – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Kac.  

Mentions Harvard, Altberg (a friend), Bloch.   
 
December 10, 1938 – carbon, in Polish, of card from ZWB to Mr. M. Kac, Ph.D., c/o Prof. A. Wintner, Mathematics 
Department, Johns Hopkins University.  Mentions Sternbach. 
 
October 28, 1938 – rec’d November 12, 1938 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Mark Kac to ZWB.  Artur: “Kac to 
America.”  Postmark on envelope might be Lwów.  Mentions Steinhaus, Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University, Wintner.  
?“My English is ‘made in Lwów’.”   
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December 6, 1938 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Kac to ZWB.  Kac gives Johns Hopkins address.  Mention of 
Wintner, ?Sternbach, a Prof. Reed at the School of Hygiene at Johns Hopkins.  
 
December 30, 1938 – letter, in Polish, from Kac to ZWB.  Mentions “fine fellow,” Wintner, van Kampen, Steinhaus, 
financial matters. 
 
January 3, 1939 – rec’d January 4, 1939 - handwritten post card, in Polish, from Kac to ZWB.  Mentions Steinhaus.  
Appears to be adding $200 to $150 of debt or expense incurred. 
 
January 6, 1939 – smeary carbon, in Polish, of card from ZWB to Kac.  Mentions Steinhaus, ?Stechert, Altberg. 
 
January 21, 1939 – rec’d January 24, 1939 – handwritten card, in Polish, from Kac to ZWB. 
 
February 2, 1939 – rec’d February 4, 1939 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Kac to ZWB.  Mentions Gauss, gives 
mathematical problem. Mentions Steinhaus, Altberg, Sternbach. 
 
January 6, 1940 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Kac to ZWB.  Kac writes from Ithaca.  This letter has been translated 
by Artur Rosman, who has supplied explanatory notes.  
 
April 25, 1940 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Kac to ZWB. Cornell University’s Math Dept letterhead.  Artur: “War 
news.”  Mentions Steinhaus, Bloch, Sternbach.  
 
March 10, 1941 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Kac at Cornell. Reference to December 19, 1940.  Apparently 
enclosed with this letter is another letter: 
 December 22, 1940 – 4 pages, handwritten, in Polish.  Mentions Seattle.  Appears to be signed “W.”   
 
January 17, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kac at Cornell. Writes about Henryk Schaerf, describing his “desperate 
letters from Zurich” and the Swiss authorities’ intention to deport him to Poland. Schaerf’s problem would be solved if he 
could have an appointment in the USA.  ZWB has a good chance of getting him such an appointment at Montana State 
but needs several strong recommendations.  ZWB asks if if Kac would be willing to give such a recommendation and has 
enclosed [not in this file] some sort of resume giving personal information and Schaerf’s professional qualifications.   
 
January 22, 1946 – handwritten letter, in English, from Kac to ZWB.  Kac encloses a carbon of the letter he sent to J. M. 
Hurst.  Independently Professor Carver, who knows that Kac is writing to Hurst, has written to Hurst to tell him that Kac’s 
opinion can be trusted.  The letter to Hurst is very good, gives specifics of Schaerf’s career, speaks knowingly of his 
qualities, and makes it clear that deportation would be equivalent to a death sentence, but that Hurst would gain 
immensely by bringing Schaerf to his department. 
 
January 18, 194? – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Kac.  Says he had no time to say goodbye to him at 
Swarthmore.  The prospects for ZWB’s statistical institute at the UW are good.  He is writing to friends in Poland to find 
out the addresses of Sternbach’s sisters and will forward them to Kac if he gets them.  He wonders about a summer 
teaching job at Cornell.   
 
April 12, 194?7 – faint carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Kac.  Has used Kac as a reference in negotiation with 
University of Southern California.  His negotiations are not known to Winger, his present department head.  The letter on 
Schaerf’s behalf was certainly successful and reports from Montana sound very good. 
  
October 20, 194?7?9 – draft of note to Kac from ZWB congratulating Kac on his promotion.  
 
Box 2, File 434  General Correspondence  Kaufman, Esther 1938 

 
July 15, 1938 – rec’d July 18, 1938 – letter to ZWB at Woods Hole from Esther M. Kaufman, 1268 Stratford Ave., NYC.  
Addresses him as Dr. Birnbaum.  Apparently responding to information regarding taking part of her vacation at Woods 
Hole.  “I still have 86 more chapters to revise in ‘Nutrition’ and when I stop to think that it all must be finished and proo f 
read by October – well-l-l I just can’t help giggling.” 
 
No date – rec’d July 28, 1938 – letter to ZWB from Esther M. Kaufman.  She asks what one wears at Woods Hole.  “Shall 
I take along a couple of abbreviated tennis outfits or my Schiparelli, Lelong and whatzis, especially the whatzis?  In other 
words, does one romp around in shorts and sweaters or in city clothes?”  She also asks for information about “where I can 
put up” and if it is necessary to make reservations.  She’ll be coming by train, exact time still uncertain.  And finally, she 
asks him to tell her “where I can look you up, if when and perhaps.” 
 
July 30, 1938 – carbon of letter sent special delivery from ZWB to Miss Kaufmann [sic].  “I am sorry that my limited 

education did not include an adequate study of Schiparelli’s, Lelong’s and whatzis. I do not even know the meaning of 
those well-sounding words.  …people in W.H. do not dress for dinner … the dirtiest slacks for men and the most 
inexpensive beach trousers for ladies, completed by sweaters, bathing robes, etc. are perfectly sufficient equipment.”  He 
suggests perhaps bringing “one simple and light dress for the extremely informal dancing in the MBL club.”  Gives details 
of lodging, dining, his schedule. He goes to the beach in the late afternoon.  
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July 31, 1938 – rec’d August 2, 1938 – letter from Esther Kaufman to ZWB, saying her vacation has been postponed until 
next Saturday. 
 
August 4, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Miss Kaufman explaining that he has to go back to NYC as soon as 
possible, probably leaving Woods Hole tomorrow afternoon, spending the weekend with friends in Boston, and trying to be 
in NYC at the beginning of the next week.  While he is sorry to miss Miss Kaufman, he points out that his room will be 
available at $5.50 a week and that it has lots of advantages.  He tells her how to contact the landlord upon arrival at 
Woods Hole, that she should say she is doing so on ZWB’s recommendation, and that the landlord and landlady are 
expecting her.   
 
July 6, 1938 – post card from Esther Kaufman to ZWB on Claremont Avenue, forwarded to Woods Hole.  Difficult for me 
to read.  Appears to say that she would like to visit Woods Hole. 
[Out of chrono order.] 

 
August 5, 1938 – letter from Esther Kaufman to ZWB, giving her timetable for her arrival at Woods Hole and inquiring 
about meeting up.  Letter, sent by special delivery, was forwarded from Marine Biological Laboratory to 200 Claremont 
Avenue. 
 
 
Box 2, File 44 General Correspondence  Kern, Leona  1937 
 

July 1, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Mrs. Kern explaining that when he was leaving Poland, more than six weeks 
ago, Mrs. Weissmann-Garfunkel gave him the enclosed letter for Mrs. Kern.  The delay in delivering it was partially due to 
an unforeseen stay in France.  He’d be happy to meet her and tell her more about “our common friend.”  
 
July 16, 1937 – handwritten letter from Leona ?Gillette Kern, 6 West 77

th
 Street, NYC, Tel. Trafalgar 7-9081.  She 

expresses pleasure in getting the letter from Olga Weissmann-Garfunkel.  She was out of town when the letter arrived.  
Asks that he call and set a date to get together.  ZWB’s note on call and date set. 
 
August 18, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Mrs. Paul Kern asking for an appointment to discuss with her something 
about which he would like her advice.   
 
August 20, 1937 – rec’d August 21, 1937 - note from Leona Kern asking if he can come to tea on Tuesday afternoon and 
saying she would be glad if she could be of any help. 
 
August 25, 1937 – rec’d August 26, 1937 – note from Leona Kern saying that she has spoken with Mr. Seward who “will 
be very glad to do what he can for you, and I believe his fee will be reasonable.  If you are still inclined to see him, I 
suggest that you go before September tenth as he is leaving town at that time.” 
  
Box 2, File 45 General Correspondence  Lange, Oskar 1940 

 
January 16, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Professor O. Lange, Department of Economics, University of Chicago.  
ZWB writes that he has heard from Prof. J. Neyman of Berkeley that Lange is organizing “an action to aid deserving 
Polish scientists.”  “I came to the United States from Poland less than three years ago, and I should like to inform you that 
I shall be glad to cooperate in such an action, within my possibilities.”  Signed by ZWB as “Asst. Prof. of Mathem. 
Statistics.”  There are two copies of this letter. 
 
January 26, 1940 – rec’d January 29, 1940 – letter from Oskar Lange to ZWB. Acknowledges letter of January 16

th
.  Says 

that “some action is being started by the Kosciuszko Foundation, which also is collecting funds for this purpose.”  He 
advises writing directly to the Foundation (149 E. 67

th
 Street, NYC) if he wishes to give financial support.  Lange would 

appreciate info re deserving Polish scholars, so that he can see about getting something done – through American 
universities or with financial aid from the Kosciuszko Foundation.  
 
 
Box 2, File 46 General Correspondence  Lederer, Walther & Ruth 1937 

[Not in chrono order.] 
 

July 23, 1937 – rec’d July 27, 1937 - post card, in German, to ZWB at International House from Walther Lederer in 
Colorado Springs. Barely legible.  Gives General Delivery address, Iowa City, Iowa 
 
Postmark December 3, 1937 – rec’d December 4, 1937 – in German, a card from Ruth Lederer to ZWB apparently giving 
details of a study on which she is working.  This seems to involve cards, which must be sorted, and observations of 
children.  
 
July 29, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Herr Lederer, sent to General Delivery in Iowa City, Iowa.  
Thanks for the card.  Comments on the mountains in Colorado and the heat in NYC which he finds awful.  He has become 
accustomed to the noise and upheaval of the city.  “My Mexicans have paid me forty dollars and have shown no further 
signs of life.  Obviously the plan has quietly passed away.  So I probably will not be a bank director in Mexico.”  He has 
been meeting with a lot of people but nothing of note has come of it.  Yesterday evening he met for the first time with Prof. 
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Bernstein. That man depressed him in a way that was not nice.  He said that it would be unconscionable for him to talk 
ZWB into scientific work, since he would only eat up his savings.  Otherwise he thought ZWB had almost no prospects for 
a decent existence if he continues in the profession for which he is qualified – actuarial work, statistics, etc.  Bernstein 
maintained that as a foreigner and a Jew he would be unwelcome everywhere here; that exile is a shattered existence, 
etc.  “Over and over I have told myself that these were the statements of a bitter and disappointed old man, but he 
certainly is a bit correct and that is uncomfortable enough.”  ZWB asked if Bernstein would recommend that he go to Iowa 
and study statistics and actuarial science with Professor Rietz, to which Bernstein replied that Rietz, to his knowledge, is 
not particularly Jew-friendly and would not help him in any practical way.  The only positive advice from Bernstein in this 
conversation of several hours was that ZWB should simply sell insurance since that is a product he knows.  ZWB awoke 
the next morning with a headache.  Earning money in America will not be easy.  Today he has started studying Spanish.  
Maybe that will help.  He realizes that this has become a letter of complaint.  In reality he is not as despairing as this letter 
might make him appear.  He is just annoyed that he let his mood be spoiled.  He may go to Pennsylvania State College 
for a meeting in early September.  Perhaps also he will visit a friend, a mathematician who is working in Ithaca.    
 
August 14, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, to Dr. Lederer.  Thanks him for his letter which was so focused on ZWB 
rather than on the Lederers’ doings.  Some two weeks after his arrival in America he earned his first $40.  Describes the 
broker and his enterprise, something between a savings bank and a lottery.  Since then he has earned nothing.  This 
earning-nothing is not as hard to take materially as is the feeling that a non-earner does not feel “vollwertig” (up to 
standard, of full value).   Everything is measured in money and in “earning power.”  He who has no “earning power” is just 
a good-for-nothing, a qualitatively bad person.  Reviews pessimistically what he has heard about the actuarial profession 
in the USA.  Everything comes down to connections.  He has found that personal feeling counts for a lot.  But one still has 
to have the means to get past an audience with the third assistant to the second secretary.  Not much is going on in NYC 
at the moment commercially or scientifically.  It’s summertime, there are vacations, etc. Things start up after Labor Day.  If 
he doesn’t get a position he’ll probably go to a university and study as much app lied mathematics as possible.  This 
country is so big, the freedom here – despite whatever one may write over there [in Europe] – is beyond comparing with 
our central European circumstances, the commercial life is so “übersprudelnd” (bubbling over) that probably one can 
always find some way of existing if one does not insist on one special thing, such as a university career.   
 
October 21, 1937 – rec’d October 22, 1937 – letter, in German, from Ruth Lederer, 152 Main Street, Newark, Delaware.  
Asks if she might hire him to help her with some calculations she needs in her work.  Description of community in which 
they live. 
 
October 22, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Frau Doktor Lederer. He’ll be happy to be of service. He’s 
glad they like their small-town life. His work at the biometric Institute is pleasant and he finds living at International House 
very nice. 
 
October 25, 1937 – rec’d October 27 - letter, in German, from Ruth Lederer to ZWB.  They are glad that he is liking life in 
America and that his pessimism has passed.  Making plans for getting together to work. 
 
December 7, 1937 – rec’d December 8, 1937 – card, in German, from Ruth Lederer. She’ll be coming to NYC Saturday 
midday, misc. details. 
 
December 9, 1937 – card, in German, from Ruth Lederer – particulars of work on study to be discussed when they meet. 
 
December 10, 1937 – card, in German, from Ruth Lederer – unclear, perhaps relating to the study. 
 
December 21, 1937 – Christmas card with note in German from Walther Lederer, wishing ZWB success with his trip. 
 
Box 2, File 47  General Correspondence  Lederer, Walther and Ruth 1938 
 

[Some out of chrono order.] 
 

January 1, 1938 – carbon, in German, of letter from ZWB to the Lederers.  Thanks for the card.  He enjoyed his trip to the 
Midwest.  He could get acclimated to life there quite easily, the people make a friendly impression and life seems more 
comfortable than in the East.  The food is better in the Midwest and he found his short stay to be calming.  Reports on 
events and outcomes from meeting in Indianapolis.  He traveled there by bus and returned by train, about which he is 
enthusiastic.  Upon his return he found a letter from the American Consulate in Cuba.  The letter states that his papers are 
in order and that he only still needs a physical exam by a physician.  Probably at the end of the semester, at the end of 
January, he will make the trip to Cuba. 
 
January 19, 1938 – letter, in German, handwritten (a bit hard to read) from Walther Lederer to ZWB.  Comments with 
pleasure on letter about his trip to Indianapolis.  Urges him to be sure to take his camera to Cuba and to let them see his 
pictures when he returns.  Walther also announces that in a few days he will be getting his citizenship papers.  Apparently 
he had experienced some difficulty in this matter.  Ruth is working hard on her data and would be glad if ZWB could help 
in February, after his return from Cuba.  Mentions correspondence with Kubuś.  
 
February 3, 1938 – carbon, in German, of letter from ZWB to Lederers.  Makes remark that he has been tardy in 
answering their kind letter, explaining that he is related to Kubuś.  He’s been in Cuba and can now, with justified pride, 
hold his immigrant visa up against their citizenship.  It was a very comfortable trip, though he’s not optimistic about the 
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still-unfinished photos.  Nothing has come of the contact(s) at Indianapolis and he will soon begin writing to Teachers 
Agencies.  He is doubtful that “his professor” will get the monies to keep him in any better circumstances.  Back to the trip: 
“For the first time in my life I was a first class passenger – even if it was on a somewhat second-class shipping line.”  On 
the inbound and outbound journeys he had a two-bed and three-bed cabin all to himself.  Food was good, people on 
board were nice and appreciated large quantities of alcohol – they had ca. one gallon per person in their cabins.  There 
was a snowstorm on the day they left NYC, but the next day was wonderfully sunny and on the day after that it was really 
hot.  In Havana they were having atypically cold weather – the Cubans were shivering but ZWB would have been 
uncomfortable in a coat, however it was not warm enough to swim in the ocean.  The formalities went quickly and well and 
he spent the rest of his time – from Tueday morning until Thursday afternoon – walking, looking around.  He liked Havana 
a lot.  Spanish is much nicer sounding than he had expected and even the little shouts or screams sound nice.  When he 
returned to International House none of the cheapest rooms were available so he got himself a place on Claremont 
Avenue, $6/week, kitchen privileges which he doesn’t use.  He’ll continue to use International House for a mailing address 
until he is sure he’s found the right place to live.  He refers to the work on “Händigkeit” (handedness) which must be 
Ruth’s study.  Reports briefly on Kubuś and Rita. 
 
February 7, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German – from Walther and Ruth Lederer.  Walther’s handwriting is difficult but it 
looks like he is giving ZWB directions on what to do now that he has his immigrant visa.  Ruth is setting up an 
appointment to meet with ZWB in NYC and writes about the study.  Attached envelope has calculations in ZWB’s 
handwriting. 
 
February 9, 1938 (postmark) – handwritten letter, in German and English, from Ruth Lederer to ZWB.  Data from study 
discussed. 
 
February 9, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Lederers.  He’s followed their advice and applied for “first 
papers.”  He’s started going to teachers’ agencies.  His professor had received money from some foundation and 
therefore can keep him and maybe pay him better.   Confirms appointment with Ruth.  The new room is too expensive 
and he is looking for something cheaper. 
 
February 21, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Ruth Lederer.  Needs to change an appointment with her.  
He would like to attend a math meeting on Feb. 26

th
. Discussion of study data.  Address: 200 Claremont Avenue, Apt. 61. 

 
February 23, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German, from Ruth to ZWB. Courteous, complimentary, sending more data. 
 
March 22, 1938 (post mark) – rec’d March 23 - handwritten card, in German, sent Special Delivery, from Ruth Lederer to 
ZWB.  Thanks for work.  Asks if he might come to their place.  Today she got a cablegram from Vienna from her parents 
which said that his and Walther’s parents were doing well.  In his (ZWB’s) place, she would ?try to get his sister over here 
if it could at all be done. 
 
March 30, 1938 (post mark) – rec’d April 1, 1938 – note, in German, from Ruth to ZWB saying that she and Walther are 
coming to NYC on Saturday and she would be grateful if he could help her.  Asks him to send her a card with his phone 
number so she can call him on Saturday. 
 
April 10, 1938 – carbon of card, in German, from ZWB to Ruth Lederer.  He would like to know what has happened in 
Iowa, if only to complain.  He has had no further news from Vienna.  Yesterday he was in Princeton to see what he could 
do for a Viennese friend [Gustav Bergmann, presumably].  It doesn’t look favorable but kindly people advise him to come 
anyhow.  On Thursday he will probably go for a few days to Charlottesville, VA, for a math meeting.  
 This is on the back of a draft of a letter of April 10, 1938, to a professor at Princeton with whom he discussed 
Gustav Bergmann’s case. 
 

April 11, 1938 – rec’d April 12 - card, in German, to ZWB from Ruth Lederer just back this evening from Iowa.  The talk 
went over well but there seem to be some complications with respect to the examination date.  Asks to meet with him after 
his return from Charlottesville.  
 
April ??, 1938 – telegram from “Lederer” to ZWB setting up date in NYC. 
 
April 2, 1938 – telegram from “Lederer” to ZWB saying that NY trip has been cancelled. 
 
April 22, 1938 – rec’d April 23, 1938 – post card, in German, from Ruth to ZWB.  Walther is also getting many letters from 
Vienna.  Regrettably there is no good advice to be given.  Walther’s sister will probably be coming over soon with her 
husband.  Would like to set up meeting regarding the study.  
 
May 1, 1938 – carbon, in German, of letter sent registered-return receipt to Ruth from ZWB. Apparently this letter 
accompanied a dissertation manuscript.  ZWB’s comments and words of encouragement to Ruth. 
 
May 13, 1938 (post mark) rec’d May 14, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German, from Ruth to ZWB.   Discussion of 
preparation of data in material and statistics used, presumably for her dissertation.  Her boss wants the “remaining 
experimental chapters” in one week.  She thinks that isn’t to be taken too seriously, but asks that ZWB send her the 
completed calculations – once they are ready – by registered air mail special delivery. 
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May 14, 1938 (post mark) – rec’d May 15, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German, from Ruth to ZWB.  Acknowledges 
receipt of his card of the 12

th
.  Discussion of statistics used, preparation of material.  Asks if he has heard anything more 

concrete about Kubuś and Rita’s plans.  Everything has worked out with Walther’s sister and her husband and they will 
definitely be coming here in June. 
 
May 4, 1938 – rec’d May 6, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German, to ZWB from Ruth Lederer (at Town and Gown 
Residence Hall, 815 East Burlington, Iowa City, Iowa).  “Many thanks for the calculations which I received today.”  She 
has handed over the first three chapters on methodology.  She is enclosing calculations and asks that he address 
questions given in the letter.  Much discussion of the statistical problems.  She has spoken with two people in Iowa City 
who have come from Vienna recently and tell about horrible things.  The news she receives indirectly is also terrible and 
she can barely grasp it, which may be just as well. 
 
May 12, 1938 – carbon, in German, of card from ZWB to Ruth at Town & Gown in Iowa City.  Apologies for delay in 
responding.   He’s had a lot of work, esp. dealing with seven students who are completing their master’s theses.  The 
news he is getting from Vienna is depressing. 
 
May 16, 1938 – carbon, in German, of note to Ruth from ZWB, accompanying material mailed to her registered special 
delivery air mail.  He’ll probably spend the summer with “my professor” [Bernstein, presumably] outside of New York.  He 
has received only very little news from Kubuś but ZWB is convinced that he will be here in the foreseeable future.  Words 
of encouragement to Ruth not to let her examiners and critics there (Iowa City, presumably) intimidate, sour or embitter 
her.   
 This is attached to an envelope (registered mail), May 9, 1938, from R. K. Lederer in Iowa City, rec’d May 11, 
1938.  Formulae in ZWB’s handwriting are on the back of this envelope.  
 
May 24, 1938 – rec’d  May 25, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German, to ZWB from Ruth, Town & Gown, Iowa City.  
Thanks him for his answers.  She will probably return to Newark next week to help with the packing and to look for an 
apartment for the fall.   Walther’s sister is coming at the end of next week.  She would like to be able to discuss some 
small matters with ZWB in person – it just isn’t that easy to take care of so much in writing.  So she asks that ZWB send 
her a card in Iowa City telling her how much longer he’ll be in NYC and when she might look him up there.   
 
June 9, 1938 (post mark)– rec’d June 10, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German, from Ruth to ZWB.  Asks for assistance 
with preparing bibliographic information, including instructions on using the Columbia Catalog and the Library of Congress 
catalog (in the same room as the Columbia catalog).  Dealing with getting exact info. for English translations of German 
publications.  They are packing all their stuff and leaving tomorrow morning for Iowa City, a trip that should take two days.  
Gives Town & Gown address.  
 
August 9, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, to Ruth from ZWB.  It looks as if she has received her doctorate and he is 
offering congratulations and the hope that she can now have some vacation and then perhaps begin work that will be fun 
for her.  He would like to know if her examiners made her life difficult and if they tried hard to tear apart her work.  He 
hopes there will be an opportunity to discuss this in the near future.  As she can see, he is suddenly again in NYC.  A few 
days ago his chief told him that the research grant that was covering his salary is almost exhausted, that it cannot be 
renewed, and that ZWB, therefore, will receive no more pay checks.  At that, he immediately left Woods Hole, first going 
to friends in Boston where he was absolutely lazy for three days, and then returning to NYC to look for a means of 
existence.  He’s been doing that since his arrival in NYC.  Somehow he has managed not to get upset.  He’s rather glad 
to be free from his employer.  There would be plenty to tell also about that chapter.  He’s started working with the 
Southern Teachers Agency, will have to be patient, has received news of some positions, sent out applications, 
?apparently has received some refusals.  He’s also thinking of founding a business offering statistical research for 
researchers in various fields.  It would be a business in which he could employ some of his mathematician friends when 
they arrive from Europe.  He’s going to seek advice from experienced people about how one starts such a thing.  He is 
learning about the American approach.  One is not easily ruined and there is no reason to fret/grieve.  He has learned this 
in America.   
 
September 12, 1938 – rec’d September 14, 1938 – post card, handwritten and in German, from Walther Lederer to ZWB 
at Institute for Mathematical & Statistical Research, 55 W. 42

nd
 Street, New York, NY.  He regrets that they were not able 

see his office; they had to leave earlier than planned.  (Handwriting is difficult for me to read.)  Looks like he intends to 
mention ZWB’s Institute in connection with publication of something in the American Economic Review.  A friend 

mentioned to Walther’s sister that Kubuś is coming to the USA.  
 
Box 2, File 48 General Correspondence  Lederer, Walther & Ruth  1939, n.d. 

 
[It should be possible to determine dates for the items that appear undated.] 

 

June 4, 1939 – handwritten draft, in German, of letter from ZWB to Walther Lederer.  Has just heard of the death of 
Walther Lederer’s uncle [Emil Lederer].  ZWB had known him and had warm feelings for him.   
 
June 9, 1939 – carbon of letter, in German, of letter from ZWB to Dr. W. Lederer, 55 East Delaware Avenue, Newark, 
Delaware.  Congratulations on Lederer’s appointment to a position at Queens College.  This would mean that he would 
have all the more opportunity to see Lederer except for the fact that he has received an appointment to a position at the 
University of Washington in Seattle and is going there in the second half of the summer.  He hopes he’ll see him before 
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“this big/great trip.”  He is not clear about what is happening with Kubuś in London.  At any rate, for the moment he cannot 
come to the USA because his papers are all stuck with the American consulate in Vienna and can’t be transferred to 
London. Things are not going well with the Beinhackers; he (Beinhacker) is working very hard and has sad news from his 
parents who seem to be lacking all necessities.  ZWB intends to take a summer course in English at some university 
where he can relax.  Probably he’ll go to the University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH.  Toward the end of June he’ll 
leave for the course, return briefly to take care of various things and then leave for Seattle. 
 
No date – rec’d June 13, 1939 – handwritten, in German – letter from Walther Lederer to ZWB.  Congratulations on his 
position, even though it means that they must be sorry that he will be so far away.  They hope to see him before he leaves 
for the west.  Details of their summer plans.  Asks for Beinhacker’s address.  Asks ZWB to write more about his UW 
position.  Penciled note by ZWB, in English: “Answered by picture-card, Burlington,Vt.  VII. 15, 39, giving Beinhacker’s 
address, telling about plan to go to N.Y. about VIII.15 and continuing to Seattle about a week later.  Suggesting that they 
may spend their vacation here.” 
 
August 6, 1938 – rec’d August 9, 1938 - card (attached to envelope with post mark), in German.  Forwarded from Marine 
Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, to ZWB at 200 Claremont Avenue, NYC.  From Ruth Lederer, in Iowa City, to ZWB.  
It’s over.  Graduation was yesterday. They are leaving today for Newark and hoping to enjoy the summer before 
September.  Asks about his doings and plans. Many thanks for his help.  Picture post card of Fine Arts Building, University 
of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.  Return address on envelope is “Lederer, General Delivery, Newark, Delaware.”   

[This belongs in file 2/47.] 
 

August 10, 1939 – letter, handwritten and in German, from Walther Lederer, at Cedar Grove Hotel, Lake Bomoseen, 
Vermont,  to ZWB in Burlington, Vermont. Thanks for his card and hopes the summer school has gone well.  Asks if ZWB 
might see them on his trip to NYC, coming by the place where they are staying at least until the 15

th
.   

 
September 5, 1939 – letter, in German, from Walther Lederer to ZWB.  Addressed to ZWB at 420 West 121

st
 Street, NYC, 

and forwarded to 1115 Post Street, SF, Calif.  Lederers are moving from Newark, Delaware to 155-01, 90
th
 Avenue, 

Jamaica, NY.  It appears that the card they sent ZWB when they were in Vermont did not reach him.  They were very 
sorry not to see him before his long trip.  Should he still be in NYC, …[I can’t make it out].  He hopes that he and his family 
are not being hit too hard by the war in Poland.  It can be no fun to be there nor is it pleasant to sit here on pins and 
needles.  Question about Kubuś.  In any event, in case ZWB is no longer in NYC, best wishes for the new position.  Write 
again soon! 
 
No date – but 1938, judging by subject matter – discussion of data for Ruth’s dissertation.  Carbon of letter, in German, 
from ZWB to Ruth.  Describes enclosed material (dissertation data, presumably).  Closes with comment that the news 
from Austria and Europe is very upsetting.  It would be nice if at least one could have the entire family here and only had 
to interest oneself theoretically in Europe’s politics.   [This belongs in file 2/47.] 

 
June 5, 1939 – handwritten letter, in German, from Walther Lederer to ZWB.  Tells ZWB about his appointment to a 
position at Queens College.  [Judging by the content, this letter is written in response to ZWB’s note of June 4, 1939 .  
ZWB responds to this letter in his letter of June 9, 1939.] 
  
Box 2, File 49  General Correspondence  Lewin, Gerhard 1939-1940 
 

Some not in chrono order. 
 

December 18, 1938 – rec’d December 19, 1938 – post card, in German, from Gerhard Levin to ZWB at Institute for 
Mathematical and Statistical Research.  Levin’s return address is 242 Broad Street, Newark, NJ.  Invitation to “come to 
us” on the 24

th
 between 4:00 and 5:00 and remain over the evening.   

 
November 9, 1938 – carbon of “To Whom it May Concern” letter from ZWB declaring that Dr. Gerhard Levin has been 
working for the Institute for Mathematical and Statistical Research as a consulting engineer since September and that his 
average earnings were $25/week with increase possible in the future.   
 This is attached to an envelope from Levin to ZWB, 420 W. 121, NYC.  The envelope is postmarked June 25, 
1939, and was rec’d June 26, 1939.   
 
August 10, 1939 – rec’d August 11, 1939 - post card, in German, from Lewin (315 W 75, NYC) to ZWB in Burlington, 
Vermont.  Warm greetings from “us both.” Communication regarding lodgings.  They are moving to Long Island.   Asks if 
ZWB would like to stay with them. 
 
January 31, 1940 – carbon, in German, from ZWB (1303 East 41

st
 Street) to Dr. Gerhard Levin, 41-41 43

rd
 Street, Long 

Island City, NY.  Says that to the best of his knowledge there is no opening in the UW Physics Dept.  Notes his previous 
observation – evidently one he has imparted to Levin before – that the locals have no bias against German immigrants.  If 
a well-qualified physicist would arrive, get himself out here for a while at his own expense, become acquainted with 
people, and they like him, then his chances of a position in the university would be good.  On the other hand, he considers 
it quite unlikely that one will be hired over a long distance.  ZWB will talk with a physics professor whom he knows and will 
write if he learns anything worth mentioning.   
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January 1, 1940 – letter, in German, from Gerhard Levin to ZWB. Mentions Dutch acquaintances who may call on him.  
They have money and are acquainted with a professor at ?Seattle University (“Universitaet Seattle”).  His parents-in-law 
have a visa and are coming. His wife has been repairing antique porcelain.  He seems to be getting short-term work in 
various firms.  Wonders about a teaching or research job in ZWB’s area. 
 
March 24, 1940 – letter, in German, from Levin to ZWB. Sympathetic to ZWB’s worries about his family.  At least they are 
in the Russian part of Poland where, according to what one hears, there is no anti-Semitism.  His in-laws have arrived and 
are living with them.  He works with his wife on porcelain repair; it’s not work that satisfies them but it brings in enough to 
cover the expenses of the four of them.  What ZWB writes about personal contacts and going to Seattle is correct.  But he 
does not dare risk the travel costs.  They don’t like the climate in NY and would gladly go the west coast, but how?  Warm 
wishes. 
 
 
Box 2, File 50 General Correspondence  Lomnicki, Z 1951-1954 

[Some out of chrono order.] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form, Date Range IX.19.51-IX.22.52 
 XI. 12. 51  Lomicki to ZWB: Is surprised at how quickly world returned to “normal” after WW2. 
 IX. 19. 51  Lomnicki to ZWB: WW2 experiences 
 
September 22, 1952 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek A. Lomnicki, 163 Engadine Street, London SW 18.  Thanks 
him for letter of September 15, 1952.  Discussion of math papers and research.  Responding to disconcerting situation in 
Zbyszek’s college, asks him to send CV or resume that he could use in looking for openings here.  Report on camping trip 
from Stanford to Seattle. 
 
September 15, 1952 – rec’d September 20, 1952 - letter, in Polish, from Zbyszek to ZWB. Mentions Anderson, John W. 
Tukey, Paul Boulton.  London School of Economics, Fourier-Steinhaus, visit to Loch Ness, Zakopane. 
 
September 9, 1952 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek. Deals with mathematics and re-settling after return from 
Stanford. 
 
April 26, 1952 – letter, in Polish and handwritten, from Zbyszek to ZWB at the Statistics Dept., Stanford.  
 
September 19, 1951 – rec’d October 8, 1951 – letter from Zbyszek to ZWB at UW Math Dept.  Artur has translated this 
and has given detailed explanatory footnotes.  Zbyszek got ZWB’s address through Rubel.  Is writing to say that he ended 
up on this side of “the curtain.”  Tells about other mathematicians – Zaremba, Ada Halpern-Kopciowa.   Describes his 
existence since they parted – he didn’t like the Bolsheviks in Lwów, made a wonderful autumn hike through the 
Carpathians (?through Hungary) and into France, fought in Norway, sneaked into England via Madrid and Lisbon, “got 
bored sitting around in uniform in Scotland,” left for the Middle East, stayed until the end with the Polish Corps in Italy.   
Inquiries about colleagues and friends.  He married, a second time, with a Scots woman who is a painter and teacher in a 
middle school in London.  They live in the house of his brother, Adam, a lawyer. 
 
[Again, bear in mind that these letters, with Artur Rosman’s translations, may be viewed at Special Collections or online at  
http://www.lib.washington.edu/specialcollections/collections/exhibits/spotlight-on-zygmunt-william-birnbaum-papers .] 

 
November 12, 1951 – letter, in Polish, from Zbyszek to ZWB at Stanford.  Artur has translated this and gives detailed 
explanatory footnotes.  Sympathetic to the possibility that ZWB may have blocked out his European past – for good 
reason.  Hopes that there has been some recovery.  Very complimentary about ZWB’s Polish.  Terribly happy that ZWB 
has responded to his letter.  Discussion of  mathematics with reservations about his ability, having lost his touch what with 
actuarial work and the war.  News of Zaremeba who is now doing applications work.  Greets ZWB’s wife and children from 
himself and his wife, Chirsty, who comes from the Fraser-Mackintosh family and a town near the Loch Ness Monster.  
 
April 24, 1952 – carbon of letter from T.W. Anderson to Lomnicki regarding manuscript ZWB sent to him for consideration 
by the Annals. 
 
April 18, 1952 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek about the article which he has forwarded to the Annals of 
Mathematical Statistics. 
 

… 18, 1954 [18 pardriernika 1954] – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Zbyszek to ZWB.  
 
…14, 1953 [ 14 marca 1953] – letter, in Polish, from Zbyszek to ZWB.  Seems to deal with statistics.  Attached is a CV.   
 Zbigniew Alexander Lomnicki, born April 24, 1904, Kolomyja, Poland.  Married to Christina Fraser Mackintosh 
nee Bain.  Description of education – all in Lwów.  Work history in Lwów and Warsaw, later at the Polish University 
College in London (all courses in English).  Military Service: trained and commissioned in Poland, escaped from Poland 
and joined Polish forces in France, Norwegian Campaign, escaped to Great Britain and joined Polish Forces there, 
transferred to Polish Army in the Middle East, Polish Corps in Italy, Liaison officer of two Polish Corps to Allied 
Commission in Rome.  Decorations – Polish Cross of Valour, Order of the British Empire.  Publications. 
 

http://www.lib.washington.edu/specialcollections/collections/exhibits/spotlight-on-zygmunt-william-birnbaum-papers
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No date – mimeographed CV of Zbigniew Alexander Lomnicki.  – essentially a reworking of the material in the CV 
attached to the letter above. 
 
Box 2, File 51 General Correspondence  Lomnicki, Z. A.  1966 
 

This includes a letter of 1966 and a report dated September 1967. 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 3/26 
Lomnicki Date range X.4.66-X.26.66 
No notable comments 
 

October 4, 1966 – letter from ZWB to Mr. Z. A.Lomnicki c/o Boulton Paul Aircraft Ltd., Wolverhampton, England.  Alludes 
to a matter they discussed during the European Statistical Meetings in London.  They have spoken of the possibility of his 
spending three months next summer at the UW in Seattle.  ZWB has spoken with the Math Chair, Prof. R. S. Pierce, who 
seems to think the chances are good that there will be a vacancy for the summer quarter.  ONR also thinks it very likely 
that they could offer at least a part-time research appointment under the ONR project at the UW.  Lists probabilists and 
statisticians in the UW Math Dept., including Blumenthal, Chapman, Gangolli, Pyke, Woll, Ylvislaker, Shorack, Van Ness. 
Also mentions Boeing  people – Esary, Proschan, Marshall, Marshaylia, Saunders.   
 
September 15, 1967 – “On the Distribution of Products of Independent Beta Variables” – by Z. A. Lomnicki, Boulton Paul 
Aircraft, Ltd., Wolverhampton, and University of Washington.   Technical Report No. 50.  Contract N-onr-77 (38).  Original 
copy of manuscript: Title page, 32 pages of text, 1-page summary, 1-page bibliography.    
 
September 15, 1967 – Two-page Security Classification form, apparently required by ONR, gives abstract of the report.  
Report is “unclassified.” 
 
Box 2, File 52  General Correspondence  Lomnicki, Z.A. 1965-1967 

Not in chrono order. 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 3/25 
Lomnicki Date range X.28.65-I.10.67 
No notable comments 
 

November 1, 1966 – rec’d November 7, 1966 - letter to ZWB from Zbyszek, The Stone House, Oaken Lanes, Oaken, 
Codsall, Staffs, England.   Zbyszek’s boss, Mr. J. D. North, seems pleased and flattered that Zbyszek might visit the UW.  
He “understands that such a visit would be of advantage to me and to the Firm.”   North is not keen on him having 
anything to do with the Boeing Scientific Labs because of the ties with BAC and Hawker-Siddley.  Zbyszek is excited by 
the prospect.  “I have always admired, from the distance, the vigour displayed by the American statisticians and it will be 
really interesting to have a closer look at its working.  In comparison with it our statistical scene is very quiet and there are 
some peculiarities …”.  Chirsty is very pleased and is planning on joining him in Seattle for her 7 weeks of holiday, visiting 
relatives in Toronto and Hamilton, Ontario on her way. 
 
January 18, 1967 – carbon of letter to Lomniciki from R.S. Pierce, Chair, Math Dept, UW.  Taking care of paperwork. 
Warm and welcoming. 
 
January 10, 1967 - 2 carbons of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek.  Update on approval of invitation for his visiting research 
appointment.  Need two letters of reference from non-UW mathematicians or mathematical statisticians.  
 
December 15, 1966 – carbon of letter to Zbyszek from ZWB.  Discussion of plans for his summer appointment.  
 This is attached to the letter below. 
 
December 8, 1966 – rec’d December 13, 1966 - letter from Zbyszek to ZWB.  Written on stationary of Boulton Paul 
Aircraft Limited, Wolverhampton.  Discussion of ZWB’s paper, “Stochastic characterization of wear-out components and 
systems.”  Discussion of paper by Austin J. Bonis.   He will be giving a course on mathematical foundations of reliability to 
students of the College of Aeronautics in Cranfield.   
 
October 17, 1966 – rec’d October 24, 1966 - letter from Zbyszek to ZWB, written on Boulton Paul Aircraft stationary.  
Responding with pleasure to ZWB’s letter of October 4, 1966.  This letter apparently accompanied personal data and a list 
of publications.  “…if you think that the list of actuarial publications is irrelevant, destroy it.  (It is there for your amusement: 
to show you how my friends convinced the German supervisor that the work of a man who was ‘killed’ by them should be 
‘posthumously’ published).” [Judging by the material appearing in the mimeographed resume, Box 2, File 50, ZWB chose 
to leave this in the list.] 

 
October 28, 1966 – 2 carbons of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek, saying that his dossier is going to Pierce and from then on 
to the Personnel Committee.  
 
October 28, 1965 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek, expressing regret that he was unable to route his travel by The 
Stone House. 
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Box 2, File 53 General Correspondence  Lomnicki, Z.A. 1967 

[Somewhat out of chrono order.] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Summary Form 3/24 
Lomnicki     Date range I.27.67-IV.24.67 
No notable comments 
 

April 24, 1967 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek.  Housing arrangements for the Lomnicki stay.  University housing 
apartment. 
 
April 12, 1967 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek.  Details of Zbyszek’s appointment, thoughts about 
accommodations.  “It will be entirely up to you what research you wish to do.  The topic of our contract is ‘Statistical 
selection, distribution-free statistics, stochastic processes, and reliability theory,’ which leaves a rather wide range. Clearly 
any of the problems you have been working on recently would fit in very well.”   
 
April 9, 1967 – handwritten letter from Chirsty (Mrs. C.F.M. Lomnicki)  to Hilde Birnbaum.  Her plans for her visit to 
Canada and the USA.  Interesting note on her teaching.  She’s taking two of her senior students to London to the National 
Gallery; they have Advanced Art exams in June “and one of their papers is a 3 Hr. History of Art.”   
 
March 30, 1967 – rec’d April 3, 1967 – letter from Zbyszek to ZWB.  Discussion and thanks for ZWB’s work in arranging 
his Seattle visit.  Disturbed by the amount of money he is to be paid, which “seems rather high but I assume that you 
know what you are doing.”  J.D. North, his boss, thinks he should take advantage of “being on the Pacific Coast and visit 
some people in California: Neyman, Barlow, somebody from RAND?”  North is willing to cover the costs of such visits.  
Asks about living on campus.  Boulton Paul is trying to get a Boeing subcontract for the SST rudder power control units 
and, consequently, North would be happy if Zbyszek met some people from Boeing or the Boeing lab.   
 
January 27, 1967 – rec’d February 1, 1967 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Zbyszek to ZWB.  Seems to be mentioning 
various mathematicians, perhaps specific statistical math problems. 
 
March 20, 1967 – two carbons of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek.  Prof. Pierce’s office has asked for exact dates of his stay.  
ZWB came up with June 16-September 15, since he wanted to avoid delay in processing Zbyszek’s appointment papers.   
 
March 1, 1967 – two carbons of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek.  Acknowledges receipt of reprint of Zbyszek’s paper on 
Weibull Renewal Process, which is related to work ZWB’s been doing recently on fatigue-life.  UW invitation will be ready 
soon, stipend of $4,500 before taxes.   
 
Undated – manuscript of “On the distribution of products of independent beta variables” by Z.A. Lomnicki, Boulton Paul 
Aircraft Limited, Wolverhampton (England) and University of Washington, Seattle (U.S.A.), in English, with a summary in 
Polish and another summary in English.  20 pages total. 
 
June 5, 1967 – telegram from Zbyszek to ZWB announcing arrival on Wednesday, June 14, 1967. 
 
May 3, 1967 – rec’d May 8, 1967 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Zbyszek to ZWB.  Mentions passport, Chirsty, 
Wolverhampton, ?stock exchange, Prof. Pierce… 
 
May 24, 1967 – two carbons of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek.  Studio apartment at Commodore-Duchess has been found 
for him, available on a sublease – description, notes about costs. 
 
April 29, 1967 – rec’d May 5, 1967 – handwritten letter from Zbyszek to ZWB.  Evidently this letter accompanied a UW 
Housing application form and contains references to the questions therein.  
 
April 10, 1967 – letter from Zbyszek to ZWB.  Gives plans, taking the polar route, arriving in Seattle June 15, details of 
getting “temporary worker’s visa.”  Mentions that he has found some work he had started “when we both were attending 
Hugo’s lectures on orthogonal systems (!) which later I reconstructed having of course no access to the notes which 
perished in Warsaw” and discusses this at some length.   [I am assuming that “Hugo” is Hugo Steinhaus.]   

 
Box 2, File 54 General Correspondence  Lomnicki, Z.A. 1967-1969 

[Not in chrono order.] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 3/22 
Lomnicki   Date range IV.24.67-X.29.69 
No notable comments 
 

October 10, 1969 – handwritten letter from Zbyszek and card with lengthy handwritten message from Chirsty on the 
occasion of ZWB’s birthday (October 18).  Chirsty’s birthday is also on October 18.  Zbyszek writes that Chirsty 
“discovered that  18 October is St. Luke’s Day, the day of the patron saint of artists and this explains to me her artistic 
tendencies and, since mathematics calls for similar creative activities, also your personality.”  They are going to Poland – 
Chirsty for a week and Zbyszek for ten days.  They’ll visit Kraków where they’ll see his sons Adam and Stas, who spent 
his holiday with the Polish mountaineers climbing peaks in Turkey.  Afterwards they will go to Warsaw where he will speak 
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about mathematicians’ role in industry.  Expresses gratitude for the news from ZWB that he can start making plans for 
visiting in Seattle again.  Plans for Chirsty’s retirement.  Chirsty writes also about the plans for Poland, mentions Claire 
(her sister), and the delight in learning that Zbyszek is not considered too old to be doing work in America.  Reference to 
Zbyszek’s recovery from an accident that left him limping and with a slight scar on his ear.   
 
October 28, 1969 – faint carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Chirsty and Zbyszek.  Responds to the correspondence 
regarding his birthday and October 18

th
.  Hilde is thriving and deriving a lot of satisfaction from her work as a full-time 

faculty member at Bellevue Community College.  On June 30, 1970, ZWB hopes to turn over his editorship, “a full-size 
job,” to the next editor.  There is a committee searching for his successor and ZWB hopes they find him soon.  Planning 
for Zbyszek’s future visit. 
 
January 2, 1968 – carbon of letter to Zbyszek from ZWB.  Acknowledes receipt of a letter from D. Matula, which he is 
forwarding to Zbyszek. 
 
January 23, 1968 – rec’d January 29, 1968 – handwritten letters (stapled together) from Chirsty and Zbyszek to ZWB and 
Hilde.  Thanks for book on Eskimo sculpture.  Chirsty reports on recovery from surgery (hip?), work for her school art 
program and attendant budget issues.  Their household includes Chirsty’s father, Aunt Polly (who stays during the winter), 
Chirsty’s sister Claire, Zbyszek, their Doberman Pincher (“Heidi”), and two homing pigeons who have adopted them.  She 
and Claire plan a visit to the South of Spain for Easter.  Zbyszek writes, among other things, about the shock and upset of 
the sudden death (ca. January 10) of B… Brand of the Royal Statistical Society. 
 
August 7, 1967 – handwritten letter from Chirsty, with short note from Zbyszek (Apt. 5290, Duchess Apts., 4009 15

th
 Ave. 

NE, Seattle) to Hilde and ZWB. They have covered about 400 miles to date on the car they are using.  Listing of places 
visited, festivals, Seattle sights, trips to further places, incl. Mt. Rainier, eating trout and huckleberry pie.  Huckleberr y is 
new to them.  They ate this at Greenwater, where the visitor’s book included an entry by a “young lad Zbyszek knew from 
Boulton Paul’s, Woverhampton!”  Description of enjoyable dinner party at Hilde’s sister’s [Edith and Ludwig Lobe].  People 
at the party are described without names – a conductor and his wife, the wife of a Mt. Everest climber [Pat Emerson?], a 
pathologist with a wife interested in child psychology [Benditts?].   
 
April 24, 1967 – rec’d May 1, 1967.  Handwritten letter, in Polish, from Zbyszek to ZWB.  Seems to deal with details and 
plans for his visit. 
 
May 25, 1967 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek.  Refers to letter of April 24, 1967, and asks for clarification or 
correction of info relating to Zbyszek’s PanAm flight itinerary.  
  
Box 2, File 55  General Correspondence  Lomnicki, Z.A. 1969-1970 

[Not in chrono order.] 

 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 3/21 
Lomnicki  Date range IX.29-69-XII.8.75 
No notable comments 
 

November 5, 1970 – extremely faint carbon, handwritten, of letter from ZWB to Chirsty and Zbyszek.   Evidently written in 
response to their letter to ZWB for his birthday, October 18.   
 
…1973 – proof copy of “Some Aspects of the Statistical Approach to Reliability” by Z.A. Lomnicki.  Read before the Royal 
Statistical Society, April 4, 1973.   J.R. Statist. Soc. A, (1973), 136, Part 1.   

 
August 17, 1970 – rec’d August 24, 1970.  Letter from Zbyszek to ZWB.  Chirsty is retiring from teaching to spend time on 
her own work (painting).  Updates on his sons: Staś has just had a son, Antoni Łomnicki; they are going to Poland to see 
his grandchild and his new daughter-in-law; Adam was in England recently and delivered a lecture at the British 
Ecological Society Symposium.  Rumors and news about various Polish mathematicians, including Staś Zaremba, Staś 
Ulam, ?Kott/Kottowa/Litka Kottowa, Oderfeld, Olech, “Ciesielski (?) Pełczynski (?), Urbanik ... Fidelis…”   
 
October 14, 1970 – letter from Zbyszek, with note from Chirsty, to ZWB.   Birthday wishes.  They just got back from a 
holiday, Chirsty driving, via Geneva, Vienna, Bratislava, and Poland.  Describes his sister’s (Marysia’s) tapestry artwork.  
They visited Cracow where Staś lives with his wife, a geologist, and their new baby.  He stayed with his son Adam. 
Zbyszek spoke by phone with Mrs. Steinhaus and asked why they had not accepted his invitation to come to England 
“and meet the daughter Litka Kott, the grandchildren etc who live on Long Island and intended to come here.  Hugo and 
his wife did not receive permission to leave Poland!”  Description of their travels in Poland.  Zakopane is now full of 
tourists all year round, unlike the time in 1919 and 1920 when “it was a lovely village infested only in summer by the 
alpinists and skiing was just starting…” 
 
Undated – rec’d December 2, 1969 – additions to Lomnicki CV. 
 
1969 – “On the Distribution of Products of Independent Beta Variables” by Z. A. Lomnicki (Wolverhampton), Zastosowania 
Matematyki, Applicationes Mathematicae – Hugo Steinhaus Jubilee Volume, X (1969) – reprint. 
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September 29, 1969 – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Zbyszek.   Note triggered by receiving a letter (attached) 
from S. M. Ulam. 

September 9, 1969 – rec’d September 11, 1969 – letter to ZWB from S. M. Ulam, Dept. of Mathematics, 
University of Colorado, Boulder.  Ulam describes meeting with Zbyszek, who has “completely recovered,” is “in great 
form,” has retired and is free to travel.  Ulam thinks it would be very good for Zbyszek to come to the USA and discusses 
possibilities, also expresses desire to get together with ZWB.  The letter below is also attached.  

September 29, 1969 – two carbons of letter from ZWB to Stan Ulam.  Discusses opportunites for Zbyszek to 
come to the USA on various temporary appointments.  ZWB understands that Zbyszek may not want to leave England for 
long periods of time with Chirsty still working. 
 
November 14, 1969 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek.  ZWB would like updated information for Zbyszek’s CV.  He 
has received his reprints of his paper with Lientz from the Steinhaus volume of Applicationes Mathematicae.  He’d 

appreciate a reprint of Zbyszek’s paper, since the UW library does not carry that journal. 
 
Box 2, File 56 General Correspondence  Lomnicki, Z.A. 1971-1972 

[Not in chrono order.] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 3/20 
 Lomnicki   Date range I.11.71-III.23.73 
No notable comments 
 

November 29, 1971 – two carbons of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek.  Describes a sabbatical year (1970-1971) spent at 
home and at the university.  “A large part of my time was still spent on winding up my Annals of Mathematical Statistics 
editorial activities, since I still had close to 700 manuscripts pending on June 30, 1971, the day when I turned over the 
editorship to Ingram Olkin.”  Has also had a couple of research grants and has been working on those.  Between March 
and April had a back condition which put him in the hospital for 12 days and then had him on crutches for a while.  
Discussion of Zbyszek’s manuscript on series-parallel networks.   
 
September 5, 1971 – letter from Zbyszek to ZWB.  His and Chirsty’s travels, family members’ visits.  He sent his paper on 
series-parallel networks to Advances in Applied Probability.  Discussion of mathematical problem, questions, modest and 

self-deprecating. 
 
June 9, 1971 – rec’d June 14, 1971 – letter to ZWB from Zbyszek.   Discussion of a paper about which he seems to have 
asked ZWB’s advice earlier.   Mention of refereeing work for papers on sequencing jobs on machines, noting “perhaps I 
should write something to stop peoples’ ‘heuristic’ and ‘Monte Carlo’ approaches when accurate solutions are available.”  
Adam’s wife Rita, a graphic artist, visited them for a month.  Comments on his family, remembering Marian – “Marian was 
at the beginning a schoolteacher and during summer holidays prepared 1/3 of Galicia’s geological 1:75.000 maps.  It was 
a beautiful period when the man could be a teacher, a curator of a museum, a geologist, a paleontologist (Starunia’s 
rhinoceros) and a coleoptora specialist.  Now we are in the period of mad specialization….”  [I am guessing this refers to 
Antoni Marian Łomnicki, murdered in the 1941 massacre of Lwów professors.]  

 
Four letters stapled together: 
 July 28, 1972 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Chirsty and Zbyszek.  Thanks them for writing to him with their 
plans for travel to Budapest and back.  The charter flight he and Hilde had booked will not come off as the airline went into 
receivership.  They have now booked a flight with PanAm and have a different schedule.  “A couple of days ago I was 
browsing in the Mathematics Library and, to my delight, found the recently received April issue of Advances in Applied 
Probability, with your paper on parallel-series structures.  ...It took your unique ingenuity and persistence to get through 
these stubbornly difficult problems….”  
 July 18, 1972 – rec’d July 24, 1972 – letter to ZWB from Zbyszek.  Gives plans for their travel to Budapest.  
Mentions Peter J. Hilton, now in Seattle, and asks about Hilton’s further results on a problem.  
 July 1, 1972 – rec’d July 7, 1972 – letter from Zbyszek, with note from Chirsty, to ZWB and Hilde.  Plans for the 
Budapest meeting, looking forward to their all getting together there.  Royal Statistics Society is making collective flight 
plans.  Mention of Cox, Daniels, Kendall, as well as Ulam.  Also Sarkadi – “reliability” Sarkadi, whom ZWB knows.  Seems 
to be writing about his sister “Marysia Bujakowa” – ex-student of Kunstgewerbeschule in Vienna, who married Professor 
Bujak (from Lwów University), son Kuba (the alpinist and engineer) and who made the tapestry for the Mexico Olympics.  
Adam’s daughter Eva passed her Cambridge Law Degree with first class honors with distinction, “at last a woman after 
some years when only men were achieving this.”   
 August 1, 1972 – letter from Zbyszek to ZWB and Hilde, further discussing plans for getting together in 
Budapest and reiterating invitation to stay at their home, The Stone House, with them in Codsall.  
 
September 19, 1972 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek.  They are recovering from their trip.  He mailed Zbyszek a 
copy of the proceedings of the NATO conference at The Hague.  Gives Zbyszek a promised reference for a paper by G. 
Hansel. 
 
January 28, 1971 – two carbons of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek.  He’s on sabbatical leave, is still finishing off editorship 
work, and is doing visiting lectureships, which take him out of town.  A few days ago he was at McMaster University in 
Hamilton where he spoke with S.G. Mohanty who is interested in some of Zbyszek’s results; ZWB asks that Zbyszek send 
Mohanty whatever material he can spare.  Ron Pyke is currently at the Imperial College.  Upon returning he “may be 
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faced with the honor and burden of becoming the first chairman of a newly created statistics department at the University 
of Washington.” 
 
September 12, 1972 – rec’d September 16, 1972.  Letter to ZWB from Zbyszek.   He has received “Polish family gossip 
from brother Adam who spent almost two months there and he gave me a telephone [number] of Mrs. Lidia Kott = of Litka 
Steinhausòwna.  It was a most funny telephone [call] since I spoke to a grandmama having before me a picture of a 12 
years old Litka looking like a Japanese girl – a girl I saw last time in Lwów…We hope to bring her here when Marysia 
arrives since Kotts are staying here until the middle of October.  She hoped to see her mother here but there was again a 
delay with her passport and Marysia’s visa is delayed too.  Litka hopes that her mother will visit them in [the] USA…”  
Mentions Motowski, the logician, and asks for some information re “Hansel’s (?) note from C.R.” [possibly relating to 
monotonic functions of logics].  Concludes letter with commentary in Polish on proposed celebration of the birth of 
Copernicus. 
 
Box 2, File 57 General Correspondence  Lomnicki, Z.A. 1973-1975, 1980 

[Not in chrono order.] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 3/19 
Lomnicki     Date range III.17.49-V.16.75 
No notable comments beyond “general news.” 
 

3 letters stapled together 
 October 9, 1973 – letter to ZWB from Zbyszek, with note from Chirsty.  Birthday wishes, thanks for hospitality 
ZWB showed Adam (Zbyszek’s “bearded son”) during his visit to America, thanks for ZWB’s comments on his “ordinary” 
lecture at the Royal Stat. Soc., thoughts on the war that has just started in the Middle East.  Memories of his own stay in 
Palestine where the Polish forces, stationed in Gaza, were known as “Philistines.”  Details of family members and their 
visits.   
 December 16, 1974 – letter to ZWB and Hilde from Zbyszek with note from Chirsty.  Hoping for news from 
ZWB, inquiries re ZWB’s retirement life, news of scheduled and rumored meetings of various Polish mathematicians, 
news of their family members, their thoughts during the Watergate hearings.  Concluding remarks in Polish by Zbyszek.  
 December 10, 1973 – letter to Hilde and ZWB from Chirsty with note from Zbyszek.  Thanks for birthday letter.  
Her and Zbyszek’s life is busier than ever now that they are retired and, while she never thought of ZWB retiring, she 
thinks he will probably find that life can become even busier than before.  Comments on Watergate-Nixon news.  Upset 
about Middle East.  Best wishes for 1974. Zbyszek makes proposals for meeting-up in Europe or in England. 
 
Stapled together – 2 letters; 
 May 16, 1975 – letter from Zbyszek to ZWB and Hilde.  Family news. Discussion of needs and prognosis for his 
grandson, Antoni who is spastic.  The Polish Wiadsomości Statsystyczne asked Zbyszek to produce a translation of his 
R.Stat. Soc. Paper “and you cannot imagine how difficult it was for me to find some appropriate Polish expressions for 
some concepts which did not exist in 1939.”   Discusses who may be attending ISI Congress in Warsaw, including Daniels 
(professor of statistics at Birmingham University) and Kac.  Wonders about ZWB coming and the chance to get together.    
 May 26, 1975 – horribly bleached out copy (some sort of photocopy?) of letter from ZWB to Chirsty and 
Zbyszek. Responds to their letter of May 16, 1975.  No plans for going to Europe at this time, but thanks them for the offer 
of hospitality.  Although classroom teaching is prohibited by law, now that he is retired, graduate students are still taking 
courses with him on an individual arrangement, or are finishing dissertations.  The ONR contract research has been 
finished up and terminated after 25 years.  He is still doing some work with HEW and is getting quite interested in 
problems of “competing risks.”  [Much of this is unreadable.] 
 
June 26, 1973 – rec’d July 5, 1973 – letter, in Polish, from Adam Łomnicki to ZWB.  Discusses trip to America, Seattle, 
Vancouver, Victoria, UBC. 
 
May 2, 1973 – letter to ZWB and Hilde from Zbyszek, with note from Chirsty.  Thanks for the way they treated “bearded 
Adam” when he visited in Seattle.  Asks if they will be going to Vienna in August, offers hospitality of the Stone House.  
Zbyszek visited Poland (Wrocław, Karpacz) in January and “met ‘reliability’ Gnedenko and Soloviev.”  More news of 
family.  They have no immediate plans but await news from people like ZWB and Hilde.   
 
February 22, 1973 – rec’d February 27, 1973 – letter, in Polish, from Zbyszek to ZWB. Mentions Birmingham, Kentucky, 
Steinhaus, Kraków, Zbyszek’s grandson, Adam, Tennessee, Smithsonian Institute, Vancouver, Seattle, Lexington, 
matters of mathematical statistics. 
 
May 8, 1973 – two carbons of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek.  Enjoyed visit with Adam.  Read galley proof of his paper for 
the Royal Statistical Society, which arrived with an invitation to contribute to the discussion. He is enclosing a copy of his 
contribution to the discussion.   
 
Undated – probably May 1973 – Copy of “Discussion on paper by Z. A. Lomnicki” by Z.W. Birnbaum (University of 
Washington).  Two pages. 
 
Two letters stapled together: 
 December 27, 1980 – handwritten draft of letter from ZWB to Zbyszek.  Letter of condolence upon receiving 
letter saying that Chirsty has died.  “Time has been moving along and there are changes.  One gets older and, as one 
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looks back, it is sometimes hard to believe that we are the same people we were half a century ago, at the time when you 
and I met.  We have changed our day-to-day language, we live in a different culture, call a different country our home… 
dear friend of many years, I wish we could get together face to face, embrace and talk about the things that happened.  I 
hope this will come about before long…”  
 ?2 November 1980 – rec’d November 21, 1980 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB and Hilde from Zbyszek.  Writes 
about Chirsty.  Seems to be staying at “Rosella” in Scotland and seems to have moved to 29(?) Crofts Avenue, Corbridge, 
Northumberland, Great Britain.   
 
Box 2, File 58 General Correspondence  Lukacs, Eugene 1938-1940 

[Not in chrono order.] 
 

April 19, 1938 – carbon of card, in German, from ZWB to Dr. Eugen Lukacs, Wien IX, Porzellangasse 54.  ZWB’s writing 
at the same time a lengthy letter to Gustav [Bergmann, I assume] which covers the same questions and matters as those 
about which Lukacs has inquired.  ZWB’s doing this because it is really difficult to keep up with all the correspondence.  
 
April 1, 1938 (post mark) post card to ZWB from Dr. Eugen Lukacs.  Lieselotte (his wife) and he are, as ZWB can imagine, 
thinking about emigrating and would appreciate his advice regarding possibilities as soon as possible. 
 
June 13, 1939 – carbon of letter, in German, of letter from ZWB to Dr. Eugene Lukacs, 2616 St. Pauls Street, Baltimore, 
Md.  Addresses Lukacs as “Jani” [which is how I remember him being mentioned].  Thanks Jani for his card.  Much as he 
would like to write to him about their mutual friends, he’s going to defer that and tell him something that may not be 
unimportant.   There is a position that is coming open in the fall, on October 1

st
 at Cornell University.  A professor of 

electronics, Malti, is writing a book for which he has had a mathematical co-author or collaborator.  The position will be 
vacated and he is turning to various people to find somebody to fill it. Malti should not be approached directly, but a 
candidate should contact one of four people to whom Malti has turned for a recommendation: R.G.D. Richardson at 
Brown, J.F. Ritt at Columbia, R. Courant at NYU, and H. Weyl at Inst. F. Adv. St., Princeton.  Since ZWB has accepted a 
teaching position, he will not be pursuing this.  Herzog (?of Cornell) has notified ZWB of this opening and ZWB has 
Herzog’s permission to let Lukacs know about this.  It pays $100/month. 
 
June 20, 1939 – rec’d June 21, 1939 - letter, in German, from Jani to ZWB.  Many thanks for ZWB’s letter of June 13

th
. He 

is very happy about it because the situation in Baltimore looks hopeless and this at least gives him a little hope.  Jani 
immediately wrote to Courant and asked to be recommended.  He doesn’t know the other three men, but he has written to 
Walther Mayer and asked that he write to Weyl.  ….He would like to know more about ZWB’s teaching position and about 
the people they know.  ZWB can write to him at Bergmann’s address.  
 
July 26, 1939 – rec’d July 29, 1939, forwarded to Vermont – card, in German from Lukacs, 2615 Talbot Road, Baltimore.  
Regrettably, he has heard from Malti that the position has been taken.  Worried and concerned since he sees no 
prospects and must think about leaving Baltimore.  Would like to know more about their friends from Vienna and about his 
teaching position. 
 
January 14, 1940 – rec’d January 18, 1940 – letter, in German, from Lukacs, The Bryn Mawr, 420 W. 121

st
 Street, NYC, 

to ZWB at UW.  Best wishes for the new year.  Wants to know how ZWB’s job is going.   Curious as to whether ZWB got 
the job as a result of the CV which he sent to “all colleges.”  Jani has still not found anything.  Lieslotte [his wife] has a 
position in a girls’ boarding school and apparently must live at the school.  About their mutual friends; He sees the Hellys.  
Dr. Helly has done some tutoring.  Mrs. Helly bakes cookies.  Dr. Anna Helly has a position.  At Christmas he was at the 
Kanns.  At that time Herta Leng was there, arriving from Lafayette, Indiana.  Susi Kann was there.  Dr. Boschan should be 
arriving soon.  Lack of regular news from Vienna. Any news from ZWB’s family?  Lieselotte sends greetings.  
 
 Box 2, File 59  General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala 1937 

[Ala Manelska’s married name was Ala Ehrlich.] 

 
Three letters clipped together and to an envelope addressed to Passenger Dr. Zygmunt Wilhelm Birnbaum, M./V. 
“Georgic” 28.V.1937, Campanie Nord-Atlantic, Paris, 6 Rue Scribe: 
 May 13, 1937 – handwritten letter, in French.  Striking handwriting, appears quite unlike that of Ala Manelska 
 [I wonder if this letter is misplaced.] 

 May 21, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB. Seems to mention Nusia, Josi…  
May 12, 1937 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB.  Mentions Vienna, Nusia, … 

 
May 31, 1937- rec’d June 16, 1937 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala Ehrlich, in Lwów.  Addressed to ZWB as a 
passenger on the M./S. “Georgic,” Cunard Line, 25. Brodway [sic], New York, N.S.A.  “America…New York…American…”  

 
June 30, 1937 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  letter…Józi…”Normandie”…Rozłucza…America…Józia…  
 
Two letters – rec’d June 30, 1937, attached to an envelope addressed in Ala’s handwriting to ZWB as a passenger on the 
“Georgic,” forwarded to him at International House. 
 June 18, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish.  This seems to be from Józia in Rozłucza.  Her handwriting is 
quite distinctly different from that of Ala and, for me, almost completely unreadable. 
 June 18, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala in Rozłucza to ZWB. 
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June 30, 1937 and July 1, 1937 – rec’d July 16, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB at International House, from 
Ala in Orłowo.   
 
July 4, 1937 – rec’d July 16, 1937 – post card, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala in Gydnia.  Photo of what looks like a port with a 
freight train yard, ship in background.   
 
July 10, 1937 – rec’d July 21, 1937 – letter, in Polish, from Ala Ehrlich in Orłowo, to ZWB.   
 
August 10 -11, 1937 – letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB. 
 
August 23, 1937 – rec’d September 4, 1937 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB. 
 
September 7-10, 1937 – rec’d September 21, 1937 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB.  Interesting seal on back 
of envelope, possibly commemorating an event in Lwów in September 1937. 
 
September 26, 1937 – rec’d October 8, 1937 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB. 
 
October 6, 1937 – rec’d October 19, 1937 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB. 
 
October 19, 1937 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  In one series of sentences mentions International House, 
Urwaldschiff, Forsyte Saga, Leiden und Grösse der Meister, Thomas Mann, Pickwick Papers, Andersen’s fairy tales, the 
Galgenlieder, Erik Kästner’s Lyrische Hausapotheke, and – again – Urwaldschiff, followed closely by “GOOG [sic] LUCK.”  

Later there is a mention of “Selections from six religions.”  
 [Das Urwwaldschiff by Arnold Höllriegel (Richard Bermann, 1883-1939), and Lyrische Hausapotheke by Erich Kästner 
(1899-1974) were among the few small books ZWB brought from Europe.  Both were cited from time to time in his 
correspondence and in conversation.] 

 
November 1 and October 17, 1937 – rec’d November 12, 1937 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB. 
 
November 16, 1937 – rec’d November 26, 1937 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in ?Sosnowiec, to ZWB.  This is attached to  
 November 12, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Józia.  
 November 15, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from ? – letter is on stationary of Leon Altback, Adwokat, 
Sosnowieo, and gives the Washington, DC, address of a Dr. John Davidson.  
 
December 4, 1937 – rec’d December 15, 1937 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB.  Letter and envelope are on 
striking stationary of dar, Lwów, located at akademicka 3.  (“KILIMY, HAFTY, TKANINY…” ?“rugs, embroidery, woven 
textiles”)   [This may be he stationary of Ala and Józia’s crafts gallery.]  

 
Box 2, File 60 General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala 1938 
 

January 1-3, 1938 – rec’d January 17, 1938 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB. 
 
March 6-7, 1938 – rec’d March 18, 1938 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB. 
 
April 1, 1938 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB.  Again on “dar” stationary. 
 
May 3, 1938 – rec’d May 18, 1938 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB.  Note on envelope (from somebody at 
Special Collections): “Branch in Envelope.”  There appears to be a tiny branch in the envelope.  
 
June 29, 1938 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB. 
 Attached to this letter are: 

Special Collections note (from Artur?): “[Missing ZW very much] Manelska & Józia VI.29.38.” 
Letter, in Polish, from Józia with added note from Wisio [Ludwik Sternbach]. 
Photo – Józia? – dated 1938 -  excellent photo, in sleeve. 
Envelope addressed to ZWB on Claremont Avenue, forwarded to Woods Hole, post mark NYC July 

14, 1938. 
 

July 10, 1938 – rec’d July 22, 1938 – picture post card to ZWB, forwarded from NYC to Woods Hole.  In Polish, from Ala, 
Józia, Wisio in ?Sianki. 
 
August 12, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB in NYC to Ala.  Mentions Nusia, Woods Hole, Cape Cod; 
mentions Methodist, Orthodox-Presbyterian, Catholic, Baptist, drug-stores, Marine Biological Laboratory, Oceanographic 
Institute, Bureau of Fisheries, Bernstein, Boston, Wisia Winkler…  
 
October 5-7, 1938 – rec’d October 26, 1938 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB. 
 
October 18, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala. 
 
October 28, 1938 – rec’d November 12, 1938 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in ?Rów…, to ZWB. 
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Date?? – rec’d November 4, 1938 – post card from Ala Ehrlich and Józia Altbach in Lwów.   
 
December 16, 1938 – rec’d January 4, 1939 - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB. 
 
July 31, 1938 – rec’d August 13, 1938 (forwarded from Woods Hole to Claremont Avenue, NYC) - - letter, in Polish, from 
Ala, in Lwów, to ZWB.   [This letter is out of chrono order.] 
 
Box 2, File 61 General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala 1939-1940 
 

January 7, 1939 – rec’d January 19, 1939 – postcard from Ala and Józia in Sambor.  
 
February 12, 1939 – rec’d February 24, 1939 – picture post card from Ala, Wisio, and ?Józia from Równe. 
 
March 5, 1939 – rec’d March 18, 1939 - - letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Równe, to ZWB. 
 
April 28, 1939 – rec’d May 9, 1939 – letters from Ala and Józia in Równe. 
 
May 27, 1939 – rec’d June 6, 1939 - letters from Ala and Józia in Równe. 
 
June 22, 1939 – rec’d July 6, 1939 (forwarded from NYC to University of Vermont, Burlington) - letters from Ala and Józia 
in Równe. 
 
August 3, 1939 – rec’d August 18, 1939 (forwarded from Vermont to NYC) - letter from Ala in Równe. 
 
August 18, 1939 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Special Collections comment: “Details on Birnbaum’s life.”  
Mentions letter of August 3, Champlain, Burlington, camping, “GOOD LUCK.”  
 
September 4, 1937 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Special Collections comment: “Misses home.”  
Mentions Józia, letter of August 23, Bernstein, Pennsylvania, Lyrische Hausapotheke [by Kästner]. 
  [This seems misplaced – seems to belong in File 59 in Box 2.] 
 

January 27, 1940 – rec’d April 8, 1940 - letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala in Lwów.  Special Collections comment: “News 
about departed husband.” 
 
October 6, 1940 – rec’d January 6, 1941 – letters from Ala and Józia – return address: J. Sternbach in Lwów in the USSR.  
Soviet stamps. 
 
Undated note from Ala – perhaps attached or enclosed with letter of October 6, 1940. 
 
Box 2, File 62 General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala 1943 
 

October 4, 1943 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Special Collections comment: “Gave up trying to find 
family alive.”  This is attached to the envelope in which it must have been mailed (air mail, registered) to Ala and returned 
– presumably undelivered.  The address is  
 Kaz. S.S.R. Kustenaiska Oblast 
 Mendenar…? Rajon 
 Wedenka 
 Ehrlich Alina Jozefowna 
The file includes a draft of this letter, with the registered receipt attached. 
 
 
Box 2, File 63 General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala 1946 

[Not in chrono order.] 

 
No date – customs declaration form – ZWB’s handwriting, declares sender to be Mrs. Hilde Birnbaum, 5732 31

st
 NE, 

Seattle 5, Wash., USA.  No other information on this tag – presumably a copy of some of the information attached to a 
package. 
 
January 15, 1947 (postmark) – rec’d January 24,1947 - 2 letters and a small page with two pencil drawings in an envelope 
from Alina Manelska, Wrocław. 
 Small page – note from Ala, in Polish, on one side.  On other side, two drawings. One, labeled “ZIMA [winter] 
1945/46,” shows two women apparently carrying wood they have gathered; one holds an axe; the other holds a bucket. 
The second, labeled “ZIMA [winter] 1946/1947” shows two women (presumably the same two) in conventional city street 
clothes, one apparently carrying a purse. 
 January 12, 1946 [46 must be an error, it is clearly 1947] – one-page handwritten letter, in German, to Hilde 

from Ala, in Wrocław.  [I have difficulties with the handwriting.]  She is sorry that she has not received Hilde’s letter.  They 
(she and one or more other people) were very touched that Hilde sent her one of her own books.  Questions about the 
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Birnbaums’ recent trip to NYC – how it went, how Dickie was doing upon their return.  Curiosity about appearances, plan 
to maybe have a photo made and send it to the Birnbaums so they can see how one looks after six years of heavy work.   
 January 11, 1947 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala in Wrocław.  Seems also to inquire about the 
NYC trip and the doings of each family member. 

[This group of letters is out of order, and belongs in File 2/64 – not file 2/63 which includes correspondence from 1946.] 
 

September 18, 1946 – carbon of handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Artur’s note: “War Exhaustion.”  This is 
attached to a registered return receipt dated September 21, 1946, and to a handwritten draft of a letter, in German, from 
Hilde to Ala.  [I have difficulties with some of the handwriting.]  Roughly, Hilde says she has heard so much about Ala and 
her friends in the past years …. Hopes that they will meet.  “You want to know about Bill:  Yes he still has his bright eyes,  
a very warm nature … his cleverness is mixed with kindness…his humor …he does not laugh at others,  but with them… 
the smile in his eyes …full of friendliness and good cheer.  …He is serious when he is working professionally, especially 
when he is teaching (I have taken one of his classes) … at home I see him rarely very serious.  The children (ours and 
those of our neighbors, who visit us) make that almost impossible … ultimately, he who was very serious in your youth 
becomes older, more mature, and therewith less serious.   -    You ask if Bill remains still an optimist.  That is a difficult 
question.  I believe he is as much an optimist as an ???? person who goes through the world open-eyed can be.  We live 
as if the future only can bring us good.  We believe that there are many opportunities for evil.  We hope and work (insofar 
as that is possible with our meager powers) for a better and peaceful future.  I don’t know if that is optimism…”  
 
November 9, 1946 – postmark November 11, 1946 – rec’d December 12, 1946 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB, from Ala in 
Wrocław.  Mentions of Warsaw… 
 
October 11, 1946 – carbon of handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala. Mentions letter of September 17-30.  
Reference to one or more CARE packages.  Mention of Ann’s doings, having started kindergarten.  Attached is a receipt 
for registered article dated October 15, 1946. 
 
November 3, 1946 – carbon of handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala. Attached is a receipt for registered article, 
dated November 4, 1946, and a return receipt signed by Manelska and stamped in Wrocław November 20, 1946. 
 
September 30, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala in Wrocław. Conclusion includes questions about 
family – Hilde, Ann, Dickie. 
 
May 31, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala who gives an address in Warsaw.  This letter has been 
translated by Artur. She, her mother, and Eva [her sister?] have returned a week ago from Siberia to Poland, to Warsaw 
to Maria and Frank, who are the sister and brother-in-law of Seweryn, Ala’s husband.  Writes about fate of their friends.  
Wisio was able “to give Józia poison a moment before they were taken away to be killed and he himself got on board of 
the car after ingesting the poison.”  Seweryn is somewhere in Italy.  She spent the last six years in Siberia.  Her feelings,  
sense of strangeness in being in Warsaw, dealing with past. 
 
Clipped together: 
 Registered receipt attached to envelope mailed registered, return receipt requested.  From the markings on the 
envelope, it appears that the enclosed letters were never received, but returned to the Birnbaums.  
 Photocopy of photo (#8), “Annie Birnbaum feeding Dickie Birnbaum, Seattle, 1946.”  
 September 18, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala. 
 September 20, 1946 – handwritten letter, in German, from Hilde to Ala.  This appears to be the letter that is in 
draft form, dated September 18, 1946, above: Very roughly - “In the past years I have heard so much about you and your 
friends that I do not have the feeling that I am writing to a stranger.  You – and the circle to which you belonged – are so 
strongly a part of Wilek’s (here called Bill) personality that for me you belong very closely to us all.  I would very much 
wish for him, me, and us all that we could get together and we could get to know each other.   
 “You want to know about Bill: Yes, he has still his bright eyes, a very warm nature, and he is one of those rare 
intelligent people whose cleverness is not sharpness against his fellowmen; his intelligence is mixed with kindness and 
warm-hearted understanding of his fellowmen. His humor does not laugh about the weaknesses of others but with them; 
the smile in his eyes is like the smile/gleam in the eyes of our baby, full of friendliness and cheerfulness.  
 “I believe his face has lost some of the seriousness it had.  He is serious when he is working,  especially when 
he is teaching (I have participated in one of his classes).  At home I rarely see him very serious.  The children (ours and 
those of our neighbors who visit us) make that almost impossible.  Sunshine (?) and flowers, which surround our house, 
seem to put him in a cheerful mood.  Ultimately, indeed, those who were very serious in their youth become older, more 
mature and thereby less serious. – 
 “You ask if Bill is still an optimist:  That is a difficult question. I believe he is as much an optimist as a sensible 
person who goes through the world open-eyed can be.  We live as if the future will bring us good.  We believe that there 
are many possibilities for evil.  We hope and work (insofar as our weak powers make it possible) for a better and peaceful 
future.  I don’t know if that is optimism.   
 “With heartfelt wishes for yours and your future and the warmest greetings, yours, Hilde.”  
 
July 28, 1946 – carbon of handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Attached is a registered article receipt dated July 
29, 1946. 
 
January 16, 1946 – post card, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala in USSR.   
 Attached to this card is a note in ZWB’s handwriting: 
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  Postcard written:  III.23, 46 
         “        “  IV.5, 46 
        “               “  V.11, 16 
       “               “  VI.22, 46 
 

August 22, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala in Warsaw.  
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 1/70 
Manelska Letters Date Range IX.17.46-VIII.3.60 
Notable comments: 
 X.17.59, To ZW from Manelska: General news and photo 
 X.22.58, To ZW from Manelska: General news and photo 
 XII.3.59, To Manelska from ZW: General news, hardly legible 
 I.27.60, To ZW from Manelska: General news, Advice 
 IX,17.46, To ZW from Manelska; “Wasted” cities and lives after WW2 
 

September 17, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala in Wrocław. 
 Artur has translated this letter of 17.IX.1946, Breslau.  She always remembered ZWB’s birthday, thinking about 
him on October 18

th
, even when she was in a prison camp. [ Footnote #5 should read: “…using company time…”] 

 
November 20, 1946 – rec’d November 30, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala in Wrocław.   A piece of 
the first page has been cut out, but is clipped inside the letter. Mentions letter of ?November 23, CARE package(?s)… 
 
December 18, 1946 – carbon of handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala. Seems to be writing about visit ZWB was 
making to the northeast, taking Hilde and Ann, but leaving Dickie in Seattle.  Mentions “Gone with the Wind,” CARE 
package...  A Return receipt is attached, stamped in NYC on December 23, 1946. 
 
December 25, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala in Wrocław.  Mentions Steinhaus in postscript. 
 
Box 2, File 64 General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala (CARE packages)  1946-1947 
 

[Not in chrono order.] 
 

This file consists of notes (contents, including quantities, costs) regarding packages mailed to Ala.  Some of the notes are 
on the back of carbons of typed writing by ZWB. 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 1/74 
Manelska letters, date range X.15.46-IX.18.47  
Except for letter of IX.18.47 (letter from Manelska to ZW), all items in English.  
 

Ala - #1– listing of items in package and postage. Items include brown rice, kippered herring, chocolage, dried peaches, 
powdered milk, vegetable oil, Camel cigarettes, coffee, lemon juice, figs, dehydrated soup, dry peas. 
 
May 19, 1947 – “blanket package ordered” – written on CARE form describing packages available for Europe.  The 
blanket package includes bedding, wool blankets, heels, soles, scissors, sewing equipment, and a comb. 
 
July 28, 1946 – Ala - #2 – listing of items sent.  At bottom ZWB has added a note; “lost.”  This is on the back of a carbon 
of a letter in English, dated July 24, 1946, addressed to Wisiu and dealing with Kubuś Berger and Mrs. Ruti Berger. 
 
August 5, 1946 – Ala - #3 – listing of items sent.  Rice, canned salmon, Lipton’s soups, Sir Walter Raleigh tobacco, ?4 
packs of Camels, Spam, lemon juice, tea, ?Borden’s coffee. 
 
August 16, 1946 – Ala - #4 – listing of items sent.  Rice, coffee, Spam, lemon juice, ?tea, ?pepper, bags of Lipton’s noodle 
soup, can of cocoa, packs of Camels, ??2 cans tobacco (Velvet) 
 
August 24, 1946 – Ala - #5 – 2 jars Borden’s coffee, ?2 lb. package of prunes, 2 cans ? (“lunchmeat”), dehydrated soup, 
tobacco, Camels, canned salmon, rice, tea.  
 
November 30, 1946 –package #8 - ?dry peas, brown rice, Borden’s coffee in jar, canned lemon juice, canned lunch meat, 
canned Klim (powdered milk), can of Ghirardelli ground chocolate, $2 in bills.   
 
October 15, 1946 – Ala – package #6 – orange ?bar, Borden’s coffee, 1 lb. Ghirardelli ground chocolate, Gold Shield tea, 
2 cans Carnation canned milk, 1 can lemon juice, 3 packs Camels (“declared 2”), 1 lb. beans (“$2 in bills included”) 
 
November 1, 1946 – Gone With the Wind (Hilde’s copy) - postage $.42 
 
Ca. November 7, 1946 – package #7 – Oko cubes, can of Guittard chocolate, $2 in bills in dry peas, Spam, Klim dried 
milk, jar of Borden’s coffee, can of Gold Shield tea, 2 cans lemon juice, 3 packs Camels (“declared 2 packs”). 
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January 24, 1947 – package #9 - $2 in bills in dry peas, ?Prem, 2 cans evaporated milk, canned lemon juice, Borden 
coffee, bottle of imitation vanilla flavor, tobacco, 3 packs Chesterfields (declared 2).  [This is on the back of a carbon, in 
Polish of a dense paragraph headed “Pelnomocnictwo” [probably a power of attorney].   It mentions Izak Weindling and 
Lina Nebenzahl Birnbaum.   
 
Blank CARE form attached to a blank dispatch tag (designed to show receipt, give sender’s info, and customs 
declaration). 
 
Box 2, File 65 General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala 1947 

[Out of chrono order.] 
 

February 24, 1947 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala in Wrocław. 
 
Blank U.S. customs declaration form. 
 
March 7-8, 1947 – carbon of letter, in Polish, to Ala from ZWB.  Registered receipt attached.  Mentions letter of February 
24, Hilde, Seattle, New York, Ann, Princeton, mathematics, Kac, her letter with the “zima 1945/1947” drawing.  Then gives 
content of what must have been a letter of February 9, 1947.  Dickie, tulips, daffodils, Leica, 35 mm, 36-frame film, 
Dickie’s early speech (“Where is Ann?” “I want a bath.” “What is this?”), work at university.  
 
“8. lutego” (?February) -  carbon, in Polish, of letter to Ala from ZWB. This appears to be a handwritten version of the 
typed letter of March 7-8, 1947, above. 
 
May 19, 1947 – carbon, in Polish, of letter to Ala from  ZWB.  …?Hilde telephoned him at the university about arrival of 
Ala’s letter.  Hilde is studying economics at the university. … Stanford, California (near San Francisco)… CARE… letter of 
May 19… Dickie and sandbox… 
 
May 22, 1947 – carbon, in English, of note from ZWB to Polish American Agency, 505 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY.  
“Gentlemen:  I have friends in Po land to whom I would like to send packages.  You would oblige me by letting me know 
what kind of goods and at what prices and conditions I could send through you.”  Attached is a newspaper clipping (looks 
like an ad or announcement) in Polish from the Polish American Agency. 
 
April 4, 1947 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala in Wrocław. With next letter. 
April 4, 1947 – handwritten letter, in German, to Hilde from Ala.  Roughly: The way Hilde describes ZWB is as Ala knew 
him.  When she began her correspondence with Wilek (as she calls him, “Bill” is too strange for her), it occurred to her 
that perhaps he would not be pleased to remember a past which Hilde had not known.  Ala knows that can happen – and 
it would have been hard for her to write because Wilek is the only friend who knew her dearest friends as she did and they 
belong to the happiest time of her life and that will never come again. It is wonderful that she (Ala) was wrong and that she 
can write to the two of them and tell about everything, and now she is very happy that they are getting to know each other, 
and that the three of them are friends.  Wilek always writes a lot about the children….?the little guy who is already walking 
and talking…Ala can imagine what pleasure that must give them …??   She can also imagine how very busy Hilde must 
be all day long.  Ala feels like she is lazy, in spite of her office work.  ..??.. she has quite a bit of free time but no willpower 
to do or learn anything sensible.  “Here we are all ruins.”  …???...she has no energy to…??...At the same time she 
doesn’t feel old and she doesn’t feel sad – just outside of the stream of life.  Many thanks for the book.  Regrettably, she 
still knows very little English, but she is trying to understand as much as possible.  The ?packages that have been coming 
are always a great feast/festival/celebration.  Now she has three days of Easter vacation – a wonderful free time!  One 
can sleep in and read and observe a bit of the spring.  Ala knows how very busy Hilde is, however whenever she has 
time, please, please write to Ala about how they all are doing.  
 
May 4, 1947 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala.   
 
June 25, 1947 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Alina Manelska in Wrocław.  A snapshot is enclosed showing 
two women above a lake.  On the back it is dated “25.5.47” and there is additional information, ?probably about the 
location. 
 
July 27, 1947 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala.  Artur’s note: “Friend arrested by Communists.”  
 
28 ?Csenca  (?June) 1947 – very faint carbon, handwritten, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Ala.  Notation: “Enclosed 2$ in 
dollar bills.”  Mentions Hilde… San Diego… Seattle to San Diego 1300 miles (= 2100 km)…University…San 
Francisco…Stanford... Big Sur State Park…Carmel...discussions with math colleagues…Deschutes in Oregon…Chinook 
Pass… Mount Rainier…Ann…Dickie … “Daddy, watch, Daddy look see…???”   [Barely legible.] 
 
5 ??? 194?7 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  [First page is illegibly faint, later pages are somewhat better.]  
…Anacortes…San Juan Islands…Orcas Island…Cascade Lake…Ann…Hilde…Dickie…Mark Kac…Wisia… Note: 
“Enclosed photograph of myself.” 
 
September 18, 1947 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Perhaps reference to CARE package(?s).  Perhaps 
reference to photos. 
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October 18, 1947 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Alina Manelska to ZWB.  A photocopy of photo #9, “Ala Manelska, 
October 1947,” is attached.  Reference to Mria Reissowa, East Everleigh near Marlborough Wilts England.  Question 
about Dickie…temperament…Ann.   
 
November 16, 1947 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Ala.  Note: “$2 in bills enclosed.”  Mentions September 18 
and October 18.  Ann…”kindergarten children”… “pocket money” 5 cents…Dickie…”it’s hot, Daddy, it’s hot”… “I am 
wet”… 
 
Box 2, File 66 General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala 1948 

[not in chrono order] 
 

26 ?wisesnia 1948 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Whidbey Island…letter of July 18…Hilda… [some of this 
carbon is illegibly faint]…Mount Rainier (…5,000 m), Mount Baker (…5,000 m)… Puget Sound, Lake Washington, Lake 
Samamish…Cascades…Olympics…Seattle, Bellevue, Renton…  
 
July 18, 1948 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. Question about San Francisco.  
 
[The correspondence between ZWB and Ala consists of long, multi-page letters.  I regret that I can only pick out isolated 
words (often mundane references) and can give no sense of the content.] 
 

April 15, 1948 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
 
August 16, 1948 – carbon of letter, in Polish, to Ala from ZWB at Maxwelton, Whidbey Island.  …Seattle…San 
Francisco…”bigger and better”…Olympic Mountains… 
 
20 ?cserna 1948 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  ….New York, Washington, DC…Ithaca, NY, …Princeton, 
San Francisco, Berkeley…Rocky Mountains…Salt Lake City…San Francisco Bay… Dickie…Hospital, Ann [carbon 
becomes illegibly faint]…Northwestern Chapter of the American Statistical Association…USA Office of Naval 
Research…Master of Arts in Economics… 
 
September 29, 1948 – picture post card (Wrocław), message in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
 
May 29, 1948 – rec’d June 8, 1948 – typed letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  …Palestine…belletristic 
literature…?Cronin, ?Hilton, Somerset Maugham…psychological…cacao…New York…California 
 
March 23, 1948 – return receipt date in Wrocław for letter mailed March 11, 1948  
 
March 10, 1948 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Return receipt slip attached, dated March 11, 1948.  
Mentions Ann, Dick, Hilda, California… 
 
18 …1948 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Mentions letter of 18-22…Hilde…”teaching-
fellowship”…Dickie…”kindergarden”…Hilda “lipstick”…Ann…”in a spirit of good clean fun”…   
[This might refer to the occasion when Dick decorated the upholstered livingroom furniture with Hilde’s lipstick.] 
 

September 18, 1948 – handwritten letter from Ala to ZWB.  Mentions CARE…theatre…Polish literature…  
 
December 27, 1948 – handwritten letter from Ala to ZWB.  Artur: “laments conditions in post-war Communist Poland.” 
 
November(?) 8, 1948 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  
 
November 14, 1948 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. Artur: “Poland and USA are ‘Two different worlds’.”  
 
Bundled together with carbon of a note from ZWB to CARE, dated November 1, 1946, correcting Ala’s address, which 
should be Alina Manelska, Dworcowa 12/m.9, Wrocław, Poland: CARE package receipts and additional notes on material 
mailed.  Receipts are signed by Alina Manelska and dated. Food packages are noted and a blanket package.  There is 
also a receipt for a $15 food package sent to Kap. Franciszak Forczak, Ola Ali, Kasimierzowska 83/24.Warszawa-
Mokotow, ?? acting for Alina Manelska. 
 
February 12, 1948 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  
 
Box 2, File 67 General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala 1949 
 

February 26, 1949 – rec’d March 7, 1949 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Letter is from Wrocław, 
postmark is Warsaw. 
 
March 8, 1949 – carbon [extremely faint on one page] of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  …Cleveland, 
Ohio,…Columbus, Ohio…New York…Columbia University…Wrocław…Hilde…Seattle….”head of the mathematics 
department”… 
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April 18, 1949 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
 
May  28 1949 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala. Note that it was on U. stationary. [Some of this is faint.]  
…San Juan Islands…Friday Harbor…oceanographic laboratory… “full professor”…?Kuratowski…Polish 
mathematicians… “als ob” (as if)… 
 
July 25, 1949 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  [Carbon faint in spots.]…Berkeley…San 
Francisco…Hilde…Los Angeles…Killer cocktail parties… “research project”…Olympic Peninsula…  
 
July 10, 1949 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
 
September 7, 1949 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. Mentions CARE.  
 
October 17, 1949 – picture post card (Mańkowski photo of ferns in Tatra?) – handwritten, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
 
November 13, 1949 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. Mentions CARE. 
 
November 24, 1949 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Mentions Twin Harbors State 
Park…Seattle…laboratory…Lake Chelan…Mount Rainier…Endicott, New York…airplane, autobus…Hilde …Adult 
Education Division…Cascade Cooperative League…Ann…Dickie…Prof. Kuratowski…Prof. Mostowski…Warsaw… 
 
 
Box 2, File 68 General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala 1950 

  
Undated – note in ZWB’s handwriting – looks like a shopping list onto which notes have been made on both sides 
regarding a CARE package (“not declared”…rice...Nescafe, bitter cocoa, ??pepper, razor blades, cigarettes, ??) 
 
January 11, 1950 – rec’d January 19, 1950 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB….reference, perhaps, to 
library…New York 
 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 1/65 
End of Berger File/Begin Manelska Correspondence 
Date Range VI.9.40-IV.30.71 
Notable comments re Manelska correspondence: 
 ?1950 - to Manelska from ZW – “almost totally illegible” 
 Lipiec 21. 50 – to Manelska from ZW – vacationing 
   
July 21, 1950 – carbon of letter, in Polish, to Ala from ZWB at Manzanita Lake, Lassen National Park. Mentions 
Hilde…Seattle…Oregon…Crater National Park…Lassen National Park…Mount Lassen…ca. 1921…Manzanita 
Lake…California…symposium…statistics…Berkeley… 
 
19  ?? 1950 – carbon of letter to Ala – so faint as to be unreadable. 
 
June 6, 1950 – picture post card (Mańkowski photo of flowers) – in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
 
November 2, 1950 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Seems to mention Józia and Wisiu.  …radio…USA…    
ZWB has underlined some phrases in pencil.  
 
July 8, 1950 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Underlining by ZWB in pencil.  
 
File 2, Box 69 General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala 1951-1953 

[Not in chrono order.] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 1/66 
Manelska Correspondence (51-53), Date range I.28.51-IV.2.53 
Notable comments: 
 I.28.51 – to Manelska from ZW: General news, thinking of moving to Europe 
 XI.8.52 – to Manelska from ZW: family problems 
 I.18.53 – to ZW from Manelska: general news (Dickie?) 
  
 

January 28, 1951 – carbon of typed letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  [I suspect this letter opens with a remark about 
trying to type the letter on a machine that does not know Polish.]  …Chicago…Los Angeles…San Francisco…project 
results…publication…Ann (9 ½)…Dickie 5½)… Europe… ?England… Seattle… Hilda… [perhaps reference to his back 
troubles and brace]  
 
December 22, 1950 – Christmas post card [“Kraj” - looks like Polish folk art] – from Ala to ZWB. 
 
April 2, 1951- handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
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July 8, 1951 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  [Faint in places.]  Mentions “Blackie” (cat)…Ann…Girl 
Scout…Hood Canal… “visiting professorship” at Stanford University…San Francisco, California…Pullman, 
Washington…Idaho…Spirit Lake… Seattle… 
 
March 16, 1954 – ZWB’s notes on a conversation with Dickie when he picked him up at school, possibly regarding Dick’s 
appointments with Mr. Gruhn.  [This is clearly out of place in this file.  It is unrelated to the Manelska correspondence.]  
 

November 24, 1951 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Apparently deals in part with move to Stanford for the 
1951/1952 academic year.  …Oregon…Seattle…California…statistical mathematics…San Francisco… University of 
California at Berkeley…Stanford…Ann….Dickie…football … “big game”… 
 
November 11, 1952 – picture post card from Wroclow – handwritten, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Forwarded from 
Stanford University to ZWB at UW. 
 
November 8 – 11, 1952 – “air-mailed XI.12, 52” – carbon of handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala. 
…Stanford…visiting professorship… Anza Desert …University of Oregon … “leitmotiv”…Dickie… psychiatry …Hilda … 
Ann … 
 
December 21, 1952 – post card [looks like Polish folk art, “Kraj”] – handwritten, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
 
April 5, 1953 – rec’d April 13, 1953 – Picture post card [Puchalski photo from ?the Tatra] – in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
 
January 18, 1953 – rec’d January 28, 1953 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
 
 
Box 2, File 70 General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala May 1953- June 1956 

[Not in chrono order.] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form - 1/67 
Manelska Correspondence (53-55), Date Range V.10.53-I.8.56 
Notable comments: 
 IV.6.54 – To ZW from Manelska – General news, Also talks about Warsaw, rebuilt after WWII 
 X.18.53 – To ZW from Manelska – General news 
 V.21.54 – To Manelska from ZW – family problems 
 V.10.53 – To Manelska from ZW – “same as [V.21.54]” 
 XII.21.54 – To ZW from Manelska – General news 
 I.6.55 – To ZW from Manelska – photo, general news 
 IV.6.55 – To ZW from Manelska – general news 
 I.8.56 – To Manelska from ZW – general news 
 VI.23.55 – to Manelska from ZW - @ Math conference, mixed feelings about being stuck in German airport, 
worries about aging.  
 XII.23.55 – To Manelska from ZW – general news 
 
April 6, 1954 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Artur’s note: “Gen. news, also talks about Warsaw, rebuilt 
after WWII.” 
 
October 18, 1954 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Mentions vitamin B…  
 
May 16, 1954 – handwritten “copy” (ZWB’s notation) of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala, mailed V.21.54.  Artur’s note: 
“family problems.”  …Dickie…psychiatry…Hilde…[it looks as if Hilde had 3 sessions of psychotherapy per week/month? 
and Dick had 4, but this is guessing] … “bulldozer” … “dogwood”, “madrona,” “wild currant” … Ann.. flute and piccolo 
…Youth Symphony … Warsaw… 
 
May 10, 1953 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala. According to Artur, this also deals with family problems.  
…Hilda…psychiatry… Chicago …Seattle…Stanford … Dickie … Ann … music camp (“musical camp”) … Wild West …  
 
December 21, 1954 – Christmas card from Ala to ZWB.  Attached is a photocopy of photo #6, “Ala Manelska on vacation, 
Poland, June 1954.” 
 
January 6, 1955 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
 
December 19, 1955 – post card from Ala to ZWB. 
 
April 6, 1955 – card – in envelope – from Ala to ZWB – Easter photo. 
 
October 13-15, 1955 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
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January 8, 1956 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala. Mentions card of December 19, 1955.  …New York… 
vitamin B12 … 
 
June 23, 1955 – carbon of 6-page handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala. Artur’s comment: “@ Math conference, 
mixed feelings about being stuck in German airport, worries about aging.” …. Hilde ….Group Health Co-operative …1947 
… American Medical Association … 1954 …Amsterdam …Frankfurt … Europe … Mount Rainier … Ann … Dickie … 
percussionist … Hilltop Community… 
 
February 24, 1956 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
  
October 27, 1956 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
 
November 2-3, 1956 – carbon of 6-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.   Mentions Bowen Island…Canada … Detroit, 
Michigan … Hilda … Hilltop Community … “community grounds” … Ann … “college” … University of Washington … 
California … flute and piccolo … lawn hockey … Dickie … oboe … “football” … enthusiasm … politics …vitamin B-12 …  
 
December 12, 1956 – handwritten card (Christmas photo), in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. Mentions B-12… 
 
December 23, 1955 – Christmas post card (photo of snow scene glued to cardboard, I can’t determine the card maker or 
company name), in Polish, handwritten, from Ala to ZWB. 
 
 
Box 2 File 71 General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala 1957-1959 

[not in chrono order] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 1/59 
Manelska Correspond. (57-59),   Date Range V.28.57-I.26.59  
Notable comments: 
 V.11.57 – To ZW from Manelska, Talks about ZW leaving Poland 20 years ago; also about ’56 thaw 
 X.29.57 – To Manelska from ZW, Moves toward forgiving Germans 
 XI.23.58 – To Manelska from ZW, General news 
 I.4.58 – To Manelska from ZW, General news 
 
April 15, 1957 – Easter post card from Ala to ZWB. 
 
March 18, 1957 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala. Steinhaus’s “Kalejdoskopy” … Ann: flute, piccolo, Dickie: 
oboe… “High-school” … colleges …  
 
May 11, 1957 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala.  This letter has been translated by Artur (3 type-written 
pages).  “My Beloved, … 20 years have passed … since you left Lwów, and also since we last said goodbye.  I remember 
so well those last weeks you spent in Lwów and our conversations and my own sorrow and sadness.  Today, my hair is 
turning gray, and I smile at my remembrances of you, my dear faraway friend.  I have no hope that we will meet again – 
it’s good that from time to time I can find out something about you and that I can also write you a couple of words about 
myself – it’s  good to know that you’re alive …”  Discussion of current literature and Polish language, of books she has 
sent him, of changes in Poland, current events in Poland, new freedom from censorship, her work conditions, her mother 
(now frail), Ala’s sister [she lives with her sister and brother], Wanda (a friend with whom they lived), Ala’s brother, Gosia’s 
mother …  She still hasn’t touched the B-12 ZWB sent her and is in good health.  “I frequently think of you – if you’ve 
changed, if it would take us long to acclimate ourselves if, by some miracle, we’d meet.  It’s strange that we knew each 
other for such a short time – a year, maybe two? – but our bond will probably never break. …  I’ll send you another book, 
maybe some pictures of the Tatra Mountains – you always did like the mountains.”   
 
October 24, 1957 – rec’d November 4, 1957 - handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala.  Mentions PKO [PEKAO 
Trading Corporation = Polska Kasa Opieki] … Warsaw …  “Moulin Rouge” … English … 1939 …   
 
October 29, 1957 – carbon of 4-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Mentions Hilltop … Canada … Rocky Mountains 
… 12,000 … majestic … “elk”, “moose” … statistics congress in Stockholm … Washington to Frankfurt [I guess] … 
Frankfurt to Copenhagen [guess] … Atlantic …New York … Seattle … 1937 … Dickie … psychiatry … Hilda … Ann … 
PKO in New York … $50 … Europe … Amsterdam in 1954 … Frankfurt …  
 
October 22, 1958 – rec’d October 30, 1958 - handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala.  Mentions “Odyssei”… 
Warsaw …    
Attached to this letter: envelope, carbon of ZWB’s letter of November 23, 1958 (see below), carbon of ZWB’s letter of 4 
?stjemic 1958, and original and photocopy of snapshot of Ala and dog.  There is a note (presumably descriptive) on the 
back of the picture.  The photocopy identified the photo as #7 and has the following note: “Ala Manelska, good friend, 
survivor of Soviet takeover of Lwów, was sent to six years of prison in Siberia by the Soviets, picture taken in Polish 
countryside, 1958.” 
 
November 23, 1958 – carbon of 4-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala. Attached to letter above.  Long paragraphs 
about Dick.  Mentions New York … Boston … Europe … Edinburgh … Frankfurt… Hilda … Amsterdam … Fiat … France 
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… Paris … Ann … “high school” … “Experiment in International Living” … Europe … France … Belgium … Dick … farm 
… Canada … lassoing … “cattle round-up” … cowboy… Ann … Reed College, Portland, Oregon … 
 
?January 4, 1958 (4. ?stjemic 1958) – also attached to letter of October 22, 1958 -  carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB 
to Ala.  Mentions Dickie … Ann … Reed College … Hilltop … Dick … Ann … Seattle … Dick … Hilde … [faint carbon,  
difficult to read.]   

Here and in the previous letter, ZWB appears to be shifting from “Dickie” to “Dick.”   
 

January 9-12, 1959 – rec’d January 20, 1959 - handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala.  Asks about Dick.  Mentions 
PKO … Warsaw … “The Moon is Down” … Steinbeck ?in Polish … Faulkner, Sartre … Brussels Expo … Paris …  
 
October 17, 1959 - handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Ala.  Mentions Kraków … Warsaw … Wanda … 
photography …  
 
December 21, 1957 – rec’d January 25, 1958 – Christmas picture post card from Ala to ZWB, handwritten, in Polish. 
[difficult to read] 
 
December 3, 1959 – faint carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Mentions ?Kraków … Gdansk … Office of Naval 
Research … Boeing … Ann…college … Dick … baseball … oboe … gentleman … [carbon is illegible in several places] 
 

Box 3 
 

Box 3, File 1  General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala  1960-1963 
[Not in chrono order.] 

 

January 27, 1960 – rec’d February 3, 1960 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Mentions ?television … PKO 
… 1935 …  
 
August 3, 1960 – carbon of 4-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala. Mentions 1960-1961… Guggenheim … Europe … 
Seattle … [seems to be giving itinerary] … New York … Dick … Ann … Reed College …Dick …?Switzerland … Hilde … 
Paris… Institut Henri Poincare … Ann…”arts and crafts”… Dick…Lake Washington … 
 
undated, looks like the latter part of a letter (no opening, appears to begin in mid-sentence) - carbon, on Richard 
Merzbach’s Frankfurt office stationary - of letter in Polish to Ala.  Mentions Mark Twain’s “Tom Sawyer” and “Huckleberry 
Finn” …  Dickie … (Bibi = “Billi”, Daddy, Mammy, yes, by-by) …Dickie … Ann … “good luck” …    
[Although this has no date, it is clearly out of order and must have been written at a time when Dick’s speech was in the 
early stages of development – ca. late 1946?] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 5/7 
Mostly Manelska Date range VII.15.59-VII.20.63 
Notable comments: 
 V.18.63 – to Manelska from ZW: Tells about upcoming visit to Poland 
 VI.1.63 – to ZW from Manelska: Reply to news of Birnbaum’s Poland visit  
 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form  5/8 
Manelska Date range XI.29.60-XI.5.61 
Notable comments: 
 V.16.61 – to Manelska from ZW: Talks about being back in Germany 
 
May 16, 1961 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Mentions Paris … Sorbonne … Heidelberg, Freiburg …. 
Israel …Jerusalem, “?technica,” Haifa… ?Göttingen…1930-1931 … New York …Grande Corniche …Monte Carlo… 
Auvergne…Provence…Van Gogh … Dick … Ann … England … Southampton…  
ZWB gives addresses and relevant dates  
?until June 20, Roquebrune Village, Cap Martin (Alpes Maritines), France 
?after June 20, c/o Centre Universitaire International, 173 Boulevard St. Germain, Paris (6) 
 
November 5-6, 1961 – carbon of 3-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Mentions Seattle … Hilltop … Roquebrune 
Village … Ann, Hilda … Pisa, Siena, ?Rome, Florence … Switzerland…Dick …Paris … Ann…Holland, Denmark, 
Germany …Dick…Paris …. Hilde, Dick…Cambridge…Manchester…New York … auto …5,000 kilometer … 1939 … 
Chicago … 4,000 meters …Yellowstone Park … Ann…Reed College…Bachelor of Arts … 
 
June 14, 1961 – rec’d June 26, 1961, in ?Rome – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Mentions … 1940 …. 
 
December 6, 1961 – rec’d December 15, 1961 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Mentions ?Steinbeck … 
literature … 
 
July 1, 1962 – carbon of 3-page letter, in English, from ZWB to Rita, Kubuś and Vivian.  It is quite a while since he 
received the letter describing Bronio’s last illness.  Expresses tender sympathy and condolence, recognizing Kubuś’ role 
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in “making those declining days of a brilliant and loveable man as good for him as possible.”  Asks about summer plans, 
Vivian’s college experience.  Update on Birnbaum family news. 

[This clearly should be with the Berger correspondence.] 
 

November 14, 1962 – carbon of 2-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Mentions Ann…literature studies … 
Dick…”high-school” … Hilda … mathematical congress… 
 
May 18, 1963 – faint carbon of 2-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Mentions Warsaw …Poland… statistical 
mathematics … Hilda … Warsaw … Washington… 
 
January 7, 1963 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Might mention Germany, ?Dresden, ?Weimar … 1939 …  
 
June 1, 1963 – rec’d June 8, 1963 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Mentions Hilda… Steinhaus … 
Warsaw … ?Kraków (June 22-24) … 
 
September 15, 1963 – carbon of 2-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Registered receipt is attached.  Mentions 
?Stockholm … ?Copenhagen …Frankfurt… London …. Seattle …Ottawa, Canada…Institute of Mathematical Statistics … 
?Madonna … [almost unreadably faint] … ZWB notes photos that may  have been included in the letter: Ala with Hilda (4), 
Ann and..?? Hilda (5), Ann in Florence (1), Dick with wheelbarrow (1) 
 
October 6, 1963 – rec’d October 15, 1963 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Mentions photographs, Hilda…  
 The following letter is with the Polish letter to ZWB. 
October 6, 1963 – handwritten letter, in German, from Ala to Hilda. Rough version: “My dear, all best thanks for your letter 
and the pictures.  Your pictures of Bill are excellent.  ... the photos of Ann and Dick also pleased me very much.  I find Ann 
charming, especially when she laughs – she looks like you – and yet is quite different. I think the pictures of us together 
are good – and a souvenir of one of the most beautiful days of my life.  It’s autumn here – it rains often, the days are 
short, it is cold.  I’ve already told Bill about our lives.  The ??  was truly uncomfortable but it is now past/?we have 
withstood it.  I am very busy and …??? …My mother isn’t feeling well and must again adhere to a strict diet, only rarely 
leaves the house, and handles the damp weather poorly.  Wanda and my sister were on vacation for 3 weeks at a small 
sanatorium.  I was also for a few days in the mountains with my girlfriend.  We had to relax a little.  We stayed with very 
nice people and had very good care.  In the afternoon two little squirrels would come to visit – one brown and one black – 
and had to have their portion of nuts.  We also had wonderful weather and made excursions.  Next week I will have a 
work-related trip to Warsaw and will also visit my sister-in-law.  She writes rarely and I know nothing about what is going 
on with her.  During the epidemic I had to suspend all correspondence.  I think of the two of you often – it seems almost 
impossible to me that we walked through these streets together – it is as if it were only a dream.  – But it was real and I 
shall never forget our parting at the Warsaw railroad station.  Please kiss Ann warmly for me. - Dick is far away, now in 
Chicago at his job.  My mother, ?[illegible] and Wanda also send greetings and I send many many kisses.  Ala.” 
 
Box 3, File 2  General Correspondence  Manelska, Ala 1964-1967 

[Not in chrono order, with some material that should be in other files.] 
 

February 15, 1964 – carbon of 3-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala [carbon is barely legible; lightweight carbon 
paper, written on both sides, faint carbon].   Possible reference to letter of January 11.  Mentions “Millenium,” Waikiki, 
Honolulu, Oahu, Hawaii, Maui, Kauai, England, Europe, Washington, DC, Dick, Antioch College, Ann, Millenium, vitamin F 
(“F99”), Hilda, USA, Europe, USSR, Hermitage … 
 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 5/5 
Mostly Manelska 
Date range: XII.6.61-II.15.69 
Notable comments:  
 VIII.16.63 – letter, in Polish, from M. Tyrmond to ZWB: “Grateful for having met Birnbaums.” 
 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 5/4 
Manelska 
Date range: IV.22.64-IX.6.67 
Notable comments: 
 IX.6.67 – letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala: “Hopes to visit her.” 
 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 1/118 
Manelska 
Date range: X.7.46 – XII.10.67 
Notable comments: 
 XII.65 – unknown writer to ZWB, in Polish: season’s greetings  
 XI.16.66 – Ala to ZWB: “mother died.” 
 
January 6-11, 1964 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Mentions mama, New Year’s, ?Wanda, Warsaw, 
USSR, Leningrad, Moscow, ?Riga, vitamin F, vitamin “F99,” PKO, 20 capsules, Hilda, greetings from mama, ??, Wanda.  
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January 11, 1964 – handwritten letter, in German, from Ala to Hilda.  Very roughly: My dear Hilda – I have already written 
everything ??? to Bil [sic].  Please do not be angry; Polish is so much easier.  I was so pleased when I received your 
(plural) New Year’s ??? and the news of your planned vacation in the Pacific/South Seas.  I thank you very much.  Bil [sic] 

?/knows everything and can translate for you what I have written.  …???May his English translation please you.  Until the 
end of December I was very busy with my extra work, and finished it, luckily, before Christmas.  Thus I got behind with my 
correspondence.  Dear Hilda, a half ???hour ago I received a letter from the PKO with the news that you (plural) have put 
50 dollars on my account.  I was almost dumbstruck with surprise.  But that is contrary to our agreement!  I thank you very 
much – it came so unexpectedly – it is a large/great gift!  And I just wrote to Bill with a request for a ??? for my sister 
(“Vitamin F 99”).  I know that ..???  Please be so good, if you (plural) if you ?can ?find something like that as to get it for 
??Gusia.  That medication is not produced here and I cannot get it anywhere.  The pictures – our pictures – I always have 
with me, and I look at them often as a confirmation that it really is true that we were together and that I have a friend in 
you.  It is to me as if we had always known each other, only you were so far away and now the distance between us has 
become small.  During Christmas and New Year’s, as Bill will relate, it was very very pleasant, quiet, and happy at our 
home.  The Christmas tree is still standing and a great pleasure.  My mother is feeling quite well and even goes walking a 
bit every evening despite the cold weather.  I promised you that we would go together to the movie theater to see “…[I 
cannot make out the German translation of what was probably an English title].”  The film has finally come to us and the 
theaters are crowded every day.  One has to order tickets three weeks in advance.  I would like to know so much about 
you.  Every little detail interests me. I think very often of you (plural) and drank to your good health at New Year’s.  Where 
were you at that time?  I hope that the book “Millenium” has arrived.  Regrettably we could not get it anywhere in English.  
How has your winter been?  Here it is quite ??? – less snow and not as cold as last year.  My sister-in-law received your 
(plural) New Year’s card and was very pleased.  Time is passing so quickly.  One always has more to do than one can 
accomplish.  It has gotten late – tomorrow is a work day and one has to be up at 5:30.  Good night, my dear – where you 
live it is morning – all good wishes… greetings … kisses.. from Ala and also Mama, ?Gusia, Wanda.  Please greet Ann 
and Dick – I hope I will also get to know the children.” 
 
May 3, 1964 – rec’d June 6, 1964 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Mentions … Mama  …  Wanda … ? 
Lwów …Kraków...  Wanda … Warsaw … 
 There is a note in German to Hilda.  Very roughly:  “Hilda, my dear – Bil [sic]  will have already translated my 

letter.  There is nothing particularly new with us.  Time passes insanely fast.  We have survived the winter; it didn’t want to 
end and I don’t like ???.  I would so like to be together with you again – then one can talk so much about that which 
doesn’t seem worth writing about.  Just imagine, if everything goes well, in a couple of weeks, I will be ….!  When you ?? 
have a little free time, write to me about everything that interests Dick.  I thank you for the ??? to get the medication “F99.” 
At the moment my sister is doing a bit better and perhaps I will get the pills in 2-3 months from Switzerland.  If your 
Europe plans become real and the  ??? are still needed, we will be able to … about that at that time.  I still have our 
photos (mutual photos) from Wrocław; they are always in my purse.  Greet the children warmly from the 
unknown/unfamiliar Polish aunt.  Warm kisses and greeting to you from Mama, ?Gucia and Wanda, Ala.”  
 
February 10-14, 1965 – rec’d February 25, 1965 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Mentions PKO, 50 
dollars, ?television, “?Queen Christiana,” Greta Garbo, 1933, Charlie Chaplin, …  
 There is a note in German to Hilda.  Very roughly: “Please do not be angry, dear Hilda, that I again wrote a 
letter entirely in Polish.  Bil [sic] will translate for you everything that interests Dick.  I have not forgotten Dick.  Thank you 

again for the recent mailing.  It gave us great pleasure, especially since it arrived so unexpectedly.  Please write to me 
when you have a little time.  With best greetings and a warm kiss, your Ala.” 
 
December 18, 1965 – Christmas card with lengthy handwritten message from Ala to ZWB. Mentions card, 
photography/?/photograph… In the midst of the message, Ala writes, in German, to Hilda, “Don’t be angry, dear, dear 
Hilda that I am writing in Polish – it is so much easier and I am always short of time.” 
 
?February 21, 1965 (21 ?luteg 1965) – carbon of 4-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala.  Europe…Hilda…Yugoslavia 
… Dick .. 350 km …. Washington… Dick …Dick … Massachusetts …?Atlantic … Europe … Seattle … New York 
….statistical mathematics congress …  ?Venice, Florence, Naples … December 29 to January 2 in New York … Dick, 
New York Times … New York, ?opera, theater… Ann, literature … Seattle … congress in Belgrade … Hilda …Dick   
  
1964 – photocopy of photo #51 – “Ala Manelska near what looks like a copy of the Wawel dragon somewhere in Poland.”   
 This is attached to a one-page list: Z.W. Birnbaum Collection Index of Pictures, with this photo indicated as 

Box/Folder 6/63. 
 Attached to this is also the letter below. 
 
August 9, 1964 – rec’d August 17, 1964 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Seems to mention Yugoslavia, 
Zagreb, ?Spoleta, 1966-1970, Mama, ?Gucia, Wanda, Ann and Dick and Hilda, photograph.  
 Note to Hilda, in German.  Roughly: “Dear Hilda, I think often of you (plural) and remember how lovely it was 
last year.  Please have Bill tell you what I ??? have written about us.  My ?? vacation in Yugoslavia was very beautiful.  If  
it is possible for you, do visit the Adriatic sea – it is really worthwhile.  I would so like to know how you are doing, where 
the children are spending their vacation and also something about your (plural) Europe plans.  I … … but that is not 
important.  Everything is fine here. Wrocław has changed again a lot.  There is a lot of construction.  ….????  When will 
we see each other again?  When you have some time please write to me about everything that interests Dick and gives 
him pleasure, and do not forget that you have a friend.  Greet Ann and Dick warmly.  Many kisses from Ala. 
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December 27, 1960 – rec’d January 3, 1961 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Attached envelope is 
addressed to ZWB at 29 Rue Cassette, Paris.  Mentions Dick, Paris… Zakopane … 
 
October 18, 1960 – rec’d October 31, 1960 in Paris, forwarded to ZWB from UW Math Dept.to 29 Rue Cassette, Paris - 
handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Europe…Paris … “Good luck” … Warsaw … Lwów … Budapest … 
 
1965 – photocopy of photo #22, “Ala Manelska, Erfurt, E. Germany, in front of a Gothic Cathedral, 1965”   
 This is attached to the letter below. 
 
October 22, 1965 – rec’d October 30, 1965 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Mentions Berlin, Pergamon 
Museum… Weimar, Wartburg, Buchenwald, Gothic cathedral in Erfurt, … 
 
November 17, 1965 - handwritten card, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Mentions PKO… 
 
Rec’d January 3, 1966 – card – 18

th
 century picture of Warsaw – handwritten, in Polish, addresses ZWB and Hilda – from 

M. ?Tyrmond 
[Seems out of place in the Manelska correspondence.] 

 
March 10, 1966 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
 
January 19, (?skysma) 1966 – carbon of 4-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ala. Carbon is somewhat faint.  Mentions  
Yugoslavia … Belgrade… Hilda … Dubrovnik … Adriatic … Belgrade … Congress … Amsterdam … New York … Dick … 
Seattle … Hilda … symposium in California … Washington  … Dick, New York, New York Times … Canada, Manitoba … 
Ohio … Ann, University of Washington, doctorate … mathematics, Moscow… 
 
November 7, 1962 – picture post card of bridge in Wrocław – handwritten, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB. 
 
November 16, 1966 – rec’d November 27, 1966 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Mentions mama, October 
29 [presumably date of mother’s death], … ?Gusia … Warsaw … ?Gusia and Wanda … PKO … Hilda, Ann and Dick. 
 
December 25 [?Gudnia/grunden), 1966 – carbon of letter, in Polish, to Ala from ZWB, with note that it was written on 
Roger Smith Hotel stationary, suggesting that ZWB was in Washington, DC.   
 
May 27, 1967 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala to ZWB.  Ala is not writing from Wrocław, but from Ciechocinek-
Zobroj.  Mentions ?Gusia and Wanda … television, radio…  [I am guessing that Ciechocinek is a spa town.] 
 
September 6 (?wrsicnic), 1967 – carbon of 4-page letter, in Polish, to Ala from ZWB.  Mentions letter from Ciechocinek.  
Mentions Hilda, Washington, Olympia, weekends … Ann, State University of New York at Buffalo, assistant professor, 
German and Scandinavian literature …  Dick, Antioch College, Washington … Philadelphia … 1968 … Vietnam … 
editorial work on Annals of Mathematical Statistics … Hilda .. Vancouver Island, Canada … hotel, radio, television … 
“visiting professor” Zbigniew Łomnicki, England …  
 
December 10, 1967 – rec’d December 19, 1967 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Ala, in Wrocław, to ZWB.  Mentions 
PKO… Copernicus … Kraków… ?Wieliczka … ?Gusia and Wanda … sanatorium …  
[This is a lengthy letter, evidently covering a lot of topics.  The handwriting is steady and clear.  It appears to be the most 
recent correspondence between ZWB and Ala.] 
 
Box 3, File 3  General Correspondence  Mayer, Walther 1937-1939 

[Not in chrono order.] 
 

April 4, 1938 – rec’d April 5, 1938 - handwritten letter, in German, to ZWB from Walther Mayer, The Institute for Advanced 
Study, School of Mathematics, Fine Hall, Princeton, NJ.  Dr. Bergmann has also written to Mayer and he would like to 
speak with ZWB about Bergmann’s options.  Mayer asks that ZWB visit him (Mayer), choosing whatever date and time 
best suits ZWB, either at the Institute or at 26 Linden Lane.  “I have a telephone, only I always forget the number which, 
however, you can find in the phonebook.”   From all that Mayer has heard, it would be very difficult for Bergmann to enter 
into a teaching career.  To tell that to Bergmann would be too difficult.  It looks as if Mayer thinks that Bergmann should try 
for such a position anyhow.  “I am glad that you have succeeded in making your way and hope ..?? .. that B., if he tries, 
will be just as fortunate.” 
 
June 18, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Professor Walther Mayer,  White School House, Bethlehem 
Road, Littleton, New Hampshire.  [Part of this letter is missing, ?mouse-eaten, ?fragile and broken off.]  ZWB is enclosing 
the desired affidavit forms.  ZWB is immensely pleased that something positive is finally happening in the case of Gustav 
Bergmann and ZWB is grateful to Mayer.   
 [A carbon of a slightly different version of the letter appears on the reverse side.] 
 
June 19, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, of letter from ZWB to Mayer in NH.  Gives information which should not be 
new to Mayer, but ZWB is writing it anyhow as a precaution.  Affidavit not to be sent to the immigration candidate but 
directly to the American consulate in Vienna as a registered letter, informing the immigrant that one has done so.  
Personal data for the Bergmann family:  
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Gustav Bergmann, born May 4, 1906, Vienna 
Anna Katherina Bergmann, born August 26, 1903, Vienna 
Hanna Elisabet Bergmann, born June 14, 1937, Vienna 
 
June 28, 1938 – post card, in German, to ZWB (200 Claremont Ave., NYC) from Mayer in Littleton, NH.  Thanks ZWB.  
Mayer believes Bergmann must have received the affidavit by now.  Mayer is uneasy since it has been a long time since 
he has had news from Vienna.  Asks that ZWB write to him if he has received news. 
 
July 3, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Mayer in NH.  ZWB reports on content of a letter he just received 
from Drucker.  Drucker has written, “I have also received a telegram from Bergmann in which he asked that some 
information, in addition to the affidavit I have provided, be sent to the consulate in Vienna.  That happened on July 29 
[should this be ?June 29 or did ZWB write this on August 3?], and I have written to him today.  My affidavit has been sent 

to the consulate and that was on June 30.”  It seems to ZWB that the matter is well underway.  Mayer’s affidavit and the 
one provided by Drucker together ought to satisfy the consul.  “With me, the newsworthy item is that yesterday Prof. 
Bernstein informed me that the ‘research grant’ out of which my salary was paid is ending, that there are no prospects of 
its being renewed and, therefore, that I will have to look for a new position effective September 1.  Which is easier to say 
than to do.”   
 
July 10, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Mayer in NH.  Evidently ZWB is at Woods Hole, pleased to be 
away from NY in the summer.  Yesterday ZWB received a letter from Bergmann in which he reported on Mayer’s offer to 
give an affidavit.  The letter is dated June 23.  The tone of the letter is rather desperate.  Bergmann gives assurance that 
he is neither losing his nerve nor his patience, but in the same sentence he speaks of the extraordinary urgency of the 
situation.  ZWB has a request:  Based on his experience with consulting with many people who have experience in these 
matters, ZWB has learned that the effectiveness of an affidavit is much increased if, besides the dry official declaration, a 
more personal letter is sent to the consul.  In this letter the affidavit-giver tells how the friendship came about, says that 
the immigration candidate is a valuable person, and lists his qualifications, noting that he would certainly be a good and 
useful American, etc., and – at the end – asks the consul to handle the case kindly.   ZWB believes such a letter from 
Mayer would be helpful and asks that Mayer not be annoyed that ZWB keeps making suggestions for things that will 
require effort of him. “Since you have taken this matter on so heartily/willingly, one would wish that your efforts to date will 
be successful – and that motivates me to make this request.”  Through letters, ZWB is still trying to get a second affidavit 
in New York.  The situation is so serious that nothing must be left untried.  Mayer has given his own brother an affidavit 
and it might happen that the consul, therefore, will not recognize Mayer’s affidavit (for Bergmann) as sufficient for another  
family; for this reason a second affidavit can be useful. 
 
July 19, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Mayer in NH.  Informs Mayer that a second affidavit for Dr. 
Gustav Bergmann has been sent. An acquaintance in NY got it from a very well situated man and has sent it off.  Turning 
to a personal request, ZWB asks if he may use Mayer as a reference in his job-seeking.  He is turning to teachers’ 
agencies and applying everywhere.  He is still at Woods Hole where the work still leaves time for swimming in the ocean, 
tanning in the sun and even learning something about biology. 
 
July 21, 1938 – rec’d July 22, 1938 – note, in German, from Mayer, in NH, to ZWB at the Marine Biological Laboratory, 
Woods Hole, Massachusetts.  “I am very happy that there are decent people who help others. As to you, dear Mr. 
Birnbaum, I have always recommended you and will gladly continue to do so in the future.  You can thus, wherever it 
appears useful, give my name.” 
 
July 26, 1938 – rec’d July 28, 1938 - letter, in German, from Mayer, in NH, to ZWB at Woods Hole.  Concerned about 
telegram, in English, from Bergmann stating that [Mayer’s] income is too small, a supplementary affidavit is needed, and 
asking Mayer to cooperate with Drucker and Birnbaum.  Yesterday Mayer had his tonsils out and is not able to do 
anything for a while.  Mayer asks ZWB to give him the details of what has been done for Bergmann, so that he (Mayer) 
can send him a reassuring telegram.   
 
April 22, 1939 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB (420 West 121

st
 Street, NYC), to Mayer (26 Linden Lane, 

Princeton, N.J.).  This letter accompanied an information sheet for Anni Bergmann [not present in this file], which ZWB 
filled out to the best of his knowledge.  He asks that Mayer sign it and then send it to Walter Ludwig, 3947, 48

th
 Street, 

Long Island City, NY.  Mrs. Helly was operated on and is doing better; ZWB heard this from the Lukacs.  ZWB has taken a 
part-time job, working for a management engineer in the field on the border of economic statistics and insurance 
mathematics; he will be working three days a week, beginning May 1

st
.   

 
May 27, 1939 – rec’d May 29, 1939 – post card, in German, from Mayer in NH to ZWB in NYC.  Apologizes for not 
answering his most recent letter.  He met his brother and sister-in-law at the ship and has been getting them settled in 
New York.  He has had bad news about Mrs. Bergmann and asks if ZWB has heard more.  He wants to know more than 
what Gustav Bergmann said on a post card.  Bergman himself is in a terrible state of mind and Mayer doesn’t want to ask 
him too many questions. 
 
May 30, 1939 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Mayer in NH. Very rough translation:  “The matter of Anni 
Bergmann appears, regrettably, to be very serious.  It took the following course:  A few weeks ago Gustav was notified by 
friends that Anni is in New York and is working here as a servant girl.  He came here, found her completely confused and 
depressed, took her away from the servant position, rented her a room in the same building in which we all were living, 
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and finally agreed with her that she would travel to Iowa in a few days.  She was to bring the child with her.  ??He would 
have to return shortly.    
 “The date of her departure was settled, she had the tickets and the Pullman reservation.  On the departure day I 
went to her in the morning to see if everything was ready and to bring her to the train.  She came toward me completely 
confused, gave me the tickets and her money and began to repeat that it was all over, that one must call an end to it, etc. 
 “To make the story short: I phoned Gustav, a doctor was called, there was a difficult day and Gustav arrived at 
midnight.  The next day Anni was brought to a private institution in Connecticut.  The diagnosis has still not been 
confirmed: either melancholy or schizophrenia.   
 “The child is again in a children’s home. 
 “After this story, may I still tell you something gladdening?  I have obtained a position in Seattle, as assistant  
professor of mathematical statistics.  The appointment is probationary for one year, with prospects for extension if both 
parties are satisfied.  Now I have to make plans for the immediate future.  Before I travel to Seattle, I would like to go to 
some nicely-located university in New England and take a summer course for diction, etc, to improve my English as much 
as possible.  Can you recommend such a course to me?  In any case, I would like not to spend the summer in New York.   
 “At the moment I have rather a lot to do.  Just now my Institute for Math. & Stat. Research is beginning to move.  
I have a very interesting job for two physicians who teach at Bellevue, or Presbyterian Hospital, and are setting up studies 
about surgical treatments and tuberculosis of the lungs.  The work will take me about a week.  Then I will probably 
liquidate my institute, e.g. sell the calculating machines and begin to think about the trip. 
 “Before I close, I would like to thank you very much … for your efforts on my behalf in Seattle.  The intervention 
of Mr. Taube [?Taub] certainly was useful.  For that I am glad to have met him.   
 “With handkisses for your wife and with friendly greetings, yours very respectfully … 
 
June 5, 1939 – handwritten note, in German, from Mayer to ZWB. Congratulates ZWB enthusiastically with respect to his 
new position.  “You cannot believe how very much this news pleases me.”  Says that ZWB will find good friends in Taub 
and Taub’s wife.  He regrets that he cannot give ZWB any advice regarding an English course; they should be available at 
every university.  Mayer hopes that the case of Anny Bergmann will not be so tragic.  “Up until the idea of suicide she was 
normal, after all.  And – in such a world – should the idea of suicide require a special impulse?“  Mayer asks that ZWB 
please write from time to time and that he greet the Taubs.      
 
No date – letter has been eaten/torn away in upper portion.  Carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Mayer at Princeton.  
Explains that he wrote to him in July 1937 on the recommendation of Dr. Blumenfeld from Lemberg (Lwów).  The letter 
was forwarded to his summer address.  Mayer was so good as to tell ZWB to turn to him at any time for advice.  As, in the 
meantime, ZWB has succeeded in making his way, he has not taken him up on his offer, but now he turns to him 
regarding his (ZWB’s) friend Dr. Gustav Bergmann in Vienna.  ZWB relates how Bergmann has written to him describing 
his current situation.  Bergmann has asked ZWB to contact Mayer to discuss his case.  ZWB asks for an opportunity to 
get together with Mayer.  Attached, sort of glued, to this letter is a piece of a cancelled Deutsches Reich postage stamp.  
[Judging by the content and the responsiveness of Mayer in the correspondence, this letter probably was written in the 
earliest days of April, 1938, and would logically precede the first letter in this file.] 
 

July 15, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Mayer.  This is probably the first letter ZWB sent to Mayer and 
appears to be the letter referenced in the undated letter above. It is essentially a letter presenting himself as the person 
introduced in Dr. Blumenfeld’s letter.  Says that he arrived in New York at the beginning of June and would like to visit 
Mayer in Princeton.   
 
July 20, 1937 (post mark) – rec’d July 21, 1937 – handwritten letter, in German, from Mayer to ZWB. [In this instance, 
Mayer’s handwriting was a bit difficult for me to read.]   Mayer is in Randolph, NH and ZWB’s letter was forwarded to him 
there.  Various possibilities for getting together in New Hampshire or, later, in Princeton.  Comments on lousy NYC 
summer weather.  Advice regarding whom to see at Princeton.  Notes that if ZWB could use Einstein or Einstein’s 
influence, ZWB should make contact with Infeld.  
 
July 27, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Mayer in Randolph, NH.  He received Mayer’s letter of July 19 a 
few days ago.  Since nothing is going on in Princeton at the moment ZWB will probably spend the summer, if not 
particularly comfortably, in New York and use the time to really learn English.  He thinks it makes no sense to burden 
Mayer with questions by mail.  When summer is over, ZWB hopes Mayer will allow him to come to Princeton and speak 
with him.  Before then he will probably attend a mathematics meeting at Pennsylvania State College and perhaps he’ll 
meet Mayer there.  
 
Box 3, File 4 General Correspondence National Council of Jewish Women, New York Section 1938 
 

The correspondence in this file (ca. 13 pieces) consists of ZWB’s inquiries regarding paperwork, responses, strategizing, 
and follow-up on advice regarding bringing Franziska Birnbaum, Jakob Berger, Henryka Berger, and Gustav Bergmann to 
the USA.  The National Council’s letterhead is of interest because of the notable names thereon (e.g. Mrs. Leo 
Sulzberger, Mrs. Henry Morgenthau).  It appears that especially Lore Teutsch was very helpful.  
 
Box 3, File 5  General Correspondence  National Refugee Service  1941 
 

May 2, 1941 – letter to ZWB from the National Refugee Service regarding Henry Schaerf.  (Letterhead includes David H. 
Sulzberger, Paul Felix Warburg, and Erich M Warburg.) 
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May 16, 1941 – carbon of letter from ZWB to the National Refugee Service, responding to letter above and asking for 
information regarding getting his parents to Japan.   
 
Undated, form statement from National Refugee Service regarding methods of travel from Germany to the USA, including 
detailed descriptions of routing, costs, availability, and modes of transportation via Russia and Japan and via Spain and 
Portugal.   
 
Box 3, File 6  General Correspondence  Neugebauer, O. 1937-1941 

[Some material out of chrono order.] 
 

June 24, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB (at International House), to Prof. O. Neugebauer, Kobenhavn-
Charlottenlund, Blidahlund 4.  Roughly: “I am finally here.  A Polish (daily) newspaper sent me as their reporter.  That 
doesn’t fit with my studies and work experience to date, but it was very pleasant as a good opportunity to come here.  In 
any event, this journalistic work will probably not bring in enough for me to live off of.  I’ll have to look around for a way of 
supporting myself using my professional qualifications in mathematics and actuarial science.  I’ve looked up Professor 
Courant.  What he had to tell me about the prospects at a university was not encouraging.  Otherwise, of the 
acquaintances from Göttingen, I’ve seen Mr. Zippin and, in passing, Mr. Friedrich.  For the moment, the better part of my 
time is going to intensive study of English – what I learned at home was not at all sufficient, especially acoustic habituation 
to the language – and looking around at this country and its people.  In the summer nothing is going on in mathematics 
and in these first months I have to stay in New York.  If you can give me any advice, I would naturally be very grateful.  …”  
Asks for as many reviews as possible for the Zentralblatt, since these may be helpful when he applies for positions.   

 
August 15, 1937 – rec’d August 28, 1937 - letter, in German, to ZWB from O. Neugebauer, Kopenhagen-Charlottenlund, 
Blidahlund.  Apologizes for delay in responding to ZWB’s letter of June 24.  He was away.   He is pleased that ZWB 
overcame the “first difficulty, namely that of the visa.”  Neugebauer says he knows little about the prospects, has no 
connection with insurance companies, wonders if Courant might help.  In any case, advises ZWB to contact Professor 
Menger at Notre Dame.  Neugebauer thinks that the conditions in the Midwest would be simpler/easier than in the East.  
He will gladly try to give ZWB Zentralblatt reviewing, but can’t promise anything.  The number of reviewers is very large … 

 
September 22, 1937 – rec’d October 1, 1937 – letter, in German, from Neugebauer, editor-in-chief, Zentralblatt für 
Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete.  [The letterhead is interesting, including H. Bohr in Copenhagen, R. Courant in New 

York, G.H. Hardy at Cambridge, J.D. Tamarkin in Providence,RI, and several in Germany and elsewhere.]   This seems to 
be a form letter requesting info. for the Zentralblatt  listing of referees/reviewers. 

 
November 1938 – rec’d November 26, 1938 – form message, in German.  Neugebauer announces his resignation from 
the editorial staff of the Zentralblatt.  He gives his reasons, which I have not analyzed in detail.  Among his concerns, as I 

understand it is new pressure to consider other-than-purely-objective-points-of-view in assigning papers for review.   
 
October 5, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, to Neugebauer from ZWB, saying that he has a small assistantship with 
Bernstein and asks for review work in the fields of insurance mathematics and mathematical statistics.  
 
March 21, 1939 – brief letter, in English, to Dr. William Z. Birnbaum, 420 West 121

st
 Street, NYC, from Neugebauer at 

Brown University, Providence, RI.  Responding to ZWB’s letter of March 16, says that he has written to Carpenter and 
assumes that ZWB’s CV is already in Carpenter’s hands.  He’s written to Neyman but there’s not been enough time to get 
an answer. 
 
March 16, 1939 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Neugebauer, Dept. of Math, Brown University.  ZWB has 
learned that in the near future there will be a teaching position in mathematical statistics at the UW.  He has written to 
Prof. A.F. Carpenter, chairman of the math department, who has responded, telling him that such a position will be offered 
but at the moment nothing can be said about the salary and other conditions until the legislature has approved the UW 
budget.  ZWB believes he is qualified for the position.  The UW is looking for a mathematician who is familiar with modern 
statistical methods as well as the application of theory and science to psychology, biology, and economics.  He asks 
Neugebauer for the favor of a letter of recommendation.  Roughly: “I would …certainly not  trouble you if I did not believe 
that this is a serious opportunity to establish myself and do something useful.”   
 Attached to this letter: a one-page CV, in English. 
 
March 29, 1939 – carbon of letter, in English, from ZWB to Neugebauer, thanking him for his assistance.  “If I could get 
this position, I would consider myself particularly lucky, for as well the kind of work required there, the climate and the 
mountains in the state of Washington would probably make me feel well.” 
 
April 20, 1939 – carbon of short letter, in English, from ZWB to Neugebauer, thanking him for his interest and saying that 
immediately after receiving Neugebauer’s letter (not in this file), he wrote to Professor Neyman and to Professor 
Carpenter and that he is enclosing the original letter from Professor Neyman. 
 
September 19, 1939 – carbon of letter, in German, to Neugebauer from ZWB at the Dept. of Mathematics, UW.  Rough 
translation; “I arrived here a few days ago to assume my position.  The position is titled ‘assistant professor of 
mathematical statistics.’ Seattle is beautiful, the surroundings are unparalleled, the people are kind, the library is much 
better than I expected – the only thing one could wish for is to stay here and be able to work peacefully.  May I thank you 
warmly again for your recommendation?  I am certain that you contributed significantly to my getting the position.”  
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September 25, 1939 – rec’d September 30, 1939 – letter, in English, to ZWB from Neugebauer at Mathematical Reviews, 

American Mathematical Society, Brown University, Providence, RI, USA.  Invites ZWB to “collaborate in our new journal.”  
Notes that “the number of collaborators is already larger than in the old Zentralblatt.”  Handwritten note by ZWB, in pencil,  
noting that he replied on October 1, 1939, giving his fields for review; Math. Statistics, ?Calc. of Prob., and Actuarial Math. 
 
May 6, 1941 – carbon of letter, in English, from ZWB to Neugebauer, responding to Neugebauer’s recent inquiry re having 
ZWB review papers on hydrodynamics.  ZWB refuses, although Neugebauer has observed ZWB’s name quoted on a 
paper on airfoils.  “I once published a theorem on conformal mapping which appeared applicable to two-dimensional 
problems in hydrodynamics, but I sincerely doubt the usefulness of that theorem.” 
 This is attached to the letter from Neugebauer, dated April 22, 1941. 
 
Box 3, File 7  General Correspondence  Neyman, Jerzy 1939-1949 
 

April 16,1939 – handwritten note, in German, from Neugebauer at Brown University, to ZWB.  Neugebauer refers to the 
enclosed letter and asks ZWB to write to Professor Neyman.  The referenced letter is attached – see below. 
 
April 14, 1939 – letter to Neugebauer from J. Neyman, Dept. of Mathematics, Statistical Laboratory, University of 
California, Berkeley.  Thanks Neugebauer for his letter of the 5

th
, says he was unable to answer earlier because he’s been 

in the hospital.  Says it would be a pleasure to support the application of Dr. Birnbaum.  Proposes that Prof. Carpenter, 
whom Neyman has never met, be prompted to send a query, since that would be much more effective [than a letter of 
recommendation out of the blue, I assume].  Neyman also asks for reprints of some of Birnbaum’s papers.   
 
January 16, 1940 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB, at UW Dept. of Math., to Neyman.  Artur’s comment: “ 
Willingness to participate in organized action, presumably to help Poles.”  
 
May 27, 1943 – letter sent by Neyman to six people – each on the faculty of a different university – U of Michigan, 
Stanford, Oregon State, U of O, Washington State, UW – preparations for a regional meeting of the Institute of 
Mathematical Statistics.   
Attached letters: 
 May 28, 1943 – carbon of letter to Professor J. Murray Luck, Secretary, Pacific Division, American Association 
for the Advancement of Science, Stanford.  Planning, discussion of matters lending themselves to focus at a regional 
meeting of the IMS, held jointly with the AAAS.    
 June 4, 1943 – copy of letter from Luck to Neyman, written on letterhead of Pacific Division, American 
Association for the Advancement of Science.  Planned Pacific Division meetings have been cancelled.  Encourages 
arranging for a joint meeting with the IMS. 
 June 8, 1943 – letter sent to six people from Neyman, accompanying a copy of letter from J. Murray Luck. 
 
March 14, 1947 – rec’d March 14, 1947 - letter to ZWB from J. Neyman, Chairman, Program Committee for the Pacific 
Coast Region, written on letterhead of Dept. of Mathematics, Statistical Laboratory, U of C, Berkeley.  The Berkeley group 
(Henry Scheffe, George Kuznets, and Neyman) of the Pacific Coast Program Committee of the IMS has decided to 
organize the regional meeting of the Institute in conjunction with the AAAS meeting at San Diego for June 18-19.  Asks 
that ZWB give a paper and promote interest in the meeting. 
 Attached: March 14, 1947 – carbon of letter from Neyman to John M. Howell, President, American Society for 
Quality Control, Dept. of Engineering, UCLA.  Neyman is responding to inquiry regarding the possibility of a quality control 
program at the San Diego meeting of the IMS.  He gives details of papers that might be presented and speaks of the 
chance that there could be an “interesting meeting combining people from several centers.”  
 [Interesting in showing evolution of applied math.]   

 
March 26, 1947 – carbon of letter to Neyman from ZWB, saying that he is already planning on attending a meeting at 
Stanford of the American Mathematical Society in April, for which he has already announced a paper.  Not committing to 
San Diego meeting, asking for further details. 
 
March 31, 1947 – rec’d April 2, 1947 – letter from Neyman to ZWB.  September 10-17 there will be a World Statistical 
Congress held in Washington, DC; this will be held jointly with a session of the International Statistical Institute.  Among 
the scholars coming from abroad are M. Fréchet of Paris and Herman Wold of Sweden.  Since both are distinguished 
scholars Neyman and others would like to invite them to give lectures at Western universities.  Neyman wonders if the 
UW would be interested “in a cooperative scheme of financing a tour …which would bring them to the West.” 
 
April 3, 1947 – letter to ZWB from Neyman.  Thanks for letter of March 26.  Hopes ZWB will be able to come to San Diego 
in June.  Notes that proposed September IMS meeting may be postponed until December.  Looks forward to seeing him 
at Stanford. 
 
April 11, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Neyman.  Thanks for letters of March 31 and April 3.  Prof. Fréchet would be 
of interest only to the Math Dept.  ZWB has been asked to inquire whether Fréchet lectures well in English.  He will take 
up the matter of Prof. Wold with “our E.&B. [Economics & Business] faculty” and let Neyman know the outcome.  If he is 
able to go to San Diego, he would like to present a short paper on “Random variables with comparable peakedness.” 
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April 14, 1947 – letter from Neyman to ZWB, responding to letter of April 11.  ZWB’s paper is accepted for the San Diego 
meeting: “There are no further formalities to go through…as I am on the Program Committee.”  Fréchet speaks very good 
English and is a very good lecturer.   
 
April 29, 1947 – letter from Neyman to ZWB.  Berkeley has approved $500 to finance the two guests’ visit there.  While 
this is a substantial sum it is not sufficient to cover the round trip expenses of two people, so Neyman wants to know what 
the UW might offer. 
 
April 29, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Neyman, summarizing, as agreed, what they discussed at the Stanford 
meeting re Fréchet and Wold.  Walker-Ames monies might be used for Fréchet.  The math Dept. had no interest in Wold, 
but the Economics and Business faculty might be interested in one or more lectures on topics of general interest to 
economists, such as “Economic Planning and the statistical methods involved” – as opposed to a relatively narrow 
mathematical or statistical approach.  Wonders if Wold would be willing to give “semi-popular lectures” of this kind. 
 
April 30, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Neyman, alluding to conversation at Stanford in which he spoke about his 
(ZWB’s) promotion and Neyman said he might be able to help.  “As I told you, my promotion here is blocked by the fact 
that there are in our department two men with very high seniority whose chances to be promoted are next to nil.  I was 
told that the only way to break this deadlock is to present an offer from another school. … my salary at present is $4608 
for a nine month year.” 
 
May 9, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Neyman.  The Math Dept. would like to negotiate an invitation for Fréchet for 
ca. 6 weeks as a Walker-Ames professor, salary ca. $1000.  Prof. Carpenter is head of department. If Fréchet could only 
come for a shorter sequence of lectures, ZWB believes that could be arranged for a lesser sum.  Inquiry about plans.  
 
May 10, 1947 – rec’d May 12, 1947 – letter to ZWB from Neyman, responding to letter of April 29.   Update on Fréchet 
and Wold. 
 Attached: Announcement of UC Berkeley course offerings in Mathematical Statistics for the first summer 
session (June 23 – August 2, 1947).  Faculty names and brief descriptions, courses are for doctoral and postdoctoral 
students, listing of courses and seminar topics. 
 
May 13, 1947 – response to ZWB’s letter of May 8 (actually of May 9) re Fréchet and the Walker-Ames lectureship. 
 
May 21, 1947 – rec’d May 23, 1947 – letter from Neyman to ZWB re Fréchet and Wold, plans, and mailing addresses in 
France and Sweden, respectively. 
 
June 2, 1947 – letter from Neyman to ZWB, confirming ZWB’s being on program for the San Diego meeting, has enclosed 
a program (not in file), further mention of plans for SD meeting.  
 
October 14, 1949 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Neyman.  ZWB wonders about doing something to counteract favorable 
review of a book by G.K. Zipf (reviewer compared Zipf with Tycho Brahe, Kepler and Newton).  Zipf “proved” years ago 
that Germany needed “Lebensraum” and is “far from harmless.”  [Interesting letter.] 

 
November 29, 1949 – Neyman’s response to ZWB’s letter of October 14, delayed because he was in Europe when it 
arrived.  Neyman doesn’t know how to deal with Zipf.  He proposes that he might read ZWB’s letter at the next meeting of 
the Council of the IMS when it convenes in NYC in December.  It would be helpful if Council members who know 
something about Zipf would actively support some action. (Zipf is entirely unknown to Neyman.)  Neyman lists the Council 
members.   
 
Box 3, File 8  General Correspondence  Ostrow, Esther 1936 
 

February 17, 1938 (postmark) – picture post card (Cape Cod) from Esther Ostrow to ZWB (sent to 500 Riverside Drive, 
forwarded to 200 Claremont Ave.).  She is spending a few days (presumably in Cape Cod), had lunch with Joe ?Porter 
and ?Morris ?Brucher; they were all sorry not to have him with them.  She’ll be back in Liberty on ?Sunday.   
 
February 21, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Miss Esther Ostrow, Hospital, Liberty, N.Y.  Thanks her for her card.  
He is sorry to have been prevented from seeing her upon her return from a cruise.  Hopes to see her soon.  Is enclosing 
small photos which he has taken.  He hopes to do some better printing and enlarging in the near future.  
 
February 26, 1938 – handwritten letter to ZWB from Esther, written on letterhead of Maimonides Hospital, Liberty, NY.  
Thanks him for his letter and the pictures which she says were “developed very nicely,” adding “I shall have something to 
remember the cruise by.”  She tried to contact him upon returning from Mass., but learned from International House that 
he had moved.  She’s getting caught up on work but once that’s done, she’ll be able to get into NYC.  
 
March 17, 1938 – handwritten letter to ZWB from Esther, written on Maimonides Hospital letterhead.   She tried to get in a 
lunch with him while in NYC, but discovered that he was out of town for the weekend.  Tries to set up a date, giving him 
her sister’s phone number.  She saw Joe and Morris, who are “certainly anxious” to see ZWB and urges him to get in 
touch with them. 
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June 12, 1938 – rec’d June 14, 1938 - handwritten letter to ZWB from Esther, written on Maimonides Hospital letterhead.   
General remarks, making contact, and concluding, “I still haven’t forgotten the acquaintance we made while on the cruise. 
… With kindest regards, Sincerely, Esther O. 
 

[Esther has beautiful handwriting.] 
  
BOX 3, File 9 General Correspondence  Reich, Marian 1939-1947 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 1/15 
Pre-War Letters to Family 
Date range VI.17.39-VIII.13.39 
Notable comments: 

VIII.3.39 – to ?? from ZWB – Before war, gave talk on Germans, “didn’t spare them.” [??This sounds like it 
might be about Bronio.] 

VIII.2.39 – to M. Bloch from ZWB – Letter to Bloch about business in Poland 
VIII.1.39 – to LF [Lwów Family] from ZWB – Claims that embassy in Lwów lied about changes in immigration 

law to sister. 
VIII.1.39 – to LF from ZWB – asks family to finally send or say something 
VII.27.39 – to Reich from ZWB – Very Important – Plan to smuggle people out in great detail.  Talks of 

Morgenthau and other significant figures. 
 

July 27, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB (in Burlington, Vermont) to Dr. Marjan Reich, Lwów, Ziemiałkowskiego 8.  [See 
Artur’s comment above.]  Mentions Bloch… B’nai B’rith …H. Lehman (?governor of NY state),  H. Morgenthau, Lehman 
Brothers … 
 
August 5, 1939 – rec’d August 11, 1939 - letter, in Polish, from Dr. Marian Reich in Lwów, to ZWB in Vermont.  Artur has 
translated this letter.  It deals with plans for Jewish emigration to Canada apparently for pursuing a business project in 
agriculture.  Reich is planning a visit to NY on his way to Canada ca. the end of September.  Mentions an anti-Masonic 
measure which has been passed in Poland in which B’nai B’rith was cited as a Masonic breeding ground.  
 
November 17, 1939 – carbon of letter, in Polish, to Dr. Marian Reich, 30 Fifth Avenue, NYC, from ZWB in Seattle.  Artur’s 
note; “praises Seattle, WA.”   Mentions Seattle … USA … New York … Lwów … Pacific, Hawaii, Canada, Alaska, 
Washington … Grand Coulee … Boeing … climate … Mt. Rainier … Cascade Mountains … “tourist cabins” … B’nai 
B’rith…   

Attached to this letter is the letter below. 
 

November 11, 1939 – rec’d November 14, 1939 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Reich to ZWB.   
 
November 20, 1939 – rec’d November 21, 1939 – handwritten letter, in Polish from Reich to ZWB.  Although this is in 
Marian Reich’s handwriting and is signed by him, it is written on the letterhead of Dr. Norbert Reich 30 Fifth Avenue, NYC.  
Artur’s note: “Adjusting to having to deal with WW2.”  Mentions letter of the 17

th
 … Seattle … photography… 

 
December 27, 1939 (postmark) – rec’d January 2, 1940 – letterhead envelope shows return address of Dr. Marian Reich, 
30 Fifth Avenue, NYC.  This is not a letter, but a “Memorandum Concerning the Sale of Bananas (Pacific Coast of 
Nicaragua).”   At the bottom of the page there is a note: Julio Martinez A.Y. Co. LTDA, Managua, Nicaragua.  This is a 
detailed plan for the sale and shipping of bananas to either New York or New Orleans.  There is a half-page listing various 
items, prices and quantities: Deer skins f.o.b. Corinto; Rubber f.o.b. Sn. Juan del Sur.; Ipecac (for medical purposes) f.o.b. 
Corinto; Coco Bolo (hard wood) f.o.b. Corinto; Canca Cocoa f.o.b. Sn. Juan del Sur; Castor Oil Beans f.o.b. Corinto.  
There is also a business card attached; a Polish message on the back is written in Marian Reich’s handwriting; the card is 
that of Dr. Ludwik Hausknecht, Member of the “American Institute for Iranian Art and Archaeology,” Member of Research 
Staff, University of Lwów (Poland), International House, New York City. 
 
July 9, 1940 – rec’d July 13, 1940 – letter, in English, to ZWB from M. Reich on letterhead of American Wax Refining 
Corporation, 80 Broad Street, NYC. This is a response to a letter from ZWB, dated July 3.  Reich thanks ZWB for 
information regarding a farm near Seattle but allows that he must wait with any decision until he knows whether his family 
is coming to the USA; it is possible that the family will go from Lisbon to Mexico, in which case he would want to buy 
property in Mexico “in order to secure of them proper means of living.” 

 [Reich’s English is slightly stilted but, given that he could just as well have written in Polish, I take it as 
evidence of his Americanization that he chooses to write in English.]   

 Attached to this letter is the letter below. 
 
July 3, 1940 – carbon of letter, in English, from ZWB to M. Bloch, Suite 2204 RKO Building, Rockefeller Center, NYC.  
This letter accompanied an enclosed offer for a farm near Seattle.  To the offer [not in file] ZWB adds information – 88 
acres altogether, reportedly excellent soil suitable for any kind of crops, as well as dairy and poultry farming, 23 miles from 
Seattle, 3 miles from a main highway, less than 45 minute drive from central Seattle.  Excellent high school in nearby 
town.  $7500 price is not final and ZWB thinks it can be reduced significantly.  ZWB is sending this to give Bloch an idea 
of what can be found here.  Strongly urges Bloch or a member of the family to come out and investigate “opportunities of 
this wonderful country.” 
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No date – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Reich to ZWB, written on letterhead of Inter-America Associates, Inc., Suite 
2206, RKO Building … Office of the Secretary. 
 
Several items clipped together: 
 January 15, 1947 – rec’d January 18, 1947 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Marian K. Reich, 121 W 
72 St., NY 
 December 15, 1946 – “rec’d from Bloch, Jan.3, 47, in Chicago” – copy  of letter to Dr. Marian Reich, 121 West 
72

nd
 St., NYC, from James P. Cronan, Jr., Berlin, Germany.  Cronan is representing Reich’s nephew, Fred Bloch in a 

court martial in Berlin.  Fred has been convicted and, pending review of his case, is confined to a stockade.  Writing as 
Fred’s attorney, he wants to tell Reich that it is his opinion that Fred has done nothing morally wrong; all Fred did was go 
against Army rule while doing business subject to Army law.  “Fred may have been guilty of bad judgment, [but] he has 
violated no moral proscription punishable under civilian criminal law. ….Fred’s case right now should be exclusively in 
Army hands.” 
 January 15, 1947 – photocopy of letter to Mr. James P. Cronan, Jr., A.P.O. 742, Economic Division, Berlin, 
Germany, from Paul Studenski, Professor of Economics, New York University, School of Commerce, Accounts, and 
Finance, Washington Square, NYC.  Studenski knew Fred Bloch as a student in two of his classes.  This is a character 
reference, nicely written. 
 January 15, 1947 – photocopy of letter to Mr. James P. Cronan, Berlin, from Charles Hodges, Professor of 
International Politics, NYU, and Secretary of the Association of Radio News Analysts (written on Association of Radio 
News Analysts’ letterhead – other names on the letterhead are interesting, including Lowell Thomas, Robert Trout, 
Charles Collingwood, William L. Shirer, Eric Sevareid, John Gunther, Edward R. Murrow).  Detailed character reference.  
“Freddie’s elder brother, Maurycy, did distinguished work with me in the Graduate School at New York University.  
Through him, I became acquainted with his younger brother, Freddie, while he was still attending the Horace Mann 
School for Boys here in New York City… Freddie consulted with me and visited my house while attending the University 
from 1940 on.  …”   Long letter speaking to Freddie’s character, what Hodges feels would be the correct outcome, 
personal confidence in Freddie, willingness to recommend Freddie for professional or business matters … 
 December 31, 1946 – photocopy of statement of Col. Lawrence Wilkinson, addressed to the Reviewing 
Authority in the matter of United States v. Alfred Bloch, U.S. Civilian.  Wilkinson is the Chief, Industry Branch, Economics 
Division.  Bloch has been working under him since early July 1946 and the work has required that Wilkinson observe him 
closely.  Bloch has been valuable, in part because of his linguistic ability, and his performance has been satisfactory to 
Wilkinson and Wilkinson’s Executive Officer in the Industry Branch.  He lists the charges of which Bloch has been found 
guilty and quotes the sentence.  He recommends, in view of the satisfactory quality of Bloch’s work and considering that 
Bloch is a first offender, that the severity of the sentence imposed might well be mitigated and sentence suspended 
without prejudicing proper respect for the Theater Directives involved.  
 
Box 3, File 10  General Correspondence  Reschovsky, Helene 1938-1940 

[Some material out of chrono order.] 
 

May 15, 1938 – rec’d May 24 or 25, 1938 - letter, in German, to ZWB from Helene Reschovsky, in Vienna, to ZWB at 
Claremont Avenue, NY.  There is a “Deutsches Reich” postage stamp on the envelope.  Helene is seeking advice re 
emigrating.  Roughly:  “Dear Willi, I got your address from Gustav and know how hard you are working to help him.  So, I 
figure that I could use the friendly advice you are in a position - as one who is settled in - to give a newcomer/naïve one.  I 
already have an affidavit and will probably be able to come over in July.  My brother and his wife, who are living in 
Bucharest, want to come over in the winter, and we want to have our mother follow as soon as possible.  I have sent my 
brother your address and you may receive a letter from him with a request that you help me.  
 “There are so many different kinds of advice I need, that I don’t know where to begin.  First, with respect to the 
living conditions:  I will have to live very modestly and inexpensively.  Do you believe it would be good for me to bring 
furniture (naturally, only the most necessary – I believe chests/cupboards are unnecessary because they are built in, 
correct?) and could you tell me the rents for the simplest small apartment and for furnished rooms in N.Y.?  That relates to 
the question of whether one can arrange to cook one ’s own food or is that not worth it (“unrentabel”).   
 “I have still not told you what I want to do over there.  I am learning industrial enamel and metalworking.  An 
acquaintance of mine who is doing that in the USA has told me to have limited hopes because of the depression and to 
prepare myself for work in this or another industrial area.  I cannot, of course, count on having a lasting occupation, and 
would begin with any work that is offered.   If you, Willi, would be in a position to help me with advice in this respect, I 
would be especially grateful to you. 
 “I hope you are not annoyed that our circle of friends is making so many demands of you, and I am asking you 
for the most detailed possible letter, which will not only be of use to me but also for other friends in the same situation. 
 “I would like to know more about you and how you have settled-in and how it is going for you.  …” 
 
May 29, 1939 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Helene.  Roughly: “It made me very happy to hear from you 
again after a long time.  All the more so, since it was a letter from a clever,  gutsy person who makes plans and doesn’t 
just wail.  Without further special assurances, you can believe that it would give me even more pleasure to see you again.”  
ZWB then addresses Helene’s questions – details of types of housing, costs, his own housing arrangements … Gives lots 
of information regarding food, eating out versus cooking at home, kitchen privileges … “To cook for oneself  is a 
significant savings.  A breakfast consisting of fruit juice, two eggs, bread, butter and coffee costs $.25 at the cheapest 
cafeteria, while one can have the same at home with no effort and with no time lost for $.10-$.12. …”  ZWB says he 
cannot make judgments regarding the prospects in “Kunstgewerbe” (applied art, industrial art, crafts) and is glad she has 
somebody here to whom she can turn regarding this upon her arrival.  Says that one can always get some kind of work 
with appropriate effort and modesty, especially if one has a skill/craft and doesn’t emphasize intellectual work requiring 
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academic preparation.  He reports that things are not going well for Gustav [Bergmann], whose relatives are conducting 
themselves in a rather unseemly way – actually just the husband who replied to ZWB’s letter to the wife.  He asks Helene 
to tell Gustav about his findings upon consulting with an organization working with immigrants; he reports on the 
organization’s explanations and comments on the minimal obligations of one who gives an affidavit.  ZWB intends to go 
back to Gustav’s relative and tell him about this, and he hopes to bring about a meeting between the relative, “Mr. W.” and 
one of the women at the organization.  “I have nothing of special interest to report about myself.  I have a modest 
assistantship in biometrics here and manage to make ends meet.  And wait until things get better.  And am happy that 
perhaps one of my European friends will be coming over.” 
 
April 10, 1939 – handwritten post card, in German, to ZWB from Helene Reschovsky, Dana Hall School, Wellesley, Mass.   
Wants to know how he is doing, seems to be inquiring about his institute.  “For me everything is going splendidly, as 
expected.  I have very little to do, the teaching is child’s play, teachers and children are very nice.  Gustav thinks he is 
also settling in.  He chewed me out because I could not give him more detailed information about you.  Let me hear from 
you soon.  Warmest greetings from your Helene.  Please greet the Druckers for me.” 
 
May 25, 1939 – handwritten post card, in German, to ZWB from Helene in Wellesley.  “I was very happy to hear that you 
finally have been discovered.”  [I have problems with the handwriting.]   …Gustave …Dana Hall, Wellesley until June 26

th
 .  

Camp Kincowatha [?Kineowatha], Wilton, Maine (not far from Portland) from June 26 until August 26, then back to Dana 
Hall. Hard-to-read handwritten note from ZWB on card, suggests he replied on June 25

th
. 

 
June 28, 1939 – handwritten post card, in German, to ZWB from Helene at the camp in Wilton, Maine.  Difficult to read.  
“Thank you for your card.  I had already thought that something had gone wrong with you because you had not written.  It 
would be very nice if you really could come here. It is absolutely beautiful here and all I have to do is teach mathematics 8 
periods a week.  …greet all the other friends in New York whom you may see.  My mother arrived in Switzerland the day 
before yesterday … if you could give the silver in my box (…under the name of Mrs. Judd…)…  If that won’t work, please 
ask Mrs. ?Otten or my cousin Lisl Ullmann, 799 Park Ave. BU-8-1626 … and many thanks for your effort….Please let me 
hear from you.  Penciled note, in English, from ZWB on card – a bit difficult to read – “Replied by post-card (picture) 
VII.15.39, suggesting that I could come there over a week-end, and telling that silver is at Prof. ?Ferand, 449 W 22

nd
, 

NYC.” 
 
September 14, 1939 – rec’d September 18, 1939 - handwritten post card, in English, from Helene at Dana Hall to ZWB at 
Math Dept., UW.  “Dear Willy,  

You can imagine how often I am thinking of you and your family over there these days, and I hope we shall 
have better news very soon.   

Do write me how you are, how you enjoyed your trip and how you like your new place.   
 Best wishes to you and loads of love. 
 Yours, Helene 
Anni is much better.”  [A reference to Anni Bergmann, I assume.] 
 ZWB’s penciled note: Replied, post card IX.20.39. 
 
July 29, 1938 – rec’d August 11, 1939 handwritten letter, in German, from Helene in Vienna to ZWB (forwarded from 
Woods Hole to 200 Claremont Ave., NYC).  Helene is about ready to depart. She does not yet have an American visa or a 
ticket for the ship but she hopes that it will all work out and she will be able to sail from Rotterdam on the Volendam on 
August 13

th
. She doesn’t want ZWB spending his vacation, if he has one, on immigrants, but for herself, if he is in NYC, 

she would like him to meet her at the pier.  If ZWB will be in NYC at the time of her arrival, Helene asks that he contact 
her cousin, Mrs. Berta Blum, 138 East 78

th
 Street, and offer that the two of them (ZWB and Berta) could go together to 

meet her since it has been 26 years since she last saw this cousin and therefore they will not recognize each other.  They 
are hoping that Gustav will be able to come over at the end of September.  What they are going through in Vienna is a 
plain case of a nerve-racking ordeal which they have to get through.  Helene’s final closing words are in English.   
 
August 6, 1938 – rec’d August 18, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German, from Helene, in Amsterdam, written on stationary 
of Carlton Hotel, Amsterdam, to ZWB, forwarded from Woods Hole to 200 Claremont Avenue, NYC.  “Dear Willy, This is 
my first letter from a free country, I can still not really grasp that I am beyond that hell, regrettably it will get worse there 
from day to day, unimaginable for all who have not experienced it themselves.  
 “Gustav and I have given your address in any case as the single sure and reliable one.  I hope you are not 
…??? the work which we are making for you.  Again I have a series of requests: [three detailed money/business matters 
… names, addresses, amounts].   
 “You certainly understand that in our situation it is of great importance that we not leave our country to begin 
again as complete beggars.  I myself have the great advantage of having a brother abroad, who now is with me in Holland 
until the Volendam’s departure August 13

th
, and he is helping me in every way....” 

She has made arrangements for a hotel room in NY for the first two months.   
 “I am very glad to be seeing you soon.  Please notify me as soon as you are in NY, either at my cousin’s, Mrs. 
Blum, 138 East 78

th
 Street, or at Hotel Delmonico, Park Avenue. …” 

 ZWB’s penciled note: Mrs. Theodor Blum 138 E78, RH(?inelander- indecipherable)4-6203. 
 
August 5, 1939 – carbon of card, in German) from ZWB in Burlington, Vermont, to Miss Helen Reschovsky, Camp 
Kineowatha, Wilton, Maine.  Tells about a job notification from Dr. G. Lewin, 315 East 75

th
 St., NYC, looking for a 

mathematical physicist to work as a librarian for an electrical business.  Doesn’t sound like he expects Helene to know of 
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anyone, but is passing the info. along.  “Otherwise there is not much of interest.  I am … lazier than ever. 
Comically/strangely, I am writing the best English essays in my class and am beginning to think about moving on.”   
 On the back of this carbon is the carbon of another card, in German, also dated August 5,1939.  This card is 
addressed to Dr. E. Helly, 501 West 187

th
 Street, NYC.  Here, too, ZWB reports on Lewin’s news of a job offer.  Writes 

about his preparations to leave – presumably for Vermont – and that he has referred a client of his institute to Helly.   
 
March 2, 1940 – rec’d March 6, 1940 – handwritten letter, in German, to ZWB from Helene at Dana Hall.  Her mother has 
arrived in New York this week from France.  Helene saw her for a few hours.  Her mother is coming soon to Wellesley.  
She has already written that her grandmother has also been here since November, having come on her own, and is now 
in a B’nai B’rith Home for the Aged.  Since the beginning of this semester Gustav is teaching philosophy, in place of Feigl 
(who is away on a fellowship for a year) in Iowa – ethics, logic,  philosophy of science, fundamentals of philosophy (all but 
the last are graduate courses and ZWB can imagine what work that is for an amateur like Gustav.  But Gustav is working 
at it certainly and brilliantly, if also with the greatest strain on the nerves.)  The big question mark – what next? – has only 
been deferred by a couple of months; whether a continuation in Iowa will be possible in the fall is doubtful; there is a 
chance of a mathematics position in Tucson, Arizona, and Helene is certain something will work out.  The ???reports 
about Anni are very hopeless.  She herself has not written since November to Gustav nor to the children’s home 
concerning Hannerl.  ??The parallel to the case of Helene’s sister-in-law is just as sad.  With respect to other friends: 
Herta Leng has a fellowship for a year in experimental physics in Lafayette, Ind.; ?Rose ?Handek teaches French and 
German at a junior college in Scranton, Pa.; ?Hans Weisz has an internship until July 1

st
 in Maine; Susi Kann has well-

paid research work in New York until summer.  Asks about ZWB and how he is doing in Seattle, about his family, his 
contact with his family.  There seems to be a question about the Engelsraths.  Asks if ZWB has been skiing.  Helene was 
skiing with “our children” (the kids at her school, I assume) for two days in New Hampshire.  Asks if ZWB has summer 
plans.  She has – perhaps frivolously – given up her camp position because she would like, at least in the summer, to be 
with Gustav.  She mentions people who have asked about him, one unreadable, the other is the Rabinovitsches (who now 
have twins). 
 
April 23, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Helene at Dana Hall.  Opening paragraph, roughly translated:  “I have not 
written to my friends in an eternity, not responded even to your so kind letter.  In part it is laziness, to a much greater 
degree is a downright sinful depression.  Sinful in the sense that objectively things are going well for me and I should 
really shut up and be satisfied.”  ZWB gives a lengthy and specific description of his teaching and research work, noting 
that his contract has been extended for the following year.  His family remains a source of great worry.  He hasn’t heard 
news from them for a month – neither directly nor from his cousin in England.  His parents and sister are in the  
Russian-occupied part of Poland but that is only a partial comfort if one hears about famine and the evermore uncertain 
conditions.  “I have been skiing quite a bit – the landscape here is like a dream.  A three-hour drive brings one to a 
mountain of the order of magnitude of Mont Blanc, and there are endless lakes and the ocean within walking distance.  
“Nevertheless my mood is beginning to slacken/ease off (‘abflauen’).   I should know a cure: I should fall in love 
successfully.  But that does not seem so be so very simple.”  He is happy about the news of Helene’s family.  He has 
heard about Gustav indirectly through the “Elgarts/Engelsraths” and is very happy that Gustav has got into the work that 
corresponds to his skill.  ZWB doesn’t doubt that he will soon get something stable.  It’s just a pity that they all are so far 
apart from each other. He thanks her for the news about Herta Leng, Rosl Haudek, and Susi Kann, and asks what she 
has heard about Robert and Mariedl.  He asks Helene to send this letter to Gustav so he will have the information therein. 
 
August 29, 1940 – handwritten letter, in German, to ZWB, from Helene – and then Gustav – at 11 Summer Road, 
Cambridge, Mass.  Helene and Gustav are together and talking about him and want to know how he is doing, what he has 
heard from his family, what he is doing this summer, etc.  Her brother had a very difficult time as a French soldier, but is 
now in unoccupied southern France.  As in the past year, she was again for 8 weeks at the camp in Maine and a few days 
ago met Gustav in Cambridge.  He is sitting next to her and working on his lectures.   [Much of this is hard for me to 
decipher.]  Reference to a married couple, Sol/Sal and Ida Katz in Washington who are friends of Mrs. Helen Mill Currier.  
Begs him for a letter.  Gustav adds a note [handwriting dfficult to read].  He visited Anni and their child… hopeless… state 
hospital … 
 
Box 3, File 11 General Correspondence  Rubel, Ludwik  1937-1941 
 

April 22, 1937 – Letter/cable?, in Polish, from Ludwik Rubel, in Kraków.   The envelope is addressed to Dr. Karol Ripa, 
Pittsburg.  On the stationary of the Illustowany Kuryer Codzienny in Kraków. Artur has prepared a translation. It is a 

letter of introduction for ZWB, to whom Rubel is “joined by ties of heredity and friendship.”  It is of interesting substance – 
not just a formality – and gives news of conditions in Poland, shows warmth and wit, and is not encouraging regarding 
Poland.  “…there are plenty of new and good things, but the good things aren’t new, and the new aren’t good.”  
 
April 22, 1937 – cable/?letter, in Polish, from Ludwik Rubel, in Kraków, to ZWB in Lwów.  Letter is on same stationary as 
the letter above.  Artur has prepared a translation.  This is clearly a formality, addressed to Dr. Sigmund Wilhelm 
Birnbaum, laying out the terms of the agreement regarding ZWB’s job and designed to be used for visa purposes, etc.  
Rubel asks that he tour areas with high concentrations of Poles, such as NY, Buffalo and Chicago.  And he sends ZWB as 
a correspondent to the USA, Canada and Mexico.  
 
May 23, 1937 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB, in Paris, to Ludwik Rubel.  Mention of photograph and Paris Soir … 
100 fr …. 
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April 22, 1937 – letter/?cable, in Polish, from Rubel, on letterhead, to  Polish Ambassador Jerzy Potocki in Washington.  
Artur’s note: “help for Birnbaum.” 
 
April 22, 1937 – letter/?cable, in Polish, from Rubel, on letterhead, to Consul General, in New York, Sylwester Gruszka.  
Artur’s note: “help for Birnbaum.” 
 
November 20, 1939 – carbon of letter, in Polish, to Ludwik from ZWB at the UW.  Mentions letter from his cousin Berger in 
London.  Mentions telegram message from family in Lwów: “all very well parents sister waiting+ludwik letters.” 
 
November 20, 1939 – return receipt – Looks like it may have been signed in France on December 23, 1939. 
 
November 20, 1939 – another copy of letter above, with penciled notes re ZWB’s efforts to contact Rubel and return 
receipts attached for a London address.  It looks like ZWB sent copies to Rubel c/o the Polish Embassies in London and 
in Paris, asking that the letter be forwarded. 
 
?February 10, 1940 – rec’d March 12, 1940 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Rubel with the Polish army in 
France.  Artur’s note: “became a soldier in France.” 
 
?January ??, 1940 – rec’d March 6, 1941 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Rubel.  Mentions letter from Dr. 
Ma…?Dogilewski … Gives address:  Dr. Ludwik Rubel, G.P.O. London EC1, P.O. Box P/25. 
 
Box 3, File 12 General Correspondence  Rubel, Ludwik 1950-1951 

[Some material out of chrono order.] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 1/120 
Rubel Letters 
Date Range VIII.6.50-IV.26.51 
Artur’s significant comments:  
 XI.18.50 – general news and 3 photos 
 
July 14, 1951 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Ludwik. …. Pearl Harbor…Stanford …California …mathematics, 
Pullman … 
 
January 14, 1951 – carbon of letter, in English, from ZWB to Ludwik.  Describes his professional work.  On December 
25

th
, ZWB took the train to meetings in Chicago.  Describes the meetings elegantly, salient details. Writes about plans for 

his sabbatical year (1951-1952), outbreak of Korean War, questions about likelihood Europe will be in a war in the next 
year.  ZWB rather hopes to go to England and see Rubel there.  ZWB describes pictures of his family that he is including, 
as well as a clipping, with photo, about Hilde.  They have sent canned meat to Rubel.  Comments on Rubel’s report on 
public opinion in France. 
 
November 18, ???year –  handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Rubel in London. 
 
February 16, ???year – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Rubel. 
 
Photocopy page of three pictures of Ludwik Rubel, photos are numbered 23-25.  These are dated 1946, 1948, 1949. 
 
December 22, 1950 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rubel to ZWB. Mentions letter, photographs… France … 1951… 
 
October 25, 1950 – carbon of handwritten letter, in English, from ZWB to Ludwik.  Cites Rubel’s letter of October 19.  
Says he is glad the transfer got through.  Writes about the haziness in his mind about large blocks of time in the past.  
Briefly describes traveling from NY to Seattle, Hilde, their meeting, their two children, Hilde’s work in consumer 
economics, the UW, ZWB’s work during WWII, his subsequent research work, general sentiment here about the future 
and politics (pessimistic). 
 
October 19, 1950 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB, from Ludwik in London.  
 
October 18, 1950 – carbon of handwritten letter, in English, from ZWB to Ludwik.  Concern about a transfer that did not go 
through. 
 Attached to this letter is the carbon of a letter from University National Bank, dated October 18, 1950, certifying 
purchase of an airmail transfer of $500 for deposit to Barclay Bank account of Dr. Ludwik Rubel, 23 Terrapin Road, 
London SW 17. 
 
October 17, 1950 – telegram from Ludwik to ZWB at UW saying the transfer did not reach Barclays Bank.  
 
October 4, 1950 – carbon of handwritten letter (ZWB’s note; Math Dept. stationary). Immediately after receiving Ludwik’s 
letter of September 29, he sent the transfer to Barclay Bank.  Expects that the transfer will have reached his account by 
the time he gets this letter.  Gives his home address (on back page) and he expresses hope that Rubel will succeed “in 
your efforts to get your family out.” 
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September 3, 1950 – infernally faint carbon of handwritten letter, in English, from ZWB to Ludwik.  He received Ludwik’s 
letter, forwarded to him at UCLA.  Glad to hear he is taking steps to get his family out.  Will arrange the $500 transfer…  I f 
Rubel needs help before ZWB gets back to Seattle, “Hilde will be glad to take care of matters …. In this case, … please 
write in English since she does not know Polish…”  
 
August 12,1950 – carbon of handwritten letter in Polish and English, from ZWB to Ludwik. Offers $500 to help Rubel with 
getting his wife and daughter out from behind the Iron Curtain.  Brief overview of his life “quiet and uneventful….  Our 
children, a girl of 9 and a boy of 5, have been growing up in normal conditions, far from the horror of war.  All we can do is 
pray that they are allowed to live in peace…” 
 
September 20, 1950 – rec’d October 2, 1950 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rubel, in London, to ZWB.  Mentions 
letter, Los Angeles … USA … 
 
August 20, 1950 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rubel to ZWB. Mentions Barclays Bank and gives branch address. 
 
August 6, 1950 – rec’d August 12, 1950 – handwritten letter to ZWB at the UW from Dr. Ludwik Rubel, 23 Terrapin Rd., 
London, S.W. 17.  Artur has prepared a translation.  Gives his recent history – Left Canada in 1942 , then to London, the 
Middle East, Baghdad, Cairo, Tel-Aviv.  Edited a daily for General Anders’ army.  Went on the Italian campaign with the 
Polish Corps.  In 1946 he ended up in London where he is still working as a newspaper reporter.  Wife and child are still in 
Poland, though he has tried to get them out.  Of the family in Lwów, supposedly only Hala saved herself.  He is trying 
again to get his wife and daughter out.  Asks for help with cost.  Asks lots of questions about ZWB’s life.  Apologetic for 
burdening ZWB with asking a favor.  Discussion of the past, the catastrophe that has taken their families.  Very decent 
sounding. 
 
 
April 26, 1951 – rec’d May 4, 1951 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Rubel to ZWB.  Artur has prepared a translation.  
He has not written because he has been very depressed.  On March 12

th
 he learned that his wife has been arrested; her 

brother has also been arrested.  It’s possible they were arrested for trying to leave the country…  Again, Rubel seems like 
a decent mensch. 
 
Box 3, File 13 General Correspondence  Rublowa, Maryla 1963-1970 

[Some material out of chrono order.] 
 

Rec’d June 3, 1963 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from M. Rublowa. 
 Attached to this letter is another handwritten letter: 
June 2, 1963 - rec’d June 7, 1963 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from ?Margarete …(illegible for me).  The handwriting – 
clear block printing – is unlike that on the previous letter.  Mentions … Warsaw …1958 …telephone 21-25-85… ?mama 
… Posnan … 
 
July 20, 1963 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Maryla Rublowa.  Mentions ….Seattle … Copenhagen, Stockholm 
… Hilda … New York … Ohio … PEKAO… Attached is a note “Check #30708, $32.00 (30 + fee of 2), airmailed to 
PEKAO, July 21, 63, B, with order for Selection ‘SKUP’.” 
 
December 4, 1963 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to Hilda and ZWB from Maria Rublowa in Krynica, Poland.  Envelope is 
addressed to ZWB at Math Dept., UW.  Mentions … Rilka … and gives her (Maryla’s) address as Krynica, D.P.T.  
?Zaiks, ?Jastrapbia 11. On the envelope she calls herself “Maria Rublowa.” 
 
October 8, 1963 – rec’d October 15, 1963 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Maryla in Krynica to Hilda and ZWB, 
addressed to ZWB at UW Math Dept.   Mentions … PKO … Zakopane … Rilka  … 
 
August 10-12, 1963 – rec’d Aug 21, 1963 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Maryla in Krynica to Hilda and ZWB, 
addressed to ZWB at UW Math Dept.  Might be mentioning Margareta … .  Mentions Nusia Rosenstok-?Gniadek … 
?Nusia Mi… Warsaw (gives address in Warsaw) … PKO 
 
April 22, 1964 – rec’d May 11, 1964 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB at Math Dept., from Maryla in Krynica.  May 
mention Ludvik.  Mentions PKO. 
 
July 10, 1966 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Maryla.  Mentions letter of May 22 and possibly another letter.  
Mentions ZAIKS … Hilda … 1965 …manuscript … ?Orbis … $150 … correspondence  … Chicago … Hilda Birnbaum … 
Krynica … $30 … PEKAO … $150 …Orbis … Europe …  
 
October 20, 1964 – rec’d November 6, 1964 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Maryla in Krynica to ZWB at the UW.  
Thin paper with bleed through from opposite side.  Seems to mention Rilka? a lot.   
 
?May 24, 1965 – rec’d June 9, 1965 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Maryla in Krynica to ZWB and Hilda, addressed 
to ZWB at UW.  Very worn-looking.  Possible exposure to sun, creased, fragile; stapled to envelope.  Again mention of 
?Rilka. 
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November 10, 1970 – rec’d November 18, 1970 – typed 2-page letter, in Polish, from Maryla in Krynica to ZWB.  Mentions 
Małgorzatę … ?Copenhagen … Gives an address: M.T. Copenhagen, 135 Ordrupvey, c/o V Frederiksen, 2920 
Charlottenlund. 
 
December 20, year?? – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Maryla in Krynica to ZWB at UW.  This letter looks worn and 
possibly damaged.  There may be references to ?Kilka/Rilka and to Małgorzatę … 
 
Box 3, File 14 General Correspondence  Schaerf, H. 1937-1940 
 

January 11, 1938 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Henryk. 
 [The handwriting of the body of this letter, signed by “Henryk,” seems unlike Schärf’s. Handwriting should be checked 
against that of Henryk Urich.] 
[This letter is slightly out of chrono order.] 
 

September 22, 1937 – rec’d October 8, 1937 – handwritten letter to ZWB (at International House), from H. Schärf in 
Warsaw. 
 
January 26, 1939 – rec’d February 17, 1939 - typed letter, in Polish, from H. Schärf in Warsaw. 
Artur: “Worries about Hitler.”  
Mentions Lwów, Hitler, Dr. Pomeranz, Dr. Schwoner… 
 
January 23, 1940 – rec’d February 7, 1941 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Henryk.  The attached envelope has British 
stamps.  [Again, the handwriting of the letter and on the attached envelope does not look like that of H. Schaerf.  The fact 
that the letter appears to have been mailed in England would also suggest that this “Henryk” is not H. Schaerf, but Henryk 
Urich.] 
 

March 5, 1940 – rec’d March 30, 1940 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Henryk Schärf, writing from Zürich.  Mentions 
Lwów, President Roosevelt, Baltimore, Johns Hopkins …  
 
June 15, 1940 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Mr. H. Schärf, Zürich  VII, Englischviertelstrasse 38.  
Acknowledges letter of March 5

th
.  Mentions Lwów, temporary visitor’s visa, Cornell University.  Seems to describe the 

UW and surrounding scenery. 
 
Rec’d September 24, 1940 – envelope from Schaerf in Zürich, attached to a post card from ZWB’s family addressed to 
Mr. Dr. Heinrich Schärf. 
 August 7, 1940 – post card from ZWB’s mother, mailed via Schaerf, with Russian postage stamps.  The return 
address on the post card appears to be something like: Karolina Gruszecka, Lwów, Ul. Leyjonow 20.  An additional 
message seems to have been written on the card by Schaerf. 

[ ZWB’s family was trying to communicate with him through Schaerf, hence some of their correspondence is 
filed in the Schaerf files.] 
 
 
Box 3, File 15 General Correspondence  Schaerf, H.  1941 

[Some material out of chrono order.] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form  1/29 
Scharef Corresp. (41) 
 Artur’s notes on letters, esp. 
  V.8.41: “Talks about process of getting visa.” 
  IV.12.41: “Expressing gratitude for help, emotional.” 
  No date: “ Nat. Refugeee Serv.” 

IX.2.41: “Apologies for failure to get Schaerf to USA,  
 explains worries about Euro catastrophe”  
 

February 25, 1941 – rec’d March 14, 1941 letter from Henryk to ZWB.  Letter was forwarded from 1409 Boren Avenue to 
4005 15

th
 NE (the Commodore-Duchess apartments, where ZWB and Hilde lived immediately after getting married).  

Schaerf quotes, in German, from someone, perhaps named Krämer.  He is advised to see if he can get himself invited to 
give some lectures on his current work in actuarial mathematics at American universities, preferably in the West; with 
such invitations he would be a good candidate for a visitor’s visa.  Supposedly a former German judge recently was able 
to get a visitor’s visa in this fashion for lectures in bankruptcy law at “the university in Washington.”   

Attached to his letter is what looks like it might be a U.S. Government circular describing the requirements for 
an affidavit. 

Attached also, is a page on which Henryk Schärf has written three times (perhaps so these statements could be 
cut apart and affixed to three different documents), “I engage myself to use the affidavit provided by you only in order to 
get a visa and I pledge by oath, never to make use of your guaranty.  Henryk Schärf, Zürich, February 25, 1941.” 

On the attached envelope there is a note, giving Henry’s full name, birthplace and birthdate. 
 
Seven items clipped together: 
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March 12, 1941 – letter, in English, to Mr. Henryk Schärf (Pension Albeck, Englischviertelstrasse 38, Zürich) 
from Dr. E. Marchand, President, Subcommittee for the Academic Organization of the 12

th
 International Congress of 

Actuarial Mathematicians.  Marchand confirms that Schaerf will have a paper published in the Transactions of the 
international congress.  Marchand also states that he is aware that Schaerf has presented a paper to the editorial 
committee of a Swiss journal.  Gives titles. 

Undated – carbon, in English, of deposition by Z. William Birnbaum, in support of affidavit for Schaerf.  ZWB is a 
“declarant,” as evidenced by his declaration of intention No. 411584, issued by Southern District Court, New York, NY, on 
May 17, 1938.  He arrived in the US at the Port of NY on the S/S Yukatan of the Cuban American Line on January 30, 
1938.  He obtained his visa at the American Consulate in Habana on January 27, 1938.  The affidavit is for Henryk 
Maksymilian Schärf, born in Rohatyn, Poland, March 17, 1907.   

June 9, 1941 – letter to ZWB from P. Alther, Swiss Reinsurance Company, 250 Park Avenue, NY.  Alther has 
gotten in touch with the Emergency Rescue Committee, 122 East 42

nd
 Street, NYC, and reports on requirements for 

affidavits and support in bringing Shaerf to the USA. He possesses assets of ca. $5000 and his annual income is $2400. 
Undated – “Documents Necessary for Application for Special Emergency Visa,” Emergency Rescue Committee, 

122 East 42
nd

 St., NYC.  One page of info. 
March 21, 1941 – letter (carbon?) from ZWB to the American Consul in Zürich.  This letter accompanied ZWB’s 

affidavit of support for Henryk Maksymiljan Schärf.   
No month or day, 1941 – carbon copy of Dr. Herbert H. Zuckerman’s affidavit of support for Henryk Maksymiljan 

Schärf.  Herb states that he resides at 4337 15
th
 NE, that he was born on February 15, 1912, in Berkeley, and that he is 

an instructor at the UW, with an annual income of $2000. 
March 20, 1941 – carbon of letter from Dr. Herbert S. Zuckerman to the American Consul in Zürich.  This letter 

is referenced in the affidavit above. 
 

March 13, 1941 – letter, in Polish, from Schaerf.  Mention of letter of February 25.  Gives name, birthdate, birthplace. 
 
4 items stapled together: 
 March 21, 1941 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Schaerf. 
 March 21, 1941 – carbon, in English, of letter from ZWB to the American Consul in Zürich (same letter as 
above, but with a handwritten list of enclosures), registered article receipt attached. 
 March 22, 1941 – carbon of ZWB’s affidavit of support (same as above, but this copy is signed and dated by 
notary Charlotte Hill). 
 March 22, 1941 – letter to American Consul in Zürich from A.W. Tenney, University National Bank, Seattle, 
certifying that ZWB has $4,194.32 in his savings account. 

  
April 25, 1941 – rec’d April 26, 1941 – telegram, in German, from Schaerf to ZWB expressing warmest thanks and asking 
for the speediest intervention from Washington [D.C., I presume] by means of any legal authority, since it is difficult to get 
admission through the consulate without the State Department’s recommendation. 

 
April 13, 1041 – rec’d May 9, 1941 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Henryk Schaerf to ZWB.  Schaerf’s address is now 
c/o Dietrich, Zürich. 
 
May 8, 1941 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to H. Schärf, Streulistr. 7, c/o Dietrich.  Looks like it deals with visa 
and immigration issues. 
 
November 2, 1941 – carbon of letter, in Polish, mailed November 4, 1941. It is addressed to Mr. H. Schärf, 
Relhaldenstrasse 8, Zürich, Switzerland.    
Artur has prepared a translation.  [ Checking online 5 November 2012, I could not find this, alas.]  ZWB reports that the 
correspondence with Alther was fruitless.  ZWB’s frustration in being so far from the center of refugee rescue work. 
Reports on his efforts on behalf of his parents and sister.  Birth of daughter.  Upset over inability to communicate with 
family and friends at home.  Asks for assistance.  Asks if there is any possibility of getting his family to Switzerland.  As 
Switzerland is neutral, ZWB thinks that Henry’s position with respect to his own (Henry’s) family is better than his (ZWB’s).   
 
November 11, 1941 – carbon, in German, of letter to Scharf, Rebhaldenstrasse 8 (b. Grüber).  Thanks him for his letter of 
October 19.  (Uses 2

nd
 person familiar form.)  Says that the cards Henry enclosed from ZWB’s mother and sister caused 

him much worry.  The concrete information they contained was quite uninteresting but the despairing tone was upsetting.  
Furthermore he does not know what he can do to help them in any way.  In the next couple of days he’ll be sending Henry 
$10-20 in case it is possible to send them food packages.  He hopes Henry will not resent this use of him.  Reference to 
letter of November 2

nd
, which Henry would have now received.  Asks that Henry write if he has any ideas of what he could 

do for him (Henry) or his family or friends in Poland.  ZWB wants to avoid letting the occupation authorities know that his 
family had relatives in America, hence is enclosing a letter to his family and would be grateful if Henry would mail it on to 
them.  Hopes that Kremer will be successful in his efforts on Henry’s behalf and that they will both be together in America.  
 
May 2, 1941 (post mark) – envelope – no contents –addressed to ZWB at Math Dept., from ?Bouchau, 228 E. 43, New 
York. 
 
Box 3, File 16 General Correspondence  Schaerf, H. 1941-1942 
 

November 19, 1941 – University National Bank money order receipt for $11.50 received from Z.W. Birnbaum  for  $10.00 
to be remitted to H. Schaerf, Rebhaldenstrasse 8, Zürich, Switzerland. 
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Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 1/30 
Shaerf Correspond. (41-42) 
Date range XI.18.41-XII.12.42 
Artur’s comments: 

No date – ZW to Schaerf – news about baby, no news about people back  
        Home 
IV.15.42 – Schaerf to ZW – trouble getting ?Schaerf to USA, general  

conditions in Europe 
 VI.4.42 – ZW to Schaerf – criticism of Schaerf paper 
 XII.10.41 – Schaerf to ZW – details [of] own striving to get out of Europe 
 
?October ?1941 - Post card from Lemberg [Lwów] – in Polish – looks like it is from Nusia.  Mailed to Heinrich Schärf at 
Rebhaldenstrasse 8.  Obviously was forwarded to ZWB by Henry. 
[This  seems to belong with the Birnbaum family correspondence from Lwów.] 
 

October 19, 1941 – rec’d November ?1, 1941 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Schaerf to ZWB.  Artur’s comment: 
“Lwów news.”  Reference to a letter of May 8

th
 and a letter of May 16

th
.  Mention of an article, “On the properties of a 

collective” and the journal Zentralblatt für Mathematik.  Appears to be quoting, in German, from this journal article.  

Mentions what appears to be the printed proceedings of something related to actuarial mathematics, mention of New 
York, Casablanca, ?Kraemer.  Also gives an address 111 W 75 Street, NYC. 
 
October 18, 1941 – carbon, in German, of letter from ZWB to H. Schärf, Zürich II, Rebhaldenstrasse 8 (b. Grübler), 
Switzerland.   “On the 11

th
 I wrote you [familiar form] a letter and today I am writing to you again.  My uneasiness about 

my relatives keeps me from sleeping.  The post cards which you have sent me were upsetting.  The feeling of 
helplessness is depressing.  In this context I want to ask a great favor of you: I would like quite frequently to send you 
letters and ask that you forward these to my parents; also, if news from my parents should come to you, please send it on 
to me by transatlantic air mail.  Since this may mean a not insignificant amount of outlay for you, I am transmitting 10 
dollars to you today and am asking you to use this money to cover the costs.  It may also happen that my cousin who is 
living in New York, Dr. J. Berger, will send you a letter – with the same request with respect to forwarding to his father, O. 
Berger, Kollataja 5.  If this correspondence is too much trouble, don’t hesitate to let me know.”  ZWB inquires about 
Henry’s mother and Henry’s brother, asking where they are.  ZWB ventures to ask if Henry might assist him in doing 
something for his sister [Nusia]: “I would very much like to send my sister a gift, if possible some food.  From here, I can 
do nothing.  If you can do it, please send it to her as soon as possible and as much as possible.  I will repay the expense 
to you with many thanks.”  ZWB says he has heard nothing from Kremer, whom he hopes is meeting with success in his 
efforts.  Again, alludes to his being distant from the center of emigration efforts and being dependent on news from New 
York.  Mentions rumors regarding visas.  Says that, because of censorship, air mail contact [with Switzerland, as well as 
elsewhere] has become slower.   
 Attached to this carbon is a second carbon, clearly that of a letter, in German, from ZWB to his family in Lwów.  
He says that, although he has nothing of importance to say, he is sending this as a “Lebenszeichen” (sign of life).  He is 
always thinking of them and longing for them. “We are working on behalf of the Wolfs constantly, even if we are not writing 
about it continuously.  I’m also trying to help them with small gifts.”  Reports on their little Ann, notes that Kubuś gave 
them a wonderful baby buggy wherein they can take their daughter for walks.  “From Ludwik, who is now here, I received 
again an inquiry, asking whether I had heard anything about his family.  I have heard just as little as he has and could not 
tell him anything to set his mind at ease.”  ZWB closes with “I am anxiously waiting for news from you and only hope 
constantly that we will be able to be together in the not too distant future” and sends heartfelt wishes from Hilde and 
himself.    [Clearly a very carefully written letter, designed to avoid censorship and to call no attention to the family.] 
[This letter belongs as much in the Birnbaum family correspondence files as here.]  

 
December 5, 1941 – rec’d December 5, 1941 – telegram, in German, from Schaerf to ZWB at the UW.  
“NATURALISIERUNGSBESTAETIGUNG DEINIGER STOP CZAJKOWSKIS STOP KUBUŚ ELTERN SPAETESTENS 15 
JAENNER IN LWÓW NOETIG GRUESSE”  
 
[Letters from Schaerf in Switzerland to ZWB in the USA are arriving having been opened by “examiners.”]  
 
December ?3, 1941 – postmark December 10, 1941 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Henry to ZWB. This is written on 
both sides of very thin airmail paper, hence especially difficult to read. 
 
January 17, 1942 – telegram, in English, from ZWB to Henry Schaerf, Rebhaldenstrasse 8, Zürich, Switzerland: “PLEASE 
CABLE IF OSWALD BERGER WHOSE ILLNESS LAST LETTER REPORTED STILL ALIVE WILLIAM BIRNBAUM.” 
 
No date – carbon, in Polish of letter to ?family.  Looks like a mention of a letter of the 3

rd
.  Mention of Professor Bernstein 

and of Zuckermann. 
 
May 26, 1942 – handwritten draft of letter, in German, from ZWB. Looks like it is intended for his family and designed to 
be unremarkable in the eyes of the censors.  

 “I finally got a post card from you which had been underway for a long time, but which made me very glad, and 
I am herewith answering it. 
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“Everything is going fine with us. Our little daughter gives us much joy.  I am enclosing a photograph of her and 
Hilde. … 

“I have not heard from the Wolfs in a long time and cannot stop thinking about them.  [What follows is a series 
of sentences, each struck out, alluding to hopes that things will improve, regrets regarding the uncertainty of the mails, 
and his efforts to keep sending letter in hopes that something will get through.]  

“From Rita and her husband, I have good news, also about her brother. 
“We think of you all the time and hope that in a reasonable amount of time everything will be better and we will 

all meet again.” 
ZWB’s note: “Sent by Clipper to Schärf, May 26, 42.” 

[This seems to be out of chrono order.] 
[This might be noted as also belonging in the files of correspondence with ZWB’s family in Lwów.] 

 
May 14, 1942 – rec’d May 20, 1942 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Schaerf to ZWB.  Mentions letter of September 18.  
Gives detailed accounting of expenditures made for ZWB.  Mentions Kremer, Dr. Berger. 
 
June 4, 1942 – handwritten draft of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to (presumably) his family.  ZWB’s note: “Handwritten on 
University stationary, June 4, 1942, mailed by Transatlantic Air Mail.”   
[ZWB wrote this on scratch paper – on the back is a copy of a letter dated October 13, 1941, regarding a manuscript 
received by the American Statistical Association’s journal.  The letter gives the editor’s criticism of the submitted article.] 
 
September 21, 1942 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Schaerf.  Thanks Schaerf for sending reprints of a paper published in 
a Swiss actuarial journal.  It’s the first sign of life from Schaerf since a letter in April.  “You may imagine that I have been 
getting nervous about the complete lack of news from my friends and relatives in Europe.  A government regulation 
makes it illegal to correspond with anybody in the occupied territories through the mediation of persons in neutral 
countries, so that there is no possibility of sending or receiving letters.  I wonder if you have heard since April from my or 
Dr.Berger’s family?  Whenever you write your people, would you please add our regards and mention that we are all right 
and thinking of them.  And I would certainly be very grateful if you would try to be of help to them whenever possible.” 
 
December 12, 1942 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Schaerf.  ZWB says he has not written for months and so it is time for 
another letter.  He gives benign comments – everybody’s fine, his teaching load is rather heavy, leaving little time for 
research.  “Our little Ann is a pretty girl with big blue eyes and blond hair.  She talks a lot, a few intelligible words and the 
rest gibberish, and she is persistently trying to stand and walk without help.” 
 “You may imagine that I am very anxious to hear about you and about our mutual friends and families.  Did you 
have any news from them?  Or from Bergers’ family?  If you should write them, please add our regards and mention that 
we are all right and thinking of them.  If there is anything I could do for them or for you, please let me know.” 
[Another letter presumably designed to avoid jeopardizing Henry.] 
 
Box 3, File 17  Correspondence Schaerf, H 1942-1945 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form  1/31 
Schaerf Correspondence (42-45) 
Date Range XII.12.32 – I.25.45 
Artur’s comments: 
 I.25.45 – “Says life has no meaning for him because the Germans have murdered his family.” 
 
December 12, 1942 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Henry.   
[This is a somewhat better copy of the letter described above.] 
 
April 14, 1946 – draft of telegram phoned to Western Union – from ZWB to Henry: 
“Henry Schaerf, Brandscha..??strasse 40, Zürich, Switzerland.  No news from you since letter of March fourteen please 
write anything we can do William Birnbaum.” 
[written on what looks like student homework on engineering paper.] 

[This, being from 1946, is out of chrono order and should be in file 3/19.] 
 

May 22, 1942 – University National Bank receipt for $21.25 from Z. W. Birnbaum for postal money order for $20.00 to be 
remitted to H. Schaerf, Rebhaldenstrasse 8, Zürich, Switzerland. 
 
April 23, 1943 – University National Bank receipt for $25.50 from Z. W. Birnbaum for postal money order for $20.00 to be 
remitted to H. Schaerf, Brandschenkestrasse 40 Zürich, Switzerland. 
 
October 16, 1944 – University National Bank receipt for $24.75 from Z. W. Birnbaum for postal money order for $20.00 to 
be remitted to H. Schaerf, Brandschenkestrasse 40 Zürich, Switzerland.  
 
October 18, 1944 – University National Bank receipt for $24.50 from Z. W. Birnbaum for postal money order for $20.00 to 
be remitted to H. Schaerf, Brandschenkestrasse 40 Zürich, Switzerland.  
 
March 26, 1944 – handwritten letter, in German, from Henryk Schaerf to ZWB.  He’s sending both ZWB and Dr. [Herbert] 
Zuckerman a copy of his published dissertation and of his diploma.  The content has been, to some extent, published in ? 
a journal.  He asks ZWB to keep the dissertation and reprints for him.  He has no news about “our families.”  
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November 22, 1944 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Schaerf, Brandschenkestrasse 40, Zürich, Switzerland.  ZWB writes 
that postal connections with Switzerland have just been re-established.  Previously Schaerf’s letters were arriving after a 
considerable delay but ZWB’s letters to Schaerf were being returned.   On behalf of himself and Herb Zuckerman, 
acknowledges receipt of the copies of the diploma and thesis.  “I do not know what your plans for the future are and 
whether you intend to continue in the actuarial career but I am sure that the doctor’s title would make it reasonably easy 
for you to get into college teaching as soon as conditions become more normal.”  ZWB repeats “my standing request to 
you,” asking that Schaerf “try, if possible, to locate my family and the family of my cousin Dr. Berger.”  He gives the 
personal data: 
 Ignacy (Isaac) Birnbaum 
 Lina Birnbaum  last known address sw. Anny 1, Lwów 
 Franciszka Birnbaum 
 
 Rosa Berger 
 Dr. Benno Both  last known address sw. Kollataj 5, Lwów 
           Dorothea Both   
“I realize that the chances of finding them are exceedingly small but I do not wish to neglect the slightest possibility, and 
you would do me a great favor by trying all you can in this matter, and by doing all you can think of that could be of any 
help to them.” 
Writes about his heavy teaching load, leaving time only for short notes for the Annals of Mathematical Statistics, describes 

a manuscript he is preparing.  Hilde is finishing her master’s thesis in “economics of consumption.”  Their daughter “talks 
a lot, recites Mother Goose verses much better than any of her parents, and is a …coed at the University Nursery 
School.”  ZWB notes that he has cabled money to Henry several times and wonders if it arrived.  He would like to hear 
from him when he can spare the time. 
 
December 15, 1944 – handwritten draft (on back of ?student homework on engineering paper) of letter from ZWB to 
Schaerf.  Notes that he has not heard from him in a long time.  Wonders if the money transfers went through.  Says that 
he wrote to him a few weeks ago, as soon as he’d learned that postal connection with Switzerland had been restored, but 
“since we never know nowadays if a letter has arrived, I shall partly repeat myself in the present letter.”  He is keeping the 
reprints for Henry.  Henry’s “doctor’s degree, acquired under difficult circumstances, will help you in more stable times to 
get ahead fast in your career.”   Again gives Henry information about his family and asks Henry to do what he can to find 
news about them.  He notes that all three Birnbaums are naturalized citizens of Guatemala and in possession of 
Guatemalan passports.  Rosa Berger is a naturalized citizen of Guatemala.  The Boths are naturalized citizens of 
Nicaragua.  “The matter of citizenship may be of importance, since I have heard that most Jews with foreign passports 
were interned at the camp at Bergen-Belsen.  ZWB reiterates his eagerness to hear from Henry, to “learn how you have 
organized your life at present and what your plans are for the future.” 
 
January 23, 1945 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Schaerf to ZWB. [This is written in ink on both sides of airmail paper, 
hence difficult to read.] 
Attached to this letter is a curriculum vitae, in English, and a list of publications. 
Born March 17, 1907, son of Dr. Filip Schärf, a lawyer, in Rohatyn Poland.  He attended elementary school “and the 9-th 
State Grammar School” at Lwów, Poland, where he received his “Leaving Certificate” in 1925.  “Having a great interest in 
mathematical and physical sciences, I studied these subjects from 1925 to 1931 at the Faculties of Mathematics and 
Natural Sciences of the Universities of Lwów and Göttingen.”  His father (Filip Schärf) died in 1929, shortly after Henry 
passed the State Science Examination at the University of Lwów for high school teachers; there math was his main 
subject and physics was his second subject.  Because of the death of his father and his duties to his family, he postponed 
his intended scientific career.  In spring 1931 he passed the leaving Examination of the “Seminary of the Science of 
Insurance, Actuarial Class, at the University of Göttingen.”  From then on, until the outbreak of war, he worked as “an 
actuary and became the Chief Actuary and Confidential Clerk to the leading Polish life insurance company, Vita-Kotwica 
Inc. Warsaw.”  It was in this capacity that he went abroad in August 1939 and was in Switzerland, on his way back to 
Warsaw, when war broke out.  “My offer voluntarily to enter the Polish Army in England was refused owing to my lack of 
military training, and I then applied myself to pedagogic and scientific activities.  At this time a School of  
Technology was established at Winterthur for a Polish Division interned in Switzerland, and in 1941 I was appointed 
teacher of mathematics to the School, being directed to teach in the Polish language and according to the programme of 
the Federal Institute of Technology.  Furthermore, I became an Assistant of Mathematics at this Federal Institute and 
recently a Lecturer (Privatdozent) of Mathematics at its Department of Mathematics and Physics.”  Henry describes his 
research work, at first in actuarial science and later in pure mathematics, his thesis, and name his thesis referees.  Eight 
publications, in German, Polish, and French are listed, dating from 1935 to 1945. 
 
January 25, 1945 – envelope is stamped as “registered” in the USA in April 1945 and was opened by an “examiner.”  
Handwritten letter, in Polish, from Henry to ZWB.  Responds to ZWB’s letter of November 22, 1944.  Seems to give details 
regarding the money transfers and the expenses.  
Artur has prepared a translation of much of this letter: “You asked about my plans for the future.   I am not making any, 
because I’m not interested in the future – the Germans murdered my whole family.  You should understand that life for me 
holds no goals nor value and that I would readily give it up for some reasonable cause, for example, for the price of 
revenge against a few Hitlerite criminals.”  [There is a minor error in the first line, in which the reference is to the letter of 
“22.IX” while the relevant letter was dated 22.XI.  Also, the reference to “Hinterthur” probably should read “Wintherthur.”  

The reference to “Dr. Z.” is to Dr. Herbert Zuckerman.] 
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Box 3, File 18  General Correspondence  Schaerf, H 1945  
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 1/32 
Schaerf Correspondence (45)  
Date Range VI.21.45 – XII.27.45 
Artur’s comments: 
 VI.21.45 – “Thanks Schaerf for details of what happened to friends and  
  relatives in Bergen-Belsen.” 
 VII.23.45 – “Details extermination of European Jewish ??” 
 XI. 23.45 – “Mentions prominent intellectuals from Goettingen who were   
  killed by Nazis.” 
 IX.4.45 – “More details, hardly legible.” 
 
?July 21, 1945 (21. lipca 1945) – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Schaerf.  Mention of letter of January 25

th
. 

 
July 23, 1945 – carbon, typed and in English, of letter from Henry to ZWB.  [This is a translation of a portion of the letter 
that follows.  The translation was presumably prepared by ZWB.] 

There have been no letters from Poland.  Little news is getting through, and there is no way of checking accuracy.  News 
reports say that about 50,000 Jews have survived and that persecution is continuing, with 30-40 Jews murdered by the 
“home army” each week.  “In a broadcast from Lublin, Dr. Sommerstein described the situation of the Polish Jews as 
hopeless.” Description of poverty, expectations regarding the new Polish government, conditions in Poland.  Poland 
sounds like a country to which the few surviving Polish Jews would not wish to be repatriated.  Henry is in Switzerland 
“under the threat that, once repatriation will be organized, my temporary permit to stay here may be revoked.”  Henry 
describes his efforts to immigrate to the USA.  Asks for help, cites persons in Switzerland who might act as references. 
 

July 23, 1945 – rec’d August 1945 - handwritten letter, in German, opened by “examiner,” from Henry to ZWB. This is 
written in ink on both sides of airmail paper, hence difficult to read. 
[This is the original letter, in German, a substantial portion of which has been translated by ?ZWB.] 

Henry assumes that ZWB has received his letters of January 27
th
 and February 17

th
.  In the first letter he gave a detailed 

accounting relative to ZWB’s requests of him, as well as information about his teaching activity.  In the second he reported 
on what he has learned from the International Red Cross, namely that Rosa Berger, Dr. Benno Both and Dorothea Both 
were brought to Bergen-Belsen and that they left it on May 17, 1944.  He has made some inquiries, in letters presumably, 
to Lemberg and Krakau regarding ZWB’s family, and he’ll let him know promptly if he gets any news. … [Much of the next 
section is in the translation in the file.]  The most recent letters Henry received from ZWB were those of November 22

nd 

and December 15
th
.  He reports that he has heard that somebody named Birnbaum has successfully passed the exam for 

American actuarial mathematicians; he’s heard that this is a very difficult exam and that great possibilities are opened up 
if one passes it; if this news is about ZWB, he congratulates him.  …[see translation in file] Polish government, 
repatriation, plight of the Jews, his need to make a decision and concerns that his visa may be revoked, changes in U.S. 
immigration policy, asks ZWB to help him get a lecturing invitation, reviews details of his teaching and research, refers to 
colleagues, including Ulam.   
 
July 14, 1945 – date of letter attached to Henry’s letter (above) - carbon, in German, of a confirmation that Henryk Schärf 
is a  “Privatdozent” in the Dept. of Mathematics and Physics of the Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule for eight 
semesters, October 1, 1945 – September 30, 1949. (“Herr Dr. Math. Henryk S…, hast heute auf Grund seiner 
Habilitationsschrift vom Schweizerischen Schulrat die venia legendi als Privatdozent an der Abteilung für Mathematik  und 
Physik der Eidg. Techn. Hochschule für acht Semester vom 1. Oktober 1945 bis 30. Setember 1949 erhalten.”) 
 
July 23, 1945 – another carbon of an English translation of Henry’s letter, in German, of July 23

rd
.  ZWB’s handwritten 

notation: “Translation of parts of a letter from Dr. H. M. Schaerf.”   
 
September 25, 1945, carbon of letter from ZWB to Henry (notation that it was written on ZWB’s personal stationary, 
“home stationary’).  He sent Henry a cable a month ago, meaning to follow up immediately with an explanatory letter, but 
was prevented by domestic upheaval – birth of his son on August 5

th
, details of naming the boy, death of Hilde ’s father 

and then her mother on the same day.  After receiving Henry’s July 23
rd
 letter, ZWB wrote to a good friend, Prof. A. H. 

Taub, who has been an associate professor of mathematics at the UW and is presently at Princeton doing war-related 
research.  ZWB presented Henry’s case to Taub and enclosed a translation of portions of his letter; he also prepared a 
typed curriculum vitae, and he asked Taub to do all he could for Henry.  Taub wrote back that he had immediately gone to 
see Weyl and was told that nothing could be done without letters of recommendation from Henry’s references in Zürich; 
upon receipt of those references, they will take up Henry’s case.  ZWB cabled Henry upon learning this.  After receiving 
Henry’s letter of September 4

th
, ZWB wrote to Taub again, saying that the recommendations from Hopf, ?Saks, and 

Plancherel should be in Weyl’s hands and asking him (Taub, presumably) to intervene again.  “It seems to me that this is 
the most promising way, since Princeton was known to have helped a considerable number of European scientists to 
come over here over a long period of time.”  Advises Schaerf also to apply for an ordinary immigrant visa, since one 
cannot tell how Princeton will work out and ZWB is relatively optimistic regarding the Polish quota.  Discussion of 
Schaerf’s qualifications in actuarial math.  Confidence that Schaerf will get a job as a mathematician or actuary.  Stresses 
again that “Seattle is very far from all centers of immigration and from all large settlements of recent immigrants” and 
consequently ZWB’s information is meager, so Henry should expect to hear things of which ZWB is unaware.  ZWB will 
be glad to act on suggestions Henry may learn about elsewhere. 

[This letter is out of chrono order.] 
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September 4, 1945 – rec’d September 19, 1945 - handwritten letter, in Polish, from Schaerf to ZWB.  Written in ink on 
both sides of air mail paper, this is very difficult to read.   
 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 1/34 
Schaerf Correspondence (45-46) 
Date Range XII.16.45 – I.18.46 
Artur’s comments: 
 XII.16.45 “Describes own worries and conditions in Switzerland.” 
 
October 16, 1945 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Schaerf to ZWB.  Written in ink on both sides of air mail paper, this 
is very difficult to read.   
 
December 16, 1945 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Schaerf to ZWB, with handwritten copy of a portion of a letter, in 
German, from Prof. Weyl at Princeton to Prof. Plancherel in Zürich, written on the back. Written in ink on both sides of air 
mail paper, this is still tough to read, but the quote from Weyl is legible.  The Weyl letter explains what is happening with 
mathematicians returning from the war effort, discusses the situation at Princeton, observes that Schaerf may not fall into 
the category of refugee mathematicians who have been able to use Princeton as a stepping stone, and inquires about the 
likelihood Schaerf will lose his Swiss visa/permit.  Interesting letter, Weyl comes across as warm, decent, and concerned.  
 Attached to this letter is a lengthy newspaper article, in German, from Der Bund, Bern, December 10, 1945.  

Titled “The Jewish Tragedy,” it reports on the growing anti-Semitism in Eastern Europe, esp. in Poland, and the flight of 
Jews westward – into Austria and Germany in transit elsewhere, hoping to go to Palestine. 
 
November 30, 1945 – Notification, in German, from the “Fremdenpolizei” (Foreigner police) in Bern, to Henryk Schaerf, 
[from my hasty and cursory reading] giving him the opportunity to support his desire to remain in Switzerland, while 

allowing him to delay his return to Poland, although they are prepared to send him back on a later convoy.  If he does not 
want to return to Poland, it is understood that he will have begun steps toward emigrating to another country. 
 
Box 3, File 19   General Correspondence   Schaerf 1946 

[Correspondence in file begins in December 1945.] 
 

Undated – handwritten note by ZWB (on back of student homework on engineering paper) apparently giving details of 
supporting info. for Schaerf affidavit. 
 
December 8, 1945 – ZWB’s handwritten draft of telegram sent to Henry Schaerf, telling him that three affidavits good for a 
visa to the USA are on the way. 
 
January 3, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Henry.  Reiterates message of telegram above.  The cable was intended 
to help “convince the authorities of the seriousness of your [Henry’s] efforts to obtain an immigration visa to the U.S.A.” 
ZWB writes in detail about a possible position at Montana State College.  He has been in touch with Professor Hurst, the 
Math Dept. chair there.  He warns Henry not to be disappointed if nothing comes of this, but encourages Henry to work on 
his English.  An interesting comment: “It is customary in this county to hire  people not only on the strength of their 
qualifications of a professional character but also to a very great extent on hand of such features as ‘pleasant personality,’ 
ability to cooperate with other people, manners and habits, social compatibility with surrounding people etc.  That may 
explain why Hurst asked and why I have answered all the questions about your looks, moral defects, hobbies (I think you 
like to hike and to take pictures.)”  There is a brief handwritten Polish note. 
 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 1/33 
Schaerf Correspondence (45-46) 
Date Range X.16.45 – I.7.46 
Artur’s comments: 
 X.16.45: “WWII news” 
 XI.3.45: “Swiss Emigration – tells him that he might have to go back to  

Poland 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 1/37 
Schaerf Comes to USA & Pics (46) 
Date range: II.15.46 – IV.25.46 
Artur’s comments: 
 II.15.46: “Details of appointment @ MSU and U pics.”  
 III.2.46: “Prep for coming to USA.” 
 IV.21.46: “Schaerf arrives in New York!” 
 IV.8.46: “Mentions complications in passage to the USA.” 
 II.25.46: “Will visit Seattle.” 
 
January 6, 1946 – carbon of letter, sent by registered mail, from ZWB to Henry. It accompanied copies of affidavits from  
Herbert Zuckerman, Hilde Birnbaum, and ZWB.  Describes supporting documents for these affidavits and gives other  
relevant details. 
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Undated – 2 copies of a cable to Henry referencing his (ZWB’s) letter of January 3

rd
, asking that Henry airmail his picture 

and letters of recommendation to Prof. John Hurst at State College in Bozeman, cable possible U.S. references to Hurst, 
and inform ZWB of consul requirements for scientist’s visa. 
 
January 17, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Henry.  Quotes a letter from Hurst detailing his efforts and what is 
needed to be able to hire Henry and bring him to USA.  ZWB reviews what Henry must do and tells of his own efforts, 
including writing to Kac and Samelson, asking them to write to Hurst.  There has been a telegraph strike, so ZWB has not 
been able to send Henry the cable described above.  
 
January 29, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Henry.  With the help of friends in Canada, ZWB has been able to send 
the cable.  If Henry wishes to contact ZWB by telegram and the strike in the USA continues, he is advised to send the 
cable to Mr. Stefan Goldsztein, 1866 West 13

th
 Avenue, Vancouver, British Columbia.  Further report on correspondence 

with Weyl, who, upon being informed of the letter from the Swiss authorities, promptly wrote to the Fremdenpolizei [police 
department dealing with aliens] in Switzerland asking them to postpone Henry’s repatriation. News of Kac, Samelson.  
 
February 15, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Henry to ZWB.  Airmail paper, written in ink on both sides.  Copies, 
in English, text of letter from Weyl.  [Weyl comes through as an exceptionally helpful and decent guy.]  
Attached to this letter: 
 Original photo of Henry Schaerf – taken in 1940 (see below) 

Photocopy of same photo with Artur’s note: “Henry Schaerf, scientist friend from Lwów. Immigrated to USA 
thanks to Z.W. Birnbaum, 1946.”  

 
February 12, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Henry.  Acknowledges letter of January 23

rd
 “with the 1940 photograph.”  

Details of correspondence with Hurst and Weyl.  Urges Henry to make direct contact with Hurst immediately and gives 
him a draft of a letter, including “I should like to tell you that an appointment would be one of the greatest things that have 
ever happened to me.  It would give me an opportunity to put an end to the nomadic existence of the last years, to feel 
that I am again in a position to do something useful, and it would enable me to live in the United States, something I have 
been dreaming of for a very long time.”  
 
February 27, 1946 – telegram to ZWB: “Appointed. Schaerf.” 
 
February 27, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Henry.  Happy reaction to cable.  Hurst, apparently misunderstanding, 
has had the Montana State U president write to the Polish embassy.  Upon learning this, ZWB immediately sent an air 
mail special delivery letter to Hurst, pointing out “that writing the American Consul in Zürich may be very helpful, while 
writing the Polish authorities may rather cause additional difficulties since the Poles are not in the least interested in 
having you got to the United States.”   
 “In your last letter…you mention that teaching in a strange language is a prospect you do not particularly enjoy.  
I can understand that feeling since I was in a similar situation, but I can assure you that the difficulty is surmountable.” 
Gives Henry advice regarding learning English and urges him to read as much English as possible while in Zürich.  Urges 
Schaerf to contact Hurst directly re the Zürich American consul’s requirements. 
 
March 14, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Henry to ZWB, written in ink on both sides of air mail paper.  Copies 
excerpt, apparently from a letter from Kraemer to Hurst, in which Kraemer praises Henry and says he is too modest about 
his English language capabilities. 
 
March 2, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Henry to ZWB, written in ink on both sides of air mail paper. Copies text 
of Hurst‘s letter offering position of instructor in mathematics.  Also copies of his response, in English, to the letter, stating 
that he is certain he can be in Bozeman by June 10, the beginning an academic quarter. [This letter is out of chrono 
order.] 
 

March 14, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Henry, opening “Your letter of March 2 makes me believe – in spite of my 
usual tendency to overestimate all possible difficulties – that things may work out and that there is a fair chance that we 
will see each other in the near future.”  Addresses what Henry calls his “main worry,” his English.   “…you have no reason 
to worry about it. The United States is a country of immigrants, and most colleges have had some experience with new 
arrivals…they realize that they have to go through a period of acclimatization.  All they can expect from you is that you will 
make an honest effort to overcome any possible difficulties as soon as possible.  There is no need for you or for me to tell 
this to them explicitly – all those things are perfectly obvious and self-understood in this country.”  Warns Henry against 
going to one of the large university centers upon his arrival, since he will end up with other refugees, not developing his 
English, but probably speaking German, and rather depressing (“something like the White Russians in Paris”).  Leave the 
East as quickly as possible, he advises.  He has spoken with Zuckerman about auditing his courses at the UW, getting 
used to English and to American classroom behavior. 
 
March 14, 1946 – handwritten draft of letter, in English, from Hilde to Henry, urging him to come to Seattle. 
 
March 20, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Henry.  Concern that Kraemer’s letter might give Hurst pause re Henry’s 
English.  Further discussion of Henry’s work on his English and planning for any further contact with Hurst re Henry’s 
English.  Advice re what Henry should be writing to Hurst re his plans for coming to the USA and re his English.  
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March 25, 1946 – carbon of letter to Henry from ZWB. Copies text of letter from John W. Hurst, telling him that he is 
happy about Henry’s acceptance of the offer and thanking ZWB for his part in securing this addition to the department.  
ZWB tells Henry, “This is the nicest letter a person in Hurst’s position could have written…” He praises Hurst’s tact and 
consideration re Henry’s having a period of adjustment.  Hopes the letter will reduce Henry’s apprehension.  Emphasizes 
that the letter indicates that Hurst is “an exceptionally kind and thoughtful person.”  
 
April 21, 1946 – rec’d April 23, 1946 – letter, in Polish, from Henry to ZWB, written from New York. 
 
April 23, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Henry.  Urges Henry to keep stay in the East brief.  Apparently Henry is 
going to visit Princeton, but after that ZWB hopes he’ll come west.  Gives detailed directions for train travel to Seattle and 
Bozeman.  He encloses a draft of a letter for Henry to send to Professor Hurst, explaining his unexpected transatlantic 
crossing by airplane, hence his early arrival, his plan to go to Seattle and familiarize himself with college teaching in 
America, his anticipated arrival in Bozeman. 
 
April 8, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Henry to ZWB, from Zürich.  Includes quoted excerpt of a letter from 
Hurst (to Kraemer perhaps) regarding his offer to Henry and his comfort with Henry’s English skills.  Also enclosed is a 
letter, dated April 9, 1946, in English, addressed to Hilde, thanking her for her letter and kind invitation.  
 “The development of my appointment to the States was very quick and therefore I hardly can imagine that I 
shall be soon in friendly surroundings.  It will last some time until I get used to this fact, since I was for so many years 
strange to everybody and everybody was strange to me.  But all shows that it is reality and not a dream.”   
  [Out of chrono order.] 
 

April 25, 1946 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Henry in New York.  Describes his planned train route to Seattle. 
 
Box 3, File 20 General Correspondence  Schaerf, H. 1946 
 

March 23, 1946 – letter from John W. Hurst, Head, Department of Mathematics, Montana State College, Bozeman, to 
ZWB.  This is the letter ZWB describes in his letter of March 25, 1946, to Henry.  
 
June 14, 1946 – letter from Henry to “dear friends,” from 703 S. Grand Avenue, Bozeman, Montana, written on stationary 
showing cowboy-&-horse scenes.  Reports on his arrival in Bozeman and his first week of teaching.  Charming letter, 
appreciative of the hospitality and kindness he is shown, as well as the beautiful surroundings.  Henry’s English, while 
imperfect, is graceful and expressive. 
 
July 7, 1946 – brief letter, written on stationary showing animals and “Old Faithful”; the stationary is headed “Greetings 
from the Gallatin Empire, Gateway to Yellowstone National Park.”   
 
July 18, 1946 – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Henry. Reassures Henry that he (ZWB) has had a letter from 
Prof. Hurst “from which it is quite clear that your fear of being dismissed as incompetent are entirely unfounded.  In short,  
you seem to have succeeded in establishing quite a favorable reputation in a short time.  By now, I hope, most of the 
difficulties you experienced in the beginning have lost most of their weight.”  Refers to a couple who have been visiting 
from Lima, Peru, and who report that Professor Rosenblatt is quite well but is unhappy in Lima “in that semi-wild country 
with a thin layer of artificially super-imposed civilization” and that he “would gladly trade his position for almost anything in 
the USA.” 
 
August 4, 1946 – letter from Henry to ZWB on Montana State College stationary. Quotes at length, in German, from a 
letter from Hopf, reporting on conditions in Europe and hoping to see Henry during an anticipated visit to Princeton.  
Encloses a newspaper clipping announcing his appointment (“Pole To Teach Mathematics Here”).  Describes his work 
and explains that Hurst and others are urging him to start looking elsewhere for better paid work.  Says he likes the locale, 
the low cost of living, and (apparently) the kindness of people, but is apprehensive about the growing teaching load.  
 
September 16, 1946 – letter from Henry, 426 Koch W., Bozeman.  Written on stationary with pictures of Native 
Americans.  He has just returned from a vacation at a dude ranch and a “delightful trip to the Yellowstone Park.” 
 
September 28, 1946 – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Henry.  Responds to Henry’s two most recent letters.  
“Hurst is certainly giving you good advice when he suggests that you should go to meetings.  The best way of getting 
ahead in this country is by making personal contacts, and the easiest way to do this is by attending meetings. …”   Nice 
details of traveling by boat along the West Coast of Vancouver Island.  
 
October 14, 1946 – letter from Henry on cowboy stationary (cartoon drawings).  Henry mentions a new problem with 
which he is preoccupied: “I had news from my brother, who succeeded to escape as the only one of a group of fifteen 
men, sentenced to death by the Germans.  He, Christian himself, married a Christian and has now a good job as a legal 
consultant of a big institution in Poland.  Nevertheless he wants to immigrate with his wife to the USA.  I am afraid that he 
will not be happy here.  He will not be able to exercise his profession (lawyer) and he doesn’t know any languages.”   
As in several letters, this too includes discussion of monies Henry owes ZWB. 
 
December 7, 1946 – letter from Henry to ZWB on stationary with stagecoach picture.  Accounting of owed money.  
Thoughts about spending a quarter elsewhere.  (He’s entitled to one quarter “out of residence” out of every eight 
quarters.) 
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December 23, 1946 – letter from Henry to ZWB on the stagecoach stationary. Inviting ZWB and family to come to 
Bozeman, noting that although he is not skiing, he has been told that “the skiing possibilities here are excellent.”  
 
Box 3, File 21  General Correspondence  Schaerf, H. 1947 

 
January 10, 1947 – carbon of handwritten letter to Henry from ZWB.  Describes trip to the East.  The UW paid for his train 
ticket to go to Swarthmore.  Hilde and he both have relatives and friends in the East and decided to make it a family trip, 
taking Ann who “could not be left alone” but leaving Dickie “with friends who have a child of the same age.”  Departed 
December 18.  The stay in the East was 10 days, divided between NY, Swarthmore, Princeton, family, friends, 
mathematicians, dinners, theater, museums, etc.  Train ride was four nights and three days each way.  Reports on the 
meeting, the mathematicians.  Urging Henry to get to meetings, consider visiting Berkeley, suggests a good agency for 
seeking jobs in university teaching. 
 
January 19, 1947 – carbon of handwritten letter to Henry from ZWB.  Discusses pros and cons of several possible places 
for Henry to spend his summer – in terms of academic opportunities, but also climate, cost-of-living, etc.  Says that he has 
a bias, since “life on the West coast appears to me more attractive than anywhere else in the USA.”  
 
February 9, 1947 – letter from Henry to ZWB, lousy ballpen writing, barely legible. 
 
March 26, 1947 – carbon of handwritten letter to Henry from ZWB.  He has written to Washington University at St. Louis – 
evidently a reference.      [Out of chrono order] 

 
March 15, 1947 – letter from Henry to ZWB telling about an inquiry he’s received from Purdue and a letter from 
Washington University at St. Louis.  Also mentions Hurst’s advice to Henry to insure that he’ll get time for research at 
Purdue or at Washington University.  Asks ZWB to send reference to Washington University. 
Enclosed (and attached) are carbons of two letters: 
 March 10, 1947 – letter from Walter Leighton, Washington University, to Henry, saying that Henry has been 
nominated for an assistant professorship position by Professor Weyl. 
 March 14, 1947 – letter from John W. Hurst to Walter Leighton, charmingly recommending Schaerf  while 
expressing regret at the prospect of losing him. 
 
April 23, 1947 – letter from Henry to ZWB.  Washington University has offered Henry a salary of $4,000, although he has 
written that he would accept $3,800.  He describes the commitments.  Discussion of attending meetings, paper publication 
preparation.  “I don’t know whether it is a mistake that I am going to St. Louis.  I feel almost as if I am leaving my home 
town for a strange place.”    [Out of chrono order.] 
 

April 5, 1947 – letter from Henry to ZWB.  Thanks for letter to Washington U.  Quotes from Leighton’s letters describing 
the plans for Washington U’s development of a center for mathematical research and instruction and offering him an 
assistant professorship.  There has also been an offer from Purdue.  Henry has asked Weyl’s advice and Weyl, with 
careful weighing, favors Washington U.   Describes his decision, involvement of Hurst, and his acceptance letter to 
Leighton.  “The decision to leave both this charming place and the friends I have been so fortunate to win here has not 
been easy for me.” 
 
July 12, 1947 – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Henry.  Enthusiasm and congratulations on Henry’s job and 
progress, report on professional activity, travels on West Coast, camping in state parks. 
 
July 13, 1947 – letter from Henry to ZWB.  Relieved that ZWB does not seem to think that accepting the job at St. Louis 
was a mistake.  Mulling over vacation plans. Is contemplating going to Glacier Park on a hiking tour.  Is repaying Mark 
Kac’s kindness by favoring use of his calculus textbook.  Reports on his efforts to secure positions for a Romanian 
geometer who wants out of Bucharest, and a Portuguese mathematician who cannot get work in Portugal because he is 
opposed to the Salazar regime.  “My brother writes me that he doesn’t intend to make use of the affidavits of support I 
sent him, unless a new outbreak of anti-Semitic violence compels him to do so.  He has a nice job …gives him a decent 
living…receives a daily work of about 2 hours.  He doesn’t care for more earnings, although plenty would be 
available...devotes his time to his 16 years younger wife.  Once in a while he publishes some popular booklet on Polish 
laws.”  Inquires whether ZWB will apply for compensation for property left in Poland. 
 Attached is copy of final vote on textbooks, signed by Leighton. 
 
November 9, 1947 – letter to ZWB from Henry, 6843 Kingsbury, St. Louis.  Update on the math Dept. at WU.  Has been 
visited by the Portuguese mathematician, with his wife (Ribeiro?) who has been appointed lecturer at University of 
California at Berkeley and whose “English was still worse than mine was when I arrived in this country.”  
 
Box 3, File 22  General Correspondence  Schaerf, H.     1948-1949 

[Some material out of chrono order.] 
 

January 30, 1948 – letter from Henry to ZWB – ear infection prevention recommendation, his promotion has been 
recommended.  Professional life. 
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June 28, 1948 – letter to ZWB from Henry, 115 Van Buren, c/o Mr. Trachte, Madison, Wisc.  Promoted to Associate 
Professor, now has tenure.  Got a research position offer from Tulane, talked out of it by Leighton, who advises him to 
look for such a position at Princeton.  He has seen Felix Bernstein.  (He’d been a Bernstein student 30 years ago.)  “The 
poor devil started complaining about the treatment he finds in this country and threatening that he will return to Germany.  
Later he asked me whether he couldn’t get a job for 1 year at Washington University, before he retires…..He forgets his 
age and thinks that his difficulty in finding a job has been caused by jealousy.  I couldn’t help pitying him, although I 
remember his performances in the past. – As I expected, our institution hasn’t shown any interest in employing him.”  
Bernstein had been teaching at Syracuse at the time.  Henry will spend about 8 weeks in Madison, preparing some 
papers for publication.   
 
June 23, 1949 – letter to ZWB from Henry, 1607 Bluebell, c/o Mrs.Sutherland, Boulder, Colorado.  Concern and advice re 
ZWB’s health problems.  Vacationing in Colorado, using Boulder as point of departure for hikes and short trips.  Research 
offers, possibilities. 
 
August 31, 1948 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Henry.  Thanks for post card from Ephraim [in Wisconsin].   Description of 
issues, including political ones and collegial envy, in setting up Laboratory of Statistical Research at UW.  Description of 
trip, by air, in mid-March to NYC, Ithaca, Princeton, Washington, DC, Berkeley, Stanford, and back pain that set in early in 
the trip.  Partial fracture of a vertebra, uncomfortable brace.  Children’s health problems.  Mary Davidson from Lwów was 
here for a visit with her relatives.  She has a scholarship at Illinois Tech.    Carpenter, former Dept. head, had promised 
ZWB a promotion but this is being delayed by the present head (Winger). Gives details of his current position, Associate 
Professor, salary, and research income.  If he could get a better offer from another university he could most likely get the 
promotion – or accept it.  Asks Henry to let it be known that he is in the market for a full professorship and help with 
references and recommendations.   
 
August 27, 1948 – post card from Ephraim, Wisconsin.  Henry is at Madison and is spending a couple of weeks at the 
Door Peninsula. 
 
September 14, 1948 – letter from Henry to ZWB.  Gives names and institutions of parties contacted re ZWB. Taub has 
spoken to Hotelling.  Long list of people put on notice and saying they will take it up with their departments, institutions.   
Problematic issues.  Discussion of his research and teaching. 
 
September 25, 1948 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Henry.  Update on professional life, thanks for what Henry’s doing for 
him, inquiries re Henry’s satisfactions, noting Henry’s comfort with English (a far cry from his original self-consciousness), 
waiting for back to heal, Hilde’s teaching. 
 
October 31, 1948 – letter from Henry to ZWB – concern and discussion of ZWB’s back injury and medical care, comments 
on St. Louis society - mostly “Spiessbürger” (narrow-minded, philistine, bourgeois).  “I am mostly lonely but I never feel 
lonesome; as a matter of fact, I am too busy for feeling lonesome.”  He has a conveniently located room, which he does 
not risk losing by giving it up when he goes away during the summer.   
 
December 26, 1948 – letter from Henry to ZWB.  Rec’d letter of December 22

nd
.  – forwarded? from Meeting of the 

American Society for Mathematical Statistics in Cleveland.  
 
January 16, 1949 – letter from Henry to ZWB.  Thanks for letter of January 2

nd
.  Explains letter that did not reach ZWB in 

Cleveland.  Comment about universities competing with governmental agencies. 
 
August 21, 1949 – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Henry.   Written from Lake Chelan State Park.  Update on his 
back problems.  Description of month-long camping trip around Washington State.  “The head of my department has been 
successful in blocking my promotion again, and I can’t do much about it.  I am still open to offers, although otherwise 
Seattle would be quite a good place.” 
 
September 3, 1949 – letter to ZWB from Henry in Boulder. Update on effort on ZWB’s behalf. Henry broke his left 
shoulder while mountain climbing.  
 
October 9, 1949 – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Henry.  “Winger opposes my promotion and will go to some 
length to slow down anything I am trying to do.  In this last respect he has not been very successful.  About ten 
manuscripts have been completed by our small statistics group here within the last year; five are already published or in 
print.  The others have been or are about to be submitted.  But all this seems to make the boss rather more jealous than 
to soften his heart.   “Altogether it seems that statisticans quite often get into trouble ….”   “Ed Hewitt mentioned 
something about you contemplating marriage – is there any truth to that?” 
 
November 24, 1949 – letter from Henry to ZWB. Says ZWB is right to consider the problem with Winger unimportant.  
Report on his research, contract.  Says that Hewitt’s assertion is false and most likely applies to somebody else with 
whom Hewitt spoke in Boulder.  There’s a possibility of a leave of absence.  He’d like advice and wants a stipend.  
Courses he’s teaching. 
 
Box 3, File 23  General Correspondence  Schaerf, H.  1950-1979 

[Some material out of chrono order.] 
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[Note that this file contains correspondence with Henryk/Henry Urich. Apparently the Urich correspondence was placed 
here because Schaerf and Urich share a common first name.] 
 

February 25, 1950 – post card from Henry in Berkeley, to ZWB. He’s staying in the Men’s Faculty Club at UC.  He’s 
spending his sabbatical there – spring semester 1950. 
 
May 31, 1950 – post card to ZWB from Henry at Yosemite.  
 
April 2, 1950 – letter to ZWB from Henry, written on UC Faculty Club stationary. He’s interested in finding a position for 
ZWB, but also for himself, since he’s finding his chair and his pals in the department evermore difficult to please. Main 
topic of conversation at UC is the loyalty oath issue.  Other math gossip.  
 
July 4, 1950 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Henry.  Is rejecting Henry’s proposal that he and the Birnbaums vacation 
together at Mt. Lassen Volcanic National Park. 
 
July 1, 1950 – letter to ZWB from Henry, written on UC Faculty Club stationary. Proposes Mt. Lassen Volcanic National 
Park vacation.   
 
June 19, 1950 – faint carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Henry.  Reports summer plans for going to the Berkeley 
Symposium on Probability and Statistics, July 31-August 5.  The family will leave Seattle ca. July 12, camp down the 
coast, stay at El Nido Rancho Hotel, Lafayette, Calif., while the meeting’s on.   
 
April 2, 1951 – handwritten draft of letter from ZWB to Henry.  Family will move to Stanford at the end of the summer.  
Attractive visiting professorship there. 
 
April 11, 1951 – letter to Hilde and ZWB from Henry in St. Louis.  In Tennessee he bid farewell to Mr and Mrs. Hopf who 
were returning to Switzerland.  Henry is preparing for the citizenship exam. 
 
March 23, 1951 – post card to ZWB from Cherokee Reservation in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. 
 
July 26, 1961 – letter to ZWB from Henry at The Bernhard Baron Institute of Pathology, The London Hospital, 
Whitechapel, London E.1.  Gives home phone number and office number and is looking forward to hearing from ZWB. 
 This is attached to a carbon of a note from ZWB to Henry, dated Paris, July 31, 1961, in which ZWB tells Henry 
that he is leaving Paris for England in 2-3 days and will call once he is in London. 
[This is not correspondence with Henry Schaerf.  Handwriting and address should be matched elsewhere – see Urich 
correspondence.] 
 

Sepember 13, 1968 – letter to ZWB from Henry at The London Hospital. Nice letter in which Henry observes that he is a 
rare bird who has achieved senior academic status without every making a “pilgrimage to Mecca” (trip to the USA).  He is 
now a professor of neuropathology at the University of London.  He still enjoys skiing in Switzerland.  He is enclosing a 
letter from ?Sp. Margeonate Tyrmand, Ludwik Rubel’s daughter.  “I met her in Warsaw a couple of years ago.”  She is an 
art historian.  “She must be getting on for 35 by now.…she seems to have been caught in the wave of anti-Semitism 
which has swept Poland lately.  It is a particularly ugly, Nazi form of anti-Semitism, strictly racialist in outlook, which 
affects even half and quarter Jews, people who are barely aware of their Jewish descent.  If you can help her, please do.”  
Asks that ZWB not let many years go by before he comes to London and sees him again.  And says he is always 
delighted to see ZWB and any members of his family.    
[This is not from Henry Schaerf.  Distinctive handwriting and address should be matched elsewhere.  Isn’t this Henryk 
Urich?] 
 

May 15, 1979 – rec’d may 21, 1979 - letter from Henry to ZWB, written on stationary of the Department of Mathematics, 
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri 63130.  Thanks ZWB for reprint of a paper.  Alludes to them having been 
together in Denton. 
 

April 6, 1979 – rec’d April 9, 1979 – letter to ZWB from Henry on WU Math Dept. stationary.  Tells of a conference on “The 
Scottish Book,” planned for May 4-5, 1979, at North Texas State University in Denton, Texas.  NSF will pay for travel 
expenses.  Henry says that he retired from McGill in 1972 and from Washington University in 1975, but he has an office at 
Washington University. 

Penciled note by ZWB; “Answered April 12, 79.”  
Attached to the letter is the program for The Scottish Book: A Conference Devoted to its Development and Its 

Influence on Mathematics.  Support for the conference is provided by the National Science Foundation and North Texas 
State University. Names of speakers (including Stan Ulam, D.A. Martin, A. Zygmund, R.D. Anderson, Paul Erdös, A. 
Granas, Mark Kac, and Dan Mauldin).   Activities, including an optional 4-mile run, are listed. 
 
No date, presumably May 4-5, 1979 – list of 160 participants in the Scottish Book Conference, including ZWB and Henry.  
The list is not alphabetical in the last two pages. 
 
Undated – a CV for Henry M. Schaerf, with heading “Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey.”  Judging by 
the information on the CV, it was probably prepared in early 1954 while Henry was taking a one year (1953-1954) leave 
from Washington University and was on a Ford Foundation Fellowship at the Institute for Advanced Study until April 1954, 
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when he left for about five months at University of Copenhagen, Institute of Mathematics, then returning to WU.  
Publications from 1941-1951 are listed.  He was naturalized in 1951.  
 
Box 3, File 24 General Correspondence  Scheib, Klara  1937-1939 

[Some material out of chrono order.] 
 

November 10, 1937 – rec’d November 12, 1937 – handwritten note, in Polish, from Klara Scheib at 89-16 241 St., 
Bellerose, Long Island, to ZWB at International House.  Handwritten note by ZWB on envelope. 
[Here and in other correspondence, her return address is Klara ?Beller/Keller/Reller-Scheib, although in her card she 
gives her name as Scheib.] 
 
January 11, 1938 – rec’d January 13, 1938 – handwritten note, in Polish, from Klara Scheib at 89-16 241 St., Bellerose, 
Long Island, to ZWB at International House.  Gives phone number: Fieldstone 3-5130 and apparently suggests time for 
him to call her. 
 
December 23, 1937 – rec’d December 31, 1937 – handwritten note, in Polish, from Klara Scheib at 89-16 241 St., 
Bellerose, Long Island, to ZWB at International House.   
 
August 10, 1938 – rec’d August 11, 1938 – handwritten post card, in Polish, to ZWB at 200 Claremont Avenue, from Klara 
?Reller-Scheib, 84-74, 160 Str., Jamaica, Long Island.   
   
August 22, 1938 – rec’d August 26, 1938 - handwritten post card, in Polish, to ZWB at 200 Claremont Avenue, from Klara 
?Reller-Scheib, 84-74, 160 Str., Jamaica, Long Island.   
 
September 9, 1938 – rec’d September 23, 1938 - handwritten post card, in Polish, from Klara ?Reller-Scheib, 84-74, 160 
Str., Jamaica, Long Island, to ZWB at Institute for Mathematical and Statistical Research, 55 West, 42 Street, NYC. 
 
August 9, 1938 – carbon of typed card, in Polish, from ZWB at 200 Claremont Avenue to Mrs. Klara Scheib 8474, 160

th
 

Street, Jamaica, NY.  Mentions Woods Hole and Boston.  Handwritten comment on carbon copy. 
 
November 19, 1937 – carbon of typed card or letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Klara Scheib.  May be confirming an 
appointment. 
 
June 11, 1939 – carbon of typed letter, in Polish, from ZWB at 420 W. 121 to Mr. O. Scheib, 8474 160

th
 Street, Jamaica, 

NY.   
 
Box 3, File 25 General Correspondence  Selzer, Jadwiga 1938-1940 

[Some material out of chrono order.] 
 

[It appears that this correspondence might be between ZWB and Artur Selzer, as well as Jadwiga/Jane Selzer, but I am 
uncertain.] 
 
[This file includes correspondence of substance with Gustav Bergmann.] 
 

August 4, 1938 – carbon of card, in Polish, from ZWB at Woods Hole to Dr.J. Selzer, 121 Park Drive, Boston.  Maybe 
setting an appointment to get together. 
 
July 30, 1938 – carbon of card, in Polish, from ZWB at Woods Hole to Dr. J. Selzer, 121 Park Drive, Boston.   
 
August 10, 1938 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Selzer in Boston. Mentions … California … NY … Boston … Providence  
 
August 24, 1938 – rec’d August 25, 1938 - post card, in Polish, to ZWB at 200 Claremont Ave., from Dr. J. Selzer in 
Boston.   
 
October 9, 1938 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Selzer in Chicago. Mentions hospital … California … Chicago …  
 
October 20, 1939 – rec’d October 23, 1938 – handwritten 4-page letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Selzer at Ambassador 
Hotel, Corner Mason and Eddy Streets, San Francisco.  Mentions ... National Board … S.F. … Sacramento … State 
Board … Mrs. Schafer … Sacramento … Dr. Schafer … Chicago … S?F?Mrs. Schafer … Sacramento … Dr. Schafer … 
Chicago … Burlington … Salt Lake City, Feather River Canyon…  Lwów … 655 Stockton Street, S.F. 
 
October 29, 1938 – carbon of card, in Polish, from ZWB at 200 Claremont Ave., to Dr. J. Selzer, Willard Hospital, 645 
South Central Avenue, Chicago, Ill.  Mentions Strich …  
 
November 8, 1938 – letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Selzer, on letterhead of The Willard Hospital in Chicago.  Mentions … 
Dr. Schaper … “Chief of the Tuberculosis Service at the Standfort [sic] University, San Francisco” … California … 

Sacramento … Asks question about Helene Reschovsky.  
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December 10, 1939 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB in Seattle, to Dr. J.Selzer, 655 Stockton Street, San Francisco.  
Artur’s note: “Tells Selzer he wants to get his family out of Poland.  They’ve asked but he doesn’t know how.”  Quotes 
telegram, “ALL VERY WELL PARENTS SISTER WAITING.”  Mentions telegrams … London … Paris …Seattle … climate 
… ocean .. 14,500 [presumably Mt.Rainier]… university … library … 
 
January 6, 1939 – carbon of card, in Polish, from ZWB, at 400 West 121

st
 Street, NY, to Dr. J. Selzer, Loretto Hospital, 

645 S. Central Ave., Chicago.  Mentions Strich … internship … St. Francis Hospital, Peoria, Ill.  …  
 
February 20, 1939 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Dr. J. Selzer, Loretto Hospital, 645 South Central Ave., 
Chicago.  Seems to be reporting on sending out applications to colleges and universities.  Mentions Chicago … California  
 This is attached to the letter below. 
 
January 11, 1939 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Selzer at The Willard Hospital, 656 South Central Avenue, Chicago.  
Mentions Chicago … New York … internship … California … applications “have been filed” …  
 
December 27, 1938 – rec’d December 30, 1938 - post card, in Polish, to ZWB from Dr. J. Selzer, Loretto Hospital, 
Chicago.  Mentions, perhaps, Catholic ?sisters.  Mentions Loretto Hospital … New York … 
 
Eleven items glued together – taken in the order they appear (top-down): 
 
 January 25, 1940 - carbon of card, in Polish, from ZWB, in Seattle,  to Dr. Jane Selzer, 655 Stockton Street, 
San Francisco, Calif.  [Note “Jane.”]  Mentions Plank …Kubuś Berger, gives address: Dr. Jakob Berger, 35 Michelham 

Gardens, Strawberry Hill, Twickenham, Mddx, England.   … 
 
 January 22, 1940 – rec’d January 25, 1940 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB, presumably from Selzer.  Mentions Dr. 
Plank … $90 …Paris … Strich …Lwów… question about Kubuś Berger … 
 
 January 17, 1940 – carbon of card, in Polish, to Dr. J. Selzer, 655 Stockton Street, SF, from ZWB.  Mentions 
Fresno … Zuckerman …  
 
 January 15, 1940 – rec’d January 17, 1940 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB. Mentions Schaper … Fresno … 
sanatorium … $200 … Plank ….   There is a handwritten note. 
 
 January 4, 1940 – brief letter, in Polish, to ZWB.  Mentions CV … Seattle …   ZWB has written a note on this, “I 
gave curricula to Mr. Rickles I.12.40.” 
 
 January 9, 1939 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB in Seattle.  Mentions Dr. Gustav Bergmann in Iowa City.  
Reference to letter or letters.  Mention of Plank, 2801 Pine Street, San Francisco.  Mentions Mount Rainier.  
 
 January 4, 1939 – carbon of card, in Polish, from ZWB to Dr. Jane Selzer, 655 Stockton Street, San Francisco. 
Mentions Seattle …. Mathematical Journal and Research Club…  Iowa … Zuckerman …  
 
 January 10, 1940 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Dr. Gustav Bergmann, Iowa Child Welfare 
Research Station, the State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.  ZWB thanks Bergmann for his letter and the way in which 
he has dealt with the situation of the Selzers.  ZWB immediately informed the Selzers and recommended that they wait a 
week but then, referring to Bergmann and his correspondence with ZWB, contact the Planks.  “I am not worried about 
you.  I hope it works out in Iowa.  If it doesn’t, one of the other projects certainly will.  People with your capability and your 
effectiveness/?tenacity (Durchschlagskraft) will succeed in this country.”  ZWB recently saw the Engelsraths; discussion, 
apparently of Engelsraths’ business plans, with reservations.   
  
 January 7, 1940 – carbon of letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Plank, 2801 Pine 
Street, San Francisco.  The reports on the child are very good.  Anni, regrettably, remains unchanged and thus ever more 
hopeless.  Helene is o.k.  He has no certain prospects for a position, but nevertheless is not despairing; his contacts and 
connections are generally good.  The Bernfeld project is continuing.  He has a request.  He is enclosing a letter from his 
friend Birnbaum about a married couple, Dr. Selzer.  Already in Europe, Birnbaum was a good and dear friend whom 
Gustav treasured … praise for ZWB, notes that ZWB has secured a position at the UW after two difficult years.  What 
ZWB has done for Gustav in his most difficult times is more than anyone else had done and Gustav is eager to do 
everything he can now for ZWB’s friends.  ZWB is also a careful and reticent person.  After seeing what ZWB wrote about 
the Selzers, Gustav concludes that they must be good people.  What ZWB is asking is not much, but ZWB also realizes 
how important how careful we must all be with our connections and service with our close friends.  It is important to ZWB 
and thus [heavily emphasized] to Gustav that the Planks be friendly to the Selzers.  Discussion of Bernfeld, mention of 
Anja Maenchen and Else Brunswick.  Emphasizes that Birnbaum’s friends are certainly good people and if the Planks 
earn Birnbaum’s good will, then it is the best kind of investment one can have.   
 
 January 8, 1940 – rec’d January 9, 1940 – letter, in German, from Gustav Bergmann to ZWB.  Responding to 
letter below. With respect to the Selzers, Gustav is only too happy that ZWB finally asks something of him, small though it 
may be.  He is enclosing a copy of the letter he is sending to the Planks.  Explains that he is sending ZWB’s original letter  
also along to the Planks.  The Planks are the center of a circle of Gustav’s friends on the West Coast, including Bernfeld, 
Erikson, the Maenchens, the Brunswicks.  Gives an interesting sketch of an American friend, Tolman, who is awfully nice 
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but would probably be inappropriate as a source of help for the Selzers.  Also mentions and gives the address of a Miss 
Ruth Burligame, a high school teacher who lives in San Jose but teaches in Oakland.  Interesting analysis of qualities of 
character and the degree to which his contacts might complement or meet the Selzers’ social or professional needs.   
Gustav’s one-year teaching position, standing in for Feigl whose Rockefeller begins on February 1

st
, will be up for a critical 

official decision this week.  Fingers-crossed.  If all goes well he’ll be together during the summer vacation “with Feigl (and 
dear Helene!) for two or three months on the west or east coast or somewhere in Maine and help him with his book. “How 
about your joining us?”  Despite the imminent decision and work pressures, “I am doing well.   A charming Norwegian 
woman - America at its very best and in every respect the embodiment of all that’s desirable – is helping me a lot.  I 
almost have to be careful that I don’t seriously fall in love.  Often I wonder about my vitality and courage, constructing an 
idyll, even very cautiously, while on the edge of general “Weltuntergang” (end of the world) and an existence that is 
“hypotheziert” in many ways.  Then again I imagine that this shameless vitality is a kind of warranty.  In any event, write 
me what you think about this.” [Very raw translation] 

Discussion of his concerns about how Engelsrath-Elgart is progressing.  Assures ZWB that Engelsrath-Elgart was very 
grateful for his visit with ZWB.  
 
 January 4, 1939 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Dr. Gustav Bergmann, Iowa Child Welfare 
Research Station, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.  Thanks Gustav for the addresses in Berkeley, Oakland, and 
San Francisco.  Tells about what he did with them.  The drive from Seattle to Berkeley was very beautiful – “it would have 
been more beautiful with a pretty girl, but it was beautiful anyhow.”  In Berkeley he was treated as a kind of honored guest 
in a very nice, very well-to-do, culturally American home. [Presumably this was the family home of Herbert Zuckerman, 
member of the UW Math faculty.]  Describes a talk he gave upon his return.  Also mentions that the article on the cancer 
research he did during his period with Bernstein has finally been published.  Returning to his holiday trip to the Bay Area, 
ZWB says that he saw Hans Lewy and Neyman at UC.  He also had lunch with Dr. Bernfeld.  There was telephone 
contact with the Maenchens, but nothing more.  He did not try to track down the Planks who have moved to SF.  

ZWB turns to a request:  He has friends who are now living in San Francisco.  Dr. Arthur Selzer and Dr. Jane 
Selzer are young physicians from Poland who both studied in England and came to the USA more than a year ago.  They 
got internships in Chicago, passed their State Board Exams in California and are therefore license to practice in 
California.  Both are also about to go through their National Board Examination. Helene knows both of them and can 
testify that they are both awfully nice people.  He is a serious scientist and has published about a dozen articles about 
cardiologic problems.  She is a good and conscientious internist, specializing in pulmonary medicine.  They landed in San 
Francisco about two months ago.  He already found a very modestly paying research job at Mount Zion Hospital, which 
may offer good prospects for the future but does not support them in the present. The Selzers have a little money, so it is 
not a clear emergency situation, but soon they will have to think about earning a living.   She has just opened a practice 
while he, for the moment, is hanging on to his research job and waiting to see what will come of it.   Now if you are going 
to have a medical practice, the first requirement is that one has social connections and it is just this that these young 
people are lacking.  Beyond that, they are not particularly good at connecting with acquaintances.  Even disregarding the 
professional issues, it would be very good if one could get them some human contacts, since they are feeling terribly 
alone and lost.  ZWB says that he can vouch for the quality of these two people and that he does not casually call 
somebody his friend.  He asks if Gustav could arrange some connections in the Bay Area, for social as much as 
professional advantage.  He makes a lengthy, careful and circumspect request of Gustav. 

Brief update on Engelsrat-Elgarts.  The wife is working as a house maid  and he works as an agent in rubber-
production.  The ski season has not yet really begun but he is looking forward to it. 
 
[The Bergmann correspondence here - in the Selzer correspondence -should probably be noted in the Bergmann 
correspondence files.] 

  
January 31, 1940 – rec’d February 2, 1940 – handwritten post card, in Polish, from Dr. J. Selzer, Mills Memorial Hospital, 
San Mateo, California.  
 
February 7, 1940 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Jadwiga, on letterhead: Church of St. Matthew, Mills 
Memorial Hospital, San Mateo, California.  Handwriting seems very clear, should be easy to read for one who knows 
Polish. 
 
March 27, 1940 – rec’d March 10, 1940 - typed post card, in Polish, to ZWB from “Dr. Ja. Selzer,” Mills Memorial Hospital, 
San Mateo, Calif.  Mentions Lwów. 
 
February 3, 1940 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Dr. J. Selzer at Mills Memorial Hospital.  Artur’s comment: 
“Doubts family will get visas they applied for.” 
 
April 1, 1940 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Dr. J. Selzer at Mills Memorial Hospital.  Mentions Zuckermann … 
mathematical statistics … professor(s?) of sociology … professor(s?) of bacteriology … graduate students … elementary 
statistics … Mt. Baker … Mt. Ranier … Pickwick Hotel … $42.50 … $55 … 11-12 minutes by car ..Plank … Zuckermann 
 
Five items glued together – taken in the order they appear, top-down: 
 
 August 15, 1940 – rec’d August 17, 1940 – envelope for letter below. Addressed to Dr. Z. William Birnbaum, 
Pickwick Hotel, 1409 Boren Ave., Seattle, Wash., from Jadwiga Selzer, M.D., 1425 Broadway, Burlingame, Calif.  
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 August 15, 1940 – typed letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Jadwiga.  Mentions … Burlingame … 3 miles  … San 
Mateo … laboratory … apartment house … 3 minutes  … to office … ?Stockton ….   Haifa … 2 telegrams … Palestine … 
Singapore, HongKong … letter of July 25 … France … Burlingame …  
 
 July 12, 1940 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Dr. Jadwiga Selzer, 1425 Broadway, Burlingame.   
 
 Formal printed card – undated (presumably enclosed in the letter below) – announcing that Jadwiga Selzer, 
MD, is opening her office for the practice of medicine and surgery in the Medico-Dental Building 1425 Broadway … 
 
 April 16, 1940 – rec’d April 19, 1940 – long letter, in Polish, to ZWB, from Jadwiga with a final line from Artur 
(her husband).  Mills Memorial Hospital letterhead.  She seems to be congratulating ZWB on his contract.  Mentions … 
Strich … Chicago … San Mateo … hospital … $150 … University Women Club …1937 Ford de luxe …  Zuckermann … 
Plank … Warsaw .. . a question about Wisio Sternbach …. 
 
Box 3, File 26 General Correspondence  Southern Teachers Agency 1938 

[Some material not in chrono order.] 
 

February 25, 1938 – cover letter with attached application materials from Southern Teachers Agency, Chattanooga, Tenn.  
Among attached material is a receipt for $4.50 from ZWB.  There also is a note on an envelope regarding copies of the 
photo that was used by the Agency for his applications. 
 
February 15, 1938 – cover letter with attached information from Southern Teachers Agency to ZWB on Riverside Drive, in 
reply to his letter of February 12.  “… We should be delighted to register you in the Agency, for the demand for men who 
have the Ph.D. degree is excellent in the South. …” 
 
April 11, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to the Agency regarding photos.  
 
April 15, 1938 – rec’d April 29, 1938 – letter from Agency to ZWB, 200 Claremont Avenue, responding to his letter of April 
11.   
 
April 28, 1938 – announcement from Southern Teachers Agency, giving instructions on how to respond to news of a math 
teaching position at the U.S. Naval Academy.  ZWB has penciled a note at the bottom, part of which appears to be in 
Polish, but concluding, “reason: American citizenship is required, while I have only first papers.” 
 
February 22, 1938 – carbon of letter to Agency, responding to Agency letter of February 15.  Is enclosing money order for 
$4.50, covering cost of registering in the agency’s four offices (Columbia, S.C.; Chattanooga, Tenn.; Richmond, VA; 
Memphis, Tenn.) and 25 copies of a small photo (1 7/8 X 2 ¾).   
 A CV is attached. All degrees are from Universities of Lwów, Poland, and Göttingen, Germany.   
 
February 12, 1938 – carbon of letter of inquiry from ZWB to the Southern Teachers Agency. 
 
Summer 1938 [date not shown, a large portion of the letter was eaten by mice? torn?]  - carbon of letter from ZWB, at 
Woods Hole, to Southern Teachers Agency.  Seems to be about a position at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute. 
 
June 28, 1938 – rec’d June 30, 1938 - announcement from Southern Teachers Agency regarding a position at Louisiana 
Polytechnic Institute.  There is a P.S. “So far this season we have not been able to send you as many vacancies as we 
had hoped to do.  For this reason we urge you to make a strong application for each vacancy reported to you.”  Attached 
is a copy [I think] of the post card, dated July 2, 1938,  ZWB sent in response, indicating his desire to apply and asking if 
the agency has obtained references from all the people whose names he supplied. 
 
March 2, 1938 - rec’d March 4, 1938 – letter from Southern Teachers Agency telling about a position at Teachers College, 
Valley City, North Dakota.  Salary $2,000 – 2,100. 
 
Box 3, File 27 General Correspondence  Steinhaus, Hugo 1937-1946 
 

July 30, 1937 – rec’d August 10, 1937 – typewritten letter, in Polish, from Prof. Dr. Hugo Steinhaus, Lwów, Ul. Kadecka 
14.  Artur’s note: “Inventions.”  Reference to a letter, possibly dated July 17.  Mentions …. America … New York … 
California … Texas …  lots about math and probably about the inventions … Ulam … Budapest … Neumann 
…Kac …  
 A page of cellophane-like paper is enclosed; it is covered with a grid, it is titled “LONGIMETR,” seems to be 
copyrighted by Steinhaus, and has instructions along the lower part of the page.  While the address on the envelope is 
typed, Steinhaus has added an additional “New York” by hand and with a beautiful flourish.  His signature on the letter is 
also elegant. 
 
?August 29, 1937 – rec’d September 11, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB.  Artur: “Math-
related.”  Beautiful handwriting.  Mentions … Longimetr... “copyright” … Library of Congress in Washington … 
mathematical expressions …  
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December 7, 1937 – rec’d December 22, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB.  Envelope has a 
red wax seal.  Handwriting is clear and should be easy to read if one understands Polish.  
 
March 16, 1938 – rec’d March 30, 1938 – handwritten letter from Lwów, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB.  Again, 
gorgeous handwriting.  Seems to mention … statistics … Beethoven, Mozart, Hayden …?Strauss … 1937 … 1936 … 
 
April 19, 1938 – rec’d May 2, 1938 – handwritten letter from Lwów, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB.   
 
April 20, 1938 – rec’d May 2, 1938 – handwritten letter (postmark Kraków, though Steinhaus uses Lwów in the heading), 
in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB.  
 
August 19, 1938 – handwritten picture post card (Lwów location), from Steinhaus in Lwów to ZWB.   
 
Box 3, File 28 General Correspondence  Steinhaus, Hugo 1937-1946 

[Some material out of chrono order.] 
 

August 15, 1938 – carbon of 2-page typed letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Prof. Dr. Hugo Steinhaus, Lwów, Kadecka 14.  
Cites letters of July 26 and July 31.  Mentions … telegram … Woods Hole … “Big Corporation” … Westinghouse X-Ray 
Co. … General Electric X-Ray Co., Chicago … patent attorney … Bernstein … “Bucky-Blende” … Boston … Dr. Jadwiga 
Winkler … Dr. Artur Selzer … New York … instructor … college …agency … statistics … biology … psychology, 
economics … Infeld … Broadway  … Neyman ..  
 
September 9, 1938 – carbon of 3-page typed letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Steinhaus.  Seems to be referring to a card of 
August 14 and letters of August 6 and August 25.  Mentions … Westinghouse X-Ray Co. … patent … General Electric … 
1939 …  
 
June 29, 1938 - brief handwritten note, in Polish, from Steinhaus.  It looks as if this note accompanied (in the same 
envelope) a 2-page carbon copy of something typewritten, in Polish, in 1935.  Envelope and carbon are in fragile 
condition, somewhat torn. 
 
August 15, 1938 – another carbon of 2-page typed letter from ZWB to Steinhaus.  See above. 
 
May 21, 1938 – handwritten card, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB. 
 
August 29(?21), 1939 – handwritten note, in Polish, from Steinhaus. 
 
April 19, 1938 – rec’d May 2, 1938 – handwritten letter from Steinhaus to ZWB.  
 
March 24, 1939 – typewritten letter, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB. Mentions …Bloch c/o American Express, 605 Fifth 
Avenue. …500 dollars…Cöhler-Graf-Calov: Mathematische Raumbilder…Fuchs-Zürich…Stechert…Rosenzweig…  
 
December 5, 1938 – rec’d December 16, 1938 – post card, typed, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB.  Mentions letter of 
November 25 … Westinghouse … kaleidoscope … 150 dollars … Warsaw .. Kac … Inst.f.math & stat. r. …Elias Roth … 
Buenos Aires … 
 
February 8, 1939 – rec’d February 20, 1939 – post card, typed, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB.  Postmarks cover some 
of the writing.  Mentions patent … Fleck ... 1931 … Knaster …  
 
April 15, 1939 – 2 carbons of 2-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Steinhaus.  Mentions … Bloch …Knaster, Radio Corp. 
of America … Introwizor …Washington … Rockefeller Foundation … Snapshots … Stechert…leukocyte …  
 
March 16, 1939 – carbon of ZWB for Messers. G.E. Stechert & Co, New York, 31 East 10

th
 Street, for bound copies of 

Mathematical Snapshots – 1180 copies (@$1.25 each) with 50 copies for free – total $1,412.50.  Signed by H. Steinhaus, 
Lwów.   
 
April 4, 1939 – one page, typed, in Polish, from Steinhaus.  Artur’s comment: “How to make (smoking?) safe.” 
 
January 15, 1940 – Rec’d January 19, 1940 - typed note, in English, to Prof. H. Steinhaus from Albert Daub at G.E. 
Stechert & Co. 31 East 10

th
 St., New York. Interesting stationary listing branches in Leipzig, London, Paris.  Company is 

managed by Alfred Hafner.   
 
?February 2, 1946 – typed letter, in comprehensible English, to ZWB from Steinhaus in Wrocław.  Received ZWB’s letter 
of November 18.  A university and institute of technology are being organized in Wrocław.  His department will be in both, 
the university and the institute. They are four mathematicians, including him, Slebedzniski, Knaster, and Szpilraja.  The 
losses to mathematics have been about 30 mathematicians dead “in tragic circumstances” out of 40.  Writes about 
deprivations and makes roundabout remarks about the stimulating environment, perhaps meant for the censor, perhaps 
serious – I can’t tell.  Mentions Schärf.  Asks about Hurewicz?  Mentions Ulam, Kac, Feller, Ward, Offerd, and Bloch.  

Writes about work by Knaster and Banach.   
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There are two cryptic telegrams from Bloch.  Both in German. They seem to be addressed to Steinhaus in Lwów.  Dates 
are uncertain. The actual pages on which the telegrams are printed are Polish forms. 
 
Box 3, File 29 General Correspondence  Sternbach, Ludwig (Wisio) 1937-1939 

[Some material out of chrono order.] 
 

October 22, 1937 – rec’d November 8, 1937 - letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Sternbach, Lwów, Ul. Obertyńska 36.  
Mentions … Kac … Abraham Litow, Pittsburgh, Pa., 208 Wallse Building. …  
A photocopy of picture #26 is attached: picture sent by L. Sternbach, friend from Lwów, Tatra Mts., 1937. 
 
November 29, 1937 – rec’d December 11, 1937 – post card, in Polish, from Wisio to ZWB.  
 
October 1, 1937 – rec’d October 15, 1937 – letter, in Polish, from Wisio to ZWB. Mentions Kästner [presumably Erich 
Kästner] …. “Wenn man etwa ein junges Mädchen ist…”  … Warsaw … mathematics conference … Tatra … Dr. Jacob … 
Australia …. English … “all right” … .  Toward the end of the letter Wisio appears to be quoting dialogue from the end of a 
Warsaw theatrical production.   
[The expression “Wenn man etwa ein junges Mädchen ist” comes from Erich Kästner’s Lyrische Hausapotheke (Lyric 
Medicine Cabinet), which is divided into general categories of malady, with the recommended therapies for each.  One of 
these headings is “if one is sort of a young girl.”  ZWB has written in his copy of this book that he received it from L. 
Sternbach.]  

 
January 23, 1938 – rec’d February 3, 1938 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Wisio to ZWB.  Mentions … what happens 
upon the average every third round [expression in English] … Pickwick … ?Banach …  
 
February 26, 1938 – rec’d March 16, 1938 – post card, in Polish, postmark Poznan.  This is largely from Józia, with a 
shorter message from Wisio. 
 
March 6, 1938 – rec’d March 21, 1938 – letter, in Polish, from Wisio to ZWB.  Mentions …?Kubuś … Europe …  Berlin … 
U.S., Europe …  Studie Math.  … Landau … Kac …  
 
March 11, 1938 [note that Wisio dates this 1936, but postmark is 1938] – rec’d March 22, 1938 – post card, in Polish, from 

Wisio to ZWB.  Mentions … Ulam … Ala …  
 
March 22, 1938 – rec’d April 5, 1938 – letter, in Polish, from Wisio to ZWB. 
 
May 26, 1938 – long handwritten letter, in Polish, from Wisio to ZWB.  Mentions … Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer … Greta Garbo  
 
Seems to give personal data: “Ludwik … 1905 … Sambor …  
Mentions … Ulam … Litow … Pittsburgh … Allerhand … Steinhaus … Banach… ?Lebesque …  
 
July 5, 1939 – carbon, in German, of letter from ??Ludwik Sternbach’s father to Mrs. F. Backer/?Becker, 38 Westfield 
Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.  Roughly: 
Dear Cousin,  
 Perhaps you will not believe that you are getting a letter from me after so many years.  It has been several 
years since you were with us in Sambor.  For 10 years we have been living in Lwów – that is, in Lemberg.  That was 
before your departure for America.  You promised to write.   As long as my parents lived I have heard from you now and 
then, but since then I have had no news from you.  Only now since I have learned your address, did I find out that dear 
Genia has married – well, I hope.  To whom is the younger daughter married?  She was still a very small child when you 
were last with us. 
 I am turning to you with the following request and hope that you will not refuse me.  My son would like to 
emigrate to the United States.  You have certainly learned from the newspapers about the conditions in Europe and will 
not be surprised that a young person, who can have no prospects for the future, wants to emigrate.  It is no longer the way 
it was during your times.  One has to have an affidavit and it has to be from somebody in the family, if the consul is to 
grant a visa.  Since you and your children are my closest relatives, I am turning to you and, through you, to your son-in-
law who does not know me and whom I don’t know, with a request for such an affidavit.   
 You should not be fearful; my son will never become a burden to you; he has a profession.  He has studied 
mathematics at the university and passed his examination, and works now as a mathematician in an insurance company.  
He is hard-working, speaks and writes English, and has the necessary means to get through the first months.  The 
personal information for him:  first name: Ludwik, born December 15, 1905, in Sambor.  He lives with us.  Please allow his 
friend, who has been living in New York since last year, to look you up.  He is a certain Dr. Birnbaum, assistant to 
Professor Bernstein in New York.   
 I am sure that you, true to the memory of Uncle Schimon, will not deny his grandson your help.  I would be very 
grateful to you for a speedy answer.    
 I and my family send warm greetings to you and your dear children.  It would make me very happy to hear from 
you soon. 
 [This carbon appears to have been sent to ZWB in the same envelope as the letter below.] 
 

September 12, 1938 – Rec’d September 27, 1938 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Wisio to ZWB.  Mentions ….. Mrs. 
B. …Bridgeport … Vienna … Berger … Mendelsohn .. . Kac … Baltimore … Ulam … 
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October 18, 1938 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB to Ludwik Sternbach.  Mentions … Mrs. Backer … “in business” 
… Bridgeport … Backer…  [It would be interesting to know if Mrs. Backer and her family agreed to help Wisio with an 
affidavit or not.  Lacking Polish, I can’t tell.] 
 

April 19, 1938 – rec’d May ?2, 1938 – post card, in Polish, to ZWB from Wisio. 
 
May 31, 1939 – rec’d June 13, 1939 – post card, typed, in Polish, to ZWB from Wisio, Warsaw, Złota 32/6.  Mentions … 
telegram …. Seattle … Manhattan … Goode’s School Atlas... details of Mt. Rainier … Rocky Mountains. 
 
May 3, 1939 – rec’d May 17, 1939 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB from Wisio, Warsaw, Złota 32/6.  Mentions …. Kac … 1938 
… Treitler... Fröhlich … Metropolitan Life … Steinhaus … NY … Bloch … Kac … Steinhaus … Neyman, Berkeley… 
 
October 1, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB in Seattle.  This appears to be a letter of which he sent copies to 
Lwów, to Wisio, and to Ala Ehrlich.  He seems to be urging them to send telegrams or write to him at the UW Math Dept.  
This carbon is attached to the envelope in which it was sent to Ludwig Sternbach by Transatlantic Air Mail, registered, and 
then returned.  In addition to post marks, there is a brief handwritten statement in Polish on the back.  The address on the 
envelope is Ludwig Sternbach, Wasrszawa, Saska Kępa, ul. Nobla 27, m.7, Poland.  
 
July 4, 1938  - rec’d July 18, 1938 – post card, in Polish, to ZWB (forwarded to Woods Hole), from Wisio. Mentions F. 
Backer, 38 Westfield Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.  
 
November 13, 1939 – carbon, in Polish, of letter from ZWB.  Like the letter of October 1, 1939, this appears to be a letter 
of which ZWB sent copies to Lwów, Wisio, and Ala Ehrlich.  Again, he seems to be begging that they contact him at the 
UW Math Dept.   

There are two return receipts.  The receipt for the Sternbach letter was received by ZWB on February 20, 1940; 
there is no signature.  The receipt for the Ehrlich letter was received by ZWB on March 4, 1940 and shows the signature 
of Alina [Ala] Ehrlich, dated December 22, 1939; the card shows that the letter was addressed to Ala Ehrlich, Nowy Swiat, 
Poland. 

The envelope of the Sternbach letter, again, has something written in Polish on the back. It was addressed to 
Ludwig Sternbach or Józia Sternbach, Warszawa, Saska-Kępa, ul. Nobla 27, m.7, former Poland.  

 
December 29, 1939 – rec’d January 1, 1940 – telegram, in English, from Lwów to ZWB, in Seattle: “ALWAYS WITH YOU 
ALA JÓZIA WISIO STERNBACH”  
 
July 28, 1939 – rec’d July 31, 1939 – handwritten letter (sometimes illegible), in German, to ZWB in Burlington Vermont, 
from Sternberg c/o Bethge, 943 West 95

th
 Street, Apt. 54, NYC.  Thanks for his card of the 23

rd
.  Sternberg outlines travel 

plans, including staying with Dr. Hans Lowenstein at ?Schroon Lake in the Adirondack Mountains, where he or she 
wonders if ZWB can join him or her.   Mentions a meeting in Boston and asks if ZWB will be attending.  Mentions Prof. 
Copeland from Ann Arbor.  “It is very interesting to hear that you will be going to Seattle, although I regret that then I will 
not see you in New York.  I hope that you have a good position there … are there other professors there who are working 
in statistics and probability?  … Do you happen to know Felix Bernstein’s address for August?  … “ 

[This correspondence from Sternberg – not Sternbach is out of place and does not belong in the Sternbach file.] 
 
Box 3, File 30 General Correspondence  Strich, Arthur 1937-1941 
 

November 17, 1937 – rec’d November 30, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB at International House, from A. 
Strich, Lwów, Kosciuszki 2.  Very clear handwriting, should be easy for somebody who knows Polish to read.  Mentions 
St. Louis   … Montreal  … USA …   
 
March 7, 1938 – carbon, in Polish, of 4-page typed letter from ZWB to A. Strich, Lwów, Kościuszki 2.  Mentions … 
biometrics … NYU …1937 … Chicago… Indianapolis … Delaware … Cuba … New York … Albany … first papers … 
hospital. .. Canada … .   ZWB appears to be giving detailed information regarding immigrating and being licensed to 
practice medicine. 
 
October 13, 1938 – rec’d October 26, 1938 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Strich, in Lwów, to ZWB in NY.  Appears to 
be coming to USA.  Mentions … U.S.A. (“permanently”) … “Queen Mary” … October 29 … Southampton … November 2 
… N.Y. … to get a chance … internship … state board examination … Sternbach … Mt. McKinley … Wisio … NY … 
 
March 27, 1939 – handwritten letter, in English(!), from Arthur Strich, written on stationary of St. Francis Hospital, 530-616 
N. Glen Oak Avenue, Peoria, Illinois.  This is an update and inquiry about ZWB and other immigrants, written while Strich 
awaits a call to deliver a baby.  He thanks ZWB for his support and optimism.  “I am getting along swell.  My sojourn in the 
heart of America is of profit – for my language, for my bad old-country manners and in ways of thinking, and my internship 
in this hospital adds very much to my medical knowledge.  ….”  Asks about Selzers, Issermans, Immerdauer, what may 
be the Gustav Bergmann family, Marcel Jäger.  “I write in English – it’s quite easy and I just hate other languages.”  Begs 
ZWB to write.  He thinks the Midwest is much more pleasant than the East, sounds enthusiastic about the USA, and got 
his first papers a week ago. 
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April 5, 1940 – rec’d April 8, 1940 – post card, in Polish, to ZWB in Seattle from Dr. Arthur Strich, 1418 Fullerton Ave., 
Chicago, Ill.  Artur’s note: Food shortage in Lwów. 
 
July 10, 1941 – handwritten letter, in English, from Strich in Chicago to ZWB at 5732 31

st
 NE, Seattle.  Strich’s stationary: 

Dr. Arthur J. Strich, Physician and Surgeon, 1418 Fullerton Avenue, Chicago.  Phone DIVersey 1647.  Chides ZWB for 
not writing.  Asks about ZWB’s marital prospects.  Says he can’t marry because there are too many nice girls in Chicago.  
He’s seen pictures of Seattle and wishes he could visit. Asks about Selzers.  Says he’s been skiing, though not enough, 
and hasn’t done any climbing, with regrets.  He has enclosed a letter headed “For Dr. ?Stewart,” in which he gives advice 
to a new arrival regarding being a refugee physician and says that ZWB will tell the recipient all about his prospects and 
what he should do. 
  
 Undated, carbon of card from ZWB (1409 Boren Avenue) to Strich on Fullerton Avenue, Chicago. Card is in Polish.  
[Judging by ZWB’s address on this card, this must have been written prior to ZWB’s marriage in December 1940, when he 
moved to 15

th
 Avenue NE.]. 

 
Box 3, File 31  General Correspondence  Tague, Jean  1969-1970 

[Some material out of chrono order.] 
 

August 28, 1969 – two carbons of letter from ZWB to Professor Jean Tague, Mathematics Dept., Memorial University, St. 
John’s, Newfoundland.  Statistics, good wishes. 
 
September 3, 1969 – rec’d September 8, 1969 – handwritten letter from Jean to ZWB, accompanying tables.  Statistics.  
Glad to have seen him in Vancouver again, inviting him to visit at Memorial University, “A year is much too long to wait.” 
 
September 24, 1969 – rec’d September 26, 1969 – handwritten letter from Jean to ZWB, accompanying Monte Carlo 
tables, statistics.  “Do let me know about any travel plans.”  
 
September 4, 1970 – faint carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Jean, accompanying a manuscript for the talk he 
gave in Berkeley.  Thanks for Monte Carlo results, asks if she is continuing her interest therein.  Update on his summer 
(had an Alaska trip).   He has a sabbatical for this year.  Wants to learn about computers, about which he is illiterate and 
asks for any advice. 
 
March 17, 1970 – two carbons of letter from ZWB to Jean (one copy has extensive supporting data).  Statistics…. S-
Statistic … a proof by I. Vincze of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, a proof by Ron Pyke utilizing Rényi’s results on 
order statistics …   
 
Box 3, File 32 General Correspondence  Taub, Abraham Haskell 
1945 
 

August 12, 1945 – handwritten rough draft of letter from ZWB to Abe and Cece.   Mailed Air Mail.  Opens: “We have a 
son.  He arrived on Sunday, August 5, in a very considerate fashion.  We came to the hospital at 10 AM and at 12:35 PM 
the obstetrician was congratulating me…”. With apologies, turns to the very serious matter of Dr. Henry Schaerf, about 
whom ZWB wishes to make a request.  ZWB has received an airmail letter from Schaerf; he is enclosing an English 
translation of the relevant part of that letter.  Adding his own remarks about Henry: “he has been a classmate of mine at 
the Universities of Lwów and Göttingen.  He is a mature and very able mathematician and he had a well established 
reputation as an extremely capable actuary.  When the war broke out he was, luckily, caught in Switzerland.  There he 
went back to theoretical work – he had had some publication before – he received his doctor’s degree in mathematics at 
… Zürich, taught at a field university for interned Polish soldiers in Winterthur, was assistant to … and recently became 
“Privatdozent” of mathematics at that …. Weyl and Polya …”  ZWB is enclosing a short albeit incomplete CV; ZWB has 
the titles of only a few of his papers.  Describes Henry’s qualities.  Puts the question: how does one get him a job in this 
country which would enable him to get a visa?  ZWB has heard that Princeton has helped out many Europeans by getting 
them an appointment and for that reason he is turning to Taub.  He realizes that Taub is very busy; he would not write to 
him were the matter not so serious and he knows that Taub knows his way around Princeton and would be best able to 
decide what can be done.  ZWB asks for advice, to whom he should write, …Turns to Taub’s professional life; Taub is 
missed; there are rumors that he may be staying at Princeton for another year.  “Right now we are waiting for an 
announcement of VJ-day.” 
 Attached to this rough draft is a draft of a telegram: 
 
August 25, 1945 – draft of Western Union night letter from William Birnbaum to Henry Schaerf, Brancschenkestrasse 40, 
Zürich Switzerland.  “WEYL PRINCETON NEEDS RECOMMENDATIONS FROM HOPF PLANCHEREL OTHERS.  
MAKE THEM WRITE HIM IMMEDIATELY.  TRYING MY BEST WILLIAM BIRNBAUM” 
 
August 18, 1945 – handwritten letter from Abe Taub to Willi.  Abe has seen Weyl and shown him the correspondence.  
Discusses Weyl’s reactions and plans, noting need for recommendations.  Uncertainty about timing of his completion of 
work at Princeton and return to UW.  Reports briefly on his children and wife, Cece.  Suggests ZWB write to Kac and 
Ulam regarding Schaerf. 
 
Septembr 25, 1945 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Abe.  Update on efforts on behalf of Schaerf, update on family 
upheaval (Dick’s birth, Ann’s birthday celebration, Hilde’s father’s operation followed by embolism and death and “mother 
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followed him”).  News from the Math Dept. … Cramlet, Ballantine, Winger.  Wish that Weyl were back.  Turning back to 
the matter of Schaerf, the seriousness of his situation, that he deserves to be helped.   Two days ago he received a letter 
from Schaerf telling about recommendations that have been sent to Weyl.  “Schaerf’s letter contains the information that, 
of the mathematicians in Lwów, Banach, Steinhaus and Stozel are known to have been murdered by the Nazis.  Nothing 
seems to be known about possible survivors, and there were such men there as Schauder, Mazur, Kaczmarz, Orlicz, 
Auerbach and Nilibors.   Very little seems also to be known about Warsaw.  Here again you in Princeton may know more 
than I here.”  [The information regarding Banach and Steinhaus was incorrect – both survived the war. I am uncertain 
about the fates of the others listed.] 
 
Box 3, File 33 General Correspondence  Teachers, American Federation of, Local #401 1945, n.d. 

 
No date – mimeo letter to the faculty of the UW from Local 401.  Refers to the UW Faculty code of tenure and academic 
freedom, adopted on March 4, 1941.  Expresses reservations about the lengthy probationary period.  The code has been 
in operation now for more than three years.  Submit proposed text to be used in revision.  The proposed text is attached.  
 
No date – mimeo letter, addressed to “Dear Colleague” from Herbert J. Phillips, Secretary, University of Washington 
Teachers’ Union, Local 401, American Federation of Teachers, Philosophy Hall, University of Washington.  Solicits 
reaction to a bill under consideration by the Washington State legislature.  Bill is attached (4 pages). 
 
January 25, 1945 – mimeo letter, addressed to “Dear Colleague” from Herbert J. Phillips, Secretary, University of 
Washington Teachers’ Union, Local 401, American Federation of Teachers.   “The proposed tenure bill recently submitted 
for your consideration by the Teachers’ Union has been changed in response to your criticism and suggestions.”  Gives 
details of the changes. 
 
Box 3, File 34 General Correspondence  Tilleson, Irena 1940-1941 

[Some not in chrono order.] 
 

These eleven post cards must be from Lina, ZWB’s mother, using aliases – Irena Tilles, Irena Tillesówona. As evidence to 
support this, check handwriting in correspondence with the Birnbaum family in Lwów.    The return address is no longer 
sw. Anny.  This file should be cross-referenced or combined with the correspondence with family in Lwów. 
 

October 18, ?1940 – post card from Lwów, addressed to Mrs. Rosa Bories, Post Street 1115, San Francisco.  Return 
address: Irena Tilles, Lwów, Ul. Sykstuska 59.  Russian stamps and postmark, and marked “via Wladywostok!”  The card 
begins in German, sending greetings to Mrs. Bories and asking her to send the card to ZWB.  It’s signed “Ihre Freundin” 
(your friend).  The rest of the card is in Polish, first, at length, a message from Lina (mentioning …. Bories … Kubuś…), 
then Nusia, and finally Ignacy. 
 
August 24, 1940 – rec’d October 22, 1940 – post card addressed to ZWB at Pickwick Hotel, Seattle, from Irena 
Tillesówona Lwów, Ul. Sykstuska 58.  In Polish, seems to be entirely from Lina.  Mentions … Berger … Bloch … 
 
September 24, 1940 – rec’d November 28, 1940 – post card addressed to Mrs. Rosa Bories, SF, from Irena Tillesówna, 
Lwów, Ulica ?Kattataja 8.  In German, asks Mrs. Bories to send the card to ZWB and send best wishes for the New Year.  
The rest of the message is in Polish, entirely from Lina.  Mentions consul …. Moscow … Bucharest …  
 
September 19, 1940 – rec’d December 6, 1940 – post card addressed to ZWB at Pickwick Hotel, Seattle, from Irena 
Tillesówna, Lwów, Ul. Sykstuska 58.  Artur’s note: “Birthday wishes.”  Lengthy message from Lina, then from Ignacy, then 
Nusia. 
 
January 29, 1941 – rec’d April 3, 1941 - post card addressed to ZWB at UW Math Dept., from Irena Tilles, Lwów,  Ul. 
Sykstuska 38. [This is a change from 58, used elsewhere; note that the house number will vary, including 58, 38, 68, and 
35.]  Message, in Polish, from Lina and then Ignacy. 

 
?September ?7, ?1940 – post card forwarded to ZWB from the Pickwick Hotel to Commodore Apt.s, 4005 15

th
 N.E., from 

Irena Tillesówna, Lwów, Ul. Sykstuska 58.  In Polish, this card appears to be entirely from Lina.  Mentions …Kubuś 
…?Rosa … [I believe ZWB moved to 4005 15

th
 NE in December 1940.] 

 
November 3, 1940 – rec’d January 9, 1940 [incorrect receipt date] – post card forwarded from Pickwick to Commodore 

Apartments, from Irena Tillesówna, Lwów, Ul. Sykstuska 38.  Message, in Polish, appears to be largely from Lina, with a 
shorter message from Ignacy at the end.  Mentions letters, giving dates …  
 
November 19, 1940 – rec’d February 4, 1941 - post card forwarded from Pickwick to Commodore Apartments, from Irena 
Tillesówna, Lwów, Ul. Sykstuska 58.  Message, in Polish, from Lina.  I am uncertain as to whether there are some lines 
from Ignacy at the end.  Mentions Rosa …?Berta … Nierenberg…  
 
December 4, 1940 – rec’d February 4, 1941 - post card forwarded from Pickwick to Commodore Apartments, from Irena 
Tillesówna, Lwów, Ul. Sykstuska 38.  Message, in Polish, from Lina, at length (mentions … Berty...   Kubuś …), followed 
by shorter messages from, I believe, Ignacy and Nusia.  
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January 21, 1941 – rec’d Marc 22, 1941 – post card send to ZWB at UW, Dept. of Math, from Irena Tilles, Lwów, Ul. 
Sykstuska 68.  In Polish, this may be entirely written by Lina.  Mentions … telegram … Kubuś… ?Boths … Rita 
…Nierenberg … Bloch … 
 
May 20, ?1940/1941 – post card addressed to Prof. Sigmund William Birnbaum, University Department of Mathematics, 
Seattle, Washington State, from Irena Tilles, Lwów, Ul. Sykstuska 35.  Artur’s note: “Visa Details.”  In Polish, this appears 
to be entirely in Lina’s handwriting.  
 
Box 3, File 35 General Correspondence  Warschawski, Stefan 1937-1939 
 

July 21, 1937 – carbon, in German, of letter to Warschawski.  ZWB got Warschawski’s address at Cornell from Mr. Zippin.  
ZWB has now been in New York for a month and will probably spend still more time in NYC.   Since Ithaca is not far away, 
it would make him very happy to be able to get together with Warschawski.  Asks about possibility of doing so. 
 
July 27, 1937 – rec’d July 28, 1937 - handwritten letter, in German, from Stefan E. Warschwaski, 201 College Avenue, 
Ithaca, NY.  It was a very pleasant surprise to get ZWB’s letter.  He is especially pleased that ZWB is now in America and 
wants him to come to Ithaca as soon as possible.  Stefan is not in the Math Dept., but in the Dept. of Electrical 
Engineering, where he has a little “job” [he puts the English term in quotation marks] consisting of doing mathematics for 
an engineer.  He’s expected to work 9-5 on weekdays, 9-1 on Saturdays.  So, Stefan hopes ZWB might come for a 
weekend, arriving perhaps on Friday afternoon and staying over Sunday.  That way they could have a lot of time together.  
In precise detail, Stefan tells ZWB about the rail connections between NYC and Ithaca.  He asks ZWB to let him know 
when he is coming and with which railroad line, so that he can meet him at the correct train station.  A place to stay is 
already taken care of.  If ZWB visits before the end of the summer term (August 13), he can also get to meet some of the 
mathematicians.  Warm, nice letter. 
 The carbon below is clipped to this letter. 
 
July 31, 1937 – carbon, in German, of card from ZWB to Warschawski.  Acknowledges gratefully Warschawski’s letter.  
Says that distances are remarkably large here, and that he had imagined Ithaca as closer but he will be coming sooner or 
later.  ZWB has just spoken with Bernstein and got the impression that Bernstein himself is rather depressed and 
therefore has that effect on others.  He told ZWB a lot of discouraging things, but ZWB has recovered.   
 
September 15, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Warschawski in Ithaca.  ZWB thanks him for the 
recommendation/introduction to Mr. Malti.  ZWB also sends warm wishes for Warschawski in his new position, saying that 
he is certain that he will be able to catch his breath in Rochester and apply all his effort to mathematics.  He hopes that he 
will also find it pleasant there in human terms, since Mr. Seidel is there, so he will not be without connections as he begins 
there.  ZWB has turned down Mr. Malti’s offer since it seems to him to be more advantageous to work for somewhat less 
money with Bernstein, since he can perhaps learn something there and will be involved in scientific work rather than 
functionary work that will probably offer nothing more than a salary.  
 
June 10, 1939 – rec’d June 12, 1939 - handwritten letter, in German, to ZWB (420 West 121

st
 Street, NYC) from 

Warschawski, Brown University, Providence, R.I.  Warschawski has learned from Dean Richardson that Research 
Associate position which he had in the School of Electrical Engineering, which he held for two years, will be vacant on 
October 1.  Malti wrote to Richardson that Dr. Herzog, who was Warschawski’s successor there, will be an instructor in 
the Cornell mathematics department; Malti asked Richardson to recommend someone.  Mentions a candidate (a recent 
immigrant) proposed by Richardson, who would like to hear about other possible names.  Warschawski has proposed 
ZWB and Richardson has proposed that Warschawski write to ZWB to find out if he would be interested.  Discusses 
salary.  He would like to know how it’s going for ZWB.  He still has not succeeded in getting a lasting position and his 
situation, since spring, has become more difficult since his sister, brother-in-law and their child are now in America and 
have not yet found a way of earning a living.   
 
June 23, 1939 – carbon of letter, in German, to Warschawski from ZWB (in NYC).  Apologizes for tardiness in replying to 
his letter.  He was away from NYC.  Thanks him for thinking of him.  His own situation has improved somewhat as he has 
received a position for next year at the UW, Seattle, Washington.  It is a teaching position in mathematical statistics.  
While it is expressly only for one year, the chairman has written to ZWB that nothing would stand in the way of extension 
of the contract if both parties are satisfied.  “You can imagine how very much this position pleases me.  First of all, it wi ll 
finally be a year of quiet and I will not, as in the past year, constantly be searching for commissions/work.  Second, 
Washington State is allegedly one of the most beautiful states, with splendid mountains, rivers, ski areas and rather a lot 
of ocean and I am already looking forward to life there.”  So Warschawski can see why going to Seattle is preferable to 
going to work with Prof. Malti.  Asks about Warschawski’s plans.  Understanding for the difficulties with the newly arrived 
family members, though he is fortunate to have his family here.  ZWB has been waiting now for a year, with ever greater 
suspense/tension/stress, for his sister to come over.  And now it is a race against time in which it depends on whether she 
receives a visa in time or if war breaks out beforehand.  He will be going away for a few weeks, probably to Vermont, and 
then would like to begin the journey to the West in the second half of August. 
 
Box 3, File 36 General Correspondence  Weindling (Wajndling), Izak 1946-1949 
 

June 18, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, addressed to Dr. Wilhelm Birnbaum, Prof. of Mathematics, UW, from Dr. 
Weindling, Tolska, Warszawa.  Postmark Kraków.  
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September 14, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, addressed to Prof. Z. W. Birnbaum, UW, Dept. of Math.  Postmark 
Warsaw.  Return Address Warsaw.  Mentions …  “Joint” … “Wajndling,” “Weindling” … There is a second brief message 
at the end of the letter by ?Halka 
 
March 11, 1947 – rec’d March 21, 1947 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB.   Return address: ?Nad. Halina Weindling, 
Warszawa, ?Hora/Hoza 14/11.  Halka or Halina’s handwriting is different from Dr. Weindling. Mentions … telegram … 

telegraph … Warsaw …    Signed by Halka.  
 
No date, attached to two envelopes – one received December 18, 1946, the other received January 25, 1947.  Both 
envelopes have return address of Weindling in Warsaw.  Letter, handwritten, in Polish, written with somewhat faint ink, is 
from Halka. 
 
No date, postmark July 28, 1947 – rec’d August 1, 1947.  Handwritten letter, in Polish, from Halka in Warsaw to ZWB at 
the UW.  Thin paper, written on both sides.  Seems to mention … New York … emigration … Palestine … Joint …. 
Warsaw … Berger … ?Rubel … London … 
 
March 5, 1949 – carbon of handwritten letter, in Polish, by ZWB.  Refers to letter of the 14

th
 of February … Ann (7 ½) … 

Dickie (3 ½) .. Berger … 
 
Box 3, File 37 General Correspondence  Weyl, Hermann 1946 

[Material is out of chrono order.] 
 

February 5, 1946 - letter to Dr. Z. William Birnbaum, 5732 …., from Hermann Weyl, The Institute for Advanced Study, 
School of Mathematics, Princeton, NJ.  Short note explaining that two copies of a photo of Schaerf are enclosed.  He 
received the photo today from Zürich.  He is also sending a photo to Prof. Hurst at Bozeman.  A photocopy of the photo 
(“Henry Schaerf, 1946” - #1) is attached. 
 
January 21, 1946 – letter from Weyl at Princeton to ZWB at 5732 31

st
 Ave.NE.  Refers to ZWB’s telegram and letter of 

January 18.  Even before Weyl received the telegram he had written to Prof. John W. Hurst, giving him letters of 
recommendation from Hopf, Plancherel, and Saxer.  Weyl has written to Schaerf, asking for photos.  Discussion of his 
possible candidacy for a stipend at Princeton.  “The letter from the Emigrantenbureau of the Eidgenössische 
Fremdenpolizei, which I return to you herewith, shows that the situation is much more urgent than I had thought.  I have 
now written to the Fremdenpolizei myself urging them to postpone Schaerf’s repatriation.  I do not expect that it will have 
much effect, but it may have a little.”  Discussion of Schaerf’s obtaining a scientist’s visa.  Weyl says he is enclosing a 
letter, dated November 11, 1945, which Schaerf wrote (to Weyl) about his situation.   
 
January 29, 1946 – letter from ZWB to Weyl.  Thanks Weyl for letter of January 21 and for his efforts to help Schaerf.  Kac 
has also written a letter of recommendation.  ZWB is returning the letter Schaerf had sent to Weyl.   
 
January 17, 1946 – text of telegram (2 copies) sent to Weyl about Schaerf.  Schaerf has written to ZWB that the Zürich 
police have temporarily postponed his deportation to Poland.  Montana State College is considering hiring him, but strong 
recommendations are needed.  ZWB asks Weyl to send his (Weyl’s) reference and copies of letters that had been 
addressed to him (Weyl) to Prof. John W. Hurst in Bozeman.  
 
January 18, 1946 – letter to Weyl from ZWB.  Apparently Taub has already spoken with Weyl about Schaerf’s case.  
Subsequently two developments have occurred.  ZWB discusses these at length: (1) Schaerf was sent the letter which 
ZWB is enclosing, in which it is perfectly clear that the police may deport him to Poland at any time, with terrible 
consequences. (2)  ZWB has begun negotiating for a teaching position for Schaerf at Montana State College.  Detailed 
discussion of what ZWB would like Weyl to do. 
 
Box 3, File 38   General Correspondence Wilks, Samuel Stanley 1959-1962 
 

November 6, 1959 – letter from Wilks, at Princeton, to ZWB at UW, regarding NSF postdoc fellowship for Albert W. 
Marshall (at Stanford, Dept. of Stat.) 
 
November 10, 10, 1959 - letter from Wilks, at Princeton, to ZWB at UW, regarding NSF postdoc fellowship for Albert W. 
Marshall (at Stanford, Dept. of Stat.) Makes reference to a letter from ZWB.  
 
July 11, 1960 - letter from Wilks, at Princeton, to ZWB at UW, regarding NSF postdoc fellowship for Albert W. Marshall (at 
Stanford, Dept. of Stat.)  Thanks ZWB for the copy of Technical Report No. 36. 
Attached to this are the following: 
 July 18, 1960 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Sam regarding NSF postdoc fellowship for Albert W. Marshall (at 
Stanford, Dept. of Stat.)   
 July 18, 1960 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Al (Albert Marshall at Stanford) regarding Al’s plans for Princeton; 
ZWB is enclosing the letter from Sam Wilks. 
 
March 25, 1962 – rec’d March 27, 1962 - handwritten letter to ZWB from Samuel S. Wilks, 1 Campbelton Circle, 
Princeton, New Jersey.  Personal, warm, thanks ZWB for his letter of March 21 and for his remarks about Wilks’ book on 
mathematical statistics, compliments ZWB on his (ZWB’s) recently published book. 
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Box 3, File 39 General Correspondence  Woyczynski, Wojbor 1996-1997 

[Some material out of chrono order.] 
 

April 29, 1996 – handwritten letter to ZWB from Wojbor A. Woyczynski, Center for Stochastic and Chaotic Processes in 
Science and Technology, Case Western Reserve, Cleveland.  Introduces himself, is enclosing a copy of English version 
of Banach’s biography, and says that the editor of Wiadomosci Matematyczne has asked him “to write a brief article about 

ZWB’s career, from the early article with Orlicz … to your Washington days.”  Asks if ZWB would be willing to cooperate. 
 
December 16, 1996 – email from Woyczynski to ZWB.  Pressure is mounting from Wrocław to get the piece on ZWB 
ready for the 100

th
 anniversary issue of Wiadomosci Matematyczne, to be published in 1997.  Suggests ways of doing 

this, contributions ZWB might make, work ZWB might do. 
 
December 16, 1996 – snailmail copy of email above. 
 
December 22, 1996 – ZWB’s emailed response to message of the 16

th
, offering to give Woyczynski raw material. 

 
December 23, 1996 – Woycznski’s emailed response to message of the 22

nd
.  Development of idea of publishing piece in 

Polish and in English. 
 
January 19, 1997 – email from Woycznski to ZWB, mentions possibility of getting together before article is written. 
 
January 25, 1997 – email from ZWB to Woycznski.  Looking forward to visit. 
 
January – no day or year – handwritten by ZWB: “Areas of interest in research.”  This is a listing showing, location (Lwów, 
Goettingen, New York, Seattle), what appear to be numbered bibliography items, titles and collaborators, date of 
publication. 
 
January 28, 1997 – email to ZWB from Woycznski regarding plans for Woycznski’s visit on Feb. 28 or March 1. 
 
February 12, 1997 – rec’d February 18, 1997 – letter from Woycznski accompanying his (Woycznski’s) CV.  CV is 
enclosed (16 pages, including bibliography). 
 
February 20, 1997 – email from ZWB to Woycznski, thanks him for letter and CV.  Looking forward to visit. 
 
February 21, 1997 – email from Woycznski to ZWB, giving further details of Seattle stay. 
 
March 16, 1997 – letter from Woycznski to ZWB accompanying a draft of the article (in Polish) and asking ZWB to “go 
over the whole thing with a fine comb,” marking up the copy “detailed comments.”  He has highlighted spots “that 
obviously need your attention.”  He is thinking of producing an English version in the distant future.  [Manuscript is not in 
this file.] 
 
April 1, 1997 – email exchange between Woycznski and ZWB regarding the draft of the manuscript, which seems to have 
been lost in cyberspace, but which should now be in ZWB’s hands.  Woycznski says, “feel free to comment on all angles 
of my effort --- as you must have noticed I did not want it to be a standard recitation of your publications, functions and 
awards, and wanted to put a human --- as opposed to mathematical --- face on it.” 
 
April 3, 1997 – email from ZWB to Woycznski.  Manuscript arrived today. 
 
No date – handwritten draft by ZWB of message for Woycznski. 
 
April 21, 1997 – email of message of above handwritten draft.  Gives some suggestions/corrections. 
 
April 22, 1997 – email from Woycznski to ZWB, thanks him for April 21

st
 email, is making corrections. 

 
April 14, 1997 – handwritten letter from Woycznski to ZWB, accompanying final version of article. 
 
April 10, 1997 – presumably a copy of a letter from Hilde and ZWB to Woycznski.  They are enclosing a list of information, 
comments, suggestions for consideration. 
 
August 2, 1997 – draft/copy of letter from ZWB to Woycznski, responding to a letter from Woycznski (not in this file) which 
must have accompanied photos.   
 
No date – handwritten list of comments and corrections keyed to manuscript pages and lines.  … father known as Ignacy 
Birnbaum … five-room apartment … “I always used as my first name Wilhelm, or Wilek, in America changed it to William 
or Bill, and have been known by those names, never as Zygmunt.” … Franciszka, younger by 7 years … the lawyer-uncle 
was Dr. Henryk Birnbaum … “please [add] Ludwik Sternbach to the list of  mathematicians of my generation” … Zbigniew 
Lomnicki was actuary with P.K.O. in Warsaw … the newspaper IKC was in Kraków … “I sailed from Le Havre to New York 
on the M.S. “Georgic” of Cunard White Line.” … “I traveled to Cuba in 1938, about a year after arriving in New York.  At 
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that time I had fulfilled all requirements needed to convert my visitor’s visa to an immigrant visa.  But to establish my 
status as a legal immigrant I had to leave the country and re-enter it on the new visa. For this purpose I sailed to Cuba, 
went to the U.S. consul, took care of formalities and returned to NY, all in about three days.  Strictly a business trip, 
uninteresting.”… “I once met Einstein very briefly, just a formal introduction.” …  
 
No date – rough draft of list above. 
 
January 16, 1997 – email from ZWB to Woycznski promising to send him some material located at his UW office. 
 
Box 3, File 40 General Correspondence  Woyczynski, Wojbor 1997-1998 
[Some material out of chrono order.  Some material appears to be duplicates of material in Box 3, File 39.] 
 

April 12, 1997 – typed letter to Woycznski and list of suggestions and comments – largely as given in handwritten drafts 
above.  At the end there is a letter from Hilde, giving recollections of her history. 
 
January 28, 1997 – email from Woycznski to ZWB regarding plans for visit Feb. 28 and/or March 1.   
 
April 12, 1997 – email from ZWB to Woycznski.  This appears to be the same materials as that in the letter of April 12, 
1997.  Both, the snailmail and email editions may have been prepared by Dick Birnbaum. 
 
April 13, 1997 – email from Woycznski to ZWB and Hilde, thanking them for their comments; the manuscript is being 
corrected and sent to Poland.  Notes NY Times article about the “Phoenix Versicherung Company.”    

 On the same print-out: 
April 12, 1997 – email from Dick Birnbaum commenting on the N.Y. Times piece, which he clipped. 

 
July 17, 1997 – letter from Woycznski to ZWB, asking for a handwritten note with ZWB’s signature for the article.  Says he 
is enclosing photos he made in Seattle. 
 
November 10, 1997 - letter from Woycznski to ZWB apparently accompanying a draft of the English version of the profile 
of ZWB.  Asks for any comments. 
 
January 17, 1998 – copy of letter from ZWB to Woycznski apologizing for delay in responding to his letter and the English 
manuscript.  He’s been unable to get to UW, due to sickness in family, so only just received these. 
 
June 7, 1998 – letter from ZWB to Woycznski, apologizing for delay, acknowledging reprint from Roczniki Polskiego 
Towarzystwa Matematycznego, which has just arrived.  Asks if comments on the English version would still be timely. 

 
June 12, 1998 – letter from Woycznski to ZWB.  Responds to letter of June 7, 1998.  Would like comments on English 
version. 
 
July 12, 1998 – letter from ZWB to Woycznski giving comments on English version of article. 
 
Box 3, File 41  General Correspondence  A 
 
This file consists of correspondence loosely categorized as correspondence with parties whose names begin with “A.”  

 
From A… in Lwów - July 1, 1938 – rec’d July 19, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German, to ZWB on Claremont Avenue, 
NY, forwarded to Woods Hole. …  Wishes to emigrate, has no relatives in the USA, asks if ZWB can help with references 
and advice. 
 
To Ralph P. Agnew, Prof. of Math, Cornell – January 6, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB regarding reprints. 
 Attached to this is Agnew’s mimeo letter to “Dear Colleague,” requesting material for an extensive bibliography 
under preparation for publication. 
 
To Dr. F. Alt, 222 Riverside Drive, NYC, from ZWB – September 28, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German.  Thanks for his 
post card, mentions a Mr. Pietrkowski who is now Peters.  ZWB is working on getting his institute organized.  Greetings 
from Helene Reschovsky. 
 
From Dr. Frank Alt – September 21, 1938 – rec’d September 22, 1938 – post card, in German, to ZWB, writing about a 
possible position for a statistician with the Bell Telephone Company.  
 
From ??Altberg, Rockville Center, New York – September 9, 1939 - handwritten letter to ZWB.  Personal letter, 
expressing concern re Poland, asking about what ZWB has heard.  Writer has tried to cable money to his/her niece for 
passage to USA, but doubts the money got through. 
 
To Mr. H.Z. Altberg, 1776 Broadway, NYC – May 8, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB who says he is “enclosing the 
original and an English translation of the registered letter from Mrs. Dubinska which I obtained a few days ago.”   
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To Mr. Paul Alther c/o Swiss Reinsurance Company, Park Avenue 250, NYC – May 30, 1941 – carbon of letter (2 copies) 
from ZWB regarding H.M. Schärf and his difficulties in obtaining a visa to immigrate to the USA, asking for advice and 
assistance. 
 
From Mr. Victor Amenorpe, in Ghana – October 31, 1995 – awkward English, but typed.  Seems to want to correspond 
with ZWB about mathematics, having found his address and name in a book of which ZWB is the editor.   
 
From American Friends of Hebrew University, NYC – May 10, 1946 – letter to ZWB from Gertrude Welber of AFHU, 
asking for assistance in a trip being made by Prof. Abraham A. Fraenkel.   
 
To American Friends of Hebrew University – May 14, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Miss Welber regarding 
Fraenkel’s flight reservation confirmation.  
 
From AFHU’s Ms. Welber – May 17, 1946 – thanks to ZWB for his help with the reservation confirmation 
 
From American Jewish Literary Foundation – rec’d May 21, 1959 – copy of entry regarding ZWB in American Jews: Their 
Lives and Achievements. 
 

To and from American Journal of Cancer – correspondence regarding reprints.   November 7, 1939 – March 29, 1940 – 5 
items. 
 
American Mathematical Society – items clipped together: 
 Handwritten notes regarding a paper, evidently, prepared by ZWB with Herb Zuckerman and John Raymond.   
 AMS program for meeting April 27, 1946, at UC Berkeley. 
 April 18, 1946 – letter to ZWB from A.C. Schaeffer, Associate Secretary, AMS, Stanford University, 
acknowledging ZWB’s letter of April 5.  Refers to ZWB’s presentation of his paper “Tshebysheff  inequality for two 
dimensions.”   
 United Airlines Ticket for April 25

th
 departure from Boeing Field. 

 
American Red Cross  
 Message, July 8, 1943 – from ZWB to H. Schaerf, c/o Kuendig-Lang, Brandschenkestr. 40, Zürich.  “Am 
concerned about mine and Berger’s families.  We are always thinking of them.  Please send Red Cross message give us 
news of all. William.”  On back, message in French from Schaerf, dated October 6, 1943 
 December 30, 1944 – letter from Mrs. Florence Allen Latimer, Inquiry-Information, American Red Cross.  No 
luck in getting a cable to Schaerf; it has been turned down by censor.  Suggestions. 
 
American Statistical Association 
 January 25, 1945 – letter to ZWB from Grant I. Butterbaugh, UW, College of Economics and Business.  Plans 
for organizing the Pacific Northwest Chapter of the ASA. 
 Proposed constitution and bylaws for the Pacific NW Chapter of the ASA, with ZWB’s notes.  
 October 14, 1941 – letter from R.L. Funkhouser, ASA Secretary, 1626 K Street NW, Washington, DC.,   
acknowledging ZWB’s application for membership.  
 October 23, 1941 – card from ASA certifying that ZWB is a “Regular Member” of the ASA. 
 Information for Reviewers, Journal of the American Statistical Association (Office of the Review Editor, Rutgers 
University).  Mimeo sheet from Oscar K. Buros, Review Editor. 
 
Anderson, Dr. David R., College of Natural Resources, Utah State University, Logan, Utah – rec’d October 25, 1979 – 
post card requesting a copy of On the Mathematics of Competing Risks.  
 

Andreas, Prof. Dr. C., Rektor, Int. Hochschullager Winterthur – carbon of letter, sent by Schaerf to ZWB.  This is a general 
reference, attestation, letter of recommendation for Schaerf.   
 
Antonina, Mok…? – ? April 31, 1940 - rec’d June 27, 1940 – addressed to ZWB at Pickwick Hotel, Seattle. Return 
address is Lwów, ul. ?Fredry 8..  Mentions … Berta … Wolf  … Zygmunt .. ?Nirnberg … telegram … Kubuś … Bories …   
This must be from ZWB’s family in Lwów 

[This might be referenced in the Birnbaum family correspondence.] 
 

Antonovich, Theodor, 545 West 111 Street, NYC – July 10, 1938, forwarded to ZWB at Woods Hole.  Post card, in 
German.  Wants to invite ZWB for “einen gemütlichen Tratsch” (a leisurely chat ). 
 
Appenzeller, Adam  - 3 items, Correspondence on stationary of Adwokat Dr. Maksymilian Appenzeller, Lwów, Ul. 
Kopernika 5.  First letter shows just M. Appenzeller on stationary.  The second and third, however, is on stationary for the 
two – Maksymilian and Dr. Adam Appenzeller. 
 August 13, 1937 – rec’d August 24, 1937 - typed letter, in Polish, to Wilek. 
 November 19, 1938 – rec’d December 2, 1938 – typed letter, in Polish, to Wilek from Adam.  Mention of... New 
York … Anna Seaman …  
 February 4, 1939 – rec’d February 17, 1939 – typed letter, in Polish, to Wilek from Adam.  Mentions letter of 
December 10 … English … stenography … David Copperfield …. Lwów … Palestine … Australia ...Kubuś and Rita 
Berger … London...  
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December 10, 1938 – carbon of 3-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Adam Appenzeller.  Artur’s comment: “Emigration & 
Anti-Semitism in USA.”   Among other things, seems to be writing about seeking employment, personnel departments, 
forms to be completed … affidavit … consulting mathematician and statistician … 
 
Ashley-Montagu, M.F., Hahnemann Medical College, Philadelphia - May 10, 1939 – handwritten letter to ZWB.  Sends 
congratulations, only regrets that ZWB will be so far away from him and his wife.  Plans to send ZWB introductions to 
people at the university (presumably, the UW). 
 
Ashley-Montagu - December 1, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB, probably responding to post card below.  ZWB’s 
business is not yet doing well.  He had one customer for about six weeks.  Another is beginning negotiations.  “The big, 
fat, rich, lazy scientist who has as many data as money and wants all his data evaluated by a statistician and has made 
up his mind to spend half his fortune on that purpose – this man did not come up till now.”  He nearly got one job but was 
disqualified because he has to be a citizen and he only has his first papers.  “If there is anything seriously depressing for  
me, it is the events in Europe.  They may be able to kill my very deep-rooted optimism finally.” 
 
Ashley-Montagu, M.F. – November 13, 1938 – rec’d November 14, 1938 - post card to ZWB.  Well wishing, asks ZWB to 
return an anatomy book. 
 
Ashley-Montagu, M.F. – February 20, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Hasn’t written for months primarily because 
there’s been nothing pleasant to write about.  News from friends and family in Europe is distressing.  “Now all the people 
in whom I was immediately interested succeeded [in leaving] Germany and Austria, which … means an escape from 
immediate danger.”  Institute business has been poor and in December and January he was in “depressive apathy.”  Now 
his old optimism is back.  “My main source of a very doubtful joy is the realization that I am not in Europe now.  What is 
happening in different parts of the Old World is so disgusting, that one has almost the feeling of living in a different moral 
climate in this country – a feeling which may partly be due to the contrast with Europe, but which certainly is justified by 
objective conditions to a large extent.”  He has moved and has a room in a house where there are “many nice people,” 
including Dr. H.[Hermann] Broch.  ZWB was recently sick with a grippe and is out of bed today for the first time.  Friends 
took care of him in an “unbelievably nice way. …I never realized that there are quite a few people in this great strange city 
who are ready to go out of their way to help somebody.”  Asks how Ashley-Montagu and his family are adjusting to their 
new surroundings. 
 
Auerbach, Frances (2136 Oak Street, Los Angeles, 7, Califonia) – July 6, 1945 – carbon of letter from ZWB, responding to 
letter below.  Advice regarding curriculum and preparation for career as mathematical statistician. 
 This is stapled to the letter below, which was forwarded to ZWB. 
 
Auerbach, Frances – May 26, 1945 – letter to Chairman of Math Dept., UW.  Auerbach will be a junior at UCLA in the fall, 
following two years of study at Los Angeles City College, and wishes to major in stat, with a minor in math (or math and 
Spanish).  Upon graduation, she would like to qualify for a federal civil service position as a statistician.  As UCLA does 
not have a program for stat majors, she is seeking advice regarding courses she should take.  Lists courses taken at LA 
City College. 
 
Australia, Commonwealth of (Department of the Interior, Canberra, F.C.T.) – June 28, 1937 – letter to ZWB (sw. Anny 1, 
Lwów, Poland) informing him that he is authorized to enter Australia and gives conditions.  This authority will be good for 
twelve months from the date of this letter.   
 
Box 3, File 42  General Correspondence  B-Bi 
 

[Some correspondence is not in alpha order and not in chrono order.] 
 

Backer, Mrs. F. (38 Westfield Avenue, Bridgeport, Conn.) – September 29, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Ludwik 
Sternbach asked ZWB to contact her regarding an affidavit for Sternbach. Praises Sternbach’s qualities.  Sternbach can 
work in ZWB’s institute; she need not worry about any obligation if she signs an affidavit of support.  Gives her references 
regarding his (ZWB’s) financial state.  To obtain an immigration visa, one needs an affidavit of support signed by relatives 
who are either citizens or have their first citizenship papers.  ZWB describes exactly what is required in paperwork for the 
affidavit.  A mimeo page, “Affidavit Information” is attached.  
 
Barlow, Richard (Dick) – March 28, 1975 – handwritten draft of a letter from ZWB.  Thanks him for sending Sam’s [Sam 
Saunders] manuscript.  ZWB enjoyed the talk and is chuckling at reading the printed version.  He has no objection to the 
“light-hearted introduction,” and leaves it up to Barlow and Seymour [Seymour Selig] to exercise editorial judgment “if you 
think that something does not quite suit the general tone of the volume.” 
 
Barlow, Richard (Dick) – March 21, 1975 – rec’d March 27, 1975 – letter to ZWB accompanying Sam Saunders’ paper 
and asking whether or not ZWB approves of the levity in the first pages.   
 Attached to this is “Birnbaum’s Contribution to Reliability Theory” by Sam C. Saunders, Reliability and Fault 
Tree Analysis: Theoretical and Applied Aspects of System Reliability and Safety Assessment, pages xv-xxxix, SIAM, 

Philadelphia, 1975.  This is Saunders’ appreciation of ZWB’s work, with very amusing intro.  After some three decades, 
it’s still a gem. 
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Backer, Mrs. F. (Fannie) – October 7, 1938 – rec’d October 10, 1938 - letter to ZWB, responding to his letter of 
September 29 (first letter in this file).  Will prepare an affidavit for Sternbach.  There is a problem, however, in that her 
finances are very limited and, hence may not be accepted as sufficient by the authorities.  She is a widow living with her 
daughter and son-in-law, who recently was declared bankrupt. 
 
Backhouse, Colonel T. M., Chief Prosecutor, British Military Tribunal, ?Lueneburg ?care/case War Office, London – 
handwritten draft of night letter sent by ZWB.  Asks that Backhouse include the case of transport of Belsen internees 
holding South American passports in the trial of Josef Kramer and other Bergen-Belsen wardens.  Transport left Belsen 
on May 17, 1944.  ZWB suggests Dr. Julius Schwieger (5 Rue Emile Zola Nogent sur Marne, France) as witness.  “Please 
question accused about fate and destination of said transport which included my closest relatives.”  Asks to be advised of 
any findings. 
 
Bennett, Blair (School of Public Health, University of Hawaii at Manoa) – April 11, 1979 – rec’d April 18, 1979 – letter to 
ZWB.  Thanks for ZWB’s publication on competing risks.  Compliments. 
 
Bennett, A (Alexander, usually called Xandl) [formerly Beinhacker] – April 20, 1940 – letter, in German, to ZWB.  His wife 
continues to work on gloves. They are still trying to bring their child, Hanna, over to the USA. [The child seems to be in 
Bohemia.] They are also trying to get his parents out of Vienna.  Describes the problems with getting child and parents to 
USA.   He is working for the same company and now earns twenty dollars.  He has received a few letters from Kubuś 
(Jacob Berger).  Xandl was recently with Walter Lederer and his wife. 
 
Beinhacker, Alexander -  ?December, 14, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German, to ZWB from Beinhacker in Brussels.  
After many difficulties they are now in Brussels. Details about their intended departure for and arrival in NYC.  
 
Beinhacker, Alexander (c/o Victor Salus, Chrudim, CSR) – November 11, 1938 – letter, in German, to ZWB from Xandl in 
Chrudim, Czechoslovakia.  Xandl’s been following ZWB’s travels and life through Kubuś.   Xandl and his wife will be 
arriving in NY before the end of the year.  They are leaving their 5-month-old child behind and have no money in reserve 
in the USA.  His wife will be living in the household where she will work, but he asks ZWB for assistance in finding a place 
to stay for himself.  Asks also for ZWB to meet the ship.  Also would like advice/help in finding work.  Wonders if ZWB can 
help with figuring out what to do with Xandl’s library (ca. 800 volumes); wonders if he might put them at the disposal of a 
small library until he might have space for them.   
 
Beinhacker, Alexander (c/o Victor Salus, Chrudim, CSR) – November 30, 1938 – letter, in German, to ZWB from Xandl in 
Chrudim – gives details of their voyage; they will be in Brussels for a week, arriving in NYC December 30.  Ask ZWB to 
meet them. They will also be met by someone whom he knows only slightly, Mr. I. Levinsohn, Messrs. Levinsohn & 
Temkin, Inc., 362 Broadway.  Asks ZWB to find an inexpensive hotel room for their first night.  
 
Beinhacker, Alexander (516 W. 182

nd
 St., NYC) – August 30, 1939 – letter, in German, to ZWB at 420 W. 121

st
 St., NYC, 

forwarded to ZWB c/o Bories in San Francisco.  Efforts to make contact with ZWB have been failing.  Warm greetings, 
would like to get together. 
 
Beinhacker, Alexander (516 W. 182

nd
 St., NYC) – August 23, 1939 – letter, in German, to ZWB at 420 W. 121

st
 St., NYC.  

Wants to get together with him, trying to set up date, invitation for the 24
th
.  ZWB notes on envelope that he sent picture 

post cards on September 28, 1939, and again on December 11, 1939.  
 
Box 3, File 43 General Correspondence  Bl-Bu 

 
Blumberg, Prof. Henry (Dept. of Math., Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio) – January 1, 1938 – carbon of letter from 
ZWB.  Thanks Blumberg for “your very friendly attitude toward Prof. Bernstein’s suggestion concerning me.” 
 
Blumenthal, Robert (4734 NE 178

th
 St., Seattle 98155) – May 24, 1998 – letter to ZWB and Hilde inviting them to a 

retirement dinner for Vic Klee, Ramesh Gangoli and him (Bob Blumenthal).  Ron Getoor will come from San Diego and 
Bob is hoping Lois Beaumont will attend.  ZWB was the first UW faculty member he met (at a 1955 Christmastime 
meeting of the IMS in New York) and that meeting was a major reason for his coming to Seattle. 
 
Bojko, D. (Danko) – January 22, 1940 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB.   
 Attached to this is a carbon of ZWB’s letter below. 
Bojko, D. (Danko), Wilnius, ul. Królewska 5/1, Lithuania – February 28, 1940 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB, 
mailed airmail, registered.  Artur’s comment: Mentions that he’d lose all hope if not for this letter and an earlier cable.  
Mentions … Ala .. Józia …Jungfrau … Matterhorn .. . Puget Sound …  
 
?Borauquet, ?B.S. (Mrs. C. ?Borauquet), Dept. of Genetics, Carnegie Institute of Washington, Cold Spring Harbor, Long 
Island, NY – February 24, 1940 – handwritten letter to ZWB at UW.  Thanks ZWB for letter of January 6

th
.   

 
Boschan, Dr. Paul (c/o The Institute of Applied Econometrics, Chrysler Building, NYC) – April 27, 1941 – carbon of letter 
from ZWB answering letter from Boschan on behalf of Mrs. Meisels (evidently an emigrant whom ZWB met at the boat 
and who is now in Nebraska).  Mentions matter of validating European actuarial experience and degrees.  Raises case of 
Henry Schärf, formerly in the actuarial department of the “Anker” in Vienna and then chief actuary of the Polish “Anker.”  
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Asks for assistance, if Boschan has connections in Washington, DC, in getting Henry out of Switzerland and to the USA.  
A statement of “personal data” about Henry is attached. 
 
Boschan, Paul – May 19, 1940 – picture post card (Lake Gleneida, Carmel, NY), handwritten, in German, to ZWB at UW.  
Greetings from ?Dori,  Paul Boschan, Peter, and Hilde Cohn.  [Are Peter and Doris Drucker among these?] 

 
Bowery Savings Bank, 110 East 42

nd
 Street – postmark July 11, 1938 – rec’d July 12, 1938 - envelope mailed to ZWB at 

Woods Hole attached to mail deposit/withdrawal slip.  
 
Bowery Savings Bank, 110 East 42

nd
 Street – July 10, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB asking the bank to send him a 

letter addressed to the American Consul in Vienna, stating the balance of his account.   Letter to be used in bringing 
relatives in Vienna to this country.  ZWB says that the fact that he has designated his sister as the recipient of the monies, 
in the event of his death, “need not be mentioned in that letter.” 
 
Brecher, Morris, Room 401, Crescent Plaza Building, Long Island City, NY – March 4, 1938 – letter to ZWB thanking him 
for photos and letter.  Morris and Joe would like to meet ZWB some night. 
 
Brecher, Morris – March 16, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Plans on getting together soon.  
 
Bridgman, PW. – no date -  copy of letter to Dr. Sydney Ross. Stanford University, responding to Dr. Ross’s letter of 
October 3, 1944.  
 Attached to:  
Bridgman, P.W., Dept. of Physics, Harvard University – October 3, 1944 – copy of letter to Dr. Bridgman from a group of 
Stanford scientists regarding the Society for Freedom in Science, encouragement and support of science, its application 
to social uses, the Kilgore bill introduced in the U.S. Senate, …Evidently there has been discussion in Science and 
Bridgman wrote a letter that was published in Science.  The letter to Bridgman is signed by 12 Stanford scientists, 

including Sydney Ross who is identified as secretary. 
 
Brooklyn College – May 1938 – letter acknowledging ZWB’s application for appointment as instructor in the Dept. of Math 
of Brooklyn College. 
 
Brown University Photographic Laboratory – January 11, 1945 – carbon of request by ZWB for microfilm copies of 
articles. 
 
Butzer, Prof. P. L., Techn. Hochschule Aachen – February 14, 1979 – carbon of letter from ZWB, responding to Butzer’s 
letter of February 1, 1979.  Tells about Edward Helly and his (ZWB’s) personal experience with him.  Warm description of 
Helly as an ingenious and remarkably capable mathematician and good man.  ZWB says that other sources of info. might 
be Dr. Stefan Vajda, a good friend of Helly (Vajda emigrated to England, became quite prominent in government service, 
and retired; ZWB has no address) and Professor Helen Reschovsky, Rt. 3, Storrs, Connecticut 06268.   
 Attached to this letter: 
Butzer, Prof. Paul L. – February 1, 1979 – letter to ZWB asking for information regarding Edward (Eduard) Helly (b. June 
1, 1884, Vienna; died November 28, Chicago).  This gives seven questions to indicate the information sought – questions 
ZWB addresses in his letter of the 14

th
. 

 
Box 3, File 44 General Correspondence  C-Col 
 

Bank of California – August 12, 1940 – receipt of 50 shares of International Nickel Company of Canada from ZWB. 
 
Bank of California– 6 items clipped together – July 6, 1940 – January 8, 1941, relating to the 50 shares of International 
Nickel which are being handled by ZWB on behalf of Jacob Berger (in London). 
 With these, probably by accident, are an additional two items – carbons of letters from Seattle First National 
Bank, and University National Bank - January 14, 1941 – to the American Consul in Moscow – confirming balances on 
ZWB’s accounts.  
 

University of California, Berkeley – Dean of Graduate Division – February 8, 1946 – ZWB’s rough draft of 
recommendation for Mr. Apostel as “excellent material for a research mathematician and academic teacher.”  
 
University of California, Berkeley – Prof. C. B. Morrey, Dept. of Math – June 7, 1946 – carbon of ZWB’s letter of 
recommendation for Mr. D. Rubinstein. 
 
Cahn, Frieda S. (67 E. Catherine St., Binghamton, NY) – June 9, 1938 (postmark) – rec’d June 10, 1938.  Handwritten 
letter to ZWB – warm, friendly, perhaps a relationship dating back to International House.   
 
Chapman, Douglas G. (Oxford, England) – October 4, 1954 – carbon of letter from ZWB, responding to a letter written the 
day Doug and his family left Seattle for England.  Mentions Carl [Allendoerfer] and Blair Bennett.  Discussion of the 
“Kingston Amendment,” to be adhered to in spirit even if it is not passed by the Institute.  Discussion of trip to Amsterdam:  
“A rather dramatic occurrence was the presence of top quality teams of mathematicians from the Iron Curtain countries 
and their great willingness to mingle with delegates from other countries.” 
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Church, P.E., Prof., Oceanographic Labs, Friday Harbor, UW – August 13, 1940 – letter addressed to Prof. A. F. 
Carpenter at Math Dept., asking for help with a statistical problem re precipitation.  Carpenter passed this letter to ZWB.  
Attached to the letter is ZWB’s response. 
 Church, P.E. – August 15, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB responding to Church’s inquiry.  ZWB suggests 
they talk when Church is back in Seattle. 
 
Chernoff, Herman (Columbia University, Dept. of Statistics) – May 1, 1984 – photocopy of handwritten letter from ZWB.  
Thanks Chernoff for his letters, expresses pleasure; he and Hilde will be coming to Philadelphia.   
Attached to two letters: 
 Chernoff, Herman – April 20, 1984 – rec’d April 30, 1984 – letter to ZWB in which Herman, Chairman, 1984 
Wilks Committee, informs him that he has been selected as the recipient of the 1984 American Statistical Association 
Wilks Medal Award.  Medal, certificate and honorarium are to be presented at the 1984 Annual Meeting to be held August 
12-16 in Philadelphia. 
 Chernoff, Herman – April 20, 1984 – rec’d April 30, 984 – letter to ZWB from Herman who explains that the 
enclosed letter (above) is rather formal; in this letter he describes the criteria for the award and adds some personal 
information. 
 
?Ching, ?Chin, UC Berkeley – April 11, 1979 – rec’d April 16, 1979 – handwritten letter to ZWB.  Thanks for “On the 
Mathematics of Competing Risks.”  
 
Cohen, Alfred M. (40 Electric Building, Cincinnati) – November 15, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, to Cohen.  The 
German seems a bit shaky.  The letter appears to be a request between B’nai B’rith brothers – the author in Lwów, the 
addressee in the USA – for assistance for Dr. Siegmund Wilhelm Birnbaum, whose visa will expire in February 1938. 
 
College and Specialist Bureau, Memphis – July 31, 1939 – carbon of an announcement of a position at Louisiana 
Polytechnic Institute. 
 
College and Specialist Bureau - August 8, 1938 (postmark) – post card to ZWB thanking him for informing the Bureau that 
he is no longer available, asking that he fill out an attached card telling about his new position.  
 The post card is attached to a carbon of ZWB’s card in response, dated August 11. 
 
College Summer Service Group, 26 Washington Place, NYC.  College Summer Service Group is conducted by the 
Intercollegiate Branch of the YMCA of the City of New York.  May 17, 1938 – letter from Frank Olmstead, Director, to ZWB 
at International House.  Asks for letter of reference for Mr. Andre Nuszynski.  ZWB’s penciled draft of a response is on this 
letter. 
 
College Summer Service Group – May 22, 1938 – carbon  of ZWB’s letter to Mr. Olmstead, writing positively about 
Nuszynski, whom he knew at International House. (Olmstead’s letter was forwarded to ZWB’s Claremont Ave. address.) 
 
Box 3, File 45  General Correspondence  Con – 
 

Connecticut State College – May 25, 1939 – carbon of ZWB’s letter inquiring about English classes, assessing his 
capabilities and needs – emphasizes concern about accent and diction. 
 
Cornell University – letter to ZWB from Michel G. Malti – Sept. 13, 1937 – On the recommendation of Dr. Warschawski, he 
is offering a Research Assistant position to ZWB. 
 
Coronet [magazine] – July 26, 1938 – carbon of letter to editor from ZWB, asking for address of Miss Loire Brophy, to 
whom the magazine devoted a page in the August issue.  
 
Cowen, Philip – April 2, 1938 – carbon of ZWB’s letter accompanying membership dues. (B’nai B’rith).  
 
Cowen, Philip – October 9, 1938 – carbon of ZWB’s letter accompanying membership dues.  
 
Czajkowski – 3 postcards, handwritten, in Polish – sent to ZWB in Seattle – October 1940, ?May 1941, ?month 1941.  
Russian stamps.    [Czajkowski was an alias for Rosa and Oswald Berger. It is probable that this is another instance of 
Lina, ZWB’s mother attempting to contact him using a fake name.  Handwriting should be compared with that in Lwów 
family correspondence files.] 

 
Box 3, File 46  General Correspondence  D 
 

Dartmouth College – May 25, 1939 – carbon of ZWB’s letter inquiring about English classes, assessing his capabilities 
and needs – emphasizes concern about accent and diction.  
 
David, Herbert A., Head of Dept. of Stat., Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa – April 18, 1979 – rec’d April 23, 1979 – letter 
to ZWB re  Mathematics of Competing Risks. 

 
Davies, F.R.E., Armament Office, Esquimalt Fortress, Victoria, B.C. – February 5, 1945 – carbon of letter from ZWB, 
responding to Davies’ letter to Carpenter regarding reading in mathematical statistics. 
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??? – post card addressed to ZWB at UW Math dept.  Handwritten, in Polish, Polish stamp.  Picture post card from 
Wrocław.    [Is this from Ala Manelska?] 

 
Dreyfus, San Francisco – September 23, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB. 
 
Dreyfus, Berthe, San Francisco – October 3, 1939 – handwritten letter responding to ZWB’s letter of September 23.   
 
?Dyer – June 14, 1945 – handwritten rough draft of letter by ZWB. 
 
Dubinska, M. – April 17, 1939 – carbon of translation from Polish.  Translation appears to be ZWB’s.  Letter is addressed 
to “Dear Sir” and asks that the recipient explain some matter to her brother.   These relate to efforts to get an affidavit for 
Mary Altberg, daughter of Chaja-Minda Altberg.   
 
Dubinska, Grodecka 47/8,  Lwów – April 6, 1939 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Dubinska.  Artur’s note: Getting 
her daughter to USA.  Mentions H.Z. Altberg … Dubinska … emigration 
 
Duffie, John J., - NYC dealer in calculating and adding machines.  6 items relating to rental and service of Monroe 
calculator – January 31, 1939 - May 31, 1939. 
 
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh – September 19, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB responding to telegram below. 
 Attached: 
Duquesne University – telegram regarding position at Duquesne. 
 
Box 3, File 47 General Correspondence  E 
 

Eastern Mutual Teachers’ Agency, NYC – application form 
 
Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank – July 10, 1938 – carbon of letter asking that bank write letter, addressed to American 
Consul in Vienna, stating balance in ZWB’s account.  Wants to bring relatives from Vienna to USA.  
 
Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank – July 11, 1938 – letter in response to letter above. 
 
Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank – September 25, 1938 – letter in response to letter of September 21, 1938 (below). 
 
Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank – September 9, 1939 – copy of letter sent to ZWB regarding a check he deposited 
which was returned because of insufficient funds.  Note by ZWB: “original sent to A. Isserman ….Newark, N.J., with my 
letter of IX.18.39.”  Two cancelled checks – written by ZWB to Isserman – are also attached, as is a note from A. 
Isserman, dated March 9, 1939, promising to repay ZWB $300 at any time upon his request. 
 
Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank – September 21, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB regarding the NSF check, asking 
that the check be resubmitted to the bank, since funds are now on Isserman’s account. 
 
Engle, Prof. Nathanael H., Bureau of Business Research, 302 Commerce Hall, Campus – November 3, 1948 – carbon of 
letter from ZWB regarding letter he (ZWB) just received from Hugo Steinhaus.  Steinhaus asks that any future [CARE?] 
packages be sent to more deserving people, specifically the widows of scientists murdered during the war: Mrs. St. 
Ruziewicz, Wrocław, and Mrs. Emilia Stozkowa.  Addresses are given.  
 
Epstein, Benjamin, Head of Statistics, Technion – Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa – April 12, 1979 – letter to ZWB re 
“On the Mathematics of Competing Risks.” 
 
Eicker, Dr. F., Universität Dortmund, Germany – May 11, 1979 – post card to ZWB re “On the Mathematics of Competing 
Risks.” 
 
Essenholm, H. – Typewritten note to ZWB, asking that he let him know if the sound of his typewriter bothers him.   
 Attached:  
Essenholm, H. – February 6, 1938 – ZWB’s typewritten response. 

A charming exchange. 
 
Box 3, file 48 General Correspondence  F 
 

Fischbach, Martha, Rita Products, Corp., 441 West 167
th
 Street, NYC – November 6, 1946 – letter to ZWB enclosing 

check, refunding Seattle ad expense.  For information re Rita Products, see correspondence with Jacob Berger. 

 
Franklin Savings Bank, NYC – July 10, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Wants to bring relatives to USA from Vienna.  
Needs letter to American Consul, Vienna, stating balance of account. 
 
Franklin Savings Bank, NYC – July 11, 1938 – carbon of letter to American Consul, Vienna, as requested above. 
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Fraszczak, Roman, Auby Asturies, France – March 15, 1940 – rec’d April 8, 1940 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB.  
Artur: News of parents.  Ask for Assistance. 
 
Friedlander, Louis, Jeweler, Seattle – March 22, 1940 – letter to ZWB, soliciting his membership in Temple De Hirsch.  
Application attached (never completed, evidently). 
 
Friedman, Robert – 3-page CV and one page of publications, in English.  PhD, Vienna.  Permanent residence c/o Otten, 
160 Claremont Ave., NYC.  Born June 9, 1891, Vienna.  Protestant.  Wife and two sons are with him.  Entered USA 
December 27, 1939.   
 Attached are two letters, both in German: 
 May 26, 1940, letter from Mizi Otten, 160 Claremont Ave, NYC, to ZWB.  She got ZWB’s address from Helene 
Reschovsky.  Friedman is her brother, and she asks for ZWB’s help in getting him a teaching position. Mentions Prof. 
Levy in Seattle. 
 June 1, 1940 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Mrs. M. Otten.  Responding to her letter.  Mentions 
Peter Drucker as one who would be able to give useful advice.  Discussion of giving lecture tours.   
 
Fritzi, in Vienna – 5 Post cards, handwritten, in German, addressed to Rosa Kimmelman, Lemberg, Kollataja 5.  May 12, 
1938, May 23, 1938, May 31, 1938, ?July 11, 1938 , November 25, 1938.   This is probably Fritzi Koppel. 

 
Box 3, File 49 General Correspondence  G  1937-1979 
 

Gaertner, Helen R., 43-18 Union Street, Flushing, NY – February 22, 1940 – rec’d February 27, 1940 – handwritten letter 
to ZWB at UW Math Dept.  Writing at suggestion of Felix Bernstein, Gaertner (an American) asks about elementary 
school teaching opportunities in the Seattle area.  Her English seems more awkward and less polished than that of many 
of the immigrants in these papers. 
 

Gaertner, Helen R. – March 9, 1940 – carbon of ZWB’s response to the letter above.  He is encouraging.  Apologizes for 
delay in answering her letter.  “Generally speaking, the State of Washington is incomparably less crowded than any of the 
Eastern states … I did not meet a single person who arrived here with reasonably good qualifications and did not find an 
opportunity to use them. Also the living conditions, climatic, social, cultural are very pleasant and I at least feel here very 
much better than in the East.” 
 
Garrett, Prof. Henry E., Dept. of Psych., Columbia University, NY – October 18, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB 
discussing, apparently, a weakness in a statistical method.  
 
George Washington University, Frank M. Weida, Executive Officer, Dept. of Statistics – April 23, 1945 – letter to ZWB 
asking for reference for Dorothy J. Morrow who has applied for position of Assistant Professor of Statistics. 
 Attached to this letter is ZWB’s reply: 
George Washington University, Frank M. Weida, Executive Officer, Dept. of Statistics – April 30, 1945 – ZWB’s letter to 
Weida describing Dorothy Morrow.  An interesting description, esp. in the mention of her studies outside of math in plant 
genetics. 

[Dorothy Morrow and Dorothy Morrow Gilford are the same person.] 
 

Gilford, Dorothy – June 20, 2000 – handwritten note to ZWB and Hilda, following a recent visit with them in Seattle.  “Time 
goes so fast!  It was nearly 60 years ago that I took your probability course, which changed my life.”  
 
Gilford, Dorothy M., National Research Council, Commission on Human Resources, 2101 Constitution Avenue, 
Washington, DC.  – July 5, 1979 – letter to ZWB re “On the Mathematics of Competing Risks.” 
 
Goldstein, Vancouver – January 20, 1946 – telegram to ZWB acknowledging a letter and sending regards. 
 
Goldstein & Goldstein (David & Jonah), Counselors at Law, 291-295 Broadway, NY – September 9, 1937 – letter to ZWB 
asking if he is qualified and interested “in the preparation of several of our cases against life insurance companies, it is 
necessary that we have the assistance of a person familiar with the actuarial work in insurance companies.”  
 
Goldsztein, Stefan, 1866 West 13

th
 Avenue, Vancouver, BC – carbon of letter from ZWB.  ZWB wants to cable Henryk 

Schaerf about getting his picture and recommendation letters to Hurst at State College Bozeman, but there is a telegraph 
strike in NY which keeps all the cable lines tied up, therefore – as this is an emergency - he is asking Goldsztein to send 
the cable.  ZWB also offers to get Goldsztein’s brother an affidavit for the USA.  
 
?Graef/Glanz, Dula, Lwów, ?Jagiellowska ?2 – November 18, 1937 – rec’d November 30, 1937 – 4-page typed letter, in 
Polish – to Wilek.  Mentions … letters … Olga … Lwów … Kraków … English …Landau ..  Sternbach … English 
stenography … Ehrlich …  Schneider … Brillami, Dresdner &  Fruchtman … Spanish, French and English …  
 
Greenwich Savings Bank, Broadway and Sixth Avenue, NYC – April 20, 1939 – carbon of letter to ZWB, giving statement 
of account per his request.   
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???addressee - ??date – carbon of letter, in Polish, by Dr. Zygmunt Wilhelm Birnbaum, Lwów, św. Anny 1, m.5 – appears 
to be some kind of statement or declaration.    There is a three-paragraph ?narrative on the reverse side, also in Polish, 
that seems to contain references to life in America. 
 
Gruszecka, Karolina, Lwów, Ul.?Potockiego 10 – ??date - post card, in German, addressed to Schärf in Zürich.  This is 
clearly from Lina Birnbaum.  She asks that Schärf convey this message as quickly as possible by telegraph to her son.  
Very roughly; “We are in urgent need of naturalization certification for ourselves as well as for the ?Crajkowskis and 
Kubuś’s parents in law.  We must have them at my address by the 15

th
 of January.”  I’m baffled by the sentence: 

“Hoffentlich wird ihm Berta an die Hand gehen.”  “The Crajkowskis” was the code name for Oswald and Rosa Berger. 
 

Gruszecka, Karolina, Lwów, Ul.?Potockiego 10 – ??date - post card, in German, addressed to Schärf in Zürich.  This is 
clearly from Lina Birnbaum, who is writing to “Mein lieber Willy” and signs herself “Mama.”  Sends good wishes for him 
and Hilde and warmest wishes for his birthday, my darling.  I have a bit of difficulty with the handwriting.  Roughly: “We 

are all well.  The Wolfs are the closest neighbors of Fritzi Ohrenstein …?cared for by Bronka Kimelman .. Sigmund will be 
looking for an appropriate home for his parents as long as they are not living with Anna Nebenzahl.  Bloch’s uncle, Mr. 
Reich, wants to move his … in with Schärf.  The ?Crajkowskis and Kubuś should not know anything about the move 
(change in dwelling place) ?because of Aunt Berta.  In any event Berta should pay all expenses …”   This looks like some 
coded remarks, possible reference to disagreements within the Lwów family. Since Anna Nebenzahl has died, the 
reference to her suggests that Lina expects ZWB to keep working on getting them to safety as long as they are alive. 
Here again, Lina Birnbaum is using an alias. 
 

Grübel, Mr.  – August 1, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB. Responding to a letter in which Grübel asked for 
advice regarding emigration. Gives detailed info re securing an affidavit, economic conditions in the USA, job prospects.   
Mentions Evian conference. 
 
??Sender [?Ghelb] -  May 23, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Lwów, addressed to ZWB c/o the North Atlantic 
Company, Paris, passenger  sailing May 28, 1937.   Addresses him as Wilek.  Mentions “Some experiences of a New 
Guinea Resident Magistrate.” The signature looks as if it begins with “A” – something like Alb…  There is also a short 
message from Ala.  I’d assume this is from a friend and peer in Lwów, part of the same circle as Józia, Ala, and Ludwik. 
 

??Sender [?Ghelb] -  October 16, 1937 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Lwów.  Addresses him as Wilek.  The 
signature looks as if it begins with “A” – something like Alb…  Mentions Beller-Scheib, 89-16, 241 Street, Bellerose, Long 
Island, NY. … Ala … Wisio .. Kraków …  
 
??Sender [?Ghelb] -  June 23, 1938, June 26, 1938, July 4, 1938 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Lwów.  Addresses 
him as Wilek.  The signature looks as if it begins with “A” – something like Alb…   
 
The three letters above might be relatively easy to read if one is familiar with Polish. 
 
Box 3, File 50 General Correspondence  H-Hil  1930s-1970s 
 

Hall, Prof. Raymond A., Dept. of English, University of Vermont, Burlington - August 18, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB 
thanking him for his kind hospitality, apologizing for not having said goodbye.   
 
Halle, Hiram J., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, NY – August 28, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Thanks Halle for 
recommending him to Dr. A. Johnson who wrote a letter of recommendation for ZWB to the UW.  After almost a year in 
Seattle, ZWB writes, “if not the events in Europe, I would feel perfectly happy.  I have an occupation which I enjoy, I have 
enough time left to continue my research work, there is an excellent library and much cooperation on campus, people 
around me are kind and friendly and helpful …. Seattle is the realization of some of my old daydreams.  I have been 
wishing for years to be able to live somewhere where the mountains come down to the sea.  Here I have the salt water of 
Puget Sound, hundreds of lakes, the glaciers of Mount Rainier and Mount Baker, the Cascade range, the primeval forests 
and snow-covered mountains of the Olympic Peninsula, all within a few hours’ driving distance.  In my spare time I have 
the choice between skiing, swimming, sailing, mountain-climbing, almost all year round.  And I almost think that I, the 
newcomer, am getting attached to this country more than many who have spent here a good part of their life. 
 “It is not quite easy to express ones gratitude for help received.  May I hope that you will derive some 
satisfaction from knowing that you have contributed to putting a man in a place where he hopes to be useful and to feel 
happy?” 
 
Halle, Hiram, 50 West 50

th
 Street, NY – September 11, 1940 – note to ZWB responding kindly to letter above. 

 
Halmos, Paul R., University of Illinois, Urbana – February 2, 1938 – letter to ZWB asking for reprint of his joint paper with 
Schreier on the law of large numbers. 
 
Halmos, Paul R., University of Illinois, Urbana – March 7, 1938 – letter to ZWB thanking him for the reprints, looking 
forward to meeting ZWB in Charlottesville, and talking with him about mathematical theory of gambling systems. 
 
Halmos, Paul R., University of Illinois, Urbana – March 3, 1938 – carbon of ZWB’s letter to Halmos.  Explains that Halmos’ 
letter of February 2

nd
 was forwarded to him from Lwów.  Responds to letter. 
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Handford, S.W., College of Dentistry, 209 East 23

rd
 St., NYC – February 11, 1939 - May 18, 1939 

 Carbons of five items of correspondence from ZWB.  All deal with biometrical calculations performed for 
Handford, the billing for these, and Handford’s failure to pay of the amount owed. 
 
Harvard University – August 16, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB requesting information regarding courses, expenses, 
etc., and saying he is interested in research work in math, mathematical statistics, and applications of math to econ and 
actuarial science. 
 
Helly, Eduard, 501 West 187ths Street, NYC – February 16, 1939 – carbon of card, in German, from ZWB.  Has had the 
grippe (as has Helly), despite the news in the newspaper that there is no grippe epidemic.  As promised, gives Helly 
addresses of teachers’ agencies.    
 
Herschthal, Albert and Dora Friedländer – postmark July 8, 1938 – evidently a marriage announcement.  
“?zaślubiene/zaģlubiene/ zaślubieme,”  Lwów, July 1938. 
 
Herzog, Fritz, 222 University Ave., Ithaca – June 13, 1939 – post card to ZWB. Glad to hear ZWB’s good news and to 
know that he does not have to even consider the job with M [Malti].  Gives directions for Lukacs if he (Lukacs) is 
interested in the position. 
 
?? Sender – August 6, 1937, Zakopane – postmark Kraków – picture post card, in Polish, to ZWB.  Photo of scene from 
the Tatra.  
 
Herzog, F. (Fritz), Ithaca – June 9, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  This is the letter to which Herzog responds in post 
card above.  Explains that he’s taken the position at the UW.  Asks about passing info about the Cornell position to Dr. 
Eugen Lukacs in Baltimore.  Lukacs “has no work at all, and his wife has a very modest teaching position in some private 
high school.” 
 
Herzog, Fritz, Ithaca – June 6, 1939 – letter to ZWB telling him about the position with Professor M.G. Malti of School of 
Electrical Engineering.   Details what he knows of how Malti will proceed in recruiting candidates, gives advice.  Says Malti 
will be asking four people for recommendations – Richardson at Brown U, Ritt at Columbia, Courant at NYU, and Weyl at 
Institute for A.S., Princeton.  Asks ZWB to keep this letter a secret, burn it, don’t tell anybody about it.  
 
Hill, Brad – December 22, 1946 – Christmas card to ZWB from a Math 13 student. “To the best teacher I’ve ever had.”  
(Probably sincere, since grades would have been submitted by December 22. 
 
The numbered files of Box 3 are in a series which skips Files 51-59.  Thus File 50 is followed by File 60.   
 
Box 3, File 60 General Correspondence  Hir -    1930s-1970s 
 

Hirschberg, Heinrich (Dir. Hirschberg), Berlin W 62, Budapesterstrase 13 – August 26, 1937 – ?original/carbon of letter, in 
German, from ZWB.  ZWB’s uncle, Dr. O. Berger of Vienna wrote that he spoke with Hirschberg in Vienna about his case 
and that Hirschberg offered his assistance.  Gracious thanks, is enclosing his CV. 
 On the reverse side is a handwritten draft of a letter, in Polish, from ZWB, dated September 19, 1937.   
 
Hirschberg, Heinrich – August 31, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB – identical to letter above.  Attached is a 2-page CV, 
written in German. 
 
Hirschberg, H. (Heinrich) – October 5, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB thanking him for the introduction to 
Dr. Schwarz whom, it appears, was not able to give ZWB any help and is currently swamped with people asking for 
assistance. 
 
Holzer, Miriam, Haifa, Palestine – May 10, 1940 – photocopy of letter to ZWB, in Polish.  Artur: Instructions from family.  
Request for help.  The original and Artur’s translation to English appear later in this file. 

 
Hollander, Leni – July 26, 1938 – picture postcard (Hollywood) to ZWB from Los Angeles– written in English and German.  
Acknowledges a card from ZWB.  “The distances are terrific, one is lost without a car.”  Her career is not going well.  
Somewhat illegible.  There may be a mention of Mrs. Bories. 
 
Hollander, Leni – postmark August 23, 1938, NYC – picture post card (Chicago) to ZWB, thanks him for his card.  Asks 
him to call the following night. 
 
Hollander, Leni – postmark San Francisco - picture post card (SF) – rec’d July 6, 1938 – to ZWB.  “Mrs. Bories is one of 
the most wonderful persons I’ve met in a long while…. Met some of her millionaire friends last night.  Such a home!!!  She 
lives in 2 small rooms and is as sweet as one could be.”   
 
Hollander, Leni – June 16, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB. Addresses her as “Fräulein Leni.”  He reminds 
her that she said she would think of him if she happened upon a position for a teacher of mathematics, statistics, business 
math, or for a working statistician, insurance mathematician or biometrician.  It occurs to him that she might be able to use 
some particulars about him, so he is enclosing a brief “menu” (Speisezettel) containing some biographical data.  He hopes 
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she is having a good time, much fun with her zoological companion, good weather, beautiful landscape.  Don’t forget to 
have a great career in Hollywood.  In San Francisco, look up Mrs. I.E. Bories.  And, if the career in Hollywood does not 
work out, come back splendidly refreshed. 
 
Hollander, Leni, 340 W. 86 St., NYC (Typed on stationary of Parke-Bernet Galleries, NYC) – March 12, 1940 – letter to 
ZWB. Hopes ZWB is well satisfied with Seattle.  Her parents arrived in NYC last September.   She is very well, working 
hard, and “seeing very little of International House, although I spent a most interesting evening there last Sunday.”  Is 
reading the autobiography of Benjamin Franklin, A History of America Art, and the biography of Nijinsky.  She remembers 
that ZWB recommended Alice in Wonderland highly.  Mentions Mrs. Bories, expects that ZWB will visit her (Mrs. Bories) 

and warns him that one must not tell her too much about Europe “as it seems to affect her health if she is reminded too 
much of conditions and suffering people there, naturally.”  
 This is clipped to the letter below. 
 
Hollander, Leni, 1020 North Oxford Ave., Los Angeles – October 12, 1938, letter on card continued onto stationary pages 
– all from Camp Curry, Yosemite.  Letter to Willy.   On her way to L.A., she is having a few days ’ vacation at Yosemite.  
Lovely, but too many people at Camp Curry.  Charming letter, describing her holiday time in Yosemite and giving a 
detailed report on Rosa Bories and her circle of friends and relatives.  Leni is “connected with an art firm” which caused 
much excitement when she visited a wealthy art-collecting family (friends of Mrs. Bories) and placed her in an awkward 
spot when confronted with the paintings of one family member. 
 
Holzer, Miriam, Haifa, Palestine, P.O. Box 264 – May 10, 1940 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB.  Artur has prepared 
a translation.  During a recent trip to Russian-occupied Poland, Miriam Holzer met ZWB’s family through her friend Louisa 
Korkis.  She was asked to give ZWB specific instructions.  ZWB should have all papers for his sister sent to the American 
consul in Bucharest.  Ms. Holzer also conveys Louisa Korkis’ plea for help getting out. 
 
Horwitz, Myron, NYC  – November 14, 1938 – handwritten letter to ZWB regarding a math problem. 
 
Horwitz, Mr. J., c/o Manhattan Shirt Company, 444 Madison Avenue, NYC – February 11, 1939 – carbon of letter from 
ZWB.  Thanks him for help, is enclosing a copy of “my record” which Horwitz intends to send to Professor Brown.  
 
Box 3, File 61 General Correspondence  I 1937-1946 
 

IBM, A. Davis – December 23, 1949 – letter from Davis, Special Executive, to ZWB, accompanying a copy of the 
company newsletter in which ZWB’s name appears.  ZWB’s handwritten note: “Endicott trip.” 
 
??sender ?Wisio  Envelope return address: M.W. ???Scheissdrauf, Lwów, ?Krass..liego 18/III – November 23, 1940 – 
handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB.   Attached is a clipping from Czerwony Sztandar, dated November 22, 1940; the 
writer, using the same ink as in the letter, draws attention to the heading of a full-page article, “Wunki naszej pracy.” [The 
handwriting here should be compared with that of Wisio in the file of correspondence with Ludwik (Wisio) Sternbach; 
“Scheiss drauf” (roughly “screw it”) is not a street in Lwów.] 

 
Ideal Photo Service, 15-17 W. 38

th
 Street, NYC – November 21, 1937 carbon of letter from ZWB requesting photo for 

which he has already paid. 
 
Instytut Matematyczny, Polskiej Akademii Nauk, Warsaw – March 19, 1963 – rec’d April 2, 1963.  Letter from K. 
Kuratowski, writing on behalf of the Institute of Mathematics of the Polish Academy of Sciences.  Invites ZWB to come to 
Poland for a period of ca. ten days.  All expense, including travel costs, will be covered by the Institute. 
 
Box 3, File 62 General Correspondence  J 1937-1947 

 
? Jab…., Dr. R., Polski Instytut Aktuariuszy, Warsaw, Al. Jerozolimska 55 – rec’d May 31, 1937 – in Polish – appears to  
be receipt of Dr. Zygmunt Birnbaum’s dues for 1936-1937. 
 

Jacob, Dr. M., Warsaw, Narbutta 7 – June 24, 1937 – carbon of 2-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB at International House 
in NYC.   Mentions … American Institute of Actuaries in Chicago, Actuarial Society of America in New York … Associate 
… Fellow …   
 
Jakob, Albert, c/o Mr. Morris Jacobs, 916 Avenue “G”, Brooklyn – February 10, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German, to 
ZWB.  Albert Jakob’s brother, Dr. Moses Jacob of Warsaw, has encouraged him to get in touch with ZWB and he hopes 
to get together with him.  
 
Jacob, Dr. Albert, c/o Mr. Morris Jacobs – November 12, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Jacob.  ZWB 
had been advised already by M. Jacob of his brother’s arrival and naturally would be pleased to get together with him.  
Planning for making a date. 
 
Jacob, Dr. M., Warsaw, ul. Zlota 7/24 – October 23, 1938 – letter, in German, to ZWB.  Interesting comments on recent 
personal history.  Jacob’s parents and youngest brother have emigrated from Vienna to America where a younger brother 
is living in Kingston, PA.  Jacob’s sister, whom ZWB will remember is still in Vienna and should be able to come to the 
USA in the near future.  His brother has a law degree and a business degree and has been in practice for three years in 
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Vienna.  Jacob has given this brother ZWB’s address so that he might seek ZWB’s counsel.    Reports on conditions in 
Warsaw where he and their mutural friend Schärf are located.  It appears that Schärf and Jacob may be with the same 
company and Jacob reports on the impact of events on the company.  Conditions for Jews are disadvantageous.  The 
brother in America, who is in clothing manufacturing, is urging Jacob and his wife to come as quickly as possible to the 
USA; the brother is prepared to provide the necessary affidavit; his wife has a knowledge of languages.  What does ZWB 
think of his brother’s proposal?  How does ZWB view their situation from a distance?   Jacob has often spoken with 
Sternbach about how ZWB is doing. … Does ZWB know Dr. Kormes from Lwów?  There is a closing comment in Polish. 
 
Jawetz, Joseph A., Wendel Inc., 790 Fifth Avenue, NYC – August 3, 1938 – rec’d August 5, 1938 – handwritten letter, in 
Polish, to ZWB. 
 
Jewish Family and Child Service, 408 Marion Street, Seattle – August 19, 1947 – letter to ZWB from Mrs. Bertha Borden, 
caseworker. JFCS just received a letter regarding the Weindling family and would like to discuss it with ZWB.  Penciled 
note in ZWB’s handwriting: “Letter discussed with Mrs. Borden over the phone. Q.: Would I contribute to travel expenses.  
A.: No.” 
 
Jewish Family and Child Service, 408 Marion Street, Seattle – April 20, 1948 – letter to ZWB from Mrs. Bertha Borden, 
caseworker.  JFCS has received a letter from the United Service for New Americans relaying a message from a 
cooperating group in Warsaw – Weindling and his family left Warsaw on April 6

th
 for Paris enroute to Palestine. 

 
John, Prof. F., Dept. of Math, University of Kentucky, Lexington – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB.  ZWB asks if he 
may use Professor John as a reference as he is applying to positions through teachers’ agencies.  He is enclosing a brief 
and not very modest autobiography.  He is spending the summer at the biological lab, working on Prof. Bernstein’s 
problems.  This leaves plenty of time for swimming and getting a suntan.  One even learns a little biology here, whether or 
not one intends to do so, and the people here pose some very interesting questions.  
 
Judd, Jadwiga, S/S Pilsudski, Kopenhagen – draft of telegram: “Send back Brochs savingsbook. Birnbaum.”  As I recall, 
Jadwiga Judd was the woman with whom Hermann Broch had been living in NYC.  This might be cross-referenced with 
the Broch correspondence. 
 
Box 3, File 63 General Correspondence  Ka-Ke  1929-1946 
 

Kahn, Dr. Samuel, c/o Dr. Gerrigy, 1225 Park Avenue, NYC – February 9, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB who has a 
letter of introduction from Mr. Th. R. Racosin and would like to meet Kahn.  
 
Kahn, Dr. Samuel – February 11, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB re telephone message with incorrect phone number.  
Asks that Kahn call him during office hours or send a postcard. 
 
Kamber, H., Twenty-Five Broad Street, NYC – February 15, 1938 – letter to ZWB asking him to come to Room 901 on 
Feb. 16, between noon and three. (Letter forwarded to Claremont Ave. from 500 Riverside Drive.) 
 
Kamber, H., P.O. Box 1217, City Hall Station, NYC – February 20, 1938 - carbon of letter from ZWB explaining that letter 
of 15

th
 did not reach him until the 19

th 
and asking that appointment be rescheduled. 

 
?Kamber [no name], Envelope return address: P.O.Box 1217, City Hall Station; letterhead: Twenty-Five Broad Street – 
February 28, 1938 – letter to ZWB asking that he call and see Mr. Van Pelt c/o Continental Bank &  Trust Co., 512 
Seventh Ave., on March 1

st
, between 5 and 5:15. 

 
Kann, Mariedl, 302 West 109 Street – Feb. 9, 1940 – rec’d Feb. 14, 1940 – letter, in German, to Willy.   Thanks him for his 
lovely letter.  Is terribly sorry that he has so much worry about his people.  She honestly hesitated to ask about them in 
her last letter.  Since the conditions are so awful, he must be glad just to hear from them.  Mariedl hopes that he will be 
successful in getting them out.  Robert thanks him for the information regarding career opportunities... Professor Levy …  
Thanks, also, for looking out for Hans Hollitscher … “You have so many of your own worries that is really rather 
unreasonable to ask you for more favors.  – If I can do something for you here, please let me know.”  They are expecting 
their parents in a couple of weeks.  She may have already written that Susi has a position for a few months.  Seattle must 
be gorgeous, appears to have everything that Mariedl would long for, but one cannot have everything and must be happy 
with what one has. 
 Two letters are attached to this letter: 
 Kann, Mariedl – January 31, 1940 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB.  Thanks for her lovely letter.  He 
worries about his family in Poland, wants to get his parents and sister out and that is not easy.  In addition, various 
people, who not long ago would not have accepted an affidavit because they so liked being in Europe and now are 
determined to get away, now want it provided quickly.  He would be glad to get to meet Mr. Hollitscher and help him 
insofar as he can.  With respect to Robert, he’ll inquire but does not expect much.  Professor E. Levy, formerly Prof. of 
Roman law in Heidelberg, is very influential here in the law faculty; if they (Mariedl/Robert) could approach Levy, the 
prospects would be better.  In any case it would not hurt if Robert wrote a ?request/petition to the Dean of the Law School.  
“One thing seems clear to me: here there is still no explicit/pronounced antagonism to German emigrants.”  If ZWB did not 
have the worries about his family he would have reason to be satisfied.  The people are nice, there are good opportunities 
to work for pleasure beyond the teaching, close to Seattle there are lakes, ocean, and mountains that are higher than the 
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Jungfrau or the Matterhorn.  There is wonderful skiing and right now Seattle has mild spring weather.  What more can one 
want?  It would be wonderful if they could come here.   
 Kann, Mariedl – January 18, 1940 – letter, in German, to Willy.  ZWB disappeared and they could not reach him 
until Helene, who was in NYC a few days ago, told them that he was in Seattle.  They are very glad that he has “arrived” 
and hope that the position is satisfying and interesting.  A nice young fellow whom they know from Vienna is coming to 
Seattle.  He knows nobody in Seattle, so they have given him ZWB’s name. …  The young man, Hans Hollitscher, is 
coming from England where he worked for a year in a furniture factory in Manchester.  … Engelsrads have probably 
changed their name ….  Susi arrived between Christmas and New Year’s and is looking for work.  Robert studies at 
Columbia and will finish before summer and then try as quickly as possible to find work … All their parents are coming in 
the next months and they are a little fearful about how it will all work out … Robert is getting a degree in librarianship from 
Columbia and is thinking about a college or university library – public libraries cannot be considered because he lacks 
citizenship. … Wonders if there would be any opportunity for Robert in Seattle …. The situation with the Bergmanns – in 
case ZWB has not heard from Gustav or Helene – remains unchanged.  Anni continues to do poorly … Gustav has a 
good chance of staying in Iowa for a year, substituting for a professor who will be away on a Rockefeller stipend …  
 
Kann, Robert A., 302 West 109

th
 Street, NYC – carbon copy of CV – 2 pages.  Kann was born February 11, 1906, Vienna, 

Austria.  This CV emphasizes his experience in criminology, criminal law, and psychology.  Dr. of Law’s degree, 1931.  
Lists references in Austria (incl. Hans Kelsen), England (incl. Sigmund Freud), and the USA.  Kann came to the USA in 
January 1939, has first citizenship papers.  Has worked as social worker for NYC Dept. of Correction from April – Sept 
1939.  Since Sept. 1939 has been at Columbia University Library School, working toward B.S. degree. 
 
?Kapralik, Karl, Vienna, Austria – September 22, 1937 – handwritten letter, in German, to ZWB.  A friend, Mrs. ?Gisa 
?Franck-Stark is coming to NYC.  Gives particulars re ship, hotel, qualities of ?Gisa.  She is supposed to be well-
connected in Chicago. She is very good looking and charming.  Thanks ZWB for his letter.  His (Karl’s) mother seems to 
have died recently.  Adds that ZWB should not speak Polish, but German with Gisa.  ?Comments about attitudes and 
biases. 
 
Kapralik, Karl, Vienna VIII, Albertpl. 1- July 25, 1937 – rec. August 2, 1937 – handwritten letter, in German, to ZWB.   …. 
They have acquaintances in Cleveland and Chicago… Prof. Kohn is at some university …  
 
?Kapmorka – August 9, 1940 – rec’d September 28, 1940 – handwritten postcard, in Polish, to ZWB.  From CCCP, mailed 
via Odessa 
 
?Kapmorka – rec’d January 16, 1941 – handwritten post card, in Polish, to ZWB.  From CCCP, mailed via Odessa. 
 
?Kapmorka – rec’d April 14, 1941 – 2 postcards stapled together, handwritten, in Polish to ZWB.  Appear to have been 
mailed from Soviet-occupied Poland, mailed via Odessa. 
 
?Kaufman, Dorothy and Charles.   [Somebody, presumably a member of the Special Collections staff, has written 
“Kaufman” on this letter, but it is unclear how this surname identification was determined.]  123 Worcester Place, Detroit – 
September 11, 1939 – letter to ZWB.  Asks about Mauricy.  Report on a trip, leaving Lake George, having tire trouble 
outside of Buffalo.   School news about Chuck …  
 
Keh, Juljusz, Warsaw, Zlota 62/35 – January 14, 1939 – rec’d January 30, 1939 - letter, in Polish, to ZWB.  Artur: “Asks 
for career advice.”  Mentions…Warsaw… mathematics…Einhorn…Goldman … Gutman .. Phönix … Vienna... America … 
 
Keh, Juljusz – February 20, 1939 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB.  Artur: “Actuarial anti-Semitism.”  … American 
Institute of Actuaries, Chicago … American Actuarial Association, NY … Canada ... Associate Actuary … Fellow …  
 
Kentucky, University of, Lexington – May 26, 1947 – rec’d May 31, 1947 - letter to ZWB from H.H. Downing, Head-Elect of 
Dept. of Math and Astronomy, offering Assistant Prof. position but doubting ZWB would be interested.  He got ZWB’s 
name from Prof.J. Neyman at UC Berkeley.  
 
[U of Kentucky ] carbon of ZWB’s handwritten letter to Prof. Downing, responding to letter above.  ZWB thanks Downing 
but notes that his present position is that of Associate Prof. with a significantly greater salary ($4608 for nine months) and 
therefore would not find the Kentucky offer attractive.  This carbon is on the back of a carbon of what appears to be a 
statement, in Polish, regarding the Weindlings, possibly relating to the property in Nowy Sącz . 
 
Box 3, File 64 General Correspondence  Ki-Ku  1938-1979 
 

?Kibitz, M., 952 E. 156 St., Bronx – August 23, 1938 – handwritten post card to ZWB.  Wants to get together. 
 
?Kibitz, M., 952 E. 156 St., Bronx – September 14, 1938 – handwritten post card to ZWB.  Mentions Helen and asks that 
ZWB come with her on Friday. 
 
?Kibitz, M., 952 E. 156 St., Bronx – September 26, 1938 – handwritten post card to ZWB. Everyone in the household is 
unhappy that ZWB did not visit.  Hopes to see him on Friday.  There is an additional note: “Regards from me – Stella.” 
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?Kibitz, M., 952 E. 156 St., Bronx – October 21, 1938 – handwritten post card to ZWB.  Again hoping to get together.   
Additional note from Stella. 
 
?Kibita, Augusta, [envelope and stationary address: Dr. Adolph A. Lilien, 879 Macy Place, Bronx] – February 26, 1938 – 
handwritten letter to ZWB, expressing concern at not hearing from him.  Asks that he write to ?Bruno  who is also uneasy 
about ZWB.  Asks that he visit. 
 
Klee, Prof. V.L., 2742 Veteran Avenue, Los Angeles 64, CA – November 15, 1955 – carbon of letter from ZWB, 
responding to letter below.  Family, polio vaccine issue. 
 Stapled to letter: 
Klee, Vic – November 9, 1955 – rec’d November 14, 1955 – handwritten letter to ZWB.  Klee asks about the GHC stance 
re polio vaccine, reports on family’s stay in L.A., missing Seattle. 
 
?K…, Ruth, c/o Town and Gown, 815 East Burlington, Iowa City, Iowa.  No date.  Handwritten letter, in German, seeking 
advice regarding statistical computations/manipulations.  
[This belongs with the correspondence with Ruth K. Lederer - Box 2, Files 46-48.]   

 
Frau Kober– February 28, 1938 – carbon of three-page letter, in German, from ZWB.  Received her card from Taormina 
which was forwarded to him from home.  … “You remember perhaps that I fantasized about a trip to America.  It has 
finally happened – a half-serious assignment as correspondent for a Polish newspaper and with this a visitor’s visa.  That 
was at the beginning of June 1937. 
 “Then I began a difficult time which is still not over.  I came to a foreign country with a foreign and still not fully 
mastered language, without relatives or any other personal connection.  I brought along letters of recommendation, which 
were proven to be useless. The New York summer set in with its fierce heat and made not only motion, but even also 
almost made thinking a torment.  And I sat there and had to think about what would become of me when my savings had 
been consumed.   
 “It makes no sense for me to report all the details. Some two weeks after my arrival here I earned 40 dollars for 
a calculation and advice that I did for a small stock broker from Wall Street, then nothing.  Courant was very nice, but 
could not help me since he is very much obligated to his family.  Bernstein told me rather depressing things. – I went to a 
mathematics meeting and when I returned, as a result of a conversation there, I received an offer for a research assistant 
position with an electrical engineering professor at a smaller university with a monthly salary of 100 dollars.  At the same 
time Bernstein called me and offered me a research assistantship with him for a weekly salary of 20 dollars.  I accepted 
the latter offer and began my work with Bernstein in September.  The salary was later rounded to 90 dollars monthly and a 
few days ago I got an agreement that it is now 120 dollars.   
 “So for the moment I have something to live on.  The work is not particular ly exciting – it is gathering and 
compiling of statistical material, but office work doing insurance mathematics was also not very amusing and ultimately I 
hope that this is only the beginning and that I will find something nicer with time.  Besides, Bernstein has been friendly 
toward me and has, among other things, helped me change my visitor’s visa into an immigration visa.  To obtain this 
immigration visa I had to travel to Cuba and on this occasion had a wonderful voyage into a beautiful subtropical country. 
 “In general I am doing well.  Life is not easy but also never boring.  Something new is always happening, 
something unforeseen and one may always hope that something else will come my way.  In this country it makes sense to 
be an optimist and to wait for his big chance.   
 “My latent adventurousness is always coming into its own. I don’t know if that is correct, if one as a so-called 
grownup begins to behave like a little boy, makes wild plans and even tries to carry them out.  But it is fun. 
 “As little money as I have, I travel still to every meeting of mathematicians.  I was already at Pennsylvania State 
College, in Chicago and in Indianapolis and I intend to go in April to Charlottesville, Virginia. 
 “Above all what makes my life here seem difficult is the fact that I feel very much alone – which was always to 
be expected, but which nevertheless is rather unbearable.  But that is now a drawback that with time I hope may become 
ever less significant.   
 “March 1 – 
 I began the writing of this letter last night and continued in today in the early morning, but now I have to go to 
work and therefore must close…”  
 
Koppel, Fritzi – Vienna, III.Bez., Untere Weissgärberstrasse 63/6 (Deutsches Reich postage stamp) – August 16, 1938 – 
rec’d August 27,1938 – handwritten (sometimes indecipherable) 4-page letter, in German with some English, to ZWB 
(uses familiar “Du”).  Introduces herself as the daughter of ZWB’s Aunt Regine Kris.  Fritzi last saw ZWB in a coffeehouse 
on the Ring in Vienna.  Since he is the only person whom she knows in the USA, she is making a pressing request of him.  
Her daughter, Melli, who was also at the coffee house, is trying to make arrangements to go the USA.  The man in NYC 
who was attending to details, incl. an affidavit, has been communicating but the affidavit has yet to arrive.  Fritzi gives all 
the details, incl. the man’s name (Maurice ?Shaine/Haine/) and address and the name of an organization with which he is 
working (Humane Society for Refugees).   Melli is sometimes “Melly.”  Her full name is Melanie Liselotte Koppel.   Fritzi 
wants ZWB to make discreet inquiries re the progress on Melly’s affidavit.  Mentions Julius Pollak in Cleveland Heights, 
Ohio (2821 Avondale Road), who has written and will help Melly get a job once she gets to the USA.  He has written, 
“Please understand that I will get you a position when you come here, and no doubt you know that you will have to go to 
work, like all of our American girls do.”  Fritzi, noting that Melly is her only child, asks that ZWB inquire about Julius Pollak; 
she will have Melly refund him expenses when she arrives in NYC.  Melly has also received a letter from Sol Segal, 2162 
East 34 St., Brooklyn, and Fritzi seems to hope that ZWB will make inquiries about him also.  She also mentions a man 
named Arthur D. Koppel (apparently not related) at 295 Madison Avenue – the same address as Dr. ?Shaine.  
Strategizing, giving ZWB facts about the family that he may want to tell to people who can be helpful.  
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Gives family personal data: 
 Friedrich Koppel, born Nov. 8, 1875, in Vienna 
 Friederike Koppel, nee Kris, born September 15, 1891, in Vienna   
 Melanie Liselotte Koppel, born March 15, 1919, in Vienna 
All are Austrian. 
She signs “your cousins, Fritz, Fritzi, and Melly Koppel.”  
 
Kimmelmann, Frau Rosa (Lwów, Kolątaja 5) – date unclear - post card, in German, to “Liebste Tante” (dearest aunt), 
Deutsches Reich postage.  Handwriting a bit difficult.  Thanks for a package.  Sender’s name unclear.  Concern for 
children.  
 
Koppel, Melanie L., 3021 Attleboro Road, Shaker Heights, Cleveland, Ohio – May 21, 1940 – handwritten letter to ZWB 
on MLK’s personal stationary.  Nice handwriting and seemingly good – though not absolutely perfect - command of 
English.  Melly believes that her mother (Fritzi) is a second cousin of ZWB’s.  She is happy in America.  Melly received a 
card “from your aunt Ruska Berger, who informed me about your present residence and asked me to get in touch with 
you.”   
 

Koppel, Melanie L. – May 30, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB, responding to letter of May 21.  Opens with, “You did not 
have to introduce yourself in so many lines.  I am not very likely to forget a very good looking girl – even if she happens to 
be my second cousin.”  Evidently ZWB was unaware until now that Melly was in the USA.  Describes his position, which 
he likes, and Seattle and its surroundings.  Shares concerns about family.  “It seems to me that all efforts to get them out 
from there are out of place right now.  In an avalanche like the one rolling over Europe now, there is nothing one can do 
but wait until it is over.  Then it may be possible to make some attempts on their behalf.” 
 
Koppel, Melanie – photocopy of photo #57 
 
Koppel, Melanie – June 4, 1940 – handwritten letter to ZWB.  Thanks him for letter. “It is really such a joy to receive good 
news once in a while, instead of all the horror and misery developing over in the old country.”  She arrived in the USA 
about 5 months ago, spent a couple of weeks in NY, then visited Cleveland to get acquainted with the people who helped 
bring her over.  She liked Cleveland and is now living with a very wealthy family; her job is to keep company with the 
oldest daughter “who is 14 and a pretty tough child to handle.”  Living with this family, traveling with them on holiday, and 
the fact that they are so influential has great advantages for her, but she is also confined to their home almost all the time.  
The girl will be leaving for camp at the end of the month, and Melly has suggested to the mother that she then be let go in 
order to procure another job in which she will not be so dependent.  Melly says she may have been foolish, but she would 
like more personal freedom and independence.  She is optimistic about finding something.  She knows she will be 
needing to support more than herself once her parents arrive. She has sent them prepaid ship tickets on U.S. lines “and 
now it is up to them and naturally fate when and if they shall join me shortly.”  She is enclosing a photo [see above].  
[Melanie Koppel must have been 21 years old when she wrote this.] 
 

Koppel, Melanie – photocopy of photo #58, Melanie Koppel and her 1
st
 Buick, Ohio, 1940 

 
Kris, ?Nina /Lina, Lwów, Ulica ?Sapieky/Sapiely 20 – April 29, 1940 – post card, in Polish, addressed to Jakob Berger, 
London.  Rec’d by ZWB November 12, 1940.  Artur: “asking for help with visas by contacting American politicians.”   
[Does this handwriting match that of Lina Birnbaum?]  

 
Kruskal, W.H. (Bill), University of Chicago, Dept. of Stat – March 11, 1958 – letter to ZWB re Robert Tsutakawa, who 
recently received his MS in Stat at U of C and is going to work for Boeing in Seattle.  Would like Tsutakawa to have 
contact with an active stat group.  “Tsutakawa has been Jimmie Savage’s assistant and has written his Master’s thesis, 
under Jimmie’s direction, on the statistics of an attempt by the psychiatrist Jung to validate some astrological claims.  So 
help me.” 
 
Kruksal, William, University of Chicago, Dept. of Stat – July 27, 1979 – letter to ZWB re On the Mathematics of Competing 
Risks. 
 

Krzywobłocki, Dr. Z., 942 Ramona St., Palo Alto, CA – May 18, 1946 – handwritten note, in Polish, to ZWB.  Seems to 
mention a letter. 
 
Krzywobłocki, Dr. Z. – April 29, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB. Mentions Aer. Eng. Dept., University of 
Washington … Assist. Professor….  ZWB has noted in pencil: “1) Phoned Fred Eastman May 16, 1946.   Told him that 
people at Stanford recommended Krzywobłocki.  No personal opinion stated.  2) Sent K’s paper to Eastman by campus 
mail.  3) Written to K. telling him that spoke to man with influential vote in Aero. Eng. Dept. and sent him papers with ?my 
recommendation.”   
 
Kuendig-Lang, Mr., Zürich, Switzerland, Brandschenkestrasse 40 – May 2, 1943 – letter, in German, from ZWB.  This 
letter was returned, the envelope marked “Return to sender, no service available.”  The letter is addressed to “dear 
friend,” and is clearly intended for Henry Schaerf.  ZWB thanks him for his February letter, which he has just received.  
Says that his cousin and wife [Kubuś and Rita] are doing well, but his cousin has not heard from his family, which makes 
ZWB unhappy since he worries about them as about his own.  He asks that [Henry] write and let him know how he is 
doing.   
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[See below - Henry was residing at the address shown, perhaps c/o Kuendig-Lang.  Either a cross-reference or re-filing 
might be advisable.] 

 
Kündig-Lang, Zürich, Brandschenkenstrasse 40 – February 7, 1943 – rec’d April 19, 1943 - handwritten letter, in German, 
to ZWB from Henry Schaerf.  After almost three months’ suspension, postal service is again active, so Henry can answer 
ZWB’s letter of September 21.  Mentions his (Henry’s) letter of August 11.  He says that ZWB’s family (“yours”) are 
healthy and well.  He has had packages sent to them but not yet received confirmation of receipt.  Mentions “Frau Alberti 
bei Wawel” … appears to be quoting from a card from the family in Lwów.  Thanks ZWB for ?possibly some articles or 
reprints.  Possible mention of Józia and Wisiu ….  Henry asks that ZWB take note of his (Henry’s) address.  
[This is unmistakably Henry Schaerf’s handwriting.  As above, cross-referencing with the Schaerf/Schärf correspondence 
might be advisable.] 

 
Box 3, File 65 General Correspondence  L 1937-1968 
 

Landau, ?Zofja, Lwów, ul. ?Peterynskieh 28 – January 19, 1941 – rec’d April 5, 1941 – postcard, in Polish, to ZWB.  
Mentions …Zygmunt … Wolf … telegram … Kubuś … Nierenberg … Kubuś … Rita … Brazil ..Rio de Janeiro …  
Clearly from Lina Birnbaum, with possible added comment from Ignacy.  Should be cross-referenced or filed with 
Birnbaum (Lwów) family correspondence. 
 

Landau, Z..?, Lwów, Peter… ?20 - November 11, 1940 – rec’d March 10, 1940 – post card, in Polish, to ZWB. Mentions 
… Bories… Nierenberg …   Clearly from Lina Birnbaum, with added comment from Ignacy.  Should be cross-referenced 
or filed with Birnbaum (Lwów) family correspondence. 

 
Landau, Zofia, Lwów, ul. ?Petezyniskieh 28 – December 21, 1940 – rec’d March 10, 1941 – post card, in Polish, to ZWB.   
Clearly from Lina Birnbaum, with added comment from Ignacy.  Should be cross-referenced or filed with Birnbaum (Lwów) 
family correspondence. 

 
Saunders, Sam, Dept. of Pure and Applied Mathematics, WSU, Pullman – August 1, 1990 – letter from ZWB thanking him 
for his letter and making plans for talk (topic: “Some mathematicians in the last seventy years”) to be given in Pullman.   
 Attached to letter below: 
Saunders, Sam, Dept. of Pure and Applied Mathematics, WSU, Pullman – July 19, 1990 – letter to ZWB, saying that the 
Dept. at WSU will pay ZWB’s expenses and an honorarium for his visit, asks for date of visit and a short abstract of talk.  
[This seems out of place in the “L” correspondence.  It seems more appropriately to belong in file 3/72 which contains 
General Correspondence, Sa-Sc.] 

 
Lee, Ena, [Ena nee ?Pasternak Lee], 76 Princes Street, Hobart, Tasmania – November 9, 1965 – handwritten 
aerogramme letter, mostly in German but also English - not always decipherable – to ZWB.  Ena introduces herself as 
ZWB’s cousin and asks that he write to tell her what has happened in his life since 1929 when she last saw him in Lwów.  
… spent the war in England, first?with Boris Pasternak’s sister, then … had a job in London from 1941 to 1949. .. Then 
went to Canada …. Snow  …in the spring went to Australia … four years later married a Viennese man …first  husband 
was part Aryan (?87 ½% or 67 ½ %) and remained in Vienna … ballet … has lived in Hobart for eleven years … got 
ZWB’s address from Fritzi Koppel. 
 
Lee, Ena – postmark December 31, 1975 – handwritten aerogramme letter, mostly in German, not entirely decipherable – 
to ZWB. She was in England until 1949, in Canada until May 1950, in Australia from December 1950 to December 1954, 
then married to a Viennese in Tasmania and has been there ever since.  She worked until 1972, since then she has been 
a pensioner.  They have three cats and one stray … 
 
Lee, Ena – January 11, 1976 – carbon of 2-page handwritten letter, in English, from ZWB.  Pleasantly surprised to hear 
from her, “a happy retired do-what-you-want person … well and cheerful.”  He gives her a description “in snappy terms” of 
his life, beginning with his arrival in the USA in 1937.  Mentions sabbatical leaves from UW at Stanford, Paris, Rome.  
Thanks her for the invitation and makes a reciprocal one.  “It looks terribly far, from Tasmania to the Pacific Northwest, but 
people have traveled greater distances, so let’s hope.”  Signs off “Au revoir and much love, ?Wiluś/Wilús (also known as 
Bill, and Z. stands for Zygmunt which a naturalization official just let stand).” 
 
Lehman, Erich, UC Berkeley, Dept. of Stat. – May 7, 1981 – rec’d May11, 1981 - handwritten note to ZWB requesting a 
copy of his CV and bibliography. 
 Attached to: 
 Lehman, Erich – May 13, 1981 – photocopy of note from ZWB who is sending the CV and bibliographic material 
he has on hand. 
 1 page – brief biographical info, concluding with retirement in 1974 as professor emeritus of math and stat. 
 1 page – scholarly and professional activities. 
 6 pages – bibliography – 66 entries. 
 
Leighton, Prof. Walter, Dept. of Math, Washington University, St. Louis – March 24, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB – 
letter of recommendation for Henry Schaerf. 
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Lewy, Dr. H., 2319 Carlton Street, Berkeley – January 4, 1940 – very faint and smudged carbon of card, in German, from 
ZWB.  Appears to have just returned to UW after having been in Berkeley and is supposed to send Lewy a description of 
the Institute for Math. and Stat. Res. 
 
Lindenberger, Dr. Manfred, 1409 Boren Avenue, Seattle – October 8, 1940 – typed note declaring that Manfred owes 
ZWB $150, with plans for repayment.  Both, ZWB and Manfred (a refugee dentist, as I recall) were living at 1409 Boren 
Avenue at this time. 

 
Lindsay, ?G and ?G – June 25, 1939 – note, in German, to ZWB.  Addresses ZWB as “Liebes Birnbäumchen” (Dear little 
Birnbaum).  Seems to want to hear from ZWB.  Lindsay notes, “alias Lewin (please use the old name!)” 
[One should probably check this signature against that used in the correspondence file for Lewin, Gerhard.] 

 
Lipsky, Louis, c/o Eastern Life Insurance Co., 386 Fourth Avenue, NYC – September 15, 1937 – carbon of letter from 
ZWB.  Refers to enclosed letters of introduction from Mr. Sandelsohn, Leeds, and Dr. E. Schmorak/?Schmorąk, Lwów.  
Asks for an appointment. 
 
Lipsky, Louis, 386 Fourth Avenue, NYC – September 16, 1937 – letter to ZWB, responding to letter above and inviting him 
to come to his office any morning between 11 and 12.  
 
Loeb, Ludwig, 2011 14

th
 Avenue N., Seattle – February 25, 1941 – notarized statement listing securities that he is holding 

for Hilde M. Birnbaum.  Attached to this is a list of dividends paid in July 1941.  Ludwig Loeb was ZWB’s brother-in-law, 
the husband of Hilde Birnbaum’s sister Edith.  Edith and Ludwig changed their name to Lobe. 
 

Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Ruston Louisiana – August 3, 1939 – smeary carbon of card from ZWB (400 West 121
st
 

Street, NYC) saying that he will not be available for a position.   
 
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Ruston, Louisiana – July 9, 1938 – rec’d July 13, 1938 - letter from P.K. Smith, Math Dept. 
Head, to ZWB thanking him for his application for a position which “is practically filled.”  Letterhead lists four members of 
Math Dept. 
 
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Ruston Louisiana – date ?? – carbon of letter from ZWB at Woods Hole to P.K. Smith, 
apparently inquiring regarding a position.  This letter is partially eaten-away (by mice? water damage?) 
 

Lowen, Mr. M., Ruttland Hall – University Pk., Nottingham, England – January 25, 1968 – carbon of letter from ZWB, 
responding to Lowen’s letter (below).  Amusing and says he’ll watch out for threats to himself and will either change or 
omit the exercise in any later edition.  
 Attached to: 
Lowen, Mr. M. – November 22, 1967 – rec’d January 8, 1968 – handwritten note to ZWB pointing out error on page 50 of 
his textbook in citing a British postage stamp, but with no info about Welsh or Scottish correspondents.  Warns about 
offending Welshmen and Scots.  “I felt I should point out the error ere you received a bomb through the post from Plaid 
?Lymme or the Free Wales Army.” 
The textbook is Introduction to Probability and Mathematical Statistics, 1962. 

 
Box 3, File 66 General Correspondence  M 1937 – 1971 
 

Mahlerowie, Seweryn, and Stefania Z. Buchsbaumów – appears to be wedding announcement, October 1937, Lwów. – 
rec’d by ZWB October 25, 1937. 
 
Maine, University of, Orono, Maine – May 25, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB inquiring about English classes available 
during the summer. 
 
Malti, Prof. Michel G., Cornell University, School of Electrical Engineering – September 15, 1937 – carbon of letter from 
ZWB declining offer to work as research assistant as he is already working as such for Bernstein at NYU. 
 
Marseille, Dr. Walther, c/o Mrs. Buxbaum, 1049 Lexington Avenue, NYC – July 18, 1938 – rec’d July 20, 1938 - 
handwritten letter, in German, to ZWB. Difficult handwriting. Marseille is a friend of Gustav Bergmann. 

 Attached to this is: 
Marseille, Dr. Walther – August 21, 1938 – fragile carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB.  ZWB hopes to get together with 
Marseille in NYC when he’s back from Woods Hole. If Marseille has any important information regarding Bergmann, he 
asks that he write to him. 
 
Massachusetts State College, Amherst, Mass. – May 25, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB inquiring about English 
classes available during the summer. 
 
Mathematical Reviews, American Mathematical Society, Brown University, Providence, RI – October 20, 1939 – letter to 
ZWB from editors giving subscription info for him as a collaborator. 
 
Mathematical Reviews – November 3, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Dr. R. P. Boas regarding review of a paper by 
Ottaviani. 
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Mathematical Reviews – May 14, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Dr. R. P. Boas, Editor, regarding reviews. 
 
Mathematical Association of America – December 16, 1937 – copy (post card) of ZWB’s reservation request for meeting 
taking place at Butler University. 
 
Matula, Prof. David, Dept. of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science, Washington University, St. Louis – January 2, 
1968 – carbon of letter from ZWB regarding material for Matula’s talk on “A Natural Tree Enumeration by Prime 
Factorization.”  
 
Matula, David, Washington University – December 18, 1967 – letter to ZWB.  Letter accompanies and is attached to 
Matula’s rough notes on “Trees and Primes” (5 pages). 
 
Mauldin, Dan – April 2, 1979 – letter to ZWB, attached to 3-page announcement of “The Scottish Book” conference to be 
held May 4-5, 1979, North Texas State University, Denton, Texas.  ZWB’s penciled note regarding travel schedule and 
expense are on the letter. 
 
Mauldin, Dan – rec’d Jun 1, 1979 – note to ZWB thanking him for reprint and asking for any additional works “along these 
lines.” 
 
McGraw-Hill, NYC – February 9, 1945 – letter to ZWB from Alfred C. Horsch following up on report from Mr. McCabe, 
McGraw-Hill rep, who recently visited with ZWB at UW.  They would like more info about planned book on the 
mathematical theory of statistics. 
 
McGraw-Hill, NYC – November 15, 1945 – letter to ZWB from Hugh W. Handsfield, following up on report from Mr. 
McCabe, M-H rep, that ZWB’s manuscript of Mathematical Theory of Economics is nearly complete.  They are definitely 

interested. 
 Attached to this: 
 McGraw-Hill – December 4, 1945 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Handsfield.  While manuscript is nearly 
complete, there has been as misunderstanding – it is an introduction to the mathematical theory of probability and 
statistics.  Gives rationale for preparing this book, fillng a need.  “As you know, most of the available books on statistics 
are collections of practical rules on presentation and interpretation of statistical data, without an attempt at presenting the 
underlying mathematical theory…. A rigorous presentation of the contemporary probabilistic approach to the theories of 
mathematical statistics, accessible to a student whose knowledge of mathematics does not go beyond a firm grasp of 
calculus, is not available.  …” 
 
McGraw-Hill, NYC – April 22, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Stewart G. Dorman, College Dept., McGraw-Hill.  At 
suggestion of a M-G. rep (Mr. J. F. Macmillan) he is sending draft of ca. 2/3 of his manuscript. 
 
McGraw-Hill, NYC – April 30, 1947 – letter to ZWB from Hugh Handsfield, acknowledging receipt of partial manuscript, 
delighted to have opportunity to consider publication of this book.  
 
Mead, Miss Mabel C., 390 Riverside Drive, NYC – October 5, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB (at ?300/500 Riverside 
Drive) – thanks Miss Mead for kind invitation.  He would be very glad to come to the Riverside Church on Friday evening. 
 
Meier, Paul, University of Chicago, Dept. of Stat., Chicago – April 16, 1979 – letter to ZWB re Competing Risks 

monograph. 
 
Messer, Miss Gladys, c/o Dr. Peter Drucker, 92 Liberty Street, NYC – July 10, 1938 – carbon of letter re Gustav 
Bergmann (b. Vienna, May 4, 1906).  Bergmann’s wife’s name is Anna Katharina Bergmann (b. Vienna, August  26, 1903) 
and ZWB does not have a maiden name for her.  Daughter is Hanna Elisabeth Bergmann (b. Vienna, June 14, 1937).  
 
Merzbach, Dr.Hermann, 2408 Federal Avenue, Seattle – October 16, 1941 – postcard, in German, handwritten.  Sender is 
W. ?Still, Lemberg, ul. K?renewskiego 18/II, General-Gouvernement, Germany.   
Baffling card.  I can’t make out all handwriting or allusions to reading Proust, ?Hugo, and other writers.  ZWB’s father-in-
law was Dr. Richard Merzbach, residing at Federal Avenue.  The card appears to be signed by ?Wisio. References to life 
in Lemberg (= Lwów).  Best wishes on the 18

th
 to the ?little birthday boy “from the two of us.”  (ZWB’s birthday was 

October 18, 1941.)  There is a chance that this will match a Lwów relative’s handwriting – a comparison should at least be 
made. Might this be from Wisio and Józia Sternbach? 
 

Merzbach, Dr. Herman, 2408 Federal Avenue – October 18 ?1941  -  post card, handwritten in German.  No return 
address.  Card is signed by ?Mama.  Roughly: “My darling!  With longing we are celebrating your birthday and we wish 
you much happiness and very much joy for your family life and your baby.  We are doing well, our daughter takes care of 
everything for us, is very clever and very resourceful, and longs for her bridegroom and …  If it is possible for her 
bridegroom, he should send … to Kubuś’ aunt … Schärf …. Wolfs are also doing well….Fritzi Ohrenstein … we would 
really like to live with her son, but one may not tell that to Kubuś because of the … Berta .. We would like to know how you 
are doing and how dear Hilde and the little child are doing …. 

This is addressed to ZWB’s father-in-law, although the first name is incorrect.  I am almost certain it is from Lina 
Birnbaum, with various coded references. – should be checked for handwriting and perhaps cross-referenced. 
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Mikol, David., Lake Bay, Washington – January 1, 1940 – letter to ZWB.  Mentions Miss Miriam Forster, UW, Child Psych 
Dept., and is a friend of Mr. ?Nlemstadt/Niemstadt (from Denmark), who was also at International House.  Miss Forster 
and her friend, Miss Violet Ostroff, are planning to come visit Mr. Mikol.  Mr. Mikol suggests ZWB make the trip with the 
two women. 
 
?Mizdzyrzecka/ Mizdzyrsecka, E., Warsaw – September 23, 1963 – rec’d September 30, 1963 – handwritten letter, in 
Polish, - to Wilek.  Artur: “Long lost relative.”  Mentions   … Josef Birnbaum … Rublova … USA … Rublova …  Warsaw … 
Hen… Urich … Edinburgh …” Signed by Nusia. 
 
?Mizdzyrzecka/ Mizdzyrsecka/Mizdszrsecka, E., Warsaw – December 6, 1963 – handwritten letter, in Polish – to Wilek. 
Mentions … Henia … Polytechnic …  
 
Reference to Montana State College – August 1, 1939 – carbon of note from ZWB stating that he will not be available for 
next year.  This is attached to an envelope rec’d August 1, 1939, from 506-510 Hamilton Branch Bldg., Corner Market and 
Main Streets, Chattanooga,Tenn.   This may be part of ZWB’s correspondence with a teacher’s agency. 

 
?Mizdzyrzecka/ Mizdzyrsecka/Mizdszrsecka, E., Warsaw, ?Lakarska 15 – November 3, 1963 – faint carbon of 
handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB.  Addresses recipient as “Nusia.”  ….  mentions Henryk Urich … 1962 ….  Gives 
address: Dr. Henry Urich, Flat 12, Moat Lodge, London Road, Harrow on the Hill, Middlesex, England.  … neuropathology   
 
St.-Pierre, J., Directeur, Centre de Recherches Mathématiques, Université de Montreal – December 7, 1970 – carbon of 
2-page letter from ZWB regarding Z. A. Lomnicki, who is being considered for a visiting appointment.   
[The address is to M. J. St.-Pierre, but as “M”, I’d assume, stands for “Monsieur,” this really should not be filed under “M”- 
rather with the “S” correspondence or in the Lomnicki files.]  
 

?Mokrzycki, Yanina, Lwów, ul. ?Asnyka 8 – rec’d September 4, 1940 – handwritten post card, in Polish, addressed to Mrs. 
Rosa Bories.  Message is to Wilus, from Lina.  Again, this is correspondence from ZWB’s family, with his mother using an 
alias. 

 
?Mokrzycki, Antonina, Lwów, Ul. Fredry 8 – rec’d July 30, 1940 – handwritten post card, in Polish, to ZWB from Lina 
Birnbaum.  Mentions … Berlin … Moscow … Bucharest .. Bronio … Kubuś …  Another instance of correspondence from 
the family but with an assumed name. 

 
?Mokrzycki, Antonina, Lwów, ul. ?Asnyka 8 – rec’d September 24, 1940 – handwritten post card, in Polish, to ZWB, from 
?Nusia  
 
?Mokrzycki, Antoni, Lwów, ul. Fredry 8 - ?date – handwritten post card, in Polish, to ZWB from ?Lina and Ignacy  
 
The four post cards above should be reviewed in the context of the Lwów Birnbaum family correspondence.  If the 
handwriting matches that of Lina or Nusia, consider at least cross-referencing in the Lwów Birnbaum family 
correspondence. 
 

Montreal, University of, Centre de recherches mathématiques – January 11, 1971 – letter from Robert Brunet, responding 
to ZWB’s letter about Lomnicki (see letter of December 7, 1970, above).   
This and the December 7

th
 letter should perhaps be cross-referenced with the Lomnicki correspondence files. 

 

Morency, Mary, 325 Austin Hall, UW, Seattle – May 27, 1949 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Responding to a suggestion, 
he asks that she place three addresses on her mailing list for CARE packages: 
 Alina Manelska, Lukasinskiego 17m.4, Wrocław, Poland Polska 
 Mrs. St. Ruziewicz, ul. Mikolaja Reja 25, m.13, Wrocław, Poland Polska  
 Mrs. Emilia Stozkowa, ul. Modrzewskie Go 30, Oporow k. Wrocławia, Poland Polska  
 
Photocopies of photos #52-55 – Z.W. Birnbaum and others at the Pacific Area Statistical Conference, probably in Tokyo, 
1983.   
Attached to: 

Matusita, K., Institute of Statistical Mathematics, Tokyo – January 20, 1983 – handwritten letter to ZWB.  Says 
he is enclosing photos of ZWB with Prof. R. Sato (age 92) at the conference. 
 
Mosteller, Frederick, Harvard University, Dept. of Statistics – May 4, 1979 – letter to ZWB thanking him for copy of article. 
 
Mott, Mr. and Mrs. John Livingstone, 527 Riverside Drive – announcement that they will be at home 4:30-6:30, December 
15. 
Attached are two undated International House message slips both of which seem to be handwritten notes from Leni 
Hollander.   
 Addressed to Dr. Birnbaum, 211, in German: Christmas greetings, just in passing.  Are you still in New York or 
already at the slave market?  Warmest wishes, Leni Hollander.  
 No address, in English: As I did not see you tonight, here is my address, as promised if you want to get in touch 
with me.  Leni Hollander, 542 W. 112 St., City , ???4-8354.  Best regards.   
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It’s not clear why the Mott card is attached to these notes, which might better be with the Hollander correspondence in the 
“H” files. 
 

Mullemeister, Prof. Hermance, c/o Mr. Herbert Schuyten, 417 Third Street, Manhattan Beach, Calif. – March 30, 1948 – 
carbon of letter from ZWB.  The Math Dept. has made an offer to B.L. Van der Waarden.  Now ZWB has been told that V. 
de Waarden has a dubious reputation in Holland due to his sympathies for the Nazis.  He was a professor in Germany 
and, after the war, was offered a position at University of Amsterdam but faculty and students lodged a protest and the 
offer was withdrawn.  V. de Waarden’s wife is said to be a professed Nazi.  Asks Prof. Mullemeister to check on these 
reports during her upcoming visit to Europe. 
 
Mullemeister, H., c/o Mr. F. J. Noordhoek Hegt, The Hague – June 16, 1948 – handwritten letter to ZWB. Responds to his 
request (above), giving report she got through a friend who is Production Engineer with the Shell Oil Co. in The Hague 
and told her that Van der Waarden is a brilliant mathematician who was hired by Shell Oil.  More details also given.                  
 
Box 3, File 67 General Correspondence  N 1937-1939 
 

National Bank of Commerce, Seattle, 45
th
 and University Way  - June 26, 1940 – carbon of letter confirming transfer of 

$5,000 to Chase National Bank in NYC, with instructions to pay this money to Mr. D. Messing, 101 Lincoln Road, 
Brooklyn. 
 Attached; 
 National Bank of Commerce – June 24, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB asking for transfer described. 
 Telegram from D.L. Messing to ZWB, June 5, 1940: “Received Funds from Chase.” 
 Draft of telegram to D. Messing from ZWB, June 3, 1940: “Am wiring for you to Chase National Bank Main 
Office five thousand dollars Please acknowledge receipt and keep in trust for Mrs. Nette Wolloch in Lwów Russia until she 
leaves Russia.” 
 Telegram to Jakob Berger, 5 Lamboller Road, Hampstead, London, from ZWB – June 1, 1940: “Shall wire 
Monday 5000 and directions to Messing.” 
 Telegram  from Jakob Berger to ZWB – May 31, 1940: “Send cable fivethousand dollars you kept trust for Mrs 
Nette Wolloch living Lwów Russia to her relative D Messing Newyork Brooklyn 101 Lincoln Road cabling him keep money 
trust until Nette Wolloch leaving Russia stop acknowledge cable stop our family well hoping parents get soon Palestine.”  
[Possibly should be cross-referenced with Jakob Berger correspondence.] 

 
National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., 1819 Broadway, NYC – April 24, 1940 – letter to ZWB, asking for letter of 
reference for Miss Lena Sharney who has applied for a position as assistant statistician.  Letter is from Isabel L. Davis, 
Project Secretary. 
 
National Bureau of Economic Research – April 30, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Isabel Davis, giving his 
assessment of Lena Sharney. 
 
Seattle First National Bank – April 1, 1941 – receipt for $13,386.03 for cabling monies to the account of Jacob Berger at 
National City Bank, Framers Branch., NY. [Might be cross-referenced with Jakob Berger files.] 

 
National City Bank of New York – August 2, 1941 – check written by ZWB (on University National Bank account) for 
$1088.46  
Attached: 
 Treasury Department license – dated July 25, 1941 – permits ZWB and Kubuś to engage in a transfer of funds.  
  Letter from ZWB to National City Bank – August 2, 1941 – carbon of letter from ZWB directing Bank to credit 
amount of check to Kubuś’ account, in accordance with enclosed license.  [Again, might be cross-referenced with Berger 
files.] 

 
National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington, DC, Office of Scientific Personnel – April 1951 – letter 
to ZWB from M. H. Trytten, Director.  Asks ZWB to complete a questionnaire indicating in detail his “knowledge of foreign 
areas.”   ZWB’s note: filled in and mailed May 12, 1951.  “World Index Map to NRC coded areas” is attached.  
 
National Research Council – April 1951 – from M.H. Trytten to “All Astronomers, Crystallographers, Geophysicists , 
Mathematicians, Metallurgists,”  accompanying a questionnaire  sent by arrangement between the National Security 
Resources Board and the National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, eager to maximize utilization of 
scientists.  ZWB notes that he filled in questionnaire and mailed it May 12, 1951. 
 
New Hampshire, University of, Durham, NH – May 25, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB - inquiry regarding available 
summer courses in English. 
 
New York County, County Clerk – April 25, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB informing Clerk that he has changed the 
location of Institute for Mathematical and Statistical Research from 55 West 42

nd
 Street to 280 Madison Avenue. 

 
New York County, County Clerk – April 26, 1939 – letter to ZWB acknowledging change of address and noting 
requirement that a new certificate be filed when address changes.  
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New York University, Washington Square – July 16, 1941 – letter to ZWB at UW.  Employment Interviewer, Isabel 
Schrauff, asks for a letter of reference for Mrs. Henryka Berger. 
 Attached: carbon of letter from ZWB to NYU – July 25, 1941 – giving his assessment of Henryka Berger.  
[Cross-reference in Berger files?] 

 
University of the State of New York, Professional Examinations Bureau, State Dept. of Education, Albany, NY – May 26, 
1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB inquiring about requirements for obtaining a high school teacher’s certificate; letter 
accompanied description of his background. 
 
?New York Times – responding to a classified ad for an actuary – June 19, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB, detailing his 
qualifications; classified ad (Sunday Times, June 19, 1938) is attached. 
 
?New York Times – responding to an ad – April 10, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB, makes brief reference to tutoring 
university students, is enclosing a brief CV or bio (not attached). 
 
New Zealand, Customs Department, Wellington – April 2, 1937 – letter to ZWB, sent to Lwów, then forwarded to M/V. 
“Georgic.”  Responds to letter from ZWB of February 13

th
.  A copy of the immigration application form is attached.  The 

letter is not encouraging about the chances that an application will be approved.  
 
Newton, Michael – handwritten note accompanying a photo of ZWB and Michael – April 4, 1991.  Photocopy of photo #42 
is attached. 
 
Box 3, File 68 General Correspondence  O 1937-1963 
 

Od…?, Jan – Christmas card – December 1965 – to ZWB 
 
Od…?, Jan, Warsaw – December 1963 – to ZWB 
 
Orvis, Helen – no date – handwritten note to ZWB on International House message slip. Asks about exchanging English 
lessons for German lessons. Gives contact info.  
 
Orvis, Helen – July 9, 1937 – carbon of ZWB’s response to note above.  He’s interested in the lesson exchange.  Further 
contact plans. 
 
Ostow, Mortimer, Camp Modin, Canaan, Maine - July 20, 1938 – 5-page, typed letter to ZWB regarding statistical analysis 
of data.  Ostow sends regards to Prof. Bernstein, Miss Bernstein, and Mr. Selverstone.  He says that Theodore Struhl 
asks to be remembered to ZWB.  
 
Ostow, Mortimer, Camp Modin – July 31, 1938 – carbon of card from ZWB at Woods Hole.  Acknowledges letter of July 
20

th
, says he will answer as soon as possible.  Prof. Bernstein, Miss Bernstein, and Mr.Selverstone send regards.  Sends 

greetings to Mr. Struhl.   
 
Ostow, Mortimer, 253 Crown Street, Brooklyn, NY – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Apologies for not answering letter as 
promised.  Would like to talk with him, gives phone number and possible times for getting together.  
 
Ostrowska, ?Zofia/Zofja, Lwów,  ul. ?Peterynklich 28 – no date, no readable postmark – mailed from Russian-occupied 
Poland - rec’d March 10, 1941 – handwritten postcard, in Polish, addressed to Prof. Z. William, Dept. of Mathematics, UW 
– Lina’s handwriting with short message from Ignacy.  Addresses ZWB as Zygmunt.   
[Should probably be cross-referenced or transferred to files of Birnbaum Family (Lwów) correspondence.] 
 

Ostrowska, ?Zofia/Zofja, Lwów,  ul. ?Peterynklich 30 [different house number than post card above) – January 6, 1941 – 
mailed from Russian-occupied Poland - rec’d April 23, 1941 – handwritten postcard, in Polish, addressed to Mr.-. Z. 
William, Dept. of Mathematics, UW – Lina’s handwriting with short message from Ignacy.  Addresses ZWB as Zygmunt.  
Mentions … Nierenberg …42–str 55 West, Compass Travel … Bloch … 
[Should probably be cross-referenced with files of Birnbaum Family (Lwów) correspondence.] 

 
Box 3, File 69 General Correspondence  Pa – Pi 1937-1996 
 

Parker, Mr. J., c/o Schwind & Parker, Second & Newton Aves., Long Island City – carbon of letter from ZWB 
accompanying prints of snapshots made on board the “Orizaba.”  Enjoyed the time he spent with Mr. Parker, Miss Ostro, 
and Mr. Brecher.   
 
Parzen, Emanuel, Distinguished Professor, Institute of Statistics, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas – May 24, 
1979 – rec’d June 1, 1979 – letter to ZWB, requesting copy of “On the mathematics of competing risks.” 
 
Pasternak, Albrecht, Barbizon Plaza Hotel – June 9, 1937 – handwritten post card, in German, from ZWB.  Post card 
returned to sender, addressee “not at address given.”  [It looks as if the post card was only returned to ZWB on December 
31, 1937.]  ZWB addresses Albrecht in the familiar (“Du”), says that ?Ena has probably already written that he is 
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underway to America.  She has given ZWB items to deliver to Albrecht and ZWB would like to get together with him. 
Signed “Wilús.” 
 
Pasternak, Albrecht – Arch. Albrecht C. Pasternak, Vienna I., American Express, Kärntnerring 14 – August 8, 1938 – 
Deutsches Reich postage stamp, postmark urges membership in the NS…to support mother and child – handwritten 
letter, in German, to ZWB. [I have difficulties with the handwriting.]  Albrecht has been planning to write for a long time.  

He is very sorry that their anticipated reunion in NY did not take place due to his departure for Europe.  He is writing to 
give ZWB some addresses… Irving Perlman and Joe ?Zuckerman/Zückerman … can of greaseless Noxema skin cream  
...  the only cream which helps him with his skin disease …. Ena sends warm greetings …     Uses familiar forms. 
 
[I am assuming “Ena” in the above two items is the same as Ena Lee, whose correspondence is in the “L” file, noted 
above.] 

 
Pengelley, David, UW Math Dept. – September 25, 1996 – printout of forwarded email regarding Paul Erdos, who died on 
September 20, 1996 – includes comments from Miklos (Miki) Simonovits and Frank Harary, as well as what appears to be 
part of a New York Times article by Gina Kolata (September 24, 1996). 

 
Pennington, M.E. (Handling Transportation and Storage of Perishables, Application of Refrigeration), Woolworth Building 
233 Broadway, NY.  – no date – no addressee – two addresses – Mr. M. J. True, Produce Dept., Armour & Co., Union 
Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill., and Mr. George Bowman, Seymour Packing Co., Topeka, Kansas.  [No idea what this is about 
or how it got into these papers.] 
 

Perlman, Hon. Nathan D., 25 East 9
th
 Street, NYC – September 27, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB who, at the 

suggestion of Mr. Louis Lipsky, is asking for an appointment. 
 
Perlman, Justice Nathan D., City of New York, Court of Special Sessions Chambers (return address: Nathan D. Perlman, 
32 Franklin Street, New York, NY) – September 29, 1937 – rec’d  September 30, 1937 – letter to ZWB, acknowledging 
letter of Sept. 27

th
, giving phone number and asking that ZWB call him to make an appointment. 

 
Pfeifer, Sarah B. – July 31, 1937 – handwritten note expressing thanks for assistance in making a very important long 
distance phone call. It looks like she enclosed $.85. 
 
Box 3, File 70  General Correspondence  Pi – Pu 1938-1966 
 

Pierce, ?Madeleine/Madelene  E., Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, NY – October 9, 1938 – October 10, 1938 – 
handwritten letter to ZWB at Institute for Mathematical Research, 55 West 42

nd
 Street, NY.  Comments on his enterprise in 

opening his institute and send good wishes.  Thanks ZWB for snapshots.  “The other woman in the picture is Martha 
Denny, Zoo. Dept., Connecticut College, New London.  … she sent me several of the beach party in which you rescued 
the watermelon….”  Asks ZWB to come to Vassar next Saturday, laying out plans for the day, including a ride and 
attending a Brahms concert, gives rail connection information.   
[I assume Ms. Pierce was part of the group with whom ZWB kept company at Woods Hole.] 
 

Pierce, Madelene E., Vassar – October 14, 1938 – rec’d October 17, 1938 – handwritten letter to ZWB.  Regrets that ZWB 
cannot come this weekend.  “I do not wish to give the impression that I have no other recreation than writing to you, now 
that I am pursuing you.”  She’s trying to plan her social life.  Would like to have him next weekend if he can make it, 
otherwise perhaps in November.  Further details re rail schedule and overnight accommodation arrangements.  Sends 
regards to the “large majority of the personnel who were thoughtful to remember me.”   
This is attached to: 
 Pierce – October 20, 1938 – handwritten draft of letter – ZWB has a customer who wants to meet him on 
Saturday, so can’t come to Poughkeepsie, but asks if she might be able to come to New York, gives phone number.   
 This is written on the back of a ?carbon of a letter from ZWB to Dr. Matthew N. Chappell, Columbia University, 
116

th
 Street & Broadway, NYC, offering the services of the Institute for Mathematical and Statistical Research.  

 
Pierce, R. S. (Dick), Chairman, 245 Physics Hall (Math Dept, UW) – October 26, 1966 – letter from ZWB (139 Physics 
Hall).  Letter accompanies information about Z. A. Lomnicki.  Suggests Lomnicki for appointment as a visiting faculty 
member for the summer quarter.  Gives a nice description of Lomnicki.  “  … we both [studied] mathematics under 
Banach, Steinhaus, Saks, Kuratowski, and other mathematicians of the old Polish school. His grandfather published his 
first paper in zoology one hundred and one years ago and then was a professor at the University of Lwów, and so were 
his father (also a zoologist) and his uncle (a mathematician).  … published his first paper jointly with Ulam … help[ed] 
shape the newly founded system of Polish Social Security … published a number of papers on actuarial problems … The 
last of these papers was published ‘posthumously’ after his associates had convinced the German occupants that he was 
dead, while he was very active in the Polish army.  He had made it to the rank of Captain when he was, literally, washed 
ashore in Scotland ….” 
 Attached: 
Envelope from Lomnicki to ZWB – post mark October 18, 1966  
Lomnicki CV – interesting – served in Polish Army in Narvik Expeditionary Forces, later in Persia, Iraq, Palestine, Italy  
Lomnicki lists of publications -3 pages 
 Lomnicki, Zbigniew, c/o Boulton Paul Aircraft, Ltd., Wolverhampton, England – October 4, 1966 – carbon of 
letter from ZWB.  Discussion of plans to bring Zbigniew to UW for summer.  Describes the Math Dept. ’s group of 
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probabilists and statisticians (Blumenthal, Chapman, Gangolli, Pyke, Woll, Ylivsaker, Shorack, Van Ness) and those at 
Boeing (Esary, Proschan, Warsall, Marshaylia, Saunders).  Jim Durbin, who was here last summer, should be able to give 
Zbigniew his impression of Seattle.  Asks for CV, list of publications, outline of his scientific activities. 
[It might be helpful if this material was referenced in the Lomnicki correspondence files.] 
 

Poland – Consulate General of the Republic of Poland, 49 E. Cedar Street, Chicago, Ill. – June 24, 1947 – carbon of letter 
from ZWB, accompanying a check and the request that he be sent “the legalized document as soon as possible.” 
 Attached to a note from the Consulate giving ZWB the price of legalization of documents and asking for 
additional money, ZWB apparently having sent a smaller sum on June 3, 1947. 
 
Popper, Carl, ?373 Central Park West, NYC – January 15, 1938 – rec’d January 17, 1938 - handwritten post card, in 
German, to ZWB at International House.  The Benno Both family in Vienna have recommended ZWB to him and he would 
like to have the opportunity to talk with ZWB.  Gives details re contacting him.   
 
Popper, Carl – January 21, 1938 – handwritten card, in German, to ZWB.  Apparently Popper missed ZWB’s call or there 
was a misunderstanding.  Says he really would like to hear from him and tells how and when he may be reached by 
phone. 
 
Putter, Joe – March 31, 1979 – picture post card from Israel – handwritten – to ZWB, thanking him for the copy of “The 
mathematics of competing risks.” 
 
Pratt Teachers’ Agency, 79 Fifth Avenue, NY – February 18, 1938 – receipt for $2.00 from “Mr. William F. Birnbaum.” 
 
Pratt Teachers’ Agency – February 15, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB, answering Pratt’s ad in the Sunday Times. 
 Attached: 
 Pratt Institute Info., contract, and registration form (filled out by ZWB – presumably the copy he kept for his 
records) 
 ZWB’s CV (carbon) 
 
Princeton University – Secretary of Princeton U, Princeton, NJ – August 16, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB saying that 
he is interested in research, describing fields of interest, and requesting catalogues and other information regarding 
courses and fees for the coming academic year. 
 
Prior, Frances T. (Mrs. George E. Prior), 54 Union Street, Winooski, Vermont – December 19, 1939 (postmark) – 
handwritten Christmas card to ZWB.  “Dear Bill: Remember me?  I’m the girl in the speech class with whom you 
picknicked at the Sand Bar and later visited the Champlain Club. …”  Thanks him for photos.  
 
Prior, Mrs. – August 17, 1939 – carbon of letter from Bill, 420 West 121

st
 Street, NYC.  Bill explains that he had to leave 

for NYC earlier than expected, hence had no time to say goodbye.  Enclosing pictures taken in Sand Bar State Park and 
asks that Mrs. Prior please let everyone have a copy of each picture. 
 
Prunty, Rex A., Hotel Colonial, Glendale, Calif. – August 6, 1940 – carbon of letter from Bill.  Bill was pleased to get 
Prunty’s letter and esp. to hear about the helpfulness of the people at Lockheed.  Responding to Prunty’s question, Bill 
gives book title, author, and some comments on R.L. Griffin’s An Introduction to Mathematical Analysis, revised edition 

1936.   
 Attached to 
Prunty, Rex A., Colonial Hotel, 224 N. Maryland St., Glendale, Calif. – August 3, 1940 – rec’d August 5, 1940 – 
handwritten letter to Bill, asking for details of book (above) and for advice re his education and career development.  
Evidently was at UW and/or Boeing and has moved to California and is working at Lockheed.  
 
Box 3, File 71  General Correspondence  R 1937-1973 
 

Racosin, Theodore R., 551 Fifth Avenue, NYC – February 9, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB, thanking Racosin for 
letters of introduction. (Penciled note by ZWB: Bryn Mawr stationary.) 
 
Rath, Maurice M., 105 Leslie St., Newark, NJ – July 3, 1940 – handwritten letter to ZWB.  Rath, a graduate student in 
Biometrics is working for Bernstein on the problem of cancer and age.  Cites related literature and asks for ZWB’s 
comments and suggestions.  Is writing at the suggestion of Bernstein.     
 
Rauch, Dr. Józef, Lwów, Sykstuska 41a – April 7, 1938 – carbon of three-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB. Mentions … 
Feniks … Vienna … Lwów …  
 
Keller, Regina, Budapest II, …. Hungary – June 6, 1940 – rec’ June 26, 1940 – handwritten post card, in German – to 
Wilús.  Uses familiar form. 
[As I read this, the card is from Regina Keller and hence might belong in the General Correspondence “K” file.] 
 

Richardson, Prof. R.G.D., Brown University, Providence, RI – April 2, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB thanking 
Richardson and President Moore for recommending him for membership in the American Mathematical Society. 
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Raymond, Rev. Father John, St. Martin’s College, Lacey, Wash. – March 31, 1948 – carbon of letter from ZWB regarding 
publishing a paper using findings in John Raymond’s thesis. Herb Zuckerman and ZWB would help with the reworking 
and it would be published as a joint paper by the three of them. 
 
Raymond, John, St. Martin’s – April 30, no year – handwritten letter to ZWB – congratulations on promotion.  Writes about 
his still unfinished thesis.  Asks about date of commencement, wanting to be hopeful.  
 
Raymond, John, St. Martin’s – January 25, 1947 – rec’d January 27, 1947 – handwritten letter to ZWB – Raymond is 
planning on spending time in Seattle next summer for purposes of finishing his thesis.  Discussion of publication of a 
paper for which he is author or co-author and getting reprints.  
 
University Religious Directors Association, UW, 1417 East 42

nd
 Street, Seattle – postmark March 30, 1946 – mimeo letter 

to “Dear Faculty Member” from University Religious Directors’ Association. Asks for interested faculty members to state 
religious preferences.  “The enclosed card will simply bring us information which will be invaluable to us in counseling 
students.  This information will be made available to the President’s office and is to become a part of the permanent 
record of each faculty member. You will be interested to know that future faculty application forms will ask for this at Dr. 
Sieg’s request.”  The card is attached – apparently never completed or submitted. 

 
Riverside Church, Riverside Drive at 122

nd
 Street, New York – October 2, 1937 – rec’d October 4, 1937 – Invitation from 

The Foreign Student Committee of The Riverside Church to meet Dr. and Mrs. Fosdick and “some American Friends” on 
October 8

th
.  Asks that recipient please reply to Miss Mabel C. Mead.  Penciled on envelope is ZWB’s rough draft of his 

response, accepting the invitation. 
 
Robitschek, Mimi, 99 Henry Street, Brooklyn – December 8, 1937 – letter, in German, to ZWB.  Rudi Rosner of Vienna 
gave her ZWB’s address and asked that she look him up.  She would like to meet him and asks that he write to her with 
contact information (she does not have a telephone). 
 
Robitschek, Mimi – December 9, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB.  Thanks her for her letter.  Describes 
International House, where he is living, explains that there is a tea there every Friday (4:30 – 6:00 PM) and asks if she 
could attend. 
 
Roden, Henrietta – May 9, 1938 – handwritten letter to ZWB.  Proposes getting together next Wednesday. 
 
Roden, Henrietta, 415 East 86

th
 Street, NYC – August 24, 1938 – handwritten letter to ZWB – apologies for not 

acknowledging ZWB’s card earlier.  Asks that he contact her soon after returning to the city where the heat has been 
awful. (The note is addressed to Woods Hole and forwarded to ZWB in NYC)  
 
Roden , Henrietta – May 3, 1938 – handwritten letter to ZWB – trying to make arrangements for getting together, 
possibility of cooking over a campfire, an upcoming meeting in honor of Mr. Joseph Rozensweig [her spelling], “one of the 
finest men in B’nai B’rith – or anywhere for that matter.”  Says she “had an awfully nice time Sunday.” 
 
Roden, Henrietta – May 3, 1938 – typed letter to ZWB.  Says she just mailed a letter to him at the wrong address.  She is 
re-writing the note.  She is expecting to meet with friends this evening; these are friends who like to go on hikes.  If ZWB 
is interested he might join them on Sunday.  Henrietta would very much like to cook food over a campfire and wonders if 
that would appeal to ZWB.  Gives details for contacting her.  Says she expects to be at the clubhouse on Thursday 
evening at the meeting honoring Joseph Rosenzweig, “one of our leading citizens, and one of the finest that I know.”  If 
the letter reaches ZWB he will now know twice that she enjoyed Sunday evening very much.  
 
Rogers & Elberth Travel Agency, 31 Madison Ave., NYC – January 9, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB requesting folder 
on Vagabond Journeys. 
 
Roman, Prof. Herschel L., Hotel Regent, 44 Rue Madame, Paris 6, France – July 19, 1960 – carbon of 2-page letter from 
ZWB regarding ZWB’s Guggenheim fellowship (for which Hersch wrote a recommendation).  Thanks Hersch for his help 
and reports on family members’ plans for 1960-1961.  Hersch Roman was a member of the UW Genetics faculty, as I 
recall. 
 
Roth, Ada, Lwów, Lisa Kul 2, Poland – January 29, 1939 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB.  Easy handwriting for a 
reader who knows Polish. 
 
Roseth, Bob, UW (?University Week) – July 9, 1984 – memo to ZWB regarding article for University Week regarding 

ZWB’s receiving the Wilks award.  Asks for any changes.  
 Attached – draft of the article 
 
Rosenzweig, H. – August 18, 1938 (postmark) – rec’d August 23, 1938 - picture post card from Yellowstone Park, 
handwritten, to ZWB, telling him that he has been thinking of ZWB and that ZWB would like the sights.  
 
Rosenzweig, Harold, 1229 Franklin Avenue NYC – January 6, 1939 – rec’d January 7, 1939 – handwritten letter to ZWB 
with job advice, reference to plans that did not work out and a recommendation that ZWB “send to Poland for your 
equipment.”   
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Rosenzweig, Harold – January 11, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB commenting on skiing plans that did not work out 
and thanking Rosenzweig for tip about civil service jobs.  Points out that, for the moment, such positions require 
citizenship and hence he is not yet eligible.   
 
Royal Statistical Society, London – letter from I.H. Blenkinsop, Secretary - March 28, 1973 – to ZWB, accompanying 
galley of paper to be presented to meeting on April 4, 1973, and inviting him to contribute to the discussion following the 
paper.  It is also noted that a written contribution would be welcome. 
 
Royal Statistical Society – March 23, 1973 - carbon of letter from ZWB.  Thanks for invitation to contribute to discussion of 
paper by A. Z. Lomnicki, “Some aspects of the statistical approach to reliability.”  When the galley arrives he’ll prepare 
written remarks and mail them. 
 Attached: 
Letter from Royal Stat. Society, secretary Blenkinsop – March 20, 1973 - note to ZWB saying that contribution would be 
welcome and that galley is being mailed. 
 
Royal Stat. Society – April 20, 1973 – carbon of ZWB’s letter accompanying his comments. See Lomnicki 
correspondence. 

 
Regan, Miss – August 12, 1938 – carbon of note from ZWB saying he will “have to leave the room at the end of this 
week.”   
 
Box 3, File 72 General Correspondence  Sa-Sc 
 
Sachs, Lotte – October 30, 1938 – telegram to ZWB stating “Lotte Sachs 13 Gresham Gardens London NW 11.”  This 
telegram might be from Kubuś.  
 

Birnbaum – rough draft of telegram, in German, in ZWB’s handwriting to family at Anny 1, Lwów, Poland.  “Luftpost Afrika 
sehr langsam stop habe geschrieben stop falls auch direkt London ?schreiben soll ???  ??? ??? Wilus”  
[This probably belongs in the Birnbaum (Lwów) correspondence files.] 

 
Sachs, Mrs. Lotte, 12 Gresham Gardens, London NW 11 – November 1, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB, with lots of 
penciled notations regarding bank accounts and balances.  ZWB tells Mrs. Sachs of telegraph from Jakob Berger, 
formerly of Vienna, Untere Viaduktgasse 53/7, who asked that ZWB send Mrs. Sachs “proof that I am managing here a 
considerable amount of his money.”  ZWB provides seven enclosures - sworn statements and bank statements.  Explains 
that these accounts are kept at the disposal of Dr. Jacob Berger.   “As Dr. Jacob Berger was in Vienna at that time, I had 
to open those accounts in my name. Miss Francisca Birnbaum, my younger sister and Dr. Berger’s cousin, in whom we 
both have unqualified confidence, was made beneficiary of those bank accounts in case of my death, so that even for this 
eventuality a faithful handling of the money for which I am responsible appears secured within human foresight.”   
 Attached: 
 An envelope from Union Dime Savings 
 Registered mail receipt 
 Carbon copy (notarized) of statement from Union Dime 
 
Samelson, H., Syracuse University, Dept. of Math, Syracuse, NY – January 23, 1946 – handwritten letter to ZWB, 
responding to letter about Schärf.  Samelson had already heard about his plight through Hopf.  Feels awkward but cannot 
remember having met Schärf, tries to come up with something he can do such as writing to Hurst (Montana) that Hopf in 
Zürich strongly recommends Schärf. 
 
Samelson, H. – January 17, 1946 – carbon of ZWB’s letter asking for help with Schaerf. 
 
Sandelius, D. Martin, Banérgatan 3 C, II, Uppsala, Sweden- September 24, 1950 – letter to ZWB.  Thanks for ZWB’s help 
during his stay in the USA.  Compliments ZWB on his seminar and his stat lab.  Mentions work of ZWB with Monroe 
Sirken.  Returning to Europe, he crossed USA and compared UW lab with facilities in Ames and Raleigh, Eisenhart’s lab 
in D.C., and Columbia University; discusses comparison.  Reports on his work at Uppsala and development of stat 
program.  Thanks for reprints, discussion of a stat problem. 
 
Saunders, Prof. Sam, Dept. of Pure and Applied Mathematics, Washington State University, Pullman – August 23, 1990 – 
letter from ZWB who is looking forward to visit at WSU, thanks for paper by Saunders and C.D. Minogue.  
Remarks/Corrections on write-up Saunders sent ZWB.   
 Attached – rough draft of comments on ZWB by way of introduction to ZWB’s talk, “Some mathematical 
acquaintances over three score and ten years,” with ZWB’s corrections written in red ink. 
 
Sauli, Ismeth – July 22, 1938 (postmark Boston) – rec’d July 23, 1938 – handwritten post card to ZWB at Woods Hole.  
Thanks for card.  Asks if Woods Hole is where ?Bedia [Taneri] works.  
 
Schaar, Hermann, 533 East 82

nd
 Street, NYC – June 5, 1938 – Gustav Bergmann has written Schaar for help getting an 

affidavit and asked that he contact ZWB. Schaar asks ZWB to call him, gives contact info.  Schaar cannot give Bergmann 
an affidavit but may be able to help him get one.  
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Schaeffer, Prof. A. C., Dept. of Math, Stanford University – April 5, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Asks about being 
allowed to give a short paper, despite having missed deadline for submitting papers.  Abstract enclosed. 
 
Schaeffer, Prof. A. C. , Stanford – April 16, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB who has not heard from Schaeffer and is 
prompting him to respond regarding giving a short paper at the upcoming meeting of the  American Mathematical Society.  
 
Scheuer, Ernest (Ernie), Prof. of Management Science and Professor of Mathematics, California State U, Northridge – 
April 30, 1979 – letter to ZWB thanking him for “On the mathematics of competing risks.” 
 
Scheffé, Prof. Henry, 1518 Acton Street, Berkeley, Calif. – March 3, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB, thanking Scheffé 
for letter of Feb. 15, looking forward to meeting, will be glad to give paper on “studentized” distributions, feels “starved for 
any mathematical statistics in spoken form.” 
 
Scheffé, Henry – February 15, 1947 – letter to ZWB re Institute of Mathematical Statistics meeting in the Bay Area, 
scheduled tentatively for early September.  Asks about giving a paper.  Asks about topics on which he’d like to hear 
papers.   
 
Scheuer, Ernie – April 30, 1971 – handwritten note to ZWB accompanying photos from recent trip to SFVSC. 
Attached – photocopy of 4 photos – “1971 SFVSC.”  [???San Fernando Valley State College??] 
 
Bosanquet, B.S. (?Mrs. C. Bosanquet) c/o Mrs. Wm. Jay Schifflein, 620 Park Avenue, NY – December 22, 1939 – 
handwritten letter to ZWB.  She was given ZWB’s name by Dr. Barbara S. Burks of Cold Spring Harbor.  Mrs. Bosanquet 
is looking for a statistics tutor.  She will be in NYC at the Schifflein address until the middle of January.  Describes what  
she wants to learn, payment ($1/hour) and asks for anyone who would be interested in doing this tutoring.  
Attached: 
 Bosanquet, Mrs. C. – January 6, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB, explaining that letter was forwarded from 
his old NYC address to Seattle.  If she is still interested in finding a tutor, he refers her to Dr. Edward Helly (501 West 
187

th
 Street ,NYC) who, if not able to assist her personally, would be able to direct her to somebody appropriate. 

[This probably belongs in the General Corresondence “B” file.] 

 
P.T. SchriftLeitung des Zentralblattes für Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete, Berlin W9, Linkstrasse 22-24 – May 22, 
1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB regarding reviews.  Notes that papers were sent via his old address in Lwów.  
[This probably should be in General Correspondence File “Z” as it is addressed to the Zentralblatt.]  
 

?Letter to ZWB from ?? – October 14, 1937 – handwritten, in Polish – This is on the blank side of a letter from  
Schwarz, Dr. Paul, St. Moritz on the Park, NYC – September 29, 1937 – letter to Mr. Hirschberg telling about his meeting 
with the insurance mathematician recommended to Hirschberg by Dr. Berger.  
 
Schwarz, Dr. Paul, German Cousul in retirement, Halle & Stieglitz, 25 Broad Street, NY – September 24, 1937 – letter, in 
German, to ZWB.  Dr. H. Hirschberg of Berlin has written to Schwarz and has asked that Schwarz speak with ZWB about 
his possibilities.  Invites ZWB to look him up at his office. 
 
Schwarz, Dr. – September 9, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from H. Hirschberg, Budapesterstr. 13, Berlin.  
Contacted by Oswald Berger, ZWB’s uncle, Hirschberg asks that Schwarz help ZWB.  
Attached: 
 Hirschberg, H. – September 9, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, to Oswald Berger saying that he 
(Hirschberg) has written to Schwarz. 
 Hirschberg, H. – September 9, 1937 – letter, in German, to ZWB saying that upon receiving his (ZWB’s) letter of 
August 31, he has written the letter to Schwarz (copy enclosed). He gives Schwarz’s address and urges ZWB to seek him 
out and set up an appointment if he doesn’t hear from him by the end of the month. 
 
Box 3, File 73 General Correspondence  Se – Sm  1930s – 1970s  

 
Seattle Trust and Savings Bank, Second Avenue at Columbia Street, Seattle – May 1, 1941 – letter to ZWB from Harriet 
Watchie regarding mistake made by the mortgage loan department. 
 
Segal, Simon, International House, NYC – date ?? [damaged page, date and portion of message is missing] – carbon of 
card, in Polish, from ZWB at Woods Hole.   
 
Segal, Simon, 606 West 115

th
 Street, NYC – May 6, 1939 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB.  

 
Seiden, Simon, American Jewish Institute for the Advancement of Polish Commerce and Industry, Inc., Import and Export 
Service, 64 Second Avenue, NYC (Seiden also gives his private address: 334 Saratoga Avenue, Brooklyn) – August 24, 
1938 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB.  Mentions …. Dr. Segal …. Dr. ?Gayer … 
 
Selverstone, Bertrand (Bert), c/o Mr. M. Sperling, Hotel Governor Clinton, 7

th
 Avenue & 31

st
 Street, NYC – August 26 1938 

– carbon of card and original card from ZWB, thanking Bert for his card and saying he would like to see him, giving info for 
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making contact, says, “I am making crazy plans for making myself independent and starting an enterprise on my own, and 
I am sure that your advice would be of very great help for me.” 
 
Selverstone, Bert – August 16, 1938 – post card (Hotel Governor Clinton) to ZWB, whom he addresses as “Dear Doc.”  
Bert mentions a card from ZWB. Bert is taking care of his uncle who has fallen ill at this hotel.  Bert will get in touch with 
ZWB in a few days.  He gives ZWB the name of an attorney, Paul Kalisch, 41 Park Row, Tel. Cortland 7-6720. 
 
Selverstone, Bert – August 24, 1938 – post card (same card as before – Hotel Gov. Clinton – opposite Penn Station) to 
ZWB, “Dear Doc.”  He would really like to see ZWB and “consume some beer” with him.  Asks ZWB to get in touch with 
him when he has a chance – c/o Sperling at this hotel. 
 
Serensky, Mrs. A., 1401 Lake Street, San Francisco, Calif. – September 23, 1929 [clearly 1939] – carbon of letter from 

ZWB.  Apologizes for delay in writing to her.  Thanks her for her hospitality in SF, for driving him to all the sights.  
Describes the activity entailed in settling into the UW and his Seattle life. 
 
Serensky, ?Esthy, 1401 Lake St., SF – November 14, 1939 – rec’d November 17, 1939 – handwritten letter, in French, to 
ZWB.  …. Asks about his family… mentions her sister Berthe …. Rose …  
 
Shapira, Theodore M., MD, 8 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago – December 19, 1937 (postmark) – rec’d December 20, 
1937 – handwritten letter, in German, to Dr. Birnbaum. He was happy to hear from ZWB but regrettably cannot show him 
Chicago since he is leaving for Albany, NY, on the 19

th
 of December and will be staying there for several days.  He does 

not know when he’ll be in NYC, since he will be going to Philadelphia, but probably will be in NYC around the 26
th
. …He 

congratulates ZWB on the matter of his affidavit … 
 
Sharney, Lena, National Bureau of Economic Research, “Hillside,” Riverdale, NY, W. 254

th
 St. and Independence Ave. – 

April 24, 1940 – rec’d April 29, 1940 – letter to ZWB.  She has applied for a job at the National Bureau of Economic 
Research in NY and, as ZWB is the only statistician she knows, she gave his name as a reference.  She reminds him that 
they met a few times at ?Gustav’s house “and you showed me your calculating machine and how to operate it.” 
 
Sharney, Lena, 645 W. 160 St., NY – rec’d April 29, 1940 – envelope, addressed to ZWB, mailed airmail, special delivery 
– nothing inside. 
 
Sharney, Lena – April 30, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB saying that he has responded to the inquiry from the National 
Bureau of Ec. Research and is enclosing a copy of the letter he wrote.  “I do not know enough about your training, 
experience, etc., and I was afraid to make any statements which might contradict the information you gave them.  On the 
other hand, I know that a lengthy letter of recommendation full of generalities makes a clearly unfavorable impression.  I 
preferred, therefore, to make only a few definite and sober statements, and I hope I did the right thing.”  He asks that she 
let him know how this turns out and, if she happens to see them, to give his best regards to the Kibitzes. 
 
Society of the Sigma Xi, UW chapter, Seattle (J. M. Dille, Secretary) – May 5, 1942 – letter to ZWB telling him that he has 
been promoted from Associateship to Membership in the Sigma Xi chapter.  “Members are elected from graduate 
students, faculty, and others who, by publication of research, have made a significant contribution to scientific knowledge.” 
 
Silver, R…?, 86 Sparks Street, Cambridge, Mass. – May 12, 1939 – handwritten letter to ZWB. Handwriting was difficult 
for me to read.  Mentions …?Hopf ..  
 
Silver, ?Ruth ?F., Olympic Hotel, Seattle – August 8, 1940 – handwritten note to ZWB.  Thanks him for his “very delightful 
attention.”  “We carry away with us the pleasantest impressions of one émigré’s happy reactions to the country we love so 
dearly.” 
 
Simons, Mr.  – August 15, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB referring to an enclosed letter of introduction and asking for 
an appointment.   
 
Smith, Mrs. Jesse Merrick, Hotel Gramercy Park, 52 Gramercy Park North, NYC – July 26, 1937 – handwritten letter to 
ZWB giving details for setting a date to meet. 
 
Smith, Mrs. Jesse Merick – July 13, 1937 – handwritten letter to ZWB, saying that it was a pleasure to hear from Olga 
Weissmann and that she (Mrs. Smith) looks forward to meeting ZWB soon, preferably after the following week when she 
will be largely out of town. 
 
Smith, Mrs. Merrick – July 1, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB explaining that when he was leaving Poland “about two 
months ago,” Mrs. Weissmann-Garfunkel gave him a letter which he is enclosing.  If she would like to hear more about 
their mutual friend, he’d be glad to tell Mrs. Smith all he knows. 
 

Box 4 
 

Box 4, File 1  General Correspondence  So-Sp  1930s-?1970s   
[All this correspondence is from the 1930s.] 
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University of Southern California, A.S. Raubenheimer – May 27, 1938 – rec’d June 8, 1938 - letter responding to ZWB’s 
inquiry, states that there are no openings in the Dept. of Math.  [This should probably be with “R” correspondence rather 
than “So-Sp” correspondence.]  
 

Spamer A.-G. [publisher], Leipzig – postmark Feb. 22, 1938 – galley proof, in German with corrections, also in German.  
This may be a comment by ZWB on D. Veldt’s “La primeunique d’une assurance d’un capital de survie,” appearing in 
Verzekerings-Arch. 18 (115-125), 1937. 
 
Spamer A.-G. [publisher], Leipzig – rec’d July 7, 1937 – mailed to ZWB in New York, c/o Cunard White Star for passenger 
Z.W. Birnbaum , M./V “Georgic”, May 28, 1938, forwarded to International House.  This mailing appears to consist of three 
galley proofs, all in German, all appearing to be comments by ZWB on publications elsewhere.  I assume this was part of 
his work as a reviewer. 
 Mazzoni, P., “Equazione differenziale di secondo ordine caratteristica per la riserva matematica,” Giorn. Ist. Ital. 
Attuari 8 (29-38), 1937. 
 Sibriani, Filippo, “Sulle assicurazioni di capitalidi sopravvivnza,” Scritti mat. Luigi Berzolari, (85-92) 1936.   
 Jacob, M., “Su un’apllicazione di aleune disuguaglianze,” Giorn. Ist. Ital. Attuari 8 (1-7), 1937. 
 
Spamer A.-G. [publisher], Leipzig – rec’d July 13, 1937 – Galley with notations by ZWB, apparently a review of 
Steffensen, J.F., “On a new form of life assurance,” Aktuár Vědy, 6 (97-102), 1937. 
 
Spamer A.-G. [publisher], Leipzig – rec’d June 25, 1938 – Galley proofs with notes from ZWB.  Two reviews: 
 Timpe, A., “Nomographie in der Versicherungsmathematik,” Arch. Math. Wirtsch.-u. Sozialforschg., 4 (26-38), 
1938. 
 Berger, Alfred, “Über einige Ungleichungen der Versicherungsmathematik,” Skand. Aktuarie Tidskr., 20 (352-
267), 1937. 
 
Spencer, Dr. Hrald [sic], 400 West End Avenue, NYC, April 4, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB accompanying a check 

for six dollars being paid at the direction of Hermann Broch.  
 
Julius Springer [publisher] – apparently a record of a financial transaction through the Deutsche Bank, November 1937.  
ZWB’s handwritten draft of a letter, in Polish, is attached. 
 
Julius Springer [publisher], Berlin W9, Linkstrasse 22-24, November 28, 1938 – letter, in German, to all reviewers for the 
“Zentralblatt für Mathematik.”  Informs the reviewers that upon the resignation of Professor Neugebauer from the 
editorship of the Zentrallblatt, effective December 1, 1938, Professor Ullrich, in Giessen, will assume the position.  The 

publisher says that the journal will continue to adhere to the proven principles which have been tested over many years, 
maintaining its scientific objectivity…  On the back of the envelope, ZWB has drafted a response (see below).  On the 
front of the envelope, ZWB lists what appear to be six names, some a bit illegible: ?T/Hennesy, Courant, Columbia 
Spectator, Paffenburger, Murphy, ?.., Neugebauer. 
  
Julius Springer Publishers, Berlin W9, Linkstrasse 22-24, December 10, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB: “In reply to 
your letter of November 28, I am sorry to inform you that, due to the changes in the Board of Editors of the Zentralblatt für 
Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete, I shall not contribute to the Zentralblatt in [the] future.”  The letter was sent on Inst. 
M.a.St. Res. Stationary with a copy to Neugebauer on which there is a personal note.   
 [Neugebauer, the Zentralblatt, and the Springer Verlag’s shameful falling in line with the Nazis deserve some 
cross-referencing or additional comment.] 

 
Box 4, File 2  General Correspondence  St-Sz 
 

Stanford University, H.F.Blichfeldt, Math Dept. Head, April 1, 1937 – rec’d April 19, 1937 - letter to ZWB (in Lwów, sw. 
Anny 1), responding at length and graciously to ZWB’s inquiry regarding a position.  
 
Stanislaw, Gniadek, Kraków, Poland – August 18, 1962 – handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB. 
 
Stanislaw, Gniadek, Kraków, Poland – September 6, 1962 – carbon of 4-page handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB.  
Mailed from Minneapolis, registered mail receipt.  Responds to letter of August 18, 1962.  Notes that he received it in 
Ireland (forwarded, evidently, from the UW).  Mentions …. Washington, DC … affidavit …  Signed “Wilek.”   
 
Stark, Dr. M., Warsaw, Poland, 8 Śniadeckich Str. – 4 items, stapled together: 
 Receipt for registered mail, sent from Seattle November 8, 1963, by ZWB at UW.  Noted on receipt, in ZWB’s 
handwriting: “Dyna Cell.” 
 Receipt from Tall’s Camera Supply, 1419 Third Avenue, Seattle – 1 Dyna Cell - $8.27, including tax. 
 November 4, 1963 – carbon of handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Stark.  Mentions … Ottawa … Boulder 
… Minox … “Dynacell” … General Electric …   Signed “Z W Birnbaum.” 
 August 26, 1963 – rec’d September 3, 1963 – letter from M. Stark to ZWB at UW.  Thanks ZWB for his letters. 
Says that he was very glad to meet ZWB, that it was a special pleasure “as there are not many people who started at our 
Lwów mathematical school and outlived the war.”  He also thanks ZWB for his readiness to help him regarding his time 
exposure meter.  Gives particulars regarding the Dynacell.  Stark has spent time in the USA.  
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Stark, Miss ??(name illegible for me), 1629 Hyde Park Boulevard, Chicago, Ill., December 10, 1937 – carbon of letter, in 
German, from ZWB.  When she was in NYC he fantasized about a trip westward and also about a visit to Chicago.  Now 
he is planning to attend a math meeting in Indianapolis December 28-30 and would like to take this opportunity to also 
visit Chicago.  He would probably be coming by bus, departing ca. December 23

rd
, and would like to spend a couple of 

days in Chicago before going on to Indianapolis.  He wonders if she would have the time to get together with him.  He 
would be very happy if he could see her again.  His affidavit situation, which had been a great worry to him, is now 
proceeding well.   A rich friend of the professor with whom he is working has promised him an affidavit and ZWB is hoping 
to be able to send his application for an immigrant visa in the next few days.  He is looking forward to telling her in person 
all about his life. 
 
Teachers College, Valley City, North Dakota – March 7, 1938 - carbon of letter from ZWB to Dr. James E. Cox, President 
of Teachers College.  Southern Teachers Agency has informed ZWB of a vacancy and he is asking for consideration of 
his application.  Explains that he is a research assistant to Dr. Felix Bernstein, Professor of Biometry, Graduate School, 
NYU, and has a part-time teaching appointment in Biometry.  His teaching in Europe was mostly in Polish and German 
Gymnasiums.  He encloses a CV (carbon, 2 pages, attached).  Interesting CV.  Says he was “for eight years permanently 
on the corresponding staff of the “Zentrallblatt für Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete.” 
[Presumably this is filed with the St-Sz correspondence because of the Southern Teachers Agency connection.] 

 
Teachers College, James E. Cox – March 11, 1938 – letter to ZWB saying that they’ve filled the position with one of their 
graduates.   
 
Statistical Science: a review journal of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics, University of Texas at Austin, letter to ZWB 

from Gayla Lee, editorial assistant – June 12, 1990 – letter thanking ZWB for supplying original photos which she is 
returning, as requested.  Attached to this are two photocopies, each of a photo:  
 First International Symposium on Nonparametric Techniques, Indiana University, June 1-6, 1969.  This 
identifies everyone in the photo (plenty of familiar names).  ZWB is at center of the first row. 
 Seminar on Scientific Computation, IBM Department of Education, Endicott, NY, November 16,17, 18, 1949.  
No names, but ???ZWB may be standing at the far left of the second row.   
 
Steiner, Dr. Erich, Lwów – December 9, 1940 – rec’d March 6, 1941 – handwritten letter, in German, to ZWB.  Steiner 
addresses ZWB, using the formal second person.  Explains that he is writing on Nuska’s advice.  In October 1939 he was 
?sent by the German authorities from his home in Czechoslovakia  to Lwów by the German authorities.  He is now 
working in Lwów.  His wife, however, is still in their home in Czechoslovakia.  He wants to be reunited and asks ZWB for 
assistance.  …affidavit issues … his affidavit dossier is with the consulate in Moscow…. He has a relative in NY: Alex 
Blumenfrucht, 1043 St. John Avenue, Bronx, NY, Apartment 5E … 
 
Steiner, Erich, c/o E. Blumenfrucht, 652 Southern Blvd., Bronx, NY – July 19, 1941 – rec’d July 22, 1941 – letter, in 
German, to ZWB.  He thanks ZWB and Hilde for their hospitality.  He has spoken with Tuschu Strich about joint plans.  He 
is debating what to do about future work, in particular whether he will or will not be a physician.  He sees how right ZWB is 
with respect to West and East and has not decided whether he will stay in the east.   
 
Steiner, Erich – July 5, 1941 – handwritten letter, in German, on stationary of Hotel Terminal, 60 Market Street, San 
Francisco, to ZWB.  Not easy to read.  Seems to be announcing visit to Seattle. 
 
Sternberg, Professor W., c/o ?Bethye/Bethge, 243 West 98

th
 St., #54, NYC  - July 18, 1939 - handwritten post card, in 

German, to ZWB – difficult to read.  This is attached to a carbon of a card, in German, from ZWB to Sternberg, dated 
Burlington, July 23, 1939.  Sternberg’s post card was forwarded to ZWB after a trip “through all my previous addresses.”  
Says he would like to get together with Sternberg.  Explains that he will be staying in Vermont until mid-August, then 
spend a few days in NYC, then slowly make his away across the continent to Seattle where he will stay for the next year.   
 

Stern, M., 451 Kingston, Brooklyn, NY – postmark February 22, 1938 – envelope from ZWB on Claremont Avenue, NYC – 
nothing inside the envelope, which is marked “return to sender,” but it is attached to a photocopy of a photo(#27), 
[unidentified person on picture sent by Z. W. Birnbaum to M. Stern, 1938] 
  
Studia Mathematica (edited by Stefan Banach and Hugo Steinhaus), Lwów, Poland, ul. Św. Mikolaja 4 – November 25, 

1938 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB – with some sort of receipt or bill and an envelope, appears to be a statement or some 
kind of invoice. 
 
Stouffer, E.B., University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas – July 6, 1945 – carbon of letter from ZWB, responding to letter of 
June 30.   ZWB agrees with Stouffer and Lorch re book by D.S. Davis and asks that review of the book be send to Prof.  
Evans.  Attached: 
 Stouffer, E.B., Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas – June 
30, 1945 – letter to ZWB regarding Dale S. Davis’s book “Empirical Equations and Nomography.”  ZWB was asked to 
write a review of the book for Bulletin of the AMS.  He did so, but now there is a belief that the review is more appropriate 
for another journal, “the Monthly.”   
 American Mathematical Society – May 7, 1945 – post card to ZWB acknowledging receipt of his review. 
 Carbon of ZWB’s review (2 pages) – mailed April 30, 1945. 
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Szegö, G., Dept. of Mathematics, Stanford University – January 21, 1948 – letter to ZWB, evidently in response to an 
inquiry about van der Waerden [being considered for a visiting professorship at the UW].  “…. Without wishing to be 
quoted … I can tell you that I heard also unfavorable facts about the behavior … not any absolutely precise statement on 
that.  Also much depends on the yardstick and strictness with which one is willing to judge on such activities.”  
 
Box 4, File 3  General Correspondence  T-U 1937-1969 
 

Taneri, Bedia, 621 W. 136 St., NYC – July 12, 1938 – handwritten letter to ZWB, thanking him for a card and looking 
forward to seeing him upon her return to NYC on Friday.   
 
Taneri, Bedia – August 4, 1938 – letter to “Dear Bedia” from ZWB.  Says that, as expected for some time, Bernstein two 
days ago informed him that the research grant from which ZWB’s salary is paid is nearly exhausted and that there will be 
no further paycheck.  Selverstone was also sent home “without even one day’s notice.”  ZWB and Selverstone are staying 
on, at their own expense, in Woods Hole until the end of the week.  He plans to go to Boston and then to NYC where “a 
beautiful fight for some kind of job will start.  I am not afraid of that, it may even be quite nice to have some serious 
difficulties once again.”  ZWB hopes to see Bedia in NYC before she leaves for good.  “May I mention that we all here are 
missing you?” 
 
Temple de Hirsch, Seattle – November 22, 1939 – form letter to ZWB inviting him to become an honorary associate, 
something they are offering to all émigrés.  Handwritten note by ZWB, “Mailed application XII. 12. 39.” 
 
Terupliz, Teodory, Szob, Hungary – February 25, 1940 – rec’d March 19, 1940 – handwritten letter, in Polish – to ZWB.  
Written on stationary of American Commission for Polish Relief.  Artur: Soviets confiscating business & threatening 
expulsion to Siberia. 
 Attached with UW archives paperclip is a postcard that appears to have been enclosed in the Terupliz letter: 
 This is clearly a post card written November 23-29, 1939, to ZWB from his family in Lwów.   
[Perhaps this might be cross-referenced in the Birnbaum family correspondence.] 
 

Thompson, Donovon J. and Georgia Thompson – January 14, 1983 – handwritten draft of letter from ZWB, accompanying 
a start at writing memoirs, as suggested by Donovan and Georgia.  Thanks for hospitality in Hiroshima.  Written on UW 
Dept. of Statistics letterhead. 
 Attached to: 
Thompson, Donovan J., Radiation Effects Research Foundation, Hiroshima and Nagasaki – January 24, 1983 – letter to 
ZWB and “Hildah.”  Thanks for letter, a “necktie,” and ZWB’s “account of early days in Poland.”  Friendly typical Donovan 
tone.  [Donovan Thompson chaired the UW Dept. of Biostatistics.] 

 
Tintner, Gerhard, Distinguished Professor of Economics and Mathematics, University of Southern California, LA – March 
12, 1968 – letter to ZWB telling him that his (ZWB’s) name appears in L. Fermi’s Illustrious Immigrants and mentions that 
his (Tintner’s) book has just been published by University of Chicago Press.  [Tintner’s book is probably Metholdology of 
Mathematical Economics and Econometrics.] 
 

Tramp Trips, Inc., NYC – January 9, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB requesting their booklet on freighter and cargo 
travel.  On the reverse side is a carbon of a request to Martin Travel Co. which handles cruises.   
 
Three items have been clipped together, although I cannot discern their relationship to each other or to “T-U” 
correspondence: 

 Handwritten address of Bernard Immerdauer c/o Bruckel, 1762 Topping Avenue, Bronx, New York. 
 Polski Instytut Aktuariuszy, Warsaw – May 13, 1937 – some kind of receipt addressed to ZWB in Lwów. 
 Envelope (nothing inside) addressed to Dr. Oswald Berger, Rechtsanwalt, Vienna VIII.Floriangasse 51.   
 It’s possible that the Immerdauer address and the correspondence from the actuarial institute were somehow 
enclosed in the envelope. 
 

Turnbull, Bruce W., Cornell University, College of Engineering – May 30, 1979 – letter to ZWB requesting “On the 
Mathematics of Competing Risks” and enclosing two papers on competing risks by Turnbull and Toby Mitchell.  
 
Tyrmand, Małgorzata, Warsaw – rec’d August 16, 1963 – handwritten 3-page letter, in Polish, to ZWB and Hilde.  
Mentions Niusia Birnbaum, Anna and Dick. 
 
Tyrmand, Małgorzata, Warsaw, 57 Marszałkowska 28 m.52 – no date – typed 2-page letter, in Polish, addressed to “Drogi 
Henryku.”  Written on faded, fragile paper.   [Might this be addressed to Henry Schaerf?  Henryk Urich who later lived in 
London and worked in neuroscience?]  There may be a reference to Wilek.  Mentions … Nusia … Walter John Hipple at 
Cornell University … Immigration office …Prof. Jana Białostock at the University of Warsaw …  
 
Tyrmand, Małgorzata, Warsaw – June 12, 1966 – typed 2-page letter, in Polish, to ZWB (Wilku) at the UW.  Might be 
dealing with academic research matters.  
 
Ulam, Stanisław, Society of Fellows, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. – December 9, 1937 – carbon of letter, in 
Polish, from ZWB.  Mentions …. Indianapolis  …  Chicago …  
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Ulam, S.M., Dept. of Mathematics, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado – October 28, 1969 – 2 carbons of letter 
from ZWB.  Says that Łomnicki is interested in coming to the USA.  News about Chirsty and Zbiegniew.  Asks for 
assistance in inquiring about possibilities for a Łomnicki visit. 
 Attached to these is an empty envelope from what must have been a letter from Łomnicki to ZWB.  
 
Union Continentale, Société Intermedédiaire D´Assurances et de Réassurances, Paris – May 26, 1937 – letter to Mr. 
Robert Birnbaum, Doctor of Science, Hotel Excelsior, Paris.  Summarizes a conversation of this date (May 26, 1937) 
regarding being a correspondent for Continental Assurance Periodicals while in the USA. 
 
Union Dime and Savings Bank, NYC – November 5, 1938 – notarized statement confirming balance on ZWB’s account 
held in trust for Francisca Birnbaum.   
 
United States Army Air Forces, TD-AFTC, Seattle – September 16, 1943 – handwritten letter written on U.S. Army Air 
Forces stationary and signed by “the members of Flight ‘F’” – ca. 24 signatures – expressing their “gratitude and 
appreciation for your patience and perseverance in giving us the foundations and making clear the hazy points  of our six 
months mathematics course.”   
 
The Foreign Service of the United States of America, American Consulate General, Habana, Cuba, Coert du Bois – 
December 21, 1937 – letter to ZWB acknowledging a letter from ZWB, dated December 14, 1937, providing documents 
complying with requirements for application for “a nonpreference immigration visa under the quota for Poland.”  A copy of 
ZWB’s hotel bill from his Havana stay, I assume, is attached.  
 
Superintendent of Documents, GPO, Washington, DC – March 3, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB asking to subscribe to 
the weekly list of selected U.S. Gov’t. publications for sale, as well as further information regarding specific price lists.  
 
Superintendent of Documents, GPO, Washington, DC – April 10, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB requesting the Office 
of Education 1938 publication listing colleges and universities, enclosing $.10. 
 
Superintendent of Documents, GPO, Washington, DC – December 5, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB requesting a copy 
of Naturalization Laws, enclosing $.15. 
 
Superintendent of Documents, GPO, Washington, DC – February 7, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB requesting the 
Office of Education 1939 publication listing colleges and universities, enclosing $.10. 
 
U.S. Dept. of Labor, Immigration and Naturalization Service – August 26, 1938 – form post card to ZWB, stating, “Your 
application (Form 575) for verification of your last entry in the United States for permanent residence has been endorsed 
… and forwarded to the Department of State for transmittal to the appropriate American consul. ….”  ZWB’s penciled note 
on the card: “Concerns the application in case of Jakob and Henryka Berger or Louis and Markus Gottfried (?)” 
 
U.S. Dept. of Labor, Immigration and Naturalization Service – September 14, 1938 – form post card to ZWB, stating “Your 
application (Form 575) for verification of your last entry in the United States for permanent residence has been endorsed 
… and forwarded to the Department of State for transmittal to the appropriate American consul. ….”   
 
U.S. Dept. of Labor, Immigration and Naturalization Service – August 10, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB: “I wish to give 
affidavits of support for immigration visas to several relatives abroad.  May I ask you to send me for that purpose 6 blanks 
for an ‘application for verification,’ form 575?” 
 
U.S. Dept. of Labor, Immigration and Naturalization Service – August 13, 1938 – letter to ZWB sent with Form 575 and 
enclosing his original letter of August 10.  
 
Postmaster, U.S. Post Office, 309-11 W. 125

th
 Street, NYC – July 12, 1938 – carbon of letter, evidently following up on a 

previous letter, and asking that a bulletin be forwarded to him.   
 
Postmaster, U.S. Post Office, 125

th
 Street, NYC – page damaged, no date visible – carbon of letter from ZWB requesting 

forwarding of mail to Woods Hole and enclosing postage stamps.   
 
Box 4, File 4  General Correspondence 1938-1967 

[presumably, V-W] 
 

D. Van Nostrand Company (publishers), New York, A. N. Clark, editor – March 1, 1945 – letter to ZWB expressing interest 
in a book they believe ZWB is writing on advanced mathematical statistics. 
 
D. Van Nostrand Company (publishers), New York,  A. N. Clark, editor – February 25, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB 
regarding manuscript on probability and mathematical statistics.  ZWB apologizes for delay in answering letter of 
November 6, 1946, says that “it took the visit of Mr. Crane to make me overcome my inhibition against sending you an 
unfinished manuscript.” 
Attached: 
 Return receipt from D. Van Nostrand 
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D. Van Nostrand Company (publishers), New York, Adrian N. Clark, editor – November 6, 1946 – letter to ZWB urging him 
to show Van Nostrand Co. his manuscript of Advanced Mathematical Statistics. 
 
D.Van Nostrand Company (publishers), New York, A. N. Clark, editor – March 14, 1947 – letter to ZWB expressing 
interest in his manuscript “with a view to publication by this company.” 
 
University of Vermont Summer Session – August 21, 1939 – card certifying that William Birnbaum attended for six weeks 
during the session of 1939, receiving credit for two subjects: Eng. Comp. & Lit. (Grade B, Semester Hours 2) and Voice 
and Diction (Grade B, Semester Hours 2). 
 
University of Vermont, Office of the Secretary, Burlington – May 19, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB inquiring about 
summer session courses for working on his English.   
 
Wanamaker, John, Fur Storage, Broadway & 9

th
 Street, NYC – May 5, 1938 – carbon of card from ZWB detailing his 

efforts to get a promised receipt for a fur coat he has stored with Wanamaker.  Asks for receipt by return mail. 
 
State of Washington, Educational Survey – January 20, 1946 – form letter from George D. Strayer, Director of Survey to 
members of the staffs of public institutions of higher education in Washington.  ZWB’s penciled notes are on this letter and 
attached scratch paper.  His comments are critical of high school preparation for college; teachers should not be teaching 
subjects which are not their specialty, the university should not have to offer high school level courses. More resources 
should be given to graduate education and research; teaching load should be reduced; faculty should get credit for 
research… 
 
Wieteska, Maria, Warsaw, Poland – January 15, 1964 - handwritten letter, in Polish – envelope addressed to Hilde and 
ZW Birnbaum. 
 
White, L., c/o B’nai B’rith, 36 West 69

th
 Street, NYC – November 28, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB expressing desire 

to know about future lodge meetings, as he would like to attend and participate in lodge activities as a visitor.  
 
F. A. Whitney Carriage Co., and K & K Supply Company – On one page – carbons of two cards sent by ZWB to 
companies in NYC requesting a catalog and price list for baby carriages. [Doing research at the request of Kubuś.]  

 
Who’s Who in World Jewry: A Biographical Dictionary of Outstanding Jews, NYC  – March 31, 1955 – letter to ZWB 
announcing publication of WW in WJ, with a copy of the entry on ZWB attached. 

 
???? addressee – handwritten post card, in Polish – postmark unreadable – Deutsches Reich postage – might be  
addressed to Lina Birnbaum.  Penciled words seem to have been written later (original in ink) and include reference to 
Kubuś. [This might bear cross-referencing with the Birnbaum family (Lwów) or Rosa Berger correspondence if handwriting 
comparisons support this.] 
 

Williamson, Mrs. J., 14 Chelsea Place, East Orange, NJ – page is damaged, no date visible – carbon of letter from ZWB 
telling about Dr. Gustav Bergmann and his wife, who have asked that ZWB communicate with Mrs. Williamson.  “I am 
sure that you are as much interested in helping the Bergman family as I am.  May I therefore ask you to let me know 
where and when we could meet and make our plans?”  [Cross-reference with the Gustav Bergmann file?] 
 

Williamson, I.M., Assistant to Manager, Texaco Petroleum Products, The Texas Company, 135 East 42
nd

 Street, NYC – 
April 15, 1938 – letter from I.M. Williamson to ZWB responding to his letter to Mrs. Williamson and suggesting how to 
make contact for getting together. [Cross-reference with the Gustav Bergmann file?] 

 
Prof. H. Woolston, University of Washington, Sociology Dept. – December 9, 1946 – letter to ZWB asking for help with an 
applied math problem.   
 Reverse side – carbon of ZWB’s response, explaining that he is just leaving for the East Coast. 
 Attached : 
 Woolston’s calculations 
 February 3, 1947 – carbon of ZWB’s response – giving methodology, equations. 
 
Prof. H. Woolston, University of Washington – August 8, 1941 – handwritten note to ZWB thanking him for his solution to 
a probability problem. 
 
Woolston, Prof. H., - July 23, 1941 – carbon of letter from ZWB accompanying remarks on the problem posed to him by 
Woolston 
 
World Who’s Who in Science – rec’d June 7, 1967- form letter asking for biographical data.  ZWB’s penciled notes, giving 
personal and professional data, are attached.  
 
Box 4, File 5  General Correspondence  Y-Z 
 

Dr. Yagoda – February 7, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB regarding applied math or statistics problem. 
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Yale University, Dept. of Pharmacology, New Haven, Conn. – July 10, 1944 – carbon of letter from ZWB inquiring about 
an article by C. I. Bliss which appeared in the Journal of the American Statistical Association. 

 
Prof. S. K. Zaremba, Centre de Recherches Mathématiques, Université de Montréal, Quebec – December 8, 1970 – 
carbon of letter from ZWB, commenting on bringing Zbyszek Łomnicki to the Centre, and writing at length about his plans 
for the immediate future, upon ending his three-year term as editor of the Annals of Mathematical Statistics.   

 Attached:  
S. K. Zaremba, Centre de Recherches Mathématiques, Université de Montréal, Quebec – November 27, 1970 – 
handwritten letter to ZWB about plans for bringing Zbyszek to Montreal and about his own work in math and mathematical 
stat. 
 
Prof. S. K. Zaremba, Centre de Recherches Mathématiques, Université de Montréal, Quebec – February 1, 1971 – 
carbon of letter from ZWB.  Disappointed to learn that age will prevent Zaremba’s university from inviting Zbyszek.  “The 
people who make those rules do not know that mathematicians, like good wine, improve with age.”  ZWB expresses hope 
that budgeting will permit Marsaglia to invite Zbyszek to McGill, and asks to be kept informed.  Mentions Seattle’s 
economic depression due to Boeing debacle. 
 
Zastosowania Matematyki, Warsaw, Poland – no date – carbon of letter from ZWB, written at the request of Zbyszek 

Łomnicki, accompanying two copies of Łomnicki’s mansuscript submitted for publication in the special issue of 
Applicationes Mathematicae dedicated to Hugo Steinhaus. 

 
Zastosowania Matematyki – September 20, 1967 – letter from J. Kucharczyk, Secretary of the Journal, to ZWB, informing 

him that both his and Łomnicki’s papers have been received.  
 
Prof. S. B. Zelnik, 242 East 9

th
 St., NYC – March 25, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB writing about steps taken on behalf 

of his (ZWB’s) sister and steps needed for a Mrs. Horowitz and her husband.  Mrs. Miriam Horowitz seems to be working 
with ZWB on behalf of both families.  
 
Zentralblatt für Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete, Göttingen, Germany – December 1930 –  form letter, in German, from 

Otto Neugebauer announcing that this publication will begin publishing in January 1931.  The publisher will be the Julius 
Springer Verlag.  There is a lengthy description of the scope and intent of the journal and the support for and expectations 
of reviewers.  Potential reviewers are asked to complete an accompanying questionnaire.  Attached is the envelope, 
addressed to ZWB, no postage, presumably hand-delivered in Göttingen.  The list of the members of the editorial board 
may be of interest.  Courant, Göttingen, is listed, as is Van der Waerden, Groningen.   

[Note that correspondence regarding the Zentralblatt might be cross-referenced with Neugebauer correspondence.] 

 
Zentralblatt für Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete, Berlin – May 11, 1938, letter, in German, to ZWB in New York – 

signature is unclear to me.  This letter complains that several reviews have still not arrived and asks that they be sent 
promptly.  Neugebauer is no longer listed as editor-in-chief.  Gone from the editorial board is Bartels (Eberswalde).  
Courant is now in New York.  B. L. van der Waerden is in Leipzig.  Added to the list now are H. Bohr (Copenhagen), G. H. 
Hardy (Cambridge), J. D. Tamarkin (Providence, RI), and O. Veblen (Princeton). 
 
Dr. L. Zippin, 610 West 139

th
 Street, NYC – August 20, 1937 - carbon of card from ZWB asking for an appointment to see 

him.   
 
Dr. L. Zippin, 610 West 139

th
 Street, NYC – August 20, 1937 – original card, with handwritten notes regarding Prof. Fred 

W. Owens, Math Dept. Penn. State College, Rand McNally in Chicago, and Albert Teachers Agency in Chicago. 
 
[Note that the Zuckermans in Berkeley are the family of Herbert Zuckerman, member of the UW Mathematics Dept.  The 

Zuckermans in Poland are using an assumed name and are actually ZWB’s family.] 

 
Zuckerman, Emil, Lwów, Ul. Nabíelaka 34 – March 1941 – rec’d May 1941 – handwritten letter, in Polish, addressed to Dr. 
H.S. Zuckerman, Dept of Math,UW.  Artur: wedding news.  Brief sentence in German of wedding congratulations.  
Mentions … ?Bloch … ?Kubuś .. Bories … Part signed by Mama.  Another section signed by Ignacy, another possibly 
from Nusia.  There is one page in German from Mama, reading very roughly:  “My dear child!  I may indeed call you that 
because this form of address encompasses everything I feel.  The happiness that we are getting another child who adds 
to our family circle and indeed a person who is so close to the heart of our son, who is so dear to him, makes you like our 
own child, dearest Hilde.  All warmest wishes for happiness, regretting that they must be sent this way.  How much I 
would like to embrace you and tell you personally how beautifully I imagine your future life and how firmly I believe that all 
the conditions are at hand for your happiness.  Please excuse the form of this letter, but I am writing … Hope is all that 
remains and I hope for a happy, beautiful and early reunion. – With many hugs and all best wishes, your new mama.” 

[Should be noted with Birnbaum Family (Lwów) correspondence.] 
 

Zuckerman, Leon, Lwów, Ul. Nabielaka 34 – April 4, 1941 – rec’d June 27, 1941 -  to H.S. Zuckerman – in Polish, 
handwritten card – clearly meant for ZWB and written by family.  Mentions .. . Bloch … Nierenberg … Shanghai … Wolf … 
Berta … Zygmunt …  Artur: escaping to Japan and China. 

[Should be noted with Birnbaum Family (Lwów) correspondence.] 
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Zuckerman, Leon, Lwów, Ul. Nabielaka 34 – rec’d June 26, 1941 – post card – handwritten, in Polish – addressed to H. S. 
Zuckerman, but clearly meant for ZWB.  Mentions … Nierenberg … Zygmunt ..   

[Should be noted with Birnbaum Family (Lwów) correspondence.] 

 
Zuckerman, Mr. and Mrs. – January 8, 1940 – handwritten draft of letter from ZWB to Herb’s parents thanking them for 
their kindness and hospitality during his Christmas vacation with them in Berkeley.  “Last Sunday I was in Paradise, on the 
slope of Mount Rainier, on skis, for the first time in more than three years.  It was beautiful and I am almost inclined to 
believe that I did not forget all I used to know about skiing. … I wish to tell you that the weeks spent at your home were a 
perfect vacation to me.  It was not only the rest, the beautiful surroundings and the comfortable way of living, but 
something I have been missing for a very long time: the atmosphere of a home … the presence of kind people.  Thank 
you for the friendliness which was extended even to my friends.  May I thank you for all that? …..”  
 
Box 4, File 6  General Correspondence   Unidentified (Polish Language)  1937 
 

July 21, 1937 - rec’d July 31, 1937 – handwritten card, mailed from Austria to ZWB at International House, NYC.   
[Handwriting should be compared with that of Rosa Berger.] 

 
July 17, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Mentions Courant, Zippin, Ulam…  

[I’m guessing this is addressed to Professor Hugo Steinhaus, but it should be examined in the context of the 
correspondence with Steinhaus, where there is a letter from Steinhaus to ZWB acknowledging ZWB’s letter of July 17

th
.] 

 

August 3, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB, addressed to Łaskawa, friend.  
 
Rec’d August 26, 1937 – handwritten letter – contains references to Hirschberg.  
 [Handwriting should be compared with that of Oswald Berger.  Hirschberg was a friend of Oswald Berger.] 
 

August 1937 – rec’d August 17, 1937 – post card to ZWB – mailed from Karlsbad, Czechoslavkia – mentions affidavit.   
[This handwriting might also be checked against that of Oswald Berger.] 

 

August 13, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Mentions … Felix Bernstein (possibly the thoroughly depressing interview 
ZWB had with him) … copyright …   
 [This seems to respond to a letter of July 30, which I believe is the date of a letter from Professor Hugo 
Steinhaus.  The reference to copyright also suggests that this is addressed to Steinhaus.  Examining the letter in the 
context of the Steinhaus correspondence may identify this unambiguously.] 
 
August 31, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Mentions [Erich Kästner’s] Lyrische Hausapotheke … letters from Jozia 
and Ala .. his travels … Riviera … Paris … transatlantic … New York … Lwów … Zentralblatt reviews .. Prof. Bernstein … 

State College, Pennsylvania, American Mathematical Society …  Philippines … Haiti …   In handwritten note mentions … 
Dory Friedlander/Friedländer … 

[From what I can gather of the content, I would consider looking at this letter in the context of the Ludwik 
Sternbach correspondence.] 
 

August 1937 – small piece of paper – written on both sides. 
[This looks like a letter from the Birnbaum family in Lwów.  The last part appears to be signed by Ignacy.  Again, 

handwriting comparison would be helpful.] 
 

September 6, 1937 – rec’d September 11, 1937 – post card to ZWB at International House, requesting forwarding.  Mailed 
from Providence, RI.  Mentions Prof. ? ?Tamarkin in RI and an address in Cambridge, Mass.   

[Looks like signed by Ulam.] 
 

September 16, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Possibly addressed to Adam.  Seems to mention a letter of September 
13

th
.  Seems to mention the job offer in Ithaca, a math conference in Pennsylvania, NYU…  Attached is a handwritten draft 

of a letter – addressee unclear  
[Without knowing Polish, the only clue for me is the reference to the letter of September 13, 1937.] 

 

October 2, 1937 – handwritten letter to Wiluś from Lwów – mentions Konsul Schwarz … 
[This appears to be signed by Ignacy Birnbaum, ZWB’s father, and should be examined in the context of the 

correspondence with the Birnbaum family in Lwów.]  
 

October 26, 1937 – carbon of 3-page letter from ZWB to Dulu.  Mentions early experience of NYC, math meeting at State 
College, Pennsylvania, research assistant job offer at Cornell, NYU, International House, Olga  … 
 
December 3, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Mentions professor of anthropology at NYU… Rockefellers … 
Guggenheim Foundation …    Signed “Wilhelm Birnbaum,” so probably not a very close friend…  
 
December ?3, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB, addressed to “Łaskawi Państwo.”  Mentions … Bellerose … 
International House … “Japan Night” at 8:15 p.m. … “Sunday Supper”…  There is a handwritten note in ink on this 
carbon, probably a comment on the addressee’s response to what appears to be an invitation.  
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December 15, 1937 – post card to ZWB at International House.  Handwritten.  

[Signature looks like it could be that of Ulam.  Again, handwriting detective work may be useful.]   
 

December 14, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Mentions a card .. letter. .. affidavit … Majatkowej .. mathematics 
meeting in Indianapolis … Chicago … Kac … “Sur les functions independents I, II, III” … Bernstein ..   Signs himself 
“Wilus” or “Wilek.”  There is a handwritten postscript too faint to read. 
 
Box 4, File 7 General Correspondence  Unidentified (Polish Language) 1938 
 

January 1, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB addressed to “Łaskawi Państwo.”  Mentions  … Chicago … Indianapolis … 
middlewest … affidavit … Medical College, NYU …  Seems to issue an invitation to International House for something in 
the afternoon and Sunday supper.  Mentions Albina in final sentence.  Page is severely damaged, partly chewed or torn 
off. 
 
Undated – carbon , from ZWB in Lwów, sw. Anny 1 – might be a message regarding a math journal.  
 
January 16, 1938 – carbon of 3-page letter from ZWB to Albina – Mentions Scheib … Cuba .. American consul … 
immigration … affidavit … emigration … Chicago … Indianapolis … description of International House …  
In closing mentions Ala and Wisio. 
 
February 20, 1938 – appears to be handwritten draft of a note, giving unreadable addressee his Claremont Avenue 
address and phone number. 
 
March 9, 1938 – letter from Olga to Wilek.   Mentions … “Cuba, Haiti, San Domingo, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, 
… Trinidad …  … Vienna .. Hofgastein … “Edek, Dula, Kuba ..”  This is on letterhead of “Jeas” w Polsce in Lwów.   
 
April 3, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB, addressed to “Kochana Olu.” [Olga?]  Mentions … Haiti … Cuba … Dr. Segal-
Wurm … Havana …   Seems to give a lot of description of Havana.  Mentions Temple Beth Israel in Havana.  Mentions El 
Centro Israelito, 2 Egido, Habana.  Also mentions Oscar Gurfinkel, Joint Relief Committee, Manzana de Gomez 431.  And 
mentions Mr. J. Stettner, Continental Stores S.A., San Rafael y Amistad, Habana/ pochodzi z Polski …. 
 
April 7, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Mentions letter of March 22.   
[Could this have been a letter to Jozia, Ala, Wisio, in response to a March 22

nd
 letter from two or more of them?  This 

might bear examination in the context of that correspondence.] 

 
April 10, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB.  Addressed to Dear professor.  ZWB thanks him for his kindness 
in helping with Gustav Bergmann.  ZWB visited this professor in Princeton the previous day.  [This is probably addressed 
to Mayer – the professor at Princeton with whom ZWB was in contact regarding Bergmann. 

This is in German, not Polish, so should probably not be filed with unidentified Polish letters.] 

 
March 11, 1938 – handwritten letter to ZWB - from Lwów – rec’d May 2, 1938.  Addresses him formally.  A newspaper 
page – dated  April 8, 1938, - is attached. 
 
May 10, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Mentions card of April 19

th
 … American consulate in Warsaw … immigration 

… ?Orbis … America … consulate in Cuba .. .. 
 
May 18, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Mentions May 10

th
 … affidativ … 

 
June 8, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Mentions Sternbach … details of Sternbach (date of birth, etc.) … affidavit …  
 
June 19, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB, with registered letter receipt attached.  Mentions Oswald Scheib … Albina …  
bakery supply … tourist visa … affidavit …. consul … passport 
[Having been an early emigrant, the first in his circle of friends, family and acquaintances, ZWB was constantly called 
upon to provide advice and information to others as they also contemplated leaving Europe and making a new life 
elsewhere. This looks like one of many letters responding to such an inquiry.]  

 
Undated – 3-page carbon report, in Polish.  Handwritten at top of first page “Radio-City  NBC” and ?“Ludwiś  Lwów”.  
Mentions … Fifth Avenue and Sixth Avenue … center of Manhattan … Radio-City … Rockefeller- Center … National 
Broadcasting Company … Atlantic Ocean … Mexico … Canada … Hawaii … WJZ .. WEAF  New York … KGO and KPO 
in San Francisco … KGU in Honolulu … CFCF in Montreal … “on the air” … transcontinental … orchestra … microphone 
… ?statistics for 1936 … ?29 million … “Sponsor” … costs … 1931 …Kilauea on Hawaii … China Clipper … Queen Mary 
… Baer-Braddock, Louis-Baer, Louis-Schmeling, Louis-Braddock … radio reporters … President, International 
Broadcasting Union, M. Rambert …?French Minister of Communication, R. Jardillier … Radio Corporation of America, D. 
Sarnoff … Marconi…  

[This may be a report that ZWB sent back to Rubel as part of his work as a journalist upon arrival in the USA. 
Judging by the use of 1936 data and what we know of ZWB’s activities at the time, I’d guess this was written in 1937.] 
 

Undated – carbon of letter from ZWB – return address Claremont Avenue, Apt. 61.  makes reference to a letter of January 
23

rd
.  Mentions … 120 ?dollars … 250 ?dollars… ?Ulam … 50-70?dollars …    Signed “Wilek.”  There is a faint 
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handwritten note in the margin, probably a postscript. [This letter may be addressed to Wisio and Jozia Sternbach.  It 
might be helpful to check and see if there is a letter from them dated January 23.] 
 
Box 4, File 8  General Correspondence  Unidentified (Polish Language) 1938 
 

January 23, 1938 – postcard from Taormina, Italy – addressed to Dokt. Birnbaum at his sw. Anny 1 address in Lwów.   
The handwritten message might be in German, Polish, or a mix.  I can’t read signature  
 
August w, 1938 – post card from Boston to ZWB at Woods Hole.  Handwritten message, addressing ZWB in familiar form.  
I can’t read signature.  [?Compare handwriting with that of the Selzers?  Anyone else in Boston?] 
 

July 29, 1938 – post card from Boston to ZWB at Woods Hole - Same signature as previous post card.  
[Again -  ?Compare handwriting with that of the Selzers?  Anyone else in Boston?] 

 
July 28, 1938 – rec’d August 11, 1938 – forwarded from Woods Hole to Claremont Avenue – handwritten post card to 
ZWB – from Poland.  Stamps show Lwów University (the building that served as the parliament of Galicia, as I recall).  
Post card is a photo of Morskie Oko.  Signature looks like that of “Wisio” – Ludwik Sternbach.  
[Compare signatures with those in Sternbach correspondence file.] 
 

August 25, 1938 - handwritten post card – This appears to be a card from the Birnbaum family in Lwów.  Makes reference 
to letter of the 16

th
…. Nusia …. ?Sternbach … 

 

August 11, 1938 – rec’d August 29, 1938 - handwritten post card to ZWB from Lwów – appears to be from Ignacy – the 
signature is almost certainly his. 
[Compare handwriting with that in Birnbaum Family correspondence file for 1938.] 

 
Post card addressed to Lina Birnbaum (ZWB’s mother) in Lwów, at sw. Anny1 – handwritten – mailed from Austria, using 
two Austrian stamps and two from the German Reich. This may be from Rosa Berger, Lina’s sister and the mother of 
Jacob Berger.  She would have been living in Vienna at this time.  
[Compare handwriting and signature with that in the file of correspondence with Rosa Berger.] 
 

August 25, 1938 – post mark New Jersey – handwritten post card to ZWB – from B. Immerdauer.   
[I am certain about this signature. It should be checked elsewhere in correspondence from Bruno Immerdauer.]   
 

July 1, 1938 – NYC postmark – handwritten post card to ZWB from Immerdauer.  Makes reference to Kästner.   
[As above, this might be checked against Immerdauer correspondence elsewhere.] 
 

July 13, 1938 – post card from Boston – return address ?J.S., 121 Park Drive, Boston, Mass.  
[I’d guess this is from the Selzers.  The return address is theirs. See Selzer correspondence file.] 
 

June 27, 1938 – post card to ZWB – written from George Washington Hotel in NYC.  There is a signature on this that is 
identical to that on the previous post card.   
[Again - I’d guess this is from the Selzers and suggest checking the signature against that in the Selzer correspondence 
file.] 
 
Box 4, File 9  General Correspondence Unidentified (Polish Language) 1939-1940  
 

August 3, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB in Vermont.  Artur: “Didn’t spare” Germans in a pre-war talk.  Mentions … 
chocolate milk…. Voice and Diction … Miss Buck … Bloch … “Mr. Bloch is the best student in the class.” …  English 
Composition … Prof. Hall… “Freedom of Opinion in Europe” … drug-store … Scheib, Kibitz, Isserman … Jeżeli … 
[Any chance this is addressed to the friends – Wisio, Jozia, ?Ala?] 
 

April 24, 1939 – handwritten letter – return address Lorretto Hospital, Chicago.   
Signature looks like that of one of the Selzers. 
[Check signature and address with that showing in Selzer correspondence.] 
 

September 18, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB in Seattle.  Describes his trip to Seattle.  Addressed to “Moja Droga!” 
[Any chance this is addressed to Selzers?] 

 
September 25, 1939 – telegram from New York to ZWB at UW. “Unsigned.” Artur: Keep calm about the war.  Last words 
of telegram “…MIL POZARAWIAM REICH” 
[Might check to see if there’s a chance this could have been from Marion Reich, Bloch’s uncle.  Might it be from Bloch?]  
 

October 25, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Artur: Worried family didn’t make it out of Poland.  Mentions B’nai B’rith … 
Kibitz … Scheib … International House … Dr. Segal…  [Perhaps addressed to Selzers?] 

 
November 13, 1939 – telegram from NY to ZWB.  Mentions Urich.  BRAK NARAZIE  SZCZEGULOW URICH STARAM 
SIE NAWIAZAC KONTAKT LWÓW=MIL.  (It’s possible that this alludes to Urich trying to get information re Lwów.) 
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[Note that ZWB has sometimes addressed Maurycy Bloch as “Miluś.”] 

 
November 21, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  This has been translated by Artur.  References to the Scheibs and the 
Kibitzes.  Worries about family. Expresses concern that the recipients not jump into an inappropriate job.  
 
December 7, 1939 – handwritten letter to ZWB.  Return address: 655 Stockton Street, San Francisco, California.  Artur: 
Asks whether he knows anything about folks back in Lwów; Other family in S.F. 
[Check this against Selzer signature. I suspect it’s a match.] 
 

December 28, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Artur: Ambivalent feelings regarding WW2 situation.  ZWB is writing 
from Berkeley [visiting with the Zuckermans, I believe].  Describes original journey to Seattle. 

 
January 17, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Artur: “Surmises only telegrams are getting to Poland.  Visas not possible 
due to bureaucratic back-log. New contact in Oslo.”  Describes current academic life.  Mentions Mount Rainier … Seattle 
… telegram ?from Sternbach … Lwów … American consul … Oslo … Warsaw …  
 
August 18, 1940 – handwritten post card to ZWB – rec’d October 26, 1941 – written from Lwów.  Return address is that of 
Kap… (? Kapralik)  [Handwriting perhaps should be checked against Birnbaum family.] 

 
Box 4, File 10 General Correspondence  Unidentified (Polish Language) 1941 – N.d. 
 

May 16, 1941 – handwritten letter from Zürich.  Artur: Mentions all procedures for Emergency Rescue Committee.  Artur: 
Henek?  [This must be from Henryk/Henry Schärf.  A comparison of handwriting with that in the Schärf correspondence 
should verify this.] 
 

March 15, 1965 – handwritten letter to ZWB at UW.  Postmark Warsaw.  Handwriting looks vaguely familiar, as does 
signature and return address.  Clearly one of the Polish correspondents in touch with ZWB in the 1960s. 
 
Received April 28, 1941 – handwritten letter.  Russian stamps.  Two messages.  The first, the lengthier, might be from 
Aunt Rosa Berger.  The next could be ?Kapralikow.  Any chance it could be Oswald Berger?  [Handwriting comparisons 
would be helpful.] 
 

?December 9 1946 – Warsaw – handwritten letter on small piece of translucent paper, worn at creases where folded.  
Signature does not look familiar, but might bear comparing.  
 
July 20, 1963 – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB.  Seems to be responding to a letter forwarded to him while 
enroute to or from Europe on a trip taking him through Shannon, New York, and Ohio where he was to visit Dick at 
Antioch College. Mentions San Francisco … London-Seattle.  [Letter to Ala Manelska?] 

 
Piece of engineering paper – back of homework dated April 20, 1938.  ZWB has listed names, mostly in two columns.  
This might be an attempt to put together a key to following his mother’s code.  Nusia corresponds to Wolfówna, Wiluś to 
Zygmunt …   [This may be worth examining again when looking at family correspondence from Lwów.] 

 
No date, written from Vienna – handwritten letter to ZWB. Seems to mention Rita and Kubuś.  This looks to me like Aunt 
Rosa Berger, writing from Vienna.  [Should be compared with other correspondence from Rosa Berger.] 
 
Box 4, File 11 General Correspondence  Unidentified (English Language)  1936 – 1946, N.D.  

 
August 4, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Ismeth.  [I believe this is addressed to Ismeth Sauli.]   
 

August 5, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB addressed to “Gentlemen.”  At lower left (below signature), ZWB has typed, 
“S 611 Times Downtown.”  This may be a letter responding to a classified ad in the New York Times.  
 
August 21, 1937 – envelope with distinctive handwriting.  Return address 1012, 52 Gramercy Park North, New York.  
Attached to the envelope is an ad for Grace Humphrey’s book Pilsudski.   [Using the address and the distinctive and 
vaguely familiar handwriting, it’s clear that this is a letter from Mrs. Jesse Merrick Smith – see Box 3, File 73.] 
 

August 21, 1937 – handwritten post card to ZWB at International House.  Invitation to drop in from L. Zippin.  
ZWB was friends with the Zippins. 
 
February 20, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB, responding to ad in NY Times.  Attached is his 2-page resume (height 
5’5”, weight 130 lbs.) 
 
No date – carbon of letter (looks like it may be the last part of a longer letter) – from ZWB to Mrs. Bories.  [Belongs in the 
Bories file.] 
 

April 20, 1939 – handwritten post card to ZWB from Gustav. at 64 Plymouth Street, Cambridge, Mass.  The writer has 
finished a paper on logical behaviorism…    There is a reference to Helene [Helene Reschovsky, presumably] at Dana 
Hall.  [This is from Gustav Bergmann and should be referenced in the Bergmann files.] 
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June 22, 1938 – post card from Bedia to ZWB.  Picture post card from Washington, D.C.   [This is from  Bedia Taneri. 
Other correspondence appears elsewhere – see Box 4, File 3.] 

 
July 14, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB (in Burlington) to Gusta and Muna.  Apologizes for not having seen them before 
leaving NYC for Vermont.  This is an interesting letter, showing ZWB still early in mastering English but sharp in selecting 
telling detail.  
 “On Sunday I brought the car from Long Island to New York.  Monday afternoon Mr. Bloch and I packed our 
things and started out.  Going out of town I behaved so skillfully, that somewhere in Harlem a policeman stopped us and 
began to ask for my license.  Fortunately for me, at the same moment another car hit a woman, and the policeman 
seemed to consider this more important business and let us get away.  Which was quite pleasant, considering the fact 
that I had a learner’s permit only, which entitled me to driving a car in certain reserved areas of New York City, but 
certainly not in thickly populated sections like Harlem.” 
 He describes his English courses, with amusement and appreciation especially for the exercises directed by the 
speech and diction teacher. He’s enthusiastic about the natural setting in Vermont and the low cost of living.  
 “A slight setback are the people here.  They are a little haughty, proud of being New English; they apparently 
never waste a smile and always behave as if they had to care for the Universe, and as if every word … the value of pure 
gold and should not be wasted on unworthy people or purposes.  Fortunately, this does not hold quite generally, and there 
are a few friendly people around here too.” 
 

December 30, 1939 – carbon of letter from ZWB (writing from Berkeley) to Muna and Gusta.  “I landed in Seattle after a 
wonderful trip across the continent, a trip which certainly was one of the very great adventures, one of the most thrilling 
experiences I have ever had….  In Seattle everything and everybody seemed to try to be nice to me.  In fact, they still are 
nice.  The landscape is wonderful, the people are friendly, the climate is pleasant, the work not too hard and very much 
more satisfactory than many other things I have done before, good opportunities for independent research … At a 
distance of 60 miles there are great mountains, among them the glacier-covered peak of Mount Rainier; in walking 
distance from my place are several sweet water lakes, and a little farther away the Puget Sound; the landscape is green 
all year round.  The people have time, are informal and friendly, have a great understanding for a pleasant way of living, 
read books, make music, go out in the mountains.  The faculty colleagues and superiors seem to be at least nice people, 
with no malice toward their neighbors – which is considerably more than can be said about the faculties of other schools I 
have seen before.  The university is well equipped, the library is surprisingly good.”  Asks about Stella, Dr.  Lilien, and 
Bruno – people he used to meet at Muna and Gusta’s home.  
 
?November 18, 1944 – ZWB’s notes for message to Red Cross ?via Schaerf.  This may be a draft for one or more 
telegrams seeking assistance for Ignacy, Lina and Francizka Birnbaum; Rosa Berger; and Benno and Dorothea Both.  He 
congratulates Schaerf on receiving his diploma.   
 
May 2, ?1979 – handwritten card to Prof. Birnbaum from ?? on Math faculty at the polytechnic school in Lisbon, Portugal.   
 
June 7, 1940 – rec’d August 17, 1940 – handwritten post card to ZWB at UW from Rovno.  The picture post card is of 
“Pińsk. Przystan statków” and looks like it might be a beach with a lifeguard building and benches.  The message, in 
purple ink: “Freedom – even if it would mean the freedom to starve – isn’t only a word.” 
 The signature could be “W” (for Wisio?)  [It would be helpful to compare the handwriting with that of Sternbach.]   
 

November 24, 1946 – carbon of letter from ZWB requesting a microfilm copy of an article by H. Hopf published in 1937. 
 
Box 4, File 12 General Correspondence  Unidentified (German Language) 1937-1943, ND 
 

May 26, 1937 - carbon of letter from ZWB, writing from Paris, prior to departing for NYC.  ZWB thanks the addressee, Dr. 
???, for his friendly letter and recommendation to Dr. Poutzen.  ZWB went immediately to Poutzen and worked out an 
agreement regarding his journalistic work in America for Union Continentale.  Gives details.  Describes his stay in Nice 
and then in Paris.  The day after tomorrow he will depart on the “Georgic.”   
 

June 18, 1937 – two copies of a letter to a woman in New York explaining that he has arrived from Europe and was asked 
by Dr. Weissmann’s family in Lemberg to bring greetings to the addressee and a letter which he wishes to deliver.  
[This looks familiar.  A copy may be elsewhere in the files. There are references to the Weissmann family in previous files, 
including the correspondence with Jakob/Jacob (Kubuś) Berger.]  
 

June 23, 1937 – carbon of a letter to possibly the same woman as cited above, saying that – as a conscientious letter 
carrier – he is regretting (apparently after a phone conversation) not having brought welcome greetings.  
 
October 9, 1937 – letter from H. Hirschberg, Berlin, Budapesterstr. 13.   This was obviously written to Oswald Berger and 
deals, largely, with details of his health and vacation plans, as well as good wishes for Oswald Berger’s stay in Karlsbad 
and Marienbad.  Enclosed with the letter is some writing about Oswald Berger’s nephew (ZWB).  [This letter is from H. 
Hirschberg, a friend of Oswald Berger.] 

 
November 26, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  Thanks the addressee for the introduction to Mrs. Stark whom he 
praises highly.  With Mrs. Stark, ZWB has also met a Viennese woman, Miss Gerda Fanto, who is also trying to make a 
go of life here.  Mrs. Stark is trying to help ZWB.  Most of her acquaintances are in Chicago. 
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July 7, 1937 – carbon of letter from ZWB to the Zentralblatt für Mathematik in Berlin.  This is a note explaining that two 

manuscripts sent to him for review were forwarded from Lwów to NYC, and that is why the reviews have been delayed. 
[This would belong with Zentralblatt correspondence.] 

 
April 27, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś and Rita.  This letter contains information responding to their 
requests.  ZWB says he is enclosing a catalog of baby carriages and is trying to get catalogs from other manufacturers.  
He gives detailed information about pursuing medical studies in the USA.  (Rita Berger had almost completed her medical 
training when she was forced to flee Vienna.  Kubuś was contemplating going into the baby buggy business with a 
relative, Louis Gottfried, who had considerable experience in this field in Europe and was to immigrate to the USA 
shortly.)     [This would belong in the Jakob and Rita Berger files.] 
 

April 4, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś and Rita.  Thanks for letter of March 15
th
.  Congratulates Rita on a 

recent exam and asks when she’ll be finished with her studies. It would be nice for her to have the diploma in hand.  
There is an oversupply of lawyers here (in the USA or NYC), so not much benefit for a European-trained lawyer becoming 
an American lawyer.  Still, there are plenty of opportunities if one is not European-rigid and determined to do only what 
one was trained to do.  Describes licensing of medical doctors, a state function.  He’ll be glad to help them with whatever 
he can do.   He’s doing alright, has his assistantship, but would certainly feel much if he had the largest possible number 
of his family members here.       [This would belong in the Jakob and Rita Berger files.] 

 
May 17, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś and Rita.  Thanks for letter of April 27, 1938.  He says he wrote on 
May 27

th 
[sic]

 
and enclosed a price list and wrote about medical studies.  He would feel so much better if his relatives were 

close by.  Mentions plans for research project to take him to the ocean.  Discusses conditions for an immigrant visa.  
Without citing him by name, alludes to the problems in securing an affidavit for Gustav Bergmann.  He has not seen Mr. 
Popper in a long time.  Writes critically of the nature of relations with people: one meets once, confirms that neither is 
important nor useful to the other and then the acquaintance begins to end.  He has heard from Walther (Lederer, I 
assume) that his (Walther’s) sister will be coming over in the near future.  He is very eager to see Kubuś and Rita.   

[This should be in the Jakob and Rita Berger files.] 
 

July 10, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Gustav Bergmann – acknowledges letter of June 23
rd
 which was forwarded 

to him (in Woods Hole, I assume).  Alludes to Professor M. who has recently sent him a card in which he asks for news 
about him (Bergmann)  Further discussion of Prof. M. (Mayer, I’d guess) and of Dr. Drucker.  This letter is slightly 
damaged, one corner is missing.  [This is ZWB’s reply to Bergmann’s letter of June 23, 1938 and should be with the 
Gustav Bergmann correspondence.] 
 

June 19, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB.  This is damaged, with the opening greeting and part of the text of the letter 
torn away.  It is obvious, however, that it is addressed to Gustav Bergmann.  The letter is largely concerned with ZWB’s 
efforts to secure an affidavit for Bergmann.  He mentions Mr. Williamson, Dr. [Peter] Drucker, Prof. M. [Mayer], Mr.Schaar, 
Viktor W., and Robert F.   It is a lengthy and cautiously optimistic letter, although ZWB makes the discouraging 
observation: “HIAS is one of the immigrant-care agencies [Einwandererfürsorgestellen] that has the least to do with 
academicians.  I have had unfriendly [unsympathisch] experiences with that organization. ZWB sends greetings to Anni.  

[This belongs with the Gustav Bergmann correspondence.] 

 
No date – blurry carbon – addressed to “Meine Lieben!”  -  This must be addressed to Kubuś and Rita.  He thanks them 
for the letter of June 10th

 
[they wrote a letter dated June 10, 1938], alludes to taking care of new arrivals (presumably 

people familiar to Kubuś and Rita).  He mentions that the house number of his address is 3205.  There is lengthy and 
detailed response to questions regarding conditions for a baby buggy factory, including questions about suitable available 
spaces, e.g. store front, manufacturing spaces (presumably for rent); ZWB explains that some of the questions cannot be 
readily answered because they are too vague, might better be put to somebody with professional knowledge, or require 
extensive investigation for which he does not have time.  [This seems to belong in the Jakob and Rita correspondence.] 

 
May 11, 1938 – post card to Dr. Willy Birnbaum on Claremont Avenue – mailed from Vienna, Deutsches Reich postage 
stamp.  This is from Lieselotte and Janni – Lieselotte and Eugene Lukacs.  They thank him for his card and the 
information he has given them.  “I have also read what you have written to Gustav [Bergmann], regrettably it all does not 
look very favorable. Nevertheless we will try to obtain an affidavit and as soon as that works out we’re coming over.  If, in 
the meantime, you hear of anything that would interest us, please let me know.”  They are very much looking forward to 
seeing him and send warm greetings.  [This belongs in the file containing the Lukacs correspondence.] 
 

Decembr 22, 1938 – post card to ZWB on Claremont Avenue – postmarked Denmark.  The writer thanks ZWB for his 
communication regarding the Zentralblatt.  “I am glad that so many contributors from all over the world are behaving as 

you have.  Let’s hope that something new will arise independently.  With warm greetings and many thanks for your 
contribution, yours O. Neugebauer.”  [This is clearly in response to ZWB’s communication of December 10, 1938 (Box 4, 
File 1) and belongs with the Springer Verlag correspondence.] 

 
February 20, 1939 – 4-page handwritten letter addressed to “Meine Lieben!” – plural.  There are references to Melly.  
Handwriting is a bit difficult for me to decipher.  There is a postscript in a different handwriting.  [My guess is (1)  this letter 
is from Fritzi and Fritz (Frederike and Friedrich) Koppel, (2) it is addressed to Kubuś and Rita Berger, and (3) the Bergers 
forwarded the letter to ZWB.  If handwriting comparison confirms that (1) is correct, the letter might be more suitably 
belong in the file containing the correspondence from Fritzi Koppel.] 
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May 2, 1943 – carbon of letter from ZWB to a “dear friend” whom he addresses in the familiar form.  He thanks his friend 
for his February letter which he only received a few days ago.  He is glad to hear that his friend is doing well.  Here all is 
well.  “My cousin and his wife are also doing well.  He has had no news from his family and I am very sorry about that 
since I worry about them as I do about my own family.  Please let me hear from you again and write to me about how your 
people/family are doing. With many warm greetings, yours …”  
 
August 14, 1937 – carbon or draft of letter from ZWB to the “Schriftleitung” (editors) of the Zentralblatt.  ZWB is 

responding to correspondence of June 14, 1937, and supplies his New York address (International House).  On the 
reverse side is what appears to be part of a resume, in German.  [It’s possible that this might be more appropriately 
placed with the correspondence with the Zentralblatt für Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete.] 
 

No date – carbon of letter from ZWB – “My dear ones! You have probably not heard from me for a long time.  I was also 
worried because of receiving no news from you.  In the last few days I finally received news from which it appears that all 
is in order with you.”  ZWB announces the birth of his daughter.  He describes his life in general terms, mentions that he 
recently got a raise, that Hilde had recovered completely from childbirth.  This suggests the letter was written in autumn 
1941. (The birth was in August 1941). This letter refers to hearing news from the Wolfs , which made him very happy.  He 
speaks of “the Wolfs” in the third person, but the letter could be a carefully worded message to his parents and sister 
(code-named “Wolfs”).  “I am neglecting no possibility with respect to them, but for the moment I can do nothing but wait.  
I am continuing to correspond with Bloch, whose family also is in Kuba.   He is certainly not a person who would neglect 
his family and if he finds a possible way of helping his people/family, I will attempt to do the same for the Wolfs.”  [“Kuba” 
here is probably code for Poland.]  “I am trying to send you food packages.  Now, since the postal connection has again 
been reinstated by the German authorities, one can assume that packages will arrive.”  There is a reference to Ludwik, 
who is very worried about his family– perhaps Ludwik Rubel.     [Judging by tone and content of the letter, I’d guess it is 
written by ZWB to the Birnbaum family in Lwów, and was mailed in autumn 1941.] 
 

January 14, 1941 – card to ZWB, from Cleveland – charmingly worded good wishes for 1941 and for his marriage.  The 
card is signed by H. Broch and Jadwiga Judd.  [This probably belongs with the Hermann Broch correspondence.] 

 
Box 4, File 13 General Correspondence  RE: Children 1958-1959 
 

These files are largely uninteresting, dealing with Ann’s application to Antioch College, her application for and acceptance 
by The Experiment in International Living, and payment to Experiment.  [This seems to me irrelevant junk.] 

 
There is also a draft of a letter to Mrs. Babcock from Hilde, dated January 31, 1959.  The letter, drafted in Hilde’s 
handwriting, opens “Thank you very much for enquiring about the relationship between Dick’s school performance and his 
recent eye surgery.”  She also says, “We think that quite possibly the experience [the surgery and prospect of furthe r 
surgery] has interfered with his ability to concentrate and to settle down to a job and in general has affected his work 
habits.”  Hilde and ZWB would like to get advice from Mrs. Babcock and asks Mrs. Babcock for an appointment for her 
[Hilde] to see her.  [This may be of interest to Dick, but I question the merit of having it in this collection.] 
 
Box 4, File 14 General Correspondence  RE: Dried Eggs 1939 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 2/2 
Pre-WW2 
Date Range: IX.12.38 - II.18.39 
No significant notes 
 
This file consists of correspondence regarding commercial egg drying. There are carbons of six letters ZWB mailed 
February 13, 1939, inquiring about finding an expert on drying eggs.  A British friend of ZWB’s “organized an egg-drying 
plant in one of the European countries.  The expert who had to direct the manufacturing operations died suddenly.  Today 
my friend cabled, asking me very urgently to find for him an ‘egg factory man knowing albumen dry yolk’.”  Writing on the 
stationary of his Institute for Mathematical and Statistical Research, ZWB sent these letters to the U.S. Chemistry Bureau, 
Washington, DC; the Home Economics Department, Ohio State University, Columbus; College of Agriculture, Cornell 
University, Ithaca; Agricultural Dept., Purdue University, Lafayette; U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, DC; and – on 
the recommendation of the New York office of “Food Industries – Mr. E.S. Stateler c/o McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. in 
Chicago.   
 
There is one response in this file – dated February 18, 1939, from C. W. Carrick, Chief in Poultry, Department of Poultry 
Husbandry, Agricultural Experiment Station, Purdue University.  Carrick says he his referring ZWB’s letter to Mr. Paul 
Mandeville, Institute of American Poultry Industries, 110 North Franklin Street, Chicago, Illinois.  “Mr. Mandeville has wide 
acquaintance with the commercial egg and processing field, and if he can not suggest some one I do not know where to 
go.” 
 
Box 4, File 15 General Correspondence  RE: Dried Eggs 1939 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 2/1 
Pre-WW2 
Date range: II.15.39 – II.21.39 
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No comments 
 
This file consists of letters in response to ZWB’s letters in File 14, as well as carbons of his letters acknowledging and 
expressing gratitude for the responses. 
The responses - all of which seem thoughtful and specific – are from parties addressed or from somebody to whom 
ZWB’s inquiry was referred.  Nothing definitive, though a couple of names come up more than once, I believe, as egg-
drying experts (Mr. Epstein in Chicago, Dr. Mary Pennington in NYC). 
 
Box 4, File 16 General Correspondence  RE: Job Search  1938 – 1939 (I) 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summay Form 2/3 
Pre-WW2 
Date range: VIII.4.38 – IX.19.39 
No significant comments 
  
This file consists largely of letters from various institutions explaining that they have no openings, sometimes with regrets.   
 
Odd items: 
 
F.M. Mayer refers to a translation which was good but had “some deficiencies which may originate from the fact that the 
subject is a very difficult one and that you may not have sufficient experience with the technicality of real estate 
transactions.  In order to save disappointments to both of us I think I should look for somebody who is more versed with 
technical expressions in the real estate field.”   
 
There is a carbon of a letter, dated August 4, 1938, from ZWB to Dr. G. Bevelander, 477  First Avenue, NYC.  “Several 
weeks ago you kindly offered me your help in looking for a position.  Since a few days this problem has become very 
acute for me.  The research grant, from which my salary was paid, is nearly exhausted.  I was given my last pay check 
and told to look for another job.”  ZWB continues, “I am available for any position in which my training would be of use ….  
Teachers’ agencies inform me once in a while of vacancies in colleges … . I would be grateful for any kind of help, 
suggestion, or advice you would be willing to give me.” 
 
Box 4, File 17 General Correspondence  RE: Job Search 1937 – 1939  (II) 

[This consists entirely of correspondence from 1939.] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 2/4 
Pre-WW2 
Date range: II.16.39 – III.4.39 
No comments 
 
This file consists of job search correspondence. 
 
Odd comments: 
 
Correspondence with F. M. Mayer, preceding the letter in Box 4, File 16, is contained here:  
- February 24, 1939 - a letter, in German, from Mayer to ZWB.  On the recommendation of Mr. Broch and Dr. Ernst 
Geiringer, Mayer is sending ZWB a couple of pages of an essay to be translated from German to English and he would 
like ZWB to send him a sample in English translation, so Mayer can decide whether to assign this translation task to ZWB.  
- The essay, in German, seems to deal with borrowed capital and personal capital and issues of borrowing in the real 
estate business, 
- carbon of ZWB’s translation sample; imperfect English, deadly topic; and 
- a carbon of ZWB’s letter, in German, of February 26, 1939, accompanying the sample.  
 
Box 4, File 18 General Correspondence  RE: Job Search 1938-1939 (III) 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 2/5 
Pre WW2 
Date range: XII.13.38-II.14.39 
No comments 
 
Correspondence regarding seeking work, much of this with teachers agencies:  
 Southern Teachers Agency, Chattanooga,Tenn.  
 College and Specialist Bureau, Memphis, Tenn. 
 American College Bureau, Chicago 
 
Personal and professional references he lists – here and in subsequent files include: 
 Dr. M.F. Ashley-Montagu, Associate Professor of Anatomy, Hahnemann Medical College, Philadelphia 
 Dr. St. Banach, Professor of Mathematics, University of Lwów 
 Dr. A. Berger, Chief Actuary of the OEVAG Life Insurance Company, Vienna, Germany, Professor of Actuarial 
Science at the University of Vienna 
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 Dr. Felix Bernstein, Prof. of Biometrics, Graduate School, NYU 
 Dr. G. Bevelander, College of Dentistry, 477 First Avenue, New York 
 Dr. R. Courant, Math Dept. Head, Graduate School, NYU 
 Dr. P. F. Drucker, consulting economist, 92 Liberty Street, NYC 
 Dr. A. Einstein, Professor of Physics, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton 
 Dr. Ruth K. Lederer, University of Delaware, Newark, Del.  
 Dr. W. Lederer, Economics Dept., University of Delaware, Newark, Del. 
 Dr. W. [Walther] Mayer, Professor of Mathematics, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton 
 Dr. O. Neugebauer, Prof. of Mathematics, University of København, Danmark  
 Dr. G. Noback, head of the Dept. of Anatomy, Grad School, NYU 
 Dr. H. Steinhaus, Prof. of Mathematics, University of Lwów. 
 Dr. J. D. Tamarkin, Professor of Mathematics, Brown University, Providence, RI  
 
Odd comments: 
  
January 11, 1939 – responding to a query from the American College Bureau, ZWB writes, “I left my position with the 
Phoenix Life Insurance Company in December 1936.  The period till the end of April 1937 I spent on preparations for my 
emigration to the United States.  During the month of May and part of June I was in France and on my way to this country.  
I landed in New York in June 1937, attended English classes at the College of the City of New York during the summer 
session, and started my work with Prof. F. Bernstein at the New York University in September 1937.   … I spent the 
summer 1938 working as a biometrician with Professor Bernstein at the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole …. 
Reference covering my work in Goettingen, and also my later work and my personal qualifications can be obtained from 
Dr. O. Neugebauer, Professor of Mathematics at the University of Kopenhagen, Danmark.” 
 
December 13, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Arthur Strich, M.D., c/o Mr.A. Isserman, 171 Osborn Terrace, Newark, 
NJ.  Letter accompanied copies of “personal data” – a resume. 
 
Box 4, File 19 General Correspondence  RE: Job Search 1938-1939 (IV) 

[Correspondence appears to be only from 1938.] 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 2/1 
Pre-WW2 
Date range IX.2.38-XII.1.38 
No comments 
 
More correspondence related to seeking work. Nothing of fierce interest. 
 
Odd comments: 
 
November 29, 1938 – letter from the U.S. Works Progress Administration, NYC, responding to an inquiry and urging him 
to call to arrange an interview. 
 
September 12, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Prof. R. D. Doner at Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Alabama, 
giving professional history. 
 
 
Box 4, File 20 General Correspondence  RE: Job Search  1938-1939 (V) 

[Correspondence appears to be only from 1938.] 
 

More correspondence related to seeking work, including correspondence with the TVA.  As earlier, this includes 
responses to ads in the NY Times classified section. 

 
Odd comments: 
 
There are carbons of two letters, in German, from ZWB to Courant.  In the first he asks for an appointment.  The second, 
dated December 4, 1938, evidently, builds on prior conversation and asks for Courant’s assistance, recommending him to 
a Professor Wertheimer and helping him in any other way he can, since “it’s really getting serious with me…” 
 
Box 4, File 21 General Correspondence  RE: Job Search  1938-1939 (VI) 

[Correspondence appears to be only from 1938.] 
 

More correspondence related to seeking work.    
 
Odd comments: 
 
August 12, 1938 – handwritten letter to ZWB from G. Bevelander.  Nice and helpful sounding. 
 
August 27, 1938, - handwritten letter, in German, from Walther Mayer to ZWB.  Nice letter.  Gives ZWB advice.  Says that 
he will speak with Einstein when he has the next opportunity, which will be at the end of September.  (Mayer is not in 
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Princeton, but - probably vacationing - in New Hampshire.)  Sends best greetings to Miss Helene Reschovsky.  “I think 
that she will soon get accustomed to life here and will forget what she experienced over there.  She is still young and life 
still lies before her.”   

[This and the subsequent correspondence with Mayer might be noted with the Mayer correspondence in Box 3.] 

 
August 24, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, to Walther Mayer.  This is the letter to which Mayer responds in the letter 
(above) of August 27

th
.  ZWB asks about contacting Einstein; Bernstein has written to Einstein and ZWB wonders about 

how to proceed.  Helene Reschovsky arrived yesterday and has yet to recover from the initial emigration shock, having 
left Vienna in the greatest haste.  If help from Helene’s brother works out, Gustav Bergmann will leave there around the 
end of September.  Otherwise, using the affidavit secured through Mayer and Drucker, he’ll be able to depart in December 
in the best case.  Bergmann’s wife will go to England where a position is being offered to her. Only much later, when both 
are out and can think more coolly, will they make further plans.  
 
August 14, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, to Walther Mayer. This letter is damaged, with a part eaten or torn away.  
Expresses gratitude for Mayer’s readiness to help.  As advised in a previous letter from Mayer, he wrote to Bernstein and 
asked him to write to Einstein.  He has had a letter from Gustav Bergmann and relates what is known about Bergmann’s 
options and chances.  Helene Reschovsky wrote to him that she will depart from Rotterdam on August 13

th
 and asked him 

to meet her at the pier. 
 
August 10, 1938 – handwritten letter, in German, from Walther Mayer to ZWB.  Advises ZWB to have Bernstein write to 
Einstein.  Mayer has spoken with Einstein who has offered to act as a reference if Professor Bernstein, who is familiar 
with ZWB’s scientific accomplishments, would apprise him of them.      
 
August 13, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from ZWB to Felix Bernstein.  Thanks him for his friendly letter.  Asks that 
he do as Mayer suggests and let him (ZWB) know when he has written to Einstein, so he can then take the next steps.  A 
resume is attached.  [Does this belong with the correspondence with Felix Bernstein?] 

 
Box 4, File 22 General Correspondence  RE: Job Search  1938-1939 (VII) 

[Correspondence appears to be only from 1938.] 

 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 2/9 
Pre WW2 
Date range VII.15.38-IX.6.38 
No comments 
 
August 13, 1938 – letter to ZWB from M.F. Ashley-Montagu in New Hampshire.  Praises Raymond Pearl at Philadelphia 
but says that Pearl is fighting just to keep two Jewish refugees in his department.  Encouraging ZWB to keep job-hunting, 
but not to count on much that Ashley-Montague can do.  A-M has written to Michigan regarding ZWB.  Makes various 
suggestions.  Friendly letter. 
 
August  ?13/18, 1938  - carbon of letter from ZWB to Ashley-Montagu, thanking him for his kindness, assuring him that he 
is not discouraged. He’s getting only negative responses to his job inquiries.  He’s thinking of setting up his own business. 
Asks for advice.  Rather a good letter, I think. 
 Attached: 

August 6, 1938 – carbon of letter from Ashley Montagu to Dr. J.W. Sturmer in Philadelhia on ZWB’s behalf.  The 
letter is an impressive recommendation for ZWB.  “In confidence I may say that it was the universally agreed upon opinion 
of the students that Doctor Birnbaum was by far the superior teacher of his subjects compared to the head of his 
department.  His teaching abilities were greatly appreciated by the students as was his personality …”.   He signs himself 
Associate Professor of Anatomy, Hahnemann Medical College, Philadelphia; lately Asst-Professor of Anatomy New York 
University. 
 August 6, 1938 – letter from Ashley-Montagu to ZWB in which he expresses his regret for having found 
Bernstein the position he now occupies.  He is clearly critical of Bernstein’s character.  Offering ZWB his assistance.  Asks  
to be remembered to Bedia Taneri and sends kind regards from Mrs. Ashley-Montagu. 
 
There is more correspondence in this file between Ashley-Mongagu and ZWB, all of it warm and friendly.   

[This correspondence might be referenced in the earlier Ashley-Montagu file, Box 3, File 41.] 

 
 
Box 4, File 23  General Correspondence  RE: Job Search 1938-1939 (VIII) 

[Correspondence is from 1938.] 
 

This file contains carbons of eight letters written by ZWB, seeking an appointment as a teacher of mathematics, statistics 
or business mathematics.  They were written May 5 – May 19, 1938.  Addressed to specific people at 
 Fordham University, NYC 
 Pratt Institute, NYC 
 International Ladies Garment Workers Union, NYC (ZWB notes, “I have been connected with the Labour 
Movement in Europe for many years.”) 
 Manhattan College, NYC 
 St. John’s University, Brooklyn 
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 University of Southern California, Los Angeles 
 Chapman College, Los Angeles 
 Brooklyn College, Brooklyn 
 
There are responses to his inquiry from 
 Hunter College of the City of New York 
 Brooklyn College, Brooklyn 
 
Box 4, File 24 General Correspondence  RE: Job Search 1938-1939 (IX) 

[Correspondence is from 1938.] 

  
This file contains correspondence from May 5, 1938 through May 17, 1938.  It consists of carbons of ZWB’s letters of 
inquiry regarding teaching positions and of responses. 
 
Inquiries 
 Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn  
 Rand School of Social Science, NYC 
 Long Island University, Brooklyn 
 Cooper Union, NYC 
 University of Newark, Newark, NJ 
 
Responses 
 Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn 
 Rand School of Social Science, NYC 
 Long Island University, NYC (A handwritten note from H.G.L.R. Lieber) 
 Cooper Union, NYC 
 University of Newark, Newark, NJ 
 
 
Box 4, File 25 General Correspondence  RE: Job Search 1938-1939 (X) 

[Correspondence is from 1938.] 

 
This file contains correspondence from May 16, 1938 through June 3, 1938.  It consists of carbons of ZWB’s letters of 
inquiry regarding a teaching position and of responses.  
 
Inquiries 
 Newark College of Engineering, Newark, NJ 
 Occidental College, Los Angeles  
 University of Florida, Gainesville 
 Loyola University of Los Angeles, Los Angeles 
 
Responses 
 Newark College of Engineering, Newark, NJ 
 Occidental College, Los Angeles 
 University of Florida, Gainesville  
 Loyola University of Los Angeles, Los Angeles 
 Hunter College of the City of New York (acknowledgement of receipt of formal application)  
 
Box 4, File 26 General Correspondence  RE: Job Search 1938-1939 (XI) 

[Correspondence is from 1938.] 
 

September 22, 1937 – letter from Jacob Ish-Kishor, Secretary, Eastern Life Insurance Company of New York, to Miss 
Hera S. Gallagher, Miles M. Dawson & Co., 500 Fifth Avenue, NYC.  This is a letter of introduction for Dr. Birnbaum. 

[Unclear how this fits in this file.] 

 
This file also contains correspondence from May 5, 1938 through May 27, 1938,   consisting of carbons of ZWB’s letters 
of inquiry regarding a teaching position and of responses. 
  
Inquiries 
 Brooklyn College, Brooklyn 
 California Associated Colleges, Los Angeles 
 Queens College, Queens, NY 
 Hunter College of the City of New York 
 College of the City of New York 
  
Responses 
 Brooklyn College, Brooklyn 
 California Associated Colleges, Los Angeles 
 Queens College, Flushing, NY 
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 College of the City of New York 
 
  
BOX 4, File 27 General Correspondence  RE: Kasparek book about Kozaczuk 1982 
 

September 1, 1982 – rec’d September 2, 1982 – letter to ZWB from Christopher Kasparek, 95 Wellings Place, Monterery, 
CA.  Kasparek is preparing an English edition of a book by Władysław Kozaczuk about Enigma.  Kasparek says that the 
chief cryptologist responsible for Enigma was the Polish mathematician Marian Rejewski.  Kasparek believes ZWB was a 
student with Rejewski at Göttingen in 1929-1930.  He seems to found this belief on comments in an earlier Kozaczuk 
book in which he mentions that ZWB was in touch with Rejewski while at Göttingen.  He asks ZWB for any recollections, 
observations, remarks, in English or Polish.  In a postscript he adds that Rejewski died in Warsaw in February 1980. 
 
September 16, 1982 – photocopy of letter from Henry Schaerf to Kasparek and photocopy of a post card, dated 
September 20, 1982, responding to Henry’s remarks.  Henry was also contacted by Kasparek, as somebody who would 
have known Rejewski in Göttingen.  Henry remembers long walks in which Rejewski aired his strong feelings about what 
Poland’s policies should be with respect to ethnic minorities in Poland.  As Henry recalls, Rejewski’s views reflected those 
of the Polish National Democratic Party. 
 
October 6, 1982 – letter from Kasparek to Schaerf.  Further discussion of Rejewski’s views on ethnic minorities, comment 
on changes between the original edition of the Kozaczuk book and the English version.  Asks about the life at Göttingen, 
whether Henry knew ZWB at that time, and whether Henry agrees with Rejewski’s low opinion of the German school of 
mathematics.  He gives Kozaczuk’s address to Henry and encourages him to contact him directly about any relevant 
matters. 
 
Undated – handwritten draft of note from ZWB to Kasparek, gracious but concluding, “I regret to have to disappoint you 
insofar as additional information  on Rejewski is concerned.  My recollections of that time are somewhat faded and no 
specific episodes worth reporting come to mind.” 
 
November 1, 1982 – handwritten letter from Henry Schaerf, Washington University, St. Louis, to ZWB, with three 
enclosures. Henry wonders if there is a legal remedy against falsehoods being published.  He says that Kasparek has 
misrepresented issues relating to his and ZWB’s time in Göttingen.  He also says he was euphemistic in his language 
when he wrote to Kasparek about Rejewski’s attitude toward ethnic minorities to Kasparek, and that Rejewski had actually 
said that Jews should be expelled from Poland since they constituted a state within a state.   
 Correspondence is attached: 

September 30, 1982 – carbon of Henry’s letter to Kasparek in which he says Kozacsuk is incorrect when he 
says that in the academic year Birnbaum and Schaerf complained about being boycotted by German fellow-students at 
Göttingen; that did not happen. 

October 22, 1982 – carbon of Henry’s letter to Kasparek with whom there seems to be disagreement about 
issues of whether Germany or Poland was the focus of discussion about treatment of ethnic minorities. 

October 24, 1982 – photocopy of Henry’s letter, in Polish, to Kozacsuk in Warsaw. 
 
[It might be helpful if the presence of this Kasparek-Schaerf correspondence were noted in the Schaerf files.]  
 

Box 4, File 28 General Correspondence  RE: Lwów Home Legal Claims, Jakob Berger & Izak 
Wajndling/Weindling  1946-1954 

[Not in chrono order.] 
 

[There is some confusion on my part here, since I think the home in question was in Nowy Sazc, not in Lwów.] 
 

[This file probably should be cross-referenced with the Wajndling/Weindling correspondence, as well, perhaps, with the 
Jacob Berger correspondence files.] 

 

January 19, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś (Jacob Berger) sent with an airmail letter he received from 
Weindling.  ZWB has typed the POA Weindling requested and will mail it to Kubuś and asks that, after confirmation by the 
Polish consul in NYC, Kubuś mail it to Weindling along with his own POA.  ZWB thinks this is a no-risk effort, Weindling 
has the reputation of being honest and “the house in Nowy Sącz  looks like a total loss anyway …”  He asks, “You 
mentioned that you know of a method of sending money to Poland through Dr. Schwieger – would that method still 
function for Weindling?”  ZWB says that while this letter is strictly related to business, he sent a personal letter to Kubuś a 
few hours ago. 

There are two handwritten notes on the carbon.  One note gives the Warsaw address of Dr. J. Wajndling.  The 
other reads, “He seems to prefer being addressed in the ??Polanized spelling Wajndling but I note that in his draft of 
power of attorney he uses his original Weindling with which he was a practicing lawyer.” 
 
January 27, 1947 – carbon of letter to Kubuś from ZWB. He has received two letters from Wajndling and is enclosing 
them for Kubuś.  Asks for advice regarding request for “Notariatskate.”  Reports on a letter he received from the State 
Department regarding findings reported by the American Embassy in Warsaw regarding the house in Nowy Sącz .  ZWB 
speculates that Wajndling will use his share of the proceeds from sale of the house to emigrate, which ZWB thinks is 
better than letting “a racketeer such as the Salomon Nebenzahl mentioned in Wajndlings letters” appropriate the house.   
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January 28, 1947 – two-page letter from Kubuś to ZWB, concerning “the Weindling matter.” Kubuś is enclosing a letter he 
received.  Reference to Aunt Bertha’s will.  As always, beautifully organized, with lots of specific details regarding actions 
to be taken by him and occasionally by ZWB, with provisions for alternate actions should the initial strategy prove 
unworkable.  Kubuś’s mother’s name is Róza.  I am not clear if ZWB’s mother’s given name was Karolina or Lina, but it 
appears here as Karolina.  Schwieger is coming soon to NY, apparently via Paris.  Kubuś has spoken with the Reichs 
about this matter and they want Weindling to inquire about what happened to old Mr. Reich’s house on ul. Ks   . Piotra 
Skargi 8 registered in his name “Izak Reich.”   
 
January 30, 1947 – carbon of letter from Kubuś to the Polish Consulate in Chicago accompanying ZWB’s documents.  
 
January 27, 1947 – carbon of statement, in Polish, from Kubuś to the “Sad Grodzki w Brezesku” – apparently a legal 
statement of some kind regarding the property in Nowy Sącz. 
 
January 23, 1947 – carbon of statement, in Polish, from Kubuś to the “Zarzad Miejski in Nowy Sącz ” regarding the Nowy 
Sącz property.  
 
January 30, 1947 – letter to ZWB from Kubuś.  Explains why he had to send ZWB’s documents to Chicago.   Details 
questions ZWB should ask in a letter to Weindling.  
 
February 3, 1947 – handwritten text of telegram sent by ZWB to Kubuś.  
 
February 18, 1947 – carbon of handwritten letter to Kubuś by ZWB reporting on a letter he sent today to Weindling, 
reviewing actions being taken, asking Kubuś’ advice.  
 
March 16, 1947 – handwritten copy of text of night letter to Kubuś from ZWB, who is anxious because he has not received 
an answer to his letter of February 18. 
 
May 18, 1947 – carbon of a letter from ZWB to Kubuś. ZWB is enclosing a letter he received a few days ago from Sad 
Grodzki in Brzesko.  It appears that Solomon Nebenzahl, through bribes, has overcome legal difficulties and Wajndling 
has outlined great problems in representing foreigners.  ZWB says it is clear that they “may as well write the whole thing 
off” but proposes they transfer their claims to Wajndling’s wife (ZWB’s cousin) and let her, Halina Wajndling, continue the 
law suit Wajndling started, or let him settle with Solomon Nebenzahl.  Halina Wajndling is also called Hala Wajndling.  In 
alluding to the racketeers (Nebenzahl et al), ZWB adds, “incidentally, it is not even certain that those gentlemen are 
Jews”).   The Wajndlings intend to leave Poland soon.   
 
May 30, 1947 – faint carbon of handwritten letter by ZWB to Kubuś. Wajndling is deeply offended and angry by the 
Berger-Birnbaum behavior and ZWB believes he is justified.  ZWB seems exasperated with Kubuś for his behavior (“I 
wish I knew why you have that block against anything connected with this matter.  This correspondence has been going 
on since Fall, and I did not enjoy it.”) Wajndling expects to leave Poland within six weeks. ZWB’s sending Wajndling a 
document and enclosing a copy of the text.  ZWB asks Kubuś to send the same document.   

“I would like to repeat that the matter is worrying me, that I feel ashamed of our way of treating Wajndling whom 
I consider a decent man, and that I would like to have it out of my system.  This house is not worth anything to us, and, as 
I explained in my last letter to you, ceding it to Hala Wajndling is the best thing I can think of.  I have also incurred 
unnecessary expenses for cables trying to appease Wajndling, and I would rather send him a definite instruction than 
keep delaying matters until he leaves Poland and Solomon Nebenzahl keeps the house.   
 “I would also appreciate your suggestions on the manner in which we could refund Wajndling his $50.”  [In an 
earlier letter ZWB mentions that Wajndling had spent the equivalent of US$50, noting that that was a large sum at that 
time in Poland.] 
 Attached is a carbon of ZWB’s handwritten statement in Polish.  
 
March 15, 1947 – telegram from Kubuś to ZWB suggesting “you inquire Weindling what we may expect after deduction 
inheritance gift transfer taxes lawyer fees stop in case amount negligible status quo might be preferable. 
 
January 9, 1953 – 3-page typed letter from Kubuś to Wilus .  He is waiting for a letter from ZWB. “Do you think the U.S. 
Treasury will pay us something for Weindling’s debt to us?”  Discusses how he thinks this may be accomplished.  Since 
ZWB has all the correspondence with Weindling, Kubuś asks him for the necessary information.  He’s thinking in terms of 
each of them getting a ca. $1,000 deduction.  Detailed discussion.  
 
January 18, 1953 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Kubuś, responding to letter of January 9

th
.  ZWB is sending, enclosed 

with this letter, his Weindling file.  The last letter ZWB had from Weindling was written from Israel in February 1949.  ZWB 
awaits Kubuś findings in preparing to claim the bad debt.   
 
February 19, 1953 – carbon of 4-page typed letter from ZWB to Rita and Kubuś.   This is a chronicle of more than one 
year.  He describes the events from ca. mid 1951 to date, including the departure from Seattle for Stanford, the stay there, 
the return trip, and news of settling back into life in Seattle.  His comments on Stanford are of interest.  “Stanford has one 
of the best statistics departments in the country and the same holds of their mathematics department – the latter staffed 
by a galaxy of first-class European mathematicians. While the statisticians and the mathematicians looked at each other 
with slight distrust (mathematical statistics is a schism from mathematics) it so happened that one of the outstanding 
mathematicians there had quoted some of my work in his book, which established my status as a mathematician, and I 
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was a member of the statistics department – so I had the somewhat queer distinction of being considered acceptable in 
both departments.  The social implications of this were such that when a visiting fireman from Washington, D.C., came to 
Stanford, we first were invited to meet him at a rather alcoholic party at the home of the head of the statistics department,  
and next evening met him again very officially at a prim tea given in his honor by the head of the mathematics department, 
those present being completely different at the two occasions except for the guest of honor and us.”  

[An interesting letter, but with no mention of the Wajndling matter and, hence, more appropriate for the Berger 
correspondence files.]   
 

November 30, 1954 – letter to Jacob Berger from Income Tax Bureau, Dept. Of Taxation and Finance, Albany, NY.  Asks 
for further information regarding the bad debt deduction of $1,000. 
 Attached: December 28, 1954 – carbon of letter from Kubuś to Dept. of Taxation and Finance.  Kubuś gives 
details of debt not repaid by Izak Weindling.  
 
August 9, 1946 – carbon of handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Weindling.  ZWB signs himself “Wilek.”  This 
appears to be, at least in good part, a personal letter.  ZWB mentions his children, Kubuś Berger in New York, and gives 
the address of Henryk Urich: Mr. H. Uhrich, 7 West Carnethy Avenue, Edinburgh 13, Scotland.  There appears to be a 
mention of “Nusia” (?probably not ZWB’s sister, maybe somebody else). 
 
October 20, 1946 – carbon of handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB.  Seems to make reference to a letter of September 
14.   
 
September 2, 1946 – handwritten letter, in Polish, from Weindling to ZWB.  Artur: “Wants to leave Poland for Palestine.”  
There seem to be some personal data, but I can’t read it well. Izak Weindling may have been born in Nowy Sącz 
December 9, 1892.  His wife, Halina Weindling may be the child of Henryk Birnbaum and Ernesty ?Bloch and was born 
?Nisko August 15, 1885.  There seems to be a daughter Bianka  born in ?Nowy Sącz ?April 7, 1926.   
 
January 31, 1947 – text of telegram, in Polish, sent by ZWB to Wajndling.  Wajndling address: Hoza 14, Warsaw 
 
February 5, 1947 – carbon of statement in Polish by Kubuś.  Artur: Turning over power of attorney over house in Lwów.  [I 
have my doubts that the house was in Lwów, since it appears to have been in Nowy Sącz.] 

 
Receipts for CARE packages send by ZWB to Dr.J. Wajndling, Hoza 14/11, Warszawa, Poland. 
 Sent April 2, 1947, rec’d June 14, 1947 - $10.00  
 Sent October 30, 1946 - $10.00 
 
February 7, 1947 – carbon of handwritten 3-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Weindling (two copies) 
 
May 27, 1947 – carbon of 2-page handwritten letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Weindling.  
 
June 2, 1947 – carbon of handwritten 2-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Weindlng 
 
July 2, 1947 – carbon of shorter letter (typed), in Polish, from ZWB to Weindling. 
 
Undated – carbon of typed document (“Pełnomocnictwo”) in Polish in which ZWB appears to give some type of power to 
Dr. Izak Weindling. 
 
Undated – carbon of a notarized doecument (also “Pełnomocnictwo”) giving certain powers to Dr. izak Weindling.  ZWB 
seems to mention that he is a cousin of Halina.   
 
In both POAs there is a reference to Lina Nebenzahl Birnbaum 
 
Box 4, File 29  General Correspondence  RE: National Roster of Scientific and Specialized 
Personnel  1942-1943 
 
[This file also includes War Manpower Commission correspondence.] 
 

September 3, 1942 – letter to ZWB from James C. O’Brien, Executive Officer, National Resources Planning Board.  
Noting that John J. Corson, Director of the Social Security Board in Washington, DC, recommended that ZWB be included 
on the National Roster of Scientific and Specialized Personnel.  Upon reviewing files, they find that documents for ZWB 
have already been submitted and his complete record is available “for consideration in connection with any appropriate 
request for specialized personnel which we may receive.” 
 
(November 4, 1942, as noted by ZWB) – War Manpower Commission’s form letter sent out for updating info in the 
National Roster files. 
 
(September 4, 1942, as noted by ZWB) – National Resources Planning Board form letter announcing development of 
National Roster and asking that recipients fill out and return enclosed questionnaire.  
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August 12, 1943 – carbon of letter from ZWB to National Roster of Scientific …, informing them that he is no longer Polish 
but, as of August 9, 1943, a U.S. citizen, and asking that his record be adjusted accordingly.  
 
August 28, 1943 – letter from War Manpower Commission to ZWB.  Acknowledges supplemental info supplied in recent 
communication and says it’s being made a part of his Roster file. 
 
June 29, 1945 – War Manpower Commission registration card for Z.W. Birnbaum.  Registration No. 0,962,629. 
 
Rec’d January 1943 – form letter from War Manpower Commission asking for updated information.  Attached: Instructions 
for all male registrants subject to military service who are not presently in the armed services.   
 
 
Box 4, File 30  General Correspondence  RE: Passports for Family   1940-1941  

 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 6/20  
Passports 
Date Range: I.29.40-II.25.41 
 
This file consists entirely of correspondence and documents relating to the Guatemalan passports for ZWB’s parents and 
sister.  Copies of the passports are here and an envelope for an air mail special delivery mailing from Kubuś to ZWB.  (As 
should be corroborated by correspondence in the Berger correspondence files, Kubuś handled the preparation and 
negotiation for these materials in NYC.) 

[I have a distinct memory that ZWB was reviewing these papers and looking at the copies of these passports in 
the summer before his death.  Melancholy, he commented then on his and Kubuś’ efforts to do all they could do for their 
families.]   

 
February 24, 1941 – photostat of letter from Hector Giron, Consul General, Guatemalan consulate, NYC, to the Consul 
General of Japan, Moscow, USSR, stating that he has sent Guatemalan passport No. 5326, Reg. 58, to Franciszka 
Birnbaum, residing at ul. Sw. Anny 1, Lwów, USSR.   “I would appreciate it very much if you would be so kind to issue the 
above mentioned, a transit visa.” 
 
February 24, 1941 – photostat of letter from Hector Giron, Consul General, Guatemalan consulate, NYC, to Franciszka 
Birnbaum, telling her that her application for citizenship is granted and therefore he is sending her passport No. 5326, 
Reg. 58. 
 
February 24, 1941 – photostat of letter from Hector Giron, Consul General, Guatemalan consulate, NYC, to Izak 
Brinbaum [sic], telling him that his application for citizenship for himself and his wife is granted and therefore he is sending 

them passport No. 5327, Reg. 59. 
 
February 24, 1941 – photostat of letter from Hector Giron, Consul General, Guatemalan consulate, NYC, to the Consul 
General of Japan, Moscow, USSR, stating that he has sent Guatemalan passport No. 5327, Reg. 59, to Mr. and Mrs. Izak 
Birnbaum, residing at ul. Sw. Anny 1, Lwów, USSR.   “I would appreciate it very much if you would be so kind to issue the 
above mentioned, a transit visa.” 
 
There are notarized statements attached to photostats of the actual passports, certifying that they represent duplicates of 
the original passports.  The Guatemalan passports are in Spanish and, per Hector Giron’s instructions, each recipient was 
to affix finger print, right thumb print, and signature.  (This was asked of Izak but not of Lina as they were on the same 
passport.) 
 
August 10, 1940 – rec’d August 14, 1940 – 2-page letter from Eliot B. Coulter, Acting Chief, Visa Division, Department of 
State, Washington, DC.  Responding to a letter from ZWB (not in this file), dated July 29, 1940, concerning immigration of 
Franciszka.   “….It is regretted that more encouraging information may not be given to you …”  
 
January 29, 1940 – carbon of letter from ZWB to the American Consul, Bucharest, Rumania.  Notes that he sent an 
affidavit of support for his sister to the American Consul in Warsaw in June 1938.  “May I supplement … factual 
information by the statement that I am very much attached to my family, that being separated from my sister, especially 
under the present conditions of war and uncertainty, is a terrible strain for me, and that having her with me would make 
me feel very much happier. … anything you may be willing to do to help my sister in obtaining her visa will be greatly 
appreciated.”   Handwritten list of enclosures giving details of his finances - evidence of his ability to support Franciszka.   
 
Box 4, File 31  General Correspondence RE: Steinhaus Invention  1938 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 4/6 
Pre-WW2 
Date range VI.19.38-IX.8.38  
 
June 19, 1938 – rec’d August 8, 1938 (forwarded from Claremont Avenue to Woods Hole) – typed 2-page letter in Polish 
to ZWB from Hugo Steinhaus, Lwów, Ul. Kadecka 14.   
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August 6, 1938 – rec’d August 23, 1938 (forwarded from Woods Hole to Claremont Avenue) – typed 2-page letter in 
Polish to ZWB from Steinhaus. 
 Attached to this is a handwritten letter, in Polish, dated August 25, 1938.  The signature is unclear to me. 
 
July 27, 1938 – rec’d July 28, 1938 - letter to ZWB at Woods Hole from A. Simon, Manager of Engineering, Westinghouse 
X-Ray Company, Long Island City.  “We are interested in your invention and would appreciate a copy of the patent so that 
we can investigate this matter.” 
 
July 30, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Simon of Westinghouse. Thanks for letter of July 27.  ZWB has wired for a 
copy of the patent and will send it as soon as possible.  
 
September 8, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Simon at Westinghouse.  He is enclosing four sheets of drawings and 
a description of the “apparatus for localization of objects by means of X-rays” invented by Steinhaus.  This is a follow-up 
to a conversation ZWB had with Simon at Westinghouse.  ZWB says Steinhaus is “negotiating simultaneously with 
European concerns.” Attached is a carbon of a 2-page typed description, presumably translated and written by ZWB, 
“Apparatus for special localization of objects by means of roentgenology.”   
 There is a second carbon copy of the description in this file.  
 
September 5, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Simon at Westinghouse, refers to his (ZWB’s) letters of July 24 and 
August 24 and to a letter “kindly written to me by Miss Palermo on August 25.” 
 Attached is the letter below. 
August 24, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Simon.   European patents have been applied for but not yet issued.  
ZWB has detailed description and drawings. 
 
September 14, 1938 – rec’d September 15, 1938 - letter to ZWB at Institute for Mathematical & Statistical Research, 55 
West 42

nd
 Street, NYC, from J.W. Greenbowe, Patent Attorney, Westinghouse, Bloomfield, NJ.  Requests further 

information regarding Steinhaus’s pending Polish patent application.  “An examination of the description and drawings 
indicates that the broad idea of localizing foreign objects in a body by means of X-rays is not broadly new ….  However, 
there may be some minor details of Professor Steinhaus’ construction which may be found allowable.” 
 
July 12, 1938 – carbon of 2-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Steinhaus.  
 
Box 4, File 32  General Correspondence  RE: Steinhaus Invention  1938 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form  5/29 
Steinhaus Invention 
 
September 28, 1938 – letter to ZWB from J.W. Greenbowe, patent attorney, Westinghouse.  “Westinghouse would not be 
interested in the expenditure of any substantial amount for the invention of Professor Steinhaus.”  
 
October 1, 1938 – 4-page typed letter, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB. 
 
October 31, 1938 – 2-page handwritten letter, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB. 
 
October 28, 1938 – typed letter, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB.  There is another ½ page typed postscript and a 
handwritten (in red) message on a tiny piece of paper (ca. 2 ½” X ¾”) 
 
August 23, 1938 – handwritten 3-page letter, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB.  
 
October 5, 1938 – letter to ZWB from J. W. Greenbowe, patent attorney, Westinghouse.  Cites patents showing 
“essentially the same broad idea as the apparatus of Prof. Steinhaus.” 
 
Hugo Steinhaus drawing, IV, Fig. 4.  Date penciled on back, August 15, 1938. 
 
October 22, 1938 – typed letter, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB. 
 
?June 13, 1938 – fuzzy  copy of something, written in Polish, related to Steinhaus 
 
No date – Hugo Steinhaus drawing 
 
 
Box 4, File 33 General Correspondence  RE: Steinhaus Invention 1938 
 

Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 4/5 
Pre-WW2 
Date range VII.25.38-IX.15.38 
 
August 25, 1938 – letter from Miss F.M. Palermo, secretary to Mr. Simon, Westinghouse, to ZWB, regarding setting a time 
for ZWB to see Simon. 
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September 12, 1938 – letter from Simon, Westinghouse, to ZWB, acknowledging receipt of drawings and description of 
Steinhaus invention. 
 
September 15, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Greenbowe, Westinghouse, giving details of two patent applications 
Steinhaus has pending in Poland. 
 
September 15, 1938 – letter to ZWB from G.E. Wantz, Merchandise Manager, General Electric X-Ray Corporation, 
Chicago.  Responding to ZWB’s letter of September 9

th
.  Wants to make arrangements for a rep in NYC to see ZWB. 

 
September 9, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Want [sic], GE in Chicago. 

 Attached: 
July 30, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Want [sic]. 

July 28, 1938 – letter to ZWB from Wantz, GE X-Ray Corp., Chicago.   
July 24, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to GE X-Ray Corp., Chicago – letter asking if GE would be interested in 
acquiring “an invention made by one of my friends, a prominent European scientist. The invention … enables an observer 
to see in plain daylight an optical ‘phantom’ representing an object within a body, e.g. a bullet in a human head ….as if the 
body was transparent.  The localization of the phantom in space coincides precisely with the location of the real object in 
the body… during the surgical extraction of a bullet the surgeon is able to see all the time the exact location of the bullet in 
the body of the patient.”   
 
Box 4, File 34 General Correspondence  RE: Steinhaus Invention 1938 
 

Note at front of file: 4 blueprints and 10 pages of Polish patent papers for H. Steinhaus’ Introvisor are in oversize folder 
#1. 
 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 5/30 
Steinhaus Invention 
Date Range VII.26.38-XII.I.38 
 
October 18, 1938 – carbon of 3-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Hugo Steinhaus in Lwów.  
 
October 21, 1938 – rec’d November 4, 1938 – handwritten post card with lengthy message, in Polish, from Steinhaus to 
ZWB. 
 
December 1, 1938 – carbon of 2-page letter, in Polish, from ZWB to Steinhaus. 
 
November 25, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Steinhaus. 
 
Undated – clipped together: 
 Untitled essay by ZWB – typed – describing an improbable event which occurred while on a hiking holiday on 
the Weser, during his studies at Goettingen. 
 “Music for biologists,” essay by ZWB – 2 pages, typed.  Describes the weekly “concerts” in which the scientists 
relax in the Marine Biological Lab clubhouse and listen to recorded classical music.   

[Neither of these essays belongs in this file, and would be more appropriate in the personal writings at the 
end of Box 4. Yet they were both most welcome at this point (my interest in the Steinhaus invention has been flagging).  
They must have been written in the summer of 1939 (late June? July?) while ZWB was taking English classes in Vermont.  
The instructor’s corrections and comments are visible, legible and especially interesting with hindsight.  The skill in finding 
telling details, already evident in his writing in German and – judging by what I can detect - in his Polish writing, is present 
here.  Awkward perhaps, but he is well on his way to becoming charmingly adept in English.] 

 
May 16, 1938 – 3-page description, in French, of the Steinhaus invention.  – this is a reprint from Comptes rendus des 
séances de L’Académie e Sciences. 
 

October 1, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Greenbowe, Westinghouse. 
 
Box 4, File 35 General Correspondence  RE: Steinhaus Invention 1938 
 

July 31, 1938 – 3-page typed letter, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB.  
 
July 25, 1938 – 2 copies -very fragile - carbon, 3 pages – p. 58286: Steinhaus’ supplementary patent application to 
application p. 56665. This is entirely in somewhat awkward English.  Typed at the end is “Hugo Steinhaus, Substitute: W. 
Suchowiak, dipl.ing.” 
 
March 8, 1938 – 2 copies – very fragile – carbon – 2 pages – p. 56665: Steinhaus’ application (granted) for “apparatus for 
special localizing of objects by means of roentgenoscopy.”  This is entirely in somewhat awkward English.  Typed at the 
end is “Hugo Steinhaus, Substitute: W. Suchowiak, dipl.ing.”  
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September 9, 1938 – 2 carbon copies of ZWB’s New York State certificate for conducting business under the name 
Institute for Mathematical and Statistical Research, at 55 West 42

nd
 Street, NYC. 

 [It’s not clear why this appears in the file of papers regarding the Steinhaus invention.] 
 

1938 – “O optycznej lokalizacji przedmiotów I pewnym jej zastosowaniu,” – a 9-page reprint, in Polish with a French 
abstract (at the end), describing the apparatus.  
 
May 16, 1938 – 3-page description, in French, of the Steinhaus invention.  – this is a reprint from Comptes rendus des 
séances de L’Académie e Sciences. (another copy) 

 
October 8, 1938 – letter, in German, from N.V. Philips in Eindhoven, Holland, to Steinhaus in Lwów, regarding his 
invention.  Thanks for letter of September 24

th
.  After much consideration, Philips has decided not to pursue this with him. 

 
Box 4, File 36 General Correspondence RE: Steinhaus Invention no date 
 

undated – Steinhaus’ description of the apparatus – 2 page carbon – in Polish, marked “1” – presumably the first 
enclosure in the letter of July 26

th
. 

 
July 25, 1938 – carbon of ?patent application, P 58286, by Steinhaus, in Polish.  The carbon is stamped on the front page 
by Prof. ?Wacław Suchowiak, Warsaw. 
 
July 26, 1938 – 3-page typed letter, in Polish.  Seems to refer to a letter of July 12.   
 
Undated carbon, in Polish, 2 pages – with the number “2” – perhaps marking the second enclosure with the letter of July 
26

th
.   

 
July 20, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, to Steinhaus from a company in Stockholm, Järnhs Elektriska Aktiebolag.  
Numbered “3.” 
 
Steinhaus drawing of apparatus - no date – numbered “2.”  
 
Steinhaus drawing of apparatus – no date – different view from one above. 
 
Steinhaus drawing of apparatus – no date – still another view. 
 
Steinhaus drawing of apparatus – no date – still another view, “INTR.V.” 
 
September 17, 1938 – carbon of 9-page statement by Steinhaus, ?patent application, P. 56665. 
 
September 19, 1938 – letter, in Polish, from Steinhaus to ZWB. 
 
Steinhaus drawing of apparatus – ZWB’s note: “Seen and understood. Helene Reschovsky, New York, September 5, 
1938.” 
 
Steinhaus drawing of apparatus – different view from the previous one – ZWB’s Note: “Seen and understood.  New York, 
N.Y., September 5, 1938, Dr. Helene Reschovsky.” 
 
Box 4, File 37 General Correspondence   
RE: Naval Ordinance Test Station  1950-1951 
Lecture & Possible Employment  

[It is the naval Ordnance Station.] 
[This file contains only correspondence from 1950.] 

 

February 27, 1950 – letter, in German, to ZWB (“Willy”) from Eugene (“Jani”) Lukacs, 200-B Halsey Avenue, China Lake, 
California.  To the best of his knowledge, Jani understands that ZWB is not entirely satisfied with his current position and 
has been interested in a civil service job.  Reorganization is underway and Jani will head a statistical group to be set up in 
Pasadena.  New “research associate” positions will be created and Jani thinks he could get ZWB a position paying ca. 
$8400.  He’s writing completely unofficially of course.  Jani asks that ZWB write to him, even if it’s to tell him that he is no 
longer interested.  A series of talks on “theory of decision functions” by A. Wald, April 3-7, are planned at Inyokern.  They’ll 
be inviting institutions from the West Coast.  ZWB will be getting an invitation soon and Jani hopes ZWB will come.  It 
would be a pleasure to see him and to be able to discuss details.  
 
March 5, 1950 – carbon of letter, in English, from ZWB to Jani.  Responds to letter of February 27

th
.  ZWB likes hearing 

his plans, is pleased about the implicit recognition of Jani, and the prospect of fitting into the picture in the agreeable 
Pasadena surroundings.  He doesn’t think he can get away for Wald’s lectures.  He might be able to come to southern 
California in late June.  Very much interested, wants to be kept informed.  
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March 14, 1950 – letter, in German, from Jani to ZWB. He thinks he’ll be able to make ZWB an official offer in about ten 
days.  It seems that his own ranking will be lower than that he anticipates for ZWB, but he sees good prospects for 
improvement.  He’s just leaving for Chapel Hill.  
 
March 19, 1950 – letter, in German, from Jani to ZWB.  When he last wrote (see above) he was just departing on a trip.  
Now he wants to give ZWB information.  He is very pleased that ZWB is interested and he is very happy about the 
comfortable and lovely prospect of them being together again.  Details of the bureaucratic process.  He believes he will 
get a starting salary for ZWB of $8800.  (Earlier he was in error, he explains, when he cited a lower figure.)  He asks for a 
letter confirming ZWB’s interest which he can then show his director.  He will be going east but should be back in the 
office on March 27

th
.  He wants to get started right away on ZWB’s position, therefore is sending this air mail special 

delivery and hoping for an immediate reply. 
 
March 22, 1950 – carbon of letter, in English, from ZWB to Jani.  Thanks for letter of March 19

th
.  Responds positively, 

says he would give an offer serious consideration. 
 
April 3, 1950 – letter to ZWB from Andrew Vazsonyi, for the Associate Director for Research and Development, U.S. 
Naval Ordnance Station, 3202 East Foothill Blvd, Pasadena 8, California.   “We are currently organizing a new group of 
people in Pasadena to do some very fundamental thinking related to our research and development program.  Personnel 
in this group will evaluate operational requirements for new weapons … The group will be composed of high level 
Scientists, particularly Mathematicians, Statisticians, and Physicists.   In order to provide a free and stimulating 
atmosphere, every attempt will be made to approximate an academic way of life within the framework of a Naval scientific 
organization … personnel will be expected to spend a part of their time on independent research….This group is currently 
being established… we cannot make a commitment … yet…however … would like you to join … as a Research 
Associate, GS-14, with an entrance salary of $8800.”  Would like to discuss this with ZWB, wonders if he could come for a 
visit. 
 
April 5, 1950 – letter, in English, to ZWB from Eugene Lukacs, U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, Inyokern, California, 
P.O. China Lake, California.  Thanks for letter of March 22.  Says it would be good if he could come for a short visit “very 
soon.” 
 
April 8, 1950 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Dr. Andrew Vazsonyi, Pasadena.  Responding to his letter of April 3. 
 
April 8, 1950 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Eugene Lukacs.  Says he had a nice letter from Vazsonyi and is very much 
interested.   “Good things seem to come in clusters.  About ten minutes before Dr.Vazsonyi’s letter arrived, my 
department head informed me that I had been promoted to full professorship.  … in spite of this, I am interested in the 
possibilities in Pasadena …”  
 
April 27, 1950 – letter to ZWB from Vazsonyi – thanks for letter of April 8

th
 and interest expressed.  Wants very much for 

him to come to Pasadena, give a lecture on a topic of ZWB’s choosing, and is prepared to pay for transportation and 
$9.00 per day.   
 
May 5, 1950 – letter, in German, to Willy from Jani.  He hopes ZWB will accept Vazsonyi’s invitation to give a talk.  He 
would like to see him again.  Jani has accepted a position with the Bureau of Standards and will be moving to 
Washington, DC.  Barely had he been offered the opportunity in Pasadena and then this came.  It was a touchy decision.  
What tipped it was Liselotte’s wish to stay in the East.  Asks about submitting a paper for the West Coast meeting of the 
Institute for Mathematical Statistics.   
 
May 8, 1950 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Vazsonyi, accepting invitation and proposing to lecture on “On the Effects of 
Statistical Selection.” 
 
May 9, 1950 – ZWB’s handwritten draft of a letter to Jani.  It looks like the final version was also handwritten.  
Congratulations and best wishes.  Wants to make sure they’ll see each other in Pasadena since Jani is leaving soon.  
Gives details of Institute of Mathematical Statistics meeting.  
 
May 11, 1950 – letter to ZWB from W.V.R. Vieweg and F.W.Brown at Inyokern, inviting him to give an address, giving 
details for arrangements.  A carbon copy is attached. 
 
Box 4, File 38  General Correspondence  
RE: U.S. Naval Ordinance Test Station 1950-1951 
Lecture & Possible Employment 

[It is the naval Ordnance Station.] 
[This file contains only correspondence from 1950.] 

 

May 12, 1950 – telegram from Eugene Lukacs to ZWB setting date to get together in Pasadena or China Lake. 
  

May 13, 1950 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Eugene, thanking him for his wire, making plans for the Pasadena/China 
Lake visit.  Wants to bring Hilde since a change of jobs would affect her as well as him.  Also he would like Hilde to meet 
Eugene and Liselotte.  Invites Eugene and Liselotte to be their guests in Seattle and urges them to travel via the Pacific 
Northwest, which they have never visited, when making their trip to the East. 
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May 16, 1950 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Eugene, confirming telephone conversation – details of plans for China Lake 
visit. 
 
May 26, 1950 – clipped together, materials given to ZWB at Pasadena on May 26

th
: Navy Department’s Personal History 

Statement form (6 pages, with notes about how to be completed; Employment history continuation sheets (5, blank); and 
a 4-page form regarding organization membership, including a lengthy  appendix listing organizations considered 
“Totalitarian, Fascist, Communist, or Subversive.”  
 
May 25, 1950 – carbon of “Effects of Statistical Selection” by Z. W. Birnbaum (Outline of lecture given on May 25, 1950) – 
6 pages. 
 
May 31, 1950 – handwritten notes for completion of Personal History Statement, including list of organization affiliations, 
addresses over lifetime, and foreign employment. 
 
May 31, 1950 – copy of personal history submitted to the Navy Department.  
Among information given for Zygmunt William Birnbaum, residing at 5732 31

st
 Avenue NE, Seattle, WA; Tel. VE(rmont) 

4629: 
Other names used: Zygmunt Wilhelm Birnbaum; August 9, 1943, changed from Wilhelm to William at naturalization.  
Place of birth: Lwów, at that time Austria, later Poland. 
ZWB has a copy of his birth certificate in his possession.   
Naturalized August 9, 1943, Seattle, Washington; Naturalization certificate No. 5393796.  
Date and port of entry in to USA: January 30, 1938, New York.   
Currently employed at UW, Tel. ME(lrose) 0630, X2418. 
ZWB is not entirely dependent on his salary. 
No indebtedness. 
Education: 
10-th State Gymnasium, Lwów, Poland, to 1921, Certificate of maturity 
University of Lwów, Lwów,Poland, 1921-1929, Magister Juris, Ph.D., teaching certificate 
University of Goettingen, Goettingen, Germany, 1929-1931, Actuarial diploma 
Can speak fluently: Polish, German 
Can translate readily: French, Italian 
Organization affiliation: ZWB lists ca. 18 organizations, with dates, of which he is or has been a member.  Most of these 
are professional organizations. 

Past places of residence from 1930 to present 
5732 31

st
 NE, Seattle, WA    May 1941 – present 

4005, 15
th
 NE, Seattle, WA   Dec. 1940 – May 1941 

1409 Boren, Seattle, WA   May 1940 – Dec. 1940 
1303 E 41

st
, Seattle, WA   Sept. 1939 – May 1940 

420 W 121
st
 St, New York, NY   Aug. 1939 – Aug. 1939 

92 Brookes Ave, Burlington, VT  July 1939 – July 1939 
420 W 121

st
 St., New York, NY  Jan. 1939 – July 1939 

200 Claremont Ave., New York, NY  Sept. 1938 – Jan. 1939 
Marine Biol. Lab, Woods Hole, Mass.  July 1938 – Aug. 1938 
200 Claremont Ave., New York, NY  Jan. 1938 – July 1938 
International House, New York, NY  June 1937 – Jan. 1938 
sw. Anny 1, Lwów, Poland   Sept. 1932 – May 1937 
Vienna, Austria    June 1931 – Sept. 1932 
Goettingen, Germany   Oct. 1929 – June 1931 

 
Employment 

UW, Seattle, Professor, teaching and research, mathematics, statistics, supervised by R. ?M Winger, Sept. 1939 –  
 present.  Monthly salary $667. 
Owner of Institute for Mathematical and Statistical Research, 280 Madison Ave.,  NYC, free-lance scientific consultant,  
 Oct. 1938 – Sept. 1939, monthly salary irregular; reason for leaving: accepted position at UW. 
Unemployed, August 1938 – October 1938 
New York University, NYC, Research Assistant, research in biometrics, supervised by Prof. F. Bernstein, monthly salary  
 $90-$120, Oct. 1937 – Aug. 1938; reason for leaving: funds for research project exhausted. 
Life Insurance Co. “Feniks” (“Phoenix”), Vienna (Austria) and Lwów (Poland),  actuary, 1931 -1937; reason for leaving: “I  
 left for U.S.A.” 
Postgraduate study in Goettingen, Germany, 1929 -1931. 
Teaching mathematics at gymnasium (high school and junior college level), Lwów, Poland.  
Law apprentice, law offices, I. Weindling, Henryk Birnbaum, Lwów, Poland, 1925-1926. 
 
Hilde Merzbach Birnbaum was naturalized February 14, 1944, Seattle, WA. Naturalization certificate No. 5394910 
Lobes’ address was 6226 37

th
 NE; Lutz’s office was in the Jones Building. 

 
Family history 

Father: Isaac (Ignacy) Birnbaum, born Pysznica, Poland; date of birth unknown.  
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Mother: Lina Nebenzahl, born Lwów, Poland; date of birth unknown 
Paternal grandfather: Wolf Birnbaum, born in Austro-Hungary. 
Paternal grandmother: Taube (maiden name unknown), born in Austro-Hungary. 
Maternal grandfather: Samuel Nebenzahl, born in Austro-Hungary. 
Maternal grandmother: Anna Sprecher, born in Austro-Hungary. 
 
Personal description: 5’3”, 145 pounds, blue eyes, medium complexion, dark hair.  
 
June 1, 1950 – carbon of leter from ZWB to Dr. Andrew Vazsonyi.  He sent personal history papers to Mr. Jack Harmon, 
Security Office, NOTS (Naval Ordnance Test Station).  Gives info about attending Probability and Statistics symposium in 
Berkeley and discusses plans for spending a month in Pasadena before the symposium.  Warm thanks for help while at 
NOTS, says he greatly enjoyed the visit. 
 
May 24 – May 28, 1950 – airplane and hotel receipts for Pasadena visit. 
 
June 1, 1950 – carbon of thank you letter to Dr. F. W. Brown, U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake.  
 
Box 4, File 39 General Correspondence  1950-1951 
 RE: U.S. Naval Ordinance Test Station, Lecture & Possible Employment 

[It is the naval Ordnance Station.] 
[This file does not contain info. about a lecture but does contain papers relevant to actual temporary employment in 1951.]  
 

June 6, 1950 – letter to ZWB from W.A. Hasler, Commander, U.S.N.O.T.S., accompanying returned naturalization 
certificate. 
 
June 9, 1950 – letter to ZWB from Andrew Vazsonyi explaining that it is difficult to predict when ZWB’s clearance will be 
granted and he has to have this clearance before he can “do any useful work here.” 
 
June 15, 1950 – rough handwritten draft of bread and butter note from Hilde to Mrs. Andrew Vazsonyi, 3017 Stonely Dr., 
Pasadena.   

[It sounds as if Otto and Rosalie Merzbach’s wedding took place shortly after Hilde and ZWB’s return to Seattle.  
Otto was Hilde’s first cousin on her father’s side.] 

 
June 16, 1950 – letter to ZWB from Norman J. Newcomb, Head, Personnel Division, USNOTS, Pasadena Annex.  Offers 
ZWB position of Research Associate, GS-14, $8800.00 per annum, with the Guidance and Control Division, Underwater 
Ordnance Dept., USNOTs, Pasadena Annex. The appointment not to exceed 120 days.  
 
June 21, 1950 – letter to ZWB from William B. Plum, USNOTS, Inyokern, China Lake.  Says ZWB’s lecture was well 
received.  Received reprint ZWB mailed June 6th, will distribute and show it to Math Division members and to Dr. Brown.  
 Attached to the letter below: 
June 20, 1950 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Vazsonyi.   Discusses scheduling problems re coming to NOTS.  
 
June 26, 1950 – letter to ZWB from Vazsonyi.  They still don’t have ZWB’s clearance.  An offer of employment is 
independent of clearance.  “This might sound confusing to you, but the difficulty is that I forgot to send copies of our 
correspondence to Mr. Newcomb, and so he didn’t realize that your usefulness depends upon obtaining clearance.”  
 
July 3, 1950 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Vazsonyi, thanks him for letter of June 26.  Notes about planning for a full 
month working at NOTS. 
 
July 19, 1950 – letter to ZWB from Eugene Lukacs, PhD, 3140 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Washington, DC.  They have found 
an apartment and are settling in.  He’ll see ZWB at the upcoming Berkeley symposium. 
 
August 1, 1950 – letter to ZWB from Vazsonyi.  The clearance has just been granted. 
 
August 8, 1950 – letter to ZWB from Vazsonyi.  Regs. Don’t permit paying ZWB’s transportation to come to NOTS.  
Vazsonyi is regretful. 
 Attached is the letter below: 
July 29, 1950 – carbon of handwritten letter to Vazsonyi from ZWB at Lake Tahoe.  Hadn’t heard from NOTS when they 
left Seattle, concerned … “present emergency may have increased the load of your Security division and slowed down the 
clearance proceedings …” asks that information be sent to Berkeley, with a copy to Seattle. 
 
August 19, 1950 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Vazsonyi.  Expresses concern about lack of transportation 
reimbursement.  Proposes that arrangements be made for him to visit NOTS while he is at the Institute for Numerical 
Analysis at UCLA, where he’ll be starting August 23, 1950. 
 
August 19, 1950 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Dr. F. W. Brown, NOTS, China Lake, accompanying a copy of the August 
19

th
 letter to Vazsonyi. 

 
September 7, 1950 – copy of message from J.A. Nielsen to N. J. Newcomb regarding “processing Birnbaum.”   
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Sept. 8, 1950 – “Appointment Affidavits” form, information for appointee. ZWB’s note: I was “processed” and signed the 
affidavits (took oath of office) September 8, 1950, NOTS, Pasadena, Foothills Blvd.  
 
September 12, 1950, Inyokern – carbon of 2-page handwritten letter from ZWB to Jani.  With NOTS not paying his 
transportation or per diem, ZWB was fortunate in that his ONR contract required that he spend time at the Institute for 
Numerical Analysis, and once he was there he could go for ca. one week to NOTS.  …Politicking … There seems to be 
uncertainty as to whether Evaluations group will be in Pasadena or China Lake … Dr. Wm. C. Randels is a good 
mathematician who is at Inyokern … Rod Davis … situation seems chaotic … hopes later to have a clearer picture of the 
extent to which he might do useful work … Personal inquiries re Jani, his work, life in D.C., Liselotte’s work, Jani’s mother.  
 
September 18, 1950 – notification of personnel action, signed by Norman J. Newcomb, Navy Dept. for ZWB. Efficiency 
rating: Good (entrance); Reason for resignation: termination of temporary employment. 
 
September 30, 1950 – carbon of handwritten letter to Randels.  Personal tone, with regards to Dr. Brown. Mentions that 
“the conversation on fatigue phenomena we had on the way to Inyokern” has led to his boning up on math which may be 
of some use in that matter, though “getting at this problem” is probably “a long-range project – in the best case.” 

[It might be noted that these papers, as they related to the doing of mathematics, nicely speak to the 
collaborative, highly social nature of much scientific thinking.  This is reflected elsewhere, but this letter of 9/30/50 is a 
nice instance.] 

 
January 22, 1951 – letter to ZWB from W.C. Randels, Scientific Staff Assistant, Evaluation Group, NOTS, China Lake.  
Asks if ZWB would be interested in coming to NOTS this year.  They are holding a P-7 position open for his consideration.  
Dr. Fred Brown and Dr. Sidney Browne are also hoping he will come.   
 
October 17, 1950 – letter to ZWB from Elaine Polizzi, Technical News Editor, NOTS, Inyokern, accompanying a photo 
taken when he was at NOTS.   
 Attached:  
 Photocopy of photo #40 
           Card catalog card for a Russian book on reliability, statistical methods, Bayesian theory (relevance unclear) 
 
March 9, 1951 – letter from ZWB to Randels, responding to Randels offer.  ZWB will be taking a leave of absence and will 
spend that year at Stanford.  With mixed feelings, cannot accept Randels’ offer.  Asks if Randels would consider Fred H. 
Tingey, ZWB’s student who has just passed his general Ph.D. exam and is making good progress on his thesis… should 
receive his degree between June and August … has been a research associate under the ONR project and shown 
considerable research ability, will submit one or two papers for publication before receiving his PhD … nice, excellent 
student, well-rounded, would do well in teaching or research.  .. regards to Dr. F. W. Brown and Dr. Sidney Browne. 
 
Box 4, File 40  General Correspondence  RE: U.S. Navy (Contract) 1954 
 

March 9, 1954 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Commanding Officer, Dept. of the Navy, ONR, Branch Office, San 
Francisco.  This is a cover letter accompanying forms he was to complete and submit in connection with travel to the 
International Congress of Mathematicians scheduled to take place at Amsterdam, Holland, in September 1954.  Attached 
is a copy of the 2-page Dept. of Defense Personnel Security Questionnaire and carbons of three separate sheets, giving 
additional detail.   
Items that caught my eye (supplementing or differing from those noted above in the Personal History form submitted to 
NOTS in May 1950): 
Height: 5’4”, Hair: brown 
Education: 
  grade school, Lwów, 1909 -1914 
    gymnasium, Vienna, 1914-1918              

gymnasium, Lwów, 1918 – 1921 
 Law School, Univ. of Lwów, 1921-1925, rec’d. LLM 
 Faculty of Science, Univ. of Lwów, 1925-1929, rec’d PhD 
 University of Goettingen, Goettingen, 1929-1931, rec’d Actuarial Diploma 
Military Service: U.S. Coast Guard TR, Nov. 18, 1944 – Sept. 30, 1945.  Service  No. 6129-313. 
Clearance level at NOTS was “confidential.” 
Residence 

5732 31
st
 NE, Seattle,WA   June 1952 – present  

644 Salvatierra, Stanford, CA  Sept. 1951 – June 1952  
5732 31

st
 NE, Seattle, WA  May 1941 – Sept. 1951 

 
Employment 

Professor, UW, supervised by Prof. C. [Carl] B. Allendoerfer, June 1952 –  Present 
Visiting Professor, Stanford University, supervised by Prof. A. [Albert] H. Bowker, Sept. 1951 – June 1952 

 Professor, UW, supervised by Prof. C. [Carl] B. Allendoerfer, Sept. 1939 – Sept. 1951 
Owner of registered firm “Institute for Mathematical and Statistical Research,” NYC, Oct. 1938 – Sept. 1939 

 Unemployed, NYC, Aug. 1938 – Oct. 1938 
Research Assistant, NYU, NYC, Oct. 1937 – Aug. 1938 
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Unemployed, NYC June 1937- Oct. 1937 
Unemployed, Lwów, Poland, Jan. 1937 – June 1937 

 
Box 4, File 41  General Correspondence  RE: U.S. Navy 1948-1966 
 

September 22, 1950 – “Regulations Governing U.S. Navy Technicians,” Navy Department.  24-page booklet. 
 
August 25, 1954 – Dept. of Navy authorization for Prof. ZWB to take passage in naval vessels and in military aircraft, with 
a priority of TWO as a U.S. Navy Technician.  This seems to be for purposes of attending the International Congress of 
Mathematicians. 
 
October 25, 1966 – letter from ZWB to Mr. Alter D. Smith, Resident Representative, Office of Naval Research, 
Communications Building, UW, Seattle.  This is a cover letter accompanying three copies of ZWB’s report on his travel to 
the International Congress of Mathematicians in Moscow and the European Meeting of Statisticians in London.  These are 
to be forwarded to the Office of Naval Research.  The three-page report is attached.   
 Report on the International Congress of Mathematicians in Moscow (August 16-26, 1966) and to the European 
Meeting of Statisticians in London (September 5-10, 1966).  This report is, in its fashion, a gem.  It is a straightforward 
report on the meetings but with ZWB’s eye for the humanly (and mathematically) engaging.  He had a good time.  He saw 
friends and colleagues from all over.  They talked.  They enjoyed “diversified refreshments.”  ONR should feel reassured 
that they paid for a productive trip.  Snoops will not learn anything they couldn’t learn from publicly available documents.  
A good mathematical time was had by all. 
 
May 24, 1950 – Rocketeer, U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, Vol. VI., No. 21.  This issue of Rocketeer, contains an 

announcement of ZWB’s talk: “Annex Will Hear Lecture on ‘Statistical Selection’,” page 3, gives a brief description of 
ZWB, his history, and his accomplishments. 

[Logically, this would be more appropriately placed in Box 4, File 39 containing correspondence with the U.S. 
Naval Ordnance Test Station.] 
 

February 17, 1948 – letter to ZWB from F. M. Reynolds, Contract Negotiations, ONR, Wash., D.C.  Regarding new 
contract for study of probability distributions of random variables under side conditions on correlated variables.  The 
amount allocated is $12,062.00.  This is $600.00 less than what ZWB proposed.  Reduction “is due to the elimination of 
the electric computing machine from your budget.  Arrangements have been made to purchase a reconditioned 10-bank 
Marchant calculator and furnish it to you without charge.”  [Interesting to consider costs of calculation devices relative to 
today.] 
 
December 7, 1966 – Tel. conversation between ZWB and S.[Seymour] Selig, ONR, regarding bringing Łomnicki to UW on 
the ONR contract, as well as discussion of contract renewal for the year beginning June 1967 
 
December 14, 1966 – Tel. conversation between ZWB and S.[Seymour] Selig, ONR.  ZWB still has not heard from Selig 
regarding bringing Łomnicki to UW on the ONR contract, as well as discussion of contract renewal for year beginning 
June 1967.  Mentions that he might be in Washington, DC, during the holiday season. 
 
December 27, 1966 – copy of letter to ZWB from Seymour M. Selig, Logistics and Mathematical Statistics Branch, Dept. 
of the Navy, Office of Naval Research, Wash., D.C.  Not a commitment but states that it is “our intention … to renew your 
contract in the amount of $24,000, exclusive of carry-over amounts …” 
 
Box 4, File 42 General Correspondence  RE: Visas for family 1938 

[This material perhaps should be cross-referenced in correspondence with Birnbaum family in Lwów.]  
 

August 22, 1938 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Corn Exchange Bank, Manhattanville Branch, Broadway and 125
th
 Street, 

NYC.  Asks that the bank send him (ZWB) a letter addressed to the American Consul in Warsaw stating the present 
balance of his account and stating that $26,121.30 was transferred to his account from London on May 24, 1938.  This is 
in conjunction with the affidavit of support he sent to the American Consul in Warsaw for an immigration visa for his sister, 
Franciszka Birnbaum. 
 
November 3, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to his family in Lwów.  Mentions letter of October 20 …. Kubuś 
… Fredi Both …. Lotte Sachs, 13 Gresham Gardens, London NW11 …..  Nusia …. Tusiek Strich …. Gottfried … 
 
October 25, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to his family in Lwów.  Mentions letter of October 7 … Kubuś … .  
Tusiek Strich …Aquitania … Palestine …instructions re Nusia’s visa application … affidavit … first papers … $140 … 
$30,000 … crafts and arts, applied art … Kubuś … London … Melli Koppel …  Queen Mary … Normandy … Kubuś … 
USA .. London … Bernstein … Institute … $3 … $6 …  
 
November 16, 1938 – rec’d November 25, 1938 – long handwritten letter, in Polish, to ZWB from family in Lwów.  
Mentions letter of November ?3 … American consulate …  Included is what appears to be an information sheet, in Polish, 
from the American Consulate General in Warsaw and what appears to be an application form, also in Polish, showing 
information for applicant Franciska Birnbaum (application No. 21595).  Details given:  
father – Izak, 16 / III / 1871 – 67,  Lwów, Sw. Anny 1 
mother – Lina nee Nebenzahl, 10 / V  / 1879 – 59,  Lwów, Sw. Anny 1 
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 [This is an instance in which there has been credible statement of Isak and Lina’s birthdates.] 
 

Zygmunt Wilhelm Birnbaum, 18 / X /1903, New York 
There is no mention of Francizka’s date of birth.  It is signed by Franciska Birnbaum, 16 / XI / 1938. 
 
July 8, 1938 – form post card to ZWB from U. Dept. of Labor, Immigration and Naturalization Service, verifying that his 
last entry into the U.S. for permanent residence has been endorsed with the facts of his arrival and forwarded … to the 
appropriate American consul… Determination of whether immigration visas will be issued can be made only by the United 
States consul to whom the prospective immigrants apply for visas, and all communications regarding the matter should be 
addressed to him. 
 
December 12, 1938 – rec’d December 23, 1938 – long handwritten letter to ZWB from family in Lwów.  Artur; “Visa 
problems.”  Mentions … Warsaw … Franciska … Kubuś … various letters …Australia … E. Tamlin Bailey, American Vice 
Consul …Kraków …  
 
November 25, 1938 – carbon of letter, in Polish, from ZWB to family in Lwów.  Mentions … letters of November 6 and 
November 16 … consulate …  Nusia … Dr. Ghelb … Gottfried … France … affidavit … consulate in Vienna … Berlin … 
ZWB’s institute … American … European … Newark, New Jersey … Bergman … $100 … 
 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 6/23 
WW2 
Date range: VIII.22.38 – VIII.23.90 
 
Box 4, File 43 Interdepartmental Correspondence – UW 1941-1949, n.d. 
 

November 20, 1968 – carbon of ZWB’s 3-page (typed) letter to Mr. John Bisset, Director,  UW Alumni Assoc., in support 
of the nomination of Harold Hotelling for the UW Alumni Association’s 1969 Alumnus Summa Laude Dignatus award.   
“… he was professor of economics (a disguise which was needed at a time when mathematical statisticians had a difficult 
time to find recognition) at Columbia University, in the years 1931-46 …” Gives details of Hotelling’s grand career in 
mathematical statistics.  Background information, including handwritten notes, is attached. 
 
August 3, 1942 – carbon of letter of August 3, 1942 from ZWB to Prof. N. H. Engle, Bureau of Business Research, 
responding to a request that ZWB send a description of his qualifications that might make him useful to government 
agencies.  ZWB notes that he is a citizen of Poland, an ally, and is applying for final citizenship papers in January 1943, 
since he immigrated in January 1939 and immediately declared his intention of becoming a citizen.  “It would give me 
great satisfaction to be able to place my work directly at the service of this country, and I wish to assure you that I shall be 
very grateful for anything you may be willing to do for me in this matter.” 
 
November 3, 1944 – form letter to ZWB from Grant Butterbaugh, Bureau of Business Research, College of Economics 
and Business, UW.  Inviting ZWB to join in forming the Pacific Northwest Chapter of the American Statistical Association.  
ZWB returned the enclosed application November 8

th
. 

 
November 16, 1944 – form letter to ZWB from Grant Butterbaugh, Bureau of Business Research, College of Economics 
and Business, UW.  Invitation to attend a dinner honoring Dr. Theodore Brown, Professor in Business Statistics and 
Marketing Research at Harvard University Graduate School of Business.  “Invitation accepted.” 
 
May 25, 1967 – form mimeo letter to colleagues from Eugene C. Elliott, Secretary, Faculty Men’s Club, regarding courtesy 
faculty club cards for summer visiting faculty.  “File Łomnicki”  
 
June 10, 1939 – rec’d June 14, 1939 - letter to ZWB at 420 West 121

st
 Street, from L.P. Sieg, President, University of 

Washington.  “The Board of Regents on June 10, 1939 confirmed your appointment as acting assistant professor of 
mathematical statistics for the academic year 1939-40 only, at a salary of $2400, payable in ten equal monthly instalments 
[sic], the first of which shall be for September, 1939.” A copy of the relevant UW “administrative code” is attached.  ZWB’s 

handwritten notes on the envelope list items returned to the office of the president on June 17, 1939. 
 
February 8, 1940 – letter to ZWB from L.P. Sieg, thanking him for a reprint of the article on cancer of which he is coauthor.   
 
October 23, 1940 – letter to ZWB from Sieg acknowledging receipt of reprint of ZWB’s paper, “The Properties of a 
Collective.”  “Although this is far over my head, I appreciate that it must be a sound contribution to mathematics, and, 
naturally, I enjoy seeing the results of researches of our staff.” 
 
August 12, 1943 – carbon of ZWB’s letter to Sieg telling him that on August 9 he became a U.S. citizen, and asking that 
this fact be entered in his record. 
 
November 6, 1941 – carbon of letter to Sieg – unsigned but probably written by ZWB on behalf of the members of the 
Math Dept., thanking Sieg for taking action to adjust their salaries.  
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June 14, 1974 – rec’d June 18, 1974 – letter to ZWB from John R. Hogness, President, UW, stating that ZWB’s retirement 
and appointment as Professor Emeritus has been approved, effective July 1, 1974.  Gives details of monthly retirement 
income.  Expresses gratitude. 
 
March 9, 1965 [ZWB writes March 9, 1964, which is clearly in error] -  covering letter to Dr.Glenn Leggett, Provost, 

accompanying one-page report on ZWB’s professional leave during the Fall Quarter of academic year 1964-1965, when 
he first attended meetings in Massachusetts and then in Bern, but spent the better part of his leave at the University of 
Rome.   
 
April 3, 1944 - letter to ZWB from Registrar’s office re upcoming Senate meeting and asking for a report on the work of the 
Committee on Grades. 
 
April 10, 1944 – carbon of letter from ZWB responding to letter of April 3.  Doesn’t think he needs to be at the Senate 
meeting since the Committee has not had to take any actions.  
 
May 18, 1944 – memo to members of the faculty from Edwin R. Guthrie, Dean of the Graduate School re 
recommendations for standards for promotion 
 
November 6, 1944 – letter to ZWB from Mrs. Ethelyn Toner, Acting Secretary to the Faculty, Registrar’s Office, asking for 
ZWB’s suggestions re appointments to his committee. 
 
November 7, 1944 – letter to ZWB for Edward H. Lauer, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, informing him of his 
appointment for a 3-yr term to the Course of Study Committee, chaired by Dr. Svihla. 
 
November 10, 1944 – carbon of ZWB’s letter to Mrs. Toner, responding to her letter of November 6.  He recommends six 
members of the faculty, but also reviews the Committee on Grades’ history since its inception in1942 and suggests that 
the Committee be discontinued as it is no longer needed.  
 
May 1, 1945 – letter to summer sessions faculty – re salaries – signed by the President (Sieg), Director, and Comptroller. 
 
April 18, 1946 – letter from Edwin R. Guthrie, Dean, Graduate School, asking ZWB to serve on a committee for evaluation 
of the faculty service of Dr. Cramlet. 
 
November 11, 1946 – Copy of ZWB’s letter to Professor Roy Winger, responding to Winger’s letter to ZWB, dated 
November 10, 1946 (attached).  Winger tells of a proposal for payroll deductions for purchase of war bonds.  ZWB says 
that he has been buying bonds on his own and will try to keep this up as long as he can, however he cannot commit to the 
rigid conditions of the payroll deduction plan.  
 
November 25, 1946 – letter to faculty from Raymond B. Allen, UW President, re teaching loads and asking that an 
attached questionnaire be completed and returned.  ZWB’s handwritten notes are attached. 
 
January 27, 1947 – rec’d Feb. 3, 1947 - letter to faculty from E.R. Guthrie, Executive Officer, Academic Personnel, 
President’s Office.  Asks for information for a new personnel file.  “Mailed Feb. 7, 1947.” 
 
May 8, 1947 – letter to ZWB from A. F. Carpenter, Chair, Research Committee, denying ZWB’s request for travel 
expenses to attend mathematical statistics meeting in San Diego.  This is attached to  
May 12, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Prof. A. F. Carpenter, correcting misapprehensions reflected in rationale for 
denial of request, and asking for reconsideration. 
 
Undated – letter to ZWB from A. F. Carpenter, announcing recommendation that ZWB’s transportation to the San Diego 
Meeting (June 16, 1947) be paid by the UW. 
 
May 1949 – reports, data, comments, notes to ZWB, from the Survey of Student Opinion of Teaching with respect to his 
Math 281 course.  ZWB is consistently in the top rank (10

th
 decile).  Student comments are very positive. 

 
July 11, 1947 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Dean E.R. Guthrie correcting his record – he received his Master’s degree in 
June 1925. 
 
May 23, 1949 – letter to ZWB from Edward H. Lauer, Dean, Arts and Sciences, notifying ZWB of having been elected to 
represent “group three” for a 3-year term. 
 
No date – “An open letter to President Raymond B. Allen and the Board of Regents of the University of Washington.”  2-
page letter - Objects to dismissal and placement on probation of colleagues based upon ideologies or present or past 
membership or close affiliation with the Communist Party. Signed by over 100 faculty members, incl. ZWB.  Interesting list 
of names.   
 
May 28 [no year] – report of instructor’s association committee on health insurance.  
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October 15, 1979 – letter to ZWB from Michael D. Perlman, Chair, Dept. of Statistics, praising his work, saying the 
creation of the Dept. of Stat is “perhaps the ultimate testimony to the esteem in which you and your works are held by 
your many colleagues, both at the University of Washington and in the international statistical community.”  Invites him to 
become a member of the Dept. of Stat with title of Professor Emeritus of Mathematics and Statistics, which would benefit 
the department immensely, giving the opportunity for faculty and students to continue to learn from him and work with 
him… 
 
May 5, 1967 – carbon of letter from ZWB to John Thornton, office of student residents, arranging for housing at the 
Commodore-Duchess for Łomnicki. 
 
April 18, 1967 – carbon of letter from ZWB to John Thornton re housing for Łomnicki. 
 
April 19, 1967 – Letter to ZWB from John Thornton, Office of Student Residences, re Commodore-Duchess housing for 
Łomnicki. 
 
Box 4, File 44 Diaries – Autobiographical  Diaries (untranslated)  1920 

[The second of the two diaries in this file extends well into 1921.] 

 
These are two copybooks.  The first has 78 handwritten pages.  The second has 76 handwritten pages. They are in Polish 
and German.  Handwriting varies in legibility but mostly is quite readable.  I have not attempted to read them, mostly in the 
interests of time and because ZWB provided some English translations, also because of a bit of archival fatigue and 
handwriting eyestrain on my part.    What follows are only a couple of raw notes. 
 
March 16, 1920 – June 29, 1920 
 p. 17 – 16-year-old Wiluś addresses the readers in German – “My dear readers  … one can never and it won’t 
do much harm if one takes eventual readers into consideration ….  
 ZWB writes considerable rhyming poetry in German and reflects influence of Heinrich Heine.   
 

June 30, 1920 – November 2, 1921 
 This volume is almost entirely in Polish.  
 
Box 4, File 45 Diaries – Autobiographical  Diaries (untranslated) 1921 -1938 
 

These are copybooks.  Vol. III is roughly of the same size as the first two. Vol. IV is significantly thicker, though the page 
dimensions are the same.  Vol. IV has a map of Poland on the back, showing the major cities and the bordering countries.  
 
November 2, 1921 – June 9, 1937  
 Lots of references to friends.  Mostly in Polish.  The entry from Lwów of April 25, 1937, mentions the USA.  The 
following entry, May 15, 1937, appears to be from Nice, followed by one from Nice for May 17, 1937, and then the diary 
closes with an entry from New York, June 8, 1937, 17:45 and then June 8, 1937, 22:45. 
 
June 9, 1937 – July 11, 1938  
 The first entry appears to be a continuation of the entry of June 8, 1937, assuming ZWB kept writing past 
midnight.  I suspect these would be interesting as first impressions of NYC and the USA.  Lots of specific and amazing 
detail. Mostly Polish.   Details seem to correspond to items mentioned in letters.  Several pages after reporting Bernstein’s 
dire, negative, and aggressively discouraging remarks, there is a quote in English: “let nobody discourage you.  There are 
discriminations against Jews, but good men are needed in this country.  The universities are looking for good 
mathematicians.  You must stay here, look around, go to meetings, publish, find connections, but you have not to lose 
courage, because there positively are chances of getting a teaching position.”  There is an entry, dated January 27, 1938 , 
S/S Youcatan.  The last entry is dated Woods Hole, Mass., July 11, 1938. 
 
Box 4, File 46 Diaries – Autobiographical Diary (untranslated)  1934-1935 
 

This file consists of one leather-bound diary, “WB” monogrammed on the front cover in raised letters.  This looks less like 
a personal journal than an appointment book or “daytimer” but without pre-printed dates.   Entries are in Polish and 
German.  Only ca. 13 pages were used.  The rest are blank. 
 
Box 4, File 47 Diaries – Autobiographical  Diary Pt. 1 (translated) 1920-1938 
 

This file contains 
   photocopied pages from the original diary, 

the first part of ZWB’s translation into English of a large portion of the diaries kept March 16, 1920 – July 11, 
1938, 

ZWB’s handwritten notes (2 pages), and 
 an introduction (9 pages), dated June 6, 1989, in which ZWB gives very helpful background information, 
especially about his family. 
  

[ZWB began the diary translation on March 30, 1989.  At that time he was 85 years old and in excellent mental 
and physical condition.] 
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In this file, the translated entries begin with March 16, 1920, and conclude with the entry of June 1, 1921. 

 
Box 4, File 48 Diaries – Autobiographical Diary Pt. 2 (translated)   1920-1938 

 
This file is a continuation of the diary translation in File 47.  The translation begins with the entry of June 10, 1921, and 
concludes with the entry of July 11, 1938.   
 
There are two pages of ZWB’s handwritten notes. 
 
[Ismeth Sauli and Bedia Taneri are women.  Bedia’s brother is Dshemal.] 

 
Box 4, File 49 Speeches and Writings – Autobiographical (1) 
 

“Playing with Children” – handwritten draft (2 pages) 
 
“Playing with Children” – typed copies (2 pages), one dated December 12, 1996, one dated December 19. 1996 (from a  
writing class ZWB took at Temple Beth Am). 

 
“My great-grandmother’s children” – typed (5 pages).  Covers ZWB’s great grandmother, Agnes – I believe this would be 
Agnes Sprecher.  She is the mother of Anna, ZWB’s grandmother.  She had six children (five female, one male) and ZWB 
describes them with enough information to help a lot with identification and the names’ register.  All of the Sprecher 
daughters married and took their husband’ names.  
 
“Emigration” – typed (3 pages) with ZWB’s handwritten note attached (the note is written on the back of a discarded typed 
bit of autobiographical writing that may appear elsewhere re Sosnowiec and Tatra Mountains).  
 
“My grandfather’s timber” – typed (7 pages). 
“My grandfather’s timber” – slightly different version, typed (6 pages). 
“My grandfather’s timber” – slightly different version, typed (6 pages). 
“My grandfather’s timber” – “older, not expanded version,” typed (6 pages). 
 Includes ZWB’s reference to random walk theory of life. 
 
“Yonash Sprecher” – typed, loose (2 pages) 
“Yonash Sprecher” – typed ( 2 pages) 
“Yonash Sprecher” – typed ( 2 pages, small print) 
“Yonash Sprecher” – typed ( 3 pages, large print) 
 
Box 4, File 50 Speeches and Writings – Autobiographical (2) 
 

“The watering can” – typed (2 pages) – with handwritten changes 
“The watering can” – typed (2 pages) – with handwritten changes 
 Includes description of the apartment house, covering an entire city block at 1 sw. Anny. 
 
“People at Feniks” – typed (5 pages )  
“People at Feniks” – typed (5 pages) 
“People at Feniks” – typed (5 pages) – different font, possibly different in other respects.   

Gives names. 
 
 
“People in Goettingen” – typed (8 pages)  
“People in Goettingen” – typed (9 pages) 
 Treats Landau, Hilbert, Courant, Kolmogorov 
 
Box 4, File 51 Speeches and Writings – Autobiographical (3) 
 

“When strength ran out” – typed (6 pages) - More about ZWB’s father’s family (Ignacy was the youngest of ten childen, 
five women and five men).   

ZWB writes about Aunt Laura’s husband Clemens Maschler, who hung himself when his successful business 
went bankrupt. 

He also writes about Rose and Marcus Kimmelman, grand uncle and grand aunt to ZWB.  through them ZWB 
met a cousin (also a Kimmelman) who lost his eyesight in a suicide attempt. 
 Mark Feuertag, a gifted and hardworking gymnasium classmate who was admitted to medical school and 
committed suicide when a patient died due to Mark’s mistake. 
 Gertrude Merzbach, for whom he has high praise and who reminded him of his grandmother “to whom I was 
very much attached.   She was lively, easy to talk with, and a good listener.  Only one quality was somewhat difficult to 
take: she lived with a number of constraints, a set of principles, a code of inflexible rules that said what was right and was 
wrong.  It seemed to me that she had a kind of “categorical imperative” that gave her character both its strength and its 
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weakness.”  Describes Richard and Gertrude’s lives in Seattle, cites the events of the 4+ years in which he knew them, 
and gives the circumstances of Gertrude’s suicide by morphine.  He also describes her last letter. 

[There is no date on this and no evidence of more than one draft.  This is the only copy I’ve seen of this – it is 
not among the stories ZWB copied and gave to me (or Dick, I believe).] 

 
“Shipboard radio” – typed, uppercase (2 pages) - read at Temple Beth Am service, June 7,1996  
“Shipboard radio” – typed (2 pages)  
“Shipboard radio” – typed, uppercase (2 pages) – appears to be an earlier draft. 
“Shipboard radio” – typed (1 page) – appears to be a still earlier draft 
“Once I was adrift; now I am here” – handwritten (2 pages) – appears to be first draft  
 Describes having arrived in NYC in June 1937, during the depression and amidst desperate people.  One day 
he was sitting on the embankment of the Bowery when he was joined by another young man with whom he started 
talking.  The man spoke of his dream of becoming a shipboard radio operator; listening to the young man made ZWB feel 
hopeful.   

[ Here also this is the only copy I’ve seen of this – it is not among the stories ZWB copied and gave to me (or 
Dick, I believe).] 

 
“Friends” – typed (8 pages) - typing of this version was begun June 5, 1996 

Opens in Lwów in 1932, describing himself as professionally settled, accomplished, financially secure, and 
returning to Lwów after two years in Goettingen and ca. a year and a half in Vienna.  Describes his circle of friends –  

Ludwik Sternbach, mathematician, ca. 2 years younger than ZWB.  
Jozia (whose maiden name he does not remember), and Ala Manelska, who were artists and had an art shop 

together.  
Jozia (dark-haired, serious) married Bunek Altbach who opened a law practice in Sosnowiec, a coal-mining 

town in Silesia.  Eventually Bunek left Jozia and then she and Ludwik Sternbach moved together and subsequently 
married. 

Ala (blond, cheerful) married Dr. Sever Ehrlich, a physician in Lwów. Sever joined the Polish army, “was swept 
into Russia with the retreating Poles, and then – silence.”   

Tells of Jozia giving him “Das Urwaldschiff,” his reading it while hiking in the Tatra, his resolve to leave and 
build a new life, the role of Ludwik Rubel, his efforts to rescue his family, his return to Poland, meeting Maria Rublowa 
(Ludwik Rubel’s wife), the reunion with Ala, renewed correspondence with Ala, Ala’s sending him her love on a star in the 
constellation of the Big Dipper.  

[I have given so much detail regarding this version, because I believe it is NOT the one ZWB distributed to us.   
For me it is a stunning, even heartbreaking review of important specifics in ZWB’s life.] 

 

“Friends” – typed (9 pages) – “typing begun July 16, 1990; I expect this to become quite long”; “all marked typos have  
 been corrected.”  On page six, there is a note, “Typing continued Sept. 7, 1990.” 
“Friends” – typed (9 pages) – “typing begun July 16, 1990; I expect this to become quite long.”  On page six, there is a  
 note, “Typing continued Sept. 7, 1990. 
A handwritten note dated June 5, 1996.  “There are three files, identical versions:  

“Friends”, “Friends.&”, “Friends.&&”.  Revisions begun today will be made on file “.&&.” 
“Notes to ‘Friends’” - handwritten notes – 2 pagers – appears to be notes to “Friends.&&’.”  This gives notes toward the  
 expansion and changes that appear in the final (1996) version, including the reference to Ala sending him her  

love on a star in the “Big Dipper.”  
Fragmentary section of “Friends,” pages 7- 10, which includes section begun Sept. 7, 1990. 
Fragmentary section of “Friends,” pages 1-6 – typing begun July 16, 1990.  This contains markings that seem to  
 correspond to ZWB’s handwritten notes above.  
“Friends “– typed (10 pages) – “typing begun July 16, 1990; I expect this to become quite long.”  On page seven, there is  
 a note, “Typing continued Sept. 7, 1990.”  There are handwritten changes, expansions. 
“Friends” – typed (13 pages) – “typing of this version was begun June 5, 1996.”   

This version appears to be a revision of the first version in this listing.   
There are slight changes, mostly obvious corrections.  There is a slight shift in the timing of Ala’s letter telling 
him to look for the star closest to the Polar star.  
 

“A Lady’s Hand” – typed (3 pages) – “This is not even a sketch of a story – just something true, written down so it will not 
be forgotten.”  Refers to Illustration 240 in his copy of the third Polish edition, 1956, of Kalejdoskop Matematyczny by 
Hugo Steinhaus.  Mark Kac, who died in 1984, also wrote under Steinhaus and ZWB alludes to Kac’s reference to this 
tale in his autobiography “Enigmas of Chance.”  
 
“A Lady’s Hand” – typed (3 pages) - “This is not even a sketch of a story – just something true, written down so it will not 
be forgotten.”  This appears to be a revision of that above, with handwritten changes. 

 
[I suspect that the versions we (Dick and I) have of ZWB’s stories may not reflect later revisions. ]   
 

Box 4, File 52 Speeches and Writings – Autobiographical (4)  
 

“Indian Henry’s Hunting Grounds” – typed (3 pages) –  getting lost on hike with Hilde, October 1940. 
“Indian Henry’s Hunting Grounds” – typed (3 pages) – revision of version above – one handwritten change 

[Not among stories distributed to us by ZWB.] 
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“Other than people” – typed (5 pages).   
“Other than people” – typed (5 pages) – above version, with handwritten revisions   
“Other than people” – typed (5 pages) – possibly a very early version, preceding the others 
“Other than people” – typed (5 pages) – possibly an earlier version 
“Other than people” – typed (5 pages) – possibly an earlier version  
“Other than people” – typed (5 pages) – possibly an earlier version  
 With minor changes, these versions describe ZWB’s relationships with animals – a baby swallow he adopted at 
their summer cottage in the country; mice he befriended while staying with his family in Rzeszow waiting for hostilities to 
cease in1918; his dog “Lux” or “Luchs” born while ZWB was staying at Uncle Shmaya’s ranch, which he kept until he was 
ca. two years old, when ZWB’s father found the dog another home (the dog was an unusual and ungainly mutt and ZWB, 
a teenager was becoming embarrassed by walking it in his neighborhood); our cat “Blacky; the short-lived “Sparky”; and 
Epsi.  Charming vignettes – as always, rich in specific details. 

[Not among stories distributed to us by ZWB.] 

 
“A meeting in Prague” – typed (3 pages).  Description of a meeting of statisticians “sometime around 1960.”  ZWB spent a 
lot of time with two delegates from the Mathematical Institute of the Polish Academy of Science in Warsaw, Dr. Eugenjusz 
Fidelis and “another man whose name I do not recall.”  One evening they invited him to join them in their hotel room, 
where – to his great pleasure – he found “a table set in a way I have not seen in a long time: well chilled in ice buckets 
was an array of bottles of the finest Polish vodka, surrounded by plates of ‘kanapki’ – tiny sandwiches covered with spicy 
and salty delicacies.”  After lively conversation and consumption of the vodka, “my two hosts chose to take me each by 
one arm and to escort me to my room.  They carefully put me to bed, tucked me in and left me to my dreams.  As soon as 
I heard the door close I got up, navigated to the desk and started writing a letter to Hilde. I described the events of the 
evening, told how I was sober but had led my hosts to believe that I was drunk to the world, and wrote more sentimental 
things than I would have dared to put in words when wide awake.”  Comments about Fidelis.  Wishing to revisit Prague.  
Earlier memories of Prague (“seen now through the haze of more than fifty years” in 1936 when he spent a few days 
there.  “I would like to be there again, to see what has changed, what is left.”  [This dates the story as written after 1986.] 

[Not among stories distributed to us by ZWB.] 
 

“A sabbatical year in France” – typed (11 pages).  Charming report on the 1960-1961 sabbatical 
“A sabbatical year in France” – typed (10 pages). Appears to be an earlier version, with handwritten corrections 
“A sabbatical year in France” – typed (7 pages), smaller font than the other versions.   Offhand, this appears to be the 
             most “finished” version.  

[Not among stories distributed to us by ZWB.] 
 
Box 4, File 53  Speeches and Writings – Autobiographical (5) 
 

“Lecture tour Germany-Israel” – typed (5 pages, some pages appear twice, with corrections).  “Changes marked in black 
ink.”  It appears that the first draft may have been dated October 21, 1995, with changes October 31, 1995. 
 
“Lecture tour Germany-Israel” – typed (6 pages).  The changes shown above have been incorporated in this version.      
ZWB writes about reading A.A. Fraenkel’s introduction to set theory in Lwów in the 1920s, Fraenkel’s emigration to 
Palestine, connection with Fraenkel during the 1960-61 sabbatical year, Fasching in Munich, travel to and within Israel.  It 
took twenty years until they returned to Israel, in Spring of 1980, when he had a visiting appointment at the Hebrew 
University.  “Now it is the year 1995 – it would be good to be able to go back, to see how very much things have changed 
in these fifteen years of fast moving history.”  Some passages in German and Polish. 

[Not among stories distributed to us by ZWB.] 
 
“The Wrecking Ball (handwritten 3)” – typed (4 pages).  July 1980. 

There are several notes, including: “Use only the new version” and “Wrecking.BAL  June 23, 95.” 
“June 12, 1995      I just found this unfinished report about a man with nightmares, among my old notes – it was jotted 
down fifteen years ago.  Many changes have occurred since then.  The Berlin wall has fallen, the Soviet Union has 
disintegrated …. I have learned about dirty games that were played in the shadowy world of intelligence agencies, and 
about some people I used to know and how they were drawn into that kind of games. …”  Writes about a Dutch journalist 
[Sem Presser] and his trip to the Soviet Union.  Then returns to his old notes and says he has not met again the man who 
was his seatmate on the flight to Washington, DC… and concludes, “it is quite possible that he was blackmailed into 
defecting across the Iron Curtain, probably taking along some classified information.  One would only hope that he is still 
there and allowed to lead a reasonably normal life.” 
“The Wrecking Ball (handwritten 2)” – typed (4 pages). June 8, 1995. Some handwritten changes. 
“The Wrecking Ball (handwritten 1)” – typed (3 pages).  Incorporates changes above.  Significantly cut. 
“The Wrecking Ball (handwritten 1)” – typed (3 pages). There is a handwritten critique by “Paul.” 
“The Wrecking Ball (handwritten 1)” – typed (3 pages).   

 
“Ejn Karem” – typed (4 pages) 
“Ejn Karem” – typed (3 pages).  Handwritten corrections to version above.  
“Ejn Karem” – typed (4 pages).  Appears to be the same as the first version, but with different font. 
 
“People in Vienna” – typed (1 page) – memories of Vienna were triggered by a concert at the Seattle Art Museum, 
announced as music of the German cabaret between WWI and the Hitler era. ZWB writes about the evocative nature of 
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music, and starts to recall “images and recollections of events and people in Vienna.” (I wish he continued this piece, but it 
is only a start.) 

 

“A Birthday cake in Mathematics” – typed (2 pages).  Report on the birthday party, a few days earlier, at the math Dept. 
for ZWB’s 90

th
 birthday.  This means this was written in October of 1993.  Recalls his impromptu speeches on this 

occasion. 
There are several items attached to this, including: 

 “A Lady’s Hand” – typed (3 pages) 
 “Ejn Karem” – typed (2 pages) 
 “Notes to diary” – handwritten (1 page) – these appear to be notes made while preparing the translation. 
 “Things that deserve elaborating” – handwritten (1 page).   A list of topics about which ZWB apparently intends 
to write, some with a sentence or two of elaboration already in the listing.  [In reviewing these files, so far, it seems to me 
that a significant portion of these topics have been covered.]   

 
Box 5 

 
Box 5, File 1  Speeches and Writings – Autobiographical (6) 
 

“Marrying” – typed, large font (9 pages).  “Incomplete, not proofread” – ZWB’s handwritten note.  ZWB’s experience as a  
 minister. 
“Marrying” – typed, large font (9 pages). Handwritten “Last page incomplete.”  Some corrections to the previous version 
                have been incorporated, there are additional handwritten corrections. 
 
“A night pantomime” – typed (3 pages). Hand-written corrections.  This was written after ZWB and Hilde moved to Ida   

Culver (retirement community), perhaps while they were in the first apartment, which looked out over 
Greenwood Ave.  Reports on awaking ca. 3:00am and witnessing, just below, on the street, a man and woman, 
apparently having an extremely animated and dramatic disagreement, falling-out, ??  The woman “had a 
stunningly red blouse over black slacks, and her lively flowing long black hair added to the impression of 
somebody like Carmen in Bizet’s opera.” 

“A night pantomime” – typed (3 pages). Appears same as above, with one handwritten correction.  
“A night pantomime” – typed (3 pages).  Incorporates corrections of both versions above. 
“A night pantomime” – typed (3 pages).   
“A night pantomime” – typed (2 pages), smaller font, slight changes, some typos. 
 Offhand, I do not recall seeing this before although ZWB showed Dick and me several of his pieces. 
 

“A Hawaiian vacation” – typed (3 pages) – with handwritten correction. 
“A Hawaiian vacation” – typed ( 3 pages) – correction incorporated. 
 July 1993 vacation, two weeks in Hawaii, Kahala Hilton, ZWB and Hillary Clinton, Energizer battery in the 
chocolate sauce. 
 Offhand, I do not recall seeing this before although the story is familiar. 

  
“An afternoon at the Swanson Nursery” – typed (2 pages).  May 21, 1995.   
 ZWB actively watching people, soaking up a scene, and enjoying himself. 
 Offhand, I do not recall seeing this before. 

 
“A birthday cake in Mathematics” – typed (2 pages). 
“A birthday cake in Mathematics” – typed ( 2 pages).  Looks like a draft print-out of the first of these two.  The text of the  

two appears to be identical, reporting on the impromptu speeches he gave on the occasion of a birthday party 
for his 90

th
 birthday, in October 1993. 

Note: there is a version of this also in Box 4, File 53.  Offhand, I do not recall seeing this before seeing it in Box 4, though I 
might have seen something like it in an email from Ginger Warfield, Math Dept. member, reporting on the birthday party. 
 
Box 5, File 2  Speeches and Writings – Autobiographical (7) 
 

Yellow, ruled page – one page – handwritten.  This consists of ZWB’s notes: 
 Diary “Notebooks numbered I, II, III, IV, brought from Europe, with some entries in III made already in New 
York.”  ZWB then describes the time period covered in each volume and lists the locales for each volume.   
 Leatherbound notebook “Nov. 6, 1934 – Sept. 17, 1935: mainly daily notes ‘what to do’ dealing with ‘Feniks’ in 
Poland.” 
[These should be helpful in reviewing the diary entries.  Some cross-reference in the diary files might be helpful.] 
 

“Creative writing” – typed (4 pages).  Appears to have been written in July 1991 
“Creative writing” – typed (4 pages).  Handwritten corrections and changes on this are reflected in the version above. 

 
“Those things” – typed (2 pages).    
“Those things” – typed (2 pages).  Appears to be a draft print-out, otherwise identical.  
 Treats a favorite theme of ZWB’s – the behavior of inanimate objects, their cleverness, their capacity for 
intention, their ways of thought.  Definitely ZWB’s light voice.  

Offhand, I do not recall seeing this before. 
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“What= Iff” – typed (1 page). Single-spaced.  Handwritten list at the bottom of the  
page is not entirely legible: “ Kant, Urwaldschiff, Australia New Zealand, Bernstein Hotelling, Phoenix ??,  H…”  

“What= Iff” – typed (2 page), Double-spaced.  Appears to be the same as above. 
 Here ZWB touches upon a recurrent theme, developed elsewhere in his writing about life as a random walk.  He 
writes about a game one can play with oneself in which one recalls turning points or junctures in life and speculates about 
the consequences of the choice not made.   

Offhand, I do not recall seeing this before. 

 
“Simeli Mountain (a project)” – typed (2 pages).  Reflections on reading a new translation of Grimms’ Fairy Tales (111 

stories,“632 pages of fine print”) which ZWB checked out of the Seattle Public library.  He tried to update the 
“Simeli Mountain” fable (pp. 86-88) by making the good and evil brothers two graduates of Columbia Law 
School, one honest, the other crooked. 

Offhand, I do not recall seeing this before. 
 

“Kollegengespraech (conversation among colleagues)” – typed (5 pages). 
“Kollegengespraech (conversation among colleagues)” – typed (5 pages). 
 Some handwritten changes. 

Note that these two versions differ in significant aspects.  ZWB recalls conversations in which “matters purely 
intellectual were usually treated with unforgiving seriousness.”    He describes a conversation monopolized by 
an assistant to Edmund Landau; when Landau fled from Nazi Germany, the assistant took over Landau’s 
graduate seminar, beginning with “Heil Hitler!” and assuring the students that he would be better than Landau.  
ZWB also describes a post-war conversation with Prof. Krysicki of the University of Łódź in 1963 in a Warsaw 
coffeehouse; normal conversation suddenly changed with Krysicki’s eyes glassed over and in “a soft monotone 
he told a story, a brief vignette …” and described what sounded like “horribly distorted human voices,” and then 
saw stormtroopers pushing a group of Jews whose mouths were “wide open, filled with cement.”  There is a 
lengthy paragraph (ca. 1 page) describing the Kollegengespraeche between 1918 and 1939 that took place at 
the coffeehouse ROMA and then moved to the Scottish Café (Kawiarnia Szkocka).  

I do not recall seeing this before although Bill told me these stories. 
 

“Newspaper reading” – typed (3 pages).  September 17, 1995.  Handwritten corrections, changes. 
“Newspaper reading” – typed (3 pages).  September 17, 1995.  Handwritten corrections, changes. 
“Newspaper reading” – typed (3 pages).  September 17, 1995.   “WSP proofread.” 
 Describes the frustrations and benefits of reading newspapers, the logistics of holding the wide pages, the 
problem of front-page articles continued on other pages, the difference between print and other media.  He concludes, 
“…I will just do what I have been doing: take the newspaper, treat it with the proper disrespect, read only what catches my 
attention, get annoyed with its layout, agree or disagree with opinions it puts in print, gripe and criticize, throw it away or 
recycle, but I will keep taking it.” 

I do not recall seeing this before. 

 
“Mathematics versus writing” – typed (3 pages).  A serious and interesting comparison of the creative activity of a 
research mathematician and that of an original writer.  Also includes explicit and implicit description of how a paper 
containing the results of original mathematical research is evaluated.   

I do not recall seeing this before. 

 
Scribe notebook containing handwritten notes regarding “Reading newspapers” – 2 pages (the rest of the notebook is 
blank).  5/3/99. 
 This appears to be a later consideration of newspaper reading than the September 1995 versions.  Here ZWB 
describes the newspapers he remembers from childhood and underscores his appreciation of receiving news via the print 
medium in a time of technological advances.  “…the daily newspaper is still a modest, a rather quiet part of it all, an 
introduction to the days’ events that a person can absorb at his or her speed…” 

I have not seen this before. 

 
Box 5, File 3  Speeches and Writings – personal “Mathematicians I have known” notes 1990 
 
These seem to be notes in preparation for a talk.  [Probably the invited talk he gave at WSU in late summer 1990.]  Some 

of the notes are handwritten, some typed.  There are notations suggesting that ZWB was monitoring elapsed time in 
preparing his speech.   
 
Handwritten page: ZWB’s “mathematical genealogy” …being introduced to his “mathematical grandchild” by Sam 
Saunders … Saunders ← Birnbaum ← Steinhaus ← Hilbert ← ?Lindeman … . In Goettingen, Kolmogorov …  In Vienna, 
Helly, Lukacs, Richard v. ?Misses, Regellosigkeits-Axiom, “Das gibts nur einmal, das kommt nicht wieder…” ….New York, 
Felix Bernstein, Neugebauer Math Rev…. Hotelling … Seattle, “pure”  math … ONR.. Stanford, Polya …  Girschick, 
Blackwell, Neyman … Paris … 

These notes obviously were made after the visit to WSU in late summer 1990, when ZWB was introduced to his 
“mathematical grandchild.”  The concept of “mathematical genealogy” was already current by then, and ZWB’s place in 
such a genealogy can be viewed elsewhere, e.g. http://genealogy.math.ndsu.nodak.edu/html/id.phtml?id=7383 

 
Handwritten page, dated August 20, 1990: Notes seem to be arranged by locale:  

http://genealogy.math.ndsu.nodak.edu/html/id.phtml?id=7383
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Lwów: (Ruziewiczy, Zylinski, Café Roma, Café Szkocka, Banach (“Enigmas” 25-26), High School … Steinhaus …      
Goettingen: Landau, Hilbert, Emmy Noether, Courant …, Bernstein, Komogorov 
Phoenix: Berger, Helly, Lukacs, Schauder …  
Lwów: Ulam, Kac 
New York: Hotelling, Wilks 
Stanford: Girschick, Polya, ?Szego, “Irregularities,” Herman Rubin 

1958 BSRLB [Boeing Scientific Research Lab?] … Haskell, Saunders, Barlow, Esary, Proschan , M..? 

My PhD’s 
  
Typed pages (3), with handwritten notes. “ 

 “Life a random walk.  Take you along the random path I have gone along.  Tell about the mathematical scenery 
alongside that path, about the mathematicians I met at the junctions and turning points.”   

“First contact with serious math.  In 1921, as law student. ‘Something practical.’ Polya’s paper on proportional 
elections.” 

“Two very active mathematical centers in Poland at that time: Lwów, Warsaw.” 
1920 Fundamenta Mathematica ?funded?founded 

 Lovely detailed paragraphs about Steinhaus and Banach.   
 Kawiarnia Szkocka 
 1929 Studia Mathematica ?funded?founded 
 Some products of Lwów school between the wars; 
Juljusz Schauder (Killed) 
H. Auerbach (Killed) 
Stan. Mazur 
Mark Kac 
Wlad. Orlicz 
Marceli Stark 
Stan Ulam  
Schreier 
Z.W. Birnbaum 
L. Sternbach (killed) 
 Goettingen 
David Hilbert, Edmund Landau, Richard Courant, Felix Bernstein, Paul Bernays, Emmy Noether, Carl Ludwig Siegel, 
Herglotz … 
Visitors at Goettingen: Alexandrov, Kolmogorov 
 David Hilbert (1862-1943) … intensely interested in applications… slightly malicious …  
 Otto Neugebauer … “es ist schon so lange her” … Zentralblatt… kindly … “Don’t worry, it will converge” … 
absent-minded …  
 Edmund Landau (1877-1938) … no attempt at applications… mannerisms of a pedant – really a warm, helpful 
person ….. Offered me an appointment and warned not to take it. 
 Richard Courant … fabulous intuitive thinking...  
 Working as an actuary …  another turning point: running out of money … Move to applications .  My first major 
contact with statistics… 
 Phoenix in Vienna. 1931-1932.  My preceptor: Edward Helly.  His approach to practical problems as opposed to 
the other department man.  Prof. Berger, chief actuary, read my papers.  Richard v. Mises. Regellosigkeitsaxiom.   
 1932 transfer to Lwów as chief actuary of Polish subsidiary of Phoenix.  Delighted to be back.  Kawiarnia 
Szkocka, old friends.  In 1936 Phoenix in Vienna, undermined by political events, went bankrupt.  Decision to emigrate to 
U.S.A. 
 Some probability influenced by v. Mises. 
 1937, New York. 
 F. Bernstein … Hotelling’s seminar at Columbia. Serious statistics.  He steered me to UoW. References.  
 … BSRL 1958, then for about a decade.  Comets, fatigue, reliability.  Saunders, Barlow, Esary, Proschan, 
Marsaglia, and others. 
 
 Handwritten (in pencil) – one page with notations toward speech. 
 
 “Crossroads and junctions” – typed (5 pages).  Some handwritten notes. 
This appears to be the final version of the notes used for the talk.  “Life a random walk …”  Already in the last year of the 
gymnasium, about 1920, an inspiring math teacher, PhD candidate.  Taught analytic geometry and trig well but told 
romantic things about set theory and topology.  First contact with serious math, in 1921, as law student.  “Something 
practical”.  Polya’s  paper on proportional elections, and fellowship in political science. … Hugo Steinhaus … splendid 
teacher, “greatest achievement: discovered Banach” … [Steinhaus] MATHEMATICAL SNAPSHOTS. One of the 
architects of Polish school of mathematics between the wars and of the revival after WWII. … Banach - tremendous 
tenacity of thinking; reluctance to put anything in writing; publications mainly written out by friends and assistants; 
financially irresponsible; heavy drinker (“alcohol, moderately consumed, is harmless, even in the largest quantities”).  
Ulam reports, “It was hard to outlast or outdrink Banach.”  Legendary Kawiarnia Szkocka. Book kept by head waiter.  
Marble tables written on with plain pencil only.  Rewards for solutions.  Seventeen- hour session, important theorem, 
Banach, Mazur, Orlicz, Ulam (?), derived on table, not written down, lost. … Neugebauer [slight change in Otto 
Neugebauer quote]  “Don’t despair, it will converge.” …Richard Courant … splendid organizer and manager of men and 

institutions. … …. 1932 transfer to Lwów as chief actuary of Polish subsidiary of Phoenix.  Delighted to be back.  
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Kawiarna Szkocka, old friends.   In 1936 Phoenix in Vienna, undermined by political events, went bankrupt.  Decision to 
emigrate to U.S.A. 1937.  With German invasion in 1939 all activity in Lwów collapsed.  Suppression of intellectual 
activities, some died, some went underground, some just survived …. Seattle … Paul Erdösz. ‘It doesn’t matter,’ Fascist-
Stalinist, Seattle visit, Syracuse. … 
 
 
Box 5, File 4    Speeches and Writings – personal  
 
Synopses of Correspondence with Manelska, Ala and Albach, Jozia.  1938-1939.  In English.  No date  
      [I believe these synopses were prepared by ZWB in the last summer of his life, summer 2000.] 
 

4 pages of handwritten notes.   
 Gucia is Ala’s sister.  
 Ala mentions Wisio whom she met at ?Albin’s.  “He began practicing in Lwów.  His first patient was Nusia, just a 
digestive disturbance…” 
 Ala has written ZWB on October 5, 1938, sending birthday wishes “that cannot be summarized, beautiful.  Also 
‘Do now worry about war’ … followed by outburst of hope, optimism, again not to summarize, just read in original 
[underlined by ZWB].”   
 The town where Sever is and where Ala visits him is Równe.  
 ZWB alludes to his friends’ writing as “Poetry, warm, thoughtful,” “very loving,” “Poetry, longing, joy of receiving 
my letters.” 
 Letter from Jozia descrbed as “very sad hopeless feeling distance from me growing.” 
 In one half year Sever [presumably Seweryn Ehrlich] treated 250 children in 400 visits and has a good 
reputation. 
 Letter from Jozia, dated 2.III.39, received 16.III.39.  [ZWB’s underlining]. “Poetic description of helplessness and 
despair.  Beautiful description how Józia, Wisio and Ala (not Bunek) are friends together, happy when any two are 
together, how people are grateful for just listening.  Very important letter. 
 Letter from Józia, dated 7.III.39, received III.18.39.  “Telling how much ‘together’ she feels with me… Saying 
‘nobody is irreplaceable’ was probably invented by people who loved only themselves. …Thinking that when war comes, 
swallowing so many individuals, if Wisio gets to America before, he will not be alone, because I, Wilek, will be with him.  
Hopelessness about her getting out.  Very important letter.  Impossible to summarize.  Knowing that sooner or later she 
will leave Bunek and ???[difficulty reading it] An outpouring of emotion , hope.” 
 Równe, 28 April 39, rec’d V.9.39.  “Registered (intended for 2 years after my leaving Lwów.  I do not remember 
having read it.  Letters from Józia and from Ala.  Again very important.  Józia, with Ala’s permission, telling me things 
known to them for 1 ½ years: Pathological behavior of Sewer has as reason morphine addiction.  Was treated by friends – 
physicians, but they think it is incurable.  Ala was pregnant, but physicians were concerned there may be hereditary 
damage – not clear if she terminated it, but I think she did.  … Letter from Ala: confirming what Józia writes.  Sitting on 
balcony, enjoying sunny spring day, trees in bloom … Ala spent 6 weeks in Lvóv, much together with Wisio, thinks that 
Warsaw is good for him.  Sewer has plenty of work, they think of large apartment.  Has met my mother at Dr. Urich, 
gossiped about me.” 
 ZWB describes his friends’ warm joy at the news of his position at the UW.  
 Hala is Sewer’s sister. 
 Letter from Ala and Józia, May 25-27. 1939.  Ala: “… Imagines Seattle to be nice and new… Józia is with her 
and they help each other … wants me to remember that for her I am alive and she never forgets me.”  … Józia: “… Sewer 
in a sanatorium … Józia and Wisio will not leave her [Ala], her matters are also theirs. …  Józia stays in Równe till divorce 
is completed, that may take some weeks.  When she asked Bunek for divorce, he broke off every contact … Formalities 
are handled by lawyer.  She takes nothing from their home except for personal things.  After concluding divorce, she plans 
to go to Warsaw, to Wisio.  Likely that after 3 months they will legalize by marriage.  Very moving expressions of 
confidence, gratitude for friendship etc. for me.  Very telling two pages describing her feeling for Wisio.  Józia, 26.V.39 
“Two eloquent pages telling how each of those three, Ala, Wisio, and she, each in their way, in spite of the long 
separation, are grateful, how [direct quote in Polish].” 
  
Box 5, File 5  Speeches and Writings – personal “Dr. ‘A’” ca. 1930s 

 
Three page carbon copy of a story, written in English.  Paper very fragile.  Judging by the English, I’d guess this was 
written during the early summer of 1939, when ZWB attended English classes at the University of Vermont.  The story 
merits reading – a short tale about a famous, highly respected and brilliant lawyer.  Over the three pages, ZWB develops 
facets of the great man’s personality, including his cruel use of wit.  The ending has a nice twist.   
 
Box 5, File 6  Speeches and Writings – Academic Homework for English Course 1939 

 I’d not characterize the contents of this file as “Academic.” 
 

“The cosmogonic theory of Kant-Laplace as a forerunner of modern developments” – typed (3 pages); instructor’s 
handwritten comments. 
 
“Does the doctrine of behaviorism really explain the mystery of the human mind?” – handwritten (2 pages), dated July 18, 
1939.  One brief instructor comment. 
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“Main problems of a national water-economy” – typed (3 pages).  Instructor comments, including “Excellent” and a grade 
of “A.”   
 
Public or private control of utilities?” – typed (4 pages).  Instructor comments, including extended remarks on the back.  
Grade of “A.” 
 
No title, dated July 10, 1939 – typed (1 page).  This is the only single-spaced paper in this file.  The instructor suggests 
that double-spacing “would make it easier to note recommendations.”   So, this essay is probably the first ZWB wrote in 
this class.  The essay is about ZWB’s memory of “the great war” and the local wars which followed.  ZWB’s family spent 
the four years of the war in Vienna and then returned to Lwów, “a town which soon became the object of a bitter fight 
between Poles and Ukrainians.  One evening bullets began to whiz in through our windows, and next morning we knew 
that our street was exactly the battlefront.  Staying in front apartments became dangerous.  Everybody moved to backyard 
rooms and cellars.  We were in the position of a besieged fortress.”  Describes how the inhabitants of his apartment house 
organized into a cooperative community to acquire and distribute food over the rooftops of neighboring buildings.  Tells of 
the machine guns and rocket fire in the street.  Tells about the woman whose dead body lay on the sidewalk across the 
street, decaying and swelling grotesquely. 
 
Box 5, File 7  Speeches and Writings – Academic Math paper in French  1960 
 

Handwritten notes, 13 pages, for a seminar given at the Institut Henri Poincaré in Paris, December 9, 1960.  I believe it 
deals with relative inequalities in stochastic processes. 
 
Box 5, File 8 Speeches and Writings – Academic  “Statistical Analysis of Valve Operations” 1979 
 

“Statistical Analysis of Valve Operations which may lead to misroutings” by Z. W. Birnbaum.  7 pages of text, 4 pages of 
tables, 2 pages of figures.  A note is attached to ZWB, from D. J. Washenfelder.  Note is dated Oct. 26, 1979, rec’d Nov. 
11, 1979.   
 
Box 5, File 9       Speeches and Writings – Academic 
 “The Statistical Profession” + “Elementary Concepts of Statistics” 1953-1954 
 

“The Statistical Profession” (outline of talk given on July 2, 1953, by Z. W. Birnbaum) – typed (2 pages).  Interesting 
review of the profession.  “Historically earliest function was counting and reporting.  Contemporary statisticians develop 
and apply techniques for making decisions based on incomplete information and or obtaining the needed information most 
efficiently.  These techniques are based on probability and game-theoretical methods.” 
 
No title – beginning of 1942 – handwritten (2 pages).  This appears to be rough notes, giving his biography as a 
mathematician and his research and scientific work.  “After gymnasium (in Lvov and Vienna) family insisted on 
professional studies.  Involuntary choice: law school.  Did quite well, had government fellowship in the last 2 of the 4 
years.  Looked for a hobby to fill spare time, found mathematics.  Attended classes in mathematics, mathematicians were 
nice, invited me to seminars, before finishing law school I had my first mathematical manuscript in print.  Received degree 
of Master of Both Laws … the secular and the Divine law.  Entered a law office, not much of the divine law, small tedious 
law-suits, several legal documents praised by judges for clearness and conciseness and viewed with suspicion by clients 
for just the same qualities, no spectacular success in pleading cases in court.  Only useful application..??.. regulation 
admitting me to teaching degree in math.  A year after law degree I had that teaching qualification, quit the practice, 
started teaching math.  Two ?? in this period: Ph.D. and enough money to go to Göttingen.  After 3 years I was 
“promoted” to Ph.D. on one day and was going by train to Göttingen the next day.  Two years there, doing research.  
Then a position as actuary for a life insurance company in Vienna (2 years), and as chief actuary for their Polish company 
(4 years).  In 1937 arrived in N.Y.  There met Bernstein, was given a job as research and teaching assistant in biometrics 
at NYU.  One summer in M.B.L., Woods Hole, Mass.  In 1939 came here.”  Lengthy notes on research and scientific work. 
 [This seems to me more appropriate for files pertaining to ZWB’s personal development – the autobiographical 
writings, perhaps.]   
 

“Elementary Concepts of Statistics,” Lectures by Z. W. Birnbaum, Director of the Statistical Laboratory, University of 
Washington – Notes by Nick L. Massey.  Summer Conference for High School Teachers of Mathematics, UW, Seattle, 
July 26- August 20, 1954.  20 pages, typed, mimeo. 
    ZWB’s handwritten notes for the lectures: 
Lecture I (8-9-54) – The Statistical Profession 
Lecture II – Statistics within the framework of probability- and decision-theory 
Lecture III – Tests of hypotheses 
Lecture IV – Other statistical procedures 
Lecture V – Remarks on High School curriculum 
 
Misc. handwritten notes (2 pages) – probably not by ZWB.  
 
Box 5, Files 10 – 77  
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These files consist of reprints of articles by ZWB.  I have not attempted to review the contents in detail in these notes.  
The finding guide, with misspellings, appears below.  I have made no attempt to keep track of the languages in which 
these articles or their summaries are written. 
 
5/10 Quelques Remarques sur L'Integrale d Cauchy 1928 
5/11 Beitrage zur Theorie der Schlichten Funktionen (Studia) 1928 
5/12 Uber Schlichte Funktionen (Soc. Sav. De Lwów) 1928 
5/13 Uber Approximation im Mittel (Studia) 1930 
5/14 Uber Approximation im Mittel ( Gott. Nachr) 1930 
5/15 Abachatzung der Eigenwent 1930 
5/16 Uber Die Verallgemeinerung des Begriffes der Zueinander 
Konjugierten Potenzen 
1931 
5/17 Bemerkung zum Starken Gesetz der Groben Zahlen 1933 
5/18 Is or Is Not Cancer Dependent on Age? 1939 
5/19 On the Properties of a Collective 1940 
5/20 An Inequality for Mill's Ratio 1942 
5/21 An Inequality Due to H. Hornich 1944 
5/22 Generalization of Tshebyshev's Inequality to Two Dimensions 1947 
5/23 On Random Variables with Comparable Peakedness 1948 
5/24 On the Determination of the Dependence of a Disease Esp. Cancer, 
on Age 
1948 
5/25 A Graphical Determination of Sample Size for Wilk's Tolerance 
Limits 
1949 
5/26 On Sums of Symetrically Truncated Normal Random Variable 1949 
5/27 On the Distribution of Kolmogorov's Statistic for Finite Sample Size 1949 
5/28 Bias Due to Non-Availability in Sampling Surveys 1950 
5/29 On the Effect of Selection Performed on Some Coordinates of a 
Multi-Dimensional Population 
1950 
5/30 Effect of Linear Truncation on a Multi-Normal Popluation 1950 
5/31 On the Total Error Due to Non-Interview and Random Sampling 1950 
5/32 On Optimum Selections from Multi-Normal Populations 1950 
5/33 On the Effect of the Cutting Score When Selection is Performed 
Against a Dichotomized Criterion 
1950 
5/34 One-sided Confidence Contours for Probability Distribution 
Functions 
1951 
5/35 Numerical Tabulation of the Distribution of Kolmogorov's Statistic for 
Sample Size 
1952 
5/36 Distribution-Free Tests of Fit for Continuous Distribution Functions 1953 
5/37 On the Power of a One-Sided test for Continuous Probability 
Functions 
1953 
5/37 On the Power of a One-Sided test for Continuous Probability 
Functions 
1953 
5/38 On the Effect of Truncation in Some or All Coordinates of a Multi- 
Normal Population 
1953 
5/39 On Distribution-Free Statistics 1954 
5/40 On the Use of the Mann-Whitney Statistic 1954- 
5/41 Bounds for the Variance of the Mann-Whitney Statistic 1957 
5/42 On Some Distributions Related to the Statistic D+n 1958 
5/43 A Statistical Model for Life-Length of Materials 1958 
5/44 A Distribution-Free Upper Confidence Bound for Pr{y<x}, Based on 
Independant Samples of x and y 
1958 
5/45 An Inequality Due to S. Gatti 1958 
5/46 Life-Length of Materials as a Stochastic Process 1958 
5/47 Life-Length and Failure of Materials Interpreted as Stochastic 
Process 
1960 
5/48 Small-Sample Distribution for Multi-Sample Statistics of the Smirnov 
Type 
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1960 
5/49 Multi-Component Systems and Structures and their Reliability 1961 
5/50 Some Multivariate Chebyshev Inequalities With Extensions to 
Continuous Parameter Processes 
1961 
5/51 On the Probabalistic Theory of Complex Structures 1961 
5/52 Models of Coherent Binary Systems 1964 
5/53 Two Simple Distribution-Free Tests of Goodness and Fit 1964 
5/54 Design of Sample Surveys to Estimate the Prevalance of Rare 
Diseases 
1965 
5/55 Some Inequalities for Reliability Functions 1965 
5/56 A Stochastic Characterization of Wear-Out for Components and 
Systems 
1966 
5/57 Some Concepts and Problems of a Mathematical Theory of 
Reliability 
1966 
5/58 A Survey of Recent Results on Reliability of Structures 1966 
5/59 A Probabilistic Interpretation of Miner's Rule 1968 
5/60 On the Importance of Different Components in a Multi-Component 
System 
1969 
5/61 Exact Distributions for some Renyi-Type Statistics 1969 
5/62 Tables of Critical Values of some Renyi-Type Statistics for Finite 
Sample Sizes 
1969 
5/63 A New Family of Life Distributions 1969 
5/64 Estimation for a Family of Life Distributions with Applications to 
Fatigue 
1969 
5/65 On a Statistic Similar to Student's t 1970 
5/66 Asymptotically Distribution-Free Statistics Similar to Student's t 1970 
5/67 Limiting Distributions of Statistics Similar to Student's t 1973 
5/68 Computers and Unconventional Test Statistics 1974 
5/69 Numerical Tabulations for a Statistic Similar to Student's t 1974 
5/70 Testing for Intervals of Increased Mortality 1975 
5/71 Origin and Fundamental Concepts of Competing Risks 1978 
5/72 On the Mathematics of Competing Risks 1979 
5/73 Variability and Biases of Infant Mortality Rates 1981 
5/74 The Making of Statisticians 1982 
5/75 Inference, Design-Based vs. Model-Based 1983 
5/76 Discussion of Article by Lawless 1983 
5/77 Review of Enigmas of Chance, an Autobiography, by Mark Kac 1987 

 
The last item, ZWB’s review of the Kac autobiography merits some notes.  Kac was born in 1914 in Krzemieniec, a town 
in czarist Russia, where Mark lived and was educated until 1931, when he enrolled at the University of Lwów, from where 
he received his PhD in 1937.  ZWB describes Kac as “a mathematician who, instead of clinging to mathematics as an 
abstract game, treated it as a bridge to reality: a mathematician who, as quoted by Gian-Carlo Rota, warned that ‘axioms 
will change with the whims of time, but an application is forever’.”  ZWB concludes, “the book gives a moving account of a 
rich life, and the way it was shaped by family, teachers, collaborators, history, and last but not least, by ‘that powerful but 
capricious lady Chance’.” 

 
Box 5, File 78 Speeches and Writings of Others “A Conversation with Z. William Birnbaum” – Albert W. 

Marshall 1990 
 This article appeared in Statistical Science, 1990, Vol. 5, No. 2, 227-241. 

 
Box 5, File 79  Speeches and Writings of Others “Ein Privatbankhaus in seinem Wirtschaftsraum” 1957 

 A book prepared in celebration of the 125
th
 anniversary of the bank founded by Siegmund Merzbach, an 

ancestor of Hilde Birnbaum, wife of ZWB.  The bank is in Offenbach, Germany, close to Frankfurt am Main.    
This may be of limited interest and relevance. 
 

Box 5, File 80 Speeches and Writings of Others “Hugo Steinhaus – A Reminiscence and a Tribute” – 
Mark Kac 1974 

 Thoroughly interesting.  Again, notes that Steinhaus wrote his dissertation under Hilbert.  Steinhaus met 
Banach by chance when strolling one day in 1916 in a park in Cracow, overheard a snatch of conversation in which the 
term “Lebesgue integral” was used, and introduced himself to the two young men who were conversing – Banach and 
Otton Nikodym.  Banach and Steinhaus jointly founded Studia Mathematica, which became one of the major 

mathematical journals of the world.  “Banach was Steinhaus’ first doctoral student, and Steinhaus joked later that Banach 
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was his most important mathematical discovery.”  “In 1938 when the threat of war hung heavily over Poland and 
Steinhaus presided over the award of an honorary doctorate to Henri Lebesgue, he said to me after the ceremony, ‘It will 
not be a bad record to leave behind, to have had Banach as the first and Lebesgue as the last doctoral candidate’.”  Z. 
Łomnicki is the nephew of A. Łomnicki.  Steinhaus published a treatment of coin tossing in 1923.  “It was a truly 
pioneering work for, at the time it was written, probability theory was not even of peripheral concern to most 
mathematicians and, in fact, was not generally considered to be a part of mathematics.”   Describes Steinhaus’ estimate 
of the casualties of the German army in 1944 – at a time when he was “in hiding and completely cut off from any source of 
realistic news.  …noticed that …obituaries of German soldiers which were published in the rigidly controlled local 
newssheet mentioned that the dead was the second or even third member of his family to have fallen in the war, and this 
was information enough!”  Steinhaus “spent a significant portion of his scientific life in collaborating with physicians (he 
was awarded an honorary degree of Doctor of Medicine in recognition of his contributions toward applying mathematics to 
a wide variety of biological and medical problems), engineers, oil prospectors, geologists …” 
 
Box 5, File 81 Speeches and Writings of Others Marxist Biology Curriculum 1940 

 In Polish.  With some red pencil markings - marks presumably by ZWB. Ca. 45 pages. Pamphlet style 
publication. 
 
Box 5, File 82 Speeches and Writings of Others Review by Robert G. Easterling of Z. W. Birnbaum’s “On 

the Mathematics of Competing Risks”  1980. 
 Technometrics, Vol. 22, No. 1, February 1980, p. 132. 

 
Box 5, File 83 Speeches and Writings of Others “Szukając Birnbauma,” “Seeking Birnbaum” – Wojbar 

Woyczyński 1998 

 Two copies of Polish version (two different formats, fonts) and one of the English translation.  The Polish 
version was commissioned for the 100

th
 Anniversary issue of the Annals of the Polish Mathematical Society.  The English 

version is described as “Draft, to be submitted to the Mathematical Intelligencer.” 
 
Box 5, File 84 Speeches and Writings of Others “Szukając Birnbauma” (Seeking Birnbaum) – Wojbar A. 

Woyczyński, in Wiadomości Matematyczne 1998 
 Copy of journal containing “Szukając Birnbauma,” one reprint, and cover letter from the editor, in Wrocław.   

 
 Box 5, File 85 Speeches and Writings of others  Misc. 1963-1992 
  
“Adolf Berger, 1882-1962,” by Matthew M. Fryde, reprinted from The Polish Review, Vol. VII, No. 3, 1962, NY.  A 

monograph, 15 pages.  Adolf (Bronio) Berger was born in Lwów, in the Austrian part of partitioned Poland.   His wife was 
Malva, née Szterenyi, “the well know Austrian opera singer and professor at the Vienna Conservatory.”  “Berger and his 
wife arrived, penniless, in the United States on February 20, 1942.”  Malva died suddenly of a heart attack in 1959 in Italy 
while Bronio was in NY.  Adolf Berger was the paternal uncle of Jakob/Jacob Berger. 

 
Offprint about Eugene Lukacs from The Making of Statisticians, edited by J. Gani, 1982. 

 Born in Hungary August 14, 1906, grew up in Vienna.  Emigrated to USA, arriving February 1939.  Married 
Elizabeth C. Weisz (Lisl) in 1935.  Mentions ZWB.  

 
“Probability in Mathematics and Statistics: A Century’s Predictor of Future Directions.” By Ronald Pyke, Seattle, Jber.d. 
Dt. Math.-Verin., Jubiläumstagung 1990, S. 239-264.   “Dedicated to Z. W. Birnbaum.” 

 
Box 5, File 86 Notebook Notes, Anecdotes, information about Journals 1938, 1988-1999, n.d. 
 

Handwritten pages from small notebook.  These look, in part, like notes toward autobiographical writing, touching on 
themes developed later.  To some degree, this notebook has also served as a journal, noting items of interest or events 
and activities of a particular date.  Lots of specific details.  The earliest dated entry is January 2, 1988, although there are 
two pages of notes preceding this.  The last dated entry is August 6, 1999.  Many proper names given.  “Wolica [sp.?]:  
Uncle Markus Kimmelman and Aunt Rozia - he beating peasants, she giving ZWB jam by spoon, both supporting 
Goettingen stay.” Lists relatives:  
 Children of Zishe Wolf Birnbaum and his wife: 
  Szmaja Edyta 
  Helena Rosenstock (husband Bernard) 
  Pola Rubel (h. Herman) 
  Basia 
  Lorcia[sp.??] Maschler (h. Klemens) 
  Fabian 
  Józef 
  Henryk 
  Ignacy [ZWB’s father] 
 Agnes Sprecher’s children 
  Hersh (w. Chaja) 
  Anna (h. Samuel Nebenzahl) [ZWB’s grandmother] 
  Cyla (h. Adolf Allerhand) 
  Rosa (h. Markus Kimmelman) 
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  Regina (h. Dr. Kris) 
  Henrietta (h. Jacob Ludmerer[sp.??] 
List of “Sketches” printed out and on hard disk. A two-page section headed “Projects” and lists: “Reconstruct personal file: 
Biography, Bibliography, Travels, Societies, Offices held; Origin of multimodal probability densities; Photographs; Loyalty 
Oath; Billboard case; Priorities in Reliab ility; Ms’s for publication; Sabbatical in Paris, Roquebrune, Israel; Hilltop; Uncle 
Bronio – an example; order books in office; review investments; change Group Health contract; look at retirement homes.”  
There is a ref. to prune pits and to Browning revolver.  An entry dated 6/1/97 in not entirely decipherable handwriting: 
“Kurt Weil-Bert Brecht concert at SAM and Haifisch-song.  People in Vienna (Reschovsky, Bermann, Fritz Rothberger 
[sp??], a.o.).”  6/2/97: “Pea-patch in glorious bloom and book on chess stories: other people thrive on contests, games to 
win; I win by outlasting.  Also never aggressive with women, in practical life. [indecipherable]”  Lots of notes on “Wrecking 
Ball” story.  Swanson’s nursery and Dick.  Note dated 7/19/96, MS Ryndam [cruise ship on which ZWB and Hilde traveled 
from Vancouver to and within Alaska]: 

This is the story of my three friends, and how I remember them.  My memory of Ludwik Sternbach, of his 
wordless embrace when he bid me farewell at the railway station in Lwów, in May 1937, when I was leaving for 
America.  Of Józia Altbach who gave me “Das Urwaldschiff” and whose warm thoughts still come to me from 
somewhere.  And of Ala Manelska who long ago sent me her love on a star in the Big Dipper, love that will be 
streaking through space forever, love undelivered. 

He lists “sayings as I remember them from use in my family, in my childhood, my student days, etc.”  These are in Polish, 
Latin, German and occasionally in English (possibly translated from the Polish).  Among these:  “Der ‘Doktor’ Titel ziert 
den Menschen” (grandfather Nebenzahl).  Notes (August 15, 1996) titled “Did they have to commit suicide?” apropos of 
news stories regarding White House lawyer and Admiral; ZWB lists, from his experience, Clemens Maschler, Kimmelman, 
Feuertag, Sternbachs; “Fear of shame, Fear of punishment, Fear of ruin, end of career.”   “My graduate students”:  

Dorothy Morrow (worked as waitress, then my grader, research asst., MS in Stat.) high federal official. 
John Raymond, Benedictine vicar in neighboring church, visitor in our home, vegetables from his victory 
garden, eager for dessert before midnight because of early Mass, PhD dissertation … 
Paul Meyer ... died 
Orval Klose …died 
Robert McCarthy, studies disrupted by two years in armed forces, Boeing work and graveyard shift, connected 
me with Boeing BSRL, metal fatigue, reliability.  MS thesis published and quoted … 
Albert Marshall, torn between music [and math] (flute, 1

st
 flute [Seattle Symphony?])  

?Koop 
Fred Tingey 

Mention of “Lady’s Hand” story “latest version”… 
 

3X5 card – handwritten notes by ZWB.  “Promotion not recommended by Dept. probably for seniority considerations.  
Trend toward separate Depts. Of Math., Stat. (Columbia, North Carolina, George Washington, Berkeley).  Carpenter 
assured again that I am professional material.  Qualifications for professorship.  Teaching ?? him to judge but right now in 
one class of 22 there are 15 graduate students, in another of 23 there are 11 grad students, among them an assoc. prof. 
who will be full prof., and several instructors, associates, etc. (this has been happening for years ….”  This seems to be 
notes re possibility of promotion and perhaps re going elsewhere. 
 

ZWB’s notes, handwritten, in Polish, apparently referring to letters written in 1938 (one short page, both sides). 
 
Box 5, File 87 Notebooks Math Notes  1923 

This notebook contains entries for 1923-1924. 
 

One 36-page copybook – numbered “I”, begins November 18, 1923, continues December 27, 1923 (p. 10), January 25, 
1924 (p. 11), January 30, 1924 (p. 12), February 4, 1924 (p. 14), February 16, 1924 (p. 21), April 4, 1924 (p. 23), April 5, 
1924 (p. 24), April 9, 1924 (p. 25), June 12, 1924 (p. 28), June 22, 1924 (p. 28), July 28, 1924 (p. 30), July 29, 1924 (p. 
33), August 1, 1924 (p. 34), August 12, 1924 (p. 35).  Text in Polish, mathematics – “Mengenlehre,” ?topology, 
?calculus… - entertaining as example of activity of young Wiluś at age 19. 
 
Box 5, File 88 Notebooks Math Notes  1925-1929 
 

Four copybooks like that in File 87: 
Copybook – numbered “II” – August 20, 1924 – August 26, 1925 - period cover illustration merits noting. 

 Copybook – numbered “III” – September 23, 1925 – November 29 1926. 
 Copybook – numbered “IV” – October 2, 1926 – February 28, 1929 

Copybook –unnumbered – period cover illustration merits noting – October 12, 1929 – December 27, 1930 
 
Box 5, File 89 Notebooks Math Notes 1935-1937 
 

Three copybooks, thicker than those in previous files and each only partially filled.  
One contains a few pages of math notes, in Polish, dated October 19, 1936 - October 21, 1936, and then there 

is a section in English, headed “Materials for a speech to be held in the English Circle in March 1937” with notes about 
Bertrand Russell’s What I Believe. 

One contains math notes, in Polish, dated October 15, 1936 – January 14, 1937. 
One contains math notes, in Polish, dated January 18, 1937 – January 25, 1937. 
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Box 5, File 90 Case Files  Billboard Case, Washington State 1966-1968 

Correspondence regarding the billboard case: February 7, 1966 – April 18, 1966.  There is a copy of the agreement 
between the Washington State Highway Commission (the “State”) and ZWB. 
 
Box 5, File 91  Case Files Billboard Case, Washington State 1966-1968 
 

Background notes and comments: 
 
Minnesota Rural Trunk Highway Accident, Access Point and Advertising Sign Study, 1951, revised 1952 (37 pages). 
 
Tests of Significance for 2 X 2 Contingency Tables (1 page). 
 
Annotated bibliography of referenced material (3 pages) – 1 cut-and-paste version, 2 photocopied versions. 
 
Critical Values for the Product Moment Correlation Coefficient when ρ = 0 (1 page). 

 
Handwritten notes, March 20, 1966, Blanch[e] testimony on Madigan-Hyland letter (2 pages). 
 
Handwritten notes, March 31, 1966, Dr. Blanche (2 pages). 
 
Handwritten notes, April 1, 1966 (2 pages). 
 
Handwritten notes, April 2, 1966 (1 page). 
 
Handwritten notes, April 4, 1966, Using Table VII, (1 page). 
 
Handwritten notes, April 5, 1966 (1 page). 
 
Handwritten notes, March 19, 1966 (2 pages). 
 
Handwritten notes, as well as mileage and time log, on small notebook paper, March 22, 1966 – April 4, 1966 (ca. 9 
pages – incl. front and back). 
 
Notes and comments on the study by Dr. Blanche – typed, carbon (3 pages). 
 
Handwritten notes, Summary on New Jersey report (2 pages). 
 
Handwritten notes (1 page). 
 
Handwritten notes (1 page). 
 
Handwritten notes, To Table 24 (1 page). 
 
Handwritten notes (1 page). 
 
Handwritten notes, New Jersey Report (1 page). 
 
Handwritten notes, Michigan Study (3 pages). 
 
Handwritten notes, March 12, 1966 (1 page). 
   

Notes and Comments on the 1952 Michigan Study – typed, carbon (5 pages). 
 
Personal Data of Z. William Birnbaum – typed, carbon (1 page). 
 
Notes and Comments on the Affidavit of Dr. Blanche dated March 1, 1963 – typed, carbon (1 page). 
 
Box 5, File 92  Case Files Billboard Case, Washington State 1966-1968 
 

May 21, 1968 – cover letter to ZWB from George M. Mack of the law offices of Roberts, Shefelman, Lawrence, Gay & 
Moch.   
 
Opinion of the Supreme Court of the State of Washington in Markham Advertising Co. v. State of Washington. 
 
Various notes – typed notes (possibly mimeo) – dated Feb. 8, 1966 – showing questions. 
 
Garden State Parkway hourly traffic volumes, Hillsdale, April 1963 – Xerox (1 page). 
 
Large folded chart. 
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Legend for chart (1 page). 
 

[Possibly missing cover page, but probably Garden State Parkway study], report beginning with Contents page.  ZWB’s 
handwritten date, February 8, 1966.  Biography of Dr. Ernest E. Blanche is given on pp. 32-33. 
 
Accident Experience in relation to Road and Roadside Features: Final report on the Michigan Study, March 1952 (36 
pages). 
 
March 23, 1966 – carbon of ZWB’s letter to Delbert W. Johnson, Assistant Attorney General, Olympia.  (3 copies) 
 
 
 

Box 6 
 

Box 6, File 1  Case Files Billboard Case, Worcester County, MD 1976 
 

July 1, 1976 – court record of testimony in the Circuit Court for Worcester County, Maryland:  Rollins Outdoor Advertising 
Company, et al, vs. R. Blaine Smith, et al.  Photocopy, 99 pages.  This is the testimony of Dr. Blanche, with ZWB’s notes 
penciled in.  ZWB is quoted in the cross-examination. 
 
Box 6, File 2  Case Files Billboard Case, Worcester County, MD 1976 
 

Background documents: 
 Inventory of billboards and strip map information (16 pages). 
 Report on Questionnaire Concerning Commercial Advertising Signs Adjacent to the Highways, Maryland State 
Roads Commission, October 5, 1956 (10 pages) 
 Article 5, General Provisions [Worcester County Code, perhaps?] pertaining to building, construction, and 
“Billboards and Other Signs” (3 pages). 
 [Various advertising companies] vs. R. Blaine Smith, Zoning Inspector for Worcester County  and the County 
Commissioners of Worcester County, Bill of Complaint for Declaratory Decree and Injunction (4 pages), no date. 
 Blanche, Ernest E., “The Roadside Distraction,” Traffic Safety: A National Safety Council Publication, November 

1965, 3 pages, reprint. 
 “Relationship Between Accidents and the Presence of Advertising Devices,” New York State Thruway Authority, 
prepared by Daniel W. Greenbaum, Madigan-Hyland, Inc., February 19, 1963. (4 pages + cover). 
 “Minnesota Rural Trunk Highway Accident, Access Point and Advertising Sign Study,” 1951, revised 1952 (38 
pages + cover page and foreword). 
 “Accident Experience in Relation to Road and Roadside Features: Final Report on the Michigan Study,” March 
1952 (36 pages + cover and table of contents). 
 
Box 6, File 3  Case Files Billboard Case, Worcester County, MD 1976  
[This includes material out of chronological order.] 
 

July 29, 1978 – handwritten draft or copy of letter from ZWB to Dennis [Casey].  Thanks for his letter, notifying ZWB of the 
successful outcome of the case.  Compliments on the splendid legal work.  Enjoyed working with Dennis and his 
associates. Also just received letter from Ed Hammond. 
 
July 29, 1978 – handwritten draft or copy of letter from ZWB to Ed [Hammond].  This is almost identical to the letter to 
Dennis.  ZWB notes that he just received a letter from Dennis Casey. 
 
April 16, 1979 – carbon of handwritten letter from ZWB to Ed [Hammond], responding to his letter of March 20.  Warm, 
expressing delight with outcome and hope that Ed will visit Seattle.  This is attached to the letter below 
 
March 20, 1979 – letter from Edward H. Hammond, Jr., to ZWB, saying that there has been a decision in their favor. 
 
March 10, 1967 – copy of Washington State Superior Court decision regarding billboards. 
 
Feb. 8, 1967 (ZWB’s penciled date) – Engineering Theory and Facts for Rebuttal of Plaintiff’s Studies.   Appears to be an 
excerpt, pages 5 – 11. 
 
“Affidavit of Ernest E. Blanche” – 22 pages, derivative photocopy, dated March 1, 1963. 
 
March 18, 1963 - “Supplemental Affidavit of Ernest E. Blanche” – 9 pages + 5 pages of exhibits. 
 
March 6, 1963 – “Affidavit of Daniel W. Greenbaum in Support of Defendant’s Motion for Judgment on the Pleading” – 2 
pages, photocopy, rec’d by ZWB March 17, 1966. 
 
July 23, 1976 – ZWB’s handwritten notes – 2 pages + one blank page. 
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July 25, 1976 – ZWB’s handwritten notes – one page. 
 
July 25, 1976 – ZWB’s handwritten notes – two pages. 
 
July 11, 1976 – ZWB’s handwritten notes – two pages. 
 
July 20, 1976 – ZWB’s handwritten notes – one page. 
 
July 20, 1976 – ZWB’s handwritten notes – two pages.  Cites Fermat “as example of difficulty of giving a negative 
statement.” 
 
July 19, 1976 – ZWB’s handwritten notes – one page. 
 
July 11, 1976 – ZWB’s handwritten notes – three pages. 
 
July 16, 1976 – ZWB’s handwritten notes – one page. 
 
Box 6, File 4  Case Files Billboard Case, Worcester County, MD 1976 
 

Respondent’s Exhibit No. 4, Ernest E. Blanche and Associates, “Summary of Coefficients of Determination” – one page. 
 
Respondent’s Exhibit No. 3, Supplement to Analysis of Report made by Madigan-Hyland, Inc., to the New York State 
Thruway Authority – 7 pages + cover and 16 pages of exhibits. 
 
Respondent’s Exhibit No. 2, Ernest E. Blanche and Associates, Analysis of Report made by Madigan-Hyland, Inc., to the 
New York State Thruway Authority – 8 pages + cover and 5 pages of exhibits. 
 
A Study of Accidents on the New Jersey Garden State Parkway – 34 pages + cover, table of contents, list of tables and 
charts, Foreword, and ca. 25 pages of tables, notes, etc. 
 
Data – various – clipped together, seems to be 1975 Worcester County accident data. 
 
Reference list – handwritten, “Books taken along” – one page. 
 
ZWB Bio and Bibliography – 8 pages.  Shows 64 publications – most recent in 1974 and notes his retirement in 1974. 
 
Last part of opinion, July 17, 1978, by Circuit Court for Worcester County, Maryland – 10 pages – pp. 13-22 
 
First part of opinion, July 17, 1978, by Circuit Court for Worcester County, Maryland – 12 pages – pp. 1-12. 
 
July 20, 1978 – letter to ZWB from Ed Hammond [County Attorney, Worcester County], accompanying enclosed copy of 
Judge Prettyman’s opinion in the billboard case.  “The whole reason that the plaintiffs were unable to show any correlation 
through Dr. Blanche was the fact that we had you ready, willing and able to explode his theory and that he, confronted 
with your presence, was too scared to open his mouth.  It is for that reason that I attribute our victory to you.” 
 
July 20, 1978 – letter to ZWB from Dennis P. Casey [Law Offices of Long, Laws, Hughes & Bahen, Salisbury, Maryland], 
accompanying enclosed copy of the opinion (pages 1-22).  “You will note … that the case was resolved in our favor.  
Although you did not testify in the matter, it is my belief that your presence at the trial neutralized any evidence which the 
billboard companies might otherwise have offered in your absence.  Both Ed Hammond and I agree that your participation 
was a crucial factor in the success of the case.” 
 
Box 6, File 5  Case Files Billboard Case, Worcester County, MD 1976 

Transcript of direct examination of Blanche – photocopy, ca. 207 pages. 
 
 
Box 6, File 6  Case Files Billboard Case, Worcester County, MD 1976 
 

New York State Thruway Authority, “Relationship between Accidents and the Presence of Advertising Devices,” prepared 
by Daniel W. Greenbaum, Madigan-Hyland, February 19, 1963 (4 pages + cover).   
 
ZWB’s handwritten notes (one page) attached to Respondent’s Exhibit No. 4 (6 pages, with ZWB’s handwritten notes). 
 
Respondent’s exhibit (no number) – 9 pages, some duplicates from earlier, but with new data. 
 
Court record of direct examination of ZWB, April 6, 1966, in Washington State (250 pages). 
 
Box 6, File 7  Case Files Billboard Case, Worcester County, MD 1976 

General highway map of Worcester County – roads correct to January 1, 1972. 
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Box 6, File 8  Case Files Billboard Case, Worcester County, MD 1976 

[Not in chronological order.] 
 

Correspondence regarding the Worcester County case: 
  
June 11, 1976 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Edward H. Hammond, Jr. 
 
June 25, 1976 – letter to ZWB from Hammond (2 pages), laying out plans for ZWB’s testimony and time in court in Ocean 
City (ca. July 25 – July 29), and accompanying enclosures: 

Transcript of testimony of Dr. Blanche in Markham case, 
ZWB’s testimony in Markham case, 
Copy of the Bill of Complaint filed by Rollins in the Worcester case, 
Copy of pertinent portions of the Worcester County zoning ordinance, 
Copies of “stipulation exhibits with regard to the billboards in question…”. 
 

July 7, 1976 – letter to ZWB from Dennis P. Casey, accompanying Dr. Blanche’s deposition, and asking ZWB to restate 
Blanche’s coefficients of determination “into terms of coefficients of correlation” and subject them to the Fischer’s test at 
the 90, 95 and 99 percent confidence levels.   
 
July 7, 1976 – letter to ZWB from Hammond re travel plans for July July 25 – July 30. 
 
July 16, 1976 – short letter to ZWB from Hammond accompanying clippings (not in file).  
 
July 26, 1976 – ZWB’s handwritten notes, in court.  (6 pages) 
 
July 19, 1976 – letter to ZWB from Hammond re plans for meeting ZWB at Salisbury and giving physical description of 
Casey and of himself.   Attached to letter below. 
 
July 14, 1976 – letter to ZWB from Hammond re planning for ZWB’s arrival on July 24. 
 
July 16, 1976 – carbon of ZWB’s letter to Casey giving the conversion requested in letter of July 7 and discussing 
Blanche’s use of statistical processes. 
 
August 2, 1976 – copy of letter from Casey to George M. Mack, Esquire, 1818 IBM Building, Seattle.  Confirms ZWB’s 
appearance at the trial and states, “My co-counsel and I were highly impressed with Dr. Birnbaum as a statistician and 
most especially as a person.”  Thanks Mack for help in the case and asks him to forward a bill for services rendered.  “His 
[ZWB’s] presence insured us of a complete victory on the traffic safety issue.  Dr. Blanche did not even attempt to testify 
concerning his previous studies on Garden State Parkway, Florida and New York due to the presence of Dr. Birnbaum.  
He did attempt to testify concerning a ‘study’ he had performed on the billboards in this county but the trial judge ruled that 
same were not probative and were in fact worthless.  Consequently, the trial judge did not wish to hear Dr. Birnbaum as 
there was no competent testimony to rebut.” 
 
August 2, 1976 – warm letter of thanks to ZWB from Dennis Casey. 
 
August 9, 1976 – warm handwritten letter to Casey.  “It would have been even more fun if there had been a real contest, 
not just proverbial being ‘loaded for bear’ and shooting at a rabbit.” 
 
May 7, 1976 – letter to ZWB from George M. Mack of Robert, Shefelman, Lawrence, Gay & Moch, 1818 IBM Building, 
Seattle.  The letter follows up on a conversation re ZWB being a witness in the Maryland billboard case.  A letter, dated 
May 3, 1976, from Dennis Casey to Mack, inquiring about availability and fees of ZWB, is attached. 
 
May 24, 1976 – copy of letter to Mack from Casey, attached to letter from Mack to ZWB. 
 
May 17, 1976 – carbon of Mack’s letter to Casey detailing ZWB’s fees and work required or already done for the Markham 
case. 
 
June 3, 1976 – copy of letter from Hammond to Mack re scheduling of ZWB’s testimony. 
 
Box 6, File 9  Case Files  Loyalty Oath Case  1962-1967 
 
Transcript of Record, Supreme Court of the U.S., October Term 1963, No. 220.  Lawrence Baggett, et al., appellants, vs. 

Dorothy Bullitt, et al.  ZWB deposition, July 5, 1962, appears on pages 45 – 82.  ZWB has penciled in                                         
corrections.  The Allendoerfer memo (dittoed), dated June 14, 1962, is introduced and quoted and is Exhibit No. 10 (p. 
296).   

 
Box 6, File 10 Case Files  Loyalty Oath Case  1962-1967 
 

Newspaper clipping – no date visible – “60 at U Challenge Loyalty Oath” by William W. Prochnau, dateline March 24.  
Cited professors:  ZWB, Mel Rader, Costigan, and Rhoads Murphey.  
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Oath Case Report – The Next Step – 3 pages, mimeo, including tentative timetable (Oct. 14, 1963 – March 1964). 
 
Report on the Oath Case – purple dittoed, 2 pages – from Arval Morris, Ken MacDonald, Of Counsel: Byron Coney. 
 
Questions Presented in Notice of Appeal – 9 mimeo pages. 
 
U.S. District Court, Western District of Washington, Northern Division. 
Baggett et al. Vs. Bullitt et al.  Opinion dated February I, 1963 – 22 pages +4 pages of footnotes. 
 
May 28, 1962 – dittoed note to deans, directors, and chairman from F. P. Thieme, Provost, asking that each member of 
staff receive copy of attached letter. 
 
May 28, 1962 – letter to all members of the University Staff from the Office of the UW President re Loyalty Oath – very 
detailed. 
 
June 7, 1962 – letter from Byron Coney to all concerned, accompanying a copy of the complaint filed in the federal court 
on June 6, 1972.   Attached: 
 Complaint No. 5598 – 13 pages 
 
Undated Telegram draft from ZWB, in Stockholm, to Arval Morris: “TRANSCRIPT NOT RECEIVED BIRNBAUM.”  
 
Box 6, File 11 Case Files Loyalty Oath Case  1962-1967 

[Not in chrono order] 
 

July 14, 196?2 – clipping from Post Intelligencer, “Dismissal of UW Oath Suit Is Denied.”  
 
May 28, 1962 – another copy of letter to all members of the University Staff from the Office of the UW President re Loyalty 
Oath – very detailed. 
 
July 5, 1962 – ZWB’s handwritten notes, Deposition in Ken McDonald’s office, 2-4:30 PM. 
 
July 9, 1962 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Arval Morris re itinerary for next two months. 
 
June 14, 1962 – purple dittoed memo to all faculty, grad assistants and staff from Carl Allendoerfer:  
 “The loyalty oath forms which must be signed according to state law are now available in Physics 245.  
According to regulations from the President’s Office, these are to be signed and witnessed by a notary before October 1.  
A list of campus notaries whose services are free is available in our office.  Please return the signed forms to the 
department office at your convenience.” 
 
Notes handed to Arval Morris before deposition on July 5, 1962 – handwritten, 2 pages. 
 
June 4, 1962 – 2-page memo to UW deans, directors and chairmen from Provost Thieme re statutory statement and oath 
for faculty and staff and 1-page oath form.  2 copies of each. 
 
June 26, 1962 – memo from UW President Charles Odegaard to deans, directors and chairmen, stating that a restraining 
order has been issued and asking that the addressees withhold any further action to comply with the procedures set forth 
in the Provost’s letter of June 4, 1962, calling for execution of the oath.  
  
May 28, 1962 – another copy of letter to all members of the University Staff from the Office of the UW President re Loyalty 
Oath – very detailed. 
 
No date – mailed through campus mail to members of the faculty and staff, from the AAUP, UW chapter.  “… A group of 
faculty and staff members is planning to institute a suit to determine the constitutionality of the statute requiring the oath 
….funds must be raised  … The undersigned members of the AAUP Oath Fund Committee are soliciting contributions …”  
Signed by AAUP Oath Fund Committee – Stull Holt, Herschel Roman, Hans Neurath, Carl Allendoerfer, Chairman.  
 
Box 6, File 12 Case Files  Loyalty Oath Case  1962-1967 

[Not in chrono order] 
 

June 28, 1962 – slip of paper with ZWB’s handwritten notes.  
 
June 27, 1962 - dittoed note to Math Dept. personnel from Carl Allendoerfer, informing them of the restraining order and 
stating that his office will not distribute Oath forms until further notice.   
 
June 7, 1962 – Report to all voting members of the UW faculty from the Executive Committee of the UW chapter of the 
AAUP.  Gives results of recent questionnaire. 
 
June 7, 1962 – ZWB’s handwritten notes – 2 pages clipped together. 
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May 29, 1962 – Memo to UW faculty and staff from John M. Maki, President, UW chapter, AAUP.   
 
June 1, 1962 – mimeo message to Math Dept. faculty and grad students re modification of the loyalty oath for non-
citizens. 
 
May 31, 1962 – carbon of ZWB’s letter to Byron Coney asking Coney to represent him in the legal action opposing the 
Loyalty Oath. (2 copies) 
 
May 1, 1962 – Memo to members of UW chapter of AAUP from John M. Maki, chapter president. 4 pages, including a 
letter from Abe Keller to Arval Morris and Arval Morris’ 3 page response. 
 
April 20, 1962 – Memo to members of the UW chapter of AAUP from Maki.  Some penciled notes by ZWB on back. 
Attachments include relevant RCW portions, an information form (for potential plaintiffs, I gather), and info from the appeal 
brief submitted in the Nostrand-Savelle case. 
 
April 30, 1962 – memo to members of the UW chapter of the AAUP and interested faculty from the AAUP executive 
committee. “… the local chapter has gone on record in support of further efforts to test the constitutionality of the statutes 
which require the disclaimer.  An exchange of information is being maintained with the administrative offices of the 
University.  The chapter will continue to inform the faculty ….”  8 pages of background info are attached.   
 
Box 6, File 13 Case Files Loyalty Oath Case (Clippings) 1962-1967 
 
The Seattle Daily Times, Monday, June 1, 1964, Late Home Edition.  Front page, banner headline: “U. S. Supreme Court 

Decision: State Loyalty Oath Struck Down.”   
 
The University of Washington Daily, Tuesday, June 2, 1964.  Front page, banner headline: “Oath Law Overruled.” 

 
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Tuesday, June 2, 1964, Red Line edition.  Front page, banner headline: “U.S. Supreme Court 

Bans Loyalty Oaths at U.W.”   
 
Box 6, File 14 Case Files  Loyalty Oath Case  1962-1967 

[Not in chrono order.] 
 

July 10, 1964 – Memo to deans, directors and chairmen from F.P. Thieme, VP, Office of the President, UW.  Transmits 
information from Attorney General John J. O’Connell – the Supreme Court decision that the oath requirements are 
“unconstitutionally vague and therefore unenforceable. … loyalty oaths … may no longer be required as a condition of 
employment by the State of Washington ….”  (2 copies of this memo are in File 14.) 
 
June 1, 1964 – Opinion of the Supreme Court, delivered by Justice White (11 pages, including footnotes; dissenting 
opinion by Clark, joined by Harlan (3 pages). 
 
October 1963 – Motion to Advance Case, submitted by Arval A. Morris (3 pages). 
 
January 1964 - “Report on the Oath Case” by Arval Morris (2 pages).  Report on progress, invitation for appellants to offer 
criticisms and suggestions for brief, estimating schedule of future events, report on costs – “The treasury is broke.  In fact, 
it is pretty far in the RED.”  Requests for further contributions.  Most expense has been for printing. 
 
August 5, 1964 – letter of congratulations from Jack Cluck to Hilda and ZWB. 
 
Announcement of July 2, 1964, Oath Case event at UW’s Architecture Auditorium, 8:00 PM.    
 
Box 6, File 15 Address Books  ca. 1930s – 1960s 
 

Fascinating – potentially very helpful. 
 
A copybook “Adresy”– dates from 1930 on the first page.  Addresses for people in Germany, Poland, Denmark, USA, 
England, USSR, Hungary (1930-31, first three pages).  Several blank pages.  Then 2 pages of lists of people, followed by 
Roman Numerals, sometimes followed by an address.  More addresses (1930-1931) appear on the last two pages.   
 
Tiny address book “Adressen” – includes lots of addresses from Poland and NYC.  Feels like leather-bound. 
 
Clothbound address book – includes many addresses from the first years in NYC, but also far more recent addresses 
from well into life in Seattle, possibly the 1960s.   
 
Address Book – made in the USA – clearly the most recent of these, includes several addresses for Perri Stinson, 
including her work and home addresses in Long Beach and Newport Beach, respectively.  Some addresses have a date 
notation. 
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Box 6, File 16 Appointment Calendar 1980-1981, 1988-1993 
 

8 datebooks - 1980, 1981, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993 
 
Box 6, File 17 Appointment Calendar 1994-2000 
 

7 datebooks – 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000 
 
Box 6, File 18 Financial Documents  1937-1939 
 

Records for six bank accounts in NYC, all closed in 1939 after ZWB settled in Seattle:  
 Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank – 2 passbooks and a carbon of ZWB’s letter closing the account. 
 The Bowery Savings Bank – 2 passbooks and a carbon of ZWB’s letter closing the account. 
 Union Dime Savings Bank – 2 passbooks and a carbon of ZWB’s letter closing the account. 
 Fidelity Union Trust Company – 2 passbooks and a carbon of ZWB’s letter closing the account. 
 Franklin Savings Bank – 2 passbooks and a carbon of ZWB’s letter closing the account. 
 Greenwich Savings Bank– 2 passbooks and a carbon of ZWB’s letter closing the account. 
 
Box 6, File 19 Financial Documents 1937-1940 
 

Misc., including cancelled checks from NYC banks, unused checks for University National Bank (now Wells Fargo), 
carbons of Bank of California withdrawal slips, 1940 income tax return, many papers on which ZWB seems to have kept 
personal financial records in Polish (one dated ?1935 appears to be headed “Anna Nebenzahl”), 1938 income tax return 
for “departing aliens” attached to “Alien Head Tax Receipt” from New York and Cuba Mail Steamship Company (dated 
January 17, 1938), and a receipt from the Republic of Cuba. 
 
Box 6, File 20 Financial Documents 1937-1939 
 

Three examples of elegant bankbooks issued by the banks:  
 Corn Exchange Bank Trust Company – savings passbook in leather wallet. 
 Fidelity Union Trust Company – checkbook with stubs, passbook, and receipts in leather wallet. 
 National City Bank -  checkbook, beautifully bound. 
 
Box 6, File 20 Legal Documents Last Will and Testament 1939 
 

ZWB’s will of October 19, 1939, prepared in Seattle by Robbins & Rickles.  There are some supplementary handwritten 
notes re financial dealings with Henry Urich and Jacob Berger.  In the will Henry Urich is identified as “my friend Henryk 
Urich of Kazimicrzowska 22, Lwow, Poland.  Makes provisions for his parents and sister in Poland.   
 
Box 6, File 22 Identification Documents  ca. 1930s 
 

These are mostly quite fragile. 
 
Journalist’s ID, issued in Kraków, December 15, 1936 – a photo (very serious) is on the first page.   
 
What appears to be a Czech visa and Polish ID card, with photo.  Dates suggest repeated registering 1934-1937. 
 
Record – in small booklet form – with entries – some from 1924 – 1932. 
 
Cuban immigration card, identifying him as a passenger in transit – January 25, 1938. 
 
Alliance Francaise ID – with photo – probably 1961. 
 
Press card – with photo – for Exposition Internationale Paris 1937. 
 
Card in Polish – from 193? (digit obscured by signature).  Polski Związek Kajakowy [Polish canoe club/association?] 

 
ID – with photo – in Polish - dates 1933-1936.  Polski Związek Narciaeaki, Legitymacja. [Polish ski club/association ID?] 

 
Polski Zwiazek Kajakowy – with photo – issued June 9, 1934. Shows dates in 1934 and 1935. [See above.] 

 
Box 6, File 23 Identification Documents  1950s-1990s 
 

One passport photo 
 
8 U.S. Passports – issued 1954, 1958, 1962, 1971, 1976, 1982, 1987, 1994 
 
Sometimes he’s 5’3” sometimes 5’4”, sometimes 5’5”.  
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Box 6, File 24 Academic Records Göttingen Transcript 1929 
 

Fragile – probably water-damaged – “Anmeldungsbuch” lists courses attended; signatures of professors. 
 
Box 6, File 25 Subject Series 80

th
 Birthday  1983 

 

Birthday card signed by many people, including Dick, Ann, Larry Clifton and many mathematicians.  
 
September 22, 1983 - Letter from Edwin Hewitt to Hilde thanking her for the invitation to the celebration and explaining 
that he is teaching in Alaska – on University of Alaska letterhead. 
 
Agenda for Pacific Northwest Statisticians Meeting, scheduled for November 11, 1983, with particular focus on celebrat ing 
ZWB.  Attached is a quiz about ZWB.  Answers are not provided.  
 
Box 6, File 26 Subject Series 95

th
 Birthday 1998 

 

October 20, 1998 – Ginger Warfield’s newsletter, giving description of 95
th
 birthday celebration and ZWB’s performance 

there. 
 
Mathematics: Newsletter of the Department of Mathematics at the University of Washington, Autumn 1998, Vol. 7 – 

description of celebration, with a photo of ZWB. 
 
ZWB’s handwritten notes toward his comments. 
 
Announcement of special tea in honor of ZWB to be held Oct. 19, 1998, in the math lounge. 
 
October 13, 1998 – letter to ZWB from Ernest [Ernie] M. Scheuer, congratulating ZWB, sending good wishes and 
expressing gratitude for ZWB’s academic guidance and his friendship. 
 
Box 6, File 27 Subject Series  Faculty Position Appointments 1940-1973 
 

Includes information on salaries. 
 
Box 6, File 28 Subject Series Panem & Circenses 1999 
 

May 13, 1999 – letter from Fritz Scholz at Boeing, explaining that he had so liked the Göttingen anecdote ZWB told at the 
95

th
 birthday celebration that he wrote it down and sent it to “a few friends and some others.”  In particular, a friend in 

Göttingen liked it so much he decided to include it in “Panem & Circenses.”  
 
Panem & Circenses: Mitteilungsblatt des Fördervereins für Mathematische Statistik und Versicherungsmathematik, Nr. 

11, Göttingen.  The anecdote – entirely in English - appears on pages 14-15.   
 
Box 6, File 29 Subject Series  PKO (Pekao) 1957-1962 
 

Correspondence with P.K.O. Trading Corporation regarding sending food and other articles to persons in Poland.   
Receipts for items sent to Alina Manelska, Wrocław, Łukasińskiego 17 m.4.  
  
One receipt signed by Ala has a note from her.  
 
There are two Pekao Trading Co. brochures describing available selections and prices. One is dated 1957, the other is 
dated 1962. 
 

Box 7 
 

[This is a small box.] 
 
Box 7, File 1   Subject Series Retirement, Misc.  1974 
 

July 22, 1974 – letter from UW Faculty Club to ZWB, presenting him with “Life Honorary Membership” card, which is 
permanent and need not be renewed. 
 
July 1, 1974 – letter from Ron Pyke to ZWB and Hilde, accompanying a check “representing the balance of a token gift to 
you both on the occasion of Bill’s retirement.  I trust you will realize the non-measurable amount of respect and good 
wishes it represents.”  Also enclosed were other items from the retirement banquet.  Attached is a note identifying slides 
(presumably now in the photo collection) - # 35-36 – from the banquet. 
 
Undated - probably early July 1974 – ZWB’s handwritten notes toward thanking organizers of banquet and possibly some 
of those who were present.  These notes include a list of names, probably of some of the people present. 
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Certificate from John R. Hogness, UW President, expressing esteem and gratitude to ZWB for his work on behalf of the 
UW and Washington State1939-1974. 
 
One sheet of paper: “Removed 2 oversize retirement cards.” 
 
June 27, 1974 – Certificate from UW.  Regents of UW have admitted Zygmunt William Birnbaum to the degree of 
Mathematicorum Doctor.  Signed by Solomon Katz, VP, Robert M. Blumenthal, Math Dept. chair, and Ronald Geballe, 

Dean. 
 
Box 7, File 2  Subject Series Retirement  1974 
 

2 oversize cards each signed by many people. 
 
Box 7, File 3  Subject Series Travel Documents 1937 
 

May 11, 1937 – duplicate of a check (original unpaid) to Zygmunt Wilhelm Birnbaum by Thomas Cook of New York.  This 
is in an envelope mailed from Paris and addressed to ZWB c/o the Cunard White Star Line in New York. 
 
Post card of the Cunard White Star’s “Georgic.” 
 
Post card of the steamships of the New York and Cuba Mail line – This is not from 1937, but from ZWB’s later trip to 
Cuba. 
 

Passenger list and general information for the R.M.S.  “Georgic” westbound sailing, leaving Havre May 28, 1937, leaving 
Southampton Saturday, May 29, 1937.  Cover is a representation of the Atlantic Ocean, and there is what might be a pen-
&-ink and watercolor picture of the “Georgic.” 
 
May 31, 1937 – Menu (in French and English) for “‘Get Together’ Dinner” on the M.V.Georgic.  Interesting illustration on 
front cover. 
 
Guide to sights of Paris, 1936 – in French – on back cover there is an announcement “Mai-Novembre 1937, Exposition 
Internationale de Paris, Arts & Techniques Dans La Vie Moderne.” 
 
Clipped together: 

May 1, 1937 – handwritten, in Polish, receipt? From Polski Lloyd. 
 

Exposition Internationale, Paris 1937, Carte de Légitimation, which (for 20  
francs) granted 50% reduced fares on the French railways. 
 
Envelope addressed by Polski Lloyd to Fuller Freres & Cie in Paris.  
 
Receipt, in Polish, for Birnbaum from Polski Lloyd.  
 

Box 7, File 4  Subject Series Typewriter Test N.D. 
 

The typewriter test is ZWB being whimsical. There is a penciled date “1952” which may or may not be relevant.  
Presumably it was written after the typewriter had been subject to some trauma (dropping? falling?) and ZWB was 
checking on its wellbeing.  This could have been a portable typewriter which ZWB used for many years. 
 
Box 7, File 5 Subject Series Universal Life Church Ministry, Wedding Materials 1974-1989 

[Contains material from 1974-1979.] 
 

Card certifying ZWB’s “credentials of ministry.” 
 
June 1974 – information from Universal Life Church, Modesto, CA, congratulations to the recipient on becoming a ULC 
minister, copy of the ULC newsletter of Fall 1973. 
 
Invitation to wedding of Anne York and Harvey Friedman, July 14, 1974. 
 
Copy of Anne and Harvey’s marriage certificate from Washington State, DSHS, dated July 14, 1974, certificate completed 
by ZWB and signed by him as Officiant. 
 
On 3 index cards, ZWB’s prepared remarks for Anne and Harvey’s marriage ceremony, describing (without identifying 
them) his and Hilde’s adventure at Indian Henry’s Hunting Ground.  Nice, in part, for ZWB’s definition of important 
ingredients in making decision to marry. 
 
Anne and Harvey’s marriage license from King County, dated June 24, 1974. 
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November 6, 1974 – carbon of ZWB’s letter to Universal Life Church, stating that he would like to ordain Francine Denise 
Berman as a minister of the ULC. 
 
Clipped together, material for the marriage of Thomas Eugene Dailey and Apple Heather Dailey (nee Marianne Heather 
Sears), April 1, 1978. 
 
December 1, 1978 – note to ZWB and Hilde from Peter and Judy Melvoin.  
 
Clipped together, material for the marriage of Peter Melvoin and Judy Marcoux.  The wedding was performed at Franz 
Pfister’s home (“Walhalla”) in Duvall, November 24, 1976.  ZWB’s remarks – on two sides of a large index card – seem to 
reflect his own views and bear reading. 
 
August 26, 1979 – date on a set of 7 cards (clipped together) with drafted and re-written notes for ZWB’s statements at 
the marriage of Margie and Bruce Katter. 
 
August 14, 1979 – handwritten note from Margie to ZWB expressing appreciation for his officiating at the marriage, giving 
details re location and time. 
 
Clipped together, material re marriage of Margaret Ann Radakovich [Margie] and Lincoln Bruce Katter.  This includes a 
copy of the information mailed to the Washington State DSHS.  (Lincoln Bruce Katter was born in 1934 in Illinois.  
Margaret Ann Radakovich was born in Redmond, California, March 30, 1940.  Her maiden name was Castro.  Her father’s 
name was Clarence Charles Castro, her mother’s maiden name was Elaine Bullock.  Beverly Gayton was one of the 
witnesses.) 
 
Box 7, File 6 Subject Series Universal Life Church Ministry, Wedding Materials 1974-1989 

[Contains material from 1980-1992, not in chrono order.] 
 

August 23, 1980, marriage of Jane Cameron and Charles Gomer Thomas, in Bellevue.  Several items clipped together, 
including ZWB’s draft of his remarks on two large index cards (front and back). 
 
July – August, 1981 – clipped together material for marriage of Solmon Rubinstein and Paula Sue Workman. 
 
July 23, 1983 – marriage of Kenneth Loren Sjong and Margaret Mary Elizabeth Cameron.  Material clipped together, 
including five 3X5 cards with ZWB’s remarks. 
 
December 9, 1983 – marriage of David L. Zank and Pamela LaBorde.  Materials clipped together.  
 
November 8, 1986 – marriage of Nurith Benitez (nee Eston) and Joseph Raoul St. Pierre, MD.  Materials, including ZWB’s 
remarks, clipped together. 
 
July 30, 1988 – marriage of Gary Rodney Gray and Laura Beth Wishik.  Materials, including ZWB’s notes and script 
apparently from the couple, clipped together. 
 
April 4, 1987 – marriage of Joseph James Farrell and Linda Margaret Scanlon.   Materials clipped together. 
 
September 5, 1992 – marriage of Richard Tripp and Eileen Marie Gallagher.  Materials clipped together, including notes 
on ZWB’s remarks (held together with a key ring). 
 
February 17, 1989 – marriage of John Armand Tobola and Mary Cynthia Benowski.  Materials, including ZWB’s notes, 
clipped together. 
 
August 22, 1980 – marriage of Robert Allen Goff and Eleanor Littman.  Clipped to the certificate of marriage is an 
announcement from this couple, notes regarding the wedding and those present, and also a copy of the license for Gomer 
Thomas and Jane Cameron.   
 
Box 7, File 7 Subject Series  Washington Committee on Academic Freedom 1947-1948 

(opposition to Canwell Committee)  
 

[This organization is sometimes called the Washington Committee for Academic Freedom and sometimes …on 
Academic Freedom.] 
 

August 1948 (date handwritten by HMB) – Washington Committee on Academic Freedom – outline of research project – 
fuzzy carbon, 3 pages, mentions names, gives substance for specific areas of research. 
 
Sept. 1,  1948 (date handwritten by HMB) – Washington Committee on Academic Freedom – outline of research project – 
fuzzy carbon, 3 pages, mentions some names, gives substance for specific areas of research, appears to be updated 
version of August 1948  document. 
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No date - Washington Committee for Academic Freedom – mention of minutes of meeting of August 9.  Among other 
topics, discussion of Ted Astley’s discharge. 
 
August 5, 1948 – Washington Committee on Academic Freedom, 2634 Franklin Ave, Seattle – detailed announcement of 
meeting August 9.  Mention of Edward Henry.  Announcement signed by Frances Herring, Executive Secretary.  
 
Reprint from American Association of University Professors BULLETIN, Spring, 1948, Vol. 34, No. 1, pp. 119-132.  6 legal 
length pages, apparently copied and provided by the Washington Committee for Academic Freedom.  
 
No date – 3 legal length pages, mimeo, from the Washington Committee for Academic Freedom.  This is a list of Canwell 
Committee members, Canwell Committee investigators, and “friendly” committee witnesses who appeared at the 
hearings. The Committee for Academic Freedom is trying to gain information regarding the persons listed.  Details, where 
available, are given. 
 
Box 7, File 8 Subject Series  Washington Committee on Academic Freedom 1947-1948 

(opposition to Canwell Committee),  
 

June 25, 1948 – 2-page mimeo letter/announcement by Alfred E. Young, Jr., Chair, Students’ Subcommittee, Washington 
Committee for Academic Freedom.  Lists names of professors who have been subpoenaed to appear at public hearings 
of the Canwell Committee. 
 
July 15, 1948 – 1-page mimeo detailed letter/announcement from Paul Kirk, Chairman, Civil Liberties Council of 
Washington.  Announces Freedom Forum to take place July 19 at the Moore Theatre, speakers will include Clifford J. 
Durr, Max Savelle, and Josiah Bartlett. 
 
No date, mimeo letter (2 pages) from Washington Committee for Academic Freedom, seeking support.  The names of the 
“Committee on Organization” are listed – ca. 42.  It is attached to a resolution (1 legal-length page) addressed to the UW 
President (Raymond B. Allen) and the UW Board of Regents and a membership form for joining the WCAF and donating.  
 
Brochure of the Washington Committee for Academic Freedom.  Professional-looking.  Includes a partial list of sponsors 
of the WCAF. 
 
“Methodists Protest Procedure of Committee” – reprint of article on action taken at conference June 8 – 13, 1948. 
 
January 11, 1949 – handwritten notes by ZWB 
January 19, 1949 – handwritten notes by ZWB. 
January 25, 1949 – handwritten notes by ZWB. 
 These three pages all seem to relate to Math Dept. personnel evaluation. 
[They do not seem relevant to the subject of this file.] 
 

Rec’d July 14, 1948 - mimeo letter from UW faculty members soliciting funds for retention of legal counsel to represent 
those subpoenaed by Canwell Committee and “who are willing to honor any legal summons.”  Signed by ca. 16 faculty 
members. 
 
No date – mimeo, “Civil Liberties at the University of Washington:  A Statement of Principles.”  This is a one-page 
statement signed by ca. 13 faculty members. 
 
June 17, 1948 – Office of the President.  “This interesting statement is respectfully referred for your information relative to 
the recent statement of principles on civil liberties.  Further comment will be welcome.  Raymond B. Allen, President.”  
This cover statement is attached to a three-page letter to Allen from George Lundberg, Sociology.  
 
February 21, 1949 - date on which ZWB submitted suggested changes by phone.  “An open letter to President Raymond 
B. Allen and the Board of Regents of the University of Washington.”  One-page letter, evidently a draft, with red pencil 
suggested changes by ZWB. Letter is from members of the UW faculty who object to the dismissal of colleagues and the 
placing of others on probation because of their present, past or close affiliation with the Communist Party.  Detailed letter  
giving signers’ rationale.  
 
February 1949 – AAUP Chapter Bulletin, UW.  4 pages.  Gives a summary of the facts of the tenure cases to date (1948-
1949): Joseph Butterworth, Jr. (English), E. Harold Eby (English), Garland Ethel (English), Ralph Gundlach (Psychology), 
Melville Jacobs (Anthropology), Herbert J. Phillips (Philosophy).  Each had been a member of the faculty for 19 years or 
more and had been tenured.  The names of the members of the tenure committee are given, as are the names of the 
members of the Board of Regents.  The recommendations resulting from the tenure committee investigation are given, as 
are the Regents’ subsequent actions. 
 
March 1, 1949 – carbon of letter from Harold G. Tipton, Seattle-King County chapter of Americans for Democratic Action, 
to Eleanor Roosevelt, responding to and taking issue with her stance in her “My Day” column in which she supported 
dismissal of UW faculty who were members of the Communist Party.   
 
Box 7, File 9  Agendas U.W. Faculty Senate -1967 
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This file consists of the 10-page agenda for the UW Senate meeting of Thursday, May 25, 1967.  Most of the last 6 pages 
are devoted to Agenda item 16, Proposal to Amend Faculty Code: Requirements for Appointment to Rank of Professor.  
ZWB’s penciled notes appear throughout. 
 
Box 7, File 10  Report  U.W. Committee on Departmental Democracy  n.d. 

2 one-page carbons (one clearly an earlier draft) of “Report of Committee on Departmental Democracy.”  
 
Box 7, File 11 Awards Wilks Award Medal 1985 
 

This file contains the medal, in the box in which it was mailed to ZWB by the American Statistical Association.  The box is 
stamped rec’d July 30, 1985.  The Fedex receipt is inside the box.  
 
Box 7, File 12 Announcements 1950 

 
Announcement of “Technical Lecture” to be given at 1000 on 25 May 1950 in the Pasadena Annex of NOTS on the 
“Effects of Statistical Selection” by ZWB.  There is a lengthy bio of ZWB, interesting in its telescoping and slight slanting of 
his history.  [Might be considered along with the Naval Ordnance Test Station correspondence, Box 4, Files 37-39.] 

 
Box 7, File 13 Certificates  Miscellaneous 1921-1942, 1976 
 

May 31, 1911, Lwów.  Świadectwo urodzenia. – Geburtsschein.   In addition to being a birth certificate, in Polish and 
German, this is described as “Urząd metrykalny izraelicki – Israelitische Matrikenführung,” which may be ?certification of 
registration as Jewish.  It gives information regarding Izak, Lina, Samuel Nebenzahl, and others officiating at his birth and 
?circumcision; these details are in Polish but could be figured out with a dictionary.  Special Collections has inserted a 
pink slip marked “Preservation.”  The certificate is in fragile condition and appears to have been folded, unfolded and 
repaired with ?Scotch tape.  [Perhaps it was in the locked box that was stolen from the Birnbaum home and later found in 
a nearby swamp, with documents water-damaged.] 
 

May 13, 1942 – diploma certifying that ZWB has been elected a member of the UW chapter of the Society of Sigma Xi.  
The Society is devoted to the promotion of research in science. 
 
April 15, 1976 – Newport Way Library Association certificate given to ZWB in appreciation of his service and support. 
 
Birnbaum Translation Folder Summary Form 6/11 
Various Certificates 
This is useful for identifying the Polish certificates. 
 

June 7, 1921, Lwów – Gymnasium certificate, in Polish – appears to include reference to time at gymnasium at Vienna.  
This is identified in the Translation Folder Summary Form as “Lycee Maturity Exam Certificate.”  Handwritten.  
 
September 27, 1935 – letter, in Polish, to ZWB in Lwów from the Polish actuarial institute.  Folder Summary Form: “Cert. 
Membership in Actuarial Society.”  Attached is an envelope and the letter below. 
 
May 20, 1937 – signed statement, in French, certifying that ZWB, with a Doctor in science and born in Lwów, October 18, 
1903, is a member of the Polish actuarial institute. 
 
July 15, 1925 – some sort of certification, in Polish, of ZWB as a lawyer.  Folder Summary Form: “Lawyer Papers.”   
 
June 7, 1921 – in Polish.  This appears to be the formal version of the certificate listed earlier, certifying ZWB’s completion 
of Gymnasium studies and readiness for university.  
 
November 10, 1923 – “Certyfikat przynależności.”  Appears to have been stamped by a consulate in Vienna.  Folder 
Summary Form: “Residency Papers.” 
 
August 3, 1934 – “Poświadczenie obywatelstwa.”  Completed by an official in Lwów.  Folder Summary Form: “Certificate 
of Citizenship.” 
 
October 30, 1929 – in Latin, appears to be certification of receipt of doctoral dissertation.  
 
August 3, 1937 – letter of recommendation, in German, from Professor Dr. Alfred Berger in Vienna.  ZWB worked under 
his direction in the mathematics office from June 1, 1931 until May 1, 1936.  Berger warmly recommends ZWB for every 
kind of actuarial mathematical work. 
 
February 2, 1931 – handwritten letter, in German, from Professor Dr. Edmund Landau, Göttingen, to Herr Dr. 
Rosenwasser in San Francisco.  Writes praise, recommends ZWB as a teacher and researcher, and asks Rosenwasser 
to help ZWB find a mathematics teaching position in America.   
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November 30, 1936 – “Świadectwo” [certificate] – in Polish.  Folder Summary Form: “Recommendation from former 
employer.”  This appears to be written by somebody who worked with ZWB at the “Phönix” in Lwów.  
 
June 10, 1971 – USA Certificate of Naturalization.  ZWB was naturalized in Seattle on August 9, 1943.  This certificate 
may have been issued to replace one presumed lost when the locked metal box was stolen.  There is a photo of ZWB 
attached. 
 
April 39, 1937 – “Legitimation” (credential, identification) – in German, for brother Dr. Siegmund Wilhelm Birnbaum, who 
has belonged to the Lwów chapter of B’nai B’rith since March 7, 1931.  His father and grandfather have also been 
members.  Asks for assistance for brother Dr. Birnbaum abroad.  Photo of ZWB attached (interesting photo – serious, 
good-looking).   
Attached to this are two hand-written documents in Polish. 
 One appears to be another copy of the gymnasium maturation certificate. 
 Perhaps the other is a shorter certification of his readiness for university. 

[It’s unclear why these are attached to the B’nai B’rith paper.] 
 

October 26, 1929 – in Latin, folded – two copies of the announcement of ZWB’s PhD.  One is a recent photocopy, the 
other (clearly folded several times and on good paper) may have been an original. 
 
July 3, 1925 – in Polish, diploma from Jan Kasimier University.  Water-damaged. 
 
June 5, 1931 – in German, report card from Göttingen.  Water-damaged, legible handwritten signatures include von 
Gierke, Bernays, Bernstein. 
 
August ?24/27, 1920 – “Świadectwo urodzenia” in Polish.  Also: “Izraelicki Urząd metrykalny.” 
 
1922-1925 – in Polish, appears to be a listing of courses taken at Jan Casimir University, with grades, names of 
professors, dates.  Fragile condition, appears water-damaged.  Very interesting listing. 
 
June 5, 1931 – letter of recommendation from Prof. Dr. R. Courant of the Mathematical Institute of the University of 
Göttingen.  Letter is typed, signed by hand by Courant.  Praises ZWB on the basis of four semesters’ scient ific work at 
Göttingen, resulting in a series of publications.  In talks given to the Göttingen mathematical society and in seminars, ZWB 
demonstrated excellent talent for teaching.  ZWB deserves support because of his scientific and personal qualities.  
 
February 5, 1931 – letter clipped to the previous letter - letter of recommendation from Prof. Dr. R. Courant of the 
Mathematical Institute of the University of Göttingen.  Letter is typed, signed by hand by Courant.  Slightly abbreviated 
version of the letter of June 5. 
 
June 6, 1935 – statement, in Polish, by Dr. Z Szymański, Ministerstwo Skarbu, Państwowy urząd kontroli ubezpieczeń, do 
Towarzystwa Ubezpieczeń na życie “Feniks” we Lwowie. 
 
Box 7, File 14 Newsletters  Amstat News  1984 
 
This file consists of one item: AMSTAT news (newsletter of the American Statistical Association), September-October 

1994, Number 108 (40 pages).  Front page, left column, top, is article on Wilks Medal being awarded to ZWB.  There is a 
photo of him. 

 
Box 8 

 
 
Box 8, File 1  Photographs  Photocopies of transferred photos 1950 – 1991, n.d. 
 

Budapest Meeting, statisticians, 1973 (#38) and (#39), clipped together. 
 Hilde and ZWB and others in #38.  ZWB with two other men (both look familiar) in #39.  
 
ZWB and Henry Schaerf, pre WWII, Lwów, Poland (#43).  This is the photo of the two looking very young and very geeky. 
 
Stockholm Conference, 1957 - #44, #45.  ZWB in group, first row in both instances.  
 
Session Extraodinaire de l’Institut International de Statistique, Bruxelles, September 3-8, 1958, #50.  ZWB in front row. 
 
ZWB passport photo, 1968, #56. 
 
ZWB, 1990s, occasion unknown, #46-49.  Offhand, I’d guess that these were taken at a birthday party.  ZWB’s 95

th
? 

 
ZWB is second from the right.  Location unknown. 1950, #34.  I think there’s a chance this was taken at IBM. 
 
ZWB and Hilde (?), 1991, #37.  The woman is indeed Hilde.  The photo was taken at the UW, probably by somebody 
working for Development, and appeared in the report listing donors. One should be able to check the date and details. 
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Box 8, File 2  Programs 1947 

 
This file consists of one program – that for the American Mathematical Society meeting at Stanford, April 26, 1947.  Listed 
among those presenting papers, is Professor A. [sic] W. Birnbaum of the UW.  Some notes by ZWB on back. 

 
Box 8, File 3  Clippings 1948-1994 
 

Newspaper clippings, fragile.   
 
No date, “U. Professors on Business Trips East.” Some details about ZWB’s experience and stating that he will be 
seeking new members for the UW’s mathematical statistics faculty.  This was from the P.I. or Times. 
 

June 22, 1948, “Two U.W. Men go to Calif. Meeting.” 
 
February 16, 1958, “Your Neighbor, the Scientist: Burning Curiosity Started Professor,” by E. P. Chalcraft, front page, 
Seattle Post-Intelligencer.  With large photo of ZWB.  This was the first article of a series on men and women of science.  

 
July 19, 1984, “Birnbaum to get major award,” University Week, Vol. 1, #35. 

 
May 20, 1948, “Birnbaum Will Direct New Mathematics Lab,” by Barbara Patton, UW Daily, p. 6. 

 
February 1994, “Streetwise: Lessons of History Yield Gift for the Future” by Kathleen Taylor, Civil Liberties (newsletter of 

ACLU of Washington), p. 2 (Vol. 26, No. 1).  With photo of ZWB (good) and Hilde (not so good). 
 
December 1949, “Mathematicians, Physicists and Chemists Who Discussed IBM Computation Assistance,” photo 
displaying the group in front of “THINK” – ZWB at far left of first row.  IBM World Trade Corp. News, December 1949, p. 6. 
(Vol. 1, No. 2). 
 
Box 8, File 4  Miscellaneous 1939-1950 
 

New York Public Library, George Bruce Branch (518 West 125
th
 St.) card for Dr. Wlilliam Birnbaum.  Expired August 1941.   

 
M.B.L. Club membership card for Dr. W.S. Birnbaum for 1938 – club for scientific members of the Woods Hole 
community. 
 
Mgr. jur. Dr. phil. Zygmunt Wilhelm Birnbaum  - calling card. 
 
1960/1961 – Bibliothéque de l’instiut Henri Poincaré, Carte de lecteur for ZWB. 
 
May 1949 – ink blotter from Lipman & Esfeld, Insurance, with offices in the Smith Tower.  I’m not convinced that this is 
relevant. 
 

November 4, 1950 – University Graduate Faculty Membership list (2 pages).  Interesting, familiar names.  
 
No date – carbon of (?draft of) affidavit speaking to the anti-fascist  political views of relatives of Mr. and Mrs. Otto 
Loeffler. 
 
June 1, 1944 – carbon of statement adopted unanimously by faculty of Dept. of Mathematics – 2 pages – “The 
Mathematics Department and the Three Semester Schedule.” 
 
Box 8, File 5  General Correspondence  Bauer, Lothar 1937-1938   
          Birnbaum, ZW  Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach Subgroup 

 
All but one “per Du” – using 2

nd
 person familiar form. 

All typed. 
All but one in German. 
From Lothar Bauer, in Rio de Janeiro, to Hilde Merzbach, c.o. Etam Ltd., The Hale, Tottenham, London N. 17. 
 
[Etam was a retail clothing company, specializing in women’s lingerie.  It was founded, originally in Germany, by Max 
Lindemann who expanded into the U.K.  Hilde Merzbach Birnbaum worked for the company and was based in London. ] 
 

December 4, 1937 – carbon and original of one-page typed letter, in German, from Bauer, in Rio de Janeiro, to Hilde in 
London.  He was going to thank her for her two letters of November 23 and 26, but he returned to Sao Paolo with a 
severe attack of angina and has had to stay in bed. Discussion of Etam business.  Urges Hilde to not risk giving up her 
right to return to England.  Should she have the chance to become naturalized, she should, in his opinion, take advantage 
of it. There are two copies of this letter. 
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December 8, 1937 – carbon and original of 3-page, very densely typed letter, in German, on very thin airmail paper.  He’s 
working hard, was very happy to get her letters of the 23

rd
, 26

th
, and 30

th
.  Etam gossip, complaints about how Leithner 

has treated him, complaints about the dreadful people in Sao Paolo.  Listing of expenses [– this is for Hilde’s information, I 
believe, since she is contemplating working there].  He is not optimistic about her getting a visa, in part, because she is a 
woman.  Assuming she is able to come, he urges her to think in terms of “a couple of amusing and interesting years… 
and earning money, but nothing more.”  Bauer knows that Lindemann seems certain that Hilde is coming to Brazil.  Says 
he liked getting her picture.  He’s pained by not knowing what will become of him in the next couple of months – 32 years 
old, not having saved a penny, working long hours, with 20 minutes off at midday and not knowing if he’ll be fired … 
However, the view from his balcony, of the lights of the bay of Copacabana or the morning sight of the Corcovado peak in 
the fog, is very beautiful .. . 
 [He seems to be sending one copy of the letter to her at Etam, the other perhaps to her home address.] 
 

December 17, 1937 – carbon of 2-page typed letter, in German, to Bauer from Hilde, c/o Etam Ltd., The Hale Tottenham, 
London N17.  Thanks him warmly for his letter of December 8

th
.  Lots of discussion of strategizing and of her way of 

playing her part, using her power.  “… I somehow have the impression that I am a piece/figure in a calculated game that is 
a parallelogram of powers/forces: You, St. [I believe that’s Steger], L. [ Leithner? Lindemann?] ..am supposed to play a 

certain role.  It would naturally be not at all comfortable if it wasn’t also interesting, and it is interesting to me to see how a 
man of L.’s cleverness handles such a matter and organizes it.  I’m sorry that he was not nice to you ….    In any case I 
am clear that a girl of my age should not enter into an adventure but should think about how to consolidate her 
existence….  My mother, who is with me at the moment, would prefer that I either go to the States or marry here.  She 
would like it best if I were to marry in the States….. however … ‘ripeness is everything’  and for the moment the instinct for 
adventure has not left me. …”  
 [This is very well typed.  Hilde maintained that she could not and would not type, so it’s possible that someone 
else typed the letter, but it seems unlikely given the confiding and confidential nature of the contents.] 

 
December 16, [1937, presumably] – very short typed note from Bauer.  He’d expected to hear from Hilde.  He’s heard 

from “L” something with respect to the foreign minister that might relate to Hilde.  
 

Pink slip marked “Preservation, Fragile Paper.” 
 
December 23? [the second digit is unreadable], 1937 – densely typed, letter from Bauer, in German, on two pages and 
the back of the second, all on extremely thin, fragile and damaged airmail paper.  He received her letter of the 17

th
.  Writes 

about Lindemann, Leithner.  Extensive comments on Leithner’s character, ?Austrian charm, shortcomings.  Speculations 
re Hilde’s role in the Sao Paolo operation. “Obviously, your mother is, as always, a sensible woman, but I can well 
imagine that you are very tempted to come here.  But I believe you need not fear that you would not be able to 
consolidate yourself here.  One certainly would not want to remain here forever; I think only five to six years, otherwise 
one would probably become as crazy as all the people here.  Marx, as a capitalist and Argentinian, has already obtained 
his visa.  I am somewhat more optimistic, but only by 5%, that there will be a certain change in the immigrat ion policy in 
one to two months and then it would be possible for you to get your visa.  Because of the climate, you should certainly not 
come before April although at the moment it is pronouncedly cold.” [-very rough translation]    Writes disparagingly of the 

“ICA.”  Writes optimistically about “this country” which may be one of the northern states of Brazil or all of Brazil [I can’t tell 
which], adding that if he had the money he would buy a farm, travel to the interior and not care about the rest of the world. 
 
Janaury 29, 1938 – [clipped to the letter above] one-page letter from Bauer.  Hasn’t heard from her.  Sends birthday 
wishes.  Says he feels closely tied to her now and always, despite the distance between them.  He hasn’t heard anything 
further from Leithner about her trip.  Steger sends greetings.  Reference to … an English machine, a shipment of 
machines … Lindemann… 
 
January 29, 1938 – (original and carbon) – letter from Bauer to Hilde (one page).  He hasn’t heard from her since her 
letter of December 17

th
 which he answered on the 21

st
.  He’s curious about how she is proceeding and about her plans.  

Today he got a letter from Baron Leithner in which he writes that he is ready to work on getting Hilde an entry visa.  
Discussion of difficulty and expected changes regarding entry permits.  Discussion of business development, machines 
that will be ordered, Lothar’s belief that Hilde is informed about all this.  P.S. “Perhaps at New Year’s you remembered 
that it is exactly 10 years since we spent our first New Year’s with Baer and later with Kurt Kahn.” [rough translation] 

 
January 14, 1938 – carbon of a business letter, in English, from Bauer to Hilde, regarding the impossibility of Mr. Claus 
Pommeranzenbaum getting a Brazilian immigration visa.   
 
March 5, 1938 – carbon of densely typed 1½ page letter from Bauer to Hilde. She is the most intelligent girl that he knows. 
She is the only “bridge” to Leithner, they have no idea if he is coming, etc.  She is really the only creature who has written 
to them sensibly and pertinently….in spite of her qualities in financial affairs like Bradeco, a woman cannot get ahead 
there [in Brazil]…uncertainty re relative positions of Steger, Bauer, Hilde … Etam machines have been ordered [from?] 
Saupe in Germany … Marx is coming this week about the shop … does Leithner currently have the money to pay for 
this?... question if Leitner’s secretary is thinking of getting Hilde’s post … He congratulates Hilde on her intention to marry 
and wishes her luck.  He’s got a similar intention – with Lisa Pfefferkorn, which should not surprise Hilde.  Ca. April 7

th
 he’ll 

be in London for four-five weeks.  Everything happened so quickly that he could not write to her earlier.  He and Steger 
want to found and administer their own firm, in a smaller style than Bradeco wanted… they have various people with 
money there … details of negotiations underway… opening March 15

th
 ….  Apparently Hilde, who is toying with the idea of 
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a coffee house in England, needs Brazilian connections. Bauer tells her of his good connections and offers his assistance, 
arguing that he is a better contact with the government offices than Leithner. 
 
March 11, 1938 – carbon of letter from Hilde to Bauer.  Say she was not as surprised as he may have assumed by the 
two sensational pieces of news: his upcoming marriage and the founding of his business.   Hilde explains how she had 
learned about Bauer’s impending marriage through her [Hilde’s] future husband.  Her future husband is a physician, Dr. 
Ernst Sommer.  Lots of discussion of maneuvering within the business.  She and Sommer are planning on marrying on 
May 19th … her parents would like her to marry earlier since they fear they will no longer have passports then and, hence, 
couldn’t come to the wedding, but she doesn’t think that’s important and she doesn’t like the idea because they would not 
yet have a home …   She is interested in the coffee houses because she is of the opinion that a lot of potential coffee-
drinkers are running around in England and that to go into this business would be remunerative.  She’d prefer to go into 
business with a German, such as Bauer, rather than with an Austrian, such as Leithner.  
[ Darn.  ZWB missed the opportunity to get into the coffee business with Bloch; HMB neglected to get a coffee house in 
England… we coulda been Starbucks…] 

 
June 2, 1938 – carbon of letter from Hilde, in Positano, to Bauer.  She received his letter when she was in Rome, shortly 
before her departure from there.  Lengthy and unhappy discussion of a commission (“Provision”) that has not been paid 
out as she expected.  Major actors appear to be Lindemann, Baron Leithner, and Bauer.  Letter breaks off at end of page 
– evidently the remainder of the letter is missing. 
 

June 7, 1938 – letter to Hilde from Bauer at 7 Alma Square, London NW8.  Thanks her for her letter of the 2
nd

. Hope she 
got his answer which he sent to her in Florence.  He hopes she is having a good vacation.  They [he and Lisa] are having 
a very good time and enjoying the English tempo.  Detailed discussion of the “Provision” (commission).  Lengthy 
discussion of Etam business matters, Anglo-French Banking Corp… He was recently in Paris. Lisa and he send warm 
wishes and greetings. 
 
August 9, 1938 – original letter [not sent], perfectly typed, from Hilde, at 2 Goldhurst Terrace, NW 6.  Thanks him for his 
letter of the 7

th
.  She was surprised by it. From the very beginning of the controversy she has taken the stand that she 

would do nothing behind the back of Baron Leithner …long list of what she told Bauer and of Bauer’s behavior.  List 
breaks off, presumably when Hilde decided not to send the letter. 
 
August 9, 1938 – carbon of letter to Bauer from Hilde at 2 Goldhurst Terrace, NW6. Again, the letter is very well typed.   In 
response to his letter of the 5

th
 she wrote a long letter which did not please her and so she did not send it. This appears to 

be a more concise version of the first, conveying displeasure and expressing the desire to discuss the issues that are 
unclear to her.  With best greetings also to Lisa. 
 
September 3, 1937 [if date is correct, this is out of chrono order] – carbon of letter, in German, to Mr. Lothar Bauer c/o  

Brazilian Development Corp., Rio.  This letter is unsigned, presumably from Hilde, was prepared by a secretary, 
addresses Lothar as “Herr Bauer,” and uses the formal second-person form.  It deals entirely with business matters 
involving Steger, Lindemann, Etam, and Bradeco. 
 
September 1, 1938 – short, typed letter on airmail paper from Bauer in Rio.  Reviews the matter of the “Provision,” they 
are glad to be away from Europe, wishes her well in the America matter. 
 
August 5, 1938 – letter from Bauer, 7 Alma Square, London NW8, to Hilde.  He’s given a lot of thought to their 
conversation regarding the “Provision.”  Lengthy discussion, seems to think that all that has passed has been justified.  In 
closing he asks her to put the entire matter out of her mind. 
 
Undated – from Bauer, opens with [rough translation], “a supplement to this dictated letter:” [Bauer’s typing is much worse 
than Hilde’s.]  Complaints about Leithner, disparaging stance re Austrians.  Reactions to Hilde’s plans.  If she gets 
married, then he will also, to a real Indian.  If he doesn’t get a position on April 1

st
, he’ll drown himself.  More discussion of 

business. 
 
May 24 [1938, presumably] – to Hilde from Bauer at 7 Alma Square, London NW 8.  He hopes her vacation is going well. 
Apologizes for plaguing her with business matters on her trip, but this is even relatively amusing.  “Provision” matter, 
lengthy discussion … Steger, Leithner, Bradeco, Etam … 
 
Box 8, File 6  General Correspondence  Bauer, Lothar 1937-1939 
 

April 6, 1937 – carbon of 3-page business letter, in German, from Hilde Merzbach, Etam Ltd.,  to Bauer.  There is an extra 
carbon of page 2.  Attached to this are carbons of two letters: 
 March 30, 1937 – letter, in English, probably to Max Lindemann from Hilde – brief business letter regarding 
Brazil. 
 March 26, 1937 – letter, in German, probably from Lindemann to Hilde – brief business letter regarding Brazil. 
 
April 30 , 1937 – letter from Bauer, in German, in Rio, c/o Brazilian Development Corp., c/o Monteiro & Aranha.  Writes 
about being with Hilde’s sister, Edith, in NYC, how very nice Edith is.  He’s written to their parents about how nice it was to 
be with Edith.  Comments on the voyage to Rio, first impressions of Rio, business news.  He hopes that she will soon be 
the director of Brazil Etam Ltd.  Letter breaks off at the end of page, evidently missing continuing page. 
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[Edith Lobe, née Merzbach, with her husband Ludwig (Lutz) Lobe, immigrated to the USA in 1936.] 

 
May 7, 1937 – letter, in German, from Bauer to Hilde, largely responding to business questions in a letter from her.  Some 
commentary on life in Rio. 
 
June 5, 1937 – copy of letter, in German, from Bauer to Hilde.  Written on stationary of A. Stegner, Represante, The 
Brazilian Development Corp. Ltd., London, Rio de Janeiro.  Describes a trip to Petropolis …”if one has no great cultural 
needs, one can live better and more beautifully than anywhere in the world…”  Business matters. 
 
June 11, 1937 – carbon of 2-page business letter from Hilde to Herr Bauer.  Acknowledges letter of the 5

th
.  Uses formal 

second person form.  
 
June 11, 1937 – carbon of personal letter from Hilde to Bauer, using familiar “Du.” She is debating whether to accept the 
position Lindemann is offering her in Nice.  She’s weighing this with an eye to the prospects for the Brazilian project.  
Business news.  Perfectly typed. 
 
June 25, 1937- carbon of business letter, in German, to Herr Bauer.  
 
July 3, 1937 – personal letter to Hilde from Bauer, alluding to questions raised in her letter of the 25

th
.  Explaining that he 

did not respond earlier because of sickness.  Describes personal life in Rio, gossip and news re Frankfurt friends.  He got 
a very nice letter from her parents.  Business matters. 
 
July 3, 1937 – business letter, in German, from Bauer to Frauelein Hilde Merzbach, Etam.   
 
July 9, 1937 – carbon of business letter, in German, from Hilde to Bauer.  Acknowledges letter of July 3.   
 
July 9, 1937 – carbon of personal letter, in German, from Hilde to Bauer.  Gossip, strategizing. 
 
July 15, 1937 – personal letter to Hilde, giving his off-the-record remarks on business matters. 
 
July 15, 1937 – business letter from Bauer to Hilde, acknowledging and responding to letter of the 9

th
. 

 
July 16, 1937 – business letter from Hilde to Bauer. 
 
July 23, 1937 – 2-page personal letter from Hilde to Bauer.  Asks Bauer to explain to Steger and Leithner about 
Lindemann’s rudeness and personal qualities.  She quotes Lindemann, in German, saying, “I am asking that in business 
communication all forms of courtesy be left out, as I myself do.”  She says that Lindemann is one of those few people who 
deliver more than they promise, and implies respectfully that one should not underestimate him.  
 [Interesting observations.]  
 

August 6, 1937 – carbon of business letter to Bauer 
 
August 6, 1937 – carbon of 2-page personal letter to Bauer.  Business matters, off the record.   
 
August 19, 1937 – personal letter to Hilde from Bauer.  Some business.  He received a letter from her father. 
 
August 20, 1937 – carbon of personal letter from Hilde to Bauer.  Off the record business matters.  She has been refused 
a German passport, is debating whether to appeal, and could obtain a document issued by the British in which she would 
be presented as “English stateless.”  This latter would have great advantages (over a German passport), but subjectively 
it does not appeal to her. 
 
August 26, 1937 – 2-page personal letter from Bauer to Hilde.  Off the record remarks about business.  He observed that 
English stateless papers may help; at the moment it is impossible for Jews to get a Brazilian visa; a German passport is a 
negative. Discussion of the passport issue in general, with respect to himself and others.  News of Frankfurt friends.  
 
September 2, 1937 – 2 one-page personal letters and a handwritten slip from Bauer.  Off the record business news, 
gossip.  Discussion of issues around getting a visa, rather optimistic about Hilde’s chances, regardless of papers, but 
apparently tilting toward the English stateless papers.  Congratulates her on her new apartment.  Gossip about mutual 
friends, acquaintances, presumably from Frankfurt. 
 
Undated – what looks like the second page of a business letter from Bauer. 
 
October 7, 1937 – handwritten personal note from Bauer to Hilde.  Difficult to read. 
 
Undated  – handwritten personal note from Bauer to Hilde.  Difficult to read. 
 
Undated – a slip of paper that appears to be the last page and ending of a personal letter from Bauer to Hilde.  
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September 25, 1937 – personal letter from Bauer to Hilde, concerned that he has not heard from her personally or on 
behalf of the firm.  Asks what’s going on. 
 
October 1, 1937 –carbon of beautifully typed personal note from Hilde to Bauer 
 
October 11, 1937 – carbon of 2-page personal letter from Hilde to Bauer.  Comments on letter of October 7.  Behind-the-
scenes comments on Lindemann, whom she hopes Bauer will come to know.  After a few days together in Rio, she 
believes Lindemann will be absolutely charming to Bauer. 
 
October 13, 1937 – half-page personal letter from Bauer to Hilde.  Business, behind-the-scenes stuff. 
 
October 21, 1937 – personal letter from Bauer to Hilde.  Lindemann was, as Hilde prophesied, truly charming and quite 
different from what Bauer had imagined.  Reporting on conversation, planning for Brazilian venture.  Mention that Karl had 
written that Hilde had given him all the names of the London zoo because he [Karl] did not have time for her.  
 
October 29, 1937 – 3-page personal letter from Hilde ( 51 Albany Street, NW 1)  to Bauer.  Behind-the-scenes business 
matters, grumbling, gossiping, news.  Annoyed that he showed somebody a letter from her.  If things don’t work out in 
1938, she is going to try the other side of the ocean.  Edith and Lutz both have jobs and are well and happy in Seattle and 
Hilde would like to visit that beautiful place and perhaps, luckily, stay there since she does not want to be separated from 
her sister.  Everything seems to depend on her security with Lindemann.  She enjoys the standard of living and life her job 
and prospects permit. 
 
November 4, 1937 – personal letter from Bauer to Hilde.  Says he was surprised that she thought he had shown the letter 
she wrote to Lindemann to Steger.  He had spoken of it but not shown it.  Responds to her compla ints about him in her 
letter of October 29.   
 
November 20, 1937 – personal letter from Bauer to Hilde.  Says she seems angry with him.  Marx has arrived from 
Buenos Aires.  Other behind-the-scenes news.  Marx is of the opinion that she is coming to Rio. 
 
November 23, 1937 – carbon of 2-page personal letter from Hilde to Bauer.   
 
November 26, 1937 – carbon of personal letter from Hilde to Bauer.  Thanks for letter of the 20

th
.  She is not mad at him.  

More business news, gossip. 
 
November 26, 1937 – 2-page personal letter from Bauer to Hilde, updating news on developments in Rio.  Strategizing for 
Hilde getting a visa.  News from Rio. 
 
November 30, 1937 – 4-page carbon, “Bericht fuer Herrn von Leithner ueber die Gruendung der Etam S.A.” (Report for 
Mr. von Leithner about the founding of Etam S.A.) 
 
November 30, 1937 – carbon of personal letter from Hilde to Lothar.  Congratulates Bauer on the founding of the Brazilian 
Etam.   She’s had two marriage offers, both requiring some consideration… and she’s dealing with the possibility of 
becoming director of Brazilian Etam.  
 
Box 8, File 7  General Correspondence  Feuchtwanger, Alfred   1936-1937 

 Birnbaum, Z.W., Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach Subgrp.  
 

January 31, 1936 – 4-page handwritten draft, in German, of letter to Dr. Feuchtwanger from Hilde in Nice.  Thanks him for  
his letter of the 12

th
. She’s been for almost three weeks in Nice, which seems rather like Tel Aviv in some respects, though  

rather old-fashioned where Tel Aviv seems young and modern, so she’s now feeling some homesickness for Tel Aviv.   
She’d really like to settle in, but learned, to her astonishment that she is to return to London. …  Thanks for the good  
wishes on the marriage of her sister [Edith].  Hilde was at the civil ceremony in London and at the religious one in  
Frankfurt. 
 
June 7, 1936 – typed letter, in German, to Hilde from Dr. Alfred Feuchtwanger on Stationary of Jacob Japhet & Co., Ltd.,  
Mamillah Road, Jerusalem.  Responding to her letter of May 26

th
.  Apparently he gave her the name of a Mr. Liwerant and  

Hilde reported that Liwerant was unable to be helpful … Encourages her to continue to think in terms of eventually  
returning to Palestine and assures her he will help her in this.  Addressed to Hilde at 24, Eton Avenue, London NW3. 
 
September 2, 1936 – typed letter, in German, to Hilde from Dr. Alfred Feuchtwanger on Jacob Japhet stationary.  
Addressed to Hilde at Eton Avenue.  Comments on her career … to him it seems a good thing that she has returned to 
London and he hopes that she will continue enjoying her work … Things are not going well where he is (Jerusalem) where 
they are awaiting the end of the civil-war-like conditions…they don’t know what will happen next… His apartment will be 
ready in two weeks and he is glad that he will finally get out of the nomadic existence… 
 
April 5, 1937 – 3-page handwritten draft of letter, in German, from Hilde to Dr. Feuchtwanger.  Written on stationary of 
West Lodge Park, Hadley Wood, Herts.  Somewhat difficult to read.  Travel and vacation plans … she seems to be taking 
a spring break in nice surroundings … mentions Herr Steger, Brazilian Development, Lothar Bauer, the eventual founding 
of an Etam venture in Brazil, and the possibility that she would move there … 
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Box 8, File 8  General Correspondence  Von Leithner, Baron Otto 1937-1938 
Birnbaum, Z.W., Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach Subgrp.  
 

Undated handwritten note giving the Paris and London addresses of Baron Otto v. Leithner: c/o Banque des Pays de 
l’Europe Central, Rue Castiglione, Paris; c/o First British American Corp., Ltd., 3 Lombard Street, London EC3. 
 
September 22, 1937 – carbon of business letter, in German, from Hilde at Etam to von Leithner, Passagier “Conte 
Grande,” Italia Reederei, Villefranche.  
 
October 1, 1937 – carbon of business letter, in German, from Hilde to von Leithner at his London address.  The letter sent 
to him on the ship was returned.   
 
October 29, 1937 – carbon of business letter, in English, from Hilde to von Leithner at his London address.   
 
January 7, 1938 - carbon of business letter, in German, from Hilde to von Leithner at his Paris address.   
 
January 14, 1938 - carbon of business letter, in English, from Hilde to von Leithner at his Paris address.   
 
January 27, 1938 – carbon of business letter, in English, from Hilde to von Leithner at this Paris address. 
 
March 10, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to von Leithner.  Sent from her address at 51, Albany Street, 
London NW3.  She has told Lindemann that she would not go to Brazil under the proposed conditions and that she would 
like to leave Etam since she is going to get married and will no longer need regular employment.  She has heard that 
Marx had decided against the purchase of old English machines …. She would like to talk with him when he is next in 
London, especially about his views about Brazilian coffeehouses (“Kaffeestuben”) in London.  
 
April 11, 1938 – carbon of two-page letter, in English, from Hilde (51, Albany Street, London NW3) to von Leithner at his 
Paris address.  There are extensive quotes, in German, from letters she wrote to Lindemann.  The entire letter, including 
excerpted quotes seems to be concerned with business deals, negotiation, agreements, and possible disagreements 
regarding a “Provision” (percentage, commission).   
 
May 4, ?1938 – cablegram, in English, to Hilde, 51 Albany Street, London.  “CANNOT DECIDE DOUBT ADVISABILITY 
YOUR PLAN ESPECIALLY AFTER RECENT DEVELOPMENTS SUGGEST TALK FRANK NEU SAILING MANHATTAN 
TOMORROW, OMEBA.” 
 
May 4, 1938 – handwritten 4-page personal letter (“Du” – second person, familiar), in German, from Otto to Hilde.  Belated 
New Year’s and birthday wishes.  Thanks her for letters of April 22 and 25 which arrived yesterday and the day before 
yesterday.  He will be glad to help her with an affidavit.  Gives his thoughts about the “Abtretung” (ceding, transfer) to him 
of her share of an inheritance from her grandfather in the context of recent changes in Germany with respect to Jews.  He 
sounds doubtful that she can rescue her share.   Mentions Frank Neu, a nice and sensible young man  who is a friend of 
the Loebs; von Leithner telephoned Ludwig in Seattle and asked what he thought of discussing the matter with Neu and 
Ludwig (Lutz) was very much in favor.  Neu is an American and will be living in Amsterdam.  Von Leithner notes that it 
may be better for Edith and their parents if they regarded the money as already lost.  Asks if Hilde’s father knows about 
this plan and, if so, what is his view.  Von Leithner cabled her yesterday, signing the message OMEBA, which is his 
telegram address.  He’s mailing this letter with the “Normandie.”  There is a P.S. in which he asks if she knows what 
pretext was used for her Ausbürgerung (being deprived of citizenship).  
 
May 10, 1938 – carbon of typed personal 3-page letter (“Du’), in German, from Hilde to Otto.  She hasn’t yet heard from 
Frank Neu.  His letter just arrived and she wants to respond immediately so the answer will go back on the Normandie.  
She discussed the matter with her father who was in London for three days and he doesn’t regard it as particularly 
dangerous but wanted still to think about it and inform her of his decision.  More discussion of details of the plan …  
 
July 5, 1938 – carbon of business letter (formal second person) to “Baron Leithner” from Hilde at 2 Goldhurst Terrace, 
London NW6.  She is extraordinarily sorry not yet to have received a reply to her letter of June 24.  She is owed – by or 
through Etam, apparently - ₤240.  She asks that she be paid this immediately. 
 
June 15, 1938 – letter, in German, from Leithner in Paris to Fraeulein Merzbach (formal second person).  He has 
arranged for the payment of ₤240 to her but wants to be in direct contact with her.  Asks her to write, telling him where she 
is at the moment, because there are some small matters which he would like to discuss with her before the payment 
occurs. 
 
June 24, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to Baron Leithner (formal second person).  Hilde’s address: 2 
Goldhurst Terrace.  She found his letter upon her return, so to her regret could not answer earlier.  She has to go to 
Brussels tomorrow and will be back in London only the beginning or middle of next week.  Then she would be able to 
have a conversation with him.  Under the circumstances, she would be grateful if he would have the ₤240 paid to her as 
soon as possible, without waiting for their conversation.  She intends to leave for the States within the next three weeks 
and would be glad to have the opportunity to speak with him before then about the start of Etam’s Brazilian venture.  
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July 6, 1938 – letter, in German, from Leithner to Hilde (formal).  He confirms gratefully receipt of her letter of June 24

th
 

and is sending her the enclosed check for ₤240.  He plans to be in London at the end of next week and hopes to discuss 
with her some items relating to this check.  Therefore he asks that she only use the money for herself and not give any to 
a third person, such as Mr. Bauer, Mr. Steger, or Mrs. Steger, even if she [Hilde] feels obligated to do so.  …. 
 
July 10, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to Leithner, thanking him for his letter of the 6

th
 and the enclosed 

check.  She doesn’t feel obligated to pay anyone.  Her plans for the near future are somewhat unclear.  In 3-4 weeks 
she’d like to leave for America.  Before that she may also fly to Cypress for a short time. She also may have to undertake 
one or two trips to the Continent.  Therefore it’s possible that she’ll delay the trip to America.  She’ll probably be in London 
at the end of this week and would be happy to be able to speak with him.  
 
July 12, 1938 – letter, in German, from Leithner to Hilde.  Thanks her for her kind letter.  He would be glad to see her 
during her visit on the Continent. 
 
July 19, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to Leithner (formal - “Sie”).  Thanks him for his letter of the 12

th
. 

Regrets that he won’t be coming to London, as announced, since she wants to know why she was not to pay Bauer or 
anyone else.   Explains that she does not feel obligated, but wants to give Bauer a gift if he doesn’t get any payment 
through Leithner or Bradeco…. 
 
July 22, 1938 – letter, in German, from Leithner to Hilde.  Thanks for her letter of the 19

th
.  Planning for getting together, 

so he can explain the reasons for his proceeding as he has.  Otherwise, he’ll take the trouble to explain in writing.  
 
August 4, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to Baron Leithner.  As agreed at their conversation, she has laid 
out Leithner’s  stance to Herr Bauer.  Description of what she has told Bauer.  Bauer was not pleased with the offer, since 
he had expected twice the sum offered.  Apparently there is a belief that Bauer may not have earned the ₤60 he has now 
been paid, but she has Bauer to thank for her introduction to Leithner and that alone is a cause of gratitude to Bauer. 
 
Box 8, File 9  General Correspondence  Lindemann, Max  1934-1938 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach 
Subgrp 
 

Ca. 37 items of correspondence between Hilde and Lindemann.  Mostly in German.  I have not tried to read these in their 
entirety.  From a cursory glance, Hilde often obsequious, Lindemann rather direct and terse.   Should one wish an intimate 
knowledge of Hilde Merzbach’s tenure at Etam, this correspondence should be read closely.  Also, this would be useful 
for noting her various places of residence during her London years. 
 
Box 8, File 10  General Correspondence  of Richard Merzbach  

1940-1943 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach 
Subgrp 
 

This file consists of correspondence of Richard Merzbach, ZWB’s father-in-law. 
 
December 8, 1940 – probably a carbon of 2-page, typed letter, in German, to Ludwig [Ludwig Lobe, husband of Edith 
Lobe, nee Merzbach, sister-in-law of ZWB].  Richard Merzbach address: 2011 14

th
 Avenue North, Seattle.  Lengthy 

discussion of financial matters.  Apparently there has been a possible misunderstanding about something Hilde did that 
was not handled in a businesslike matter.  Richard wants Lutz to make a suggestion for a way in which the matter can be 
settled. 
 
December 1, 1940 – letter, in German, from Ludwig [Lutz] to Richard.  He is writing to work out the differences in some 
matter that has arisen.  Hilde has written from San Francisco asking him to discuss the differences with Richard.  Lutz 
lays out the facts, saying that he is doing so in writing to avoid the upset which oral discussion could bring about.  
Apparently Trude [Richard Merzbach’s wife, ZWB’s mother-in-law], Meta Rosinbaum [sister of Trude Merzbach], and Willy 
Danziger are somehow aware or involved in this matter or the discussion thereof.  [Willy Danziger was the husband of 
Else, another sister of Trude Merzbach.] 
 
January 3, 1941 – letter, in German, from Ludwig to Richard.  More about the financial matter. 
 
December 8, 1940 – carbon of note, in German, to Meta, presumably from Richard. 
 
January 28, 1943 – letter, in German, from Meta to Richard.  Further discussion of the matter of the financial matter – 
transactions with English securities, I think. 
 
February 15, 1943 – carbon of letter, in German, to Meta, from Richard, responding to letter of January 28.  
 
No date – notes on the back of an unused check.  List of stock certificates and notes regarding transferring them.  I 
believe this is in Richard Merzbach’s handwriting.  
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January 14, 1941 – post card, in German, to Richard from Ludwig regarding disposal of a check for $152.50. 
 
January 12, 1941 – carbon of letter, in German, to Lutz [Ludwig] from Richard.  Instructions for handling securities.  
 
October 18, 1935 – handwritten draft/copy of letter, in English, to Dr. Rosinbaum, and a handwritten draft of a letter, in 
English of December 5, 1935.  These appear to suggest that there were problems because of something done by Miss 
Merzbach. 
 
Day and month unclear, 1940 – Richard’s handwritten notes (2 pages) regarding the securities. 
 
February 20, 1943 – handwritten draft of letter, in German, to Meta.  This is on the back of a handwritten draft of a letter, 
in German, to Meta dated February 15, 1943. 
 
Undated – small piece of paper with notes – English words, might have been used as a bookmark on which unfamiliar 
English terms were being noted. 
 
Box 8, File 11 General Correspondence  Steger, A. 1937, 1938 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach 
Subgrp 

All correspondence in this file is in German and is from 1937. 
 

June 5, 1937 – letter to Hilde from Lothar Bauer.  This appears to be a duplicate of a letter that is probably in the Bauer 
correspondence files. 
 
June 12, 1937 – carbon of 2-page business letter to Hilde from A. Steger, responding to her letter of April 6. 
 
June 25, 1937 – carbon of business letter from Hilde to Steger, The Brazilian Development Corp. 
 
July 13,1937 – copy of letter to Steger from Max Lindemann. 
 
July 17, 1937 – business letter from Steger to Hilde Merzbach. 
 
July 23, 1937 – carbon of business letter from Hilde to Steger. 
 
July 29, 1937 – carbon of business letter from Steger to Lindemann. 
 
July 29, 1937 – business letter from Steger to Hilde, accompanying above. 
 
August 6, 1937 – carbon of business letter from Hilde to Steger. 
 
August 5, 1937 – copy of letter from Lindemann to Steger. 
 
August 14, 1937 – carbon of letter from Steger to Lindemann. 
 
August 14, 1937 – letter from Steger to Hilde 
 
August 20, 1937  - carbon of letter from Hilde to Steger. 
 
Box 8, File 12 General Correspondence  Steger, A 1937-1938 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach 
Subgrp 
 

August 25, 1937 – letter, in German, from Steger to Miss Hilde Merzbach. 
 
September 3, 1937 – carbon of 2-page letter, in German, from Hilde to Steger. 
 
September 9, 1937 – letter, in German, from Steger to Miss Hilde Merzbach.  
 
September 9, 1937 – carbon of letter from Steger to Lindemann. 
 
September 14, 1937 - letter, in German, from Steger to Miss Hilde Merzbach. 
 
October 1, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to Steger. 
 
October 7, 1937 - letter, in German, from Steger to Miss Hilde Merzbach.  
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October 11, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to Steger. 
 
October 13, 1937 - letter, in German, from Steger to Miss Hilde Merzbach.  
 
October 20, 1937 - letter, in German, from Steger to Miss Hilde Merzbach.  
 
October 29, 1937 – carbon of letter, in English, from Hilde to Steger. 
 
November 4, 1937 - letter, in German, from Steger to Miss Hilde Merzbach. 
 
November 10, 1937 – carbon of letter, in English, from Hilde to Steger.  Deals with the issue of public face of planned 
Etam company in Brazil – to be Brazilians, and non-Brazilians who will be in less visible positions.  
 
November 16, 1937 - letter, in German, from Steger to Miss Hilde Merzbach.  
This is the first page of what appears to be a 2-page letter, second page missing. 
 
November 24, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to Steger. 
 
December 4, 1937 - letter, in German, from Steger to Miss Hilde Merzbach.  
 
January 19, 1938 - letter, in German, from Steger to Miss Hilde Merzbach.  Here he addresses her as “Liebe Hilde,” and 
uses the familiar form.  Wants some off-the-record information, is sending her a little photo album of pictures of Rio for her 
birthday. 
 
Box 8, File 13  General Correspondence University of Washington 1949 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach 
Subgrp 
 

Includes 1943 correspondence. 
 

November 30, 1949 – letter to Hilde from Martin N. Chamberlain, Executive Officer, UW Adult Education and Extension 
Services.  Explaining, with regret, that, due to regulations, the Regents have ruled that she will be unable to teach 
extension classes as long as her husband is fully employed at the UW.  
 
August 6, 1943 – letter to Hilde from Curtis C. D. Vail, Executive Officer, Dept. of Germanic Languages and Literature, 
UW.  Describes anticipated establishment at the UW of a European Language and Area Unit for the Army and asks if she 
would wish to be considered for a position as a native German language informant.  [Interesting to see that these 
resource people were still being referred to as “informants” some twenty years later, in the 1960s.]  
 
Fall 1949, “Next Week: Seattle Evening Classes,” Division of Adult Education, UW.  Catalog of offerings, including Hilde’s 
class on home economics. 
 
Box 8, File 14 General Correspondence  A-G 1936 - 1939 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach 
Subgrp 
 

This file includes material from as early as 1932. 
 

May 5, 1938 – carbon of letter to Messers. Adler & Perowne, London Wall, London EC2 – regarding Miss Merzbach and 
Mr. O. Merzbach [presumably Otto Merzbach, Hilde’s cousin].  Appears to be about conveyance of property and 
succession issues in Germany.  No signature or other evidence of sender. 
 
February 2, 1936 – carbon of letter, in German, to Herr Abel.  Probably from Hilde. Seems to deal with problems at Etam, 
politics, in-fighting, Herr Lindemann, Herr Ury, Fräulein Raphaelson…  
 
February 18, 1936 – carbon of 2-page letter, in German, to Herr Abel from Hilde, 60, Belsize Grove, Gilling Court, London 
NW3.  Why she’s quitting Etam, her desire to help her family, still in Germany, the poor pay at Etam … 
 
November 4, 1936 – letter to Hilde from Adler & Perowne, solicitors, London, informing her that her rent payment for her 
safe deposit box is due. 
 
October 31, 1935 – letter to Hilde from Adler & Perowne, stating that they have been notified by The City Safe Deposit 
Co. that the year’s rent is now due.  
 
November 21, 1935 – letter to Hilde, 33 Parliament Hill, NW3, from Adler & Perowne.  Safe deposit and returning her 
passport, “duly endorsed with permission for you to remain here until the 24

th
 November 1936.... The new endorsement 

on the passport should be shown to the Aliens Registration Officer at the Police Station where you are registered.” 
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November 18, 1937 – letter to Hilde from the Home Office, Whitehall.  Unclear message, but she is asked to forward her 
passport to the Home Office for a needed endorsement.  
 
November 21, 1937 – carbon of letter from Hilde to Under Secretary of State, Aliens Department, Home Office, 
accompanying her passport and registration book.  The passport has expired and she has applied for a new one, so far 
without success. 
 
November 10, 1937 – carbon of 2-page letter from Hilde to the Home Office, asking for extension of her permit to stay in 
the UK.  Gives details of her stay in UK, asks for cancellation of a restriction attached to her permit.  
 
May 10, 1939 – carbon of 2-page letter from Hilde (at 2011 14

th
 Ave. N., Seattle) to Mr. John Carter, MacDougall-

Southwick, Seattle.  Gives a resume of her education and career, salary, experience in England and in NYC, where she 
sold underwear at Christmastime in Lerner Stores. [One of the more interesting items in this file.] 
 

June 30, 1938 – Commerz- und Privat-Bank, Königsberg.  Packet of information, in German, relating to the account of 
Hilde Merzbach. 
 
October 18, 1937 – carbon of Hilde’s correspondence, in German, with the German consulate’s passport division, 9 
Carlton House Terrace 
 
?May 11, 1938 [date unclear] – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to the German General Consulate in London 
protesting the seizing of her account in Königsberg.  
 
August 16, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, to Herr F. W. Ury, c/o Etam, London, from Hermann Dietrich, solicitor, 
Berlin, Victoriastrasse 31.  Apparently part of a correspondence regarding refusal to renew Hilde’s passport.  
 
October 5, 1937 – copy of a letter from Hermann Dietrich to Dr. Richard Merzbach, Frankfurt a. Main, Kaiserstr. 58.  
Advises Richard Merzbach, in the matter of his daughter’s passport, to write a letter to the secret police in Berlin and 
suggests the content (noting that the daughter has not been politically active, etc.). 
 
September 11, 1937 – carbon of 2-page letter, in German, to Dietrich in Berlin from Dr. Richard Merzbach.  Refers to 
Dietrich’s letter of August 16 to Ury.  Lays out various issues and asks Dietrich’s advice re how to proceed 
 
October 6, 1937 – copy of letter, in German, from Dietrich to R. Merzbach, noting that their letters crossed and stating that 
the advice he gave him is based on reliable information.  
 
June 11, 1938 – carbon of letter from Hilde, in Florence, to R.N. Eichholz, Esq., Adler & Peowne, London.  She wants to 
go to the USA and, for purposes of getting an immigration visa, needs a written statement from somebody who knows the 
applicant’s character.  She asks for such a letter and asks that, if he is willing to provide it, it be mailed to her c/o Fritz 
Merzbach, 74 Cholmley Gdns. Fortune Green Rd., London NW6. 
 
July 20, 1938 – copy of letter, in German, from Dr. Ludwig Gans, solicitor, Frankfurt a/M., Neckerstrasse 13, to Dr. 
Richard Merzbach.  Very faint, difficult to read.  Reporting on investigation into Hilde’s case. 
 
August 4, 1938 – letter, in German, from Ludwig Gans to Hilde.  Update on his investigation into her case. 
 
August 5, 1938 - letter, in German, from Ludwig Gans to Hilde.  Information is supposed to be sent to her by the local 
police. 
 
January 4, 1938 – carbon of letter to Bauer at the Brazilian Development Corp., Rio de Janeiro.  This letter is presumably 
from Hilde; there is no signature.  The German Jewish Aid Committee has approached her regarding18-year-old Claus 
Pommeranzenbaum whose parents live in Sao Paolo. He’s trying to get a Brazilian immigration visa.  The young man is 
German, comes from Berlin, and has been training for several years in commercial art and textile design at the Willesden 
Technical Institute.  She asks for advice and assistance. 
 
January 3, 1938 – letter to Hilde from German Jewish Aid Committee, Woburn House, Upper Woburn Place, London 
WC1.  Following up on a telephone conversation, giving facts. 
 
No date – carbon of letter from Nice (presumably from Lindemann) informing Etam in London that Hilde’s salary, as of 
November 1, 1938, is ₤7.10.0 per week. 
 
January 4, 1938 – letter presumably from Hilde to German Jewish Aid Committee, accompanying a copy of her letter to a 
business friend, in connection with the Committee’s letter of January 3

rd
. 

 
October 18, 1937 – carbon of 4-page statement regarding passport renewal, to the secret police, passport division, Berlin, 
Prinz Albrechtstr. 8.  This is attached  to a copy of a letter, dated August 6, 1937, from the German Consul to Hilde (West 
Lodge Park, Hadley Wood, Herts) informing her that her request for a new passport was denied by the current authorities 
in Germany. 
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May 11, 1938 – carbon of letter from Hilde to the secret police (Geheime Staatspolizei), Berlin.  
 
June 11, 1932 – 3-page letter from Hilde, in London, to the secret police in Berlin. This may be a draft, with handwritten 
corrections.  [It looks as if, on this occasion, Hilde received a valid passport.  When it expired, ca. 1938, however, it was 
not renewed.] 
 
July 19, 1938 – carbon of letter from Hilde to the police in Frankfurt.  She has been informed that she has been 
“ausgebürgert” [deprived of her German citizenship], asks for the “Vorwürfe” [claims against her] and is willing to discuss 
them with the German general consul in London. 
 
Box 8, File 15 General Correspondence  H-N 1933-1938 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach 
Subgrp 
 

April 11, 1935 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to Handels Maatschappij H. Albert de Bary & Co. N.V., 
Amsterdam.  Asks for confirmation that an account holding securities for Dr. Richard Merzbach be changed to reflect that 
R. Merzbach has given these securities to Hilde and her sister. 
 
March 11, 1936 – carbon of one-line typed message, in German, to Edith, informing her that her birth certificate is 
enclosed. 
 
May 3, 1935 – carbon of correspondence between Lazard Speyer-Ellisen and Handels Maatschappij H. Albert de Bary & 
Co. N.V., Amsterdam, regarding shares held by Dr. Richard Merzbach and his wife. 
 
September 16, 1935 - carbon of correspondence between Lazard Speyer-Ellisen and Handels Maatschappij H. Albert de 
Bary & Co. N.V., Amsterdam, regarding shares held by Dr. Richard Merzbach and his wife. 
 
July 21, 1938 – letter from Richard Merzbach to Hilde, accompanying a letter the police sent to her but which was 
returned because there was no house number.  Dr. Gans, who is handling the case for her, has given Richard Merzbach 
the letter.   
 
April 29, 1938 – 2-page letter, in German, to Hilde (51 Albany Street, London NW1) from A. Horovitz, German Consultant 
Lawyer, 34 Coleman Street, London EC2).  
 
May 3, 1938 – letter, in German, to Hilde from A. Horovitz.  Her father is still thinking about her case, though neither he 
(her father) nor Dr. Adler can learn much.  
 
May 11, 1938 – letter, in German, to Hilde from A. Horovitz.  He’s heard from Mr. Eichholtz about her case.  She has told 
Horovitz that she is awaiting news from her cousin Otto Merzbach.  
 
June 20, 1938 – letter, in German, to Hilde from A. Horovitz.  He wonders if she has returned, if she has received mail 
from home, and if she has heard anything further from the USA.  Mr. Eichholtz recently confirmed that they are all waiting 
until they hear more from her father.  News of her father’s finances.  
 
August 12, 1938 – Receipt for ₤4.4.0 from Hilde, accompanying a covering note from Horovitz.  “I hope you have good 
news from your parents, and you can soon welcome them here.” 
 
August 6, 1938 – letter, in German, to Hilde from Ludwig Gans. 
 
August 5, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to Ludwig Gans. 
 
October 28, 1938, S.S. Kingswood – Carbon of 21-page letter from Hilde Merzbach [not written by “Kuesse” (kisses)!]  

Addressed to “my dear ones” (“Meine Lieben”) her family, typed, in German.  Report on life on the ship, the other 
passengers.   
At page 8, the date is November 3, 1938, Montreal.  Report on her experiences in Montreal. 
At page 13, the date is November 18, 1938, New York.  Traveled through Buffalo. 
At page 17, the date is November 22, 1938.  Hilde has a job at which she will begin working next Monday.  At the moment 
she is still telling about adventures back in Black Rock, 15 km from Buffalo.  She is glad they are out of the mess in 
Germany although she is completely convinced that the terrible things back there will pass.  She hopes that Papa will not 
hold her “hysterical harassing” against her.  As soon as she got here she started looking for a job.  She’s been with Otto 
[Merzbach, a first cousin] a lot.  Reports on relatives and Frankfurt friends in NYC.  Describes her job search.  Refers to 
Mohrchen [family dog] as her brother.  It seems as if the family should be on their journey through the Panama Canal at 
this time. 
 This is attached to the continuation of the report (4 pages) 
December 3, 1938.  She’s now been almost 3 weeks in NYC.  Describes getting used to the work as a Lerner’s salesgirl, 
on the feet 8 hours straight; she’s gotten used to it.   Comments on work conditions, unemployment.   
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September 23, 1934 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to Lazard Speyer-Ellissen, Frankfurt, Taunusanlage 11.   
She has not had a reply to her letter of August 3

rd
 and asks that they inform her of the progress with the securities. 

 
May 3, 1935 – carbon of notice from Lazard Speyer-Ellissen. 
 
May 3, 1935 – Notice from Lazard Speyer-Ellissen to “Alice Edith Merzbach,” London NW3, Belsize Square.  
 
May 3, 1935 – Notice from Lazard Speyer-Ellissen to Hilde Merzbach, London NW3, 38/40 Belsize Square. 
 
May 3, 1935 – Notice from Lazard Speyer-Ellissen to Hilde Merzbach, London NW3, 38/40 Belsize Square – relating to a 
different security. 
 
September 16, 1935 - Notice from Lazard Speyer-Ellissen to Hilde Merzbach, London NW3, 38/40 Belsize Square. 
 
September 16, 1935 - Notice from Lazard Speyer-Ellissen to Hilde Merzbach, London NW3, 38/40 Belsize Square. 
 
September 16, 1935 - Notice from Lazard Speyer-Ellissen to Alice Edith Merzbach, London NW3, 33 Belsize Square. 
 
January 31, 1940 – dividend warrants from the Shell Transport & Trading Co. 
 
April 16, 1935 – business letter, in French, to Hilde from R. de Lubersac & Cie., Paris.  Re account of Richard Merzbach.  
 
April 11, 1935 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to de Lubersac & Cie., Paris.   
 
May 9, 1939 – second page (first page is missing) of letter, in English, from Hilde to Mr. Ivan Lovich.  Appears to be a 
resume of kinds, detailing her background and qualifications.  
 
July 27, 1933 - Lazard Speyer-Ellissen statement about the securities account of Richard Merzbach.  
 
July 13, 1934 – carbon of letter to Lazard Speyer-Ellissen from Richard Merzbach. 
 
August 3, 1934 – carbon of letter from Hilde to Lazard Speyer-Ellissen. 
 
May 30, 1941 – Merrill Lynch statement for account of Hilda Merzbach, 2011 14

th
 Avenue North, Seattle, attached to 

carbon of letter, dated June 28, 1941, asking that the amount in the account be transferred to the checking account of 
HMB or ZWB at University National Bank. 
 
July 31, 1934 – letter, in German, to Hilde from Richard Merzbach, Hotel Bristol, Finhaut (Valais).  Tells her about the 
Lazard Speyer-Ellissen transactions, and advises her to write to them, giving her the precise language she should use in 
her letter. 
 
January 13, 1935 – letter, in German, from Richard Merzbach to Hilde, informing her of the transactions with the securities 
and Lazard Speyer-Ellissen. 
 
September 2, 1937 – letter, in German, from Richard Merzbach to Hilde, informing her about what he has learned from 
speaking with colleagues about her passport case.  This is attached to the carbon of a letter from him to the police in 
Frankfurt. 
 
September 2, 1937 – letter, in German, from Richard Merzbach to Hilde giving a more expanded statement than that 
above. 
 
Box 8, File 16 General Correspondence  O-Z 1935-1938 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach 
Subgrp 
 

August 5, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde (2 Goldhurst Terrace, London NW6) to the police in Berlin, 
asking for further information regarding being an expatriated (“ausgebürgerte”) German and registration obligat ions with 
respect to Jewish assets.  
 
September 2, 1937 – carbon of letter from Hilde to the police in Frankfurt.  Attached to copy of referenced letter of August 
27, 1937, from Richard Merzbach to the police in Frankfurt. 
 
July 13, 1938 – carbon of letter, in English, from Hilde to Mr. Schiff.  Says her father has had a nervous breakdown and 
she considers it extremely dangerous for him to stay in Germany any longer “especially as he could not stand the strain of 
any cross-examination, which as you know, are most likely to occur …”  The letter breaks off at the end of the page, 
suggesting a missing continuation page. 
 
October 1, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to Frauelein Silberberg, Etam, Nice, France.  
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July 17, 1937, Nice – letter, in German, from Gabrielle Silberberg to Hilde.  
 
July 15, 1937 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to Frauelein Silberberg, Etam, Nice.  
 
October 27(?), 1938 – listing of securities, appears to have been written by Richard Merzbach.  On stationary of Spring 
Apartment Hotel, Fifth Avenue and Spring, Seattle. 
 
October 25, 1938 – carbon of 2-page letter, in English, from Hilde (299 Cole Street, San Francisco) to Mr. F. Strauss, 
2828 Russel Street, Berkeley.  Essentially a resume, giving personal data, education, career experience to date. 
 
March 12, 1937 – handwritten letter, in German , to ??, from ?? – handwriting difficult to read.  Stationary of Lloyd 
Triestino. 
 
June 2, 1938 - letter to Hilde, Lloyd Triestino, from Lindemann in Nice. 
 
October 27, 1938– carbon of 2-page letter, in English, from Hilde (299 Cole Street, San Francisco) to Dr. Adolf Wolff, 
Schwabacher & Co., 600 Market Street, San Francisco.  Essentially a resume, giving personal data, education, career 
experience to date. 
  
Box 8, File 17 General Correspondence  Unidentified  1935-1938 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach 
Subgrp 
 

Illegible date – 2-page handwritten letter, in German, from Max Lindemann to Hilde. 
 
October 29, 1938 – letter, in German, to Hilde from Lindemann in Nice.  
 
February 13, 1938 – letter, in German, to Hilde from Lindemann in Nice. Reacting to her giving notice.  He wants time to 
find a replacement. 
 
February 24, 1938 – letter, in German, to Hilde from Lindemann in Nice.  
 
October 13, 1938 – letter, in German, to Hilde from Lindemann in Nice.  
 
March 2, 1936 – carbon of letter, in German, from Hilde to her sister Edith regarding the shared securities. 
 
August 23, 1937 – letter, in German, from Richard Merzbach to Hilde, telling of advice he received from a colleague with 
respect to her passport case and giving her the text of a letter he is preparing to send, per the colleague’s advice, writing 
as a father (not as a lawyer). 
 
February 18, 1938 – letter, in German, to Hilde from the German embassy in London.   
 
March 26, 1938 – letter, in German, to Hilde from Lindemann in Nice.  
 
March 8, 1938 – letter, in German, to Hilde from Lindemann in Nice.  
 
March 10, 1938 – letter, in German, to Hilde from Lindemann in Nice.  
 
July 26, 1938 – carbon of letter from Hilde (2 Goldhurst Terrace, London NW6) to her parents.  This may be the first page 
of a letter missing its continuation.  Reference to her passport case. 
 
August 27, 1938 – letter to Hilde from police in Berlin, responding to her inquiry of August 5, 1938.  Jews are obligated by 
the “Anmeldepflicht” (registration requirement) only when they live or are staying in the Reich.  
 
July 16 [no year] – “Brasilienisches Tagebuch.”  This is probably by Lothar Bauer.  One page of impressions, facts, 
comments. 
 
?fragment – handwritten, in German – back and front of page.  Might be Trude’s [Hilde’s mother] handwriting?   
 
Scrap of paper noting merchandise, prices, in German.  
 
October 27, 1938 – Buenos Aires, brief note, in German, to Hilde from Lindemann. 
 
Undated typed letter from unknown writer – contacting Hilde at the request of her father to inform her that her loss of 
citizenship is certain/done.  Her father advises her urgently to get English citizenship .  Gives her a return address of Dr. 
Ernst Aronson in Switzerland. 
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Undated carbon of letter from ?? to Hilde.  
 
Box 8, File 18 Speeches and Writings  ‘Is there a secret to Hitler’s success?, “Victoria, B.C.,” “Entering a 
new world”  1938-1939 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach 
Subgrp 
 

“Is there a secret of Hitler’s success?” by Hilda Mercer – no date.  A five-page typed essay, with carbon copies.  There are 
handwritten minor changes.  Hilde’s choice of name may have been because she was experimenting with an Anglicized 
version of her name or because she wanted a pen name.  There are minor spelling errors.  The syntax is correct though 
somewhat Germanic – a trait that remained with Hilde throughout her life, as comfortable as she was using English.  The 
style is somewhat rhetorical. 
 “I am firmly convinced that in September 1938 Chamberlain …deliberately set out to save the National Socialist 
regime and Hitler in order to use him against Russia. ……. Do not underestimate Hitler and the strength of the Nazi 
Regime!! ……… The masses wanted to be flattered, to be amused and to be fed. …..They are the Nation that can 
swallow Austria in a war, where not one man has been lost, they are the nation, that gets the Sudetenland because 
nobody dares to stand up against them.  Each of them down there in the masses is a conqueror; and in front of them, he 
stands Adolf Hitler, in the glory of his success.  And in Germany – like anywhere else in the world ‘Nothing succeeds like 
success’. …… Hitler gives his people …. Varied forms of amusement, torturing Jews, Catholics and political opponents 
being just one branch of the amusement calendar ……”  Discussion of German economy. “Their system of Economic 
administration is entirely unorthodox, but has proved workable in now nearly 6 years. …. …. I think Hitler has the intuition 
of a genius when calculating human reactions, not only where the masses in Germany are concerned, to whose lowest 
instincts he successfully appeals, but also where international diplomatic relations are at stake. … [Hitler’s] defeat can 
only be brought about by powers outside Germany.  Only economic and political pressure from outside would enable 
Hitler’s opponents inside Germany to create a powerful stream out of what at the moment is just a weak undercurrent of 
opposition.  …..” 
 [The carbon of one page from Hilde’s letter of May 9, 1939, to Ivan Lovich is clipped together with carbons of 
Hilde’s article.] 
 
“Entering a New World” by Hilda Mercer – no date - seven-page typed story.  Opening “The little freighter had thrown 
anchor in the St. Lawrence River. Lisa stood on the bridge gazing at the lights of Montreal.”  Somewhat lyrical writing, 
incorporating some of Hilde’s ideas.  “She came from England and had taken a slow freighter to Canada, because she felt 
that seeing the United States, New York, all at a sudden may be too much of a shock to her.  She had taken a freighter, 
because she liked traveling in an unusual way, because she wanted to feel that there was a distance between the old 
Europe and the New World America, because she wanted to have time to clear her mind and really be open for all the 
fresh impressions to come.  ….she was everywhere a little bit at home, but nowhere completely.  … she decided first to 
go to Canada, imagining it a mixture between Europe and America, she wanted to stay there of a while and to get used to 
an intermediate stage.  ….  …..She had expected people to be tough, unfriendly, hostile and she found them kind and 
interested, openminded and likable.  .......  In England people used to behave with a sort of aristocratic detachment, in the 
New World people show a perfectly democratic interest in any person that may pass their way, that they may meet on a 
train or in a restaurant.  This is not embarrassing to a stranger, as he or she is expected to be just as interested.  …… 
New York, the most overwhelming town she ever had seen, the most colorfull place by day and night.  She felt intoxicated 
for days by the dazzling atmosphere …….With Christmas just over four weeks ahead it was not difficult for Lisa to f ind a 
job as an extra-salesgirl in a store.  She was supposed to sell cheap and medium class merchandise for 48 hours a week.  
There from behind the counter she felt she started to see the real New York. …. The town ….was also brutal … ….. The 
girls in her store worked under a discipline which up to then she had only seen where Prussian soldiers were concerned; 
but everybody seemed used to it and they all were able to stand up behind a counter for 8 hours every day without 
flinching and if necessary for 7 hours in one stretch without once leaving the sales floor……..perpetual fear of everybody 
to lose his or her job ……..”   

A fictional treatment of Hilde’s experiences.  I think I prefer her report of October 1938 – the lengthy letter to her 
parents - but this is an interesting treatment.   

 

April 20, 1939 - “Victoria, B.C.” – carbon of a two-page typed essay.  On each page: “Hilde Merzbach, 2011 14
th
 Avenue 

North, Seattle (Wash.)”   Describes how she had become homesick for “the English ‘atmosphere’, that quaint feeling that 
– wherever you are – the past is alive all around you.”  She sails to Victoria, B.C., “a Super England.”  An appreciative 
commentary, concluding, “In Victoria, … far away from present day troubles an undiluted, nay glorified, English 
atmosphere prevails.” 
 
Box 8, File 19 Financial Records  1937- 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Hilde Merzbach Birnbaum 
 

1937-1938 – ca. 6 items of correspondence between Hilde and the UK Dept. of Inland Revenue re payment of income 
tax.  Looks like routine exchange. 
 
Box 8, File 20 Subject Series Law Papers, International Law Conference  1938 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach 
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Subgrp 
 

Clipped together: 
 August 17, 1938 – carbon of 2-page letter, in German, apparently from Hilde (no signature, but from 2 
Goldhurst Terrace, London, NW6) to Dr. Emil v. Hofmannsthal Esq., 10 Old Jewry, London EC 2.  Reports on immigration 
laws in the Channel Islands and legalities regarding conduct of business in Jersey and Guernsey.  
 July 29, 1938 – 2-page letter from the Guernsey Chamber of Commerce to The Travel & Industrial 
Development Association, London SW 1.  Responding in specifics to letter of the 25

th
. 

 July 22, 1938 – carbon of letter from Hilde at 2 Goldhurst Terrace to The Government Secy., Government 
Office, Jersey.  Inquires re immigration regulations, provisions for foreign workers, and data on imports and exports, esp. 
for produce. 
 July 22, 1938 – carbon of letter from Hilde to The Government Secy., Government Office, Guernsey.  The text 
is identical to the letter above. 
 July 22, 1938 – carbon of 2-page letter, in German, from Hilde to Dr.Emil v. Hofmannsthal.  Report on Channel 
Islands, discussing immigration regulations and some economic data. 
 2

nd
 page (1

st
 page missing) of what appears to be a letter to v. Hofmannsthal. 

 July 27, 1938 – carbon of letter, in German, to Mr. Paul Weiner c/o Oriana, 8 Rue de Montyon, Paris.  This has 
been damaged, addressee is not shown.  It is written on embossed paper of Central-European Law Office.  Refers to a 
contact through Dr. Hilde Merzbach. 
 August 2, 1938 – letter to Hilde from The Travel & Industrial Development Association of Great Britain & Ireland, 
head, Information Bureau and Industrial Department, 29 Cockspur Street, London SW1.  They have received a reply from 
the Guernsey Chamber of Commerce and invite Hilde to come to the office to discuss the matter. 
 July 27, 1938 – letter to Mr. H. Merzbach, 2 Goldhurst Terrace, from Government Office, Guernsey.  
Responding to inquiries: reasonably detailed re aliens wishing to enter into employment, referring her elsewhere for 
import/export statistics and regulations. 
 July 27, 1938 – letter to H. Merzbach, Esq, 2 Goldhurst Terrace, from Government Office, Jersey, telling her 
that her request for information has been passed to the Chief Aliens Officer, Jersey. 
 July 29, 1938 – letter to Mr. H. Merzbach, 2 Goldhurst Terrace, from Chief Aliens Officer, Jersey.  Gives info on 
aliens working on Jersey, refers her elsewhere for data requested. 
 July 26, 1938 – 2-page letter to Industrial Association, Travel Association of Great Britain & Ireland from The 
Jersey Chamber of Commerce.  Replies in detail to letter of July 25

th
 “from a Czechoslovakian.”  The stationary merits a 

look – with a fine illustration of Jersey on the reverse side. 
 July 28, 1938 – letter to Hilde from the Information Bureau and Industrial Department of The Travel Association 
of Great Britain & Ireland, accompanying the letter from the Jersey Chamber of Commerce and a booklet from the Jersey 
Chamber (not in the file). 
 
“Prolog” – no date - 2 carbons of what appears to be a rhyming quote in French, German and English.  
 
August 26, 1938 – Letter addressed To whom it may concern from Wyndham A. Bewes, Hon. General Secretary, 
International Law Association, 2 King’s Bench Walk, The Temple, London EC4.  This is a form letter with Hilde’s name 
filled in.  She is “a qualified lawyer established and practising in London,” traveling to Amsterdam to attend an 
international law conference and then returning to Great Britain.  
 
International Law Association, Amsterdam Conference, 1938 – various papers: 

Commercial Arbitration: Report of the French Sub-Committee, in French, 8 pages. 
Paper by Dr. Jur. Hanna Katz, in English, 4 pages 
Resolutions, propositions, recommendations – 8 pages , in English and French - Reciprocal Trade Agreements, 

Etat Civil, Commercial Arbitration, International Loans, Neutrality, Protection of Civilian Populations against new Engines 
of War, Conciliation Between Nations. 

Report of the Commercial Arbitration Committee – 24 pages, in English. 
Reciprocal Trade Agreements, by William S. Culbertson – 15 pages, in English. 
Project de Convention sur l’Exchange International de Données concernant l’Etat Civil des Personnes – 9 

pages, in French. 
Standard Clause in Contracts between Individuals and Governments securing a prompt and effective 

Settlement of Disputes – 10 pages, in French and English. 
International Loans Secured by Guaranty, by Dr. N. A. van Nierop – 6 pages, in English. 
Supplementary list of Members – arranged by membership number. 
Supplementary list of Members – arranged alphabetically. 
Hilde’s membership card for the XLth Conference of the International Law Association, Amsterdam, August 29 

– September 3, 1938.  Hilde’s Merzbach’s number is 474. 
 

September 22, 1938 – receipt for one pound from Hilde for her subscription for the year 1938 in the International Law 
Association. 
 
Box 8, File 21 Miscellaneous 1937-1938 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Birnbaum, Hilde Merzbach 
Subgrp 
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August 25, 1938, London – carbon of 6-page report, in German, on the British market for surgical and medical 
instruments.   
 
June 5, 1937, Rio – 1-page carbon (clearly missing continuation) of report, in German, on a visit to a stocking factory in 
Petropolis.  This was probably written by Lothar Bauer. 
 

July 17, 1937, Rio de Janeiro – carbon of two-page statement or excerpt from the writing of Professor Dr. L. Albert Hahn, 
Zuerich.  Examines factors in worldwide commercial and industrial competition. This may also be from Lothar Bauer, 
whose correspondence is very densely typed, and who was corresponding with Hilde from Rio. 
 

June 12, 1937 – 4-page report (“German version”) from The Brazilian Development Corp., Ltd., Rio de Janeiro.  Again, 
very densely typed. 
 
“At the end of August 1937” – “The Question of the Brazilian Debts,” 7-page report, in English, from The Brazilian 
Development Corp., Ltd., Rio de Janeiro.   
 
Undated – in German, statement of assets divided between Hilde and Edit [Edith Alice Merzbach, sister of Hilde].  Values 
are expressed in British pounds.   
 
No date - announcement, in German, from the German embassy in London, directing all citizens of the Reich residing in 
London to complete notification papers available at the embassy.   
 
October 16, 1948   23, 11 West 69

th
 St., NY.  Handwritten letter, in German, to ZWB.  Difficult to read. May be birthday 

greetings to ZWB from Aunt Thekla Merzbach [Hilde’s aunt by marriage]. 
 
November 28, 1950 – handwritten letter from Edith Lobe [nee Merzbach] to her sons.  Written on stationary of The St. 
Francis, San Francisco.   
 [It seems irrelevant and might be of more interest to Tom or Jim Lobe.] 
 

January 26, 1948 – handwritten letter to Hilda – 2 pages – regarding her master’s thesis.  Gives comments and 
suggestions.  No signature.  
 
Box 8, File 22 Senate Committee Annuities and Retirement General Correspondence  1940
 1947 
Birnbaum, ZW 
UW. Special Senate Committee to  
Study Annuities and Retirement 
 

January 2, 1940 – letter from William R. Wilson, UW, to Prof. Birnbaum, asking him to serve on a committee working on 
faculty health and accident insurance. 
 
January 7, 1947 – letter from William H. Cobb, TIAA of America, NYC, to Dr. Z. William Birnbaum, Chairman, Special 
Senate Committee to Study Annuities and Retirement, UW, Seattle.  Cobb is responding to a letter from ZWB (dated 
November 30).  Apologizes for delay in responding, explaining that TIAA was in the midst of end-of-year activity, closing 
books, preparing annual report, inventorying records.  Detailed discussion of specifics of annuity contracts.  This letter 
accompanied two large pages of tabulations for UW annuity holders.  These tabulations are in the file. 
 
Box 8, File 23 Outgoing Correspondence Institute for Mathematical and Statistical Research 1938 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Institute for Mathematical and Statistical Research 
 

September 17, 1938 – carbon of letter from William Z. Birnbaum, PhD, Director, Institute for Mathematical and Statistical 
Research, 55 West Forty-Second Street, NY, to Dr. Joseph Dorfman, Lecturer in Economics, Columbia University.  
Introduces the Institute and describes the services offered.  This is on Institute stationary which states in the upper right-
hand corner: “The Institute specializes in the application of mathematical and statistical methods to problems in science 
and business.”  On the back of this letter is a handwritten draft, in Polish, of what appears to be a business letter.   
 
September 19, 1938 – carbon of letter from William Z. Birnbaum, on Institute stationary, to Dr. M. Goldstein, College of 
Dentistry, 209 East 23

rd
 Street, NY.  This is identical to the letter above.  On the back of this letter is a handwritten draft, in 

Polish, of what appears to be a letter giving some statistical data; there also are some mathematical calculations. 
 
Box 8, File 24  Institute for Mathematical Statistics Misc. 1943-1968 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Institute for Mathematical Statistics 
 

April 30, 1943 – letter to ZWB from Edwin G. Olds, Sec-Treas., Institute of Mathematical Statistics, Carnegie Institute of 
Technology, Pittsburgh.  Notifies ZWB of his election as a member of the Institute.   
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June 17-19, 1947 – Program of the first Regional Western Meeting of the Institute in San Diego.  (This meeting was held 
in conjunction with the annual meeting of the Pacific Division of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, AAAS, June 16-21.  Interesting list of papers and speakers.  ZWB gave a paper on random variables with 
comparable peakedness. 
 
February 10, 1969 – form letter to fellows of The Institute of Mathematical Statistics, from Leo Katz, Executive Secretary, 
Statistical Laboratory, Michigan State University, East Lansing.  This letter accompanied a certificate (in file) stating that Z. 
William Birnbaum was elected a fellow in the year 1949 in recognition of his contributions to the development, 
dissemination, and application of mathematical statistics.  Such certificates, according to Katz, were being sent to all 
fellows. 
 
Box 8, File 25 General Correspondence  1955-1970 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Institute for Mathematical Statistics 
Advisory Committee on Physical Facilities for meetings. 
 

June 7, 1956 - carbon of letter from Ella F. Askew, Manager, The Wilsonian, Seattle, to Douglas G. Chapman, Assistant 
Secretary, UW, Dept. of Math.  “This is to advise that all reservations for the American Mathematical Society and other 
organizations will be on a non-segregated basis.” 
 
June 4, 1956 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Leo Katz  (Dept. of Stat., State University of Michigan, East Lansing) and 
George E. Nicholson (Dept. of Stat., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill).  Inquiries made by Doug Chapman have 
“resulted in full assurance that the meeting in Seattle can be held under conditions satisfying the spirit and the letter of the 
Kingston Resolution.” Housing facilities will consist of UW dorms and four hotels: Meany, Olympic, Benjamin Franklin and 
Roosevelt…. 
 
June 12, 1956 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Leo Katz and Geo. E. Nicholson, supplementing letter of June 4 by adding 
the Wilsonian to the list of hotels. 
 
March 1, 1956 – 2 copies of 4-page report from ZWB, chair, Advisory Committee on Physical Facilities for Meetings, to 
the IMS Council.   
 
February 13, 1956 – letter to ZWB, Laboratory of Statistical Research, Dept. of Math, UW, from George E. Nicholson, Jr., 
Secretary, The Institute of Mathematical Statistics.  Confirming ZWB’s recommendation that a planned meeting at 
Princeton be “cleared” (presumably declared to be acceptable in terms of providing clearly non-segregated facilities). 
 
January 31, 1956 – carbon of letter to ZWB from M.B. Wilk, Princeton.  Details findings to date regarding meeting the 
“Kingston Resolution” for the Princeton Meeting.  Although he is confident that there is no segregation anywhere in 
Princeton, he is still checking a couple of “eating places” and notes, “I agree entirely that this item should be settled 
beyond any possible doubt.” 
 
February 6, 1956 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Katz and Nicholson giving an update on Wilk’s investigation of Princeton 
facilities.  ZWB is awaiting the report on eating places. 
 
February 24, 1956 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Katz and Nicholson.  This letter accompanied a copy of a letter from 
David L. Wallace to ZWB regarding non-discrimination in Chicago facilities; ZWB recommends clearing the Chicago 
meeting. 
 
February 21, 1956 – carbon of letter to ZWB from David L. Wallace, Committee on Statistics, University of Chicago.  
Responding to ZWB letter of January 19.  Assures ZWB “that the principle of nonsegregation will be followed in the 
Chicago meeting of the IMS in April.”   
 
February 22, 1956 – rec’d February 24, 1956 - letter from Leo Katz to ZWB asking about progress in reviewing facilities 
for the Chicago meeting. 
 
February 21, 1956 – letter to ZWB from David L. Wallace, Committee on Statistics, University of Chicago.  Responding to 
ZWB letter of January 19.  Assures ZWB “that the principle of nonsegregation will be followed in the Chicago meeting of 
the IMS in April.”  (A carbon of this letter appears earlier in the file – see above.) 
 
February 21, 1956 – letter from ZWB to Leo Katz asking for his opinion of the draft of the report to the IMS of Committee 
on Physical Facilities.  Leo has written by hand on this letter, “I approve.  Sorry – I thought I had written you.”  This is 
attached to: 
 February 13, 1956 – letter to ZWB from George E. Nicholson, Jr. (“Nick’), stating that he approves the revised 
report. 
 January 31, 1956 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Katz and Nicholson asking for their comments on the 
accompanying revised version of the report. 
 Undated – 4-page carbon copy of the report. 
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April 20-21 [1956, presumably] – Princeton Meetings IMS-BS, April 20-21, Local Facilities Information.  5-page dittoed 
report, apparently from Martin B. Wilk. This report is very detailed and specific.   While three hotels are listed as having 
been checked and meeting IMS regulations, nearby motels were not guaranteeing non-segregated practices.  Extensive 
description of the three hotels, location, prices, etc.  Eight eating places have met non-segregation requirements and are 
listed, with comments on price and cuisine. 
 
May 24, 1956 – letter from Doug Chapman to ZWB regarding meeting IMS non-segregation regulations in Seattle.   
Attached are: 
 April 3, 1956 – copy of letter from Doug to Mr. Hough, Manager, Edmond Meany Hotel.  Interesting.  “The 
Institute of Mathematical Statistics has a requirement in its constitution that no facility shall be listed for our meetings until 
we have received a written assurance that all accommodations will be on a non-segregated basis.” 
 April 19, 1956 – copy of letter to Doug Chapman from John Hickman, Sales Manager, Western Hotels, Inc, 
Olympic Hotel.  Hickman writes that the Western Hotels – The Benjamin Franklin, The Olympic, and The Roosevelt “will 
be happy to accept any reservation requests from any member of the Mathematics Association.” 
 April 10, 1956 – copy of letter from Doug to John Hickman.  Text is identical to that in the letter to Hough at the 
Meany.   
 April 7, 1956 – copy of letter to Doug from A. Hough, Manager, Hotel Edmond Meany.  “…our policy of non-
segregation will most certainly apply to all of those who may be attending the forthcoming meeting of the Institute of 
Mathematical Statistics…” 
 June 1, 1956 – handwritten note from ZWB, stapled to Doug’s cover letter: “I asked Burt Farquharson about the 
Western Hotels.  He spoke to Mary [Farquharson, I assume] and phoned to tell me that no trouble has been known to the 
Urban League from those hotels.  Their reluctance to say explicitly, ‘We do not segregate’ is likely to be just stupidity.” 
 
Box 8, File 26 General Correspondence  IMS 1955-1970 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Institute for Mathematical Statistics 
Advisory Committee on Physical Facilities for Meetings 

 
Undated – carbon of 4-page report of the advisory committee, chaired by ZWB, to the IMS Council. 
 
February 6, 1956 – carbon of 2-page letter from ZWB to Martin Wilk, Princeton, responding to Wilk’s letter of January 31, 
1956, and reviewing requirements for making local arrangements. 
 
January 31, 1955 [this is clearly 1956] – letter from Wilk to ZWB.  A carbon of this letter was in the previous file.  

 
January 19, 1956 – carbon of 2-page letter from ZWB to David Wallace, University of Chicago, outlining facilities 
requirements. 
 
February 6, 1956 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Katz and Nicholson (same as in previous file), with a copy of Wilk’s letter 
of January 31, 1956, attached. 
 
February 21, 1956 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Leo Katz asking for his opinion of the draft report from the Committee 
on Facilities. 
 
February 21, 1956 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Katz and Nicholson saying he has not yet received a reply to his letter 
of January 19 to David Wallace; he’s enclosing a copy of the reminder letter which he is mailing to Wallace.  
 
February 21, 1956 – carbon of ZWB’s reminder letter to Wallace. 
 
February 24, 1956 – carbon of letter from ZWB to Katz and Nicholson, accompanying a copy of a letter he just received 
from Wallace. 
 
Box 8, File 27 General Correspondence  1955-1970 
Birnbaum, ZW 
Institute for Mathematical Statistics 
Advisory Committee on Physical Facilities for Meetings 
 

March 1, 1955 – copy of 2-page letter from ZWB, Chair, Advisory Committee, to Milton V. Johns, Jr., NYC, who has been 
appointed Assistant Secretary for the New York meetings of the Institute.  Details requirements, per the Kingston 
resolution. 
 
March 21, 1955 – letter to ZWB from Milton V. Johns, Dept. of Mathematical Statistics, Columbia University, responding to 
ZWB’s letter of March 1.  He encloses a copy of the New York State Law Against Discrimination and the Civil Rights Law, 
calling particular sections to ZWB’s attention and closing, “I Hope that this information fulfills the requirements of the 
Kingston Resolution.” 
 
March 24, 1955 – carbon of memo from ZWB to Katz and Nicholson, accompanying a copy of Johns’ response.  “Inquiries 
among people familiar with the New York situation have led me to believe that Johns is right …”  
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No date - Rec’d April 18, 1955 – letter from Katz to ZWB, responding to his letter of March 24

th
.  Apparently there has 

been a conversation about this with Ken Arnold.  Leo Katz: “... New York statutes against discrimination are adequately 
enforced…. However … there is a substantial difference between the letter of the law and the spirit of non-segregation… I 
would suggest that our committee recommend the New York site for the meeting … but that we should still put some 
pressure on hotels and any other facilities we might use in New York City to insure that all members of the Institute be 
accorded fully equal treatment….” 
 Attached is a copy of the NY State Law Against Discrimination 
 
February 8, 1954 – blurry carbon of 3-page memo from J.L. Hodges, Jr. to ACJPM (K.J. Arnold, Leo Katz, G. E. 
Nicholson, Jr.) regarding scope of recommendations from the committee (of which Hodges may be a member). 
 
February 16, 1955 – memo from Henry Scheffé, President, IMS, Statistical laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, 
to Z.W. Birnbaum, Leo Katz, George E. Nicholson.  The committee is to consist of the three men listed.  
 
April 5, 1955 – letter to ZWB from K.J. Arnold, Secretary, IMS, Dept. of Math, Michigan State College, East Lansing.  
Responding to ZWB’s letter of March 18, 1955, regarding planning for Berkeley meeting.  Discusses need to assure that 
venue for a beer party be checked for compliance, attaches a letter from Paul S. Dwyer, dated March 22, 1955, relating to 
this. 
 
April 20, 1955 – carbon of memo to K. J. Arnold from ZWB regarding facilities for the New York meeting. 
 Attached to this is the carbon of ZWB’s letter of April 20, 1955 to Johns specifying further work to be done, 
including attending to adequate lecture facilities and further research on facilities with the New York Convention Bureau.  
 
May 7, 1955 – letter to ZWB from M. V. Johns, Jr., responding to letter of April 20.   
 
July 15, 1955 – carbon of letter from Leo Katz to G.E. Nicholson (“Nick’) re meeting in Michigan.  
 
December 1, 1955 – copy of report to President Henry Scheffé and members of the IMS Council, from ZWB, chair, 
Advisory Committee on Physical Facilities for Meetings. 
 
February 25, 1955 – Letter from Leo Katz to ZWB asking for approval of physical facilities for meetings in Princeton and 
Chicago in April 1956 and Seattle in August 1956.  Also, tentatively, in Los Angeles in March, Detroit in September, and 
Rochester in December 1956. 
 
December 12, 1955 – letter to ZWB from Leo Katz regarding business of the committee.  “… There are two … pressing 
problems what bother me.  First, the Kingston amendment should return to the floor for debate at the Seattle meeting; our 
committee, I fear, will be asked for recommendations.  Second, in 1957, we will probably meet with the A.S.A. in Atlantic 
City, where the problems of running a decent meeting might be substantially greater than we have so far encountered….” 
 
January 19, 1956 – carbon of 2-page letter from ZWB to Marin B. Wilk, Princeton. 
 
January 20, 1956 – carbon of 2-page letter from ZWB to Doug Chapman, UW. 
 
January 19, 1956 – letter to ZWB from Leo Katz, commenting on draft of report of the advisory committee. 
 A copy of the 4-page draft is attached. 
 
Box 8, File 28 American Association of University Professors, UW Chapter A.A.U.P. 1944-1946 
Z.W. Birnbaum 
 

June 6, 1946 – card, notification of election to membership, AAUP, Washington, DC 
 
April 16, 1946 – letter to ZWB from AAUP, informing him that his nomination for membership has been received and 
presented to the AAUP’s committee on Admission of Members. 
 
December 13, 1944 – copy of Bulletin of the UW Chapter of the AAUP, Vol. 2, No. 2.  Discussion of …semester vs. 
quarter system, timing of classes (10 minutes past the hour), tenure, effects of war … 
 
Bulletin of the UW Chapter of the AAUP, Vol. 2, No. 3.  No date.  Report of the AAUP committee on salaries …  
 
Bulletin of the UW Chapter of the AAUP, Vol. 3, No. 3, March 1946.  … Report of committee on faculty salaries …The 
Strayer Committee …  
 
Bulletin of the UW Chapter of the AAUP, Vol. 3, No. 4.  No date. … Preliminary report of the committee on faculty 
salaries…    
 
Bulletin of the UW Chapter of the AAUP, Vol. 3, No. 4, April 1946 ... Report of AAUP Subcommittee on questionnaire, 
showing tabulations of faculty responses re retirement, University Code, department chair appointments, appointment of 
deans, promotion, salary increases, summer session payment … 
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No date – A Report to the Faculty (embodying “the results of investigations conducted by the Teacher’s Union into the 
status of instructors, associates, and teaching fellows at the University of Washington”) submitted by Ross Beaumont, 
Secretary.  This may have been written ca. 1946-1947.  It consists of 5 pages of text and 2 pages of data in a chart.  
 
Undated – questionnaire from Graduate School.  
 
Miscellaneous Oversize Box 6  T643  Biographical Features Z.W. Birnbaum 
Acc. No. 5266-001 
 

Certificates, Correspondence Re: Steinhaus Invention 
 
October 26, 1929 – announcement of ZWB’s PhD – in Latin and Polish.  The original is fragile, with weakness at folds.   
There is also a copy. 
 
Hugo Steinhaus drawing showing Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, with notation “Seen and understood, Helene Reschovsky, New 
York, Sept. 5, 1938.” 
 
Hugo Steinhaus drawing showing Fig. 4, with notation “Seen and understood, Helene Reschovsky, New York, Sept. 5, 
1938.” 
 
ZWB’s diploma, in Polish, appears to be dated June 10, 1929.  Beautiful calligraphy.  Appears to give details of ZWB’s 
academic history.  This is a large page, folded in half, written on both sides.   
 
Timeline for ZWB’s life up to 1995.  Prepared, I assume, by Robin Hamilton. 
 

Zygmunt William Birnbaum Photograph Collection 

 
See Guide to the collection: 
http://www.lib.washington.edu/specialcoll/findaids/docs/photosgraphics/BirnbaumZWPHColl679.xml 
 
 
There is an introductory Biographical Note. 
  

A few random notes: 
 Folder 4 

Items 18-21 - “Z.W. Birnbaum with others at Pacific Area Statistical Conference   ca. 1982.”  Somewhere there 
might be a more precise description and date, including location (somewhere in Japan). 
 Items 22-25 “Z.W.Birnbaum as [guest?] in classroom with students and others circa 1990s.”  Michael D. 
Perlman is the fellow in the brown jacket and plaid shirt in photos 22, 23, and 25.   I think these were taken at the 
celebration of his birthday - ? 90

th
 or 95

th
.    

 Item 26 - “Z.W. Birnbaum with others at reception circa 1990s” 
The people in the front row, left to right, are Ann Birnbaum, ZWB, man I cannot identify, and mathematician Albert 
Nijenhuis.  May 6, 1988.  Banquet at UW Faculty Club.  The Hewitfest.   This was a two-day event (May 6-7) honoring UW 
mathematician Edwin Hewitt.   
 Folder 8 

Item 48 -  “Ann and Richard Birnbaum as children  [1946?]” –  Photo by ZWB  

 
At this time – January 2013 – I plan to add to this collection from the photos we still have in archival boxes; these were 
discovered and noted by Dick and me as we were reviewing family papers in 2003-2004.  
 
 

Names – list revised January 2013 

Ala - Ala Ehrlich, Ala Manelska 

Alexander, Mrs. - Ludwik Rubel’s aunt, his father’s sister 

Allerhand, Adolf - husband of Cyla Allerhand 

Allerhand, Cyla, née Sprecher, great aunt of ZWB, wife of Adolf Allerhand 

Allerhand, Gustav, Gustave, Gustl - Gustav Allerhand later changed his name to Geoffrey Allen 

Altbach, Józia - close friend of ZWB in Poland, later married Ludwik (Wisio) Sternbach 

Altberg, Mary - daughter of Chaja-Minda Altberg 

Anna - Anna Nebenzahl (née Sprecher), maternal grandmother of ZWB and Jacob Berger 

Appenzeller, Litka - daughter of Maximiian Appenzeller 

Appenzeller, Maximilian 

Ashley-Montagu, Montagu, Ashley, also "Montague Francis Ashley-Montagu"- 1905-1999 

http://www.lib.washington.edu/specialcoll/findaids/docs/photosgraphics/BirnbaumZWPHColl679.xml
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Austein, Rosa, Rose 

Banach, Stefan - mathematician, teacher of ZWB, 1892 (Kraków)  - 1945 (Lwów/Liviv) 

Basia - aunt of ZWB, sister of ZWB's father 

Bauer, Lothar - friend of Hilde Merzbach Birnbaum, March 4 1905 - April 26, 1968 

Beinhacker, Alexander, Xandl - friend of Jacob Berger - later Beinhacker seems to have changed his name to Bennett 

Beinhacker, Ruth, Ruza -  wife of Xandl Beinhacker 

Berger, A. - Chief actuary, OEVAG Life Insurance Co., Vienna, Professor of Actuarial Science, Vienna 

Berger, Adolf, Bronio, "Uncle Putzi" - Jacob Berger's paternal uncle. March 1, 1882 (Lwów) - April 8, 1962 (New York) 

Berger, Henryka, Rita (née Both) - wife of Jacob Berger.  January 15, 1912 (Lwòw, Poland) - November 17, 2001 (New York)   

Berger, Jakob, Jacob, Kubuś - first cousin of ZWB.  August 8, 1908 (Lwòw, Poland) - October 7, 1976 (New York) 

Berger, Oswald, Osias vel Oswald Jechiel, Schnucki, Schnuki, Schnukki. - uncle of ZWB, father of Jacob Berger.  November 12,1878 (Lwòw, Poland)- December 1, 1941 (probably in Lwów) 

Berger, Roza, Rosa (née Nebenzahl) - aunt of ZWB, wife of Oswald Berger, mother of Jacob Berger.  December 12, 1885 (Lwów, Poland) - est. May 21, 1944 (Auschwitz-Birkenau) 

Berger, Vivian, daughter of Jacob and Rita Berger.  July 22, 1944 (New York) 

Bergmann, Anna Katharina, Anni, Anny. -  wife of  Gustav Bergmann,  suffered a mental collapse, quite unexpected. August 26, 1903 (Vienna) 

Bergmann, Gustav- philosopher, friend of Jacob Berger and ZWB.  Gustav Bergmann collection is in Iowa.  May 4, 1906 (Vienna) - April 21, 1987 (Iowa City) 

Bergmann, Hanna Elisabet, later Hanna Bergmann Weston - daughter of Anni and Gustav Bergmann, June 14, 1937(Vienna) 

Bernays, Paul - mathematician and teacher of ZWB 

Bernstein, Felix - Prof. of Biometrics, NYU, teacher in Göttingen and employer of ZWB in NYC.   February 24, 1878  (Halle, Germany) – December 3, 1956 (Zűrich, Switzerland) 

Bernstein, Marianne - daughter of Felix Bernstein 

Bernstein-Wiener, Marianne - married name of Marianne Bernstein 

Birnbaum, Ann - daughter of ZWB.  August 18, 1941 (Seattle)  

Birnbaum, Dick, Richard Franklin Isaac David - son of ZWB.  August 5, 1945 (Seattle)  

Birnbaum, Fabian - uncle of ZWB, brother of ZWB's father 

Birnbaum, Franciszka, Francisca, Nusia, Niusia, Niuska, Nuśka - sister of ZWB.  June 3, 1910 - (Lwów, Poland) - est. May 21, 1944 (Auschwitz-Birkenau) 

Birnbaum, Henryk - uncle of ZWB, brother of ZWB's father 

Birnbaum, Hilde, Hilda (née Merzbach) - wife of ZWB.  February 2, 1909 (Frankfurt am Main, Germany) - August 12, 2003 (Seattle) 

Birnbaum, Ignacy, Ignatz, Isaac, Ignas, Isak, Izak- father of ZWB. March 16,1871  (Pysznica ad Nisko, Poland) - est. May 21, 1944 (Auschwitz-Birkenau) 

Birnbaum, Józef - uncle of ZWB, brother of ZWB's father 

Birnbaum, Lina (née Nebenzahl) - mother of ZWB. May 10 1879 (Lwów, Poland) - est. May 21, 1944 (Auschwitz-Birkenau) [takes name "Karolina"and other names in coded messages] 

Birnbaum, Zishe Wolf - ZWB's paternal grandfather 

Birnbaum, Zygmunt Wilhelm, Zygmunt William, Wilùs, Wilek, Willy, Willi, Bill, Billy.  October 18, 1903 (Lwów) - December 15, 2000 (Seattle) 

Bloch, Alfred, Freddy, Freddie, Fredi - Maurycy Bloch's younger brother, born ?1922 

Bloch, M. - Bloch's mother (née Reich) - a relative of ZWB and Jacob Berger 

Bloch, Maurycy, Morris - Polish friend, distant relative of ZWB, ?1917-?1995 

Bories, Isaac, Ike - husband of Rosa Bories 

Bories, Rosa, Roza - friend? relative of ZWB's family 

Both, Alfred, Fredi, Freddy - brother of Rita Berger,  died 1971 

Both, Benno - father of Rita Berger. June 27, 1880  (Lwów, Poland) - est. May 21, 1944 (Auschwitz-Birkenau)  

Both, Dorothea (née Spitzmann), Dorka, Dora - mother of Rita Berger.  March 3, 1888 (Borysław, Poland) - est. May 21, 1944 (Auschwitz-Birkenau) 

Broch, Hermann - November 1, 1886 (Vienna) – May 30, 1951 (New Haven) 

Bronio - see Berger, Adolf 

Carpenter, Allen Fuller - UW math department chair who hired ZWB - June 12, 1880 -  

Courant, Richard - mathematician and teacher of ZWB, 1888-1972 

Cyla - neé Sprecher, married Adolf Allerhand, a sister of Anna Nebenzahl and great aunt of ZWB and Jacob 

Czajkowskis -  pseudonym for Oswald and Rosa Berger 

Deszö - apparently a friend of Jacob Berger; first name Rudi?? 

Dogilewski, Ignacy Theodor - friend of Jacob Berger (The Dogilewskis were twin brothers, according to Rita.)  
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Dogilewski, Marceli - friend of Jacob Berger (The Dogilewskis were twin brothers, according to Rita.) 

Dreyfus, Henry - married to Rosa Bories' sister 

Drucker, Doris - wife of Peter Drucker 

Drucker, Peter - economist 

Ehrlich, Ala - married name of Ala Manelska 

Ehrlich, Seweryn - husband of Ala 

Eisenstätder, Vally - friend of Jacob Berger's from Vienna 

Farrer - family in London with whom Jacob and Rita Berger were acquainted 

Feiner, Walter - child from Vienna living with the Farrers, his foster parents in London 

Fruks - husband and wife - people in Lwòw 

Fürth, Robert - cousin of Anni Bergmann 

Gilford, Dorothy (née Morrow) - student of ZWB and long-time friend and colleague, 1919 

Goldsztein (?Goldstein), Lydia (née Fruks) - friend or acquaintance of ZWB in Lwów, later in Vancouver, BC 

Gottfried, Camilla Helene  - daughter of Louis and Frederike Gottfried (Vienna), December 22, 1922 

Gottfried, Frederike (née Spitzmann), Frieda - Rita Berger's aunt, wife of Louis Gottfried.  (Poland), October 19, 1893 

Gottfried, Julia (née Halpern) - wife of Markus Gottfried. (Poland) November 13, 1898 

Gottfried, Lisbeth Minna - daughter of Markus and Julia Gottfried (Vienna, Austria), May 31, 1924 

Gottfried, Lotte - daughter of Markus and Julia Gottfried (Vienna, Austria), September 11, 1928 

Gottfried, Louis  - Rita Berger's uncle, June 1, 1892 (Buczacz, Poland) 

Gottfried, Margarethe Theresa - daughter of Louis and Frederike Gottfried (Vienna), September 9, 1926 

Gottfried, Markus, Marcus - Rita Berger's uncle.  June 13, 1895  (Poland) 

Gottlieb, Olga (neé Weissmann) - daughter of Osias and Mila Weissmann 

Gournay, Jules - an acquaintance of Jacob Berger's in London, apparently 

Grünberg, nephew of Dr.Grau; Grau seems to have been a friend of Jacob Berger 

Grünspann, Grunspan, Grünspan - an engineer and cousin of Rita Berger 

Gruszecka, Karolina - alias of Lina Birnbaum 

Gucia - Ala Manelska's sister 

Haber, Sophie - Rita Berger's maternal aunt 

Helly, Eduard, Edward - June 1, 1884 (Vienna) - November 28, 1979 (Chicago) 

Henrietta (neé Sprecher) - sister of Anna Nebenzahl and great aunt of ZWB and Jacob, married Jacob Ludmerer 

Herglotz, Gustav - mathematician, teacher of ZWB, 1881-1953 

Hersh -  brother of Anna Nebenzahl and great uncle of ZWB and Jacob 

Holländer, Leni - friend of ZWB possibly 

Immerdauer, Bruno 

Isserman, Alexander - helpful and kind to ZWB in efforts to bring friends, family and acquaintances to the USA 

Jänner, Georg - a lawyer, possibly a friend or acquaintance of Jacob and ZWB 

Józia - see Altbach and Sternbach 

Juer, Amalia - distant relative of ZWB and Jacob Berger, possibly a second or third cousin of their mothers 

Juer, Hans - son of Amalia Juer 

Kac, Mark, Marek - August 3, 1914 (Krzemieniec, Russia) - October 26, 1984 (California) 

Kanner, Arnold - father of Amalia Juer 

Kapralik, Lolo, ?Karl - a man, possibly from Lwów, from whom Kubuś received some news while in London, may have changed his name to Charles Kapralik or been originally Charles 

Kielska, Anna 

Kielski, Stas - son of Anda 

Kimmelman, Bronka - daughter of Emil Kimelman 

Kimmelman, Emil 

Kimmelman, Markus - great uncle of ZWB 
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Kimmelman, Rosa, Rozia, née Sprecher - great aunt of Jacob and ZWB, wife of Markus Kimmelman. Died November 1940. 

Klose, Orval - student of ZWB 

Koppel, Frederike Koppel, Fritzi, née Kris - wife of Friedrich Koppel, mother of Melly Koppel, daughter of ZWB's great aunt Regine Kris, September 15, 1891 (Vienna)  

Koppel, Melanie,  Liselotte, Melly, Melli - daughter of Fritzi Koppel,  March 15, 1919 (Vienna) -  

Kris, Regina, née Sprecher - great aunt of ZWB, married Dr. Kris 

Landau, Edmund - mathematician, teacher of ZWB 

Lederer, Emil - uncle of Walther Lederer, a founder of the New School 

Lederer, Ruth née Klein - wife of Walther Lederer,  

Lederer, Walther - Professor of Economics, University of Delaware - friend of Jacob Berger 

Leibowicz - a woman known to Kubuś, friend of Melly Koppel 

Leng, Herta - physicist, friend of ZWB, 1903-1997 

Levy, Ernst -  Prof.at UW, formerly of Heidelberg and specializing in Roman law  

Lipsky, Louis 

Lobe, Edith Alice(née Merzbach) - sister of Hilde Birnbaum, sister-in law of ZWB, July 15, 1914 (Frankfurt a/M, Germany) - January 15, 1993 (Palm Springs) 

Lobe (formerly Loeb), Ludwig - CPA, husband of Edith Lobe, brother-in-law of ZWB, January 10, 1909 (Scherfede, Germany) - May 13, 1995 (Seattle) 

Łomnicki, Zbigniew Alexander, Zbyszek - nephew of mathematician A. Łomnicki - April 24, 1904 (Kolomyja, Poland) - friend of ZWB 

Ludmerer, Henrietta, née Sprecher - great aunt of ZWB, married Jacob Ludmerer 

Lukacs, Eugen, Eugene, Jani, 1906 (Szombathely) -1987  

Lukacs, Lieselotte - wife of Eugene Lukacs 

Majewska, Paulina, Paulinka 

Manelska, Ala, Alina - good friend of ZWB; she married Seweryn Ehrlich 

Marshall, Albert, Al - student of ZWB 

Maschler, Clemens, Klemens - husband of ZWB's paternal aunt Lorcia 

Maschler, Lorcia (née Birnbaum), wife of Clemens/ Klemens Maschler 

Mayer, Walther - mathematician, 1887 (Graz, Austria) - 1948 (USA), Prof of Mathematics, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton 

McCarthy, Robert - student of ZWB 

Merzbach, Gertrude, Trude - mother of Hilde Birnbaum, mother-in-law of ZWB,  March 22, 1886 (Königsberg, Germany) - August 25, 1945 (Seattle) 

Merzbach, Richard - father of Hilde Birnbaum, father-in-law of ZWB, October 28, 1873 (Frankfurt a/M, Germany) - August 25, 1945 (Seattle) 

Merzbach, Thekla - paternal aunt of Hilde Birnbaum 

Meyer, Paul - student of ZWB 

Montagu, Ashley, also "Montague Francis Ashley-Montagu" 

Morrow, Dorothy - student of ZWB - see Dorothy Morrow Gilford (1919 -) 

Nagel, Bertha - great aunt of Jacob Berger and ZWB 

Nebenzahl, Anna, née Sprecher - ZWB's maternal grandmother, daughter of Agnes Sprecher 

Nebenzahl, Samuel - maternal grandfather of ZWB 

Neugebauer, Otto- founding editor-in-chief, Zentralblatt für Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete, May 26, 1899 (Innsbruck, Austria) - February 19, 1990 

Neyman, Jerzy - mathematician 

Noback, G. - head of anatomy Dept., NYU 

Nusia - see Birnbaum, Franciszka 

Oberländer - a surgeon in Lwòw 

Ohrenstein, Dolli - ? Relative of ZWB 

Ohrenstein, Willy - ? relative of ZWB 

Olga - apparently a friend of the Bergers whose parents  are in Lwów, she seems to have been in London 

Pasternak, ?Albrecht 

Putzi - Adolf Berger 

Rafalowicz - friend of Benno Both, in NYC 

Raymond, John (Father John Raymond) - Benedictine, student of ZWB 
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Regine, Regina -  a great aunt of ZWB's and Jacob's, sister of Anna Nebenzahl, married to Dr. Kris 

Reich, Dora - presumably somebody the Birnbaum family would have known in Lwów 

Reich, Jan - described as brother of Marion Reich, also described as an uncle of Bloch 

Reich, Marian, Marjan - uncle of Maurycy Bloch  

Reschovsky, Helene - mathematician, friend of ZWB, 1907 (Vienna) - 1994 (Tolland, Connecticut) 

Rosenstock, Helena - aunt of ZWB, sister of ZWB's father, married Bernard Rosenstock 

Rosner, Renia - wife of Rudi Rosner 

Rosner, Rudolf, Rudi - friend of Jacob and Rita Berger in Vienna, appears to have been in Prague 

Rubel, Ludwik, Ludwig - cousin of ZWB, newspaper editor who helped ZWB get to USA. 

Rubel, Pola - Ludwik Rubel's mother, aunt of ZWB, sister of ZWB's father, married Herman Rubel 

Rublowa, Maryla, Maria 

Ruziewicz, Stanisław - professor under whom ZWB studied, murdered in the massacre of Lwów professors 

Sandelsohn, D.Y. 

Schaerf, Henry; Schärf, Henryk Maksymiljan - mathematician, friend of ZWB,   March 17, 1907 (Rohatyn, Poland) - March 5, 2006 (Seattle) 

Schreiber Norbert - husband of Teresa Schreiber - uncle (by marriage) of Hilde Birnbaum 

Schreiber, Teresa (née Merzbach) - paternal aunt of Hilde Birnbaum 

Schreier, Henryk - Rita Berger's cousin - son of Benno Both's sister. Henryk studied enginéering in Vienna. 

Schreier - family Boths stayed with in Wygoda. The husband (Borys) was Benno's brother- in- law. 

Schwieger, Julius - physician who was with the Berger and Birnbaum families in Bergen-Belsen 

Selzer, Artur - physician from Poland, cardiologist, husband of Jadwiga Selzer 

Selzer, Jane, Jadwiga - physician from Poland, internist specializing in pulmonary medicine, friend of ZWB 

Sirken, Monroe - student, friend and long-time colleague of ZWB 

Spiegel, Fritz - friend of Jacob Berger's from Vienna 

Spitzer, Berta - sister of Rudi Spitzer - apparently  a relative of Jacob Berger 

Spitzmann (née Ludmerer) - wife of Max Spitzmann 

Spitzmann, Zosia - identifed as sister-in-law of Charlotte Spitzmann 

Sprecher, Agnes - ZWB's great grandmother, mother of Anna Nebenzahl - ZWB's  maternal grandmother 

Sprecher, Chaja - wife of Hersh Sprecher 

Sprecher, Hersh - great uncle of ZWB, son of Agnes Sprecher, 

Sprecher, Jonas, Jonasz, Yonash 

Sprecher, Wilhelm 

Steinhaus, Hugo - teacher of ZWB under whom ZWB wrote his doctoral dissertation 

Sternbach, Józia - close friend of ZWB, wife of Ludwik Sternbach 

Sternbach, Ludwik, Wisio, Ludwig, December 15, 1905 (Sambor, Poland) -  close friend of ZWB 

Strich, Artur, Arthur, MD 

Strich, Tusiek 

Suchestow, Ella - Rita Berger's schoolmate and girlfriend from Poland and Vienna 

Szapira, Wisia 

Szrajer, Henryk 

Tamarkin, J. D. - Prof. of Math, Brown, Rhode Island 

Tilles, Irena - alias of Lina Birnbaum 

Tillesówna, Irena - alias of Lina Birnbaum 

Tingey, Fred - student of ZWB 

Ulam, Stanisław, Stan - mathematician from Lwów 

Urich, Henryk, Henry, Heniu, Heinrich- described by Kubuś as son of Mania Urich née Rosenstock, friend and possibly distant relative of ZWB from Lwów 

Wajndling, Branka - relative of ZWB.  Daughter of Izak and Halina (née Birnbaum).  April 7, 1926 (Nowy Sącz , Poland) 

Wajndling, Halina, Hala, Halka - cousin of ZWB.  Wife of Izak Wajndling, daughter of Henryk Birnbaum and Ernestyna (née Bloch), August 15, 1895 (Pysznica ad Nisko, Poland)  
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Wajndling, Izak - relative of ZWB.  Son of Natan and Adela (née Landau).  December 9, 1892 (Nowy Sacz, Poland) -  

Wegner, U. - professor under whom ZWB studied 

Weindel, Rudolf 

Weindling - see Wajndling 

Weissglas, Louis - friend of Benno Both, enginéer, in NYC 

Weissmann - family in Lwów with whom Kubuś stayed some after their escape 

Weissmann, Mila - wife of Osias Weissmann 

Weissmann, Mila - wife of Osias Weissmann 

Weissmann, Olga daughter of Mila and Osias 

Weissmann, Osias - possibly a relative of ZWB and Jacob 

Winkler, Wisia 

Wisio (nickname of L. Sternbach) - see Sternbach 

Zuckerman, Herbert S. - mathematician, friend of ZWB. February 15, 1912 (Berkeley, CA); they shared an office in Savery Hall  in their early years at the UW 

 


